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ABSTRACT

This document summarizes results of the Chief Joseph Dam Cultural
Resources Project, a salvage program carried out by the Office of Public
Archaeology, University of Washington under contract to the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, Seattle District. Between July 1978 and August 1980, intensive
excavations were conducted at eighteen prehistoric habitation sites on the
floodplain and lower terraces of the Columbia River on the 45-mile stretch of
river above Chief Joseph Dam. This reach of the river, the lower section of
the Upper Columbia, lies between the arid, basaltic Columbia Plateau and the
forested, granitic Okanogan Highlands and includes portions of the traditional
territories of two Native American groups, the SanpoIlI-Nespelem and Southern
Okanogan.

This report summarizes findings at a project-wide scale. General
descriptive information about the regional assemblage is presented, and
arguments are developed supporting inferences about the organization of local
subsistence and settlement systems and changes in them through tlme.'TJW X
concept of the continuum between collecting and foraging economic systems-41--
used as the major interpretive framework. The first section, comprising a
model of prehistoric resource productivity and activity chain descriptions,
introduces the study of the evolution of hunter-gatherer adaptation and
describes many of the cultural and environmental parameters to be considered
in interpreting the project area prehistory. Results of paleoenvironmental
studies are presented in the second section. In the third section, the
analytic units--phases or periods and site types--are defined and the general
parameters of site frequency In time and space are established. Chapters in
the fourth section describe the faunal, botanical, lithic, projectile point,
and feature assemblages. The synthetic chapter which comprises the fifth
section integrates information from the foregoing chapters.

On the basis of the artifact, faunal, botanical, and feature data
summarized In this report, three phases (approximately 2,000-year periods) can
be contrasted. Changes In the organization of cultural activities in the
floodplain zone are Inferred; these are assumed to reflect the evolution of
the entire subsistence and settlement systems of which they are a major part.

Projectile point styles suggest human use of the area may have begun as
early as 6500 B.P., but the oldest radiocarbon date associated with cultural
material is 5401±343. The earl Iest period, the Kartar Phase (7,000-4,000
B.P.), was characterized by the broadest resource base, incorporating a wide
variety of rodents, artiodactyls, reptiles, and fish in the most even
proportions of any period. Year-round base camps (housepit sites) and
temporary stations were located In the floodplain zone, but few special ized
camps. A variety of upland and floodplain plant and animal foods were stored
at the central base; however, storage may have been less effective than In
later periods and reliance on winter hunting of artiodactyls greater. Site
numbers, and thus possibly population densities, are lower than in later
periods, perhaps because a large area was needed to supply winter game and
early spring foods. The faunal remains at the temporary stations suggest
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opportunistic foraging; they may represent food gathering In early spring when
food stores were depleted.

In the Hudnut Phase (4,000 to 2,000 B.P.), the economy became somewhat
more specialized, indicated by less even proportions of economic fauna.
Population levels evidently Increased and people were more widely distributed
over the landscape, using some marginal areas. The total number of sites In
the floodplain Increased and the number of housepIt and special camp sites
Increased in proportion to the number of stations. Housepit sites were
dispersed over a greater variety of locations, including the south side of the
river, and some housepIts evidently were used for only a limited season rather .

than as year-round bases. While some groups continued to use sites in optimum i.

locations as year-round base camps, other groups shifted between summer and
winter base camps.

During the Coyote Creek Phase (2,000 to 50 B.P.) the economy became yet
more special Ized, with a greater rel Iance on deer and fish. A greater degree
of logistical organization Is Indicated by Increased proportions of
specialized camps. Although population levels probably continued to rise,
house sites were restricted to the north bank of the river. The degree to
which base camps were single season or year-round Is uncertain, partly because
of a shift around 300 B.P. to surface dwellIngs rather than pithouses.
While considerable continuity of material culture can be traced directly into
the reservation period, a number of archaeological patterns--abandonment of .
stone projectiles, Introduction of trade ornaments, a greater number of
burials, presence of horses, and the shift to surface houses Indicate cultural
changes associated with the advent of the historic period. The broad . %

chronological divisions used here do not permit close examination of this
period of change.
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PREFACE

This report presents a general summary of findings of the Chief Joseph
Dam Cultural Resources Project, a salvage program carried out by the Office of
Public Archaeology, University of Washington under contract to the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, Seattle District. Other project reports provide detailed
Information about the structure and contents of individual sites; this report
concentrates on generalizations about the prehistory of the entire area. This
preface addresses the nature and scope of the volume as a whole; Introductions
to each section provide additional prefatory remarks for Individual chapters.

The contract required that the project select a number of sites believed
to be representative of site variability--temporal, geographic, and
functional--and that we use these as a basis for providing a chronological
framework for the region and summarizing the types of cultural adaptations at
different times. The summary and interpretation of the prehistory of the
Chief Joseph project area presented In this report fulfills this need. It Is,
however, limited In scope because the contract provided for only a limited
amount of synthesis after completion of the individual site reports. This is
not a systematic or exhaustive summary, even of the data categories presented
In the individual site reports. Although various chapters address most of the
data categories found In the Individual site reports, e.g. botanical remains,
faunal remains, lithic tools, features, etc., it has not been possible to
encompass all of the available Information. Therefore we concentrated on
selected aspects of the data which seemed particularly fruitful and
interesting for a pioneering summary.

The papers comprising this volume were written, not as a concerted
effort, but by Individual authors at different times. Some chapters provide
background Information on non-cultural aspects of the environment, some
concentrate on cultural contents In a primarily descriptive manner, while
several address a common theme--understanding the evolution of the hunting-
gathering adaptation in the area. This rather broad goal could be said to
apply to much of Plateau archaeology without necessarily Implying any unity of
approach. In this report, integration Is provided by the large-scale units
used--the site types, the three periods/phases, and by reference to the
concept of the continuum from collecting to foraging systems. However, the
authors view different aspects of the archaeological record and do not
necessarily reach the same conclusions.

We are pleased to present one of the first regional summaries based on
systematic quantitative comparisons of multiple sites. Some of the
general izations we make about changes through time are not new; the same
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patterns have been perceived by other researchers who have defined phases and .

described their characteristics. For example, researchers in other reaches of ;
the Columbia River have noted an increase In the number of sites after 4000

B?. and an expansion of sites into marginal areas as we have. And,

researchers throughout the Plateau have noted the same changes In material

frequency--a decrease in the use of basalt and an Increase In the use of
cryptocrystalline siliceous materials through time. Our contribution Is to
emphasize quantitative summaries of large-scale archaeological units--periods

and site types--which empirically support these observations.
The methodological Issues and biases Involved in generalizing from this

data base are emphasized throughout. The project data demonstrates the

complex variability of the archaeological record in the floodplain zone.
Continuous changes In the organization of activities in the floodplain zone
are Indicated by the changing relative frequency of different types of sites.
The contents of a particular site type in one phase may be more similar to the

contents of that site type in another phase than to other site types in the
same phase. Such observations highlight the importance in Plateau studies of
establishing comparable and appropriate analytic units for purposes of drawing
inferences about time periods and settlement patterns.

The single chapter in Section I Is a paper on modelling taken from an
early draft research design which was never published. Although outdated In

some ways, this modelling attempt sets the stage for the remainder of the
report, with a discussion of the study of hunter-gatherer subsistence systems
on the Plateau, and delineation of environmental variables which may have
Influenced cultural development.

Papers dealing with paleoenvironmentaI data are in Section II and
Appendices B and C, although Chapters 12 and 13 on faunal and botanical
remains In Section IV apply as well to paleoenvironmental reconstruction.

These papers provide background Information pertinent to Interpreting cultural
adaptations In the area.

The Section III papers address the distribution of archaeological

materials (sites, components, categories of refuse) In time and space. The

large-scale analytic units (phases/periods, site types) with which we

construct our generalizations about the prehistory of the area are Introduced
In Chapter 6.

Papers on specific categories of site contents are included In Section IV.

Separate chapters deal with lithics, projectile points, faunal remains,

botanical remains, and features.
Section V contains a single chapter synthesizing data from the preceding

chapters. Emphasis is on a broad plcture--a summary of the various
generalizations which can be made about areal prehistory, our confidence in
the generalizations, and Important Issues which have not been addressed.

We hope this summary of our findings will sufficiently intrigue some

readers to read the Individual site reports, and to utilize the data base
collected by the project to challenge and build on our conclusions.
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SECTION I: NODELLING PIRHISTORIC
SUBSISTENCE STRATEGIES ANlD ACTIVITIES

The first chapter In this volume presents an approach to modelling

prehistoric cultural subsistence systems In the project area. It is a
combination of two chapters of the draft research design (Jermann et al.

1980). The Introduction of the current chapter is taken from the chapter

"Research Contexts# written by Leon Leeds. The remainder of the chapter
originally appeared as "Model Building", written by project staff members Leon
Leeds, Linda Leeds, and Karen Whittlesey. Two complementary kinds of models
are considered. The first is an economic model, in which environmental data
Is used to produce a qualitative description of the relative abundance of

resources in time and space. The reason for performing this modelling Is

because ethnographIes: a) conflict; b) have limited temporal applicability;
c) are not very specific; and d) do not cover many Important points. In the
second, activity chain descriptions of subsistence activities are developed
from ethnographic and other data. Although the activity chain analyses

included here emphasize outputs In bounded area (hearths, dwelling, and

villages) the potential Importance of this approach lies more In providing
expectations for unbounded units (e.g., skin-dressing and butchering).

This approach to explaining archaeological data reflects general
archaeological research Interests at the time It was conceived; a number of
systemic models were developed In the late 1970's. However, the modeling

approach was not pursued beyond this point, and project research activities
began to head in other directions, partly because of the practical constraints
of the contract requirements, and partly because of weaknesses In the
modelling approach Itself. Many of the assumptions made in the economic model
are invalid or overly simplistic. For example, recent wildlife studies have
shown that previous studies underestimated the abundance of deer, so the de-
emphasis of artiodactyl resources is probably overdone. The consideration of
the possibility of environmental change is weak. Secondary paleoenvlronmental
data Is relied on and no good argument is given for the assumption of lack of
environmental change. Although the authors argue that they would not
extrapolate resource quantities derived from modern studies Into the past,
they do extrapolate the temporal/spatial structure of resource availability
Into the past, without a serious discussion of the kinds of quantitative
changes which might amount to qualitative changes In structure. Further, our
work has resulted In observations about Important aspects of local prehistoric
cultures not even addressed In these models.
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The chapter has not been updated In view of later findings, but Is left
essentially as It was presented In 1980, with editorial but only a few minor
substantive changes. Because the theoretical approach described here dictated

many of the project's data collection goals, this document provides an

Important context for understanding project results.
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1. MODEL BUILDING AS AN APPOI TO EXPLAINING
EVOLUTION OF HINTER-GAHERER ADAPTATIONS ON THE COLUMBIA PLATEAU

by Leon L. Leeds, Linda A. Leeds, and Karen A. Whittlesey

While the "Paleo-Indian" ana "Archaic" periods always have been of
interest to some New World prehistorians, and some thought was early directed
towards classifying subsi stence-settlement networks from Archaic site
distributions (e.g., Winters 1969), the study of hunter-gatherer systems has
only recently become a major focus of the field. Toward the end of the 1960's
the changing cl Imate of publ Ic and scientific opinion about the nature of
ecological systems and Industrial culture, coupled with pioneering studies of
hunter-gatherer subsistence input-output and demographics (Lee and DeVore
1968; Lee 1969), effected a revolution In attitude toward the adaptive
strategies of hunting-gathering systems (Sahlins 1972: Chapter 1). Since the
advent of ecological concepts In anthropology and archaeology (e.g. Rappaport
1969; Trigger 1971; Hardesty 1977), archaeologists have begun a systematic and
scientific study of hunter-gatherer subsistence, settlement, and dynamics
(e.g., Thomas 1972, 1973; Casteel 1972; Yellen and Harpending 1972; Hayden
1972; Wobst 1974; Jochim 1976; Yellen 1977a, 1977b; Binford 1978a, 1978b,
1980; Rick 1980; Lynch 1980).

Hunter-gatherer systems In general can be classified along the dimension
of seasonal movement (wandering, central-based, sedentary) and degree of
resource specialization (intensive, extensive). Wandering groups follow
available resources, while sedentary groups find most resources within easy
round trip distance of a central location. Central-based groups exploit
resources over a broader area than sedentary groups, but unlike wanderers they
return frequently to a resource-rich central area and spend an appreciably
greater amount of time there than In other procurement locations. Both
wandering and sedentary groups may either focus Intensively on a single kind P
of resource--such as sea mammals, large herd animal, anadromous fish, or a
major vegetable product; or they may focus extensively on a number of kinds of
resources--such as roots, seeds, fruits, small and large game, fish, and
shellfish--balancing these In various proportions.

Intensive wandering systems based on scavenging or hunting of herd
animals are often referred to as serial foraging systems, while extensive

wandering systems, usually biased toward plant foods with lesser elements of
small or large game, are referred to as general foraging systems. Central-
based settlement networks are most often coupled with extensive subsistence
systems and generally are found in habitats with great temporal and spatial
disparity In food type and availability during the year, the central base
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proyIdIng shelter and protected facII tles for food storage during winter or
other seasons of low productivity. Binford (1980) Introduced the term
logistical to refer to central-based and sedentary hunter-gatherers who move
resources to a central locality, In contrast to wandering groups, or foragers,
who move the entire community frequently to locations of previously
unexpolted resources.

THE STUDY OF HUNTER-GATHERER SYS1EIS ON THE COLUBIA PLATEAU

The prehlstory of the Columbia Plateau Is the prehistory of hunting-
gathering systems. Information from studies concerned primarily with local or
regional chronology (Daugherty 1956; Cressman et al. 1960; Swanson 1962;
Sanger 1969; Nelson 1969; Grabert 1968, 1974; Leonhardy and Rice 1970; Irwin
and Moody 1977; Chance and Chance 1977) Implies a continuous record of hunter-
gatherer settlement from about 12,000 B.P. to the period of European

settlement. Few of these studies, however, have been designed specifically to
Investigate subsistence-settlement systems. Hunter-gatherer communities
exploit a variety of habitats in the course of a single year. Although
Plateau habitats vary greatly with elevation and physiographic feature, from
floodplain to plateau and/or forested highland, most archaeological work has
been focused on single sites or on a haphazard "sample" of sites In
floodplains of the Columbia River system. Consequently, reported site
assemblages are unl Ikely to accurately reflect the full range of variation
within cultural systems.

Nevertheless some indications of system variation do exist. While local
chronologies exhibit relatively similar sequences of chronological changes
with respect to projectile points styles, Intraregional variability In lithic
assemblages appears to correspond to regional and local environmental
differences (Browman and Munsell 1969; Grabert 1974; Chance and Chance 1977).
In addition, at least three studies demonstrate functional variation of
activity loci In extrariverlne environments (Dancey 1973; Smith 1977;
Uebelacker 1978).

Three regional syntheses describing a historic sequence of culture change
have established the general framework of Plateau prehistory up to this point
(Daugherty 1962; Nelson 1969; Browman and Nunsell 1969). While these differ
somewhat In chronology, transition period, Interpretation of subsistence
focus, and culture-forming process, all focus on four of the six possible
types of hunter-gatherer systems and provide a more or less consistent
evolutIonary sequence from a wanderIng/IntensIve (large game or fIsh) to a
Swandering/extensive (small game, roots, seeds, fresh-water mussels) to a
central-based extensive (fish, game, plant foods) to a central-based intensive
system (anadromous fish, some game, and plant foods) (Figure 1).

Sites of the earl lest, or "Windust", phase (ca. 11,000-8,000 B.P.) occur 4
In the Columbia, Snake, and Palouse River floodplains or In scabland coulees
(i.e. In riverine or lacustrine environments), In rockshelters, or less
frequently, on low river terraces. As Inferred from recovered tool and faunal
assemblages, the occupations represent small groups--possibly two to three
extended families--engaged In butchering, secondary food preparation, hide-
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working, and tool manufacture (Rice 1972). The faunal assemblages Include
mainly species of artiodactyis--deer (Odocoileus spp.), elk (Ceryus
elaphus), antelope (Antilora amerJcna), some bison (Bison bison),
occasional salmonid vertebrae, and some freshwater mussel shell
(Margaritiferidae). The preponderance of food remains varies from site to
site; fish remains are most abundant at The Dalles, bison remains at Lind
Coulee, and other artiodactyls at the Windust and Marmes Rockshelters (Nelson
1969:104; Rice 1972). With respect to subsistence, Interpretations of these
remains may vary. While a "big game" focus would strongly suggest a
wandering/Intensive, or serial foraging, system, a primary focus on fish by
small, seasonally coherent groups would suggest at least the possibility of a
dispersed sedentary/Intensive system, one not contemplated by the above-,

mentioned sources.

Seasonal Subsistence Focus

Movement Intensive Extensive

(ca. 350 - 150 BP) (ca. 2000 - 350 8P)

Central- L. CAYUSE 0 E.-M. CAYUSE

Based fishing, hunting fishing,hunting,

gathering gathgring

(ca. 11000 -8000BP (ca. 8000 - 2000 BP
VANTAGE-

Wandering WINDUST "QUILOMENE BAR

"Big Game" huntin4 hunting,

or fishing gathering

Figure 1-1. Temporal sequence of hunter-gatherer

system changes on the Plateau suggested by
regional syntheses (Daugherty 1962; Nelson 1969;

Browman and Munsell 1969).

Most sources describe the phase from about 8000 to 2000 B.P. (Vantage-
QulIomene Bar) as characterized by wandering/extensive, or general foraging,
systems. They explain the Inferred shift to small game, roots, and seeds as a
response to the warmer, drier conditions of the Altithermal and to contact
with peoples migrating from the Great Basin (Nelson 1969:105).

While no research yet undertaken on the Plateau has sampled or analyzed
both cultural and environmental resources at a scale appropriate for
characterizing subsistence-settlement systems, there are theoretical reasons,
at least, for doubting that the pioneering occupations on the Plateau
represent either serial or general foraging. As Binford has recently pointed
out, environments supporting wanderIng/extenslve systems occur In equatorial
and semitropical climatic zones (Blnford 1980:14), where critical resources
tend to be continuously available and evenly distributed; the proportion of
such ethnographic systems observed outside those environments Is very low.
Although cllmatic fluctuations during the Holocene are apparent in the Plateau
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region, pollen and other paleecological analyses suggest no fundamental
redistributions of faunal and floral species. Plateau conditions have
probably been warm-to-cool temperate with considerable seasonal variability in
temperature and moisture throughout the Holocene. Under such a climatic
regime, critical resources are periodically absent and geographically
dispersed. Serial foraging based on the systematic exploitation of herd
animals seems equally unlikely. While this strategy can be effective In
temperate grassland environments, the Plateau probably never supported such
large ungulate populations as those on the Great Plains. The growth and
recovery characteristics of bunchgrass In the Columbia Plateau region suggest
a marked absence of grazing stress throughout the Holocene up to European
occupation (Daubenmire 1970:7). Bison, which occurred in large herds on the
Great Plains, are rare in Plateau sites; no systematic kill sites or
butchering localities analogous to those in the Great Plains are known. The
ungulates more commonly represented in sites, elk, deer and antelope do not
commonly occur in large herds, although elk and deer become more social In the
winter.

Because resources In the Plateau region (water, winter shelter, fuel, wood
products, roots, green, fruits and seeds, fish and/or meat) are not available
at all times and locations, a logistical strategy (Binford 1980) would be
required to adapt either an Intensive or an extensive hunter-gatherer economy
to Plateau conditions. Such a model could explain rockshelter and open camp
occupations in the floodplain as winter settlements or base camps for the
exploitation of riverine resources and would predict (1) division of the
community for simultaneous exploitation of geographically incongruent
resources, (2) techniques of food preservation and provisions for storage, (3)
a variety of kill and butchering loci, and (4) temporary residential camps to
facilitate collection and processing of vegetable foods and forest resources.
The lack of fish or vegetable food remains at many of the rockshelters does
not necessarily contradict interpretation of them as base camps. If these
foods were prepared at or near where they were obtained, few remains would be
left when they were consumed at residential base camps. Only the bones of
animal species hunted and returned to the winter settlement for immediate
consumption are likely to be well represented at residential sites.

Most authors, however, suggest the shift from foraging systems to a
central-based (winter village) system took place around 2000 (_500) B.P. The '.%

period from 2000 B.P. to the present is regarded as the time when riverine
adaptations similar to those documented in the ethnographic record were coK
established. The period Is characterized by the winter village, the origin of
semisubterranean dwellings, and the first serious reliance on fish (Nelson
1973). The change to the winter village system has been variously explained
as a cultural response to climatic change (Daugherty 1962), environmental .

catastrophe (Sanger 1967), Independent Invention (Swanson 1962), migration
(Nelson 1969), or a combination of migration and diffusion (Warren 1968;
Nelson 1973; Smith 1977).

Of particular concern to the field In recent years has been the study of
demography of hunter-gatherer populations In relation to varying environmental
conditions and exploitation strategies. Information potentially of value for
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demographic studies Includes the size of settlements and the kind, size,
and arrangement of Individual dwellings. Surveys of settlement and community

pattern Information both on a broad, regional scale (e.g. Warren 1960) and for
particular locales (Swanson 1958; Grabert 1971; Stryd 1971) have documented
considerable variation in settlement/house size and arrangement through both
time and space on the Columbia Plateau. For example, Grabert (1971) has
hypothesized a temporal shift In community settlement organization and pattern
for the Okanogan River Valley. Three general changes are observed: (1)
settlement Increase In number through time; (2) the number of dwellings per
settlement Increases through time, except in the north (British Columbia),
where single-dwelling settlements are most common late In the cultural
sequence; and (3) the size and depth of Individual dwellings decrease through

time. Grabert suggests that these apparent changes can be attributed to
Increases In population size and a shift from multifamily to nuclear family
residence. The Introduction of the horse late In the eighteenth century also
Is thought to be a factor.

In his investigation of British Columbia data, Stryd (1971) notes that
large pit houses seldom occur by themselves and that there Is a patterned
arrangement of large and small housepits In sites where both occur. He
proposes three hypotheses to account for the observed variability: (1)
differences In housepit size may reflect different functions (e.g.,
residences, ceremonial structure, workshops, sweat lodges, etc.); (2)
differences in housepit size may be a function of variation In social rank
among residential units; and (3) variable housepit sizes may be due to
differences in family stability, more stable families residing in larger
structures. Although some data have been presented to document the
variability (Stryd and Hills 1972), none of the proposed explanations have

been tested. While these studies Imply the feasibility of population dynamic %
studies, they also suggest the possibility of a sedentary (dispersed or
nuclear) settlement coupled with nonagricultural subsistence. The probable
reason a sedentary system has never been seriously contemplated for the

Plateau region is that although such systems are ethnographically documented
for such areas as the Pacific Northwest and California coasts, the

ethnographic literature for the Plateau region (principally Ray 1932 and Spier
1938) documents only central-based, extensive or Intensive subsistence
systems. As will be discussed later, however, there is good reason not to

dismiss such possibilities out of hand.

MODEL BUILDING

We suggest model building as an approach to the study of prehistoric

systems In the Plateau region. Models are analogues of cultural systems
designed to Imply (predict) archaeological ly observable consequences at some
scale (e.g., frequency of functional artifact classes In different areas of a
settlement; frequency of classes, occupations, or sites per ecozone;

population density per spatial unit and temporal unit; etc.). Testing

Involves matching expectations derived from the model wlh data derived from
sampling.
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I n the few areas blessed with detal ed ethnographIc records, one can
formulate a model applicable to archaeological Information and derive test
consequences to compare with a subsequent sample of archaeological material
from the region covered by the ethnography. For example, starting with
Stewards's (1938) ethnography of Shoshonean subsistence and settlement
patterns, Thomas (1972, 1973) constructed a computer simulation model of
subsistence activities and seasonal scheduling to predict proportions of tool
typas and their spatial patterning across four ecozones in a section of the
Reese River Valley, Nevada. While a number of Important assumptions not
easily accessible in the ethnographic literature appear to be embedded in
Thomas' program, the general approach from direct ethnography to prehistoric
settlement organization Is valid. An alternative to simulation modeling is
activity pathway and chain analysis (House 1975; Schiffer 1975b, 1976) which
lead from experimental or ethnographic data to suggested assemblages and
spatial arrangements that might be associated with different kinds of sites or
activities.

From more distant analogues and from economic and ecological theory, one
can model general settlement pattern and demography. Working from economic
principles and assumptions of hunter-gatherer economic goals and resource
management procedures, Jochim (1976) derived a series of functions to predict
activity schedulIng, activity location, and demography and tested these using
data on distribution of Mesolithic sites In southwestern Germany.

STRATEGY

We have used both of the model ing processes discussed above, economic
modeling from environmental information and chain modeling from direct
ethnography. The two are both supplementary and complementary at various
points. Together they potentially offer a relatively detailed description of
hunter-gatherer subsistence and settlement, given the current state of
economic, environmental, and archaeological theory. Where economic modeling
predicts broad patterns of settlement location and land use, chain analysis
from ethnography suggests the outputs and output clusters that might be
associated with different systems.

Information about resource availabl I ity and spatial/temporal
distribution, at least qualitatively, Is necessary to supplement modeling from
ethnographic sources. Some sampling and analysis of environmental data are
necessary to specify the geographic locations of resources. While economic
modeling holds some promise for predicting overall settlement distribution and
demographics and for explaining system change, one must have a system ,
description to start with. Jochlm (1976), for Instance, assumes he Is deal Ing
with a foraging system, although this Is never explicitly stated among his
premises. Model ing from ethnography provides a basis for selecting from a
wide variety of potential resources those actually Involved in determining use
schedul ing, activity area location, and demographics. Moreover, economic
modeling has little power, in most Instances, to predict actual artifact
distributions. Its weakness lies in the articulation of expectations with
observed archaeological data. Chain analysis from detailed ethnographic
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sources describes expected output materials and features at a variety of

spatial scales from element through cluster, occupation, habitat, and zone.

Consequently, It is Ideal for directing artifact analysis and spatial
analysis. Nevertheless, Inference from ethnographic analogy Is only
applicable to a limited range of the prehistoric record. Economic analysis,
for as far back as the environmental analogy holds, can account for a variety

of possible systems states, suggesting reasonable ways to alter the
ethnographic model to predict other kinds of systems once the archaeological

data suggest that such a change would be warranted.

Working from ethnographic data to prehistoric contexts assumes a degree
of homeostasis and provides an organizational (or structural) description of

prehistoric systems only for some specific period of time. Where
expectations do not well match observed archaeological data, changes in the
model would presumably allow description of a sequence of system states. The K -

starting model Is expected to hold for the most recent prehistoric periods,

while considerable adjustments are anticipated to cover data patterns from

earlier periods of occupation. a

ASSUIMPT I ONS

Both models are developed within a systemic approach. Human cultures are
not composed, of course, of system components, subsystems, or varlables; such

concepts are Imposed on the cultural "reality" by the researcher. Given a
systemic context of research, the number of components describing the system
Is potentially Infinite, and all linkages are recursive to some degree. The
choice of components, variables, and their relationships Is determined by
research goals and approach.

Many archaeological studies of subsistence economy rely upon a

deterministic relationship between environmental and cultural components. The %

"driver" In Thomas' (1972, 1973) system, for Instance, is a combination of the

cyclic productivity of the plnon nut, Indian rice grass, and antelope, while
In Zubrow's (1975) system it is zonal population and agricultural productive
capacity. Jochim assumes resource use scheduling to be the primary

determinant uf :Ite placement and demographic arrangement (1976:13) and at a
later point In his analysis considers carrying capacity to be a determinant of

demographics (1976:71). All of these researchers assume the "environment" Is
in some way culturally determined, but that assumption is more or less

Implicitly embedded in their analysis. Jochim assumes, for instance, a
foraging, (or wandering, extensive) system with a certain resource base.
Central-based, sedentary hunter-gatherer systems, agricultural systems, and
Industrial systems might use the same local environment quite differently.

We assume that the set of cultural activities, their relations to the
environment, and the resource base thus determined form a buffer between N

environmental variability and variability in the cultural systemic context

(Figure 2). Scheduling, location, and structure of activities, and in turn,
demography, are primarily determined by the resource base, although some

Important recursions must be considered, and activity location and structure
are also demonstrably related to variables of the physical environment.
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Figure 1-2. Interrelation of environmental and cultural systemic
variables.



ENVIRONMENT M) EC()N0NIC MODELING

We assume that variables critical to the cultural system are
physiography, vegetation, climate, and the effect of climate and vegetation
cycles on wildlife populations and distribution. Some economic models
Incorporate quantification of such environmental attributes as species (or
material type), geographic distribution, weight (live, dressed, dry), density
(per zone, habitat, and season), aggregate size (number In group or
community), and yield (usable or edible material, nutritional profile, etc.).
There is insufficient local environmental Information to quantify these
attributes In the study area, nor Is it theoretically defensible to
extrapolate from modern data Into the past. Our emphasis here is on
environmental qualities that would affect the relative abundance of resources
in time and space, not absolute quantities.

The study area proposed here includes twenty townships !n Okanogan and
Douglas Counties, and two half-townships In Ferry County, Washington (Figure
1-3) and Is centered on a long northward bend of the Columbia River between
Chief Joseph and Grand Coulee Dams. Most environmental studies, Including
archaeological work performed by the Office of Public Archaeology, concentrate
on the floodplain and nearby features of the valley escarpment (USACE 1975;
Payne et al. 1976; Fielder 1977; Erickson 1980; West 1980; Hibbert, this
volume). More general sources cover the Columbia Plateau and Okanogan
Highland regions to the north and south (Rodgers 1942; hitchcock 1955-1969;
Daubenmire and Daubenmlre 1968; Daubenmire 1970; Franklin and Dyrness 1973).

PHYSIOGRAPHY, LITHOLOGY, AND HYDROLOGY

The Columbia River Canyon separates the study area Into two broad
provinces. To the south (left side) is the basaltic Columbia Plateau. To the

north lie the Okanogan Highlands, primarily composed of acid plutonic basement
rock, although a lobe of the basaltic Plateau projects well north of the river
between the Omak Trench and the Okanogan River. On the basis of physiographic
features, basement rock, soil development, hydrology, and blOmes, the area may
be separated Into three broad divisions, with major subdivisions, resulting In
seven distinct blophyslographic zones (Figures 1-4 and 1-5). Zone IIIL
(L=Left bank) encompasses a flat basaltic plateau consisting of poorly
developed lithic soils, shallow scabland coulees, low mesas, and numerous
pothole lakes, many of which are seasonally dry and some of which are saline.
Zones IIIR (R=Right bank) and IV consist of dissected tableland with an
average elevations between 600 m (2,000 feet) and 900 m (3,000 feet) m.s.l.
and higher, rounded massifs above 900 m. Zones IlL and IIR consist of the
higher glacio-lacustrine terraces, alluvial fans, canyons, and ridge systems
which form the escarpment of the Columbia canyon. Compared to the right
(north) side, the left (south) side Is steeper and less deeply dissected, has
fewer perennial aquifers and fewer remnant terraces, and throughout the study
area is generally more shadowed from direct sunlight. Zone I, the river %
Itself and Its floodplain, consists of the lowest glaclo-lacustrine terraces,
current and relict beaches, draws and canyon mouths, alluvial fans, and river-
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cut bluffs. Like Zone IlL, the terrestrial part of Zone I on the south bank,
Zone IL, Is distinguished from its counterpart on the north bank, Zone IR, by
steeper slopes, lower amounts of Indicident sunlight, fewer relict terraces,
rockier soils, and steeper bluffs.

While occasional cryptocrystailine materials are found in Zone I along
river beaches, beach Ilithics are primarily composed of transported basaltic,
granitic, and quartzitic cobbles and gravels. While no systematic sampling
has been performed, very fine-grained basalts are primarily observed in Zone
IIIL, on the Columbia Plateau. Cryptocrystailine deposits are most likely to
be accessible in Zones IlL and IIR below the Omak Trench, and Zone IlL (Salo,
Appendix F; Key and Cavazos, Appendix G).

Drainage Into the Columbia River is primarily from the north; the most
prominent drainage courses are creeks In the vicinity of Belvedere, the
Nespelem and Little Nespelem Rivers, Coyote Creek, Hopkins Canyon, the Omak
Trench, and Tumuater Basin. While the first three have annual surface flows,

the remainder are Intermittent. Sanderson Creek and Strahl Canyon provide the
major drainage from the WatervIlle Plateau to the south (Figure 1-3). While

there are a few artesian aquifers, the aquifers In general consists of
seasonally and annually variable groundwater deposits In draws and at the
bases of Talus slopes.

It is Important to note that while there has been much fluvial cutting and
redepositlon of the lower river-margin terraces and some modification of
alluvial fans and entrenchment of draws. The bulk of evidence to date
suggests that the physiography of the region has remained essentially
unchanged since shortly after the close of the Pleistocene (Hibbert, this
volume; Crozier 1980 and personal communication). We assume that physical
variables (other than climatic changes) affecting the structure and
distribution of plant, animal, and cultural communities may be taken as a
constant throughout the period of prehistoric occupation.

VEGETATION

Three major terrestrial biomes occur In the study area: a shrub-steppe,
corresponding to Zones I, IIR, IlL, and IIIL, a ponderosa pine forest,
corresponding to Zone IIR, and mixed Douglas fir and grand fir forest,
corresponding to Zone IV (Daubenmire and Daubenmire 1968; DaubenmIre 1970;
Franklin and Dyrness 1973). While Daubenmire (1970) distinguishes the steppe
proper from the moister steppe-meadow on the basis of environmental
reconstruction, the steppe vegetation of the study area Is characterized by
big sage brush (Artemisla tidentata) dominant over the Introduced cheat grass
(Bromus tectorum), with only occasional communities of the original bunchgrass
species surviving over-grazing In the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. In general, the steppe before A.D. 1800 would have been
characterized by various proportions of big sagebrush and small, or "three-
finger," (. trijartit) over a variety of bunchgrasses (AgrQyrQr, estuca,
EQA, etc.).

It Is Important here to emphasize three aspects of this general pattern.
First, the three vegetation zones are not neatly or definitively structured by
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elevation. In addition to normbl Interfingerlng and series reversals onnorth-facing slopes, the shrub-steppe and the understory of the ponderosa pine

In Zones II and II.IR are characterized by a complex mosaic of alternating
dominants--including big-sagebrush, small sagebrush, bitterbrush (Purshla
trldentata), and, In recently disturbed areas, rabbitbrush (Chrysthnus
nauseosus)--or by grasses alone. In addition to bitterbrush or grass, the
Symphoricarpos union (ymp r j alus Ra woodslBQ & R nutkana and

I raea betu lIlfoIIa) (DaubenmIre and DaubenmIre 1968) forms the dominant
undergrowth in more mesIc areas higher In Zone I IIR. Second, the pine and
Douglas fir forests covering parts of Zone IIIR and Zone IV extend west only
to the Omak Trench, beyond which Is the basaltic Omak Plateau, covered by the
shrub-steppe mosaIcs characteristic of Zones II and IIIL. Third, the shrub-
steppe habitat in Zones I and II Is punctuated by a variety of small habitat
types associated with draws, canyons, rocky slopes, talus slopes, and standing
water.

A baselIne study of the terrestrial part of Zone I distinguished 14
habitat types, five of which are distinct Island communities (Erickson et al.
1977). The structure and distribution of these communities Is expressed In
Tables 1-1 and 1-2. While a few sample transects were performed during this
study, the extent was calculated from air photos and the tabulation somewhat
underestimates the extent of the macrophyllous vine and shrub and the
broadieaf tree over shrub habitats, which are frequently distributed only as
thin lines along talus slopes and at the bases of outcrops. While the acreage
of all but the shrub-steppe habitat is small, some of the smaller, lusher
habitats support disproportionately large wildlife communities, and nearly all
of The dominant species of the smaller habitats are Important nutritional
and/or technological elements In the ethnographically recorded resource base.
The habitats dominated by coniferous trees are outliers of the forest zones to .
the north, and the broadleaf trees and shrubs form larger mosaics at higher
altitudes in Zone IIR, IIIR and IV. While the character of Zone IlL is much
like that of Zone I, the basaltic lithosols of the steep slopes support
considerably less sagebrush, and disproportionately large communities of such ,

root crops as balsamroot (hamiJw rhblza saggItat_), bitter-root (LewlslaJ
redlylYa), and lomatlums (Lomatlum spp.). While no formal baseline studies
have been performed, during a reconnaissance in the spring of 1980 Dr.
Stenholm counted over 400 false onion (r!diasa dugJJl , 40 wild carrot
(Lo malum macrocarpum), and 240 chocolate tips (Lomatlun dissectum) In a
community covering 0.2 hectares In Zone IlL.

The seven physlographic zones, with their characteristic landforms,
sol Is, hydrology, and solar orientation, when Intersected by the ten
vegetation habitat types, form a complex structure. It is by reference to
this structure that the relatively more mobile faunal communities may be
located, and it Is against the combined pattern that a hunting-gathering
system of any type Is structured. Time Is a third dimension In the system--
short, medium, and long frequency cycles of temperature and effective moisture
affect the structure of the vegetation communities and, either directly or
Indirectly, the faunal communities.

. .
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Table 1-I. Diversity of habitat types In Zone I of the study
region (from Erickson et al. 1977: Table 7:2).

Number of Species Percent
Habitat Type Symbol annual Total

Trees Shrubs Herbs herbs species

Shrub-steppe (SS) 0 13 44 16 57

Rock (RK) 0 9 23 17 32

Rockland (RL) 0 13 27 26 40

Coniferous tree Pd-
over shrub layer (CS) I 7 5 20 13

Coniferous forest (CF) 2 14 68 21 84

flacrophyllous vine
and shrub layer (MV) 0 14 26 15 40

Broadleaf trees
over shrub layer (3s) 5 16 40 30 61

Riparian (RP) 1 6 29 24 36 *b -

Mixed coniferous and
broadleaf tree
over shrub layer (CB) 5 14 34 20 53

Buckley Bar (BB) 2 9 35 26 46

Short Island (IS) 1 4 18 17 23

Goose Island (Is) 0 4 17 35 21 .

Park Island (IS) 0 8 19 26 27

Lone Pine Island (IS) I 5 16 25 22

CLIMATE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CYCLES

The climate of the area is semi-arid, characterized by hot, dry summers
and cold, somewhat moister winters. Complete weather data are not recorded at
Grand Coulee Dam, Chief Joseph Dam, Nespelem, Disautel, or Republic, and
documentary sources vary on reported average temperatures and precipitation %
for the region. Erickson et al. report summer mid-day temperatures averaging
from 83°F (28 0 C) to 94 0 F (34 0 C), winter temperatures from 40,F to (4A.4C) to
470F (8.3 0C), and annual precipitation averaging 9.6 Inches (24A cm)
(1977:9). Mean annual precipitation recorded at Nespelem, according to Bureau
of Indian Affairs (BIA) records and National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) summary reports, Is 13.7 Inches (34.8 cm). We presume
that precipitation Increases three Inches (7.5 cm) or so for every 2,000 feet

(600 m) or elevation from Zone I through Zone IV, and that winter temperatures
decrease with elevation. The general climatic profile of the area compared to
the humid temperate profile of Europe and the northeastern United States, Is

presented in Figure 1-6. Indices of evaporation, relative humidity, and

effective temperature are not available at this time.

.
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Figure 1-6. Temperature-moisture climatograph comp I Ied
from mean monthly temperatures at Grand Coulee Dam and
mean monthly precipitation at Nespelem. European optimum
profile from Odum (1971).

Short-term Cycles

Three kinds of cl Imatic cycles are Important in the study of hunter-
gatherer systems. Annual cycles presumably have the greatest effect on
demography and scheduling and location of subsistence activities. Mean
monthly temperatures and precipitation are shown in Figure 1-7 and snowfall
and accumulation are shown in Figure 1-8. While standing crop analyses have
not been performed, either in general or by season, we assume that
productivity of deciduous vegetation varies directly with the temperature
cycle and with rainfall. Informal reconnaissance suggests first sprouting
toward the latter part of March In Zone I, flowering in mid to late April,
fruit bearing from mid June through August, depending upon species and year,
seed availability from late June through September, and leaf loss from
November through December. There Is an apparent two to four week retardation
of the vegetation cycle progressively from Zone I through Zone IV. In dry
years, the more mesic conditions In Zones IIIR and IV protect against late
summer drought, but first frosts, presumably, come earl Ier than in Zone I. In
all, there are four months of very low productivity (mid November to mid
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March) except for habitats with coniferous trees and non-deciduous sages
(principally Artemlisla spp.).

Mid-length Cycles

While seasonal cycles, in conjunction with geographic dispersal of
physical and biological resources, are important factors In hunter-gatherer
subsistence-settlement strategies, cycles with lengths from one to roughly 100
years (encompassing information pathways of one to three overlapping
generations) should have an Important bearing on the diversification of the
resource base. Niche width, we suggest, is as much a function of these
cycles, as it Is a tunction of population cycling and carrying capacity (cf.
Christenson 1980). Cycles of resource depletion which recur frequently enough

within the effective Information pathway to be recognized and remembered
should result in the broadening of the resource base and, depending upon the
temporal-spatial distribution of exploited resources, may result In the under
utilization of some resources responsive to scale (i.e., those in which cost
decreases with population or man-hours at task).

In a preliminary search for such middle range cycling, precipitation data
for 65 years (1915-1980) were obtained from the BIA at Nespelem, Washington.
A plot of the mean annual precipitation Is presented In Figure 1-9. A series
of correlation analyses were run on the annual and monthly data. The most to
be said from the pattern Is that the probabilities are very good that a year
of higher than average rainfall will be followed immediately by one or two of
below average rainfall. Since the vegetation in semi-arid regions is
extremely responsive to small changes In rainfall, this suggests considerable
variability from year to year in the productivity of floral as well as faunal *-

resources. The deviation from monthly mean precipitation is particularly
telling (Figure 1-10). As the two graphs suggest, the greatest deviations
from average monthly precipitation occur in February, May-June, and November-
December. Precipitation in February is a determining factor in the overall
availability of annuals and the productivity of perennials, and precipitation
in May-June affects longevity during summer months. By affecting the degree
of ground cover, precipitation and temperature Indirectly affect the condition
of local spawning beds and consequently fish harvests in subsequent years.
Precipitation in November-December, In conjunction with temperature, affects
browse In Zone I, and thus the migration of cervids from Zones III and IV to
Zone I for winter shelter (this is discussed further below). Given a climatic
regime similar to the one at present, one would expect either extremely low
aggregate size and regional population density of human communities, or (1)
considerable diversification of the resource base, ane (2) seasonally secure
resources such as lichen, pine cambium, cattail (Iy9JpA latifolla) and other
forest and swamp products having a disproportionate weight in determining
winter settlement locations.

Moderate cycles of depletion and recovery with lengths of one or two
centuries are unlikely to be anticipated and probably result in
archaeologically undetectable shifts In use scheduling rather than in radical
systemic alterations. On the other hand, abrupt events occurring this
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Infrequently may result In quick population losses and slow recoveries,
accounting for "hiatuses" In certain periods In local chronologies compared to

the same periods In other regions (e.g., Chance and Chance 1977).

Long-term Cycles

From the standpoint of system change, slow but cumulatively radical

changes in environment over many centuries are Important to document.

Paleoclimatic and paleoenvironmental studies applicable to the Plateau In

general and to the study area In paricular are mainly based upon cave

sediments and pollen analyses. It Is generally postulated that there have

been four shifts In climate from moister-cooler to warmer-drier conditions

during The last 12,000 years. The Immediate post-glaciation conditions were
cooler and moister than at present, with a peak around 9000 B.P. (Swanson and

Muto 1975) and minor fluctuations in this mode up to about 8000 B.P. A cycle
of warmer-drier conditions, often referred to as the "Altithermal," was

IniTiated by a brief cold episode followed by an abrupt warming trend between

8000 and 7000 B.P. (Rice 1972), which peaked between 7150 and 5800 B.P.
(Swanson and Muto 1975). This was followed, In turn, by cooler and moister N
conditions between roughly 4500 and 3000 B.P., although the data from
different localities suggest different scheduling of episodes. Rice (1972)
and Swanson and Muto (1975) suggest two cooling periods In the last 5,000

years, separited by a brief warming trend somewhere around 3000+ B.P., while
Dalan (see Goose Lake report, this volume) characterizes the entire period
from 4000 B.P. to present as cooler and moister (Figure 1-11).

* More Important than regional fluctuations in climate is the effect of

general climatic shifts on the vegetational structure of the specific study .

area. Pollen cores from lakes in the study region were analyzed to
I nvestigate these shifts. The preliminary results from the Goose Lake core
have Important Implications (Dalan, this volume). Correlation of the Goose
Lake core with others in the Plateau region suggests clImatic trends roughly
comparable to those of other areas (see Figure 3-4). While the pollen diagram
suggests a significant retreat of the pine forest during the Altithermal, 14),
the profiles of other arboreal and nonarboreal species suggest no significant ,.

quali LtJl et change In the micro-habitat types since the end of the post-
glacial pine-spruce parkland regime after approximately 10,000 B.P.

These preliminary results suggest that the main effect of the AltIthermal
In the study area was the expansion and contraction of vegetation communities.

The PInus forest in Zone IIIR was replaced with grass or shrubb-steppe regime.
The broadleaf tree over shrub and macrophyllous vine and shrub habitats,
associated with draws, canyons, and talus slopes (characterized by Alnus.,-

Betula. Poouius. Island stands of PJnus and Pseudotsuaa over Artemlsla.

.krcobatus. and Rosaceae with forbes such as Umbelllferae and Erlogonum)
continued much as at present, although the coverage and productivity of these
habitat types should have been somewhat reduced In Zones I and II.

While a number of factors must be considered In the interpretation of
pollen cores (Butzer 1971:247), the general results are not Inconsistent with
the results of soils analysis from 19 sites In Zone I (Crozier 1980 and

V. .. . .
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personal communication). Sol Is and matrices examined in floodplain and fan
deposits suggest no radical change of environment in the last 6,000 years.
Nevertheless, the mid-Holocene retreat of the pine forest from Zone IIIR to
Zone IV, and a reduction of mlcrohabitats in Zones I and II would have altered
the habitats of large game animals and may have reduced carrying capacity
overall. At the very least, the geographic separation of resources would have
been greater than at present.

FAUNA

Wildlife In the area has suffered a number of severe Impacts from
Euroamerlcan settlement including the eradication from the sample area of
antelope (AntllocarDa americana), mountain sheep (QM.L canadensis), elk
(Cervus elaphus), anadromous fish, wolf (Canis )upus, and river mussels
(Margariti:era falcata), and great reduction In the variety of fur bearing
animals, birds and amphibians. Nevertheless, the wildlife populations here
have been less severely affected than in most areas of the United States.
Baseline wildlife studies in the area have concentrated mainly upon deer and
fish. For economic modeling, such attributes as season of availability,
weight of resource Individuals, available biomass, carrying capacity, and
aggregate time/size/location are Important considerations.

Fish

Although the results of contemporary fIsh studies may have lIttle direct
bearing on prehistoric resources in the study area, some historical data
relevant to the availability of anadromous fish In the Columbia River system
do exist (Craig and Hacker 1940; Bureau of Reclamation 1947, 1976; Fulton
1968, 1970; Fish Commission of Oregon, and Washington Department of Fisheries
1971; USACE 1975; Chaney and Perry 1976; Carl, Clemens, and Lindsey 1977;
Erickson 1980). Species of major economic Interest which were either resloent
or passed through the study area prior to the construction of Chief Joseph
Dam, Include resident trout (Salmo spp.), sucker (Catostomus spp.), whitetish
(ProsoDium willlamsoni), steelhead (&. gairdnerl), sturgeon (Acipenser
transmontanus), and the salmons -- chinook (king) (Oncorhynchus tschawytscha),
silver (coho) (0. klsutch), chum (dog) (Q. k2av), and lesser numbers of
sockeye (0. nerka). While the time of runs has changed since the damming
of the Columbia River, run times relevant to pre-contact periods are suggested
by Ray (1932) as shown In Table 1-3.

Average weight, biomass, and densities of the resident fishes cannot be
ascertained from available fisheries studies of the present Rufus Woods
Reservoir, nor can we directly quantify the changing availability or density
of the various runs over a six month period. We can, however, estimate the
minimum number of fish available from records of annual Columbia River fish
catches. The Corps of Engineers (USACE 1975) follows the Bureau of
Reclamation (1947) in estimating an annual salmon biomass of 18,000,000 pounds

(8,165,000 kg) and estimates that 10% would have been available In the study
area before Euroamerican settlement. The five-year average annual catch of
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Table 1-3. Seasonal availability of Columbia River fish In the study region.

Ioinon Name Latin Name Tim of Run Weight (Lba)

Trout Sets app. Reasident

Sucker Caaso @pp. Reasident

Whitefish Progggo zjjiensoni Reaident

Steeiheed Sgjg jajiflgjj March to JuLy 93 % .N

Sturgeon Acipense transmontanue August?

Chi nook Oncoarhynchua tsaghmvtsgh Late Ney to JuLy1  5,

SiLver (cohal 2Lu kieutch Late Aug. to Late Nov.1  lo8

Chum (dog) ILkets Late Aug. to Late Nov.1  118 V

Sockeye .9L narka Junie to Sept. 3.5-6.02

1. Ray 1932 rCA
2. Cart et eL. 1977
3. Bureau of ReoLametion 1976

Table 1-4. Average annual catch of Columbia River salmon by
5-year periods, 1866-1940 (Bureau of Reclamation 1947, reported ,

in Bureau of Reclamation 1976:Table 10).
(Thousands of pounds)

Period Chinook Blueback silver Chum Steelhead Total

1866-70 3,264 3,264

1871-75 14,348 14,348

1876-8o 25,024 25,024

1881-85 31,493 31,493 d

1886-90 20,998 20,998

1891-95 24,248 2,371 2,986z 844Y" 3,662 34,111

1899-1900 23,257 1,819 3,330 988 4/ 2,l04 31,498

1901-05 28,9401~- 784 1,37421' 1,138 1/ 6041-" 32,841

i906-10 23,282 723 2,934 2,154 623 29,717

1911-15 26,982 899 3,472 3,010 1,899 36,262

1916-20 30.437 809 4,519 3,476 1,980 41,221

1921-25 22,014 1,198 6,231 2,077 2,393 33,919

1926-30 20,326 725 5,995 3,975 2,885 33,906
193-35 18,192 299 4,279 1,158 1712,0

1936-40 16,181 302/~ 4,190 1,396 1,90 24,557

Average for 4 years. There are no pack data for 1901.

2Average of 4 years. There are no data for 1891 and 1901.

-/Figures for 1893 and 1895 only.

Figures for 1399 and 1900 only. C.

Excluding Quinault River bluebacks canned on Columbia River.3'

v-7-77
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chinook alone between 1881 and 1885, however, Is almost double that figure, at

31,493,000 pounds (14,285,000 kg), and the combined annual commercial catch of
chinook, sliver, chum, and steelhead during the period 1916-1920 averaged
41,221,000 pounds (18,698,000 kg) (Table 1-4). Moreover, these figures
Include only the commercIal catch of the lower 100 mIles (62 km) of the
Columbia main stem, exclusive of white and Indian commercial and sport
fisheries above the main stem and of open ocean fishing. Chaney and Perry
(1976) estimate that 5,0C0,000 pounds (2,268,000 kg) of spring and summer
chinook entered the commercial catch yearly from the area above the present
Grand Coulee Dam. Thus at least 5,000,000 pounds (2,268,000 kg) of chinook
and other anadromous species passed through the study area annually. Adding
this figure to the peak production figures for 1916-1920, we estimate that at
least 45,412,000 pounds (20,599,000 kg) of fish entered the Columbia River
annually.

Whether this figure Is above, below, or near the actual carrying capacity
would appear to be Irrelevant to hunter-gatherer economies. Anadromous fish
stocks of the Columbia system began to diminish radically only after loss of
spawning beds (due to siltation with Increased erosion and runoff due to
placer mining, logging, and farming) and the combined efforts of commercial
and sport fishing throughout the system from 1866 to 1930 (including gill
netting at the mouth, open ocean netting, and fish wheels). Increase in the
intensity of a fishery will deplete stocks only If it becomes so great that it
reduces the spawning escapement to below the level providing the maximum
yield, and it appears doubtful that within-river fishing, even at maximum
intensity, was a direct cause of depletion from the 1930s to the 1950s (Bureau
of Reclamation 1976:11-28).

As abundant as this resource apparently was before white settlement, it
does not appear to represent a potential economy of scale, one whose return . .

varies directly with Increasing effort. Rather It is dependent upon
technology. The reason for this becomes apparent when one attempts to
estimate the density and aggregation of salmon In the study area. Taking
5,000,000 pounds (2,268,000 kg) as a minumum biomass, and estimating the
average weight of the combined species available at 17.1 pounds (7.76 kg)
(weight/number of commercial fish catches -- Bureau of Reclamation 1976:Table
12), at least 290,000 fish passed through the study area annually during the
six months of runs. While daily as well as weekly and monthly numbers passing
any one point along the river would have varied widely, we can grossly
approximate the average density by dividing the annual count by the 184 days
In the fishing season (ca. March-October), obtaining 1,589.1 fish per day.
Supposing that the fish, on average, travel 10 km per day, and that the
average width of the river In the study area is 0.1 km, then the estimated
density of fish is 1,589.1 fish per km2, or almost 16 fish per hectare, an
impressive biomass compared to that of most habitats. If these numbers are
anywhere near correct, however, only about 65 fish would pass any one point
per hour across the width of the river.

Geographical ly, the anadromous fish are restricted to Zone I, since falI s !...

block runs up Coyote Creek, the Nespelem River, and lesser streams In the
sample area. These lateral drainages contain trout and other resident fishes,

or r
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as do the lakes in Zone Ill. While these should be obtainable at any season,
the biomass and cost-benefit of exploitation have yet to be determined. The
anadromous fish in Zone I represent a rich and secure resource for the five or
so months of heavy runs, but without gill nets and seines to effectively
exploit the main channel of the river at the wide reaches, high productivity
would be limited by the availability of rapids, channel constrictions, falls,
and entrances to shallow feeder streams. Although the carrying capacity is
unlikely ever to have been approached, the return-for-effect margin should
vary Inversely with Increasing human population at high density points along
the river. Hypothetical ly, since anadromous fish are available in quantity
only half the year, the proportion of fish In a foraging subsistence base
could not much exceed 0.5, while the proportion in a col lecting system with
effective techniques of harvesting, preservation, and storage could approach
1.0 with low regional population and low aggregation (the Important question
of the nutrient profile of dried fish aside). Such a collecting system would
be sedentary, with loci of habitation clustered at good fishing spots along
the river. Whether due to nutritional Inadequacies of a diet consisting
primarily of fish, or to diminishing cost-benefit margins of fishing In
response to population pressure, any significant exploitation of vegetable or
land mammal resources would necessitate conversion to a central-based system.

Artiodactyls , "

The biomass, distribution, and carrying capacity of artiodactyls is an
Important consideration in modeling human subsistence patterns. While deer,
elk, antelope, mountain sheep, and, Infrequently, bison are known to have been
exploited In the study area archaeologically (Lyman 1978), only mule deer
(Odocol leus hemlonus) are common today. The relative abundance of deer and
other mammal species Is shown In Table 1-5. As of 1974-75, 431 mule deer were
estimated to Inhabit the study area. Of these, 12% were resident In Zone I
and 88% wintered In Zones I and II, migrating to the uplands In spring
(Erickson et al. 1977:4). The reproductive success of the herd was estimated
at 33%, and the late fall profile consisted of 12% bucks, 65% does, and 23%
fawns. The 0.23 recruitment rate and low reproductive success would suggest a
herd approaching subsistence density (Smith 1975:24) despite a long hunting
season on the Colvil le Reservation. Contributing factors, doubtless, are loss
of winter habitat In Zone I and apparent competition with cattle In some
habitats (Erickson et al. 1977:221).

The question of herd density and aggregation size is complex, for these
vary with respect to season, zone, Intrazonal geography, and habitat type. It
should be recognized that Erickson et al. used both direct observation and
calculation from pellet group data to estimate herd densities, and the results
are often In confl Ict. Secondly, their primary area of concern was Zone I,
and they employed only pellet group sampling along tracts In Zone I IIR as a
control. The average number of deer observed per survey declined from 15.8 In
August to 1.0 In December, but climbed from 60.0 In January to a peak of 151.7
In February, dropped to 45.0 In March, and dwindled In 11.5 in June (Erickson
et al. 1977:179). The observations, unfortunately, were not converted to

%.
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Table 1-5. Relative abundance and seasonal status of mammal
species Identified In Zone I of the study region (from
Erickson et al. 1977:Table 8.2).

Residelit Species Relative I Seasonality.Y

Common Name Scientific Name abundance-J

Yellow-billed marmot (Marmots flaviventrii) Common Resident

Least chipmunk (Eutamias mininus) Ra re Resident

Yellow pine chipmunk (Eutamias amoenus) Rare Resident *

Northern pocket gopher (Thomomys talpoides) Common Resident

Great Basin pocket mouse (Perognathus parvus) Abundant Resident

Western harvest mouse (Reithrodontomys megalotis) Rare Resident Ii.

Bushy-tailed wood rat (Neotoma cinerea) Common Resident

Deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus) Abundant Resident

Sagebrush meadow mouse (Lagurus curtatus) Common Resident 5'

Muskrat (Ondatra zibethica) Rare Resident

* House mouse (Mus musculus) Rare Resident

Montane meadow mouse (Microtus montanus) Common Resident

Beaver (Castor canadensis) Rare Resident '

Porcupine (Erethizon dorsatum) Com on Resident

White-tailed hare (Lepus townsendii Rare Resident

Nuttall cottontail (Sylvilagus nuttallii) Common Resident

Shrew (Sorex sp.) Rare Resident

Coyote (Canis latrans) Abundant Resident

Black bear (Ursus americanus) Rare Visitor

Raccoon (Procvon lotor) Common Resident '

Wolverine (Gulo luscus) Rare Visitor

Badger (Taxidea tarus) Rare Resident

Striped skunk (Mephitis mephitis) Rare Resident

* Bobcat (Lynx rufus) Common Resident

Mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) Abundant Resident &
Local migrant

White-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) Rare Local migrant

Moose (Alces alces) Rare Visitor

Sat (Myotis sp.) Common Resident

2/Abundance rating: Abundant - frequently recorded; Common - regularly recorded
in low abundance; Rare - infrequent records. p."

-/Seasonality: Resident - year-long presence in study area; Local Migrant -

seasonal in-migrant; Visitor - occasional occurrence.

.%
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densities. Pellet group data in Zone Ill, however, Indicates high densities

in both late summer/faIl (August through December) and winter (January through
March) with a radical dropoff In spring/early summer (April-July). Erickson
et al. explain the discrepancy In the fall data by positing avoidance behavior
due to the hunting season, so that deer defecated but were not seen, so to
speak. Considering Just pellet counts, however, the relative densities in
Zones I and IIIR for the three seasons appear to be contradictory (Table 1-6).
The high density in Zone IIIR in August-December could be explained by a low
density at the same season in Zone I. If this is the case, herd movements and
shifting densities are fairly clear. Highest densities occur in Zone I and
perhaps In protected draws and canyons In Zone II during the winter, most of
the deer having been driven down from the uplends by cold and snow
accumulation. January to March is also the time of greatest group size.
While the average group size Is 3.7 for the entire year, the averages climb
from 2.0 In December to a peak of 6.7 In February. While the herd in the
study area is clearly never very social, the greatest density and aggregation
certainly occur In Zone I during the winter months.

Table 1-6. Density of deer per km2 as determined from
pel let group counts (from Erickson et al. 1977).

Zone ___________ Season

Aug-Dec Jan-Mar Apr-July

Zone IL 6.2 5.7 0.7

Zone i1IR 9.9 2.5 2.5

Within Zone I and presumably Zone II there is considerable difference in
preferred habitat. While the greatest percentages of deer observed or
calculated by pellet group data occur In the sage-steppe habitat (SS), this
habitat accounts for most of the acreage in Zone I. When calculated as
density per habitat unit area, densities are considerably higher in the
microhabitats other than shrub-steppe, although habitat preferences appear to
vary by season (Figure 1-12). Intrazonally, and apparently Independent of
habitat preference, over 80% of the deer observed were sighted on the south
side of the reservoir (Zone IL), and the highest densities were observed
around River Miles 581, 567, and 552, though here again density varied by
season.

While biomass is a measure of total amount of some resource In unit
numbers, weights, or kilocalorles per some unit of space, carryi1ng c Is
that portion which can be subtracted from the breeding population (or seed .
population) without significantly altering the total biomass. Carrying
capacity can be considered to be synonymous with recruitment, the number of
individuals added yearly to the breeding stock after the Initial subtractions
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of Infant mortality (Smith 1975). The relation of recruitment to carrying
capacity, of course, depends much upon how the breeding population Is being
predated, but we can use this concept to calculate an approximation of the
potential productive yield of the deer herd in the study area as presently
constituted. The wildlife biologist of the Colville Confederated Tribes
suggests that average bucks weigh 90 kg (live weight), does 68 kg, and
yearlings 1 kg. Since the herd, at least for Zones i, II and perhaps part of
Zone III, is estimated to consist of 431 members and the recruitment rate
(percentage of yearling fawns) Is about 20%, the carrying capacity is about 86
deer. Breaking this number down by the proportions of bucks, does, and
yearlings, and multiplying by the average weights of each, we can express the
carrying capacity as 5,550 kg live weight of deer. While dressed weight is
normally considered to be 50% of live weight, this proportion depends entirely
upon dietary preference, and total nutrient content probably Is as high as 75%
if Internal organs, marrow, and even skin are consumed. In any case, If the
yield is separated into elements ujsd (nutitional and technological), waste
products may constitute less than 15%. Live weight, then, Is a fair
approximation of the value of the resolirce to hunter-gatherer populations.

As can be seen, if the present carrying capacity In any way
approximates that In the prehistoric past, deer alone could not account for a
very large proportion of the diet unless the population were relatively small.
As far as artIodactyls in general are concerned, we must add to this figure
the biomass of antelope, elk, sheep, and the occasional bison. Bison (Bsn-
bison) are thought to have become extinct In the region as early as 2000 B.P.
(Osborne 1953) or as late as the mid-18th century (Schroedl 1973) and even
before their extinction apparently could not have been plentiful In the
Plateau region (Daubenmire 1970). Ray (1932) suggests that antelope were
hunted only in Zones II and IIIL In the study area. Antelope and deer were
not usually competitors so their biomass can be added to the total. Sources
approximating antelope density, weights, and behavior In an analogous
environment have not as yet been obtained. Sheep apparently would have grazed
the Rock (RK) habitats of Zones I and II, and would have competed less than
cattle with deer. The only major competitor to sheep would have been elk In
Zones IIIR and IV.

While the biomass of each species might be approximated by recourse to
documented studies of analogous environments, it must be remembered that the
Interaction of these components is specific to a particular environment.
The principal limiting factor In the study area Is the carrying capacity of
winter graze and browse species in Zones I and II. While the .
total biomass of large game may have been larger before European settlement,
all factors point to Zone I or II as the primary winter settlement location
for hunter-gatherer populations. All things considered, the carrying
capacity for all artIodactyls may not have been significantly higher
than that for deer today. The modern environment and deer population probably
are within the range of fluctuation over the last 5,000 years, and deer could
never have supported a very large group, whether wandering, central-based, or
sedentary.
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THE MODEL AND EXPECTATIONS

The Information discussed above is summarized roughly by the time/space
* model in Figure 1-13, a qualitative Impression of proportions of various

resources by season and zone. While changing proportions can be expressed
within a resource category, proportions between categories cannot be easily
expressed without additional sampling, documentary research, and
quantification. Given a random selection of herd animals, for Instance, the -
potential annual average yield of deer for Zone I as a whole if predated up to
capacity at present levels would be 79.75 pounds/km 2 live weight, which Is
little more than one average animal per square kilometer. In the spring-early
summer season, only 0.74 deer per square kilometer, or 47.8 kg live weight,
can be extracted without seriously depleting the resident community. In fail
and winter (or if the pellet group counts are In error, only In winter) the o

available yield per square kilometer Increases some eight times, to
approximately 400 kg live weight. While this change Is expressed
qualitatively In the graph, the relative proportion of deer to mussels and
fish during the winter months In Zone I, is not yet known, nor are the
relative ease of predation and the relative nutritional yield. It is merely
assumed here that deer are somewhat higher than the other two combined. r-.

A further assumption is the array of available resources. We
concentrate here on fish, deer, mussels, spring shoots, roots, berries,
aquatic plants, and a category called "pine" which Includes forest products
such as wood, cambium, pitch, black tree lichen, and some winter-available
resources like bearberry (Arctohylos uva-ursi). The "pine" category is
treated as a constant throughout the year except In January and February, when
the snow accumulation would Increase effort for yield. Altogether, a set of
three resources Is available year round, representing a security base for
nutritional and technological resources: aquatic plants (rushes, cattail),
which occur in greatest quantities in Zone IIIL, forest products in Zone IIIR
and IV, and resident fish and mussels in Zone I. The spatial disjunction is
significant but varies from place to place along the river. Even given the QK
variation, however, one simply cannot get to all three sorts of resources 4
without considerable travelling and transport is always required to assemble
all three in one spot.

Although we cannot make direct abundance comparisons among categories,
the model of the spatial and temporal distributions of Important resources
presented in Figure 1-13 does give us a basis for considering the nature of
hunter-gatherer adaptations possible In the study area.

A foraging system with a minimal requirement for construction materials
and no storage techniques or facilities other than those naturally provided by
winter temperatures, could, apparently, adapt to the study area under the
conditions shown in Figure 1-13, given a very low regional and aggregate
population. The only viable settlement location In winter Is in Zone I or in
the lower reaches of the canyons in Zone IIR. While the deer density would be
higher In Zone I, the trip distance to forest products (P) would be Increased.
If even a few bison were Involved in winter biomass in Zone I, the potential
for winter habitation In Zone I would be Increased. The foraging peoples

,. ..
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would have more choices after winter. In March-April the deer are moving
toward the uplands, and the resources in Zone I are at their lowest ebb. A
movement to Zone I In March-April, when the roots offer their greatest yield, %

Is Indicated, although a simple relocation In Zone I to fresh sources of fish
and mussels and the few available roots and shoots also seems possible. The
outputs and locations for each of the latter alternatives are distinct and
need not be belabored here. Throughout the rest of the year, the advantage of
the riparian habitat In Zone I is obvious; from the standpoint of biomass and 0
predictability of location, the anadromous fish should exert a strong pull in
favor of Zone 1. If this Is the case, the likelihood of any "big game"
adaptation seems small. --V

: While a general foraging system with a settlement network almost wholly
restricted to Zone I appears to be possible, the question of population levels
and resource depletion looms large. The only apparent way to extend the
resource base beyond modest levels would be to provide for winter storage and
to spit community effort during spring, summer, and fall to take advantage of
spatially disjunct resources. We would expect, then, a very early shift in
the region to a logistical system, with an attendant Increased requirement for 4,,

wood products for building winter dwellings, fishing platforms, storage
facilities, drying racks, and the like and for smoking meat. Increased need
of wood suggests clustering of activity loci almost entirely within the 4

central portion of the study area, where trip distance to the forests in Zones
IIIR and IV is minimized.

A sedentary logistical system also seems a possibility. Such a system
at some period would imply hamlet-sized habitation sites clustered near
rapids or other fishing spotes and few, if any, secondary logistical camps
outside Zones I and II. Dependence on resources other than fish, however, .-
would require greater extension into upland zones. At this point, the
distinction between sedentary and central-based systems becomes one of degree.
Whether they could be distinguished from one another remains to be seen.

ETHNOGRAPHY AN) ACTIVITY CHAIN ANALYSIS

We begin the model building process by assuming as a working hypothesis
the truth of the ethnographic information about cultural activities In the
study area in historic and protohistoric times. We propose to follow a
primary research strategy of inference from an ethnographic model to describe
recent prehistoric systems, and a course of progressive modifications of that
model to specify earlier system states. Activity chain analysis provides a
method for organizing and assessing Information and assembling a descriptive
model of the resource base, qualitative material outputs, and output
locations. These, In conjunction with recent environmental studies, provide
a basis for estimating the resource base and for eventual construction of
simulations to estimate quantitative material outputs.

The advantage of working In a region where hunter-gatherer systems
persisted until Euroamerican contact and In a study area provided with
detailed ethnographic records cannot be overstated. The flora and fauna of
any region are so diverse that there is no sure way to decide which elements
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were critical parts of the prehistoric resource base. The choice of resource
variables could be evaluated in the testing phase of research. Economic

modeling, however, Involves so many assumptions at so many critical Junctures
that one cannot be certain whether a fault lies simply with the environmental
parameters employed or with the decision model Itself. Moreover, as stated
previously, expectations from economic models tend to articulate poorly with
actual archaeological observations. While working with ethnographic
observations presents a multitude of pitfalls, accounts of residents are more
likely to reflect the full resource potential of the study area than analogies
to distant areas argued by researchers with only a passing and urbane
knowledge of the environment. In the following pages we discuss the scope and
applicability of ethnographic sources, summarize the methods of activity chain
analysis, and present examples of analyses to demonstrate their feasibility
and utility.

ETHNOGRAPHY

The primary ethnographic sources for the study area are Ray's (1932)
study of the Sanpoll and Nespelem--the peoples occupying the north and south
of the Columbia River from above the Spokane River west to the Omak Trench--
and Spier's (1938) study of the Southern Okanogan, or Sinkaletk--the peoples
occupying the Columbia and Okanogan Rivers west of the Omak Trench. The
ethnographles were Intended to provide the best possible portrait of
aboriginal life before the changes attendant on the coming of the horse, the
gun, and other aspects of Euroamerican culture. The volumes follow similar
formats and Include chapters on linguistics, cultural affiliation, settlement,
population and territory, daily and yearly patterns of activity, social %
structure, life cycles, mythology and ritual behavior, and material culture
associated with subsistence practices. Regional summaries, ethnohlstorles,
and ethnogeographles (Telt 1930; Spier 1936; Ray 1936, 1945, 1975; Lee 1967;
Chance 1973; Chalfant 1974; Kennedy and Bouchard 1975; Bouchard and Kennedy
1979) provide useful supplementary Information. Recent ethnobotanles of the
area contain botanical identifications of plants used for food and
technological purposes as well as additional Information on cultural
activities associated with their collection and preparation (Turner, Bouchard,
and Kennedy 1977; Turner 1978, 1979). There are a variety of historical
documents containing useful information (e.g., Thompson 1811; Work 1823; Warre
and Vavasour 1845; Schoolcraft 1851; Thwaltes 1905; Ermatinger 1912; Douglass
1914; Lewis 1925; Cox 1957; Glover 1962; Merk 1968). Of particular Importance
to this study would be the examination of Northwest Fur Company and Hudson's
Bay Company records for weights and counts of hides, meat, and other economic
products.

As Thomas (1973:156) points out, the Information contained in these
primary and secondary sources Is not, for the most part, "facts" about the
past. While some field observations are embedded In the accounts, Ray and
Spier queried Informants about Ilfeways ostensibly as they were before
contact with Euroamerican culture. The ethnographic narratives are
presented in the "historical present" tense, and the arrangement of
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Information, reconciliation of contradictions, and evaluation of credibility
and historical accuracy are performed behind the scenes. Thus, the
ethnographic records constitute an historical "hypothesis" which is, to some
extent, archaeologically testable. It should be noted that our purpose here P
Is not to test either the acuity of the ethnographers or the veracity of the .%
Informants. There are sure to be some glaring discrepancies between the
ethnographic model and archaeological data, even for the protohistoric period.
The ethnographic models are viewed as working hypotheses to be tested,
modified, and retested against the data for each chronological period. In
many respects, the failures of the model are more Important than fulfilled
expectations, for It Is by successive modifications of the model that
descriptions for earlier system types are built.

in using such ethnographic documents, it Is Important to ask whether
the assertions of the Informants relate In any way to the prehistoric
context. To Investigate this question we can graphically display the
Information pathways of Informants In relation to a few of the major system
variables in operation during the historic period (Figure 1-14). It Is
assumed that parents (P), grandparents (PP), and great-grandparents (PPP) of
Informants were, on the average, about 30 years old at the birth of the next
generation; the first ten years of each group's Iifespan have been blocked
out, since we assume that little reliable Information could have been passed
from generation to generation during this time. A variety of primary and
secondary so6rces estimate Native American population levels during the
protohistoric period (Bouchard and Kennedy 1979), and the estimates are
variable. We have chosen to use Lee's (1967) estimates for the "Colville,, and
Ray's (1932) estimates for the Sanpoll-Nespelem as being typical of these
data. Although they differ In absolute numbers. and rate of change, these
estimates clearly show a relationship between depopulation and disease
epidemics In the late eighteenth and middle nineteenth centuries. The
population curve for fur-bearing mammals Is purely conjectural, but we jd know
that they were close to extinction by the 1830s. We can also assume that
mountain sheep, antelope, and elk probably disappeared from the area during
this time. The plot of average annual chinook salmon catch Indicates a cycle
of depletion and recovery from about 1890 to 1930. Radical depletion
apparently occurred only after the 1930s.

Just how old are the traditions passed on to the Informants? One 5
indication, perhaps, Is that while the use of stone tools Is often mentioned
In the literature, none of the Informants recall anything of their
manufacture; yet metal tools could not have replaced the traditional
materials much before the late eighteenth century, and the shift to metal
was more likely to have occurred during the period of the fur trade. Much
of the Information gathered by the ethnographers, then, evidently refers to
the actual experience of the Informants themselves or to the experiences of
parents and grandparents during the period from 1830 to 1890. The oldest
Informants, and the parents of the younger Informants, would recall a time
before placer mining, sheep and cattle grazing, logging, and the 14

Euroamerican fishery. Vegetable resources would virtually have been
unchanged, and the biomass of anadromous fish, given the drop In native
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population, might have been somewhat higher than in earl ler centuries, but
some species of mammals should have been depleted. One might expect,
therefore, a high proportion of fish In the diet, a lower proportion of
vegetable foods, and a very low proportion of deer. While neither Ray nor
Spier and associates could make quantitative assessments, their estimates of
the proportions of fish, game and vegetable foods are Informative.

Hunting definitely took a second place as compared to fishing as an
economically Important activity. Game was perhaps roughly equivalent,

-\: quantitatively, to roots and berries in the diet of the group (Ray
1932:77).

It is difficult at this late date to estimate the proportions used of
different foods. There was variation from band to band, from family to
family, and from year to year. Some of the families, spending much time
at the fishing rounds, would take enough salmon to last almost the year
around, and the few who stayed In the hills subsisted very largely on
deer. To Judge from the mention of foods In tales and anecdotes, I
should estimate that approximately equal thirds were used of game, of
fish, and vegetable foods, but close questioning brings up the vegetable
quota to one-half. Undoubtedly the Indians preferred fish and game to
the latter, and particularly deer meat. Probably more salmon was eaten
than deer meat. Small game and smaller fish played a very minor role,
and none were preserved but suckers.

Ch i low ist J i m stated that some twenty sa I mon were stored in a s i ng I e tu I e
sack. Each fami ly had about ten sacks of these and as many of deer meat.
About equal amounts of deer and salmon were used. All these sacks .4
containing a family's winter food supply made a pile six feet tall.

Johnnie stated that fresh deer meat was preferred to all other food. The
Southern Okanogan ate four or five times as much salmon as game during
the year. The ColvIlle took enough salmon, largely at Kettle Falls, to
last them the year around, but few others did (Spier 1938:12).

While Spier suggests that the diet Included greater amounts of
vegetable foods than either fish or deer, Ray suggests more salmon than
vegetable foods or deer (and equal proportions of the latter). These
estimated proportions of vegetable products in the economy run somewhat
counter to general archaeological opinion about the reliance on fish, and
the reported proportions of deer to fish and deer to vegetable foods seem
considerably higher than expected and may reflect both the low population
levels and an extensive hunting territory opened up by use of the horse. All
told, the suggestion Is one of considerable local variability In diet and
(except for little mention of antelope, elk, or mountain sheep) no evidence of
a devastated environment.

il
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ACTIVITY CHAIN ANALYSIS

While Schiffer has drawn on earlier sources (e.g., Krause and Thorne

1971) in the development of the methodology of behavioral chain analysis,
his is certainly the most detailed, accessible, and archaeologically

relevant formulation (1975, 1976:49-54). An activity chain Is a type of
transformation model used here to systematize narratively organized
ethnographic Information. The focus of the analysis Is on ciLJivy which
we follow Schiffer in defining as, "the Interaction between at least one
energy source and one cultural element" (1976:45). An acLiit chain Is the

sequence of activities in which an element (artifact or actor) participates
within the systemic context. It models the pathway from system operation to
archaeological output. Outputs and output locatons are test Implications of
the ethnographic hypothesis. The chain models may be expressed either as
tables or as flow models, the former best suited to working from the raw
ethnographic Information and the latter best suited to expressing output

clusters, modeling pathway Intersections, and organizing variables for
possible simulation modeling.

The cultural system beIng modeled Is a continuous cycling of human
actions with respect to units of space and time, closed with respect to the

pattern of repetitive activities, and open with respect to Inputs of energy
and materials and outputs of transformed materials. While the entire
network of activity pathways Is closed, It must be broken Into linear
segments for didactic purposes and for analytic convenience. In the
following pages we present, as examples, four sets of analytic sequences --

hunting, plant utilization, fishing and lithic manufacture (Tables 1-7 through

1-12).
The form of these tables requires some discussion. Each table

represents an activity sequence Each row is a ogJmen of that sequence,
and columns represent components of segments. The first component describes

an action, or suite of actions, normally expressed by a verb and an object
acted upon (e.g., "shoot deer"). Descriptors such as "travel" group a

potentially Immense number of actions, only a few of which are liable to
have left recoverable outputs. Others, such as "erect mat hut," summarize %
separate and distinct activity chains, analyzed In detail elsewhere, which
Intersect the main sequence. The components location. tin. and nergy
sourcesf specify the physiographic zone in which each action takes place, the
associated habitat types, the season and/or duration of the action, and the
actors. At this point, our analysis departs significantly from Schiffer's
example (1976:Figure 4A). Our component conjoined elements Includes all
artifacts, other than the object acted upon, which are Involved In the action

described. Schiffer's category "intersections" Is omitted. Our component
outputs does not Include artifacts such as non-charred wood chips which are
not likely to have survived, given soil conditions in the study area. It

does, however, Include broken or abandoned tools, which only occasionally
result from a given action. We have not attempted to deal here with questions

of refuse transport, use life, curation behavior, recycling, or lateral cycling.

These must be dealt with later in analysis. The final component activity

° 8° "°
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Table 1-7. Activity chain model for Sanpoil-Nespelem extended deer
hunting trip (see bottom of table for key).

LOCATION TINE ENERGY SOURCES CO4JOINED ELEIENTS OUTPUTS ACTIVITY AREA
DEE ZR VlJiT ING :

PXTEMOLO TRIP 208I NAAfltA
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stoZr",eping huntig fire. In eathers n (11) presore flaking inter villge
r -, (1s.hrl (1. ,(, Will ieia etlets, chlanred

-od (701), fre-cracked rok
(81). bur-t soil (810)1
Ilthi, debitais (19).

Pck cbs. arros, fire Terrace, Ro.-arch, 10-12 eberos of Tooetline [I
drills s,ets , one I, before honlng Arocp.
bags. sleeping robst, hontng

tools, dried fish (I). trip Ill.

Traoelfrooconten Terrace, son-March 10-l2inberscf tSobo, packsatahooe . S 1al nbrfire-crcked eartc. Iracel
,1illg ttoI e o I- days h nting snop. t porarn shelter. foal. rc (All), bont Io' I0- c1atp-

a I]. Zone OIL 00 [I), chrred .Od (701).-onsod-
fed cobbles (f01)

brad ~ ~ ~ 1 Teprr a oo no erlo.rh. 3-A aoen of Poles, ets if). cottirq. Rroken/abandooed b-t iT (loll, VHn -ap 0%
o.ssIe Sa huntsa g oop (I1 thOppins. dgin

0
, pyodirn choping (IDA), edglo (117)

D'l IfV. one dy,. eplents. lesci., oaferia1 noonding l15) ipleaents.
l~bbic dsbisae (115. I

.-nc. Foo of dr. BS. t. Nov.- -Arch , -5 ton of -SnoLshoes. i
Mto hood, .(dily chuntinggrouop [IlL

lead of In .....an Ns-Vanch. 2-3 Men of Nea . tt. aroe II sscesfe e hole aro broker prc- Z,.fercr. hao+ _

-,Shot deer It] draa, Zone RS. CS. .(daily horting groop [II jectile com.m (201. 7011 of dna,,- e
*r 4-. Ivl during trip

Ss-o a btcher doer 'ead of In on reAr NOn,-rch 7-8 -n of Colting Iplntls (stone Broken yrojectlle oolns (204 ButR.,in, ar.
-*Skn nd ct p deer dr. Zone S . as needed. honting groop knies, round oro nblade broken/ibandcned culing (101) ner kilir
liar

0
. cill) j .3;. ft, 1V. [I. 31. f13), chopping le nts. dhopping (106) ettleatnt.
ercabrasns ton .,se seal

1 

attoonl bone CoQi.-!cra-

In skin dressing [Il nial o.se (6n0o deciler- ll0Mi

Transport teat, skin, Read of NO8 C. -o.-Aarch 7-8 Mn of fotlne-. snsthns [1. 31.
bones I7) 

t

onkotchared dracto as needed. hunting -roop
aeer (IZ o ft. lcne (. 1.

et'act brant fortus. III. 00 [I, 1). (ff1, chopoing ief'lerortt, chopping ilOki .ioelernts t.
, dress no (I) seai] aeroont bone ib0l tcra-

£ ________ _______ _____________nial ho,.. (600. dehitaoe iifi _____ W
ok oac et d trest Foot of in or ear 17o.-earch 3-k oen of Co Wing eplents (stone Srocen/ahandoned cotin I inea hearth
Ct op eZat. od. Dene j. CL as II- bonting groof kniat II). inleenl, iloli. lich=l nnc cif

_______ 11.r 1. able (Ifs debige ii

(Roast Meat (I,) If Iot o
t  

lIn n ear Ion -narcn . -A entn of noel, lono thin slicks, tIrecracked cock till, boron tearth, unt

jdnaatZone{Rb., ZB ala lrchuntins gropi [Ii il (81O. lherceda,,ood, ccae
.... a in fI . I . p. -. I(0 11

:" ", "IN -.

--

CC. h - R.,...
is~f~

4R-e p4 ad
5



Table 1-7, cont'd.

EWATN:LOCATION TIlE mapUS $DUKE$ CUSJISIS WANMTS EIYpIJs ACTIVITY AMIA

EXTEfDED TRIP (c0nt.) 3A lfAl ____ ______________ Ir

tioll sloot 11, 3) Foot of Ino. o ma Rn-1irch. 3-4 ldn of F-1ol.-kcohlo boshon. t-oI I ir.-onc~d srook (Oll). 110.0h. h-10 o,
Ol41or blood (11. droo. Zoo IS. CS. dly. Noon" 7oP pIt. load Ilhb d..rli. b, ro tol (SM) hr, clas.

s',p.Oolh..() '.t. Thorni.. rocks. -od (701), -o...dlfl.d
ood.. no-g. 1). nobble. (301) != .1 toll dos

E.1 froth -ono Foot of Ino1 oi .oor 10-12 salsbrs of lorolog Pat%. tcooklng bathot. prooen/lloon 1,wn~ spoon, ( -700), A
dr 2 Zoo. SO S ~ t hnlg grosp. *--"dn or horn .poon, ±.horp (B23). .*

ft WI I" blood. Faot of In orno 9 loc, mar -n ofs fojl- okot.
drink -. blood (1). dr. Zo. SR. CS. tdtio o groponl

001..
Ttot~ct.nd001 foot 01In owno Noo. -ftch, 10-12 .a",, of Ch~opp 1g, ponodlng ioplandts Rrhoood d chp~g In or noon hoorn

iii i. nd .0011- aonts, long 0000 sollntoro
ohio.. _______ ____________ (604), mlb hi ltoa" (1;).

Fr 0.fot of In or noor Plon.-Heroh, 3-4 -o of CottIng, chopping. poondlog. 11roken/obandionad cuatn Drying ..

= nor() ii f o d.n. POlon TI1. lashing suitriol. Ing (115). ooooinq 1117)

Ioplrooolt. lIrIhr ftbitog.

1201 00s0 I to thin Foot of In ornmar ON-icrch. 1-4 -n of Coepbop lo.ot.. SrO0.O/0bond-d -tIng Dryin ard
trn ,t tyd00 n rn OS5. CS. O o1-hotn ro (jai) lpl..ont.. hoot ro

boo., on -ak Mi. i. f "Pa0. (

Dry 0000 and bona, Fool of I. ornmar N~o - -rh. 3-4 o of WOI low (1 or ftr non- Laripo. rcogorart- of Drying rook,
dro-. Zo- IS, CS. -.o1o_ - hoting groop rO no- fool -ch1 as0 idor horn. Rol (SI0) and omlerd drying or..,

nil ivoIo.-0 (1). firo.. () nd ~ l.o lowpo hnn Co.e
h~ur, o~ch(702) tf '7 r- kad rook

batch (1). (~)

Stri p hit% of dry 0001t foot of In onmar ftr.-Rarrh. 3-0 -o of scraping loolosentn. frokoo/ohoodoned scraping Drying ... (). a
froo hn., [II dy-. Zoo. IS. CS. o;,met hoot Ing grou (l .6) iobno Inct. 11h1o hoot p.I,

ii. v. dnis. IT debitsg (099).

oponit 0000, (11. foot of St. CS. CT. :r.- rc0h. 7-S non of Pills, of old I,no ot [1]. Ion (601). 50 oolba
dna.20 CF =00. I, hooig group,.i r.

fy.Z.. 000 or moar hoo C, p

.nn,,r dr~o o -t foot f ,I or noonIsr, R-nRrch, 1-4 .n of 1-rg tu o. pocn rok*onbooooo pl-rIng 0m,,g or... '0n

n.oo bog,' 0000 for -. Zond driS, CO.oo (I).~ 9-p.

$1000~~:tl Iloyo:O Inl. -~ lot 1 In0000Wo-on
d1-9 Zoo. St i CS.a on1)..0

Ii-. if. or l

noosort ro hot oo ofdo;4 000-RPr. 10-1i --000 of !S-"n.o. pack on =o.. k.llinnt firo-aokod ft.rlPh. -1001, R.
coop ~ I. "il~cl~g 00011 r-,o,.Ooln gcp inlolding dri~d 0001 s bho. rok .Sl . ortsil(83.cw

totooomr-r, ~-01.. Po-1. Mhrrod (nd701). tonod i-
Zoo I flad! tobbl., (301).

$10.- ft..fro I. orc.O.-0,0n1..
0  

) -oPood. (504). Soaor0
Zo.V 1nor Iao

0 Z. ~

d0 00 . . .A: A
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TabIe 1-7, cont d.

lOTATIME ENERGY SOURCES CONJOINED ELEMINTS OUTPUTS ACTIVITY AREA

EXTENDED TRIP (cot.) 0* AZA

Store (pit) Ill. Terrace. 000 -March S1i, flatrck,. taee Large S I,' depress iot (802). Storage area

* # Siore (log Souse) I). Island. Is. No,.-Oarch. Tule s i.

_______ .. ... ~eO.Store (tat us cache or TalusSbo RU. Sot.-Orcl. Trle at Ttao depression. Stuooc area 0 1 i

**oc sete 1 . n - d -ea p-e 111 I' l- N (

tpreolp e ad [1t 1.ed Terrace. Wo.-arc. Ocrotn of f iy Fuei. ong -to uti€ks I re-cracked -Ock (Oh), artli. Is Itr,
Ttas t

1 
e~ )i. eZ [ 0)r. burd. not p te0) O r rper 5ilq ll~-. -

'C702)

-o i c 1at[1• )1 Terric., Ro.-trch. Woectof feil tueiookiog Saskot• ater, j re-irc.dr cI- Ii).-d 1- eArth
,  

nt
ZoO. 0. [I). fire - erries

. 
T rots I, 3. bornir soI (RIO), chtrre viiiage ;

cokb iet (381). *borr seeds

Zone o. .ind tOtS[ C r P rocks (i ((. ii12) ,ttiiee~nir r*ine ialgO

deer(i1) [i. TI. cerriet
Ind- -- -1] . . . . .

tat dried teat. Terrace. coo -earn. tortkr of Serrun
9 

ots. tC~nkii5 60- Rriiken/a&adoo4 Sor spoo r , i iage

tit

REFERENCES: HABITAT TYPES:

[1] Ray 1932. IS = Island
[2] Ray 1945. RP = Riparian

[31 Spier 1938. SS = Shrub Steppe
[4] Turner et a). 1977. MV = Macrophyllous Vine and Shrub

[5] Turner 1978. RL = Rockland
[7[ Turner 1979. RK = Rock

BS = Broadleaf Tree Over Shrub
CB = Coniferous and Broadleaf "

Tree Over Shrub
CS = Coniferous Tree Over Shrub
CF = Coniferous Forest

KEY: + "sometimes"

() = Output number (see Appendix I for complete list of outputs).

1;'% :-. : ,':.G<,. .'....' ' "-, ,; ,. ' ' ',,,,,.. .:.",,:---.."-'""
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Table 1-8. Activity chain model for Sanpoll-Nespelem deer hunting day
trip (see bottom of table for key).

DEER IIUNING LOCATION TINE ENERGY SOURCES CONJOINED ELEMENTS OUTPUTS ACTIVITY AREA

DAY tA p DONC IldA r ?

11-eo h-I T ...... h0- -Nt ' L.a , nd .1h.,

71D -1 ,, .. 1 OY0 1,1 of N . s 7Y ,-dOrt IJ ,-, Or, I r, iIs NY,.-iYJr, o., of I,. OY Cr~5Ied NYO [I], T NSOS~ AtjuW
[II. [I] doY I dj- hYI ro,.D7 doT$

Dadd l e P J d d o -0 0 , 1 . h o- MI,. A R inYdo o f -n Ca oe s I1[ , pW d l ,
e [ii . I da,. o f h -Y g o0 p [I .

d I- Zo . o . Y I of .n Po Y ihT i e.C-l.
i! hold 1hd , 1d Ide. of hYt g p Ill. .ucb iY t-C d

f.Icc.I d- OO Z.- Z. No-,.Ne-ifld- of -Y Ca.- paddles N
Ii) I 4-, Tf SO,,, 9-p [11

All 2) D,-. i-,. I-o. hill, No.. -MI,.. All - oTf hoht f CYUNY.dIY. YaN~
liff I day. 9g-P. dogs [I].

II, r o,.

(All l1 S d
'

I d1) 1- Nh- O.,. I ,. 0y of y rs - ed s .
I [ oro f- III [1)

I,.- Ird- , - n Of Tre- I ] pl 
ihf 

dp...d

II ,1 :::: No , " r . ,a ,, ,le o& CS l, S~p .YI (I) ed oke n 1A.,d o r dolo (21 ispelsed. ae-il

AhO d: , fa- i1y [I - f [e, le, ot s r b pIe

S e ) O ~ ~ e I ov . sR t 
* Ar 

f 0 ~ i q m l n sL r e s ; I d p e s o 8 2

..h. -s~d

d,%

op.

".-

No-, I,. ofN (...[[

IlLy Ill 1

All 4) 07 Ifd DiIh i- -9.o., 1..' d- .... (Y02), [lIc'

Y IN

%

* ,. . % l ~ ~C C' N 1 Y . 'N ,.. ~ , * . N * % N *, ~ 5** \is
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Table 1-8, cont'd.

OER hU"ITItG LOCATION TIRE ENERGY SOURCEB COBJOINED ELEIMENTS OTPUT$ ACTIVITY AREA

OAY TRIP (ctsrti-ud) Bong, *dg.Ird
Bu blild lid Il. No- -. , or no 1 Poles, brush II), t rocs7 ROk .19- (05). blt lick.

(4 I). Tl p IIl.

Shoot der (I). to.-1 t. Iao or 50 of 9s- , rrocs. Brok. (202) or lost 1(201) Disprsd. slt
. -1 [I). tw i l [I . p ro je c t ile po in ts, l ic k.

(All. I lBild string Not -ft fIi -o~ of Stronrg. Tfl b oe()Ill. (I m rarclT Ti III. tonso O 111l bark roT.

(11. brush, bait.

Skn sod butch., deer

- Skn ad ut up d-r,. fill site. 1n uo ear No, -tr.. nr0- or rr n. Cutting Ieplements (stoe Broker projectile polnt , uscherir.c
bralos 5cr us I Zoo. I 11 I . s 0. d. boIs. obk, r-nd or long blade '%04.brokenaberdooed f=ar kill ilt.

in kn dross in (I) T lote Z u. 13 ]1. chopPing Ierpls nts. iuttir" (loll. choing ( 0t fm If T loft0 c ,
1 pleteots= f01 11 aruot -, toot of drue. a
booe (601).. crania I boo. -+ sster 00 plaee

(605). debitagt (199). - $olt lick)
Trgoscort fi n~at. skin. Mlot-t4dr. to or Cr. *r. 0 tao. t lmotlio. )*.Tr - i bolns . Nl -f, a . by 1 1 r -

no
doer Trot killsioo

Skit aTd cooufpr.. *rface , to *r . 'n of raio. Cutting i leseols (stone Broker crojciie poirts Bulcfi r nh are..
I--brains To asoeeged bflves. rocnd or long blrde (202). broker/.badon d wn'er sill.oe
i0 skin drossing [I1. (fl(, rhrppog ltnpleoetl. rutting 1lOl). oroppig [I4:ieotltotls. se-dlIt Iboo. (601). -7 craria I bore I

(05). debiag (109).

A't 01 oir roo errata. Boolis . rot Til
1  

CuI.iog ieoiesIs Io. Brokenlabndded ...l"g H narthiared.* 5one I. us ,. aeI. [I I krloes 9)J) rlet~ets (1ol.1, lih( w~trc;1

bie~ deb[iltge (199).

5)R BSl trat (I. I) 'erroe . Ouo -ter., 001 o iilyr~e" t hiin00 br Iks lire-crackefd rnk k (Bill. Otsrrr area.
R-I- ), r , bur1- .n log 10), charred .... er ,- (Bll

able ood, otl pin or j urirr
(702).

Bo li nat (I, I) eryano - l- r r of tech I -o.. , cyoliog back e - re -racked ro k Bil1. O a rth area,
nd/yrtlond[I noe . anacarl- (I] fire water. berrIe.. ryk. burol l BlO. charrdwrnter, vage-Ie Ill.derltonry IB suod (l0l .I uoscrdified

lybbley (l ,ll. I ced, , OI D).
[d rsce eu r0.0,, got-sa~r.. borcytfo lr. Sruioy ato. 'c oo I.

no. I. as aca, I- backe I. t ..,noy oro.

-pl coiled clod, 'errce ,No-giar . CII only ()1 ±Btscel
drink rat uo1 [l) on. 1. as desired

41i .4 iI

A.

-",

51:..

• . "
t 

',,,.
eec 

% ..

.. ..aII ~ l h l 4- : - A - s ' - l :: - :- : : '
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Table 1-8, cont'd.

DEEN A UNTG LOCAT ION I M EERGY SOURCES CONJOINED [1,11MNTO OTPUTS ACTIVITY AREA

to-ra .. d I ec. No-a. a rs of feei l y Cftp Ing. peoditg iml.- Ro~nssdn5coon erI rs
(I( loe . :Ls dei ed 1 et.(1

1
) oonding (I15 aI.- Irnn vIlg.

andsyslent~ long bose splinters

abi.. (601.). 1111.10 debitaa (Igg

Cvi d dy s rac Terac. No-Ir..,Ctting, choepeing esondiog. 11rsben/bsd-od Curlng Cryin broTII Zind 11 eI..t rhnneg jeeee ts. Ill-* (01). WheINg (51 . ) 04s. c liege.
dan. olnsIl, I ng e..9 eil poodlng,(115).-ndgIog (17

eleewnr., ItIc dsba 
, N(I"). eat -ids (N04).

Cur seas nS toshin Terrate Mn ar, 3-4.a of Custin 1-lant. 11r a~bsndoned ,uttin Oryins *rse
Strips,; SpreadmE s ea and Mon 1. i- rot -ggrv (1) (ll llawr. ise i(g.

a- on rWc (I.aba

Dry sea an oa I. Terrac, . -Mer. 3-4 -n of ( losI III -~ Oter no- Lre*otng ea 1 Cyingro .
lone I.as snai - oaing grop [11 yntno fo5Such , a ber1 Soil (SIC) an hr.ed drin aReb

ob Ir.5. -.0 , vo else or junpe1" ntr I,, ag.
481.-,gha (702), t fir-raciad tovk

eachbi.o r,-1 .... I of S V, bsrch- (It).aanwdsc"(
h . III I . 1 01. .

dre.debitage (I").F %

pO,,t W..sI. erac. SC. CT. Nos -ftr.. 7-0 eano ut Piece of old rule set [1). Sone (60l). 1oo. dee Itit

dried. aneotae

tA t dri e 1 a c
en, Table 7. e

REFERENCES: HABITAT TYPES:

[11 Ray 1932. IS = Island
[21 Ray 1945. RP N- Riparian
(3] Spier 1938. SS = Shrub Steppe
(41 Turner et a]. 1977. MV os Macrophyllous Vine and Shrub ap

(51 Turner 1978. RL = Rockland
(71 Turner 1979. RK = Rock

BS = Broadleaf Tree Over Shrub ta

CB = Coniferous and Broadleaf
Tree Over Shrub

CS = Coniferous Tree Over Shrub
CF =s Coniferous Forest

KEY: ''= sometimes"''

( sOutput number (see Appendix I for complete list of outputs). n

A5t N,

eS-

,5~~sert"N AN %eo~:e % g e rat *' e
n ~ ~ ~ ~ , , .~ -, ) ?~a Ar rrts nety
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TablIe 1 -9. ActIv I ty cha In modelI for Sanpo IlI-NespelIem sk In dress Ing (see4
bottom of table for key).

LOCATION TIaE ENERGY SOURfCE$ CONJOINED ELEME(NTS OUTPUTS AtTI111 .111.

SKINS 5ING zONE MSIfl?

Cot log III of aspen Dra, t " s. Ce Ke 171 7 fNan of fats, nl. Choosing. onadgnq.i peardog frok-on/bandonad chshpi- serod S
171 5-b4" in di--e~r s1-e. lavlossents (-and *edltsal ( 104). eedgleg (1171.

Zone Z. 17D, eonsnding (1105 ,epeet

S8-o epprr end [71 and Maay r 171 ? eehn of fat)nil C hopping ,.oelant . Snk "la"doed c%-ree;n Sk it dr*sting
srip bark 'II. trc.114 rloe is ane ,

*Soak Skin (l). Str-a or M-Ma,. 7 sonet of fotify Rocks to hold ski. flat (I).
eke la. -idays (1),

ion. 0

Scrp off hair and Terrace.-Mar. stare of f." In Pele ase17 oge -kd rkanla.asded -c&io Skin drs t
flesh.Zoo.e r.. .5esge aosint te 0 j, )f inpleeeo. n..Or

N Dry Il.Trae .Mn.Wind. sun

Bury brains of one or Terrac. n-Mr. enof fPP'', CIOs Oaskat (1]. diging~ Seel Aspra.. ion (903) (7-8 seer hearth.5
tee deer (II Zone 1. 1-3 dansl il, fira ipent. In,~e deep (I)) Is"trniae

Soak skin (1]. Terrace. ni-Mar. eaSon of faeit Lare basket (1). henara Zone Z , . 2- (11os l, fire. gallos of ear eate Ml
eartlr decan e;d deo brain"

Tail h5 ide dr, Ill. rera. 2.Mr 1-o of -Tree. on. or tI- sIcks IllI

Stretch ski. [I. ac. -Mars. Ocre of feeily Scraing f-n. 11). b..kskin Oroker"ebandonavd eiercir Skin drsing

Zoe r. I trhoegi 11 [I-0 piring pbs 1 (1(07) lplarit , Post hol ds a. re
1ll (SOW). nillage

gZone I. fi..Il ion. offaiIYFlh, (Sb) 70) fir-crce area. oi!ter -

Scrap. skin III, Terrace. 0.-ner. W. of fan! I el sc.. raping ;-1cen -1 eleede scraPing Ski n dress.Ing
ZotneC. a.-r. 1 (ll, fir.. fhaftd tn craper of 05O) 1elet area. .. te

rs III. enite:crist Il') lae

Dig seal Pit. Terra1. 0-Mar. tf f-11, Digging Ine, fIen- Sall derI ion (BOW'.c. Skin dress.ing ,

Zone!. III. ;If 1d... (5 ft deep araile

Oetredoepi Terc.o-a Ot f~il Y noneing .ttonnin plecet. Nrokeh/lbnde chopping skm dre...ing

(ii.totr. Il -ahIngenateiaj . IC ~etn(101) *e..oe

9 Se~Bild fire ,n Pit 1l.Terce -Mar. h not ra,l re-l .r.te r tOcd., Chg.n -.d MI)). SoiI depes ion
Zone ." ij ((

1
oiiper or Ill-tsi dresno

S- - o r -T....Nn -a . 10(no .II Ii, area.l 11 ..... Ini

0 5 ~~Stcke hidet to ater Trrc. c -MaNP r

Prof[o7s,1

.1P.

aC,
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Table 1-10. Activity chain model for Senpoil-Nespelem root digging (see
bottom of table for key).

LOCAT ION TIRE ENERGY SOURCES CONJOINED ELEMRENTS OUTPVtS ACTIVITY AREA
ROOT DIGGING ZONE AAEIAT

,c ,.I nakc Icr~as ..... 11161 Alluso' 
fnlak"ogi Iakfepi cban .one I .esso.e flaking e~l~~. 102). piecing (lOT). ab'ad-

sleep.ing'oes digging c okoageI).*ilage (199).*a

Pack digging slicks. e.nI.,d Apci ila. co cillagq. ,a~iline ()

T-aoltospinge .,I, ayAili. lcoto f illagnack.sabc-cna

E.. s -a 1oe L. 'eal Cf. ri, il-I1an -l sc10 of Ales, esl ( -nbf'g. eoken-/,aadooed cottig (:0ciCC ' amn.

:.,1: op. -sh~g - il.ludidset)iM - 1

NK , P, e' tfe
Lnltdydigging (LT)- is. Co. a. _o - rnco

naeftenof..p On lkcil-Ran. lndli,doaleas- :iggiegsticks (1.31.etall1 laVato 1- ,7-' pnecdcolT d. l ";cL . ilIf at Df cot digging a t teriog basket [3) ag

anfo OO () a;,,Ying bakt _9,botn

9i p'fe''d'oc 1bc Ul k. o'. I-tan - -10 otnn of ligging Slicks , 1 . seal co-cen1abadond co -og (lOt)Diseensed.
-We g ostooc. 011LT). c1 sop.~ cot- diggingoos astecng basikets9. lage I:=7~s Iisfsic deli sage een fields.

Dig g c..d.cy,, t one, 11. R, CL. S curi-flay. -10 -1ne o igging sticks. se 1 , al t - cenaand C .111 botn 100 1 esd,seo
( :e'hed..bee, 4I1LT) . CF, BS, I o digglog ng basets I~,i9langobait9 ielscets liskic debieg a'oae

9. ~ ~ 8 eloai -.Ofe nlo. Aket, botnt Ieeancs (199).

caoooI ool fee one IlL pci I-Rat Indioid..l aow 'igglng "I siks;. salgab
10 e l'oc-4110 "1iT 1c -co diggn fg bakt nt anig

ftc . cop .ket cIO ts co1ling ,
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Table 1-10, cont'd.

YAAT0 INIL ENERGY SOURCES CONOJOINOED ELEISTS OUTPUfTS ACTIVITY AREA
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Table 1-10, cant'd.

LOCATIONI TINE ENERGY SOURCES CONJ.OINED ELEMENTS OUTPUTS ACTIVITY UREA

NUUT DIGG.IN (ttI& XONE MAN1lA

Store are rqots nTerace. r st;T flat r ks. s gross Large so I: depressior (802). Storage area.
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houat or :'go Zfe .. oc 0 ). i ete r a I
Stlu ore r (rt oTere . *ha ilg . , v

s tsse ) [I. e
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Prepare ad ear dsed Terra e, Uy-!arch. e of f aily. el, looki.
9 
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REFERENCES: HABITAT TYPES:

[1] Ray 1932. IS = Island
[2] Ray 1945. RP = Riparian
[31 Spier 1938. SS = Shrub Steppe
[4] Turner et a). 1977. MV = Macrophyllous Vine and Shrub "
[5] Turner 1978. RL = Rockland
[7] Turner 1979. RK = Rock

BS = Broadleaf Tree Over Shrub
CB = Coniferous and Broadleaf

Tree Over Shrub
CF = Coniferous Forest " "
CS = Coniferous Tree Over Shrub

KEY: t = "sometimes" .","ee"ee

( = Output numbers (see Appendix I for complete list of outputs).
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Table 1-11. Activity chain model for Sanpoil-Nespelem fishing (see
MO> bottom of table for key).

LOC AT ION TERNE ENERGY SOURCES CONJOINED ELEMENTS OUTPUTS ACTIVIT ANNA
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Table 1-11, cont'd.

LOCAT ION TItME ENERGY SOURCES CONJOINED ELEMENTS OUTPUTS ACTIVITY AREA e r
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/ Table 1-11, cont'd.

LOCATION TM NRYSUCS CNONDEEET -T CIIYAE

Stre(tbscch o hls loe 6 Noo, ber - To. aats ? Tas. epes . Bol So rag

prear a d l red

SoilIll. T-rrace Mid Oct. - Wnee, If faMily roetl. cooking basket. locks. Fish bo- 1606),ro 10W1. natnh.
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REFERENCES: HABITAT TYPES:

[11 Ray 1932. IS =IslandIf
[21 Ray 1945. RP = Ripa.*ian
[3] Spier 1938. SS = Shrub Steppe
[4] Turner et a]. 1977. MV = Macrophyllous Vine and Shrub
[51 Turner 197B. RL = Rockland
[71 Turner 1979. RK = Rock

BS =Broad eaf Tree Over Shrub
CB = Coniferous and Broadleaf

Tree Over Shrub
CS =Coniferous Tree Over Shrub
CF = Coniferous Forest ,~

teaKEY: + sometimes''

() output numbers (see Appendix 1 for complete list of outputs).
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Table 1-12. Activity chain model for Sanpoli-Nespelem flaked " Nc0
stone tool manufacture (see bottom of table for key).

FLAKED STONE TOOL. LOCATIOS1 TIME ENRGY SOUIRCES CONURIRE ELINEIITS ROTPUTS ACTIVITY APIA
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Table 1-12, contld.
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Table 1-12, cont'd.

FLAKED STONE TOOL LOCATION TIRE ENNEG SOERCES CONJOINED ELEMENTS WJTPI'is ACTIVITY AREA
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area, refers to a locus of activity defined by a cluster of material outputs.
Activity areas may be usefully defined at a variety of scales. We have
assigned a few outputs to very specific activity loci described by
ethnographers (e.g., "hearth area" or "earth oven"), but most are assigned to
more general activity areas such as "root drying area" or "butchering area."
Given present Information, a few others can only be assigned to more inclusive
units such as "quarry camp" at this time. The term "dispersed," sometimes
followed by a physiographic zone or habitat type designation, Is used to
describe output scatters of very low density.

For the sake of compactness, several symbols and abbreviations are used
both in Tables 1-7 to 1-12 and In accompanying flow charts (Figures 1-15 and
1-16). Alternative or hypothetically Infrequent actions, objects, locations,
times, conjoined elements, and activity areas are marked by the symbol (4),
which may be read "sometimes." This symbol is not generally used In the
outputs component, however, since it Is assumed from the beginning that the
listed artifacts are MssibL outputs; they do not necessarily occur each time
the action Is perfomed. Habitat type abbreviations follow Erickson et al.
(1977). Bracketed numbers (e.g., El signify references. Entries not
followed by a reference are Inferential (following Schlffer 1976). The most
questionable references are followed by a question mark. Numbers In
parentheses refer to the list of expected outputs (Appendix 1). Location Is
Inferred either from a combination of ethnographic Information and the
environmental data discussed In previous sections or from environmental data
alone.

Each segment, then, constitutes a complex sentence. For instance, the
seventh segment of Table 1-7, which begins with the activity "shoot deer," may
be read as follows: "as the opportunity arises during an extended trip
occurring between November and March, two or three men of the hunting group,
at the head of a draw associated with habitat types "broadleaf tree over
shrub" or "coniferous and broadleaf tree over shrub" in either Zone III or
Zone IV, sometimes wearing snowshoes and with bows and arrows, shoot deer,
occasionally resulting In the dispersed deposition of lost and broken
projectile points.", A series of such segments constitutes one loop in the
continuing cycle of the hunter-gatherer subsistence-settlement system as
hypothesized In the ethnographles and Implies specific clusters of outputs in
association with other clusters, which often are assigned to specific
physiographic zones and habitat types.

The tabular form of activity chain analysis is merely a series of
primitive equations or logical relations of the form, "in conditions C, (or
given stipulations S), If hypothesis H, then test Implication T." The
components of the equations may be reformulated In a number of ways. For
guiding artifact analysis, the archaeological implications (i.e., the outputs
of artifacts and features) may be summarized by location. For synthetic
analyses, the table of equations may be reformulated as a flowchart (e.g.,
Figure 1-15). The flowchart has the advantage of condensing an Immense amount
of Information Into a single graphic display, in emphasizing the spatial
relationships among the aclivitles, In specifying the location of
Interconnecting chains, and in laying the groundwork for simulation modeling.

?
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Figure 1-15. Flow model of extended deer hunting trip.

Key to Intersecting behavioral chains.

(See Appendix A for key to outputs)

1. Fishing

2. Drying and storage of fish

3. Construction of sweat lodge

4. Snowshoe manufacture

5. Bow manufacture

6. Arrow manufacture

7. Projectile point manufacture

8. Tule mat production

9. Storage bag production

10. Proditction of sleeping robes

I. Basket making ..'

12. anufacture of horn implements

13. Cordage manufacture

14. Bone tool manufacture

15. Flaked stone tool repair

16. Cooking - fish

17. Construction of mat huts . -'

18. Manufacture of cutting implements for woodworkng

19. Manufacture of chopping implements for woodworking

20. Construction of drying rack t.

21. Berry gathering and preservation

22. Manufacture of cutting implements for butchering

23. Manufacture of chopping implements for butchering

24. Manufacture of cutting implements for cooking

25. Manufacture of scraping implements

26. Construction of storage platform l,

27. Construction of storage pit

28. Construction of talus cache

29. Construction of log storage house -

30. Root gathering and preservation

31. Manufacture of grinding implements for cooking

32. Skin dressing

%

• ., . -

, -'..'.'

* .
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Hunting

Three related deer hunting sequences are presented here, Deer Hunting:
Extended Trip (Table 1-7), Deer Hunting: Day Trip (Table 1-8), and Skin
Dressing (Table 1-9), a sequence which may follow either of the other two.
While antelope, elk, bear, small game, and furbearing animals are mentioned In
the literature as minor sources of meat, only deer hunting Is described In
detail. Although antelope were reportedly hunted In Zone IIIL from early
summer through fall, deer provided most of the meat eaten during the winter.

There Is an apparent contradiction In the literature about the time of
major deer hunting: Ray specifies winter (between November and March) and
SpIer and associates specIfy fall (between September and December), commenting
that the deep snows of winter made deer hunting difficult. The seasonal

variation in deer density and community behavior presented earlier suggest
that both fall and winter would have been appropriate times, although weights
would have been higher in fall before winter stress and rutting. It is
doubtful that the deer hunting practices of the Sanpoil-Nespelem and Sinkaletk
peoples differed much. The apparent differences are more likely to be an
artifact of the small sample of Informants and of the rapid environmental-
cultural changes during the nineteenth century. Exact time and zone of
hunting normally would vary from year to year depending upon snow
accumulation, rainfall and browse availability, population densities, and
location of winter villages. Use of the horse and rifle during the nineteenth
century Is likely to have extended trip distances and altered the returns
expected in different seasons. We follow the winter sequence in the examples
given here, although alternatives for fall hunting are Included, since women's
activities during a fall hunt are said to have Included berrying. For the
prehistoric central-based system, as well as for a foraging system, the Zone
I, II winter day trip of one variety or another (see Table 1-8) Is the more
likely pattern.

"Space" Is used in two different ways In the flowchart. Actual
geographical space is Indicated with respect to zone and physiographic
feature, but the spatial organization of particular activity areas is only
Indicated in a hierarchical schematic form. That Is, under certain
circumstances, a hunt camp In Zone III or IV will Include (If the ethnography
Is correct) a butchering area, some temporary dwellings, and a meat drying
area. While we presume these activity areas will be spatially related In such
a way as to minimize distances and maximize efficiency, the exact form cannot
be predicted. A number of alternative arrangements are expressed in the
ethnographic documents. For Instance, when there has been a particularly
successful hunt high up a draw away from base camp, the deer are sometimes
skinned and butchered near the kill site. At the hunt camp, the meat Is cut
Into strips by the women and laid out for drying. The literature Is vague,
however, about just what parts of the animal were brought back to camp and
what was left behind. Although one can Imagine a primary butchering area In
which the joints and saddles are dressed out and returned to the In-camp
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butchering area for further processing, this alternative has not been Included
here.

Another Important element of the hunting subsystem modeled here is its
contribution to modeling the complex habitation activity areas in Zone I
(e.g., Figure 1-15). While all subsystems, under the ethnographic model,
articulate with the winter village, hunting and associated activities
account for a large number of potentially recoverable outputs. Even though
activities related to vegetable products may outweigh those related to
hunting, fewer recoverable outputs are expected, espec!ally at the winter
village. That does not mean, however, that we should Ignore sequences
related to utilization of vegetable resources. On the contrary, the amount
of vegetable resources In the resource base has Important and predictable
consequences In activity area location.

Plant Utlization

A bias toward masculine pursuits and status foods found by Lee (1969; see
also various articles by Lee and DeVore 1968) also is evident In the
ethnographic records used here. While It is clear from the records of
building styles and materials and from the conjoI nod elI ements components of
most activity sequences that the collection and preparation of rushes, grasses
and fibrous plants alone must account for a great deal of time and effort,
perhaps as much as fishing and hunting combined, only the col lection of food
resources is described in detail In the primary ethnographies. References to
Important technological resources such as tules and Indian hemp are scattered
and fragmentary. We are told what they were used for and, In some cases, how
they were used, but not when, where, and how they were gathered. Information
about the use of various woods is sparser stll . With the aid of
environmental studies and recent ethnobotanIes, however, we have compil ed a
digest of plant resources mentioned by Ray and Spier, with their locations,
the season they are available, the methods by which they were procured, the
methods by which they were preserved, stored, and cooked (if applicable), and
their technological uses. From this we have constructed a month by month
description of the plant resource base for Zone I. These In turn were used
as the basis for all activity chains related to plant utilization. The plant
utilization activity chains are thus more hypothetical than the hunting and
fishing examples. The complete digest Is too bulky for Inclusion here; only
the activity sequence for spring root gathering, the plant procurement
activity described in most detail in the ethnographles, Is presented here
(Table 1-10).

One of the curiosities of Ray's ethnography Is that root gathering Is
relegated to a single season (May-June) and primarily to a single locality
(south of the Columbia River). While Ray mentions trips to the Grand Coulee,
our preliminary reconnaissance suggests that Zone IlL is the primary locality

K: of high-yield spring root crops, and may have been the primary zone exploited
before the coming of the horse and homesteading of the Plateau. Nevertheless,
both ethnographic and our field research suggest some utilization of roots
throughout the year In most zones of the study area.
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Fishing

The tabular chain analysis presented here (Table 1-11) deals with the
activities Involved with fishing from platforms at rapids. This should
account for most of the fishing activity in the sample area. There are only
two permanent streams in the sample area of sufficient size and permanence for
spawning, and both are bIocked by fal Is at the Zone I/I IR boundary. Of the
two, only the Nespelem has short stretches of shallows suitable for spawning.
The ethnographies Indicate that a fish trap was located at the mouth of the
Nespelem River in historic times. Nonetheless, the productivity is unlikely
to have been high because the stretch of river suitable for spawning is so
short.

Three other fishing sequences could also be constructed: fishing with
traps, fishing with lines from canoe or shore, fishing with poisons In upland
streams. Most of the outputs for these activities, like those for fishing
from platforms at rapids, will be deposited In the river or will represent
dispersed clusters in tree and brush habitats.

The most Important aspect of fishing is its demand on time and energy
and on wood resources. From the sheer computation of numbers, weight,
nutritional value, and density, one may infer that fishing along the
Columbia represented the prime factor In resource use scheduling and
settlement location. The analysis here suggests that the controlling factor
in activity area location, however, may not be rapids, M s9, but rapids at
a minimum distance from plentiful supplies of raw materials such as willow,
pine saplings, and other coniferous trees, broadleaf trees, and shrubs.

While the Importance of fishing and connected activities should exert a
strong Influence on settlement location, outputs will clearly provide little
in the way of activity area definition. Outputs from the collecting of
construction materials are dispersed along draws, at the bases of talus
slopes, and along the river beaches in riparian habitats. Outputs from
fishing Itself will be located In the river or on the beach. Outputs from
preparation and drying will occur mainly In the summer village, while those
from consumption may occur anywhere. Distinctive outputs from comsumption are
expected to survive largely as microscopically Identifiable constituents In
soil samples from site features (Casteel 1974a, 1974b, 1976; Limp and Reidhead
1979; Garson 1980).

Stone Tool Manufacture

Because of the paucity of ethnographic Information about the manufacture
of flaked stone tools in the Plateau region, the activity chain for stone tool
manufacture given here (Table 1-12) Is based upon a combination of ethnographic
analogues and a great deal of recent experimental research. Muto (1971)
distinguishes six steps In the manufacturing process: (1) selection of nodule
or flake, (2) selection of fabricator, (3) removal of cortex from nodule, (4)
thinning of the objective piece to the approximate section and cross-section, I'll
(5) securing of final outline and sections, (6) finishing of edge and hafting
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mechanism, if any (Muto 1971:43). The basic process outlined by Muto Is
corroborated by the experimental work of many researchers (e.g., Pond 1930;
Crabtree 1967b, 1972; Stafford 1979). Knudson (1973) and House (1975) have

produced more detailed analyses in which specific material outputs for each
stage In the process are predicted. Knudson's model outlines the entire
manufacturing sequence, while House's focuses on the finishing stages and on -
the use, breakage, and retouch of formed objects. Thus, the sequence of
actions in our activity chain is a likely one. Until more Is known about
sources of raw material In the study area, however, the loctions of most of
the proposed actions, and hence of most of the proposed output clusters (see
Figure 1-16), must remain conjectural, and each segment includes several
possible activity area locations.

Previous general research on quarry sites (Holmes 1890, 1919; Bryan 1950;
Bryan and Tuohy 1960; Sharrock 1966) indicates that only preliminary forms of
manufacturing, such as raw material extraction and the production of blanks
and flakes suitable for further reduction, occur at the raw material source.
It seems probable, however, that if raw materials are abundant near the
planned place of utilization, flakes, chunks, cobbles, or nodules might be
worked down to the desired form on the spot, bypassing the stage that would
leave blanks and prepared cores as diagnostic Indicators of the manufacturing
sequence. "Rejects" diagnostic of the stage, however, might be found (Holmes
1890; Bryan 1950). If the source of raw materials Is distant, requiring
extended travel, some materials might be fully reduced for activity-specIfic
use on that trip, while others are transported in rough form to the winter or
summer village and reduced to final form as needed. If the source is
accessible only through trade, the manufacturing stages represented in an
archaeological assemblage will depend upon the form of the object (e.g., core,
blank, finished product) when it was obtained. *.

The activity chain given here allows for collection of river-worn
cobbles (e.g., basalt, quartzite), as well as short and extended trips to
quarry sites, which take the form of either cobble/nodule concentrations
(terrace surface/alluvium) or minable veins of siliceous material. Current
environmental Informailon Indicates that no minable veins of raw material
occur within that part of Zone I that lies within the scope of the Chief
Joseph Dam Cultural Resources Project (Jermann et al. 1978). Hibbert
(personal communication) has suggested that siliceous materials suitable for
the manufacture of chipped stone tools are most likely to be found at
contact zones between basalt flows, which would place these sources mainly - -

on the left bank of the Columbia, probably in Zones IlL or IlL of the study
region, where most known resources Indeed do occur (see Salo, Appendix F; Key
and Cavazos, Appendix G). In the activity chain and flow model given here,
raw material Is followed from the selection/extraction stage at either one of
these two source locations through to the final finished product. It Is then
channeled Into a utilization stage, at which point the sequence ends. For our Y,
purposes, the cycle of use, retouch, and reuse is not considered a part of the
manufacturing sequence, except In the case of the tools used to quarry and to
produce other tools.
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Other Activity Chains

A number of additional activity chains must be completed before the
entire system model can be articulated. The most Important are dwelling and
other architectural construction; production of domestic articles (e.g.,
snowshoes and cradle boards); collection, processing, and use of medicinal
plants; and several ritual and social activities, all of which are required
for modeling the complex patterning of summer and winter villages In Zone I.
Abundant Information for these chains is available In regional ethnor-phles.
A variety of secondary chains, some of them based upon ethnographic
analogues, can be constructed as necessary.

Model Expectation

The activity chains Vresented In the previous sections express test
Implications of the hunter-gatherer subsistence-settlement system recorded
piecemeal in ethnographic literature. To condense these expectations and at
the same time to make them more explicit, we have compIlIed a summary matrix 4

of predicted outputs by activity area (Figure 1-17).
Activity areas at several levels of complexity are listed along the

vertical axis of the matrix. Areas such as "I Ithic cache' may or may not be

found within more Inclusive areas such as "ithic workshop." However, we
may expect tb find both "I ithic cache" and "l ithlc workshop" within spatial
units at the level of "winter village" or "root camp." Hence, activity
areas are grouped In this matrix according to Inclusion within or association
with "camps." "Spring village," however, does not Include less complex
activity areas. The only activity chain presented here that involves an
action associated with the spring village is "root digging" (Table 1-10).
Although Ray (1932) makes it clear that preparation for a root digging trip
may take place at the spring village, he does not provide enough information
about this preparation for us to posit a definable activity area within that
spatial unit.

Expected outputs are listed along the horizontal axis of the matrix.
These are grouped to Isolate objects which are expected to exhibit wear
patterns that Indicate specific activities, objects distinctive of stone
tool manufacture, archaeofaunal and archaeobotanical remains that owe their
location to primary use as food, fuel, or building materials, and the like.

The expected outputs for a given activity area may be the result of a
single action, or they may be the cumulative result of a number of actions.
We expect, for example, that a butchering area In or near a hunt camp will 
Include a variety of cutting and chopping Implements which show wear from
soft and hard materials, lithic debitage showing similar attributes of wear,
an occasional broken projectile point, and a small amount of deer and/or elk
bone, Including cranial bone splinters. All of these result from a single
(although perhaps repeated many times) action--"skin and butcher deer." The
outputs In a meat drying area In this same camp, however, may Include
Implements and debitage showing wear appropriate not only to cutting up meat
and scraping bones but to building a drying rack. It should also Include
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post molds and an area of charred wood, burnt soil, and fire-cracked rock.
These result from a series of separate kinds of actions performed in the
same area.

It should be re-emphasized at this point that this matrix Is not a "

complete description of expected clusters; it is an example. A complete
matrix awaits additional environmental Information, the construction of
additional chains, and the definition of output classes In terms of modes of
an archaeological artifact classification system. In the matrix as given
here, those clusters expected to occur outside the winter or summer village
(e.g., "butchering area, hunt camp") can be considered relatively complete
except for changes that may be made In response to additional ethnographic j\..
or environmental Information and changes that will necessarily occur when
output classes are specified in more detail. The descriptions of areas such
as "hearth area, winter village," however, will grow more elaborate as
outputs from additional chains are specified.

Once defined, activity areas at any level of complexity may be .

displayed by physiographic zone and habitat type association. In Figure 1-18,
we have chosen to display activity areas at the level of "hearth area" and
"butchering area" In this way. It Is Immediately clear from this matrix that
most output clusters of all kinds are expected to occur in or near three or
four habitat types: (1) the Broadleaf Tree Over Shrub and Coniferous and
Broadleaf Tree Over Shrub environments on both sides of the river in Zone I
and II; (2) fhese two plus the Coniferous Tree Over Shrub environments in Zone -
IIIR; and (3) those already listed plus the Coniferous Forest habitat types.
It is also clear that during fall and winter most clusters other than those in
Zone I are expected to occur on the right bank of the river. These largely "
represent hunting and berrying activities, although some outputs from fall
root digging may also occur. Again, however, Ilthics manufacturing and cache
areas are the exception. Until more is known about sources of raw materials
for Ilithics manufacture, we m ust assume the possibility of quarry trips to
Zone IlL and perhaps Zone IIIL during the spring, summer, and fall. It should
be noted that the omission of antelope hunting, an activity sequence that has
yet to be constructed, creates a significant bias in the matrix as It now
stands, since antelope hunting implies camps and butchering areas In Zone IIIL
during the fall.

V
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Key to N@ t-lt Types

IS = IsLand
RP = Riperen
SS = Shrub Steppe
Md = McrophylLous Vine end Shrub
RL = RockLend
RK = Rock
BS - eroedtefed Tree over Shrub I
CB = Coniferous and BroedLeafed Tree over Shrub
CS = Coniferous Tree over Shrub
CF = Coniferous Forest

Key to se.eme

I Spring
2 m Early Smmmr
3 = Late Summer
4 = FeLL
5 =Winter

Figure 1-18. Expected locations of activity areas within physiographic zones.
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SECTION II: ENVIRONNENTAL HISTORY I
When the project began, very little paleoenvironmental data pertaining

specifically to the project area was available. Sedimentary data and faunal
and macrobotanical assemblages from our excavations would aid In environmental
reconstruction, but would not be sufficient alone. Two projects, a
geomorphological study by Hibbert, and a palynological study by Dalan, were
instigated to col lect paleoenvironmental information specific to the project
area.

In order to provide a history of the landscape in the project area,
Hlbbert undertook a geomorphological study of the trench of the Columbia River
from Chief Joseph Dam upstream to River Mile 590, and of nearby areas
important to understanding the genesis of local landforms. His paper,
originally completed In 1980 and revIsed In 1984, Is Included here as Chapter
2. He dlscusses the Quaternary history of the project area, integrating field
evidence and radiocarbon dates with broader regional Interpretations of
glacial and postglacial events.

Like the majority of geomorphological studies in the Plateau, Hibbert
concentrates primarily on description and Interpretation of the catastrophic
and large-scale events of the Pleistocene, and touches only briefly on I.
depositional processes and landform development in the Holocene. His material
provides the historical background for understanding the characteristics of

the landscape, geomorphology, and local river hydrology during the period of
time our sites were occupied. For example, the entrenchment of the modern
Columbia River in its deep valley, a major factor Influencing modern river
hydrology and deposition, Is a consequence of Pleistocene and earlier geologic
history. Nonetheless, archaeologists are typically Interested In
geomorphological reconstruction at a much finer geographic scale than
commonly pursued by geomorphologists. The detailed stratigraphic Information
obtained from the excavation of sites by this project, with the large number
of radiocarbon dates and dates based on stylist ic attributes, enables us to :::-__

contribute additional detail to the regional geochronological history.
Chapter 5, by Campbell, summarizes data from excavated sites and relates this
data to regional paleoenvlronmental reconstruction.

Pollen analysis is a widely-used method for obtaining paleoenvironmental 00
information, particularly concerning vegetation and climate. Of the limited %
number of pollen studies that had been done in eastern Washington by 1978,
none were in the immediate vicinity of the project area, and the project
sought to obtain a pollen profile from a lake In or near the project area. 40

Dalan collected cores from two other lakes before finding a well-preserved,
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relatively complete Holocene sequence from Goose Lake. Her analysis of the

Goose Lake core, Included as Chapter 3 was written in 1979 before radiocarbon
dates had been obtained for the core.

Nickmann and Leopold, interested In the stabilization of vegetation in the
early Holocene and in the effects of Mazama tephra on the vegetation, later
reanalyzed the lower portion of the core. They sampled the lower portion of
the core at finer intervals and obtained radiocarbon age determinations.
Their paper, which presents evidence for an early Holocene cooling, Is
Included as Chapter 4.

Dalan's brief report on the Rex Grange core is Included as Appendix C
because the core covers the historic period and may be of use In future
research on the late prehistoric and historic periods. The exact timing and
extent of vegetation disturbance due to introduction of domestic animals has
not been adequately explored. Chatters (1982) used pollen analysis and other
paleoenvironmental Indicators In his interpretation of historic period
homesteading of the PahsImerol Valley, Idaho. Certainly the disturbance
recorded in the Rex Grange core, as well as in most other cores which have ij " '

been analyzed, provides a warning of the pitfalls In reconstructing vegetation
from historic observations.
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2. QUATERNARY GEOLOGY AND THE HI STORY OF THE LANDSCAPE
ALONG THE COLUIBIA BETWEEN CHIEF JOSEPH AND GRAIND COULEE DAMS

by Dennis M. Hibbert

This study provides a history of the landscape encompassed by the Chief I
Joseph Dam Cultural Resources Project, an area extending from Chief Joseph Dam
River Mile (RM) 545 along Rufus Woods Lake (the Columbia River) to
approximately RM 590 about 4.5 miles downstream from Grand Coulee Dam. The
surfaces and river banks In the Columbia River Canyon were examined and mapped %l

to determine when the canyon surfaces that carry evidence of human habitation
were formed. In addition, the large drainages coming Into the Columbia from
the north were investigated for the record they contain of the late-Wisconsin
(late Pleistocene) recession of the Okanogan Lobe of the Cordilleran Ice
Sheet. An associated goal of this study was to locate source areas of lithic
material recovered from the archaeological sites in the Chief Joseph Dam
Project area. The results of this search are recorded In Appendix I.

CONVENTIONS

Since the study area is quite large, It has been convenient to indicate
distances with the help of section lines and river miles as marked along the
Columbia River Canyon on the standard U.S. Geological Survey 15' topographic
base maps. Consequently, distances in this report are given in miles. For
consistency, all references to length and elevation are In English measures to .
conform to the 15' base maps. These four base maps are: Bridgeport (1957),

Boot Mountain (1950), Alameda Flat (1950), and Nespelem (1950). Features
visible from the river are referred to by their river mileage (e.g. RM 553).
Other features are located acccording to the section-township-range system
unless related to locations prominently named on the base quadrangles. For
the purposes of this report, "Omak Trench" refers to the large trough that . .*..

runs from RM 568 north almost to Omak; Goose Lake and Omak Lake are in the
Trench. The "upper canyon" indicates the portion of the Columbia Canyon
upstream from the mouth of the Omak Trench; the "lower canyon" indicates the
portion downstream from the Omak Trench. Although the dammed portion of the
Columbia within the Chief Joseph Dam Cultural Resources Project area Is now ,

called Rufus Woods Lake, the river and Its canyon will be called by their more
traditional names, the "Columbia River" and the "Columbia River Canyon," In
this report. Figure 2-1 (seven consecutive maps) shows the major geologic
features between Chief Joseph Dam and Grand Coulee Dam that are described In
this report.

%
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AREAL DESCRIPTION

The Columbia River skirts the northern edge of the Columbia River Basalts
southward from the mouth of the Spokane River. There, after flowing south
from Canada, the river turns west toward the mouth of the Omak Trench, where
it cuts into the Plateau basalts to emerge at Bridgeport, the downriver
boundary of the Chief Joseph Dam project. The canyon's south rim is basalt. .
Upstream from the Omak Trench, the north rim Is mostly granitic rock although
some basalt Is found north of the river. Pardee (1918) called this granitic
rim rock the Colvi lie Bathol ith. Downstream from the Omak Trench the north
rim is basalt; in this portion of 1he canyon, the basalt/crystalline contact
generally lies above the 1,800 ft level.

The Omak Trench itself may be the former course of the Columbia around
the Plateau basdits. A feature which extends across Alameda Flat and Saddle
Horse Flat, and Is continuous with the Omak Trench, was thought to be a flood-
cut channel in the canyon fill during the early phases of this study. I now
believe it to be a former part of the Columbia's channel, before the river was
pushed south by advancing ice sometime during the Pleistocene. This feature
Is cut into bedrock and lined with till as Is the present river bed (see Pre-
Quaternary Stratigraphy below).

In the Chief Joseph Project area, several watercourses from the north
drain into the Columbia River; the most prominent are the Nespelem and Little
Nespelem Rivers, Coyote Creek, Hopkins Canyon, the Omak Trench, and Tumwater
Basin. There Is permanent flow In the first three. Strahl Canyon and China
Creek are the major drainages from the Waterville Plateau to the south.

Upstream from the Omak Trench, prominent, nearly level, and discontinuous
terraces line the canyon from river level to an elevation of 1,800 ft. Higher
terrace remnants are found in side canyons. Some particularly prominent
surfaces lie at elevations near 1,800 ft, (the Nespelem silt terrace), 1,400
and 1,240 ft (Flint, 1935). Terrace surfaces are covered with alluvial fans;
on many of the lower ones, layers of river gravel underlie the fans. In
general, all but the youngest surfaces In the study area are covered with
loess. Downstream from the Omak Trench, a surface is developed on till,
bedrock, and coarse gravels at elevations varying between 1,100 and 1,200 ft.

PREVIOUS WORK IN THE STUDY AREA

Pardee (1918) did reconnaissance geol ogIc mapping of the ColvIlIe IndIan
Reservation, which includes the Okanogan County (north) bank of the Columbia .-
in the study area. He mapped two Quaternary unIts--glacial drift (till, 
gravel, and silt) and Nespelem sIlIt (silt mixed wIth some gravel and sand).
He named these formations and maintained that they recorded a time when sea
level was much higher. In later studies along the Columbia, between the mouth
of the Spokane River and Bridgeport, Flint (1935, 1936; Flint and Irwin 1939)
described the glacial features of the region, noting that Ice lingered In the
valleys after melting off the highlands. He thought Ice never covered the

.~~% .% .. .-.....
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ridge between the Nespelem and Sanpoll river valleys but did extend south

beyond the ridge both east and west.
Flint described the Nespelem silt as material deposited In a lake with a

till and preglacial deposit floor. This lake, called Glacial Lake Columbia in
this report, formed when the Columbia Canyon below the Grand Coulee was
blocked by the late-Wisconsin Okanogan Lobe of the Cordileran Ice Sheet and
the Columbia flowed out through Grand Coulee. As the ice melted, this lake
extended down the canyon and lacustrine sediments were deposited farther

downstream from Grand Coulee. Flint suggested that after the river abandoned
Grand Coulee and reoccupied its lower channel, a series of terraces was cut

from the Iake fill, Including a terrace graded to the ice-marginal Great
Terrace of the Columbia at a point opposite Bridgeport.

Flint failed to note that the surfaces he called terraces downstream from
the Omak Trench are developed almost completely In till and are therefore not

continuations of the upper-canyon terraces. Nor do those terraces he '.
describes In the upper canyon generally occur between the mouth of the Omak
Trench and Bridgeport. Since his lower-canyon surface Is not continuous with '

the Great Terrace, It is not necessarily cogenetic with It.
At the site of Grand Coulee Dam, Flint and Irwin described a "basal

sequence of predominantly glacial varved silt and clay, overlain by...an
Intermediate zone of till and associated poorly stratified silt, sand, and
gravel overlain by...stratified glacial-lacustrine silt and glaclofluvial sand
and gravel" (1939:665). The latter corresponds to Pardee's Nespelem silt. On
the north bank of the river at this location, the till is overlain by
approximately 200 ft of deltaic deposits. Flint and Irwin described areal
relationships and occurrences of these units and the series of terraces

composed of them, but published no detailed maps. W.L. Peterson mapped
Quaternary sediments around Bailey Basin and at Alameda Flat as part of a
study of landslides along the Columbia (Jones et al. 1961), and the U.S. Army _"
Corps of Engineers published a map (1971) of the shoreline geology along the
reservoir between Chief Joseph Dam and Grand Coulee Dam. The area covered by
those various maps extends no more than an average of 300 yd from the river.

In the present study, this mapping was extended to the canyon rim where '*

feasible. .'P"

STRATIGRAPIY: PRE-QUATERNARY

Pardee's "Colvi I le Bathol Ith" Is regional bedrock (or basement rock) In
the part of Washington state which Includes the study area. The oldest rock

in the north of the western and central parts of the study area Is gneiss, a
high-grade metamorphic rock currently thought to be more than a billion years

old in this region. Several granitic Intrusives of Cretaceous and early

Tertiary age are the bedrock in the central and eastern parts of the study
area (Staatz and Morris 1976). The next oldest material in the study area is%,

the Latah Formation of middle-Miocene age (as the term is used by Swanson and
Wright 1978). In the canyon, the Latah consists of flat-lying, well-bedded
fine sandstones and siltstones, grey to light brown, stained with ferric Iron
and containing abundant muscovite. It Is richly fossiliferous, containing

7,=
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stem and leaf Impressions of deciduous plants. The Latah is interbed material
In the Columbia River Basalts, and comprises pond and lake deposits formed In .. *
landscapes later buried under basalt. In this section of the canyon, basalts
older than the Latah are not found, so the Latah rests directly on granitic
bedrock.

STRATI GRAPf: QUATERNARY

More recent deposits in the study area are Pleistocene and Holocene in
age. Many of these are associated with the advance and retreat of the
Okanogan Lobe of the Cordilleran Ice sheet, described In greater detail In the
concluding section (Cenozoic History of the Region) of this report. The
oldest Quaternary unit seen by this investigator is a rhythmically bedded,
light-tan silt lacking the abundant fossil material and muscovite which
characterizes Latah silts. It was found as clasts In very coarse flood
gravels that underlie till left by the Okanogan Lobe opposite Brandts Landing
(RN 553). These silts are similar to later silts laid down when the Lobe
dammed the river and they may reflect an earlier ice advance. Other clasts
found in the flood gravels are peat and diatomite that are probably derived
from Latah interbeds in the basalts.

The coarse gravels are found along the Douglas County (south) bank of the
river between RM 553 and RN 549, from below river level to nearly 1,100 ft.
They are openwork gravels foreset down the canyon and containing rounded
clasts up to four ft in intermediate diameter. The smallest clasts are ten
Inches In intermediate diameter; many have clayey coatings. Foresets dip at .. _
approximately 20. In addition to the peats, diatomite and silts mentioned p

above, lithologies commonly Include basalt and granitic rock, cherts of
various colors, light-brown quartzites, metamorphosed rocks of basic
composition, and some volcanics. The sources of the metamorphics and
volcanics must lie upstream from the mouth of the Grand Coulee, as such rocks
are not exposed near the canyon in the study area.

Very coarse sands are found at the same stratigraphic position on the J. •,
south bank of the river between RM 571 and 570, 565.5 and 562. They underlie
till between RM 565 and 566; on the north bank they are found between RM 564
and 563. They are similar to the gravels and probably have the same origin.
Between RM 565 and 564, the sands are cross-bedded on a scale approaching an
eighth of a mile; the river cuts across the axis of the crossbeds. The sands
on the south bank are exposed from below river level to nearly 1,400 ft -
between RN 565 and 563, and up to 1,000 ft at the other localities.

MASSIVE DUMP-MORAINE OR DEBRIS-FLOW DEPOSITS

Massive dump moraine deposits over lle the very coarse sands where the top
of the sands is visible. A good exposure of this material Is on the south
bank between RN 570 and 571 where one section is 200 ft thick. There, basalt
and granitic basement rock, peat, and chunks of Latah material, more than 70
ft In length, are contained In an Iron-stained matrix derived from the Latah
and rich in quartz, orthoclase, muscovite, biotite, and diatomite. The size

~ ) .. . '* *b . * *. - * %° .°%
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of the friable pieces of Latah and peat (the latter sometimes several yardsi long) Indicates that they have not been transported far; they may originate r,_
from the canyon walls above. Silty peat from this material has yielded a

radiocarbon date of 30,540±3110 B?. (TX-3802) (Table 2-1). This peat Is in a
10-15 ft layer In the north bank of the river Just downstream from Bridgeport
State Park (RM 546).

GLACIOLACUSTRINE MATERIAL BELOW THE OKANOGAN LOBE TILL

The next stratigraphic layer is glaciolacustrine material found below the -.i-,

main till, ard presumably laid down In water Impounded by the Ice. Flint and
Irwin (1939) describe a basal sequence below the till at the site of Grand

Coulee Dam which is characterized by higher clay content than the bedded sands
and silts that overlie the till and by graded beds of sand fining upwards to ...

silt. These beds are called varves In Flint and Irwin's report but could be
turbidites. This basal sequence is not seen In the study area except possibly
between RM 570 and 567, where till over I Ies contorted s Ilts and sands at one
locality (RM 567.4) and appears to overlie bedded sits at several others.
Clay content is not noticeably high at these localities. Elsewhere, bedded
silts and sands overlie till. Sediments which underlie the till were
deposited In water held in by Ice which blocked the canyon but had not yet
filled it; sediments overlying tiIl were deposited In water held in by ice
left by the wasting Okanogan Lobe.

OKANOGAN LOBE TILL

Below the mouth of the Nespelem River only one tIll has been recognized. %
A younger till has been noted upstream from the Nespelem River at elevations
ranging from 1,600 ft at a point east of the northern end of Bailey Basin to
1,360 ft at lower Kaiser Canyon (Jones et al. 1961). It is seen nowhere else.
The tilIl downstream from the mouth of the Nespelem River Is grey, tough and,...

hard, with a platy structure, and contains mostly basalt clasts In the lower
canyon along the river and in the canyon walls. In the upper canyon, till is
not exposed along the river. Where found along the canyon walls, clasts are
mostly derived from the granitic bedrock. In the lower canyon, Iithologies
found In amounts less than 5% Include, in order of decreasing frequency,
coarse cherts, metavolcanics, porphyritic acidic volcanics (Pardee's
rhyodacite) and nephrite. The limited exposure examined In the upper canyon
did not provide enough data for analysis. Flint (1935) notes that volcanlcs -- 6

seem to be absent there, reflecting a more limited volcanic outcrop to the
north. Between RM 563 and 560, the till along the river Is underlain by a
deposit containing very few clasts. It was called "Gaviota clay with pebbles"
In the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' map of 1971. This unit records "a
different depositional environment from the harsher environment of lodgement
till or dump-moraine deposition" (R. Galster, personal communication 1980). .

The contact with the overlying till is gradational. Both the lower and upper
parts of the till will hold a steep bank and a fairly deep undercut, and are
easily recognized along the river. The bottom of the till Is seldom exposed
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and the top In most places has been planed off by the river. The till extends
up to the canyon rim in Sec. 24, T3ON, R26E, and in places on the south waIl I
upstream from Bridgeport.

ICE-CONTACT STRATIFIED DRIFT

The ice and Its associated ice-marginal streams created what is known as
ice-contact stratified drift. This deposit, formed In ice-marginal streams
carrying meltwater from the Ice and drainage from lakes in side canyons, is
contemporaneous with some part of the Okanogan Lobe till. It Is found mostly
above 1,800 ft. It comprises poorly sorted, well-rounded sand and gravel in
discontinuous beds displaying abundant cut-and-fill features. It is often
slumped toward a valley or canyon. Granitic clasts are the most common, In
combination with subordinate metasediments (quartzite and minor slate possibly
derived from far upriver) and porphyritic volcanics. Little basalt Is found
except near outliers to the north of the river.

LATER FLOOD DEPOSITS IN THE CANYON
Jr

At various times since the retreat of the Ice, floods have passed through *

the canyon. At Allen Bar, RM 561 and 562, the till Is overlain by gravels
that contain crystalline-bedrock, volcanic, and metasedimentary clasts up to
three feet in length, in a sandy matrix. The gravels are foreset 15-200
downstream. Similar gravels in similar foresets are found at Mah-kin Rapids
(RM 572.3) on the south bank and on the river's north bank at RM 571 where
they are overlain by slump blocks of the Latah Formation which resemble till
at first glance. These gravels are of uncertain stratigraphic position but
appear to overlie till. All these gravels differ from those underlying till
farther down the canyon, in that they have a fine-grained matrix Instead of
openwork structure. They also contain only small amounts of basalt, display a
smaller maximum clast size, and contaIn no Interbed material. .

TERRACE SANDS AND SILTS

This fill was deposited In Glacial Lake Columbia during the down-wasting
of the Okanogan Lobe. The terraced fill in the upper canyon Is mostly well-
bedded fine sands and slits, tan when weathered and light grey when fresh.
Sand predominates above approximately 1,200 ft; the entire sequence extends
from below river level to 1,800 ft. Above that elevation to at least 2,400
ft, well-bedded clays and silts form the fill In many tributary canyons.
These higher sediments predate the thicker fill in the main canyon; they
formed In lakes Impounded by ice which lay in the main canyon. They could not
have been deposited when the canyon was free of ice.

The main canyon fill Is largely very fine to coarse sand with subordinate
sIlIt beds. Lenses and beds of pebble- to boulder-sized gravels are common at
the mouths of tributary canyons. Clean exposures are rare. An exception Is
the cut on the north bank of the river from 1,280 ft down to 1,040 ft along a
road In Sec. 6 and 5, T3ON, R29E, which displays fine sand In thin (<I cm)

I .. %-
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beds with some ripple bedding. This cut is in a terrace that descends ia a
downstream direction from the mouth of Hopkins Canyon. It Is cut out of
higher material and capped by a lag-gravel pavement. The bottom of the cut
shows Imbricate Columbia River gravels dipping away from the river. A similar q

sand section between the same elevations can be Inferred from slope angle and
rolldown clasts along the road up the terrace fronts at the mouths of Hopkins

Canyon and the Nespelem River.

From the river's edge to 1,320 ft, cutbanks show the following sequence:
river to 1,200 ft--laterally extensive, very well-bedded silts and fine sands,

capable of holding nearly vertical slopes; above 1,200 ft--similarly bedded,

light-tan fine sands, which generally support slopes at the angle of repose. AA

Charcoal from these sands at China Creek, around 1,280 ft, has been dated at
older than 40,000 years (TX-3801) but this is probably redeposited material . -
since these beds show no signs of having been overrun by ice even though the
late Wisconsin Ice limit lies to the south. %

From 1,040 ft to 1,120 ft on the south bank of the river upstream from
China Creek, horizontal beds of foreset Columbia River gravels rest :%

disconformably on the bedded silts, and are overlain by the bedded sands.
Above RM 575, the gravels are lying In a channel cut Into the silts. Judging

by the top of the deposit which lies at 1,200 ft, approximately 160 ft of It
have been removed. These bedded gravels can be seen In cutbanks upstream as
far as Nespelem Bar. Farther upstream the record Is gone. At a pumping
station at Brewster, eight miles downstream from Bridgeport, what appear to be
the same gravels within the same sequence are graded upward from cobble to
coarse sand, but It Is not possible to fit this locality into sedimentation

patterns upstream from the Omak Trench. The section exposed along the road In
Sec. 6 and 5, T3ON, R29E, can be read as the same sequence as that In the .

cutbanks although the bedded sands are preserved to a higher elevation.
The main canyon fill between 1,400 ft and 1,800 ft Is not well exposed. 9i

Between 1,600 ft and 1,800 ft In Strahl Canyon, above Alameda Flat,
horizontally bedded slits and sands are exposed In a stream cut; the fill has
a flat, level surface with no gravel visible on its top. Jones et al. (1961)
describe a section In lower Kaiser Canyon (RM 585.4), from 1,500 ft to 1,700 -N ..
ft, that Is also composed largely of bedded sand, and the bank between 1,800 ...

ft and 1,400 ft along the road from the Colville Indian Agency down Into the

canyon Is a sand slope with minor amounts of gravel Included. The latter two
localities support the idea of a sand fill from river level to 1,800 ft In the

canyon.

The maIn canyon fill Is almost lacking in the lower canyon. Slumped
sands on the south bank of the Columbia between RM 566 and 567 are probably
downstream examples of the main canyon fIll. These sands should not be
confused with the much coarser sands found below the till between RM 565.5 and

562. Bedded sands similar to the section In the upper canyon are found
discontinuously up to 1,600 ft on the south canyon waIl upstream from
Bridgeport, Sec. 17, 16, 20 and 21, T29N, R26E. What appears to be the same
material occurs up to above 1,400 ft on the north canyon wall northwest of

Bridgeport State Park.
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POST-TERRACE DEPOS ITS

Alluvial fans of gravel, sand, and slit are built out onto terrace

surfaces at the mouths of tributary canyons. Cuts in fans occasionally reveal

layers of pinkish tephra (Mazama Layer 0) up to a foot and a half thick, high

up within the fan material and conforming to the fan surface profile,
Indicating that the fan was active when the tephra fell about 6,700 years ago,
and that the terrace surfaces on which the fans are built were In existence

long before then. A good example of such a fan is cut by the main road at the

stream draining Hopkins Canyon, SE 1/4, Sec. 24, T31N, R29E. Fans In the ,.

canyon are currently deeply trenched by the streams that built them.
Most surfaces In the canyon that are flat enough to retain It have a

cover of brown loess one meter or less thick, probably derived from ice-
recessional deposits on the Waterville Plateau to the south and from the

canyon Itself. Prevailing winds are now from the southwest, and strong winds

continue to blow the slit In the canyon about. Active sand dunes are found in

the Omak Trench south of Goose Lake and on the 1040 ft terrace above the slumpI east of the Nespelem Bar.
GENERA. DISTIBUTION OF QUATERNARY DEPOSITS IN THE PROJECT AREA

%

OKANOGAN LOBE TILL AND PRE-T ILL DEPOSITS

Giant gravels and coarse sands and the massive dump moraines or debris

flows which overlie these deposits predate the Okanogan Lobe and underlie the
till left by It. These pre-till deposits are exposed along the river from

about RM 571, Just upstream from the mouth of the Omak Trench, to three mIles
above Chief Joseph Dam. Upstream from RM 571, the till and underlying
deposits are concealed under terrace material, except where the terraces have
slumped or been eroded.

Till, but no underlying material, Is found along the walls of the Omak
Trench a mile or so north from Goose Lake, where it appears to have been cut

Into by a wide stream flowing down the Trench, a possible sign of another
large flood. Till Is also found at the canyon walls In places upstream from

the Omak Trench, especial ly above Alameda FIat and along the Nespelem River
south of the town of Nespelem and also where the river descends Into the

Columbia Canyon. In the northern part of the Little Nespe!em's drainage, Just
east of Highway 155, Okanogan Lobe till Is also visible. In the lower canyon,

below RM 555, till forms most of the ColumbIa's banks, and covers the entire
northern wall of the canyon on the west side of Tumwater Basin.

Ice-contact stratified drift, associated with the glaciers retreat, has
been mainly noted In the upper canyon. A massive deposit lies one-half mile
west of the town of Nespelem. Its apparent thickness Is 600 ft. Spotty
occurrences along the canyonts eastern wall are found for miles south of
Nespelem.

%
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MORAINES AND FIELDS OF ERRATICS

Lateral moraines formed by the Ice that once filled the portion of the
canyon located In the project area are prominent In four places: 1) In Sec.
35, T31N, R3OE, just Into the canyon from the Nespelem dump; 2) in Sec. 12 and
13, T3ON, R3OE, just south of where the Little Nespelem River crosses Highway

155; 3) in Sec. 27 and 34, T3ON, R31E, west and south of Buffalo Lake; and, 4)
In Sec. 3 and 4, T29N, R31E. The moraines near Buffalo Lake mark the edge of

the Okanogan Lobe and also an edge of the wasting Ice fields In the canyon.
The area to the north and east of Buffalo Lake remained unglaclated throughout

the later Pleistocene. In general, the edge of the glaciated area is marked

by the distribution of erratics rather than by terminal moraines. The edge
can be followed at an elevation close to 2,400 ft from Buffalo Lake northward
over the divide into the Little Nespelem drainage, and from there along a ,

prominent ice-margin channel in Sec. 15 and 21, T39N, R3IE, on across Joe
Moses Creek, and into the valley of the Little Nespelem. The margin swings '

northeast to cross the ridge between the Nespelem and SanpolI River valleys
about three miles north of Cache Creek Road. South of a line from Buffalo
Lake to the center of Sec. 29, T31, R31E, the erratics are almost entirely '..
basaltic, indicating that the ice reached outliers of Columbia River Basalt -
north of the canyon In this area. North of this line, erratics are derived
almost entirely from granitic bedrock.

Moraines are not common elsewhere in the study area, but there are some
prominent fields of very large basalt erratics sometimes called haystacks.
Three of the most prominent fields are: 1) at Belvedere (sec. 36, T3ON, R3OE)
on Highway 155; 2) along the north bank of the Columbia Just downstream from
the Omak Trench and perhaps looping across the river to the south of Parsons
Rapids at RM 564; and, 3) along the east bank of the river at RM 566-568,
across from Tumwater Basin. All these fields are in areas where terrace
material Is thin, as at Belvedere, or entirely absent. There are a few

remnants of It just downstream from the Omak Trench but very little downstream
from there. Haystacks of similar size are found on bedrock or thin cover in
the canyon Itself throughout the study area, but not In such noticeable
concentrations. Erratics are seldom found on terraces, but are occasionally .--

found at the contact between terrace material and underlying till or bedrock.
This relationship supports the hypothesis that the terraces are

glaciolacustrine fill since more erratics might be expected on terrace
surfaces if they originated at the Ice margin.

ICE-ASSOCIATED CHANNELS AND SPILLWAYS

Channels formed by glacial meltwater (ice-marginal channels) often follow
a northwest-southeast joint system of bedrock In the Omak Trench. Flint

(1935) states that channels In the Trench were cut by Ice-marginal streams and
also display signs of smoothing and scratching by Ice. For this reason, he ". *%* 

'
.

Infers at least two Ice advances down the Trench.
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Channels cut into the canyon wails by streams flowing along the edge of
the wasting Ice are not common in the Columbia Canyon itself, but there Is a
beautiful example of a hanging channel just south of where upper Kaiser Canyon
meets Highway 155. The most noticeable channel in the canyon Itself rounds 4
the bend where the Columbia turns south directly across from the mouth of the -

Omak Trench. It cuts at least 30 ft into bedrock above the south bank of the
river at an elevation of 1,800 ft. The margin of the wasting Ice must have
lain here for some time in order to cause such a dramatic channel. The erratic
field in the area (the second described in the above section) may record this
Iong stIIIstand.

The ice In the Columbia Canyon Impounded many lakes in tributary canyons
above the north bank of the river In the unglaclated region south of the
Little Nespelem. As the side canyons filled, water flowed through low points
in the interfluves and cut a series of spillways that today are steep-walled
canyons in the basalt and the underlying bedrock. Upper Kaiser Canyon is an
example. Others are found in Sec. 28 and 35, T3ON, R31E, and In Sec. 9 and
10, T29N, R31E. As the canyon Ice melted away, lower and lower base levels
were establIshed for these tributary lakes, and spillways were cut at
successively lower elevations. A similar series of spill ways Is found above -
the east shore of Omak Lake. Farther to the north, Omak Creek formerly ,x.-
emptied Into the Omak Trench through a 400-ft-deep spilIway In Sec. 14, 22,
23, and 27, T33N, R27E. Upper Coyote Creek flows in the spilIway where a
large lake In the valley east of Omak formerly discharged through Disautel
Pass. Hopkins Canyon may represent a similar channel that drained a lake in
the valley of Smith and Condon Creeks, or it may be the path of an ice-
marginal channel along the east side of the Omak Trench that was forced to
flow over the shoulder of Whitmore Mountain when ice filled the Trench at the
point where it turns southwest, south of Boot Mountain. Fill at approximately
1,400 ft extending from the main canyon Into Hopkins Canyon indicates that
Hopkins Canyon was cut before Glaciml Lake Columbia filled the Columbia's
canyon, either during an ice advance before the last, late Wisconsin one or
possibly during the last advance after Ice had filled the Omak Trench and so
forced meltwater around Whitmore Mountain. This occurred before the main
canyon was blocked by Ice, Impounding Glacial Lake Columbia.

TERRACES

The prominent system of terraces, traceable far upstream past the Grand
Coulee, exists only as remnants downstream from the mouth of the Omak Trench.
Flint (1935) reported his Nespelem sIlIt terrace at about 1,800 ft along the
west wall of the Trench, but limited examination of that area shows only
bedrock. There is one terrace remnant at 1,800 ft above the north bank of the
Columbia Just downstream from the mouth of the Trench. It was probably
continuous with the slumped rhythm~cally bedded sands and slits across the
river Just upstream from Parsons Rapids (RM 566.5) on the opposite shore of
the river. The upper limit of this latter material Is not known.
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A good example of a terrace above 1,800 ft that Is not part of the main
canyon system is between 1,800 ft and 2,200 ft above the north bank of the
Little Nespelem. It Is composed of material deposited In a lake Impounded by
the Ice In the main canyon. The later 1,800 ft terrace can be seen to be set
Into the higher terrace in this area.

Ice-marginal terraces, the floors of abandoned, perched Ice-marginal
streams, are composed of Ice-contact stratified drift. Their distribution has
been described earlier. The terrace surface west of the town of Nespelem, at
2,400 ft, is some 600 ft above the outwash In the valley of the Nespelem
River; the outwash overlies the top of 1,800 ft terrace. Since the 1,800 ft .01

terrace postdates the Ice-marginal one, It probably buries the lowest part of
it, an indication that the 2,400 ft terrace Is even thicker than it appears.
Other ice-marginal terraces in the study area are much smaller than this one.

The most prominent surfaces developed in the terrace system of the main
canyon fill lie at 1,800 ft, 1,400 ft, 1,240 ft, and 1,000 ft. The 1,800 ft .
level, as stated earlier, is most likely the top of the glaciolacustrine fill
In the main canyon. That Is, it represents the highest bottom of Glacial Lake
Columbia, dammed by Ice farther down the canyon. This surface is kettled in
Sec. 17, T29N, R31E and Sec. 24, T3ON, R3OE. Mt. St. Helens Set 'S' tephra, ,.
about 13,000 years old, has been reported atop this terrace above Elmer City
(Kiver and Stradling 1982). At roughly this same elevation, in both the upper
and lower canyon, are doublet features Interpreted as strandlines by
geologists of the Energy Systems Group of the Rockwell Hanford Operation (L.
Hanson, personal communication 1979). These features are clearly visible
above the south bank of the Columbia in the NE 1/4 Sec. 20, T3ON, R29E at
Alameda Flat, and from northeast to southwest across Sec. 10, T29N, R26E,
seven miles east of Bridgeport. A possible strandline also appears west of
Hopkins Canyon on the face of Whitmore Mountain. An Ice-dammed lake occupying
the canyon and having a shoreline near 1,800 ft could account for the
deposition of the material In the main system of terraces. We do not know
whether the doublets in the upper and lower canyons are at the same
elevations. -

The 1,400 ft level is strongly expressed on the north bank of the river
from Buckley Bar down past the mouth of the Nespelem River, and again at the
mouth of Hopkins Canyon. It Is present at Alameda Flat above the south bank,
where It has been modified by erosion and subsidence, but absent In the lower
canyon except for a possible remnant in Sec. 11 and 12, T29N, R25E, near
Bridgeport State Park. Where the 1,400 ft terrace can be examined, the
surface, which I believe to be a stream-cut surface, has a layer of Columbia
River gravels of mixed lithologles beneath the usual loess. Jones et al.

(1961) map till at this elevation In lower Kaiser Canyon, and account for it
by postulating a readvance of the Okanogan Lobe; this till, however, Is found
nowhere else, and It may represent only a marginal fluctuation that occurred
prior to the deposition of the main canyon fill. .

The 1,240 ft surface Is found in the upper canyon and in the Omak Trench
south of Omak Lake. From Omak Lake north, the surface is not found. This
surface level remains enigmatic: In none of its exposures has a capping layer
of Columbia River gravel been found. In the Omak Trench south of Goose Lake,

. . .j
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the surface extends into the channel occupied by Goose Lake, Indicating that a

channel was cut through the Trench before the formation of the 1,240 ft level.

This relationship and the lack of a gravel surface layer suggest that the

1,240 ft level is a depositional surface. If so, it must postdate the 1,800
~ft fill.

The lowest strongly expressed surface In the canyon lies at about 1100 ft

near Grand Coulee Dam. It descends downriver to 1000 ft at the mouth of the

Omak Trench and below that at Allen Bar and Gaviota Bend. It is not well

expressed farther down the canyon. The surface is often covered with Columbia

River gravel, overlain by loess or alluvial fans. The gravel cover is more

than 15 ft thick in places.

The next lower surface was mostly submerged by the pool behind Chief

Joseph Dam, but fans built onto it remain partly above water and form the

substrate for many of the sites under Investigation by the Chief Joseph Dam.-

Cultural Resources Project.

OUTWASH FEATURES

Glacial outwash is not common in the canyon. Above Parsons Rapids, the

main canyon glaciolacustrine fill conceals most low areas where outwash might

have been preserved. In the lower canyon, not much Is left but till, flood

gravels, and bedrock. A portion of an outwash sequence may be preserved on

the north bank of the river opposite Lone Pine Island, near RM 560.7. Here,

poorly sorted sands and gravels of mixed Ilthologles overlie till. Bedding is

discontinuous, strongly suggesting a cut-and-fill pattern. The section is

truncated by a stream-cut surface at about 940 ft. This material may be Ice-

contact stratified drift, Instead of outwash.
In the Omak Trench a flat surface between 1,320 ft and 1,360 ft on either %

side of Goose Lake may be an outwash surface. A gravel pit next to the

highest portion of the road east of Goose Lake shows that part of the surface

is underlain by river gravels foreset to the south. Paired terraces underlain

by till occur at the south foot of Boot Mountain and across the Trench at the

foot of Whitmore Mountain. These may record a stilIstand whose outwash plain

is the 1,320 ft-1,360 ft surface.

Outside the canyon proper, a fine three-stage outwash sequence Is

recorded south of Owhi Lake. An early drainage, probably from Ice In what Is

now Owhi Flat and Owhi Lake, left an outwash plain above 2,640 ft in Sec. 15,

22, and 23, T31N, R31E. Later drainage from the ice that lay to the west in

the canyon of the Nespelem cut across and Into this plain, and drained Into

the Little Nespelem, which had to cut across the earl ier outwash plain, In

Sec. 26, to flow to the main canyon. Currently, Cache Creek road follows this

cut In Sec. 15 and 22. Sections 14, 13, and 24 contain white clays laid down

In a lake Impounded by the early outwash plain, which extended across the

valley of the Little Nespelem and blocked the river.
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FLOOD FEATURES IN THE OMAK TRENCH -. ,

Aerial photos of the Omak Trench south of Omak Lake show scarps cut Into

till on both sides of the Trench. Just north of Goose Lake is what may be a ..

channel bar more than a mile long; and, what is perhaps a giant ripple field

similar to the giant subaqueous ripples associated with Missoula flooding

appears one-half mile northwest of Goose Lake. Ground examination of the bar-

like feature at the ripple field's edge revealed a field of rocks averaging

more than a foot in Intermediate diameter. This field resembles the boulder-

covered bars along the Columbia below Lake Chelan that have been interpreted "' -

as deposits of very large floods; it may be the bedload of a large flood down
the Trench. Large foreset openwork gravels, containing clasts up to a foot In

Intermediate diameter, are found just to the north of St. Mary's Mission at

the north end of the Trench.

DEPOSITS POSTDATING OKANOGAN LOBE TILL

The flood gravel which overlies the till Is known with certainty only at
RM 561. What are probably the same gravels are exposed between RM 570 and

571. The main canyon fIll extends upstream from RM 565, a point about a mIle 

downstream from the mouth of the Omak Trench. Downstream from there, the

terrace system and its associated material are not common. The floor material

of the Omak Trench is the same sand that makes up the main canyon fill at the

point where the Trench joins the Columbia River Canyon.

SLUMPS

FIInt and Irwin (1939) noted that the entire Quaternary section of

deposits at the Grand Coulee Dam site was broken by slumping. Massive slumps
are found for several miles downstream from the dam, especial ly on the north

bank, and continue to be common Into the study area. Bailey Basin is an

easily seen slump scar south of the mouth of the Nespelem River, and the
entire bank has sI Id In the stretch from there to north of the mouth of the

Nespelem. The fill is also displaced between RM 578 and 579, as Is the south

bank at RM 580, the north end of Bissell Flat. Parsons Rapids marks another

large slump, a quarter of a mile long; the Bridgeport slIde, on the south bank

upstream from Chief Joseph Dam, Is larger. The latter invclves till and other

sediments and bedrock while those upstream are all in the main canyon fIll. 
Pool raises in RLfus Woods Reservoir may inItIate new bank failures In the

main canyon fill.

CENOZOIC HISTORY OF THE REGION

The outpouring of the Columbia River Basalts In the Miocene pushed the

Columbia River west of Its original course, Into a new channel along the north

and west of the basalt plateau where It may have met the Okanogan River at

Omak. In a few places, such as north of Grand Coulee Dam, the river exploited

S-%' -A ,
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weaknesses in the basalt and cut off outliers, but the plateau-marginal

pattern may have held until sometime In the Pleistocene. At that time, Ln Ice
sheet moving from the north pushed the river west from Whitmore M~ountain and '.,_

held it there while It cut what we know today as the lower canyon into the

Plateau basalts. When this happened, and how many times, is not known since
the maximum advance of the Okanogan Lobe of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet

destroyed or covered evidence of earlier Ice advances. But it is certain the

Columbia River from the upper Grand Coulee downstream to far beyond Bridgeport

was covered by the Okanogan Lobe of the Cordilleran Ice sheet at least once

during late-Pleistocene time. The Okanogan Lobe Is thought to have reached

Its maximum extent during the mid-Pinedale advance (Richmond et al. 1965), at
which time it built a large terminal moraine (the Withrow moraine) some 35

miles south of the canyon. Waitt (1972) has shown that the Okanogan Lobe and
the Puget Lobe merged across the North Cascades, and Hibbert (1979) has shown

that the Puget Lobe reached Its maximum extension between 13,000 and 14,500
B.P. The Okanogan Lobe may have reached its maximum extensicn about the same

time. Dates from a peaty deposit beneath the till at Bridgeport State Park

are 30,540±3110 B.P. (TX-3802) and more than 40,000 B.P. (TX-3804) and carbon-
rich clay and slit from below the till on the south bank of the river at RM
553 yielded a date of 24,820±1760 years B.P. (TX-3803), Indicating that the

Okanogan Lobe reached the lower canyon no earl ier than about 25,000 years ago.
Aerial photos of the region show that the ice flow during the last

advance across the canyon was roughly north-south in orientation, heading

downstream from the Omak Trench. A part of the lobe, somewhat to the east,

pushed farther up the Columbia until the Ice was moving almost due east at the
upper end of the Grand Coulee.

In his study of regional glacial activity, Baker (1978) describes a
possible scenario for the vast outburst flooding that took place during the

late Pleistocene when the Ice sheet st IlI extended Into the area. An enormous

lake known as Glacial Lake Missoula was Impounded in western Montana when the

Pend Oreille Lobe of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet blocked the Clark Fork River.

Several times (recent estimates vary from twelve to forty) during the late

Pleistocene, the ice dam gave way and gigantic floods swept down the Spokane
and Columbia Rivers. Those floods cut the channeled scablands of eastern

Washington in all the areas where the Ice filling the canyon of lower Columbia 

blocked their passage. Flood waters flowing around the nose of the Okanogan

Lobe formed Moses Coulee (Hanson 1970) and a later flood which occurred when
the Ice lay farther south formed Grand Coulee. Missoula outbursts that

occurred when the canyon was not occupied by the Okanogan Lobe flowed through
the canyon and on down the Columbia channel past present-day Lake Chelan and

Wenatchee where huge point bars remain as record of the flooding.

Giant gravels which lie below Okanogan Lobe till In the lower canyon
testify to floods before the Okanogan Lobe last filled the canyon. Ripup

clasts of bedded sands and slits contained In these gravels may record a lake

dammed by an earlier advance Into the canyon. This lake may have sapped and
undercut the walls of the canyon, causing their collapse. This, In turn,

brought great masses of rim basalt down into the canyon, carrying deposits "

from the plateau surface with them, Including the peats found in what may then

..-.,
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be large debris flows overlying the gravel deposits. Some of this peat (see
above) Is radiocarbon dated to 30,540±3110 B.P. (TX-3802). This date may
Indicate the age of the flood, but the flood could be later.

After its maximum advance, the Ice of the Okanogan Lobe wasted down In

place with much of the meltwater flowing out along the ice in the canyon. The
strandline doublets and the bedded sands of remarkably uniform appearance,
found throughout the canyon from Chief Joseph Dam upstream to beyond the Grand J..
Coulee, suggest an Ice dam in the vicinity of Bridgeport. There Is no field . .

of erratics to mark the site.
As the Okanogan Lobe wasted down in the canyon, the level of Glacial Lake

Columbia, impounded by ice, dropped. That the ice sheet wasted In place,
rather than melting back to the north, Is shown by widespread dead-ice terrain
and ground-moraine on the Waterville Plateau. As the Ice surface dropped In
the canyon, lateral moraines and ice-marginal stream beds were stranded and - .

the spillways for side-canyon lakes cut deeper and deeper, and new ones were

formed at lower elevations. The surface of Glacial Lake Columbia seems to
have been near 1,800 ft twice to account for the strandline doublet In the

upper canyon. Kiver and StradlIng (1982) report the presence of Mt. St.
Helens Set 'S, tephra on the 1,800 ft terrace above Elmer City, showing that
sediment had been deposited at that elevation more than 13,000 years ago. The

doublet In the lower canyon northeast of Chief Joseph Dam appears to be at a
lower elevation, but accurate leveling has not been carried out. It Is -

unclear at what stage In the history of the lake the strandlines formed, and
whether they all record the same lake levels or even the same lake. If they
do, they could provide Information on amounts of postglaclal isostatic rebound
throughout the canyon.

As long as the lake level was held above the elevation of the Intake to
Grand Coulee (now at 1,550 ft to 1,600 ft), the lake drained out primarily
through the Coulee, but after the wasting ice In the canyon allowed the lake

level to drop below that level, the river had to flow out through the lower
canyon or through the Omak Trench. The lack of lake fill higher than about
1,360 ft In the C.=k Trench suggests that the Trench was blocked by Ice which
kept out Glacial Lake Columbia until sometime after the lake level dropped
below the inlet to Grand Coulee. This would mean that the Columbia must have

been flowing out through the lower canyon Instead of tltrough the Omak Trench.
The material deposited in Glacial Lake Columbia was dissected by the

Columbia as the downstream Ice dam wasted away and was cut into by the river.
The river was held near an elevation of 1,400 ft before it resumed
downcutting. Ice melting back in the Omak Trench when the river was near the
1,400 ft elevation built an outwash plain across the Trench at the present .. ,..
location of Goose Lake, where it met the waters of Glacial Lake Columbia three
miles north of the present river. From that time on, the river continued to

cut down to an undetermined depth perhaps not too different from that of the
present (1979) channel.

After the remaining ice melted out of the Omak Trench, a large flood of
unknown depth came down the Trench from the north, leaving foreset openwork
gravels near St. Mary's Mission and perhaps building a large pendant bar to
the north of Goose Lake. This flood cut a channel In the lower Trench to

77-7,-7-7 o-'.-
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below 1,200 ft; Goose Lake lies In this channel. We can presume therefore
that the Columbia was flowing at some elevation below 1,200 ft from there to

Its junction with the Okanogan near Brewster. Most of the Ice in the Okanogan
River and the Columbia must have been gone for the rivers to flow at this

elevation. If the Ice was that low in the valley of the Okanogan, it is J^
unlikely that enough water was dammed In the valley of Omak Creek to have

caused a large flood. The water probably came down the Okanogan, where a
patch of what may be giant ripples on the Great Terrace north of Omak may

record the event.
The mouth of the channel cut In the Omak Trench by the flood is now

filled with the bedded sands that underlie the 1,240 ft surface In the upper

canyon. These may have been laid down by a second lake In the canyon. The

surface of this lake probably lay not too far above 1,280 ft. The lack of
bedded sands In the lower canyon at elevations below 1,240 ft may indicate

that It was confined to the upper canyon, perhaps held In by a massive slide V,
from the canyon rim opposite Parsons Rapids, where the basalt rests on weak

Latah. The basalt blocks at that locality would then be slump debris rather
than glacial. The erratic field does not look like a slide, but the smaller

material may have been removed by the last major flood down the canyon from
the east. The stratigraphic position of this flood's deposits, and therefore
the age of this flood, are uncertain. Its effects are not visible at

elevations much above 1,100 ft, and it is difficult to determine whether its
gravels underlie the 1,240 ft fill or are set into it. Possibly the second

lake In the canyon was held in by a dam downstream from Parsons Rapids.
As the ice barrier continued to melt out, the Columbia finally breached

it and returned to its channel in the lower canyon. Fans containing Layer 0

Mt. Mazama tephra (about 6,700 B?.) are built onto the 1,000 ft surface,

showing that the Columbia had completed Its dissection of the lake fill well

before 7,000 years ago. Since that time, these fans have been cut Into by
their streams. A pollen diagram from Goose Lake (Dalan, this volume; Nickmann

and leopold, this volume) shows pine pollen Increasing In relative abundance
in the sediments above the tephra, as grass pollen and sagebrush decrease.
The greatest change is at a level halfway between the tephra layer and the top

of the sediments. Unsupported InTerpolation would suggest a date between 2000
F and 4000 years ago for this Increase in forest cover on the canyon rim. This

same time span includes the onset of relatively cooer and wetter conditions
over much of the northern hemisphere. Since, according to the diagram, the

pines had been In the region for quite some time, the change In the pollen

curves probably reflects change in abundance of pine and not Its immigration

Into the area. Changes In the pattern of precipitation In the area (notnecessarily In the amount) could lead to more permanent stream flow and to

Increased forest cover, slowing runoff and thereby reducing the number of

flash floods that build fans. Increased precipitation might produce the same

result. An effectively wetter climate with increased vegetation cover
Increases chemical weathering In relationship to mechanical weathering, and so
helps reduce sediment In streams, sometimes making them more effective eroding

agents. Such regional changes In climate during the past 3,000 years or so

have put the final touches on today's landscape.

• .'
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3. POLLEN ANALYSIS OF A CORE FROM GOOSE LAKE,
WLANOGAN COUNTY, WASH I NGTON

by Rinita Dalan

Pollen analysis Is a widely used method for reconstructing vegetation and

climate. This chapter presents the results of palynological analysis of a

core from Goose Lake, Okanogan County, Washington, part of a fossil pollen

study aimed at providing paleoenvironmental Information for the Chief Joseph *..-.

Cultural Resources Project. Although pollen analysis had been conducted at

several locales in eastern Washington when this study was planned In 1978, the
available studies were limited In their applicability to the project's goals

because of their methodology or location. Hansen, the pioneering
researcher, often lumped nonarboreal taxa into a single group and did not have

access to radiocarbon dates (Hansen 1943, 1944, 1947). Later studies by Davis

et al. (1977), Mack et al. (1976, 1978b), and Nickmann (1979) were conducted
on cores from lakes located some distance from the project area. Therefore we

sought to obtain a pollen profile from a lake in or near the project area. . .

Cores were first collected from Rex Grange Lake (NE 1/4 sec. 36, T. 30 % % "%

N., R 29E., elev. 770 m), Douglas County, and Seatons Grove Lake (SW 1/4 sec. .

36, T 29N., R. 31E., elev. 329 m), Okanogan County, Washington. Based on
comparisons with other pollen diagrams from eastern Washington, the Rex Grange

Lake core was found to provide only a record of the late Holocene (Appendix
C). The Seatons Grove core yielded samples of low pollen content and poor

pollen preservation. A core representing a relatively long sequence was then

obtained from Goose Lake, Okanogan County, Washington. Analysis of this core
is presented below.

SITE SETTING

Goose Lake, Okanogan County, Washington Is located within Sec. 19, 20,
and 29, T. 31N., R 28E. of the Boot Mountain Quadrangle U.S. Geological
Survey. The lake lies at an elevation of 373 m (1,225 ft), approximately 27

km (17 ml) west from Nespelem and 27 km southeast from the city of Okanogan

(Figure 3-1). The lake is 733,731 square meters (181.3 acres) in area (Figure
3-2) and has a maximum depth of 3.05 m (10 ft). Goose Lake drains Into the

Columbia River (Wolcott 1973:308-9).

PREviouS PAGE .IS BLANK *
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Figure 3-2. Map of Goose Lake showing depth contours In feet
(adapted from Wolcott 1973). X marks the core location. . ,'

GEOLOGIC HISTORY

Goose Lake Ilies near the southern end of the Omak Lake Trench (F igure 3- ,"

1), an abandoned river channel which extends from the Columbia River near '
Goose Lake to the Okanogan River near Omak along the north-eastern edge of the
Okanogan Plateau (Flint 1935:175-6). During the late Pleistocene, the Omak
Trench was covered by the Okanogan Lobe of the Cordl Il Ieran I ce Sheet. At I ts

- % -

maximum, the lobe extended onto the Columbia Plateau (Richmond et al. ''2
1965:235), terminating 48 km (30 ml) south of Bridgeport. Its southern limit ,."2
Is defined by the Withrow Moraine (McKee 1972:281). The Omak Lake Trench was ,.-
deepened and enlarged during glaciation (Pardee 1918:47).

MODERN VEGETATION AND CLIMATE .,

Goose Lake lIIes onlIy 1.5 km from the forest edge In the steppe region of,.
the Cascade Range rain shadow. Today this region Is dominated by bunchgrass

i and sagebrush steppe communities with forest vegetation generally confined to i.

mountain slopes with sufficient precipitation (Franklin and Dyrness 1973:209).

*, ,:. I 3
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Nine zonal associations have been recognized In this steppe region.

Goose Lake lies on the border of the A rtemisla tIntt-AQ-.gyro and the

Artemisla trliartIta-Eestuca zones (Figure 3-1). Undisturbed vegetation in

the hnrnmlsla tridentata-Ag.ryr n zone Is distinguished by
ArtemisJla trldentata ssp. tridentata (big sagebrush) as the principal shrub,

and by 6groyroQ lsVcDIatum (bluebunch wheatgrass) as the principal grass.

Variable amounts of 5.Rln comata (needle-and-thread), S. thurberlana IMP
(Thurber's needlegrass), EA cusilckil (Cuslck's bunchgrass) or itanLon ,
trix (bottlebrush squirreltall) may be present, but even collectively their

coverage never equals that of the AgrQ.yron (Daubenmire 1970:8). The

Ar I triartit Festuca zone is distinguished by Artemisla trLartlta
(threetip sagebrush) and a continuous herb layer of which Festuca kdah.en-i
(blue bunchgrass) is a member. If Artemisla tridentata is present, It is
confined to disturbed areas (Daubenmire 1970:28).

The shrub-steppe vegetation of the region surrounding Goose Lake grades .-.. a.

into a nus Ronderosa (ponderosa pine) forest. Plnus ponderosa Is able to

occupy dryer sites than any other forest type except for Junlonrus

occidentalls. At higher elevations, the Pinus forest grades Into forests of

eudotsugmenz les iLI (Douglas fir) and AblIes grandI s (grand fir) (Frank In .

and Dyrness 1973:168).
The climate of the steppe region Is arid to semiarid with low

precipitation. Winters are relatively cold while summers are warm to hot and

dry (Franklin and Dyrness 1973:209). In an area Including Chelan, Douglas,

and Okanogan counties, daily temperature ranges appriximately 7.20C in the

winter and near 16.60C in the summer. Frequent weather changes occur in the
winter when Pacific weather systems occasionally are replaced by arctic air

masses. Two thirds of the annual precipitation falls between October and
March with most precipitation between mid-December and mid-February failing as

snow. The growing season in the three-county area generally ranges from 120
to 180 days. The longest growing season occurs in the Chelan area where it

reaches 200 days. On higher, exposed areas, it may drop to 100 days or less.
The date of the I st freezing temperature varies from mid-March to mid-April

In the warmer sections. The first freezing temperatures usually occur in

October (Donaldson and Ruscha 1975). Climatic data for selected weather

stations in the area near Goose Lake is given in Table 3-1.

METHODS

The Goose Lake core was recovered on February 3, 1979 using a 5-cm- 7W
diameter modified Livingston sampler. The core was taken from the surface of

15 cm of Ice, near the center of the lake (Figure 3-2). A total of 6.5 m of

sediment was recovered. The coring thrust column on the pollen diagram %
(Figure 3-3) shows the number of thrusts and their depths with the blank area

between thrust A and thrust B depicting an area where no sediment was
recovered due to mechanical difficulties. Core sections were extruded In the

field and wrapped In plastic wrap and aluminum foil for transportation back to

the laboratory.
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Table 3-1. Climatic data from selected weather stations 
e

near Goose lake (data from Donaldson and Ruscha 1975).

Station Neapelem (2s) Chief Joseph Oem IOkenagan

Location

County Okanogan DougLss Okanogan

Eevation (i) 576 246 274

Latitude/Longitude 4808-/118%9- 4800/119030
,  48°22h/11935 ,

Distance from
Gooe Lake (kin) 28 22 28

lelrsltirm ac"" """

Average M ximuim
Annul 1 1 17

Average Minimum
Annual 1 3 r

Nen AnnueL 9 10 11

Lm-Men1onth -4/Jan. -4/Jai. -4/Jin.

High-Hean/Month 21/JuLy 23/July 24/JuLy

Powlitatmion (o'

Mean Annual 33.02 24.68 29.59 \

Low-ftan/Nonth 1.21/Aug. 0.48/Juty 0.66/Aug.

High-Meon/lonth 4.01/Jen. 3.86/Jan. 4.58/Dec. !s

In the laboratory, each coring thrust was cut Into 35 cm sections. X-
rays were taken of these sections using Kodak Industrex Film. The core was
then sliced in half longitudinally and the lithology of the core was
described. One half of the core was sampled for pollen and sediment analyses.
Two 0.5 cc samples for use in pollen analysis were taken at 10 cm Intervals.
An additional 0.5 cc sample was taken at each level for weight loss on
Ignition determinations. Wet mounts were made at each of the major
sedimentary changes to help in determining sediment types. To check for the

presence of macrofoss IIs, 2.5 cm sections were removed from the core at 20 to
30 cm intervals.

To each of the samples processed for pollen analysis, a known quantity of
Eucalyptus pollen in tablet form was added. The samples were processed using
standard preparation techniques described by Faegrl and Iverson (1975).
Because the samples general ly had high clay contents, they were further ',;.

treated according to techniques suggested by Bates (1978) and Cwynar (1979). ...

The pollen residues were mounted in silicone oil and identifications were made ' "."

at 400X. An attempt was made to count a minimum of 300 terrestrial pol len
grains at each sampling Interval with the entire slide being counted along .

-- - - - - - - -....... .-........................ -.. - " .. -. "............
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evenly spaced transacts. A total of 42 levels was counted. Samples In the
lower part of the core between 650 cm and 480 cm were counted by R. Nickmann %
and samp les above and IncludIng 468 cm were counted by the author.

Percentages of organic and carbonate content were measured by igniting
dried samples at 6000C and 9000C for 2 hours.

Results of the analysis are presented In the pollen diagram (Figure 3-3).
Percentages of each arboreal and nonarboreal taxon are calculated as
percentages of the terrestrial pollen sum (labeled "SUM" on the pollen
diagram), while percentages of aquatic taxa are calculated as percentages of
the total pollen sum (labeled "TOTAL SUM" on the pollen diagram). This
division is an attempt to separate pollen of regional significance from that
which Is Influenced by the local hydrology and vegetation history of the lake.
Pollen concentrations (grains/cc) were calculated as follows (Bonny 1972):

2 x (18 .000 x wt. of Eucalyptus spike x no. of pollen grains)
no. of Eucalyptus grains

Algae concentrations were computed in the same manner substituting the number
of pedlastrum colonies or the number of blue-green algae filaments for the .-

number of pollen grains. Algae concentrations were calculated only for
samples at and above 468 cm.

LIlHOLOGY

The Goose Lake sediments are characterized by numerous laminae, ranging

In thickness from 0.5 cm to 25 cm. Presumably, these banded sediments are the
result of fluctuations In the level of the lake. The lithologic divisions are
summarized In Table 3-2.

Table 3-2. Lithology of the Goose Lake core.

COpth (cm F Docriptton

0-37 Fine brown gttja

37-109 WNamawoum cotored bands of pest

100-281 ALtarnating bands of gytta and peat

2,-42 Numeroua coLored bands of gyttj,

429-440 Hu ma tophra

440-6 Numeroua colored band. of gytt Ja

625-680 Ihdum grey cLay

2.~
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Organic and carbonate determinations, although showing some minor

fluctuations, remain relatively constant throughout the core. Both organic

and carbonate percentages decrease rather sharply In the grey clay.
Numerous small mollusks, Including Plsidlum cf. P. contortum Prime,

Gyraullis cf Gi. vermicularls, and S± JiQoa oalustrIs Muller (Identified by

Dr. V. S. Mallory, University of Washington) were found throughout the core.
These are cosmopolitan species that are common in lakes of temperate regions.
Fragments of Chara an algae which secretes calcium carbonate, are also
abundant in the core. %

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The pollen diagram was zoned according to major changes In pollen
percentages. Zone I represents the early postglaclal record and is -

distinguishee by erratic but generally high percentages of PLnus (pine) and a
Picea (spruce) peak followed by a Betulg (birch) peak. Zones I through IV
represent the Holocene record. A prominent Gramineae (grass) peak and F-
comparatively low Pinus percentages characterize Zone II. Zone III records an
Increase in Pinus and relatively high percentages of Gramlneae, Artemisla
(sagebrush), and Chenopodiineae (goosefoot family). In Zone IV, Pinus..

continues to Increase while Artemisia and Gramlneae decrease. Zone V,

representing the settlement period, Is distinguished by a rise in ,° '.,*

Chenopodi ineae.

Zone I (650-585 cm)

High but variable percentages of PJnus (30-80%), a Picea peak (27%) at ,. .

650 cm and a Betula peak (23%) at 617 cm characterize Zone I. Of the other
arboreal taxa, there are also significant amount of Ables (fir), Cupressaceae

(cypress family), Alnus (alder), Salx (willow), and Poulus (aspen). .
Gramineae percentages are relatively low (under 10%) and &rtemisla percentages *'- .' -
are variable (1-25%). The arboreal species predominate, but percentages are .

quite erratic (65-93%). The percentages of aquatic species are low at the "'-
bottom of the core but Cyperaceae (sedge), Iyp latlifolla (cattail), and

Potamogeton (pondweed) are all represented by the top of the zone. Pollen
concentrations are quite low at 650 cm (5,000 grains/cc) but Increase through
the zone (to 40,000 grains/cc). The sediments at the bottom of Zone I consist
of a grey clay which changes abruptly to a banded gyttja towards the top half

of the zone. Organic and carbonate percentages are relatively low in the clay
(4.6% organic, 4.0% carbonate, and 91.4% inorganic) but Increase In the banded
gyttja (26.4% organic, 16.3% carbonate, and 57.3% inorganic).

The grey clay in the bottom half of Zone I probably was deposited during

the retreat of the Okanogan Lobe of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet. Glacier Peak

ash was not found In the core Indicating that either the Ice did not retreat

from Gose Lake untIl after 12,000 B.P., or that the ash was scoured from the . ..

lake basin by meltwater following the retreat. The low pollen concentration - :
at the bottom of Zone I could either have been caused by a very high
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sedimentation rate or by a lack of vegetation in the Goose Lake area. Because
P Pinus and PIcea (both of which are wind pollinated) dominate this portion of
the core, they are Interpreted as deriving mainly from long distance
transport. The change in sediment to a banded gyttja with a high organic
content, the Increase of many terrestrial and aquatic taxa, and an Increased
pollen concentration Indicate the establishment of vegetation in the area
surrounding the lake. Alnus, Betula, Salix. and Qpulus Indicate relatively
moist local conditions. The presence of Gramineae and the Increase of
Artemisla indicate that open areas comprised an Important part of the
vegetation. An open woodland comprised of various conifer and other arboreal
taxa with open areas of Artemisla and Gramineae Is Inferred. No close modern
analogs were found for this zone.

Zone 1I (585-500 cm) "

A spectacular Increase In Gramineae (up to 60%) in together with
comparatively low Pinus percentages (22-43%) distinguish pollen Zone II.
Other significant arboreal taxa include Cupressaceae and Alnus. Artemlsla
percentages though variable remain essentially the same as Zone I (9-18%).
The percentage of aboreal taxa declines sharply in this zone (26-50%). Pollen
concentrations Increase sharply (up to 250,000 grains/cc). Cyperaceae and
Iypb Jlatifolia are the most Important aquatic taxa. The sediment consists of
a banded gyttja with essentially constant organic and carbonate content.

The sudden increase in Gramlneae and relatively high Artemisla
percentages Indicate a dramatic shift towards a more open vegetation. A
grass-steppe vegetation is Inferred from the pollen percentages. Low Plnus
values suggest that Pinus forests were not located near Goose Lake. Nickmann
(1979) Interprets a similar zone (Zone II) at Williams Lake Fen, Spokane
County, Washington as representing a grass-steppe type of vegetation. The
radiocarbon date for his Gramineae peak is 9,520 ±400 years B.P. A grass-
steppe interpretation also is supported by the resemblance of the pollen
percentages of Zone II to the modern pollen rain of the mixed grass prarie In
the Powder River Basin and on the South Dakota Plains (McAndrews 1969).

Zone III (500-214 cc)

Zone III records Increasing percentages of PInus (40-63%), decreasing
although relatively high percentageg of Gramineae (5-30%), an Increase In
Artemisla (10-25%), and a consistent representation of ChenopodiIneae and
Composite (aster family). Ables, Cupressaceae, and Alnus also are present in
significant amounts. The percentage of arboreal pollen is still relatively
low In this zone (53-75%) although It has Increased slightly from Zone II.
Except for two peaks (at 490 and 270 cm), pollen concentrations are relatively
low (5,000-18,000 graIns/cc). From bottom to top, sediments In Zone Ill 
change from a banded gyttja to interbedded layers of gyttja and peat. Organic
and carbonate content remains essentially the same as In Zone II.

K-,
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High percentages of Gram Ineae and ArtemJIsJla Indicate continued open ''

conditions during this time. In fact, Zone III represents the most open
vegetation In the Goose Lake record. Furthermore, the Increase of Artemlsla %
and the consistent representation of ComposItae and Chenopodllneae suggest a
shrub-steep type of vegetation. Increasing percentages of Pnus and Ables
Imply the presence of these conifers somewhat closer to Goose Lake than In
Zone II. The change to a shrub-steppe vegetation occurred before the fall of
Mazama ash, found from 428-440 cm In the Goose Lake core. Mazama ash Is dated
at 6700 B.P. (Mehringer et al. 1977). Similar pollen percentages are found In
modern pollen samples collected from shrub-steppe environments south of the .
site on the Columbia Plateau (Mack and Bryant 1974). 'LAW

Zone IV (214-10 cm)

In Zone IV, Plnus percentages are high (68-82%) while percentages of
Graminae (2-9%) and Artemisla (4-9%) are relatively low. Plcea. Able and
Alnus are also present In significant amounts. The percentage of arboreal
pollen is consistently high in this zone (80-90%). Pollen concentrations are *.

high (6,000-46,000 grains/cc). Important aquatic taxa are Cyperaceae and
Iyg. latifolla. The sediments change from bands of gyttja and peat to a
banded peat to a layer of 41ne gyttJa. Organic and carbonate percentages
continue to fluctuate randomly.

Consistent, although tower, percentages of kinm.Lsla and Gram nae
Indicate the continued Importance of the shrub-steppe vegetation at Goose
Lake. Very high Plnus values together with Increasing percentages of Plcea
and Ables suggest the encroachment of a conifer forest. A transitional
steppe/forest vegetation Is Inferred although It Is difficult to tell whether
Goose Lake was located In a forest zone with open areas occupied by Art'mi-ia
and Gramineae or whether it was located In the steppe region, close to the
forest boundary. Judging from the modern vegetation, the latter possibility
seems more likely. Modern analogs are found both In the steppe region of the
Columbia Plateau (Mack and Bryant 1974) and In the Plnus Donderos-
Symphoricarpos_ albus (Ponderosa pine-common snowberry) zone In northeastern -
Washington (Mack et al. 1978a). Nickmann (1979) observes a similar rise In
the percentage of Pinus at Williams Lake Fen which he has dated at 4,060 _300
years B.P.

Zone V (10-0 cm)

Zone V records a sIgnificant Increase of ChenopodiIneae (up to 35%)>
Except for a slight decrease In Pinus and Gramineae percentages, the rest of
the pollen rain remains essentially the same as observed In Zone IV. As a
result of the Increase of Chenopodlineae, the percentage of arboreal pollen
decreases slightly (55%). The pollen concentration also decreases slightly .

(23000 grains/cc). Cyperaceae and 14.0M laiLolQJ continue to be the major
aquatic contributors. The sediment of Zone V Is a fine gyttja with an organic
content of 15 percent and a carbonate content of 28 percent. ,-"

S..-. .

- .o . .
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The constant pollen percentages Indicate that the vegetation remained
essentially the same between Zone IV and Zone V except for the Increase in
Chenopodllneae. ThIs Increase also has been observed by DavIs et al. (1977)
In the pollen sequence at Wildcat Lake. They attribute this rise to the
Introduction of livestock at the end of the 19th century. Overgrazing
resulted in the destruction of the natural vegetation and the subsequent
proliferation of the weedy species. The Chenopodilneae peak also was observed
in analyses of the Rex Grange and Seatons Grove cores. .. \'

CNCLUS IONS AND COWARISONS

The pollen sequence at Goose Lake begins shortly after the retreat of the

Okanogan Lobe of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet. It provides the following record
of major climatic and vegetational changes In the area from approximately

12,000 years ago to the present time.
The first pollen record at Goose Lake exhibits high percentages of Pinus

and .ea derived mainly from long distance transport. Zone I also documents
the establishment of the first local vegetation following deglaclation. This
vegetation consisted of an open woodland comprised of various conifer and
other arboreal species with open areas of Gramineae and Artemesla.

The sudden Increase of Gramlneae In Zone I I reflects a change to warmer
and dryer coriditions. The Increase of Gramineae together with the relatively
high values of Artemlsla are Indicative of a grass-steppe vegetation. Low

Pinus percentages are Interpreted as representing PLnus forests at relatively
great distances from the lake.

Zone III represents the most open vegetatIon In the Goose Lake record.
The pollen evidence Indicates continued warmlng and drying with the resulting

establ Ishment of a shrub-steppe type of vegetation. This warming and drying
trend began well before the fall of the Mazama ash. Zone III represents the
period of maximum warmth and dryness In the Goose Lake record. Increasing
percentages of Pilnus and Ables suggest that these trees have moved somewhat
closer to Goose Lake.

High arboreal percentages, indicating cooler and moister conditions, are

observed In Zone IV. During this time, the modern vegetation in the region
was established. The consistent representation of Artemlsla and Gramineae
together with high Pjlnj, Ables and Plcea percentages Indicate a transitional
steppe/forest vegetatIon.

The dramatic rise of ChenopodlIneae In Zone V records the Introduction of
livestock at the end of the 19th century. Overgrazing resulted In the
destruction of the natural vegetation and the subsequent prolIferation of the
weedy species.

Pollen zones (excluding settlement zones) from other eastern Washington
sites are compared to the Goose Lake sequence In Figure 3-4. Such comparisons
are useful for distinguishing regional as opposed to local vegetational and
climatic changes. These comparisons are limited, however, and more pollen %
work should be done to gain a clearer regional picture. The terms describing
Inferred vegetation were modified to facilitate comparison across the region.

4.°%
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Years Will Iiams Lake Creston Goose Lake BiC Meadow Inferred
B.P. (Ilickman 1979) Mack et al. 1970 (Dalan 1979) I'ack et al.19719) Climate
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Figure 3-4. Pollen zone correlations for eastern Washington. Dashed lines
Indicate lack of radiocarbon date control.
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Since no radiocarbon dates have been obtained for the Goose Lake core, the
boundaries of the Goose Lake pol len zones are only gross estimates.

Goose Lake Zone I correlates with the first zone from all other sites.
South at Williams Lake Fen and Creston Mire, Artemisla and Gramineae are more
prominent. Vegetational mosaics are Inferred, consisting of stands of various
arboreal taxa with open areas occupied by Artemisla and Gramineae. At Goose
Lake, the vegetation appears to be more densely wooded. To the north at BigMeadow, an alpine tundra Is inferred although this was not convincingly

demonstrated. An alpine or park-like vegetation just above timberline or a
pioneer forest or shrub community which Invaded the area after deglaclatlon
are other possibilities (Mack et al. 1978b:961).

Zone II correlates with Zone II at Big Meadow and Williams Lake Fen. At
both of these locations, slmil Iar GramIneae peaks were observed. At WI I I ams
Lake Fen the Inferred vegetation Is a grass-steppe vegetation while at Big '-b
Meadow a transitional steppe/forest vegetation Is documented. The Goose Lake
vegetation, with an arboreal component more Important than at WII I lams Lake
Fen and less Important than at Big Meadow, appears to be a transition zone
between these two extremes. The bottom half of the second Creston Mire zone
also correlates with these zones. A transitional steppe/forest vegetation Is
Inferred for the rest of the pollen sequence. This sequence Is difficult to
compare to the other cores because zones were distinguished by changes In
diploxylon and haploxylon pine percentages. Also, a major portion of the
Creston core above the Mazama ash was disturbed.

Zone III correlates with Williams Lake Fen Zones III and IV and with Big
Meadow Zone I ll. WI I lams Lake Fen records the continued presence of a grass-
steppe vegetation while at Big Meadow a Pinus forest with a shrubby understory
was established. All zones record a gradual Increase of Plnus. Again, the
nonarboreal component Is more Important at WillI lams Lake Fen, less Important
though stIll prominent at Goose Lake, and least Important at Big Meadow.

Zone IV correlates wIth WIllIams Lake Fen Zone V and BIg Meadow Zones IV
and V. All zones show the Increasing Importance of the arboreal component.
The Williams Lake Fen and Goose Lake records Indicate a transitional
steppe/forest vegetation. At Big Meadow, a Pica Ables, PJinus forest Is
followed by a Is= hbnirophylia climax forest.

The cl Imatic Interpretation for all cores except the Creston core follows
the same general sequence. A cool and moist period Is followed by a warmer
and dryer period and then a return to cooler and moister conditions. The
change to cooler and moister conditions is not recorded at Creston Mire;
however, the upper portion of the core was disturbed.
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4. A POSTGLACIAL POLLEN RECORD FROM GOOSE LAKE, O1ANOGAN OOUNTY,
WASHINGTON: EVIDENCE FOR AN EARLY HOLOCENE COOLING

by Rudy J. Nickmann and Estella Leopold

" This study examines In detail the fossil pollen record at Goose Lake,
north-central Washington, from late glacial to early Holocene time. A core
was collected from Goose Lake in conjunction with the Chief Joseph Dam J ;

Archaeological Project for the purpose of paleoenvironmental reconstruction.
Initial palynological analysis (Dalan, Chapter 3) Indicated the core contained
a complete, wel I-preserved sequence dating back to late glacial times,
Including Mazama tephra. The core offered good potential for detailed study
of vegetation stabilization in early post-glacial times and of the effects of
Mazama ashfall on vegetation. Dalan's study (Chapter 3) reports 21 samples,
analyzed by ,Nickmann, from the bottom of the core (650 cm) to 20 cm above the
Mazama tephra (410 cm). For this study, an additional 82 samples were I'A A
collected, providing a minimum sampling Interval of 5 cm and finer Intervals
In selected areas, such as above and below the Mazama tephra.

A description of Goose Lake, its geographic setting, and the regional
cl Imate can be found in Dalan (Chapter 3). The Goose Lake site is
particularly useful for environmental reconstruction because It is on a v
sensitive ecotonal boundary between the grass dominated steppe of the northern
Columbia Basin and the forested regions of the Okanogan Highlands (see Figure
3-1). Shifts In this boundary should be recorded more dramatically at Goose
Lake than at sites deeper within the forested zones. Nine zonal associations, 4'V
differentiated In response to variations In temperature and total and seasonal
distribution of precipitation, have been recognized in the Columbia Basin.
The five associations found on the moister periphery of the steppe region near
its contact with forest vegetation tend to be lush, meadow-like communities,
with conspicuous amounts of large perennial grasses and broad-leaved forbs
(Franklin and Dyrness 1973). Goose Lake lies within one of these, the
Artemisla triartita-Festuca zone, characterized by Artemisl tripartita
(threetip sagebrush) and a continuous herb layer of which Festuca Idahoensls
(blue bunchgrass) Is a member. If A. tridentata is present, it is confined to
disturbed areas (Daubenmire 1970). The shrub steppe vegetation surrounding
Goose Lake grades into Pinus ponderosa (Ponderosa pine) forest. E. ponderosa -
Is able to occupy drier sites than any other forest type except Juniperus.

ridJtnLla. At higher elevations, the Pinus forest grades into forests of
N senudtuge munzJesi I (Douglas fir) and Ables grandis (Grand fir) (Franklin

and Dyrness 1973).
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Collection of the core and Initial handling of the core In the laboratory
is described by Dalan (Chapter 3). This analysis Incorporates the 21 samples
between 410 cm and 650 cm, analyzed by Nickmann, which are reported by Dalan
(Chapter 3). An additional 82 samples were collected. Figure 4-1 shows the
sampling Intervals. The entire core below 410 cm was sampled at 5-cm
Intervals (with the exception of the tephra Itself) and several areas were .ie
npnre finely sampled. The section between 450 and 500 cm Is sampled at 2-cm P A

Intervals, and the sections between 570 and 590 cm and between 410 and 450 at
1-cm Intervals. Sampling In the laboratory consisted of packing 1/2 cc of
sediment into a calibrated syringe using a small spatula. Three samples were
taken at each sampling level and stored in snap-top polyethylene vials.

Loss on Ignition was determined by igniting dried sediment samples for
two hours at 6000 C. This provides a rough approximation of the amount of
organic matter, with the organic carbon usually equalling 40-60% of the loss
on Ignition (Berglund 1979:116). The same samples were then ignited for two
hours at 900 0 C. The additional weight loss Incurred provides an approximation
of the biological carbonate present (Mehringer et al. 1977a).

Pollen samples were processed using the standard KOH-HF acetolysis

treatment (Faegri and Iversen 1964) and mounted In 2000 centistroke silicon
oil. Routine pollen counting was accomplished at 400X. Haploxylon
determinations were made at 1000X using an oil Immersion lens.

Pollen percentages shown in the pollen diagram (Figure 4-1) are based on
two sums. Nonaquatics, both arboreal (AP) and nonarboreal (NAP) types are
included In the pollen sum (P). Aquatics are computed using P + aquatics as
a sum. This division Is an attempt to separate pollen of regional
significance from that derived from plants Influenced by the local hydrology
and/or vegetational succession of the lake Itself. Pollen In the column
titled "other" Includes grains so badly damaged as to make Identification

Impossible and grains that are well preserved but could not be placed Into a
proper taxonomic grouping. Pollen preservation is generally good. In Pollen
Zone I, most of the unknowns appear to be Cyperaceae or Gramineae that are so
badly abraded and corroded that they couldn't be Identified with any degree of

certainty.

Pinus pollen grains are vesiculate, consisting of a body (corpus) and two
bladders (air sacs). Often, one or both of these bladders break loose from .'.." "
the body. Pinus grains were counted as either whole, bodies with one bladder,
bodies, or Individual bladders. After a sample was counted, the bladders were
distributed among the bodies and bodies with one bladder. If an excess number
of bladders remained, they were divided by two and counted as additional whole
pines. The Pinus profile In the diagram Is divided Into whole pines, which.,
represent complete unbroken grains, and broken pines, the number of which was
computed In the aforementioned manner. Haploxylon and diploxylon percentages
were determined using 50 grains as a sum. The Chenopodlineae Include both
Amaranthaceae and Chenopodinaceae.
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The pollen spectrum from a depth of 60 cm Is shown at the top of the %
diagram. A preliminary study Indicates that this sample Iles Immediately % ''

below the Euroamerican cultural disturbance horizon and can be taken as a
"modern pollen surface spectrum". Samples taken above this level show very
high Chenopodllneae values probably resulting from range degradation and the
proliferation of weedy species.

SEDWMT AND RN) I CAIR4J DATES

A generalized description of the sediment I Ithology for the entire Goose
Lake core is given In Table 4-1. The coring was stopped when we were unable
to physically force the sampler further down. No positive evidence (e.g.,
sand, gravel, stones, etc.) was recovered In the sediment to Indicate that
bedrock was reached. Nevertheless, It appears that the section Is relatively
comp I ete. .

Table 4-1. Lithologi and radiocarbon dates, Goose Lake core.

PIocrbon Age Laboratory1  Seupta .'Depth Descri ption (Years B.P. ) Sample # lntep!ot",,

0-37 Fine brown gtte-

37-100 Banded poet

109-289 ALternating bends of
calcereous gyt la end peat 475540 0-1092 212-218

289-428 Bonded caLcaraous gyttJa 9580t90 9-1293 327-333

428-440 Nt. Nazaus tophre

440-592 Bonded caLcareous oyttJa 8515+130 8-1294 527-633
10135±120 0-1295 577-583

592-625 Catcereocu gyttJ a 11485+145 8-1296 820-625 -

625-650 Gray cLay

1. SImptee were dated by Bte AneLytice, Inc., CoraL Babtes, FLorida.

2. The entire suction of the core indicated wea sent for dating.

Selected segments of the core were submitted for radiocarbon dating. The
results of these determinations are presented In Table 4-1. Although the
sediments are highly calcareous and gastropod shel Is are numerous, the dates
are consistent with the stratigraphy and tephra dating with one exception. i%
The radiocarbon date of 9580±90 (Beta 1293) from a depth of 327-333 cm is
rejected because it Is discordant with the other dates. The Mazama ash has
been previously dated at approximately 6700 years B.P. (Mehringer et al.
1977b). Estimated years before present (B.P.) on the pollen diagram (Figure .
4-1) were determined by extrapolating between dated segments, Including the
Mazama tephra layer as well as those dated by radiocarbon dates.

% %. % %
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Figure 4-2 shows the relationship between the Goose Lake radiocarbon I
dates and sediment depth. Sedimentation was slowest between 625 and 530 cm L , -
(approximately 32 yrs/cm) and most rapid between deposition of the Mazama ash
and 215 cm (approximately 9 yrs/cm). Extrapolating a sedimentation rate of 32
yrs/cm Into the lower clay unit gives a date of 12,285 yrs B.P. at the bottom
of the core.

12-

>. 4 =  
,..

I -
4-)

0

Depth in meters

Figure 4-2. Sedimentation rate, Goose Lake core.

No Glacier Peak tephra was observed in the core. The multiple eruptions
of Glacier Peak ash have been dated at 11,200±300 yrs B.P. (Mehringer et al.
1977b), 12,000-13,000 yrs B.P. (Lempke 1975) and 12,000±310 yrs B.P. (Fryxel I
1965). Glacier Peak ash is found In cores from Big Meadow (Mack et al.
1978b), Williams Fen (Nickmann 1979), Waits Lake (Mack et al. 1978d) and
Creston Fen (Mack et al. 1976). At Simpsons Flats (Mack et al. 1978a) and ,. .

Hager Pond (Mack et al. 1978c) sediments old enough to contain Glacier Peak
ash apparently were not reLovered. Glacier Peak ash is not found at the three
sites closest to Glacier Peak, Goose Lake, Mud Lake, and Bonaparte Meadows
(Mack et al. 1979). This may indicate an anomalous distribution of ash, or
simply that the formation of, and active sedimentation within, these three
basins didn't occur until Immediately after the Glacier Peak eruptions.
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The geological history of the Goose Lake area should be examined in more %

detail to determine the condition of the area at the time of the Glacier Peak ,

eruptions. The lake Is at the southern end of the Omak Trench, a previous .,'-.-

channel of the Columbia River enlarged and deepened during the Late

Pleistocene by the Okanogan Lobe of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet. At its

maximum, the thickness of Ice over the Goose Lake site exceeded 1200 m
(Richmond et al. 1965). According to Hibbert (Chapter 2), Goose Lake lies in

a flood-cut channel which cuts the outwash plain built as the Okanogan Lobe .

retreated. The flood is undated, although It Is known that the Columbia River

was at an elevation lower than 1200 ft at the time. Hibbert suggests that a

later Impoundment created a lake with a surface elevation of 1280 ft which

extended up the Omak Trench and up the canyon of the Columbia River toward the -.

Grand Coulee. Deposits associated with this lake include bedded sands in the -.

mouth of the flood-cut channel in the Omak Trench, and the anomolous 1240 ft
terrace which Is not capped by Columbia River Gravels. Hibbert does not

discuss the geological events post-datIng this lake. The elevation of Goose

Lake is 1225 ft, Indicating that the lake sediments either did not fill in the ___

channel or the channel was re-Incised when the lake drained. It seems likely
that the lowest sediments In the Goose Lake core, 25 cm of gray clay, were

deposited In a smal ler lake basin, formed immediately after the Glacier Peak %
eruptions, that did not extend Into the main canyon.

Close examination of the Mazama ash Indicates that considerable

disturbance of the ash stratigraphy has occurred, probably during

transportation of the core. A thin (<1mm) layer of brown organic material Is
noted near the middle of the ash unit. This may Indicate the fall of two

individual ashes separated by a very brief Interval of organic lake sediment

deposition.

Banding, presumably the result of fluctuations in lake level and/or

changes In runoff or lake productivity, Is prominent and extensive in the

core. Organic and carbonate determinations, while showing some minor
fluctuations, remain relatively constant throughout the core. Both values are ,-.( .

lowest In the clay lithologic unit at the bottom of the core and immediately
above the M4azama ash.

RESULTS

Pollen zones determined by visual Inspection of the pollen diagram are
described Individually below. Table 4-2 shows the relative frequency of

selected taxa by zone. Note that these zones are not equivalent to Dalan's

(Chapter 3) zones. Zones I, II, and I I I here (650-581 cm) correspond with
Dalan's Zone I (650-585). Zone IV here (581-497 cm) corresponds with Dalan's
Zone II (585-500 cm). Our Zones V and VI (497-410 cm) are equivalent with the

lower third of Dalan's Zone III (500-214 cm). -.
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Table 4-2. Average percentages of selected pollen types by pollen zone
(see Figure 4-1 for depth of zones.

PoLLen I9of. I inum Picc. IetulmI Grinnes I Acrtmis Compsta.1 I enopod-
Zoune SMP I I I I inese

VI 18 31.3 0.4 1.1 13.0 33.2 4.4 4.9

V 32 40.4 0.6 0.9 24.1 18.6 1.7 1.6 "

IV 29 31.6 0.4 0.6 41.5 13.8 1.1 1.1

III 13 56.9 0.6 4.2 11.6 14.8 1.6 1.1

II 5 36.0 1.8 20.1 5.9 18.4 1.5 0.7

I 8 43.7 16.0 5.1 5.3 15.2 2.2 0.1

Compostite IncLudes both LiguLifLoree and DAbroae. .'

Pollen Zone I (>11,500 yrs B.P.; 650-625 cm)
P In us-Picen-Artemestia

The fossil pollen assemblage In Zone I is dominated by iJLnu, Picea and
Artemlsla. Pinus values are quite variable, ranging from a low of 21% to a
high of 69% at a depth of 626 cm. The total number of pine grains with
undamaged or visible distal membranes were too few to make haploxylon-
diploxylon determinations. Pico ranges from 27% at the bottom of the core to
10% at the top of Zone I. Artemisla ranges between 27 and 4%. Other NAP
contributing more than 1% Include Ambrosia, Compositae undif. and Sheherdla-

canadensl. Minor AP elements Include Abljs Cupressaceae and Alnus.
Gramineae remains around 5%.

Pollen Zone II (11,500-10,975 yrs B.P.; 625-606 cm)

_inus (haploxylon), Betul , Artemisla

Pinus, Betula and Artemlsl dominate Pollen Zone II. PEJus Increases
from 30% at the bottom of the zone to almost 64% at the top. Haploxylon pines

make up to 78% of the fossil pine grains. Bje ila appears suddenly at the base
of the zone, reaching 24% at 617cm. Plcea falls to under 5%. Cupressaceae,

Ables, Salix and Alnus are minor AP elements. Gramineae averages around 5%.
Other NAP contributing more than 1% Compositae undif. and Chenopodilneae.

Cyperaceae reaches almost 10% while j-bn latifolla makes its first appearance
in the core. Pedlastrum is first recorded consistently here, averaging around

25%.

Pollen Zone 11I (10,975-10,160 yrs B.P.; 606-581 cm)
Diploxylon pine, Betula, Artemesla

Diploxylon pines, B±u" Gramineae and Artemisla are the main %
contributors to the fossil pollen assemblage found In Pollen Zone Ill. Pinus

ranges between 52 and 60%. BetuIa decl Ines from approximately 10% at the base

~ ~ ~ / ~1{~ L;-. 2,
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of this zone to trace values at the top. Other minor AP elements Include

Cupresseceae, Alnus, and Salix. Gramlneae averages near 5% at the base of
PolI en Zone II, rising to near 15% at the top. ArtemIsI a fluctuates between

8 and 20%. Compositae undif, and Chenopodlaceae are the only other NAP
contributing over 1%. Cyperaceae and JX.ba latifolla are the major aquatics,
while Sparganlum and Rp make their first appearance. There are two major

Pedlastrum peaks: 150% at 595 cm and 325% at 583 cm.

Pollen Zone IV (10,160-7860 yrs B.P.; 581-497 cm)
Gramineae, diploxylon pine, Artemsla"

Diploxylon pines, Gramineae and Artemlsla dominate this zone. Plnus
drops precipitously from the top of Zone III to the base of Zone IV (52% to

23%). Cupressaceae and Alnus are minor AP elements. Gramlneae rises -"..

concurrently with the fall of Pinus (12% to 61%). Gramineae are quite

variable, although remaining high. There are major Gramineae peaks at 525 cm .

(55%), 530 cm (63%), 546 cm (53%) and 580 cm (61%). Artemlsla varies between
9 and 21%. Compositae undif. and Chenopodlineae are minor NAP elements.
Cyperaceae and .Ipo lat ifolla are the major aquatic elements, while

Sparganlu , Potamogeton, Utricularla, t yriophyllum and Bi. are
occassionally present. Pedlastrum values are generally low, although a major

peak (275%) occurs at 546 cm.

Pot ten Zone V (7860-6700 yrs B.P.; 497-438 cm)
Diploxylon pine, Gramineae, Artemisla

Diploxylon pines, Gramineae and Artemisl dominate the fossil pollen
record in Zone V. Pinus values increase approximately 10% from those In Zone
IV. Alnu and Cupressaceae are minor AP contributors. Although present in
low values, generally under 2%, Picea and especially Ables become more
consistent than In Zone IV. Gramineae Is quite variable, between 16 and 41%,
but remains lower than in Zone IV. Artemisla varies between 12 and 27%.
Compositae undif. and Chenopodlineae are minor NAP elements. Once again,
Cyperaceae and ] lpJ1g latifol la are the Important aquatics. Pedlastrum is - ,.
absent or found only in trace amounts below 480 cm, but becomes more prevelent
towards the top of the zone.

Pollen Zone Vi (6700-6350 yrs B.P.: 438-410 cm)

Artemisl , PinuA, Grami neae

An-JeJkLA dominates Pollen Zone V I. Immediately above the Mazama ash, It
reaches 62%, a threefold increase from values taken just beneath the ash. It

falls rapidly within a few centimeters to under 30%. As It decreases, both

Pinus and Gramineae Increase. Compositae undif. and Chenopodlineae have their .,..*.

highest values and are more consistent here than in any other zone. 1TJyD.R

latifolLa and Cyperaceae are the major aquatics. Minor aquatic elements
Include paIrgnJl, UtrilcularlL, and iJRdLnp...-'
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DISCUSSION

POLLEN ZONE 1

The most noteworthy feature of Pollen Zone I is the high Plcea values.

The Plce grains are generally In an excellent state of preservation, probably

rul Ing out the possb IIIty that they were derived from reworked sediments.
Previous studies In eastern Washington show early postglaclal Pice values of
less than 5%. P I cea ngI nn I is found today associated with cl Imax forests
of Ables lalocar~a in the subalpine forest zone of eastern Washington,

particularly in frost pockets and glaciated valley bottoms into which cold air
drains and accumulates (Franklin and Dyrness 1973). However, the high Plcea
percentages noted at Goose Lake may be deceptive, the result of long distance
pollen transport into a region of herb dominated vegetation with low pollen
Influx. At Big Meadow, Mack et al. (1978b) found evidence for a tundra-like
landscape with low pollen Influx from the time of deglaclation until ca. 9700
years B.P. Prior to 10,000 years B.P., trees were not a major component of
the vegetation at Waits Lake (Mack et al. 1978d). Evidence from Mud Lake
(Mack et al. 1979) Indicates that between 11,000-10,000 years B.P. vegetation
was open with few trees. The earliest pollen zones at SImpsons Flats (10,000-
ca. 9000 years B.P.) and Creston Fen (ca, 11,500-9400 years B.P.) were *, -

Interpreted as being produced by a largely treeless vegetation (Mack et al.
1978a and Mack et al. 1976). With relatively open or tundra-like vegetation
to the north and south of Goose Lake during deposition of Pollen Zone I, it yl
seems reasonable to assume that a similar situation existed at Goose Lake.

Pollen Zone I encompasses the silt lithologic unit found at the base of
the core. Pollen concentration here is relatively low. In most cases,
several slides had to be counted to arrive at satisfactory pollen sums.
Assuming that the sedimentation rate was not abnormally high, the low pollen
concentration probably confirms that pollen Influx was Indeed low.

Apparently, during deposition of Pollen Zone I, the vegetation around .

Goose Lake was relatively open and dominated by herbs and shrubs. Small

Isolated stands of Pinus and Plcea may have been present locally on favored
sites. The low productivity of the lake Itself Is shown by the lack of any
appreciable organic fraction in the sediment and the absence of aquatics and
Ped I astr um.

POLLEN ZONE 11

Pollen Zone II Is marked by a dramatic Increase in Befula that coincides

with a shift from clay to calcareous gyttJa deposition. Mack et al. (1979)
noted a contemporaneous rise In Betula at Mud Lake. The Betula pollen
probably reflects birch species growing on moist sites scattered throughout
the landscape and perhaps around Goose Lake Itself. Sallx also appears in
this zone and most likely grew along streams and bordering small ponds and

lakes.
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The pines found In this zone are composed of up to 75% haploxylon types.
The two haploxylon types found in eastern Washington today, . monticola and
P aIbIcuI Is both grow In cooler and moIster environments than found at Goose i v
Lake today. As previously mentioned, pines produce tremendous amounts of
pollen. The percentages found in Zone II don't Indicate the local presence of
pine forest.

Although doubtless cooler than today, the presence of Ipabn latifoli._
pollen in Zone II implies that a tundra environment did not exist at this time
around Goose Lake. Birks (1976) reports that cattails are not found in the
Arctic today.

Lake productivity Increases noticably in this zone with the appearance of
Pedlastrum and the increase of organic matter found In the lake sediments.

POLLEN ZONE III

Betula declines in Pollen Zone III while Pinus rises. Diploxylon pines, ''I.

probably Pinus contortQa and/or P. Ponderosa. Increase steadily. This probably
Indicates climatic conditions slightly warmer and drier than those found In
Pollen Zone II.

POLLEN ZONE IV -'

A spectacular Increase in GramIneae marks the onset of Pollen Zone IV.
The Goose Lake core was sampled at one centimeter intervals across the
boundary between Pollen Zones III and IV in order to determine the rate at
which this Gram ineae rise occurred. The results are shown below:

DEPTH (cm) Pinus Gramiineae .

580 22.2% 60.8%
581 51.7 20.4
582 54.8 12.0

Although Gramineao does Increase between 582 and 581 cm, most of the rise ,.. =
occurs in the threefold Increase between 581 and 580 cm. Assuming a
sedimentation rate of 32 cm/yr as calculated using the available radiocarbon
dates, It appears that this shift In the fossil pollen rain took place In 32
years or less. At WIllIlam Fen, using a sampling Interval of 10 cm, Nickmann
(1979) notes a similar sharp rise In Gramineae at approximately the same time K.
(9520±400 years B.P.).

A dramatic and contemporaneous change in the fossil pollen record has
been noted in other regions of North America. Ogden (1967) reviews -
radiocarbon and pollen evidence for a sudden change In climate In the Great
Lakes region and New England approximately 10,000 years ago. None of these
sites was sampled In such great detal across this critical boundary as was
Goose Lake. At Glacial Lake Altkin, Minnesota, It was estimated that the P.49
replacement of spruce pollen by other pollen types took place within

1!'.v -Alm-
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approximately 170 years.
PInus drops off sharply In Pollen Zone IV and is dominated by diploxylon

types. ELnus ponderosa and/or P, contorta, the two diploxylon pines found at
lower elevations and drier environments of eastern Washington, probably are
the most significant contributors to the Pinus profile in Zone IV. As
previously noted, pine produces abundant pollen and is usual ly overrepresented
In the fossil pollen record. Mack and Bryant (1974) in a study of modern
pollen spectra In the Columbia Basin, report Pinus values of over 10% near the
center of the Columbia Basin, 100 km from the nearest pine forests. The
values found in Zone IV don't Indicate the nearby presence of substantial
stands of pine.

The pollen horizon at 60 cm contains Pinus values over twice as high and
Gramineae and Artemisla value over twice as low as in Pollen Zone IV. This
implies that climatic conditions during deposition of Pollen Zone IV were .

substantially warmer and drier than those found today at Goose Lake. There
are additional changes In the fossil pollen record that point toward relative
warmth and aridity. Betula and Salix both of which grow In locally moist
situations, decrease. Ouercus, probably Q. garrvana, which grows today on the
dry eastern slopes of the Cascade Range, appears here. Ruppla found In
brackish and saline ponds, occurs at the boundary between Zones Ill and IV.
An Increase in evaporation may have lowered the lake level and Increased
salinity, favoring growth of this taxon,

It Is of some Interest to speculate on what may have caused such a sudden
and dramatic change in the cl Imate and the concurrent development of grass-
steppe vegetation In the Goose Lake area. Prior to ca. 10,000 years B.P., the
Cordilleran Ice sheet was located Just north of the U.S.-Canadian border
(Richmond et al. 1965). Persistent high pressure systems of thermal origin
are found today over the Icecaps of Greenland and Antarctica. From the
highest portion of Ice plateau and from the center of the high pressure
system, a shallow layer of cold gravity winds drains downslope towards lower
marginal areas. These katabatic winds dominate circulation over the Icecaps ...
and along the steep margins of the Ice sheet, locally reaching gale force. We
may assume that they existed on the margins of the Cordilleran ice sheet. -
These northerly winds may have been strengthened as they were channeled down
the North-South trending Okanogan Valley. After ca. 10,000 years B.P., the
ice sheet continued to abate rapidly. The cold high pressure system that had
dominated the atmospheric circulation for some distance to the south of the
Ice sheet terminus grew weaker and retreated northward with the shrinking ice
sheet. As modern wind and pressure systems asserted themselves, the
prevail Ing southwesterly winds found today at Goose Lake supplanted what had
been a predominately northerly flow. Not only did this change In prevailing
winds signal a sudden change In climate, the winds themselves brought pollen
from a different source region. Instead of carrying pollen from the open or
tundra-like vegetation located Just to the south of the Ice edge, it carried
pollen from the grass-steppe that was rapidly advancing from the south of

Goose Lake. In fact, if open vegetation with a low pollen Influx still
existed Immediately around Goose Lake, It would have been swamped In the
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fossil pollen record by the more abundant pollen from the grass-steppe. This
may have given the appearance that grass-steppe vegetation arrived at Goose
Lake somewhat earlier than It actually did.

POLLEN ZONE V

The period between 7,800-6,700 years B.P. (Pollen Zone V) is marked by an

Increase In Plnus and a decrease In Gramineae. Haploxylon pines and ArtefJJ.a
Increase slightly. Picea Increases to over 1% In the bottom half of Zone V,
and Ai.es becomes more consistent than in the underlying Zone. Apparently, an
Increase In available effective moisture allowed the surrounding forests to
descend to lower elevation.

These results are quite unexpected. Similar evidence for possible cooler
and/or moister conditions during the 1,000 years prior to the fall of Mt. n,.

Mazama ash In eastern Washington has not been reported. Previous pollen % "",
studies have been Interpreted as demonstrating a continuous warm and dry %
hypsithermal interval starting as early as 9,700 years B.P. (Big Meadows, Mack
et al. 1976) and as late as 8,000 years B.P. (Simpsons Flats, Mack et al.
1978a) and terminating between ca. 5,000 years B.P. (Waits Lake, Mack et al. , w.
1978d) and ca. 3,000 years B.P. (Hager Pond, Mack et al. 1978c). Other Iines
of evidence, such as faunal remains (Gustafson 1972) give no direct evidence
for a warm and dry Hypsithermal Interval in the Columbia Basin. Waitt ".
(personal communication, U.S.G.S.) has found tentative evidence for glacial
readvance In the Enchanted Lakes region of the Cascades at about 8,000 years
B.P.)

POLLEN ZONE Vi

An apparent unconformity Immediately below the Mazama ash has been
described at Simpsons Flats (9,000-6,700 years B.P., Mack et al. 1978a) and
Bonaparte Meadows (8,300-6,700 years B.P., Mack et al. 1979). The authors '
suggest that this unconformity, which may have been undetected at other sites,
could represent a lowering of the local water table and deflation of organic
sediments prior to deposition of Mazama ash. These missing portions of the
fossil pollen record at other sites complicates any direct comparisons with
Goose Lake. Nevertheless, close Inspection of the Mud Lake section (Mack et
al. 1979) reveals an Increase in Plnug and a decrease in Artem.le between ca.
8,000 years B.P. and Mazama ash deposition. This part of the fossil pollen ***' "
record Is Included In the upper part of Pollen Zone M.L. II (10,000-6,700
years B.P.) and not differentiated. A close comparison of the Mud Lake pollen
diagram with that of Goose Lake offers other Interesting similarities such as
an Increase In haploxylon pines Just prior to deposition of the Mazama ash and
a very slight Increase in Plcea and Ables at comparable stratigraphic levels.

The core was sampled at 1-cm Intervals below (9 samples) and above (18
samples) the Mazama ash to study the effects that the ashfaIl may have had on
the vegetation surrounding Goose Lake. An Impressive, short-lived rise In
Artemlsla Is noted at the base of Pollen Zone Vi, Immediately above the ash., ,
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Below the ash, Artemisla averages about 20%. The two samples Immediately
above the ash show a rise to approximately 60%. This threefold Increase took
place at the expense of Plnus and Gramineae. Compositae undif. and
ChenopodlIneae also show an Increase immediately above Mazama ash. A sImIlar
rise In Ari _Jsl Is observed at Waits Lake (Mack et al. 1978d), Hager Pond
(Mack et al. 1978c), and Big Meadow (Mack et al. 1978b). Mehringer et al.
(1977a) attribute a short-term Increase in Arlemisla pollen Influx at Lost
Trail Pass Bog, Montana to a possible mulching effect of the ashfall on some
sagebrush steppe genera.

Dalan's work on the upper part of the core indicates that Artemlsla
reaches its maximum values between 225 and 410 cm. This complicates
Interpretation of the sharp Artemisla rise above the Mazama ash since It means
that this bulge Is superimposed upon a curve that Is In the process of rising
already. The greatest shift In the fossil pollen record occurs in the first
two centimeters above the ash. Seven centimeters above the ash (422 cm),
Pnu and Arteisla values are comparable to those Immediately below the ash.
Assuming an average sedimentation rate of 9.1 years/cm between deposition of
the Mazama ash and a depth of 215 cm as calculated using available radiocarbon
dates, it appears that the major disruption in pollen rain lasted less than 18
years (2 cm). After approximately 63 years (7 cm), the effects of the ashfall
on pollen rain had ended completely. These figures both represent maximum
values. It -is difficult to be certain of the sedimentation rate Immediately
above the ash, especially when probable disturbance caused by the thick ash
layer on the landscape is taken Into account. Sedimentation rates probably
Increased as the loosely compacted ash was carried Into the lake basin both by
surface runoff and ash laden wind. The drop In weight loss on Ignition above
the ash Is probably due to an Increase in silica of ash origin.

CONCLUS IONS

The postglaclal and early Holocene fossil pollen record from Goose Lake
adds new detail to our understanding of the paleoecology of eastern
Washington. At the same time, It raises more questions and suggests possible
avenues for future research. It seems that the Hypsithermal (ca. 9,000-3,000
years B.P.), while certainly warmer and drier than at present, had a more
complex and variable history than previously Imagined. The relatively cool
and moist Interval recorded at Goose Lake from 8,000-6,700 years B.P. may not
have been apparent at other sites for two reasons: (1) An unconformity exists
at many previously studied sites for this same time Interval; and (2) The
Goose Lake site, located in a narrow ecotonal region, has been especially
sensitive to paleoclimatic variations.

Pollen from additional sites within the eLnus ponderos -steppe ecotone of
eastern Washington should be analyzed to duplicate and confirm the results
found at Goose Lake. To avoid the unconformity found In many bogs, relatively
deep lakes that probably have never dried out and should contain complete
sedimentary records, are preferred sites. In addition, lakes such as Goose
Lake and Waits Lake, which contain abundant gastropod shells, present the
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opportunity of 016 and 018 Isotopic ratio determinations, offering the
possibiiIty of Independent paleotemperature reconstructions.
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5. PALEOENV IRONMENTAL RECONSTRUCT ION AND THE
SEDIMENTARY SEQUENCE AT EXCAVATED SITES

by Sarah K. Campbell

In this chapter, sedimentary sequences at excavated sites are described
and related to regional paleoenvironment, particularly the paIeoenvironmental
reconstruction developed by Chatters (1984c). Emphasis Is on a regional
perspective, in contrast to discussions of sedimentary sequences presented in
the Individual site reports, which focus on dating and separation of cultural
occupations at Individual sites.

I..

REG I ONAL PALEOENV I RONMENTAL RECONSTRUCTION

Regional paleoenvironmental data play two major roles in Interpretation
of regional prehistory. In seeking explanations for change In cultural
adaptations, we consider environmental change as one possible factor. We also
make assumptions about regional climate and physiography in order to Interpret
depositional environments and the formation of individual site deposits and
the regional archaeological record. For example, Mlerendorf (1983) discusses
the Implications of patterning in fluvial processes for prehistoric
settlement, and for preservation and discovery of prehistoric remains.

The time period of Interest is the Holocene, or postglacial, epoch

(10,000 B.P. to the present), to which all known human occupation of the area
can be ascribed. In the northern Columbia Plateau area, available sources of
historical data relating to Holocene environments Include fossil pollen
studies, interpretations of soils and sedimentary sequences, studies of

97 montane glacier activity, and archaeological materials.

A number of fossil pollen studies have been carried out in the northern
Columbia Plateau area. Many of the primary studies are mentioned In Chapters
3 and 4, and a more current summary can be found in Chatters (1984c). Reviews
from broader regional perspectives can be found In Baker (1983) and Mehringer
(1985).

Numerous geologic studies focus on the history of Columbia Plateau

glaciation and associated catastrophic flood events of the Pleistocene.
The Holocene deposits relevant to archaeological research, formed by geologic
events less catastrophic and more local in scale, have been of less Interest
to geologists. In fact, most studies of Holocene sediments have been
conducted In connection with archaeological research (e.g., Cochran 1978;
Fryxell 1973; Fryxell and Daugherty 1962; Hammatt 1977; Marshall 1971).

4/V.
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Although quantities of dated fossil material from archaeological sites

far exceed quantities of other kinds of data collected, the contents of

cultural sites can be used only with great caution for purposes of

paleoenvIronmental reconstruction. Because of the Influence of cultural

activities, proportions of plants and animal remains at archaeological sites

are unlikely to reflect their proportional occurrence In the environment.

Sedimentary deposits at archaeological sites also are affected by cultural

activities, but to a lesser extent. The goal of site stratigraphic analysis

generally Is to Identify natural depositional units that can be used to

provide an independent chronological ordering of materials and correlation "

between different areas. It usually Is possible to distinguish the

contributions of cultural and natural processes In deposits; therefore, it is

reasonable to use site sedimentary data for paleoenvlronmental reconstruction.
The greatcst bias Is In how the sample was selected; I.e., the sequences are

from particular kinds of locations favored for human use and not

representative of depositional environments In the area. ',"
Based on the sedimentary sequence from RM 590 sites, published

sedimentary sequences of other areas of the Columbia and Snake Rivers, and

northern Plateau pollen profiles, Chatters (1984c:89-98) proposes the . ,

following detailed paleoenvironmental reconstruction, for the Columbia Plateau

but focused on the Chief Joseph Dam Project area.

Late glacial climatic conditions obtained from 13,000 to 10,000 B.P.,
with a nearly treeless steppe/tundra type vegetation, dominated by a cold
adapted form of Artemisla and with scattered groves of whitebark or limber

pine, spruce, and fir In sheltered sites and birches and willows along streams '.:" ""
and kettle lakes. The pollen Influx was low. Early postglaclal grasslands

and forest began to grow between 10,000 and 9,000 B.P. and a warming and ... 3,-.
drying trend began between 9,000 and 8,000 B.P. Maximum aridity occurred
between 8-7,000 B.P. and 4700-4000 B.P.

Prior to 6700 B.P. the river downcut rapidly through glaciolacustrine

sediments and formed the T2 and T3 terraces. Due to its steep gradient the

river was rapidly flowing and was probably a braided stream with constantly ".

shifting channels.
From some time before 6700 B.P. until 4700 B.P. there was minimal

floodplain aggradation, a largely unvegetated, barren landscape, and lower
river levels than between 4700 and 2500 B.P. The low river flowed across a

wide, gravelly bed and although not subject to extremes In annual flooding was ...-

perhaps prone to flash floods. DurIng this time Ioess was deposited on the T2 . -
and T3 terraces. The river was neither actively eroding through Nespelem
SilIt, nor laying down fresh floodplain sediments, so the aeol Ian sediments

were derived from wind erosion on the largely unvegetated landscape. Many
small streams had become Intermittent and were subject to flash floods,
building alluvial fans on terraces. A buried soil with a shallow calcium and

silica rich B horizon dated between 5000 and 4000 B.P. Indicates stable -

surfaces at this time, perhaps related to a cooling episode around 5000 B.P.

%. %
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Moister conditions returned between 4700-4000 B.P. and 2700-2500 B.P.

The record of montane glaciation shows an advance during the later part of
this period, 3500 to 2500 B.P. Between 4700 and 4500 B.P. the Columbia River
began to aggrade its floodplain, forming a low terrace. The river was
characterized by higher water levels than In the previous period, and a wider
floodplain. It had a greater flow, greater bed load, a higher base level
(less steep gradient), and flowed less rapidly. Archaeological sediments in
the RM 590 area record long wave lateral migration. Riparian environments
were more extensive because of the higher water table and slower moving
stream. There would have been fewer rapids because of the higher water levels
and greater amount of sediment.

The following period, between 2500 B.P. and historic times, was warmer
and drier with an environment generally like the modern one. Higher % =_
temperatures and less precipitation are Indicated by recession of montane
glaciers and a decrease in pollen Influx. Sedimentary data indicate that
after 2500 B.P. the Columbia River had reduced flow and a lower base level.
It ceased aggradation and began downcutting again, becoming the downcutting
stream observed historically. Flow was reduced In tributary streams as well,
but severe flash floods were common, perhaps aided by reduced ground cover.
Local erosion contributed to alluvial fan building. As water tables lowered,
the size of the riparian zone decreased. The number and extent of rapids
Increased because of lower water levels and removal of fine sediments. *'

INTERI'RETING PALYNOLOGICAL DATA FROM THE PROJECT AREA K.

It is apparent from a recent summary of palynological studies for the
Intermontane west (Mehringer 1985) that the amount of pollen work done on the
Plateau is sufficient to allow recognition of local variability as well as
abstraction of regional trends. Mehringer (1985) cautions that the
traditional three-part model of Holocene climate history--a cool-moist early
period, xeric middle period, and cool-moist late period--generally provides a
reasonable fit for paleoenvironmental data, but is overly simplistic. He
raises three Issues: 1) timing and magnitude of specific vegetational events
varies with elevation; 2) punctuated climatic varIation reflected In fossil
plant remains within major subdivisions may exceed differences between major
subdivisions; and 3) at least In northern areas, vegetation assemblages of the
past 2,500 years may have no early-Holocene counterparts.

The pol len sequence from Goose Lake, In the project area, is generally
'46 consistent with the regional trends outlined by Mehringer (1985). The late-

glacial pollen spectra retain aspects of full-glacial vegetation and record
the Initial pioneering species on recently exposed ground surfaces. An
Initial tundra environment with some spruce and low aquatic productivity Is
recorded In Zone I (Nickmann and Leopold) dated around 11,500 B.P. Subalpine
vegetation Including birch, willow, and haploxylon pines was established
between 11,500 and 10,975 (Zone II, Nickmann and Leopold). Between 10,975 and
10,160 (Zone Ill, Nickmann and Leopold) birch decreased while pine, including
an Increased proportion of diploxylon species, Increased overall.

'-V
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In the Intermontane west, late-glacial vegetation was replaced by
Holocene vegetation by 9,000 B.P. and by 7,000 B.P. a warming and drying trend '"

had begun that resulted In sagebrush communities expanding at the expense of ,'
grass, and both sagebrush and grass expanding at the expense of conifer '

communities (Mehringer 1985). In north-central Washington sagebrush-dominated
steppe expanded at least 50 km northward. in the Goose Lake core these
transitions occur In Zone IV (Nickmann and Leopold) dated between 10,160 and

7,800. A spectacular rise In grass pollen occurs around 9500 B.P. and pine,
now dominated by diploxylon species, drops sharply. Birch and willow also

decrease. In this peri od ArtemI sIa pollen is about twice as common as in the
modern spectra col lected at 60 cm depth, and pine pollen about hal f as common,

Indicating a more steppe-I Ike environment than modern conditions. However,
the Goose Lake core records moister conditions for the 1,000 year period

before Mazama ashfall (Zone V, 7,800-6,700 B.P.) an event not noted In other
pollen sequences in the region (see Chapter 4 for discussion).

Regionally, the warming and drying trend had slowed by 5,400 B.P. and
totally reversed by 4,000 B.P. with the return of climatic conditions
resulting in more effective moisture (Mehringer 1985). In the northern
Plateau, retreat of steppe is Indicated by Increasing conifer pollen. In the
Goose Lake core, this transition Is recorded in Zone III (Dalan) the lower
part of which overlaps Zones V and VI (Nickmann and Leopold). Arboreal pollen
is generally low, but rises steadily throughout the zone. A marked Increase
in pine pollen marks the boundary between Zones III and IV at 212 cm. Zone IV
represents modern vegetation, and there are no late appearances of new
arboreal species in the area as in other areas (Mack et al. 1978a, 1978b).
The only further change in the pollen record Is the late rise of Chenopodinae,
thought to relate to historic overgrazing. ,

Problems with the chronology of the Goose Lake core make it difficult to
relate the vegetation history it records directly to the archaeological
record. The dates below tazama tephra form an Internal ly consistent sequence
that corresponds well with regional vegetation trends, but the date of 9580±90

above Mazama tephra Is clearly anomolous (see Table 4-1). This raises the
question of whether the date of 4755±85 B.P. at 212-218 cm, critical because
It dates the rather abrupt Increase In effective moisture, is valid. This is --.-

a somewhat early date for the total reversal of the warming/drying trend which
generally occurs closer to 4,000 B.P. However, as Nickmann and Leopold .'7

(Chapter 4) suggest In their discussion of the cool-moist period prior to -
M4azama ashfal 1, this site on the steppe-forest ecotone may be unusual ly
sensitive to changes in the steppe-forest boundary, and the change might be
picked up earl ler here. Because this Is a calcareous lake, there may be a
problem with contamination by oler carbon that could be corrected through
application of a hard-water correction factor. However, this is clearly not
the entire problem, or all the dates would be In sequence although too old.
The history of lake chemistry, productivity, and water levels needs to be
examined critically In order to determine the possible source of contamination -. ,.
and whether the 4755 B.P. date Is likely to have been affected. Even if the

4755±85 B.P. date Is val Id, It should not be compared directly to the cultural

il
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sequence, which is based on dendrocorrected radiocarbon dates. I
Dendrocorrection would yield a date of 5400-5500 B.P. 'J

Details of the lake history should also be worked out in order to 
N'

Interpret sedimentation rates and pollen Influx rates. The grey clay deposit
at the base of the core is the only clearly allochthonous deposition; the rest
of the sediment is probably autochthonous, derived from algae and other plants

growing in the lake. Algae concentrations were very low prior to Mazama
A. ashfall, but Increased rapidly in the mid-Holocene. Sedimentation rate would

be highly related to climatic variation. The fastest sedimentation rate
*: recorded In the Goose Lake core (9yr/cm), between 6,700 and 4,755 B.P.,

probably does not reflect an Influx of Inorganic sediment, but may indicate a
warm shallow lake that was particularly productive for some kinds of algae.

Chatters (1984c) suggests that low pollen Influx rates in the Plateau after
2500 BP. Indicate low plant productivity and less effective moisture than in
the preceding period. There are no dates above the 4755±85 BY. date In the
Goose Lake core, but if we assume the sedimentation rate is constant, the
relatively high pollen concentrations for the upper part of Zone IV indicate
high, rather than low, pollen Influx.

In conclusion, the local fossil pollen record mirrors the regional record
and provides Important paleoenvironmental Information that can be related to

-- " project area cultural prehistory. In the last 7,000 years there have been two

distinct climatic periods, a warm-dry mid-Holocene period and a late-Holocene
period of higher effective moisture. During the earlier period, the
vegetation was open shrub-steppe, dominated by Artemisla. grasses, chenopods,
and other herbaceous species. Pine and spruce Increased while grass and

• .Artemisla decreased in the later period. Because the timing of climatic
1. events and their effect on vegetation communities varies among regions

(Mehringer 1985), it would be best to use the Goose Lake core to indicate the

timing of this shift In the project area. Unfortunately, the date of 4755±85
B.P. at the boundary between these two periods Is of questionable validity

because of the clearly anomolous underlying date. Because the chronological
question cannot be resolved here, we will use the general regional dates for ..

Increased effective moisture, beginning around 5400 B.P. and culminating by

4000 B.P. Regardless of what date Is used for the Increase In effective
moisture, there are still problems in applying this information to
Interpretations of cultural prehistory. First, the trend begins gradually

even If it does end in a fairly abrupt shift; we do not know at what point
human adaptive systems would have been affected. Secondly, we assume that

climatic fluctuations within these periods could have been extreme, although
brief.

INTERPRETING SEDIIENTARY SEQUENCES IN OOLtLJBIA RIVER SITES

A number of assumptions are Involved In Interpreting geomorphological
history in a riverine environment, especially when relating river behavior to
regional climate. These assumptions concern: 1) relationships between

discharge, water level, and competency; 2) long and short-term variability In
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discharge levels, the seasonality of discharge, and the frequency of floods of

different magnitudes; 3) channel and valley morphology and the relative
Importance of different depositional processes; and 4) base levels, base level .p
changes, and isostasy. As more Holocene geomorphological reconstruction is

done in the Plateau area In connection with archaeological research, these

Issues will require more explicit discussion.

DISCHARGE, RIVER LEVEL, AND COMPETENCY

Interactions between hydrologic parameters such as discharge, velocity,

bed load, suspended load, deposition and erosion have been studied extensively
by hydrologists, both empirically and experimentally. Although the -41-

relationships are well understood and can be expressed mathematically, they

can be difficult to apply In paleoenvironmental reconstruction. If more than
one variable changes, which is usually the case, we do not know the net effect

unless we know the magnitude, not merely the direction, of change.
For example, the reconstruction of river history by Chatters (1984c)

equates greater discharge with greater bed load, higher water levels, and
reduced velocity. This equation is arguable. The Increased flow might have

been sufficient to handle the Increased bed load without a drop In velocity.
For most changes in sedimentation observed In archaeological sites, ,

there are several alternative explanations. For example, a change in

deposition within a fan in the Rocky Reach area, from fluvial deposition of
fine sands and silts in the lower fan unit to fan growth dominated by gravelly

mud flows, could be due to a change from perennial to ephemeral fan stream '
flow, a change in the seasonal distribution of precipitation, a lowering of
the base level of the Columbia, or all three factors (tlerendorf 1983).

SEASONAL VARIABILITY AND FLOOD PERIODICITY

Any model of how the river would be affected by regional climatic change .- ,'
should take Into account seasonal variation In hydrologic parameters, and the
season during which Increased tributary flow would have occurred. Different

drainage basins within the Columbia River system very greatly in terms of -.

size, shape, stream patterns, channel storage, and precipitation patterns, and
thus discharge patterns, In. luding flood frequency (Rantz and Riggs 1949).

For example, the headwaters drain high mountainous areas with numerous
glaciers and snow fields, and the eastern tributaries drain timbered
mountainous area. Between the Spokane and Snake River, there are no major
tributaries and the annual runoff for this 9,000 sq mile area Is virtually

zero (Rantz and Riggs 1949). The upper portion of the Columbia River has an

unusually regular high-water cycle, with high waters occurring in summer and . -_
due primarily to snow melt. Rainfall is rarely a cause of flooding, except In
very localized areas on small tributaries. In their analysis of flood
magnitude and frequency, Rantz and Riggs (1949) suggest that floods of the
magnitude of the 1894 flood (approximately 700,000 second-feet at Kettle

Falls) have a recurrence Interval of between 50 and 60 years.

",I W.
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The annual and short-term (50 years) variation in flow Is currently so

great that It is possible regional climatic change would affect the timing or
duration of variation In flow more than the magnitude. Empirical work

estimating these parameters for the past would be useful because the historic
hydrologic record for the Columbia River Is not extensive, and at any rate,
hydrologic parameters cannot be assumed to be constant in the past. Chatters
(1984b) study of flood frequency in late Holocene deposits In the RM 590 area
is an excellent example of the kind of empirical work needed.

CHANNEL AND VALLEY MORPHOLOGY

More consideration should be given to the appropriateness of particular

hydrologic models to the area in which sedimentary sequences are being
interpreted. The approach taken by Mierendorf (1983) Is welcome In this %
regard; he outlines the problem of interpreting fluvial processes in a canyon-
constrained river, the Rocky Reach of the Columbia River. He argues that

canyon-constrained rivers behave rather differently than the classic models of
braiding and meandering rivers. Rock walls and pendant bars of coarse
gravelly Pleistocene outwash Inhibit meandering of the channel and restrict

the extent of point bar lateral accretion. Bedrock outcrops, pendant bars,
and alluvial fans Influence deposition also by creating eddy currents that
result in loogitudinal mid-channel and channel marginal bars.

Other segments of the Columbia River may not have such narrow,
steep bedrock wal Is as the Rocky Reach, but anywhere the Holocene Columbia
River Is entrenched in an old channel previously occupied by a larger stream, *

the constraints of the canyon are a significant factor in fluvial processes.

In Rufus Woods Lake, valley walls are formed of a range of materials from
resistant bedrock to unconsolidated deposits of varying resistance to

erosion--glacial tills, imbricated flood deposits, glaclolacustrine silts.
The relative erodability would exert considerable Influence on the course
taken by the river. Even the relatively erodable fine glaclolacustrine
sediments occupy such huge volumes that they restrict river movement. To

widen Ihe valley even a little the river must remove an Incredible volume of .
sediment.

Landslides also Influence fluvial processes in the Columbia River

canyons; the degree of Influence varies, but where landslides are common or
large in size, they have a major Impact on river history (e.g., the Cascade
Landslide in the Columbia Gorge). The more rapid the downcutting of the river
or the lateral movement, the more frequent the rate of sliding, which would
slow the river down and perhaps cause temporary ponding and subsequent flash
flooding when dams were breached. Landslides could have contributed to
a long-term equilibrium In which rates of downward and lateral movement did
not vary much, or they could have contributed to disequilibrium Involving

damming, breaching, and downcuttIng.
Mierendorf (1983) focuses on horizontal constraint of river activity by V

canyons, but the ancient channels also provide vertical constraints.
Throughout much of Its length, the Holocene Columbia River has downcut through

S.7 12.:
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glacial sediments until it reached the old bedrock channel. Even if all other
factors remained equal, reaching the more resistant bedrock channel could have
a drastic effect on the rate of downcutting and other aspects of Columbia
River hydrology. In the Rufus Woods Lake, the channel bottom profile shows
abrupt changes in gradient, probably reflecting bedrock sills cut by a rather
different kind of flow, such as catastrophic floods, which now control the
local gradient of the modern stream to a great extent.

BASE LEVEL CHANGES AND ISOSTATIC REBOUND

quences of alluvial deposition proposed for parts of the Columbia River

system frequently attribute changes In the nature of river deposition to
changes in base level. For example, Mierendorf (1983) suggests there were
four periods of alluviation in the Rocky Reach area. The first, initiated
before 8200 B.P. and continuing for an unknown duration, may be related to a
lower base level than later episodes. Another period of aggradation began ..Y .,

before 3,000 B.P., possibly at a higher than modern base level. A third
period of alluvial deposition began before 1400 B.P. and terminated between *.

1400 and 1200 B.P. After this time the Columbia River may have been graded to
a lower base level and a possible fourth alluvial episode may be represented
by a terrace remnant with recent St. Helens ash. However, Mierendorf (1983)
does point out the sampling problem Involved; site testing was limited and it
is fully expected that evidence for additional periods exists but has not been
detected.

Chatters' model makes the assumption that shifts between downcutting and
aggrading regimes would be synchronous throughout the Columbia River system,
i.e., that different segments of the Columbia River system respond to a single
base level. While the primary base level of the Columbia River system at the
mouth obviously exerts influence over the entire system, in any given area the
influence of a secondary base level may be of greater magnitude. Secondary
base levels may be relatively Independent of each other and of the primary
base level. For example, In the late-glacial and early Holocene (13,000 to
9,000), sea level was rising and yet the Upper Columbia River was downcutting. -.

Mlerendorf (1984) contrasts the hydrologic histories of the Snake and Kootenal
Rivers, the two largest tributaries of the Columbia River. The Snake River

drainage Includes limited areas of Pleistocene montane glaciation, while the
Kootenal River drained both the Cordilleran Ice sheet and extensive alpine
glacial systems. The late-glacial adjustments of the rivers were not
synchronous; between 11,000 and 10,000 B.P., the Kootenai river was still 150-
200 ft above the modern river level, while the Snake River floodplain was
stabilized at roughly the modern elevation.

It should be possible to model systematic differences expected in the -
history of different portions of the river based on '7ctors such as distance ...

from glacial margin, time of glacial withdrawal, type of glacial deposits, and
the amount of rebound after glacial retreat. It Is likely that the degree of
independence of secondary base levels has changed In a predictable way through
time. Throughout the Holocene the Columbia River has been removing large
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volumes of glacial sediments from throughout the drainage and early in this
process the local base levels probably were relatively Independent. Once sea

level had stabilized, the effects of Isostatic rebound had diminished, and the

amount of glacial material was reduced, the river probably began to act more

in response to a single base level. If this is true, sedimentary sequences in
different parts of the Columbia River sequence should be quite different In

the early Holocene and become more and more similar through time. As

mentioned above, trends In base level change could be abruptly halted by

reaching the bedrock channel.
Because of the effects of isostastic rebound after the retreat of glacial :

Ice, tracing terraces by elevation alone within a limited area is problematic

even within a limited area (i.e., local variations in amount of rebound) and
it is certainly not possible to trace terraces between areas on the basis of
elevation alone. In addition, it means terrace elevations are not directly

equivalent to river levels.

IKN T ING SEDIENTRY SEQ0NACES IN THE PROJECT NEA

Hibbert (Chapter 2) does not address the geomorphological history of the
project area In the mid- and late-Holocene, but his detailed discussion of

Pleistocene and early Holocene history provides a background for understanding
the hydrologic and topographic conditions that obtained around 7,000 years

ago. The project area lies entirely within the Columbia River canyon which is
cut into M iocene and Cretaceous bedrock formations, and f II led wIth
unconsolidated sediments of Pleistocene and Holocene age. The older bedrock
deposits, of Interest primarily because they have constrained the movements of
water and ice throughout the Quaternary, are summarized by Hibbert. The bulk

of the deposits are Pleistocene in age, laid down by glacial-related events
such as Ice movement, lake formation, and canyon downcutting, all of which
affected vast areas.

The confluence of the Omak Trench and the Columbia Valley is the boundary

between two segments of the river canyon with different geologic histories.

As discussed by Hibbert (Chapter 2), the upper canyon, from Grand Coulee to
the Omak Trench, follows a plateau-marginal course and has granitic bedrock on
the northern rim and basaltic rocks on the southern rim. The lower canyon,

from the Omak Trench downriver, cuts between the Waterville PLJteau and the
outlying Omak Plateau, and Is characterized by basalt bedrock on both rims.

The late Pleistocene history of the upper and lower canyon also differ.
When the Okanogan Lobe of the Cordilleran ice sheet had withdrawn to the
Canadian border by 12,000-13,000 B.P., remnant ice was left in the canyons.

§7 Ice remained longer in the lower canyon, Impounding meltwater to form glacial

Lake Columbia in the upper canyon. A thick deposit of glaciolacustrine

sediments, the Nespelem Silt, was laid down in the upper canyon. After

breaching the lower Ice dam, the Columbia River downcut rapidly through the
lacustrine sediments, creating a deep narrow valley with a prominent terrace
system which can be traced from just downrlver of the mouth of the Nespelem
River to beyond Grand Coulee Dam upriver. Subsequent damming by ice or a
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landsl ide caused a second lake to form In the upper canyon. The river
eventually breached this barrier as well and flowed in the lower canyon again,
halting at 305 m to cut extensive terraces In lake fill, flood gravels, and
til l. Because of multiple Ice dams occurred in the vicinity of the Omak
Trench, the lower canyon Is characterized more by gravels of Spokane type
floods, while lake sediments are more typical of the upper canyon.

During the early Holocene (10,000 to 7,000 B.P.), prior to the earl lest
known human occupation of the area, geologic events were still strongly
Influenced by earlier glacial events. According to Hibbert (Chapter 2), "-v
the Columbia River completed its dissection of the glaciolacustrine sediments . .....
filling the canyon and reached approximately Its historic elevation by 7000
B.P., leaving a deep canyon characterized by a wel l-developed terrace system,
and a narrow channel occurring entireiy in bedrock.

Depositional and erosional processes responsible for altering the
landscape since about 7,000 years ago Include lateral migration, point bar and
overbank deposition of the Columbia River, alluvial fan development, colluvial
deposition and landslides, and aeolian deposition. Local lateral migrations
of the channel are recorded by the shape of the river, point bars, and
erosional episodes preserved In site profiles. There Is little floodplain
development in this narrow and incised valley but natural levees and abandoned >. "
channels can be recognized In some areas. Surfaces less than 20 m above
historic river levels commonly exhibit overbank deposits of the Columbia
River. Small alluvial fans have developed at the mouths of tributaries
draining the steep slopes on either side of the river. There are currently '*..,

few permanent drainages In the project area, most of the drainage on the slope
being Intermittent and unintegrated. Talus slopes are common at the base of
both granitic and basaltic bedrock formations. Erosion and colluvial
redeposition of the thick glaciolacustrine sediments In the upper canyon Is
common and may take the form of either major landsl ides or small deposits. A
thin layer of aeolian sediments caps almost all stable surfaces.

Mid- and late-Holocene depositional agents are more localized In effect
than the Late-glacial and early-Holocene depositional processes. While the
frequency and Importance of various depositional and erosional processes has
no doubt changed throughout the Holocene in response to changes in regional '

climate, the geologic events which shaped the riverine landscape during the
Holocene overwhelmingly have been Influenced by local conditions. The '.. .
riverine/canyon environment offers sufficient topographic and hydrologic
variability that all the above depositional processes probably were
represented within the river canyon at all times. Thus regular changes In
sediments at any given site may be related to shifts in depositional
environment Independent of regional climate, such as lateral movement of the
river channel. Nonetheless, major variations in regional climate should be
reflected In changes In the Intensity and frequency of the above types of -

depositio-al agencies.
The latter three of the general Interpretive Issues raised above are

discussed in the following sections. Because the site sedimentary data was
collected primarily for Intra-site analysis, rather than for purposes of '-.
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reg Iona I pa I eonv i ronmental reconstruct Ion; we can exam i ne these quest ions only
In a very general way. A more conclusive study would require re-analysis of

site sediment data emphasizing dating of geologic events, differences in

sequences in different parts of the river, and estimates of deposition rates.

SEASONAL VARIABILITY AND FLOOD PERIODICITY

Historic data Indicate considerable seasonal and short-term annual

fluctuation in river discharge and water level. For example, at site 45-00-

211, the discharge on November 16, 1942 was 38,500 cfs, and on June 21, 1943,
it was 319,100 cfs (USACE 1945). The high water level, on June 21, rose from

319,100 cfs at 45-0-211, to 319,900 cfs at 45-0-282, 34 miles downstream.
In general, the difference between high and low water levels on 1942/43 ranged

from 26 ft to 40 ft at various locations within what Is now the reservoir and
averaged 30 ft. The highest recorded flood peak at Grand Coulee Dam was

638,000 cfs, June 12, 1948. The 1894 flood was not recorded directly, but
elevations of over 70 ft were observed at Grand Coulee Dam and the -

reconstructed discharge was 740,000 cfs. The same flood was approximately
700,000 cfs at Kettle Falls, where the average peak flow between 1916 and 1940 ,

was 346,900 cfs. Floods of the magnitude of the 1894 flood probably occurred
at a frequency between 50 and 60 years (Rantz and Riggs 1949). Z

Accordinj to Rantz and Riggs (1949) river discharge in this area is
control led primarily by snowmelt and runoff In basins draining into the

Columbia River above the Spokane River. Changes in discharge volume and
competency might therefore be only Indirectly related to environmental changes

within the local area.
Over 25 distinct flxood events datIng between 2000 and 0 B.P. were

recorded at 45-OK-197 by the RM 590 project (Chatters 1984b). A large number
of radiocarbon dates tied to this sequence allowed analysis of variation In

flood periodicity during this period. Floods high enough to deposit on this
surface occurred at a frequency of once per 83.65 years between 1870 B.P. and
980 B.P. Between 980 B.P. and 560 B.P., the flood frequency was once every 34
years, and since 560 B.P. they have been occurring only once every 137 years.
The elevation of the surface changed from 293.5 to 295.5 m a.s.l. Denton and

Karlen (1973) note a cool period between 1500 and 1000 B.P., ending just when
the period of most frequent flooding beglns. The latest period, when flooding
is least frequent, encompasses the Little Ice Age. r

CHANNEL AND VALLEY MORPHOLOGY ,.1,

As Chatters (1984c) suggests, the Columbia River In the project area was
no doubt a braiding channel as It rapidly downcut through glacial sediments.

The gradient and discharge rate both decreased rapidly in the early Holocene
as the glacial meltwater contribution ceased and the river cut lower In an
Increasingly narrower canyon. The river would have become less and less

braided through time, gradually turning Into the single channel river observed

In historic times. Some of the characteristics that favor braiding still

hi.:
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obtain, such as fluctuating discharge, heavy sediment load, steep gradient,
coarse load and easily erodable banks. Meirendorf (1983) argues that the
Rocky Reach of the Columbia River is still perhaps more typical of a braiding
pattern than a meandering pattern, although neither model fits well. The same
Is true for the Rufus Woods Lake portion of the river, which is general ly a
single channel, low sinuosity stream. Crozier (1983) suggests the river in
the project area Is a meandering stream, but it does not have the high
sinuosity or well developed floodplain of a classic meandering river. Neither
does it fit the pattern of a braided river, characterized usually by multiple
channels and ephemeral mid-channel bars. There are some channel Islands
(e.g., Buckley Bar), but they are cut off point bars, rather than true channel
Islands. Apart from the poorly developed floodplain, the depositional
features are more like a meandering than a braiding stream. The low sinuosity
Is due to restriction of lateral movement by the entrenchment of the river In
the relatively fine-grained, loose lacustrine fill and bedrock walls of the
ancient canyon. In fact, this reach of the modern Columbia River is most like
a straight channel, as perhaps are other reaches with deeply entrenched
valleys.

Straight channel reaches are rare In streams and not expected to be very
long (Leopold et al. 1964). Flow and depositional patterns are the same in
straight channels as In meandering channels. Like meandering channels,
straight channels shift their position by lateral accretion. Erosion takes
place in pools and deposition on point bars. There are riffles at the

-. crossovers between bends. The same three kinds of fluvial deposits occur In
straight channel stream as other kinds of channels: channel, bank, and flood
basin deposits.

Chn deposits Include channel lag, channel bed, channel fill, and bar
deposits. Channel deposits are primarily bed load material but may Include
some suspended load material. Sediment accumulations in channels which form
topographic highs are called bars. Meandering and straight rivers are
characterized by point bars. These differ from the channel bars in braided
rivers, which migrate actively. Point bar sediments are the coarsest carried
by the river next to channel lag deposits.

Point bars are a function of the flow characteristics of the channel.
The maximum flow velocities are near the steep concave bank just downstream
from the axis of a bend. The river erodes Its bank In this area, and deposits -.

material on the convex bank, where velocities are at their minimum. The
material eroded from the concave side tends to be deposited on the point bar
of the next downstream meander, not on the point bar on the opposite convex
side. Deposition on point bars Is rapid and much of it takes place during
floods.

Both b&nk and filoodbasin deposits are primarily suspended load sediments.
Bank deposits are sediments deposited on the river bank during flood periods-- "- .
levee deposits and crevasse splay deposits. Flood basin deposits are fine-
grained sediments left during heavy floods when water flows over levees.

.,.r JN.
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In the project area we find typical sequences of channel lag deposits

overlain by point bar, bank, and overbank deposits. The Columbia River
gravels (Qcr) which cover terraces at all elevations are channel lag deposits. I.
They are clast-supported deposits of very coarse material. At many of the
archaeological sites, the coarse gravel and cobble deposits are covered by
finer materials that represent point bar deposition. The bank deposits and
floodbasin deposits that overlie point bar deposits at many of the sites are
not well differentiated, a characteristic of poorly developed flood plains.
The poor development of the floodplain Is apparent simply from the
topography--cases of topographic highs Indicating levees and lows Indicating
backwater basins are rare. Poor floodplain development commonly Is associated
with rivers that actively migrate laterally, but In the case of the Columbia
River In the project area may be due to the nearly continuous downcutting of _

the river and to Its entrenchment in a deep, inherited valley rather than to
active lateral migration. Although we recognize levee development In a few
areas on the basis of topography, we could not reliably distinguish levee *.

deposits from overbank deposits In site profiles. Extremely fine-grained
slackwater deposits also are Infrequent.

A number of problems were encountered In Identifying types of landforms
and deposits. Because of lack of extensive field information on the three-
dimensional shape and bedding characteristics of the deposits, it was
necessary to rely on relatively rough criteria. This has no doubt led to some
misIdentIfIcations, especially in this setting where many of the expected W
deposits are difficult to distinguish. Reineck and Singh (1973) mention the
difficulty of distinguishing aeolian reworked material from alluvial material
on upper bars, the difficulty of telling bank and flood basin deposits apart
in a poorly developed flood plains, 'nd the difficulty of distinguishing
overbank deposits, especially levee deposits, from upper bar deposits.

Because the history and morphology of the upper and lower canyons are
different, we expect the depositional environments and processes to be
somewhat different, at least in frequency. Terraces are not as well developed
in the lower valley and the wa Ils are steeper and narrower. The difference
between high and low water surface elevations was probably greater In the .- .
lower part of the canyon because of Its narrowness. Today, the difference in
the canyons is highlighted by the reservoir; Rufus Woods Lake is not
considerably wider In the lower canyon even though the depth is greater.

BASE LEVEL CHANGES AND ISOSTATIC REBOUND.-

While the Rufus Woods Lake area could not have been totally unaffected by
changes in base level downstream, Its relationship to local base levels was
probably more important. The amount of glacial sediment In this area, and the
late cessation of glacial Influence may mean that this area was responding to
a local base level until well into the Holocene.

As Hibbert (Chapter 2) discusses, the river began downcutting from the
base of lake sediments at 520 m sometime after 13,000 B.P., and reached 380 m
(1235') at either 12,600 or 11,200-11,300, and reached 310 m (1000) by 6,700

"'¢?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~....'':"... -"...- ." ..................-.. '..- -.......-.. ..- . . .--..-- .--.. '.:-,."......-,.-"-""
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B.P. He argues that as the river had reached the 1000' elevation sometime

prior to 7000 B.P. it probably reached historic elevations shortly thereafter.

Because a large number of archaeological sites in the project area are found

on landforms below the 1000 terrace mentioned by Hibbert, a finer resolution
of chronology is desirable. Although the time elapsed may have been "short"
in geologic terms, a difference of 20 meters or 1000 years would be
significant In archaeological terms. This issue is discussed in more dEtail
following presentation of the site sedimentary sequences.

The lowest strongly expressed terrace In the project area (Hibbert,
Chapter 2) is the one found at 1100 at Grand Coulee Dam, grading to 1000 at j."
the mouth of the Omak Trench, yet lower to Alen Bar and Gavlota Bend, and not
well expressed further downriver. There are both erosional terraces and
aggradational bars below this terrace. It Is difficult to trace these recent
terraces the length of the reservoir. In some areas, landslides and colluvial
deposition have destroyed or obscured terrace remnants. Terraces are not as
prominently expressed In the coarse till deposits of the lower canyon as in
the glaclolacustrine sediments of the upper canyon. We used the 1100-1000
terrace as a reference point in tracing lower, less prominent terraces. It is
the T3 terrace In the RM 590 reach and Is around 1050 in elevation between
45-OK-2 and 45-0K-250. Table 5-1 presents the approximate elevation range of
terraces by reach. These are only preliminary; they are based on inspection
of topographic maps and were not field checked.

Table 5-1. Terrace elevations by reach.

Terrace RH 590-565 AN4 585-575 RN 575-5652 AN 565-5503:

TO 940-965 91"-45 985-015 950-900

Nospaem Bar bar below903-942 Persons Rapids

800-925 at
AN4 575

965-1000 94-90 915-950 900-925 -o' .-

72 000O-1050 980-1025 950-1000 825-050

00 aids at RN 59
OK sids at RN 569
with *tluv. fran

T3 1050-1080 125-1060 1000-1050 980-1000

DO 00 side at At ton Bar. _-"

RN 560-567, OK Gvilate Bond,
side at RN 571 OK side at RN 563

T4 1100-1150 1050-1100 1000-1050

00 aids at Abs 557
gradual gravel
covered skopes at .3.
Abr 553,0 e 00 aid

1. Etevations from USeS 15' quadrangle maps and USACE (19451 (river before .0, "S.
impoundment).

2. The T3 in reach 575-565 and 565-555 way or amy not be coognstic with the 14 above
th:sDoak Trench, Alt terraces in the loer two reaches say diffar In age from
thos in the upper canyori

3. Contours below 900' wsre not mopped below RN 566 on USACE (1945)

-, .4 ., ..
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SEDIMPENTARY SEQUENCES BY REAI.

Location and elevation relative to the Columbia River is summarized for
the excavated sites In Table 5-2. Individual site sequences are discussed

below, arranged by reach.

Table 5-2. Site locations and elevations.

River ELevation 1942/431
ELevation Riverij

Site Terrace Nit* Aver Loes Ni gh I11
E FT 0.,to Surfs Surface

AN 500-M9

45-00-211 290 977 TI 590 913 928 955

. I :. ,*...'

45-O-214 293 961 0 58.5 10 927 954 %

45-DO-205 291 954 10 568 922 924 952 %, -

W 501-670

45-OK-2A 291-294 95448 71 581 e 902 932

45-01-e 200-293 951-01 1'? 59D.5 eel BU0 931 ,~

45-DO-242 290 951 579 8 985 69 929

45-DO-243 292 958 579 BOB see 929

45-0K-4 290-293 951-61 T1 579 B9 897 927

45-0K-250 290-295 951-6 578 98 897 927

46-0K-256 290 951 11 576 996 895 925

45-01-11 291 954 TI 575 063 893 924 . ...

AN 590-W6

45-0K-297/ 29-201 B40-954 568 645 874 902
298

45-00-204 292 958 13 567 830 874 900

m m.- .. . ...

45-D-273 290 951 12 561 825 850 696 .-... ..

45-M1-18 293 981 13 561 825 960 696

45-00-326 290 951 12 558 616 648 So

45-00-2D 2 299-295 948-M6 13 556 794 825 965

1. Taken ifre USACE (1945. igh surface (appro;. 319,000 cf) was meaur d
on June 21. L surfa e (38,000 to 52.000 cfa) measured in October and ..
Novembert. .

RM 590-588

The three furthest upriver sites, 45-D0-211, 45-DO-214, and 45-D0-285,
lie between RM 590 and 588. Sediment sequences from these sites are
summarized In Figure 5-1. Additional data on sediments from archaeological
sites in this reach can be found In Chatters 1984a and 1984c.

.. 4.
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Years 48-00-21 45-00-214 48-00-265
8 P. ITI I ITO) (TO)

0 hiSt. flood deposits hist. flood deposits
S

aseoLien reworking buried vegetation set *upper overbank deposit
of sediments. soe eoiL davaLopment -

1000 only intermittent - - ? -- ?.- - -
overbank deposition 1 a iYGriuIn deapail middle overbank deposit
soil development hiatus? Loser ovrbnk deposit

20 - ? - - - bar cut off
surface stabilizes -

5coLLWisL deposition, point bar formation
3000 ' rapid overbsnk erosion

• deposition

4000 3 strata separated
by sur-faces, upwasrd
increase in grain
size, thickness of

6000 bad:,

6000 point bar formation

7000

6000

•indicates radiocarbon date or dates. C

Figure 5-1. Sequence of deposits at sites between RM 590 and 588.

We suggest a revision of the terrace sequence proposed by Chatters for
this area. First, the lowest surface, TO or the historic floodplain has a
greater vertical extent. The surface elevations of Buckley Bar, Indicated on
a pre-reservoir map, are 920.1-966.8. Low water elevations In 1942/43 in this
vicinity ranged from 924 to 929 ft, and high water elevations from 952-955.
The lower boundari of the floodplain should be lower than the elevation of the ..
annual flood stage, but not as low as the lowest water level, which probably::
exposed channel deposits. The next lowest terrace, T1, is between 960 and .

1000 in elevation. Chatters (1984c) terms this terrace, Sanderson Creek Bar, %
an aggradation terrace, but it actually is the lowest erosional terrace, as
Indicated by the Nespelem sllt exposed in the bank at the downstream end of
Sanderson Creek Bar. There are aggradational floodplain deposits on the
terrace surface, however. The terrace across from 45-DO-214, T2, lies between

1000 and 10501. The terrace across from 45-DO-211, the T3 terrace, is above
the 1050 t contour. The T4 Is above the 1100 contour.

Sometime before 5500 B.P. the river had dropped from the 1050 level to
the 1000 level and was forming the point bar on which 45-DO-211 Is located.
The Columbia River flowed across the bar until sometime shortly before 5500
B.P. A series of Interbedded, highly variable, but well sorted sediments
represent a point bar deposit on top of the channel lag deposit. The point
bar was seasonally exposed and attractive for human use around 5500 B.P. A "o
probable hearth remnant, dated at 5497±142, was found on a stratum of coarse

'-•. - . '
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-4

After a hiatus of unknown length, this deposit was overlain by an upper

bar deposit mixed with colluvium in some areas. The length of the hiatus is

uncertain. There Is no evidence of surface exposure, such as soil development

or weathering. The dates must be considered maximum bracketing dates--the
Interval was probably much shorter. Increased erosion during this episode may

have resulted in redeposition of cultural materials.
Human use of the site and the pattern of gradual accumulation of alluvium

resumed by 1500 B.P. Al luvlal fan deposition in the draw Increased, but it is
not known whether this Is due to local or regional changes in precipitation

and river level. Further alluvial sedimentation began to cover the colluvial.
gravels at the north end of the site with massively bedded overbank deposits.

Five radiocarbon dates Indicate a time span from 1500 to 850 B.P. Ephemeral
streams were active at this time; there is much evidence of erosion and

deposition by small channels. An overlying overbank deposit is associated
cultural materials dated between 850-400 B.P. Use of the sites seems to have
virtually ceased after 400 B.P. Sedimentation continued, capping the site

deposits with aeolian sediments, and perhaps one flood deposit, while an
alluvial fan continued building in the draw.

Site 45-D0-204 is at the downstream end of a large terrace, on the bank
of a ravine. The ravine represents entrenchment of the fan by its stream,
since 2800 B.P. The oldest sedimentary unit, Columbia River channel deposits
more than 7000 .years old, Is overlain by an alluvial fan containing Mazama
tephra. Lower bar deposits lie to the riverward side of the fan, and

partially overlie it; they contain a sparse deposit of cultural materials
associated with radicarbon dates of 4395±106 and 4590±143. The upper bar

deposits contain the densest cultural occupation, with an accompanying
radiocarbon date of 2812±334. The date, from a feature, probably dates the

upper surface of the upper bar deposits. The overlying slope wash deposits

contain sparse cultural materials with a radiocarbon date of 655±67. The fan

deposit was interpreted as such because of the variability within the
sediments, the relatively thin beds, and the fact that they were thickest away

from the river. The upper bar deposits are more massive and less variable in
texture than the lower bar deposits.

The start of overbank deposition at the site after 5000 B.P. indicates
either general Increase in effective precipitation and river load, or that the
river bed had fallen below the 305 m terrace. Around 2800 B.P., the overbank
deposition ceased. A cultural occupation on this surface is recorded in Zone

2. Since that time only slope wash and aeolian activity have contributed
sediments to the site.

RM 565-555

Depositlonal sequences at sites 45-D0-273, 45-OK-18, 45-D0-326, and
45-DO-282, which lie between RM 561 and 556, are shown In Figure 5-5.

Site 45-DO-273 lies between two deep drainage channels at the river
margin of a small al luvIal fan at the downstream end of a 1000 ft terrace L-
(Allen Bar). The terrace Is cut Into glaciolacustrine sediments and the
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Years 45-00-973 45-OK- iS 45-00-326 45-00-2 2
a.P. (T21 (T31 (121 I T31

0 paat-reaervolr dep. Orockratt and setlien

1000 heavy rockfatL,

stable surrece? ?- -? . . . ? -. .
2000 - - - ? ?scin lp ah - - - -- - -otn -~o -es - .

- ?----? -m-
u t St Hetena P tophre eotion sands

upper orba nk more renkdttg3000 and stops wash section wi at op wash : alluvial fani

- -stal sutrface,
*stacknoter, St Not Yomai deeopmnt

ten.

4000 --- - ?_ _ -.. ...........
overbank, btop weh
--- ---- o mbi Rivee ttt et f upr 6'.

channel depo itt w o tre CverbAnk bov
5000 upper b ab ond the 1050 or 1100 ft c .

weuvial fen 
an alluval a

6000 -----------
ett:L v I t ran, attuv t fe with

t a A tiephrk l it aa St. Hter ae e tore?ce7000 "''%
7_ --_ _- - --. ..

tor bar s t b u n y e Columbia A orwee

0ndcteb radioctrbon date or dated.

Figure 5-5. Sequence of deposits at sites between RM 561 and 566.

upstream portion Is capped by channel deposits of the Columbia River. Above
the 1000 ft contour Is a steeper slope, of col luval deposits, and cliffs of~gneissic granite rise above the 1050 or 1100 ft contour. Lower bar deposits

consisting of steeply dipping, wel stratif ed, texturally variable sediments
were exposed at the base of the site. They are overlain by an alluvial fan
with a thick lens of Mazama tephra at the base. Above this are two sequences
of alluvial deposition, separated by an unconformity dated around dep-it
4500 B.P. by artifacts associlated with the lower deposit. The date of 1500
to 1000 B.P. given to the upper deposit Is based on a a single projectile
point and Is not necessarily reliable. o atw

! ~At 45-0K-18, nearly directly across the river from 45-D0-273, the oldest,.,
"[i ~deposit Is a layer of coarse material with a steeply sloping surface, .,,

consisting of cobbles, pebbles, and sand, grading to medium-sized sand towards .""
,. .the river. This has been Interpreted as channel deposits left by the Columbia-

I River as It migrated across the bar during early postglaclal times.
~~~Above the channel deposits are very fine, horizontally bedded deposits ..

that are unusually high in silt and clay for the project area. The fine .-.
texture of these deposits Indicates they were laid down In still water and .- ,

=.- .j mottling In the lowest unit suggests postdeposltional alteration below the

water table. Freshwater snail shells are common throughout the deposit. The
appropriate depositional environment may have been provided by a backwater

%.
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slough on the Columbia River floodplain or by temporary ponding of the
Columbia River by a landslide. Volcanic tephra is found in varying amounts In
the upper part of the deposit. The largest deposits are two lenses
approximately 60 cm long and 10 cm thick within a 2 x 2 m square. A sample
from one of these lenses was Identified by Davis as Mt. St. Helens Yn, dated
around 3400 B.P. (see Davis, Appendix B). A radiocarbon date of 3780±175
within this unit, the age of the Tephra, and a date of 3363±394 in the
overlying unit suggest that the slackwater deposits were laid down between

*3800 and 3400 B.P.
Two loamy sand deposits of mixed aeolian and slope wash origin complete

the site sequence. The lower of the two is a soft, well-sorted, deposit of

very fine sand and silt. Gravel Inclusions Increase away from the river; they
" apparently washed In from the slopes above the site. Small pockets of tephra

and sand occur at the upper surface of this Jeposit. The tephra has been
identified as St. Helens P tephra, dated around 2500 B.P. The youngest
depositional unit also consists of aeol Ian and slopewash material but is
darker and more compact, suggesting 1'. has been affected by soil development.
The surface was probably relatively stable and received little deposition
after 2500 B.P., allowing soil development to proceed.

Site 45-DO-326 is on the 950 ft terrace directly upstream from White Cap
Rapids. The three basalt erratlcs that form the shelter rest on a substrate
of massive, glacially deposited basalt column fragments and rounded granitic
boulders similar to those exposed on the point to the north. The glacial till
deposit is overlain by an alluvial fan laid down by a small stream immediately
to the southwest. Inside the shelter, the fan sediments are coarse sands and

gravels near the western entrance, grading into finer sands toward the east, '

Indicating deposition by a stream directly southwest of the site. Outside the
shelter the fan debris Is slightly coarser and mixed with more rapidly
deposited mud flow material. The fan contains cultural materials dated
between 5-4000 B.P. A discontinuous stratum of apparently redeposited tephra
that has not been Identified (see Appendix B) was laid down near the top of

*i this unit. Alluvial fan deposition continued for a while but aeolian

deposition Increased In Importance in the overlying units. The next deposit
.... comprises alluvial fan materials and rockfal I from the erratIcs. Radiocarbon

dates and cultural materials Indicate two occupations within this deposit, 1
dated between 4000-2000 B.P. and 2000 to 300 B.P. The youngest deposit,
rockfall and aeolian sediments, Is associated with cultural materials and
radiocarbon dates of 283±75 and 108±61.

Site 45-D0-282 is the furthest downrlver of all project sites. On either
side of 45-D0-282 are outcrops of granitic bedrock. The site Is on a terrace
that slopes gently from 1,000 ft down to the bank at 950 ft. Although no
regional formation Is mapped for this terrace, It presumably was cut by the
Columbia River. The two granite outcrops at each end of the site would have
affected the currents, and thus deposition, In the site area. The oldest
depositional unit exposed at the site consists of rounded river cobbles,
undoubtedly Columbia River gravels. Above this Is an alluvial fan with a
secondary tephra deposit, tentatively, but not positively Identified as St. S
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Helens S-set, dated around 13,000 years B.P. (see Davis, Appendix B). The ash
was found at the upper surface of the fan In a single unit In the southwest
part of Area A. Cultural materials within the fan are estimated to be 6-7,000

$years old by diagnostic projectile point styles. One of the four Cold Springs
side-notched points from this cultural assemblage was found In the same level
as the tephra. Above this are two massive, horizontally bedded, moderately
well sorted deposits which were Interpreted as overbank deposits, although the
possibility that they are loess remains. Cultural materials in the lower
deposit are dated at 6-5000 B.P. and in the upper 5-4,000 B.P. Cultural
occupation and sedimentation stopped by 4,000 B.P. and soil development took
place on the stable surface.

DISCUSSION

The site sedimentary sequences discussed above Indicate considerable
local variability in sedimentation due to lateral river movement and vertical
aggradation of the floodplain that may overwhelm evidence for regionalm- o c g

climate-controlled changes.
Volcanic +ephras were not found to be of much help in defining or dating

an alluvial sequence. The lowest elevation of Mazama tephra deposits found In
excavated sites is at 45-D0-204, 58 ft above pre-dam high water levels. The
45-0-204 tephra deposit is in a sandy alluvial fan adjacent to Columbia River
alluvial deposits, indicating that the fan may have been partially subaqueous
or at least that the base level of the fan (the river) was at this elevation.
Other Mazama ash deposits (DO-273, +66 ft) or cultural deposits predating

* 6,700 B.P. (00-282, +83 ft) are higher In elevation. Elevations of Mt. St.
Helens P (2500 B.P.) and St. Helens Yn (3400 B.P.) do not aid In dating river
levels because they were found only at 45-OK-18, at an elevation of +76 ft,
higher than some landforms with deposits of Mazama tephra.

Therefore, we turned to dated cultural occupations as a means of dating
river activity at different elevations. Because the river fluctuated 30-50 ft
throughout the year, and people made use of both high and low elevation
landforms at different times of the year, comparisons should be made only
among similar site types on similar landforms. For example, we assume that
pithouses were constructed only In areas above the local water table and that
were generally dry all year. Therefore the date of the oldest pithouse on a
particular landform should provide a minimum date of when the river dropped
too low to regularly Inundate the site. This Information Is not comparable to
dates of cultural activity associated with point bar surfaces or other
regularly inundated landforms. For example, the oldest component at 45-D0-
214, which consists of unstructured dumps of rock and shell may have been in a

zone that was only exposed for a short time each year.
Table 5-3 gives dates of bar formation and vertical accretion at sites

arranged by elevation. If Chatters' (1984c) model Is correct, we should see
evidence of substantial aggradation during the mid-Holocene period (time of
raised base level) and minimal aggradation before 4700-4000 B.P. and after
2500 B.P. While changes In the rate of aggredation cannot be ruled out on the

€'.
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After a hiatus of unknown length, this deposit was overlain by an upper
bar deposit mixed with col luvium In some areas. The length of the hiatus Is
uncertain. There Is no evidence of surface exposure, such as soll development
or weathering. The dates must be considered maximum bracketing dates--the
Interval was probably much shorter. Increased erosion during this episode may
have resulted In redeposition of cultural materials.

Human use of the site and the pattern of gradual accumulation of alluvium
resumed by 1500 B.P. Alluvial fan deposition in the draw Increased, but It Is
not known whether this Is due to local or regional changes In precipitation
and river level. Further alluvial sedimentation began to cover the col luvlal
gravels at the north end of the site with massively bedded overbank deposits.
Five radiocarbon dates Indicate a time span from 1500 to 850 B.P. Ephemeral
streams were active at this time; there Is much evidence of erosion and
deposition by small channels. An overlying overbank deposit is associated

cultural materials dated between 850-400 B.P. Use of the sites seems to have
virtually ceased after 400 B.P. Sedimentation continued, capping the site
deposIts wIth aeol Ian sedIments, and perhaps one flood deposIt, whIle an
alluvial fan continued building In the draw.

Site 45-0O-204 Is at the downstream end of a large terrace, on the bank
of a ravine. The ravine represents entrenchment of the fan by Its stream,
since 2800 B.P. The oldest sedimentary unit, Columbia River channel deposits
more than 7000.years old, Is overlain by an alluvial fan containing Mazama
tephra. Lower bar deposits lie to the riverward side of the fan, and
partially overlie It; they contain a sparse deposit of cultural materials
associated with radicarbon dates of 4395±106 and 4590±14., The upper bar
deposits contain the densest cultural occupation, with an accompanying
radiocarbon date of 2812±334. The date, from a feature, probably dates the r .

upper surface of the upper bar deposits. The overlying slope wash deposits
contain sparse cultural materials with a radiocarbon date of 655±67. The fan
deposit was Interpreted as such because of the variability within the
sediments, the relatively thin beds, and the fact that they were thickest away
from the river. The upper bar deposits are more massive and less variable In
texture than the lower bar deposits.

The start of overbank deposition at the site after 5000 BRP. Indicates
either general Increase In effective precipitation and river load, or that the
river bed had fallen below the 305 m terrace. Around 2800 B.P., the overbank
deposition ceased. A cultural occupation on this surface Is recorded In Zone

2. Since that time only slope wash and aeolian activity have contributed W:-).
sediments to the site.

RM 565-555

DepositRonal sequences at sites 45-D0-273, 45-OK-18, 45-D0-326, and

45-D0-282, which lie between RU 561 and 556, are shown In Figure 5-5.
Site 45-D0-273 lies between two deep drainage channels at the river

margin of a small alluvial fan at the downstream end of a 1000 ft terrace
(Allen Bar). The terrace Is cut Into glaciolacustrine sediments and the
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Figure 5-5. Sequence of deposits at sites between RM 561 and 566.

upstream portion is capped by channel deposits of the Columbia River. Above
the 1000 ft contour is a steeper slope, of colluvial deposits, and cliffs of
gneissic granite rise above the 1050 or 1100 ft contour. Lower bar deposits
consisting of steeply dipping, well stratified, texturally variable sediments
were exposed at the base of the site. They are overlain by an alluvial fan
with a thick lens of Mazama tephra at the base. Above this are two sequences
of alluvial deposition, separated by an unconformity dated around ."
4500 B.P. by artifacts associated with the lower deposit. The date of 1500
to 1000 B.P. given to the upper deposit Is based on a a single projectile
point and is not necessarily reliable. -

At 45-OK-18, nearly directly across the river from 45-DO-273, the oldest
deposit Is a layer of coarse material with a steeply sloping surface,
consisting of cobbles, pebbles, and sand, grading to medium-sized sand towards
the river. This has been Interpreted as channel deposits left by the Columbia
River as It migrated across the bar during early postglacial times. " ,N

Above the channel deposits are very fine, horizontally bedded deposits
that are unusually high In silt and clay for the project area. The fine 4, W..*
texture of these deposits Indicates they were laid down in still water and
mottling In the lowest unit suggests postdeposltional alteration below the
water table. Freshwater snail shells are common throughout the deposit. The
appropriate depositional environment may have been provided by a backwater

.......... ,.. ..:,,
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slough on the Columbia River floodplain or by temporary ponding of the
Columbia River by a landslide. Volcanic tephra Is found in varying amounts In
the upper part of the deposit. The largest deposits are two lenses
approximately 60 cm long and 10 cm thick within a 2 x 2 m square. A sample
from one of these lenses was Identified by Davis as Mt. St. Helens Yn, dated
around 3400 B.P. (see Davis, Appendix B). A radiocarbon date of 3780±175
within this unit, the age of the tephra, and a date of 3363±394 In the
overlying unit suggest that the slackwater deposits were laid down between

3800 and 3400 B.P.
Two loamy sand deposits of mixed aeol Ian and slope wash origin complete

the site sequence. The lower of the two Is a soft, well-sorted, deposit of
very fine sand and silt. Gravel inclusions Increase away from the river; they
apparently washed In from the slopes above the site. Small pockets of tephra
and sand occur at the upper surface of this deposit. The tephra has been
Identif led as St. Helens P tephra, dated around 2500 B.P. The youngest
depositional unit also consists of aeolian and slopewash material but Is
darker and more compact, suggesting it has been affected by soil development.
The surface was probably relatively stable and received little deposition
after 2500 B.P., allowing soil development to proceed.

Site 45-D0-326 Is on the 950 ft terrace directly upstream from White Cap
Rapids. The three basalt erratics that form the shelter rest on a substrate

of massive, glacially deposited basalt column fragments and rounded granitic
boulders similar to those exposed on the point to the north. The glacial till 
deposit Is overlain by an alluvial fan laid down by a small stream Immediately
to the southwest. Inside the shelter, the fan sediments are coarse sands and
gravels near the western entrance, grading Into f Iner sands toward the east,
Indicating deposition by a stream directly southwest of the site. Outside the
shelter the fan debris Is slightly coarser and mixed with more rapidly
deposited mud flow material. The fan contains cultural materials dated
between 5-4000 B.P. A discontinuous stratum of apparently redeposited tephra
that has not been identified (see Appendix B) was laid down near the top of
this unit. Alluvial fan deposition continued for a while but aeolian
deposition Increased In Importance In the overlying units. The next deposit
comprises al luvIal fan materials and rockfalI from the erratIcs. Radiocarbon
dates and cultural materials indicate two occupations within this deposit,
dated between 4000-2000 B.P. and 2000 to 300 B.P. The youngest deposit,
rockfall and aeolian sediments, Is associated with cultural materials and
radiocarbon dates of 283±75 and 108±61.

Site 45-D0-282 Is the furthest downrIver of all project sites. On either
side of 45-D0-282 are outcrops of granitic bedrock. The site is on a terrace
that slopes gently from 1,000 ft down to the bank at 950 ft. Although no
regional formation is mapped for this terrace, It presumably was cut by the

Columbia River. The two granite outcrops at each end of the site would have
affected the currents, and thus deposition, In the site area. The oldest
depositional unit exposed at the site consists of rounded river cobbles,

undoubtedly Columbia River gravels. Above this Is an alluvial fan with a

secondary tephra deposit, tentatively, but not positively Identified as St.
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Helens S-set, dated around 13,000 years B.P. (see Davis, Appendix B). The ash
was found at the upper surface of the fan In a single unit In the southwest

part of Area A. Cultural materials within the fan are estimated to be 6-7,000
years old by diagnostic projectile point styles. One of the four Cold Springs

side-notched points from this cultural assemblage was found in the same level
as the tephra. Above this are two massive, horizontally bedded, moderately
well sorted deposits which were Interpreted as overbank deposits, although the

possibility that they are loess remains. Cultural materials in the lower

deposit are dated at 6-5000 BJY. and in the upper 5-4,000 B.P. Cultural ,

occupation and sedimentation stopped by 4,000 B.P. and soil development took

place on the stable surface.

DISCUSSION,.

The site sedimentary sequences discussed above indicate considerable

local variability In sedimentation due to lateral river movement and vertical

aggradation of the floodplain that may overwhelm evidence for regional .

climate-controlled changes.
Volcanic tephras were not found to be of much help In defining or dating

an alluvial sequence. The lowest elevation of Mazama tephra deposits found In

excavated sites Is at 45-00-204, 58 ft above pre-dam high water levels. The ...-.

45-0-204 tephra deposit Is In a sandy alluvial fan adjacent to Columbia River

alluvial deposits, indicating that the fan may have been partial ly subaqueous ..

or at least that the base level of the fan (the river) was at this elevation.

Other Mazama ash deposits (DO-273, +66 ft) or cultural deposits predating

6,700 B.P. (D0-282, +83 ft) are higher In elevation. Elevations of Mt. St.
Helens P (2500 B.P.) and St. Helens Yn (3400 B.P.) do not aid in dating river *.,i...,. .,

levels because they were found only at 45-OK-18, at an elevation of +76 ft,
higher than some landforms with deposits of Mazama tephra.

Therefore, we turned to dated cultural occupations as a means of dating

river activity at different elevations. Because the river fluctuated 30-50 ft

throughout the year, and people made use of both high and low elevation

landforms at different times of the year, comparisons should be made only

among similar site types on similar landforms. For example, we assume that""
pithouses were constructed only in areas above the local water table and that

were generally dry all year. Therefore the date of the oldest pithouse on a

particular landform should provide a minimum date of when the river dropped ... -.

too low to regularly Inundate the site. This Information Is not comparable to

dates of cultural activity associated with point bar surfaces or other

regularly Inundated landforms. For example, the oldest component at 45-DO- -

214, which consists of unstructured dumps of rock and shell may have been In a

zone that was only exposed for a short time each year.
Table 5-3 gives dates of bar formation and vertical accretion at sites

arranged by elevation. If Chatters' (1984c) model Is correct, we should see

evidence of substantial aggradation during the mid-Holocene period (time of

raised base level) and minimal aggradation before 4700-4000 B.P. and after

2500 B.P. While changes In the rate of aggradation cannot be ruled out on the

.*. :.,',.\.
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basis of the data presented here, the overall picture presented Is one of
continuous lateral migration and vertical accretion in the Columbia River
floodplain throughout the Holocene. Although the data are not good enough to
allow us to estimate rates of accretion, our overall Impression Is that the
rates varied at least as much between areas as through time.

Examined at a qualitative level, the project data do not support
Chatters contention that floodplain aggradation was negligible between 6700
and 4700 B.P. During this period thick overbank deposits were laid down at
45-0K-11 and 45-0-211. He also suggests the Columbia River reached the base
of the lacustrine sediments at an elevation at or below the historic bed level -
some time In the early or mid-Holocene; a final pre-modern aggradational
terrace was formed at this time (Chatters 1984c:11). Aggradation ended 4W
sometime after 2800 B.P. when the river became oriented to a lower base level
and there was little floodplain development aside fom inter-fan terraces, low
point bars, and the deposition of a few historic flood deposits atop the mid-
Holocene terrace. Chatters' suggestion of a pre-modern aggradatlonal terrace ", .,,'
may be related to his Identification of the Sanderson Creek bar as
aggradational; as discussed above, It Is actually an erosional terrace with
point bar and overbank deposits on it. Therefore, while there Is mid-Holocene
aggradation, there is no exclusively aggradational mid-Holocene terrace.
Aggradational landforms such as Buckley Bar, a cutoff point bar, were still 
forming after 3000 B.P.

Point bars formed In different locations throughout the time span of the
project data, beginning before 6700 B.P. The sequence shown In Table 5-3 ends
at 2200 B.P., but this is an artificial truncation due to Inundation of more
recent point bars by reservoir Impoundment. Point bar deposits at lower
elevations than Buckley Bar are evident on pre-reservoir maps, Indicating that
point bar formation continued up into historic times. The general trend
toward decreasing elevation of point bar surfaces through time Indicates
gradual downcutting. Vertical accretion deposits on the land forms
Investigated by the project begin at a slightly later date, 6000 B.P., and
occur at different locations throughout the remainder of the Holocene. The
lengthy time periods for vertical accretion Indicate that the Columbia River
at least occasionally deposited materials on floodplain surfaces as high as 20 -','
ft above average high water levels. Presumably in most locations, most of the
overbank deposits were deposited within a relatively short period of time,
after which the frequency and thickness of depositional events decreased
rapidly.

The gradual decrease In elevation of both point bar formation and y. .

vertical accretion suggests the river was downcutting, although at a
relatively slow rate. A model of the river as vertically stable, or slowly
but continuously downcutting should be considered as a heuristic alternative
to models Invoking considerable changes In base level. However, this is not

to Imply that the project data consistently support such a model; in fact,
there are several problems with this interpretation. First, we have only
looked at river activity In a qualitative way and have not examined rates of
aggradation. Secondly, even at the qualitative level we do not have close
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bracketing dates on most geologic events. Emphasis was placed on dating
cultural events/cultural episodes (in both date selection and subsequent :. -

analysis). If more precise dating was done, aggradation might be seen to be
more episodic. Third, several site sedimentary sequences show changes In

depositional environment that suggest rising river levels. For example, the

occurrence of lower bar sediments at 45-00-204 that abut and overlie alluvial

fan sediments containing Mazama tephra may Indicate rising river levels some

time after 6700 B.P. unless the fan was at !east seasonally subaqueous.
Lateral accretion overlying overbank deposits at 45-OK-11 suggests a rise In

river levels. Hiatuses or unconformities at 45-OK-287/288 and 45-00-273
between 4500 and 1500 B.P. may indicate Interruption and later resumption of

Columbia River deposition. These changes in depositional regime should be
analyzed further to determine If they have local causes. Fourth, even If the

I " river was generally downcutting since about 7000 B.P., it is highly likely

there were short-term reversals. Depending on their duration and magnitude we

might observe the effects of reversals In the sedimentary record, even if they
were not a long-term, regional trend.

Chatters suggests a period of soil formation, when it was cooler and
moister, between 4000 and 5000 B.P., resulting In buried soils consisting of
calcium and silica rich B-horizons. The caliche layers at 45-OK-l1 and 45-OK-,

250 seem more likely to have been formed during an arid period. SoIl I
development also occurred after 4000 B.P. at 45-00-282 and after 2500 B.P. at

45-OK-18. These cases seem more likely to reflect the long period of time
that the surfaces were stable, and not the ci Imatic conditions at the time

they stab I I i zed.

We cannot Independently test the assertion that loess formed on the T2 N
and T3 terraces from before 6700 B.P. until 4700 B.P. No substantial deposits
were Identified as loess, but given the difficulty In distinguishing wind-
reworked alluvial material from aeol lan deposits, this may be an error of

Identification. The massive, horizontally bedded deposits at 45-00-282, 45-

DO-204, and 45-OK-18 In particular should be re-examined.

Other aspects of Chatters' reconstruction I Inked to the hypothesized
changes In base level Include Increased extent of the riparian zone in the

mid-Holocene and decreased area of rapids. These changes are not readily

detectable In the kinds of sedimentary data collected at sites.

CONCLUSIONS

One conclusion of this analysis Is that most of the sedimentary record
from project sites Is consistent with gradual downcutting by the Columbia

River since 7000 B.P. At the qualitative level, there are no gaps In alluvial ON

activity, either point bar formation or vertical accretion, and most sites

exhibit sequences from lower bar to upper bar or overbank deposits--a typical
fluvial deposition sequence that does not require changes In base level.

Possible reversals In the downcutting trend were noted and should be examined

using data collected specifically for geomorphological reconstruction.
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Another conclusion Is that nonclimatic Influences on river activity--
isostasy, downcutting through glacial sediments to local base level, reaching
the bedrock channel, landslides, and the tendency to meander have been
underestimated In Interpreting sedimentary sequences In areas of the Columbia
River. The diversity of depositional settings and local variation In vertical
sequences also has been underestimated, particularly In terms of the need for
careful ly designed sampl Ing schemes to extract rel lable geomorphological data.
In order to filter out climate-independent factors and local variation and
obtain Information about regional climatic change, geomorphological data such
as elevation of formations and sedimentation rates must be collected with more
precision from carefully selected localities.

Another conclusion is that Interpretations of regional climate and -AW,
regional environmental sequences should be kept at an extremely general level
and that finer chronological resolution and more detailed pictures of
environment should be reserved for local areas. The paleoenvironmental
reconstruction presented by Chatters (1984c) is too detailed to be applicable
to the entire Plateau, and relies too much on extrapolation from other areas
to be an accurate depiction of paleoenvironments In the Chief Joseph project
area. Hopeful ly, further analysis of the sedimentary site sequences in the
Rufus Woods reservoir will allow construction of a more accurate
resconstruction, along similar lines as Chatters (1984c) but with more
attention to local variability and climate-independent changes.
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SECTION III: TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF C(MPONENTS

A fundamental goal of the project has been to Interpret, from site
distributions and site content, prehistoric land use In the project area,
thence to infer certain aspects of settlement patterns and subsistence
strategies. We recognize that the project area does not necessarily include
any entire settlement pattern or subsistence system, but our goal Is not the
description of a complete settlement/subsistence pattern. Assessment of

" change In subsistence strategies on the continuum from foraging to collecting J.

(Binford 1980) does not necessarily require the entire system but may be made
on part of the system. The ethnographically described susbsistence strategy
on the Plateau was a collecting system with a strongly logistical
organization, and one of the most significant contributions we can make is to
examine the developmental history of this adaptation. As discussed by Leeds
(Chapter 7),'the logistical organization was long assumed by archaeologists to
have developed relatively late In time, but the discovery In the late 1970's
of much older housepits and apparent sedentary occupation raised the question
of the antiquity of the logistical pattern.

Each of the papers In this section concerns some aspect of 
the. -', ,,

distribution of sites of different types In time and space and the ,."
interpretation of settlement/subsistence patterns therefrom. While It Is a
relatively simple matter to tabulate sites or assemblages through time or map
their distribution in space, in Inferring from these to subsistence strategies
and settlement patterns, the archaeologist faces a creative challenge In
-distinguishing cultural patterns from patterns Introduced by samplIng bIases,
analytic methods, and other noncultural determinants of pattern In the data.

In his investigation of the relationship between the locations of
different kinds of sites and various environmental features at the project,
carried out In 1981, Leeds Introduced Binford's concept of logistical
hunting/gathering systems to Interpret the prehistoric record from our area. -'.

From this model he developed hypotheses about site location to test using data
from the survey and testing program. His analysis of site clustering and
envIronmertal influences on siting (Chapter 7) Indicates that different types
of sites were Influenced by different siting factors, and that housepit sites
were influenced by ranked siting factors as predicted for central bases.

Salo has carried forward the work on site types and site distribution,
influenced as well by the work of Chatters (1984) In the upper portion of the
reservoir. In Chapter 6 he defines three types of sites, develops contrasting
expectations for their contents In logistical and foraging systems, and tests
these expectations against project data. In Chapter 8 he develops

........... '....
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expectations for the proportional representation and spatial distribution of
the site types. His locational analysis builds on the basis established by
Leeds but has a finer temporal resolution, examining site distributions in
three 2-thousand year periods. The sijdy also Incorporates information on
inundated sites taken from pre-reservoir aerial photographs (the
photogrammetry project is described In Appendix E) to offset biases In site
inventory caused by differential degree of Inundation along the length of the
study area.

Essential to the study of archaeological materials, particularly the ,..'.
study of cultural change, Is the temporal ordering of archaeological %- ._
assemblages. The chronological structure used most extensively In this report
is the three-part phase system developed for the project by Lohse and Jaehnlg
in the spring of 1983 and announced in a paper at the Northwest
Anthropological Meetings (Jaehnig 1983). The announcement evoked very
diffeent responses from the discussants; some found it reasonable that we
define a set of phases for our specific region, while others argued agalst
what they perceived as an unnecessary proliteration of labels. This debate
arises partly out of different concepts of what phases are and should be.
Traditionally, culture historical phases have content tied to specific regions
in which they occur; they are based on artifact types and carry Implicit
assumptions about cultural development and adaptation. Regional variants
deserve recognition as separate phases. With the help of radiocarbon dates,
archaeologists have escaped from the circularity of using the same data--
artifact types--to chronologically order assemblages and to Interpret the
meaning of differences. We must plead guilty to using the term phase for what
are actually time periods defined by absolute dates. We could more accurately
have termed these the Kartar, Hudnut, and Coyote Creek Periods. However, we *

make no apology for Introducing another set of names into the Plateau
literature. Our data base is certainly large enough to warrant its own
labels, and we preferred to begin our interpretations of the prehistoric
record without the prejudice of existing phase names that carry Implications
about cultural content.

Even with radiocarbon dates, however, it is not possible to arrange our

archaeological data in chronological order like points In absolute time. Most
assemblages we recover span a period of time, and rarely are the endpoints
known. If we compared assemblages arranged into the maximum number of time
intervals the effects of sampling biases would be accentuated because of the
small numbers in each interval. Therefore, we commonly use larger time
Intervals to aggregate the data so that it Is possible to make comparisons."-

Although useful for recognizing general trends, periodization of any sort
imparts an artificial structure to the data. We tend to assume homogeneity
within periods and to concentrate on contrasts between periods. The arbitrary
structure thus masks the fact that change, while not necessarily gradual,
happens over some length of time. Always, when we choose temporal analytic
units, there is a tradeoff between the advantage of shorter intervals in
detecting change, and the problem of decreasing reliability of samples as the
Intervals get shorter.
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Both Salo (Chapter 6) and Miss (Chapter 9) consider the problem of
periodization in more detail. While we generally found the 2000-year phases
to be useful time Intervals for organizing our detailed descriptions of
Individual sites Into broader generalizations about the prehistoric record,
the study by Miss demonstrates the potential and the Importance of using finer
time periods. She shows the different distributions of site frequency through
time which result from using 500 and 1000-year periods. Her comparison of
site types and temporal distribution of cultural debris complements that of
Salo (Chapter 6) in that she considers material density by 1000-year periods .

rather than by phases, and considers rates of accumulation as well.
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6. LARGE-SCALE ANALYTIC UNITS: CHRONOLOGICAL PERIODS AND SITE TYPES

by Lawr V. Salo

This chapter develops a framework for analyzing the project's data to
Identify and describe the prehistoric land use and settlement patterns that
were characteristic at varying times in the history of human use of the area.
Chapter 1, by Leeds and others, discussed the background of Inquiry Into land
use and settlement pattern studies nf hunters and gatherers as It stood in the
early part of the 1980s and acknowledges the project's debt to Its
intellectual progenitors. Since Leeds' team completed Its work, other local
archaeological research projects have significantly affected the way we view
the project's data as they may reveal details of local prehistoric land use
and settlement patterns.

Among these Is Dr. Leeds' site location analysis (Chapter 7) which
developed distributional expectations for central bases and field camps In a
logistical ly organIzed subsistence/settlement system and tested these using
the survey data base. The other major Influence r.omes from a cultural
resource testing program carried out In the upper end of the project from 1982
to 1984 by Central Washington University under the direction of Dr. J. C.
Chatters. This program developed a model for local prehistoric land use and
settlement patterns and human paleoecology with conscious attempt to alIow for
archaeological testing and application (Chatters 1984a and b). The structure
and intent of this chapter owes much to the work by Chatters, although we have"*-*...
revised some of his framework because of practical considerations.

In particular, this chapter Is concerned with the chronology of the
occupations studied in the project area, functional Interpretation of
occupations, and biases In the project's record of the prehistoric past. In
studying the occupations' chronology and structure we have elected to employ
only the simplest of quantitative measures as time and resources do not permit
more elaborate approaches. The data base Is the most systematical ly col lected
series of assemblages yet available from any area in the Plateau and
considerable caution was exercised to see that It would be as representative

of the archaeological record In the project area as conditions would permit.
However, we do not assume that our sample Is statistical ly representative.
The sites were selected for data recovery In a purposeful fashion, and the
purposive and random samples from the sites assemblages were not reported
separately In the descriptive site reports. We view the data critically, .
pointing out biases whenever possible In the Interest of guiding future
research with the project's collections.
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Data for the following discussions are taken from tabulations in the
project's descriptive site reports. The summary tables and graphics in this
chapter are derived from raw counts of materials categories by analytic zones
or components assembled In the tables of Appendix D.

CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER INS

The chronologic structure for Investigating the project's paleoecology or
land use-settlement patterns must address two main problems. It first would It
have to support studies to disclose trends in these aspects of the local _. _.
pehistory. Then it would have to show when changes took place, with the

greatest feasible accuracy.
There is considerable direct and Indirect evidence of prehistoric land

use change. In the past twenty years, other Investigators In the northern
part of the southern Columbia Plateau have nuted that archaeological
populations Increase and decline at various times In the past 8-10,000 years. '- ,
(The term "archaeological populations" is used here rather than "populations"
to avoid the immediate Implication that the actual human populations change.)
Various studies have observed that archaeological populations from different
time periods have different characteristic locations, both at the scale of
regions measured in hundreds of square kilometers and at local scales measured
in meters or tens of meters (Galm et al. 1981; Nierendorf et al. 1981). For
instance, at the regional scale, certain archaeological phases (Cascade, Early
Frenchman Springs) or time periods are not well represented in the Columbia
Basin, while surrounding areas along major rivers show sizeable occupation

during the same time period. At the local scale, the lowest landforms along
many reaches of the Columbia River formed within the last 4,000 years, and do
not bear evidence of the older Cascade cultures (Fryxel1, 1973; Chatters, *"

1984b). The project itself found that occupations from about 4500 to 2500
years old, or those of Frenchman Springs Phase age (Nelson 1969) seemed to be

very common (Jermann et al. 1978).
To approximate occupation frequencies for the project and compare them

with other reported data, we summed radiocarbon dates by 100 year Interval,
omitting single standard deviation ranges for graphic clarity. The results ..A. ",
were expressed as frequency bar charts for each project. We also added a

curve schematically expressing the frequency and Intensity of mountain
glaciation in the Columbia River basin to suggest where the boundaries of
paleoclimatic regimes might be found.

The many occupation assignments made simply by stylistic analysis are
omitted, resulting in proportionally low representation of occupations at the
near end of the scale, where carbon is too recent to date well, and at the far

end, where occupations on long-stable or erosional surfaces have poor organic . ..
preservation, hence poor representation In the radiocarbon data. Dates from
the Chief Joseph and Priest Rapids/Wanapum Dam projects are dendrocorrected
after Damon et al. 1974 If older than 363 years (see Appendix D, Table D-4 for *,%,

a summary of Chief Joseph Dam Project radiocarbon data). Kettle Falls dates
are corrected similarly after Sheppard 1975. Dates older than 4000 years from
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Both Saio (Chapter 6) and Miss (Chapter 9) consider the problem of

periodization In more detail. While we generally found the 2000-year phases
to be useful time Intervals for organizing our detailed descriptions of
Individual sites into broader generalizations about the prehistoric record,
the study by Miss demonstrates the potential and the Importance of using finer
time periods. She shows the different distributions of site frequency through
time which result from using 500 and 1000-year periods. Her comparison of

site types and temporal distribution of cultural debris complements that of
Salo (Chapter 6) in that she considers material density by 1000-year periods
rather than by phases, and considers rates of accumulation as well.
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6. LARGE-SCALE ANALYTIC UNITS: CHRONOLOGICAL PERIODS AND SITE TYPES

by Lawr V. Salo

This chapter develops a framework for analyzing the project's data to
Identify and describe the prehistoric land use and settlement patterns that
were characteristic at varying times In the history of human use of the area.
Chapter 1, by Leeds and others, discussed the background of Inquiry Into land
use and settlement pattern studies of hunters and gatherers as It stood In the
early part of the 1980s and acknowledges the project's debt to Its
Intellectual progenitors. Since Leeds' team completed its work, other local
archaeological research projects have significantly affected the way we view
the project's data as they may reveal details of local prehistoric land use
and settlement patterns.

Among these is Dr. Leeds' site location analysis (Chapter 7) which
developed distributional expectations for central bases and field camps In a
logistically organized subsistence/settlement system and tested these using
the survey data base. The other major Influence comes from a cultural
resource testing program carried out In the ,pper end of the project from 1982
to 1984 by Central Washington University under the direction of Dr. J. C.
Chatters. This program developed a model for local prehistoric land use and
settlement patterns and human paleoecology with conscious attempt to allow for
archaeological testing and application (Chatters 1984a and b). The structure
and intent of this chapter owes much to the work by Chatters, although we have
revised some of his framework because of practical considerations.

In particular, this chapter Is concerned with the chronology of the
occupations studied In the project area, functional Interpretation of
occupations, and biases In the project's record of the prehistoric past. In
studying the occupations' chronology and structure we have elected to employ
only the simplest of quantitative measures as time and resources do not permit
more elaborate approaches. The data base Is the most systematical ly collected
series of assemblages yet available from any area In the Plateau and
considerable caution was exercised to see that It would be as representative
of the archaeological record In the project area as conditions would permit.
However, we do not assume that our sample is statistically representative.
The sites were selected for data recovery in a purposeful fashion, and the
purposive and random samples from the sites' assemblages were not reported
separately in the descriptive site reports. We view the data critically,
pointing out biases whenever possible In the Interest of guiding future .I "
research with the project's collections.
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Data for the following discussions are taken from tabulations In the
project's descriptive site reports. The summary tables and graphics In this % J,.

chapter are derived from raw counts of materials categories by analytic zones
or components assembled In the tables of Appendix D. % %

CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER I NG

The chronologic structure for investigating the project's paleoecology or
land use-settlement patterns must address two main problems. It first would
have to support studies to disclose trends in these aspects of the local
pehistory. Then it would have to show when changes took place, with the

greatest feasible accuracy.
There is considerable direct and Indirect evidence of prehistoric land

use change. In the past twenty years, other Investigators In the northern
part of the souihern Columbia Plateau have nuied that archaeological
populations increase and decl Ine at various times In the past 8-10,000 years.
(The term "archaeological populations" is used here rather than "populations"
to avoid the Immediate implication that the actual human populations change.)
Various studies have observed that archaeological populations from different
time periods have different characteristic locations, both at the scale of
regions measured In hundreds of square kilometers and at local scales measured
in meters or tens of meters (Galm et al. 1981; Mierendorf et al. 1981). For
instance, at the regional scale, certain archaeological phases (Cascade, Early
Frenchman Springs) or time periods are not well represented In the Columbia
Basin, while surrounding areas along major rivers show sizeable occupation
during the same time period. At the local scale, the lowest landforms along
many reaches of the Columbia River formed within the last 4,000 years, and do
not bear evidence of the older Cascade cultures (Fryxell, 1973; Chatters,
1984b). The project Itself found that occupations from about 4500 to 2500
years old, or those of Frenchman Springs Phase age (Nelson 1969) seemed to be
very common (Jermann et al. 1978).

To approximate occupation frequencies for the project and compare them
with other reported data, we summed radiocarbon dates by 100 year Interval, -

omitting single standard deviation ranges for graphic clarity. The results
were expressed as frequency bar charts for each project. We also added a

curve schematically expressing the frequency and intensity of mountain
glaciation In the Columbia River basin to suggest where the boundaries of
paleoclimatic regimes might be found.

The many occupation assignments made simply by stylistic analysis are
omitted, resulting in proportionally low representation of occupations at the
near end of the scale, where carbon is too recent to date well, and at the far
end, where occupations on long-stable or erosional surfaces have poor organic
preservation, hence poor representation in the radiocarbon data. Dates from
the Chief Joseph and Priest Rapids/Wanapum Dam projects are dendrocorrected
after Damon et al. 1974 If older than 363 years (see Appendix D, Table D-4 for
a summary of Chief Joseph Dam Project radiocarbon data). Kettle Falls dates
are corrected similarly after Sheppard 1975. Dates older than 4000 years from
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the project (Campbell 1984b). Comparisons of phase characteristics on a gross
Integrative level should not be overly biased by sample volume or size

differentials.

Table 6-1. Sample size by phase.

Phae TotaL Vo am AnaLytic Zones

,~ A v e r g e V L e /L

Coyote Creek 1281 34 21 36 61 -

Hudnut 1486 38 21 35 70

Kartar 1051 29 17 29 62

TotaL 3798 59

For near l y all comparatl1-a purposes, mixed components where sty IIstIc
Indicators and radiocarbon dates crosscut phase boundaries are not used.
There are very few of these cases, and they involve only small assemblages.
In three Instances, we have assigned assemblages with minor degrees of mixing '' '
to a single phase because the overwhelming majority of Indicators suggest that -
occupation took place almost entirely wthin that phase. These sites and..L"
occupations are 45-D0-211 Zone 5, 45-D0-326 Zone 4, and 45-OK-250 Zone 51.
Radiocarbon dates of occupations are shown In Appendix D, Table D-4.

SITE TYPES "*¢

The other major category of analytic unit is site type. Our
classification Is designed to develop functionally significant statements
about prehistoric use of different places within the project area. As with
the time units, we Intend to Identify only the larger changes In prehistoric

land use. In view of the limits imposed on the study by time, funding, and
the data themselves, we restrict our examination of functional and

environmental patterning to but a few of the dimensions used by other
Investigators.

Chatters (1984a) has model led adaptive systems of collectors, foragers,
and the ethnographic Sanpoil-Nespelem using the dimensions of occupation area,
duration by seasons, floral and faunal diversity, seasonal geographic "" -
displacement, firebroken rock size, faunal fragment size, discreteness of
features, tool and feature d'verslty, and Interassemblage variation In tools,
features, and plant and animal species. He has developed ranked expectations

for forager base and location camps and collector's base camps, field camps,
locations, stations, and caches (Chatters 1984a:Table 1). Likewise, his model -:V
provides expectations for SanpolI-Nespelem winter villages (base camps),
winter hunting camps, spring camps, early and late root camps, early and late .
summer and fal I fishing camps, and berrying/hunting camps (Chatters
1984a:Table 2). Several years before Chatters completed his modelling of the -l'

V'.
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local ethnographic land use pattern, Leeds had modelled several aspects of It
using a different approach (Leeds et al., Chapter 1). Leeds' model did not
progress to the stage of testing nor was It designed to detect changes in land
use patterning, but Its dimensions contained several elements that appear to
be useful in Identifying variability characteristics of tool, feature, and
faunal assemblages that might be associated with different adaptive systems.
Specifically, these were expectations of kinds of feature, traditional tool
classes, botanic and faunal remains that would be assocated with Sanpoil-
Nespelem w Inter vilIlages, summer f ishing v ilIlages, spr Ing vilIlages, tule .1

camps, root camps, hunting camps, quarrying camps, quarrying workshops and .:,.
caches, butchering camps (see Figure 1-18). Combined with Chatter's elemental
probabilistic approach, it appears to offer a fairly economical method for
disclosing adaptive changes. After examining the kinds of data available from
the project, we decided that many of the dimensions of Chatters. model would

be overly difficult to approximate; we also felt that fewer crucial dimensions
might yield better results in disclosing patterns of change.

Our examination of settlement pattern change thdrefore focuses on tour
main dimensions: variability in characteristic arrays if features; Intensity
of site use as measured by modes in density of common cultural debris such as
unidentified bone, shell, and fire modified rock; tool variability and bI

richness as measured by counts of functional classes dnd Indices of diversity .0%

(richness); faunal variability and richness as measured by frequency data on
selected taxonomic groups and Indices of faunal diversity. The variability in
faunal assemblages can be used not only to Investigate adaptive strategies but
environmental change as well. We have not Included measurement of the various
aspects of seasonality In this preliminary work because this dimension is
simply too complex to control (see Livingston, Chapter 12). We did not
attempt a systematic analysis of diversity of botanical assemblages because
too few were analyzed. Information on botanical assemblages may be found in
Chapter 13.

Using the foregoing dimensions and referring to Leeds' and Chatters'
work, we have constructed a revised model of expectations for the
characteristics of kinds of sites that we believe are associated with forager
or logistic adaptive systems (Table 6-2). We defined only three kinds of 0,

sites as it Is unlikely that we could detect more using the above dimensions.
However, using the model provided it should be possible to assess relative
distances along the continuum between the two different kinds of systems.

Operationally we commenced our study of the Preals prehistoric adaptive
systems by examining the distribution of site types In space and time (Salo,
Chapter 8) using site types based on feature arrays. We selected the feature
site type because we wanted to classify as many sites as possible for the
locational study, using both survey and salvage data. The feature site types
appeared to give the best hope of Including data that otherwise would not be
usable. Biases Introduced by this approach are discussed in Chapter 8. This
chapter cross examines the feature site types against other variability
dimensions to examine the utility of the feature site types as an analytic
device for studying adaptive system change. While many other kinds of site

I. $.
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Table 6-2. Site variability characteristics of collecting and foraging
systems (Sanpoi 1-Nespelem analogue).

Kind of Site .-

ContraL Basel FieLd Comps Location/Station3

Dimension System By stom System

Cotiacting Foraging CoLlacting Foraging Cottacting Foraging'p

Feature VariabiLity
Type frequency

House fLoor 1 1 3 - 3 3
Living floor 2 1 1 - 3 3
Hidden 1 1 2 - 3 3
Earth iven 2 3 1 - 3 3
He rth 1 1 2 - 3 2
Pi t 1 2 2 - 3 3
Cache 1 2 2 - 3 3
Other 1 1 2 -3 3

Use Intensity
Donality nk/op)

Bone 1 1 2 -3 3
ShaLL 1 1 2 -3 3r
FNR 1 1 2 -3 3

Toot VariabiLity
Type frequency

Abrading 3 2 1 -2 3
Hitting 1 2 2 -3 3
Ca rv ing 2 2 1 -3 3
Sowing 1 2 3 - 3 3
AwLing 1 2 2 - 3 3
DriLLing 1 2 2 - 3 3
PwnojectiLe impact 1 2 2 - 3 2
Chopping 1 2 2 - 3 3
FLaking 2 2 1 - 3 3
Pounding 1 2 2 - 3 3
Herd scraping 1 2 2 - 3 3
Softascraping 2 2 1 - 3 3
Weighting 1 2 2 - 3 3
Decorating 1 2 3 - 3 3

Diversity (0 of typea) 1 2 2 - 3 2

FeunaL VeriabiLity j

HommsL WISP

SwetL Herbivore 3 1 2 - 1 3
Large Herbivore 1 1 2 - 3 3

Fish WISP
Salmonid 2 1 1 - 3 3
Other 1 1 2 -3 3
ReptiLe/turtLe 1 1 2 - 3 3

Density (n/m3
NoLLuec (sheLL) 1 1 2 -3 3

Richness (f of tax*) 1 1 2 3 3 *.

Use Intensity 9/ut
(I fragment size)

Born 1 2- 3 2

inter village
Spring village, fishing camps, root camps,3 SsLt licks, quarry comps. butchering comps, tuLe camps, kill sites. ~p

KEY: I =High. 2 Intermediate. 3 Lo
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types could be created using the project's data base, the following analyses

establish the general utility of the feature site types for Identifying and i,

describing major differences in prehistoric land use.

FEATURE SITE TYPES

We elected to use characteristic arrays of features as the primary
analytic device to classify sites Into types that would be analogues for

different kinds of sites that other researchers believe may be associated with ,'"

different kinds of hunter-gatherer adaptations. This practice has been used
on a less formal basis for many years to organize Inquiry into prehistoric

economy in the Plateau, and we saw no reason to abandon the general approach.

Features are excellent for classifying components into site types because
feature assignments to components are highly reliable and because they are..,

more direct evidence of activity locations than are portable artifact types.

Feature Superc lasses

Because the project has over 32 reported kinds of features, we found it
necessary to group several diverse categories into larger, more functionally

useful classes. We created the following classes to subsume more detailed
information:, house floor/housepits; living floors; midden; hearths; earth
ovens; pits; caches; and the residual class of other. The following
paragraphs discuss how each superclass was created, the reasons for creating

the class in the first place, and the research assumptions Involved.

House floors/ housepits Is the most straightforward of all categories.
House floors always were tallied separately as were discrete features

associated with houses. Definition of this class follows Sammons-Lohse
(Chapter 14). We assume houses represent intensive residential or domestic
activity, but we make no assumptions about seasonality.

LJvin floors Includes occupation surfaces with evident structure and
relatively discrete boundaries. We assume that living floors represent a less

permanent domestic usage of a location than house floors/housepits, due to the

lesser Investment of labor in their construction.

Midden is the most Inclusive superclass, subsuming bone, FMR, rock, shell
or mixed debris concentrations or scatters; cultural stains; strata of dense
cultural materials; houseplt fill; and Iithic concentrations. Occasionally
occupational surfaces were Included If they lacked discrete structure or other ..
characteristics of nonenclosed domestic living surface. We assume that midden

presence reflects more Intense site use than midden absence, given equal

preservation.

Earth oven Includes only features reported as such. There may be
discrepancies in the definition for earth ovens among the different sources,
so this category may Include both steam pits and enclosed dry roasting ovens.
The class is Included to contribute data on the degree of sophistication

present In the control of fire and possibly on diversification of site
functions. We assume that greater diversity In the structures for fire

p~.
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control will indicate a more Intensively adapted cultural system.

Hearth Includes surface hearths, oxidized soil, and firepits. It Is
Included for the same reasons as earth ovens, but may bear somewhat more on
the domestic functions of an area than on other kinds of subsistence activity.
We assume that hearths Indicate focused activity and food consumption. '=

E-s include only pits. They are possible evidence of storage and may be
Indicators of logistical behavior.

Cahes Include tool clusters and artifact caches. They may Include
lithic concentrations if the latter show very tight clustering indicating
Intentional storage. We assume that caching Is an Indicator of logistical
behavior.

Other features Is a residual class which includes petroglyphs, rock
alignments, burials (human and canid) and Isolated postmolds. The class
Illustrates site complexity and depositional Integrity, and facilitates
accounting. It Involves no major research assumptions.

Data on the project's feature Inventory are contained in Appendix D,
Tables D-2 and D-3.

Site Classification V

We then selected three types of feature associations likely to be found
In sites corresponding to central bases, field camps and locations/stations
that might be found In some kind of logistical adaptive system. We classified-"

each component according to its constituent features. This system Is also a
rough Index of a site's feature diversity. Relative frequency of feature
superclasses by phase Is discussed by Miss (Chapter 9) and variations in
formal structure and content of features by phase Is discussed by Sammons-
Lohse (Chapter 14).

Lta Iyg 1 is defined as a component with a housepit or housefloor and
at least one other kind of feature, excluding midden. We use this type as a
surrogate for central bases, corresponding to the commonly used special case
term "winter village". The one other feature provision Is added to Include
evidence of logistical behavior beyond construction of dwellings. In fact
there were no components with evidence of houses which did not have associated
midden and at least one feature other than midden.

S Ite I=Z is defined as a component with a living floor and one other
feature, or a midden and one other kind of feature. We use this type as a
surrogate for field camps, or "open camps". We found that in components
fitting this definition the other feature was almost invariably a hearth.
Components assigned to this type may Include some which are actually parts of
Type 1 sites In which the houses had been destroyed earl ier or were not l
encountered in our excavations.

ite I . is defined as a component with one or no feature. The type
Is a surrogate for locations/stations, or "open camps", root camps", "kill -
sites", quarrIes", "I ithic scatters" and the like--low density/low material
diversity and relatively non-discrete sites. This category may Include
remnants of Type I or Type 2 sites, but there are surprising Indications in R

..........................................-- °,- -.......
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associated contents that this Is not usually the case. We could not support

splitting the Type 3 sites further to separate locations from stations, as the
numbers In each resulting category would be too few in each time period to
permit meaningful resolutions of spatia' distribution patterns. Furthermore,
to show degree of logistical organization, It did not seem necessary to have

such refined control.
All sites, whether tested or salvaged, were classified In this system

Insofar as possible. In some cases with survey sites, It was necessary to..

decide to which of two components untested housepits should be assigned. In
these cases, the houses always were assigned to the component with the highest
and most even overall general debris (bone, FMR, and shel 1) densities, as
there Is a high correlation between high even densities and housepit sites

(see discussion of density types below). There were few difficulties In

typing salvage site components, but on occasion it was not easy to decide -

whether an occupation surface was a living floor or a sheet midden.

8Biases

There are biases in the data from salvage sites caused by purposive

sampling (see Campbell 1984b for detailed discussion of sampling strategies

used at all sites). Most intensive sampling focused on housepit sites. We
have a larger sample for Type 1 sites than the other site types, as measured

by volume, although not as measured by number of analytic zones (Table 6-3).
All subsequent comparisons among sites must take this bias into account. Even

If analytic zones with unusually high sampling volumes are removed from the
Inventory (both zones at 45-OK-11), the bias still Is pronounced. As we have

noted before, feature diversity tends to reflect sampling Intensity in a given
kind of site, so typing sites solely by their feature diversity has analytical

limitations.

Table 6-3. Sample size by feature site type.

TotaL VoLume AnaLytic Zones
Site Type (. 3 ) 1 N % Zone (N3)

1 1775 47 13 22 136

2 1139 30 Is 30 63

3 8841 23 28 48 31

a.o~

DEBRIS DENSITY SITE TYPES

Debris density site types were created primarily as a cross-check of the

usefulness of the feature site types. Density of all materials Indicates *,..

Intensity of site use, and Incidentally sheds light on area demographics.
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A cross check was particularly desirable as debris density theoretical ly was

less likely to have a positive correlation with sampling Intensity at the same
level as feature diversity (Jermann 1981). If some kind of positive feature
correlation between feature site types and debris density site types could be
established, then we believed that using feature site types to investigate
site clustering and settlement patterning would be more defensible.

Count or weight per unit volume for bone fragments, mussel shell, and
fire-modified rock were calculated for each chronologically unmixed analytic
zone for each salvage site. We examined the distribution of values, finding %
generally bimodality but no striking multimodality. We divided the range in
two, choosing a slope change for the dividing point. An alphanumeric
designator was assigned to the low and high divisions (1 or 2 respectively).

Bone

We used bone count as the density Indicator for this material. There

seemed to be little variation among sites In fragmentation indices

(count/welght) ratios; It seemed likely that there would be fewer errors in
counting than weighing. We assume that preservation Is roughly equal for all
time periods when large numbers of assemblages are combined for comparisons.
Distribution of bone count density and component designators are shown In
Table 6-4 along with density data for shell count and FMR weight. 

Less than '.

300 fragments of bone per cubic meter were designated low (indicated by
alphanumeral 1); high density (designator 2) was equal to or greater than 300
fragments per cubic meter.

Shell .

Most of the mussel shell from the project probably is Margaritifera

falcata, based on survey findings (Leeds et al. 1981). We were constrained to
using only counts because weights were not recorded consistently among sites. ....

Fewer than 60 pieces of shell per cubic meter was considered low density .'p

(designated as 1); greater than or equal to 60 was high (designated as 2).

Fire-modified Rock

Fire-modified rock (FMR) weight rather than count was used to general ly .
Indicate Intensity of use of an area. Specifically this dimension was
considered to Investigate the use and control of fire, and secondarily to

contribute Information of value to demographic studies. Densities less than 2 ,I.-" "

kg per cubic meter were considered low (designated as 1); those equal to or
greater than 2 kg were considered high (designated as 2).

% .ip -i
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Table 6-4. Listing of components assignable to phases showing feature
and aensity site types and debris density data.

I to za Ph@". Too TV*a Vaue event Caount Volows

41-- I Cve"Croo a 111 64 1 1 0 4 1Ion
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3000M It At I 133 a 0 11' 133 14 us3
350,11 8 *A.t I 131 41 99 Is So I 10ow*

.r464041 4 IinAt aM 33 as a6 so Is "44M-...
4640-111 1 *Mw I 111 29 73 M II 3 Ill
46-044 1 Covets Crook I 111 411 117 a 4 5 901
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Comparison of Feature and Density Site Types

It is evident that the feature site types represent different cultural
phenomena when the distribution of density types among them Is considered
(Table 6-5). The first figure in each cell Is count; the next is row
percentage. The Site Type 1 with low densities of all materials Is 45-00-211,
Zone 5 a zone with a comparatively low sampling percentage. It also crops up
as an outrider In most other indices.

Table 6-5. Intersection of feature and density site types.

Density Site Type (grouped)Feature
Site Type 111 Two Lw Two High 222 Total

N E N I N S N

1 1 9.0 0 0.0 4 31.0 8 62.0 13

2 5 28.0 a "A. 3 17.0 2 11.0 Is

3 20 99.0 a 28.0 1 3.0 0 0.0 29

There is less difference between Type 2 and Type 3 sites In terms of the
associated density values than there is between either of these and Type 1..
sites. Nevertheless, there is a strong correlation between the two systems
such that virtually the same pattern of site distribution In time and space
probably could be obtained by using either system. The uncombined density
site types would have to be grouped to provide large enough samples to detect
patterning. . -'

FUNCTIONAL TOOL CLASS PATTERNING

In examining the distribution of traditional tool classes among the
project's analytic zones we hope to identify strong patterning In richness
that correlates with both feature and density site types. We expect that .
central base site analogues (Feature Site Type 1; Density Site Types 222, 122,
and 212) will show greatest richness, and were we to measure It, the most -ven
distribution of functional class analogs. Field camp analogs (Feature Site
Type 2; Density Site Types 112, 121, and 211) would show Intermediate values
of richness and evenness. Finally, location/station analogs (Feature Site
Type 3 and Density Site Type 111) would display low richness and low evenness .
values. , .;..

There are other reasons for examining the traditional tool class
distributions. We hope to see major qualitative differences In phase M.
Inventory particularly If differences pertain to different kinds of sites. If
the patterns are pertinent to site function, the information may be of
significant value In understanding changes in prehistoric human adaptation.

%~
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As our main inquiry here is into complexity of activity at each site, we

have grouped the project's salvage assemblages of commonsense, traditional
tool classes into rough functional class equivalents. We should note that the

project has examined macroscopic evidence of tool use, finding that most of
the traditional tool classes have use traces that are compatible with the

function implied by their common sense names. On the other hand, the studies
also have shown that the common sense classes sometimes do not go far enough

in describing the use the object may have received, for many of the objects
served multiple purposes. Gravers, for Instance, always have edge damage that

suggests use of a point to Incise (scrape) hard materials, but very often they
also have abruptly concave worn areas that almost certainly were used as

spokeshaves to scrape hard materials. Not Infrequently, auxiliary worn areas
on objects such as projectile points suggest wear Induced by hafting or by
rubbing against quivers or other toolholders. Probably the most notable and

frequent examples of complex multipurpose tools are cobble implements of the

Kartar and Hudnut Phases, objects that often show several uses of quite
distinct character (e.g. Lohse 1984; Miss 1984a and b).

In spite of occasional multipurpose uses, the traditional descriptors

adequately characterize the functional complexity of different sites and help

point the way to studies that might be undertaken using more refined data and
analytical methods. At the very least they should afford us a preliminary

understanding of the content and functional character of the three phases.
Loosely following Wylie (1975), we have selected five general activities

and twelve functions under which to group traditionally named objects (Table
6-6). These comprise an economic activity complex. We have added another

complex for aesthetic activities to group ceremonial usage, ornamentation,

rock art, etc. Table D-5, Appendix D shows basic data on artifacts by
analytic zones, including mixed zones excluded from further tabulations.
Artifacts are grouped and tallied, except for objects that are also known or

suspected as temporal or cultural diagnostics, which are listed by occurrence.

To escape spurious functional complexity that might result from Individual

display of temporally dependent tool types, counts of all tools in a given

function then were combined into 19 superclasses (Table 6-7).

FUNCTIONAL RICHNESS

To identify functional richness of each analytic zone, we simply counted
the number of represented functional superclasses (Table 6-8). These data

were compared with total excavated volumes for feature and site density types

and the results compared with site type sampling biases (see Table 6-2).
While functional richness correlates strongly with site types (Tables 6-9 and

6-10), it is impossible to tell conclusively whether the correlation Is the
result of sampling biases.

Because there Is a correlation of functional tool diversity and density
site types (which are less sensitive to sampling bias, though not Immune),
there probably is a relationship between tool richness and site function that

could be examined using more refined methods.

W, *'.
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Table 6-6. Object typos and activity complexes.

Ciampte ActtIV Ity Fimnction' Associaed Obect Types2

Economic Abradi ng Abreft og fj3L% abrad

NILL Ing I9slaaon cMbbi e S ok s inte
NIL MW

Cutting Carving jUjjjjig fLas bteds miarobied

Penetration Anting AuL nesd~e& shuttle

Drilling OJij
DPI

Pq cLaProjectile ponbrnpith
Impact (incLudes composite harpoon valve, % *

PHI composite harpoon head, valved point,
barbed harpoon point, hook/laister
barb unipoint, round cross-section
bipoint, flat cross-ection bipoint,
pointed bone fragment)

Percussion Chopping Chooar oariohaeraLtv ftae cjbbj
CH0 adze, chisel adze gjeg

Flaking Debitsem (includes wste f'lakes,
FLA reeherpening f'lakes, bifeca, A i

bifacially retouched flaics,
unifeciaLy retouched f'lake,
sworphousty flaked objeact, f'lake off
blade cors, core, blade core), AntLer
flaker. entler billst

Pounding Hammerstons. meul. Pestle, hoops .~.,L

POLI mortar. miLtina stone, anvil stopj

Scraping Hard Burin. b!!rji spett, araver. sookeahave
Scraping

"SC

Soft UnifeciaLlv retouche flake. utilize
Scraping bone fragment, scraper. tabular knife

SSc

Weighting Weighting Neteinkar*S
WEI

Aesthetic Decorating Decorating Pipe. esll ornaments (includes
DEC denteLium, olive*"ek margintlle, shallDEC bead), Cagpps ornamns(ole q*~*.~

copper, other copper, copper
needld/pin), ILM~ ornaments (includes
bone bead/bead blank pendant,

beads, pendent. shaped/ficisendP
siLttone), ochre .

1. Below each Function category is the three-Latter abbreviation used in Tables
6-7, 6-11, and 6-12.%%
2. We use the traditional tool 'type names used in the prqoect descriptive sits
reporte (we Campbell 1994 for definitions), or Indicate which ones are included
in a eore inclusive caegory, e.g, bone point/harpoon.

:77
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Table 6-8. Artifact diversity compared with volume and site type.

Sit, T Functio l
site Zme Phose Feet. Dons. Density Iom t Vo LUM

as-o-i9 4 Ktter 2 111 IA 2 7.1 '

4"-0-204 4 Kerter 2 111 3.2 3 22.2
48-4-a 4 oriter 2 111 18 4 U.1
45-08-M 1 Coyote Creek 3 111 8.2 4 21.5
45-006-23 I Kerter 3 111 13.4 5 485.
45-00-e43 4 Kerter 3 111 3.3 5 18.2
45s--eu/@ 1 Coyote Creek 2 Ill 1.7 5 13.7
45-0-242 4 Korter 3 111 I A 8 20.3
45-Cl-A 3 Kurt.r 3 111 3.3 8 20.9 %

45-00-295 2 Coyote Creek 3 111 68.5 5 M.3
45-00-211 2 k,ut 3 122 .2 8 3.4 B
48-0o-1 5 iRnt 1 111 . 28..2
48-4lI 3 Mwadnut 3 111 13.9 5 42.1

45-00-e43 2 Imdmt 2 111 9.7 6 17.9 -.%..
48-00-273 5 Kort.r 2 111 1.3 S 13.4 %
4- - 2 Hi,ut 1 212 11.5 S 21.2

45-00-243 2 Hod.ut 2 111 13.2 * 23. %
45-00-973 4 Keprt, 2 111 3.7 21.1
48-00-20 2 WAdnut 2 Ill 13.4 3 2.3
48-00-01 4 HIaimut 1 222 13.2 7 3-
48-0K-18 2 WAdmut 2 111 55.7 7 .
44- I Coyote Creek 2 112 24.4 7 21.3 '. -
45-00.D-O 2 Kerter a 111 18.0 7 40.7
48-00-ell 2 Ianut 3 121 24.4 7 40.3 9 * *

48-l--LW/l 2 Coyote Creek 2 112 3.3 7 46. a '
45-00--43 4 Kert.r 3 111 7J 7 47.3
48-00-20 1 Coyote Creek 2 111 10.1 7 3.6
48-00-M 2 Iint a 112 23 A 2 .-
48-00-2 4 Iadout 3 112 181.2 a 28.3
48-00-73 2 Coyote Creek 3 111 U.2 a 2.-
48-00-M3 3 Klrter 3 111 30.9 3 58.1
45-4W-L0/9 3 Coyote Creek 1 212 30.8 a 54.7
48-00-14 4 Hadnut 2 121 2.4 S 3.1
485-00-8 2 Coyote Crok 3 21 29.1 9 24.1
48-00-2M4 2 Kerter 3 111 17.1 3 28.5 "
45-00-4 1 Coyote Crok 2 112 15.5 3 20.5
48-00-m 4 Ker.,, 2 211 20.3 1 203 .
48 -.R/S 6 Korter 2 112 30.8 9 358 .

4800-273 2 Kortsr 3 111 0.2 9 27.7
48-00-M 1 Coyote Creek 2 112 178.0 9 52.-
48-00-e14 1 Coyote Creek 2 111 46.3 3 3.3
458- 2 Coyote Creek 2 112 21.2 10 22
48-00-2 3 Inut 2 212 21.3 10 12.5
45-00-86 1 Coyote Creek 2 212 21.3 10 25.4
48-0-214 2 Coyote Crook 2 212 uA 10 M31.
45-00-214 3 Coyote Creek 2 VI1 37.0 10 28.3
48-M-2 4 Ildnwt 2 222 44.7 10 84.7
4541l-4 51 Coyote Crok 2 112 N.3 10 112.2

48-- A Coyote Creek 1 221 268 10 104S
45-OK-M 8 Itdnut 1 222 2.1 10 200.9 1
48-00-242 2 Hadnut 1 212 67.0 11 63.7
48-l-4 82 kadnut 1 M 120.1 11 383.2 " '..y. .

48-K- 3 Nkdm t 1 22 1801 11 37.7
484-L 51 Coyote Creek* 2 LU2 102.2 11 127.3
44--50 a I"anut 222 I6.1 II 15858
45.4K-4 2 Coyote Creek I MU 220.8 12 121.5
48-C1-e I Coyote Creek 1 212 83.3 12 182.3
45-C-11 A dNnut 2 lLt 272.3 14 m.7
4&-M-11 3 Karter 1 222 U3.8 14 71.6 %

-a-.--::]"'
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Table 6-9. Functional richness by feature site type.

I Number of Fractional CL eft
Feature

Sito Ty ; 5 9-10 11-14 Total

NI N F; E 0 N %,

1 1 8.0 3 2.0 0 0.0 9 62.0 13
2 0 0.0 6 33.0 10 56.0 2 11.0 18 

3 12 43.0 11 39.0 5 18.0 0 0.0 28

1N nuflmber of components. N

Table 6-10. Functional richness by density site type.

Number of FunctonaL Clmee'.Denit y . ..

Site Type -5 1 9-10 11-14 TotaL

I NI %
111 10 45.0 11 42.0 : 12.o 0 o.0 26
2 Low a 0.0 e 4.0 a 53.0 1 7.0 15 !

2"Hih 1 12.0 2 25.0 3 38.0 2 25.0 8

S0.0 1 0.0 1 10.0 a 80.0 10

1. N =number of omonoe.1i

FUNCTIONAL VARIATION I
The surrogate functional classes offered by the traditional tool classes

suggest several interesting patterns that may represent real functional

differences among site types. Unfortunately, small numbers usually will
restrict our observations to the realm of speculation and suggestions for

further Investigation. Tables 6-11 and 6-12 present the counts and
percentages of functional superclasses by phase and feature site type.

Functional Characteristics of Feature Site Types

If we look at the total site type inventory which combines data from all

phases in Table 6-12 there appear to be significant differences among the site ,
types with respect to functional tool inventory. While the present-V

examination Is limited to the somewhat Imprecise traditional tool class
Inventory, the results suggest that a more careful examination using the more
detailed functional data that Is available and a selected series of analytic
zones would be worthwhile to shed further light on the nature of the

differences.
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One of the most Interesting differences among the three site types
resides in those categories dominated by large stone tools such as choppers,
mauls/pestles, and hopper mortar/mill ing stones etc. As many of these tools P
are thought to be used in final consumption activities, It is not unexpected
that they tend to be represanted in highest proportion In Type 1 (central basecamp surroae sies Par of th asoition dobtes Istmoral,.a
large cobble Implements are most characteristic of the Kartar Phase, and the

site at which they are most frequent is a Type 1. It is likely that the
multipurpose, heavily used cobble implements of this phase performed functions .-. \
that later were assumed by other kinds of implements, explaining the changes

in functional group percentages noted In Table 6-12.
Two categories, flaking and soft scraping, show a narrow but significant

range of differentigtion among site types. Flaking Is linked to the basic
reductional technology of stone tool production, and as stone tools are used
and produced at all sites, it is not surprising that a relatively constant
proportion of debitage Is present. In spite of the large-scale regularity, .

there is a difference among the sites; as the difference occurs In a category
with very large representation, it is likely to be significant. Site Type 1
has the greatest proportional representation of the flaking category and Site
Type 3 the least, which is what one would expect (see Leeds et al. Chapter 1;
Chatters 1984a). Soft scraping (members of the class usual ly are quartzite
tabular tools) is another very interesting category with fairly large
membership and a narrow but consistent degree of differences among the site
types. Type 1 and 2 sites are most alike and have the greatest
representation; Type 3 falls outside (below) the typical values of the former.
As these kinds of Implements are well represented In all phases, the

difference Is not likely to be temporal.
Some other classes that show consistent differences among site types but

which have small membership are awlIng, sawing, and hard scraping. Unexpected
differences occur In the abrading, drilling, and decorating classes, but
vagaries of sampling probably are responsible as the numbers are very low.

What appear to be anomalies on first Inspection occur in trends In
carving (utilized flakes) and projectile Impact. However, the former may
reflect greater emphasis on curated tool forms In central bases and field
camps. Projectile Impact is somewhat harder to explain, but may result from
greatest concern with maintenance and production of weaponry in field camps
and central base camps.

Functional Characteristics of Feature Site Types by Phase

Feature Site Type 1's differ little through time except In poorly
represented categories and in the previously mentioned cobble tool classesr
(Table 6-12). Among Feature Site Type 2, only the Hudnut and Coyote Creek
phases may safely be compared, as this type Is scarcely represented in the
Kartar Phase. There are no significant differences between the two phases.
Perhaps the most Intriguing differences show up In the phase comparison of
Site Type 3. While there is enough sampling differential to make observations

%m.
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tentative, the Kartar Phase Type 3 sites differ from those of the later phases
I n ways that cannot be ascribed to the change from cobble to flake utl ity
tools, primarily In higher proportions of carving, sawing, drilling, and hard
and soft scraping. This difference supports a contention that the Kartar
Phase's economic adaptation differed from that of the later phases. L

PAT ERNING OF FAUNAL REMAINS

The final check on the usefulness of the feature site types is their
associated faunal diversity and characteristics. We assume that different
kinds of sites should have significant differences in their faunal
assemblages. Fol lowing Chatters (1984a), we expect that in a col lecting
system, base camps (Feature Site Type 1) would show medium richness and low to
moderate evenness resulting from emphasis on stored species or economies of
scale. Field camps (Site Type 2) in a strongly logistical system would show
somewhat greater richness and higher evenness due to the Intensive taking of
storage species, siting in locations favoring a variety of subsistence species

but focusing on economy of scale, and use of local fauna for day-to-day
subsistence. Final ly, we expect locations/stations (Site Type 3) in a
strongly logistical system to have the least richness and the least evenness,
due to concentration on economy of scale and siting In locations strongly
favoring species comprising the scale economy.

To investigate the richness and evenness characteristics of each kind of

site, we assembled data on what we assume to be the economically important
faunal remains from chronologically pure analytic zones (source data is in
Table D-6, Appendix D). We tabulated counts of number of identifiable
specimens (NISP) for each site type by phase and riverbank, dropping
amphibian, reptilian, and mammalian microfauna and lumping counts for the
highly diverse array of carnivores (see Livingston, Chapter 12, for a
discussion of the merits of NISP vs. MNI for this purpose). We divided fish

into salmonid and non-salmonid and summed NISP. Freshwater mussel shell
counts were taken only from those sites or zones where measurement procedures
resulted In roughly comparable data (Campbell 1984b). * *

Assemblages first were compared with respect to mammalian taxa
frequencies as percentages of total mammal ian NISP count by phase and site
type; fish taxa frequencies as percentages of total fish NISP count; and
density figures (number per cubic meter) for turtle NISP and freshwater mussel
shell hinge count. Mammalian and fish taxa distributions were compared
separately due to the potential for differences in preservation between the
two groups and to highlight any changes In emphasis among fish taxa. Of the
other vertebrates we chose to examine turtle alone; because we could not
compare relative proportions we used density as the most appropriate measure
of comparison among assemblages. We used density for mussels for the same
reason. Biases in density data due to differential deposition rates probably
are Inconsequential (Miss, Chapter 9). The categories were tabulated by
riverbank, phase, and site type (Table 6-13), and by phase and site type
(Tables 6-14 and 6-15). Because the small sample size of some taxonomic
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groups obscured broader exploitation trends, we also grouped the small and
large herbivorous mammals (Table 6-16) and treated them In a single closed
array with the other vertebrate economic taxa (carnivorous mammals, turtle,
salmonid fish, and nonsalmonid fish).

TAXONOMIC RICHNESS

We derived mean richness for each site type (Table 6-17) by counting the
represented taxa in Table 6-15.

Table 6-17. Taxonomic richness by phase and site type. '.

SampLing Intensity
Phase Feattre * of

Site Type Taxs To. tttum Number of kierags Volm / -.
0 (1 AnaLytic Zones Zone (0) .

.. Coyote Crook 1 12 504 4 63r-
2 is 699 11 54 1

3 11 178 6 30

Hudnut 1 13 700 8 8
2 14 504 8 84
3 12 283 7 8

Karter 1 14 572 1 572
2 a 36 1 36
3 12 444 15 30

ALL (men)i 1 13 1204 12 100
2 15 1108 17 61
3 11.7 984 28 32

1. Kartar zones excluded from voLume and zone figure% sampte size not coeperebte.

It can be seen that the richness Indices for the various site types fall
within expectations previously discussed and cannot entirely be laid at the
door of sampling deficiencies. Quite frankly, the correlation is somewhat
surprising. We cannot rule out the effects of entropy with respect to the low
richness of the Type 3 sites, as so many (53 percent) are from the older
Kartar Phase. However, even in that phase the richness averages 12, a very .. .
high average value, so it is not likely that the low richness stems from the 5N

effects of entropy.

TAXONOMIC DISTRIBUTION

Rather than examine simply faunal evenness, we decided to explore the
topic of faunal distributions from a number of different viewpoints, beginning
with an examination of the distribution of fauna among the three feature site
types. Echoing Livingston (Chapter 12) we emphasize that we regard the faunal
data as among the most treacherous to Interpret due to perishability and
cultural selection, and caution the reader to see these Investigations as
preliminary and aimed at finding only the most strongly expressed
distributional trends.

pJ.
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Taxonomic Distribution by Site Type

It Is evident that, from the standpoint of their faunal components, the
feature site types represent different phenomena (Tables 6-15 and 6-16).

Site Type 1 is characterized by the highest proportions of large
herbivores and highest densities of shell, and the lowest proportions of
small herbivores, turtle and fish of both types (Table 6-16). Conversely, . i

*Site Type 3 Is characterized by the lowest proportions of large herbivores and
the lowest densities of shell, and the highest proportions of smal I

herbivores, carnivores, and salmonid fish. The proportions of large
herbivores, small herbivores, carnivores, salmonid fish and nonsalmonid fish
at Site Type 2 are closer to those of Type 1 than Type 3, but Type 2 is %
distinguished by having the highest values of turtle and much lower densities
of shellfish than are found at Type 1 sites.

When we look at the constituent taxa (Table 6-15), we see some variance t.

from the larger trends. For example, while large herbivores are most
prominent at Type 1 sites, this trend is determined almost entirely by the
trend of deer, the most abundant ungulate in the assemblage; the distribution

of other ungulates may be quite different. Like deer, both horse and mountain
sheep (the second most abundant ungulate taxon) are most common at Type 1

sites. However, bison, antelope, and elk are all found in highest proportions
at Type 3 sites. The high relative frequency of small herbivores at Type 3

sites is determined largely by the trend In marmots, the most abundant of the
constituent taxa, although the trend Is true of hares, rabbits, and beaver as ,. -.

well. River otter, on the other hand, has been found only at Type 2 sites,
and porcupine remains are most common at Type 1 sites.

Chronological Trends In Site Type Faunal Assemblages

Many of the general trends discussed above hold true when the site types ..

are considered by phase, but other significant trends emerge as well.
As there are Inevitably troubles resulting from smaller sample sizes, we look

at only the most general changes and kinds of association.
In all phases, we find the greatest density of shellfish at Type 1 sites

and the least at Type 3 sites, although there is a radical decrease in shell
density In the Coyote Creek Phase at Type 1 sites and overall. The very low
amounts of shell may In part result from the way this site type is defined as ..
dense areas of shell were generally treated as features during excavation.
The proportional emphasis on salmon Is surprisingly strong at Type 3 sites In
all phases. The relative Importance of nonsalmonid fish Is greatest at Type 2

sites in both the Hudnut and Coyote Creek Phases. The Kartar Phase is
distinct In having higher relative proportions of nonsalmonid fish than are
found in any other site type and phase. Given that the greatest abundances of
shell, which would tend to preserve small bones through calcium Ion exchange,

occur at Type 1 sites, It would be difficult to argue that the patterns of
salmonid or nonsalmonid fish abundances are due to differential preservation.

.5 "1 ', ..5.
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The overall proportion of turtle does not vary much among the phases and the AM

highest proportions are found at Type 2 sites In both the Coyote Creek and

Hudnut Phases; they are lacking from the noncomparable Kartar Phase sample. V "'-
The pattern described above, in which large herbivores are most common at %

Type 1 sItes and least common at Type 3 sItes, wIth a reversed trend for small
herbivores, generally holds. In the Kartar Phase, the highest proportions of
large herbivores and lowest proportions of smal I herbivores are found at Site
Type 2; however because the sample consists of but a small volume from a
single zone, sampling bias may be the cause. Although the ordinal 
relationship among the site types Is relatively constant, there is an Increase
in the relative proportions of large herbivores through time at each site
type, and a corresponding decrease in the the proportions of small herbivores.

Even though the overall proportions of marmots in the phase assemblages - %

decreases through time, marmots are always found in the same ordinal pattern--
highest proportions at Type 3 sites and lowest at Type 1 sites. As this .. ;.
species was an early spring to early summer food resource In ethnohistoric
times (Bouchard 1985; Ray 1932); its association with Site Type 3 is V
supporting evidence for type's utility as a location/station surrogate.

Overall, the relative proportions of faunal categories at Kartar Phase
Type 1 sites are very similar to those at Hudnut Phase Type 2 sites. Several
lines of evidence point to the use of Kartar housepit sites as simultaneous
base/f Ield camps: the Intensive reuse of cobble Implements attested by their ...... .

edge damage (Lohse 1984); their detritus assemblages; and the faunal data.
The relative abundance of ungulate taxa may reflect general environmental

conditions. The frequency of elk is similar In the Kartar and Hudnut Phases
although slightly higher in the latter, and much lower In the Coyote Creek
Phase. The relative abundance of sheep declines through time. As both sheep
and elk historically have been seen to be very sensitive to pressure on their
environment by humans, their overall decline might reflect a rise In regional
human populations. Antelope, on the other hand, has Its lowest relative
abundance In the Hudnut Phase and highest in the Coyote Creek Phase. Even
though numbers are small, the reciprocal relationship of antelope and elk in

the phase assemblages is a tantalizing and irresistible opportunity for
paleoenvironmental speculation, as both species are environmentally sensitive.
Elk prefer a mesic environment conducive to grassland productivity, while
antelope typically prefer an environment that is more xeric and productive of
forbs. Elk prefer a winter range affording easy access to grassland, but
antelope will browse on a number of species, emphasizing sage. Under most
conditions the species are not considered competitors, and the project area
conceivably could provide winter range for both species simultaneously where
they could be taken, In proportion to their abundance, at the same time. The
reciprocal relationship, while far from conclusive in Itself, Is another piece
of evidence Indicating the presence of a more mesic local environment during
the Hudnut Phase.
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Faunal Fragmentation

We also examined the fragmentation of faunal remains by site type. We
expect some degree of consistency among the different kinds of sites In the

distribution of average faunal fragment sizes; where fauna are used most

Intensively, we would expect greatest degrees of fragmentation; where they are

least intensively used, the least reduction. Accordingly, we would expect

Type 1 sites to have the smallest fragments, and Type 3 sItes the largest.
Because we do not have data on the size or weight of Individual pieces of

bone, we use the total bone count divided by the total weight as a rough index ".J
of average size. When project data are complied (Table 6-18), however, the
results are somewhat surprising. MI

. Table 6-18. Bone and shell count/weight ratios.

Phase Feature Bone Count/ ShoLt Count/
Site Type Weight Weight

Coyote Crook 1 .58 0.64
2 4.04 0.B5
3 4.57 0.31

ALL 3.77 0.70

"udnut 1 3.76 0.72
2 4.48 0.60
a 2.8 0.39

ALL 3.81 0.65

Krter 1 2.21 0.20
24.1 3.00

ALL 2.48 0.20 '. '

ALL (seen) 1 3.33 0.30 -
2 4.20 0.68
3 4.03 0.39

ALL 3.51 0.33

1. Kerter zones excLuded; empLe size not compereble.

Only one of the nine cases fits the model. Hudnut Phase Type 3 sites
have the largest bone fragments In that phase (note that Table 6-18 shows the
count/weight; therefore the larger the number the smaller the Individual h. 3-A

pieces of bone). However, Type 2 rather than Type I sites have the smallest.
In the Coyote Creek and Kartar Phase sites the pattern Is the reverse of the

expected as the largest bone sizes are found in Type 1 sites and the smallest
in Type 3. In all phases the fauna at Type 2 and 3 sites are dominated by
small herbivores, reptiles, and fish, possibly accounting for the small bone
fragments at them. The difference in patterns between Coyote Creek and Kartar -%"

on the one hand, and Hudnut, on the other, Implies different functions of the

e. site types in each phase.
.-

* .,, . ,,'] . . . . . .
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Mussel Shell Size

We have no particular expectations for significant variation in mussel
shell size between site types (which Is why It is omitted from Table 6-1) but
we examined this data for possible evidence of resource depletion over time.
Chatters (personal communication) believes there is a gradual diminution In
the average size of valves through time at sites In the RM 590 area,
attributable to the effects of human predation. Because we do not have data
on Individual valve sizes, we used the count of valves divided by the total
shell weight as a rough Index of average shell size. Although further
Interpretation would require requantIfIcatIon of shell samples, we felt It
worthwhile to conduct a preliminary examination to see where inquiry might
better be focused In future work. * "

Shell sizes show no meaningful pattern among the site types, but display.-

a tendency to diminish through time. Individual valves average 2.2 g In the
Kartar Phase, dropping to 1.5 g in the Hudnut Phase and 1.3 g In the Coyote
Creek Phase. It Is of some Interest that the relationship Is parallel to the
general trend of Individual size for bone, perhaps Indicating the action of
weathering, whereby smaller fragments with proportionally greater surface .

areas are less likely to survive the chemical and mechanical ravages of time.
However, a semilog relationship to time would be expected, which is not the
case. The role of protection by sedimentation bears further investigation.

CONCLUS IONS

The foregoing discussions probably raise many more questions than they
answer, but also show that it is practical to use the feature site types ". -

defined in this chapter to Investigate those aspects of prehistoric economic
adaptation found within the project area. This Is not to say they are the
only cultural units that could be used to do so, or even the best ones, but
only to say that they have a good chance of showing general trends. The
temporal units likewise are the most pragmatic ones for Initial generalization
although they do not allow us to pinpoint when change occurred In adaptive

systems.
There certainly should be some attempt to segregate fishing and root

processing camps among the Feature Type 2 and 3 sites in the Hudnut and Coyote
Creek Phases, possibly by adding seasonality data. Likewise, the Feature Type
1 sites In the Hudnut Phase merit further examination to Identify their
function, particularly as there is some evidence that those on the south side -T."-.
of the river do not appear to be much like those on the north (Table 6-13).

%
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7. IMPLICATIONS OF ENVIRONMENT AN) SITE DISTRIBUTION:

A PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF HUNTER-GATHERER ADAPTATIONS
IN THE CHIEF JOSEPH DAN PROJECT AREA

by Leon L. Leeds

This chapter comprises a prel Iminary discussion of prehistoric land use
and subsistence practice In the project area, based upon distribution of
tested sites (see Appendix D for a listing of the data base). With respect to
hunter-gatherer systems, the term subsistence is used here to refer to 1) the
kinds of natural products used by human communities, including those used
directly for food and those obtained for fabrication and maintenance of tools
and structures; 2) the total and relative amounts of various products used; 3)
the environmental zones and/or habitats exploited and the seasons of
exploitation; and 4) the chain of product transformation, Including methods of
acquisition, preparation or fabrication, storage and maintenance, distribution
throughout the community, and final use and discard.

In this discussion of land use, or settlement pattern, horizontally and
vertical ly discrete clusters of materials (occupations) are considered events
of discard that show where subsistence activities took place. The term land ..

use, then, refers to 1) the kinds of activity loci and their Internal
organization, as measured by abundance and spatial patterning of artifact
classes; 2) the spatial dispersion of types of activity loci in relation to
environmental zones and/or habitats, 3) the duration and intensity of
occupancy at each locus, and 4) to the Inferred ways In which communities
divided and reformed to move people and materials among the activity loci from
season to season. "-

Most of these aspects of land use cannot be addressed conclusively on the
basis of our testing data alone. There are serious geographic and systematic
limitations to the data. First, while activity loci Integral to any hunter-
gatherer subsistence network probably are located in all environmental zones
of the project area, only sites In the portion of the floodplain zone directly
threatened by inundation were tested. Second, sampling fractions at each site
were too low and strategies were not designed to provide the kinds of
Information needed; specifically, they did not provide a spatially
representative sample of material, reveal spatial patterning of materials
recovered, or obtain sufficiently fine chronological control. Nevertheless,
several kinds of information from the testing project can be used to support ,"..'J
an Initial study of the local prehistoric subsistence and land use systems A

that might show what kinds of differences exist.

PREVIOUS PAGE ,
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First, well over 200 sites are recorded In the reconnaissance and testing

zone between Chief Joseph Dam and and the project boundary at Columbla River
Mile (RM) 590. To these may be added a number of sites recently recorded In
the area from RM 590 upstream to Grand Coulee Dam (Leeds et at. 1980). These -.
sites have been Identified over the last 30 years during survey, testing, andr
salvage excavations and constitute a massive sample of sites In the floodplain
zone. While unbiased population parameters cannot be calculated because of
lack of random sampling, the size and coverage of the set suggest a fair

approximation of the target population.
Second, the sites have been assigned to two rudimentary classes which

reflect major different kinds of activity: habitation sites (housepit
"villages", rockshelters, and open "camps") and nonhabltation sites
(Inhumations, plctographs, talus storage cysts, cairns, hunting blinds, and
rock "alignments"). The category assignments are based primarily on features
visible at the land surface and associated artifact assemblages. While the
data from the 79 tested habitation sites are Insufficient for more detailed
subdivision of habitation activities, they serve to validate or modify
assignments based on reconnaissance data.

Third, the testing data are sufficient to roughly estimate major changes
In site distribution over the last 5,000 years, the period of most Intense
occupancy In the project area. That is, while occupations in the testing data
set cannot be assigned accurately to a finely divided chronological sequence,
there Is enough control to Investigate possible differences In locational,
trends among older and younger components In the floodplain zone (Zone I).

Finally, environmental data for the project area are relatively well
developed. While the present occurrence and distribution of fauna certainly
cannot be projected into the recent or remote past, the general environmental

zonation and the quality and distribution of habitats probably have been less
altered In the project area than In many other archaeological study regions
and have been studied and reported In some detail (Erickson et al. 1977). If
we posit a general model of hunter-gatherer adaptation that relates
subsistence strategy to land use patterns, the structure of critical resources
In the project area should Imply a specific pattern of site types in the

floodplain zone. If the hypothesized relationship between resource structure
and site location is shown to exist, It would suggest that the adaptation
model at least would be appropriate to this area. ..

In the following sections, we derive expectations for site distribution

and site type differentiation by applying an hypothetical hunter-gatherer
subsistence strategy to the environmental structure of the project area.
Characteristics of site distribution are then examined and tested by the
quadrat and nearest-neighbor methods. In the fol lowing section,

characteristics of the environment are summarized, methods of measurement are
explained, and the degree of Influence exerted by environmental structure on "
the site distribution pattern Is assessed by multiple regression analysis.
Questions of prehistoric change In subsistence and land use and comparabli ity
with other archaeological studies are addressed In the concluding section. | NJf-
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HYPOTHESES AID EXPECTATIONS

Environmental, ethnographic, and archaeological data from the project
area and the surrounding region seem to closely match Blnford's (1980) model

of the "logistical" hunter-gatherer subsistence strategy. The climatic

regimes of the Columbia Plateau have been typically warm-to-cool temperate,
despite shifts in temperature and moisture, and natural resources show marked

seasonal and geographic discontinuity. The ethnographically recorded ."
subsistence/settlement pattern of the Sanpoil-Nespelem (Ray 1932) and

Sinkaietk (Spier 1938) falls within the bounds of a logistical strategy, and
there are archaeological Indications that this general strategy Is at least

5,000 years old on the Plateau (Leeds et al. 1980, Leeds 1981). In light of
this Information, it seems likely that spatial distribution and patterning of
winter villages and open camps along the floodplain in the project area may be
related to measureable characteristics of the surrounding environment. By

analogy to the ethnographic pattern, we assume that sites with housepits
represent the remains of activities related to winter habitation and to

Intermittent occupation in other seasons. The winter village is assumed to be
the primary locus of long-term food storage. Semipermanent dwellings and

storage facilities necessitate a variety of specialized construction and
maintenance resources. The necessity for storage also would orient the

subsistence system toward foods that can be processed and dried, while
retaining sufficient nutrients to meet dally requirements during winter.

These foods must be amenable to bulk collection considerably above immediate
needs without severely reducing the next year's yield. Energy needed to find, N
harvest, process, temporarily store, and particularly transport storable foods

back to the winter village during the harvesting season would demand a network 
% -4

of activity loci and logistical plans that minimized trip distances. We would 1

expect that winter villages would tend to be positioned to minimize trip

distance to the different critical resources which were the least uniformly
distributed within the scope of the subsistence network.

Binford suggests that a central base (here a "winter village") will be
located near the resource or resource group with the greatest bulk demand

(1980:15). But minimization of distance to one resource may maximize distance
to an equally Important resource. Likewise, close proximity to an important

resource might require a compromise In siting that may mean spending the
winter In shadow, constructing houses on a 45 degree slope, or scrambling down

a sheer, 60 m bluff to obtain water. While minimization of effort Is the
usual assumption In archaeological studies of hunter-gatherer economics

(especially Jochim 1976), it should be recognized that determinants of
location can operate at more than one scale. In arid regions, for Instance,

if a highly important food source Is located at some distance from the river,
the river Is likely to exert the stronger Influence In siting the central

base. However, distance to the food source may be the same for a reach of
several continuous miles along the river, whereby other kinds of resources,

such as suitable building sites, firewood, or winter game ranges may be

unevenly distributed. The next most Important resource then will enter Into

a -s..
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decisions about where to site in yet smaller reaches, and so on for all
important siting factors. How the contrary "pu Is" arising from non-uniform '>*. -"

distribution of important resources are resolved Is usually termed siting in L

planning studies and this term will be used here. If siting decisions must be -. "
made In an environment of complexly distributed resources, the factors '

Influencing the decisions should be Inferrable from the spatial pattern and

distribution of site types and the number, type and order of environmental V
variables which best explain the variance of site distribution. Two working ...-.

hypotheses are entertained. -

Hypothesis 1: Winter village siting is Influenced by a variety of Important

resources that are unevenly distributed In time and space. This kind of
distribution forces a system of ranking for the resources. Thus siting Is W....-'

best explained by a hierarchical ranking of siting factors. -".-

Expectation A: Winter village sites will cluster at several scales. Their

distribution will be random or uniform only at the scale that excludes the
need to rank resource Importance for siting decisions. This scale Is
designated the lowest scale.

Expectation B: Variance of winter village site distributions can be explained

only by examining the siting effects of environmental variables that would be ' -"

of ranked importance.

Hypothesis 2: "Open camp" and nonhabitation site" siting is Influenced by

resources in a different manner than winter village siting. Variability in
their distribution will not be explained by the same environmental variables -,.,.

or ranking system that explains the variance of winter village distribution.

(Expectations are Implied by the hypothesis).

SITE DISTRIBUTION AND CLUSTERING

The zone of site distribution considered here lies along the floodplain

of the Columbia River between Chief Joseph Dam and Grand Coulee Dam and

includes both the Corps of Engineers zone of responsibility and the Bureau of .-

Reclamation zone of responsibility from RM 590 to Grand Coulee Dam. The
approximate locations of recorded nonhabitation sites are shown In Figure 7-1.

Figure 7-2 shows the approximate locations of recorded habitation sites.

Table 7-1 shows that of the 304 sites in Zone I, 21% are classed as winter
villages, 49% as open camps, and 30% as nonhabitation sites. Seventy-one
percent of the sites are located on the Okanogan County side of the river,

while only 29% lie on the Douglas County side. Of those on the Douglas County
side, only 5 (1.6%) are winter villages. Sixty winter villages are on the .'. . *.

Okanogan County side. .*- ,-.-
Simple Inspection of the distribution maps and a frequency histogram of

site types per river mile both suggest nonrandom and nonuniform distribution
along the 48 miles of the river (Figure 7-3). In general, the vast majority
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Table 7-1. Number, percent and area (ha)1 of sites by site type
and river bank.

Type of Si t.

Side of River Winter Open Non- Totat
ViLLage Cmp Habitation

NI a NI % a Ni H He
II l I I I I I N I I

Left Bank
(DougLas 5 1.6 1.13 53 17.4 4.81 30 9.9 1.28 88 28.9 7.22
County)

Right Bank
(Okanogan 60 19.7 30.30 96 31.6 11.73 60 19.7 4.02 216 71.1 46.05
County)

Totat 65 21.4 31.43 148 49.0 16.54 90 29.6 5.30 304 100.0 53.27

1. Area is not recorded for 40 sites (13.2% of sampte).

of sites, and particularly of winter villages, are In the eastern (upstream) .

half of the project area. Additionally, the distribution suggests ..

concentration along three or four distinct reaches of the river. Within these
reaches, the distribution appears uneven. The distribution of site numbers
along the river, then appears to be a positive outcome of Expectation A. The

question arises, however, whether this distribution represents nothing more
than a random accumulation which can be entirely accounted for by sampl Ing W,

error.
To test for significance and to characterize the pattern of distribution -

(random, clustered, or uniform) at different scales, an adaptation of the ...

quadrat method was employed (Rogers 1974; Haggett et al. 1977:432). Due to
its narrowness, the sample area was considered a linear rather than a two--%'4.
dimensional array, and the 48 mile long reach was divided into 2 segments of .N

equal length, then 3, 4, and so on up to 128. Site numbers were summed In
each unit for each order of divisions, and the pattern of distribution was
assessed by the variance-mean ratio statistic (v/m) (Whallon 1973), for which
a quotient of 1.0 is considered random, greater than 1.0 Is considered '

clustered, and less than 1.0 Is considered uniform. The measure of
association A (Haggett et al. 1977:417) and the I test (Greig-Smith 1964) for
the significance of observed v/m al Iow us to reject the null hypothesis at the

0.05 level for all divisions greater than two. The first order division
failed the _t test by only a few points. The graph of v/m per decreasing unit
size (Figure 7-4) shows that the distribution is grouped for all orders of

division down to 128 but that the trend In distributional character Is toward
random as unit size decreases. The test confirms that the distribution Is
significant, and not explained by sampling error. It also suggests the -P
validity of the visual Impression that siting Is determined by a resource ,, NW, ,it lrWl

ranking system that operated at scales of about a mile or two In length.

**S*.**~ . ~...-.*.-. .- ?.:'.-.-.
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Figure 7-4. Variance/mean ratio for frequency of sites In,.,.,
units of decreasing size. "

Distributional patCterning at distances less than 2 miles was assessed by
a linear nearest-neighbor analysis (Haggett et al. 1977:445). The method.

considers the ratio of reciprocal nearest-neighbor pairs to the number of_.,,..pairs In the population from the first to the tenth nearest-neighbor order.

The ratio varies between 0e/ and 1.0, here a random distribution Is expressed
by 2/3n , a being the eh nearest-neighbor order. In this case, both the

"- observed distribution of all stes and that of open camps are unitorm to the nb o

tenth order, while that of winter villages fluctuates around the graph of the

V. random function out to the seventh order (Figure 7-5). The nearest-neighbor

"% statistic takes no account of hiatuses in distribution or of changing scales
of measure, as long as the transitive relations among pairs do not Increase at
the expense of reciprocal relations.

Taken together, the varlance/mean and linear nearest-neighbor tests
constitute a positive outcome of Expectation A, suggesting that siting

Involves ranking of Important resources, leading to loading on certain large
reaches of the river, loading on smaller reaches withIn these, and so on. All

criteria satisfied, site location within the smallest segments appears to be

determined by two factors. The distributional pattern of winter villages

-- ......: ..5
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within less than a mile or so of each other is random using these variables

and analytic techniques, suggesting that there are no patterned siting
Influences at this scale. The distribution of open camps at this scale,
however, is uniform. The explanation among biological species for uniform
distribution is competition. Presumably the dispersion pattern of open camps
at the lowest scale Is determined by zones of control: occupied habitation
loci and surrounding catchment, or depleted catchment zones around recently
abandoned loci of the same or a competing settlement network.

RELATION OF SITE DISTRIBUTION TO ENVIRONMENTAL STRUCTURE

The zone and/or habitat with which these natural resources are
associated, their approximate relative abundance, and their season of

harvesting Is discussed elsewhere In this volume (Leeds, Chapter 1). It is
Important to note that most species in the resource base occur in the greatest
numbers in nonsage habitats, associated with physiographic factors which have

been more or less stable for at least the last 5,000 years: draws, cliffs,
rocky slopes, streams and lakes, river Islands and rapids, north-facing
slopes, and landforms at higher altitudes. Although moisture and temperature
vary seasonally, from year to year, and in cycles of greater length, the
relative positions of these biogeographic units here are assumed to be .'

analogues of the natural structure of the prehistoric environment. If the
proposed model of hunter-gatherer subsistence strategy is correct and

applicable to the entire sequence of occupancy represented by the sample of
sites, then number of sites per unit distance along the floodplain should be
linearly related to the area of biogeographic units and to the distance of

V important biogeographic units from the floodplain. *

Plant and animal species are not the only resources of Importance to
hunter-gatherer peoples. In an arid region, potable water sources place a
crucial constraint on the location of habitation. Because of the project
limits, of course, all sites are near the river, but ease ot access to the
river from habitable surfaces varies along the floodplain. In some reaches,
terraces lie only a few meters above the water, and banks are negligible,

h while at other localities, terraces lie many meters above the river. While
paths down the sheer escarpments are easily constructed, carrying water (or

wood) up such paths requires an appreciable expenditure of energy. The
principle of "least effort" suggests that absence of high bluffs should be
among factors In the siting of activity areas along the floodplain.
Similarly, the degree of slope should Influence decisions about where to site

activities, particularly those concerned with long-term habitation. With
respect to housepit villages, the construction of semIsubterranean dwellings

requires at least a meter of sediments above bedrock or cobble basement, and
variation In the nature of sediments (sand, slit, gravel) along the river oP
should Influence site location. Exposed bedrock would preclude construction
of the deeper styles of pit houses. For winter habitation, particularly in a

deep canyon, solar radiation may be an Important resource. How much winter

sunlight strikes a given place along the floodplain varies according to the

: .. ,-. .,
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Table 7-2. Coding form for the river mile attribute file.

Colmns lFormat IDescription Mnemoni c

1-3 i0 River mile designation RN

4-5 A2 County (OK or DO) GITY

5-l F3.2 Total area (1.0 x 106 eq. ft.) within guide-taking Linas STAREA

9-11 F3.2 Total area with a stope of more then SIX within guide-taking STPAREA
Lines

12-14 F3.2 Total bedrock area with a stope tees then 50% within ROMA
guide-taking Linec

15-17 F3.2 Length of bluffs >5 a, divided by totalLelngth of BLU1FF
shoratine In unit

1s-is F2.1 SOLaor exposure [0-4) SOLAR

20-22 F3.2 Total area within 1/2 mite or river AREA

28-25 F3.2 Total ara of major drow bottoms within 1/2 mite of river SUJBOT -

26-28 F3.2 Total aea of rock or rockLand within 1/2 mite of river ROKROK

29-31 F3.2 Total aea of pine communilty with 1/2 mite of river PINE

32-34 F3.2 Total area of broadLeaf community within 1/2 mile of rivar BROAD %

35 ii Mtjor valley (1=proentp bLank=absentJ VALLEY

36 11 Plateau (Okanogan or Waterville) within 5 miles
(1=preaento bI ank=asent) FLA75

37 il Okanogan Highland within 5 mitec (1=proent, btank--abcant) "isle

38 ii Omck Trench within 5 silas [1=preaent, btank=absant) TAMOS I

39 ii Pine community within 5 miles [1=prosant, bLank--abaantJ PIN8E

40 1i Pine forest, min, within 5 miltec (1=prosent, bLank~oaent) FORSIS5

41 11 Lakes within 5 miaes (1=Presant, bLankr-abaent) LAKE26

42 ii Douglas fir within 5 mites (lprsant, btmnk=escntl 00OM9

43 il Plateau (Okanogan or Waterville) within 10 miles
(I=prosant, btank~sbent) PLATI 0

44 1 Okanogan Highland within It0 mits t1=proeant, bLank--absant) HISMfO *.

45 ii Omak Trench within 10 mites (1=proeant, blank=ebsenti TRMOIIO

48 11 Pine community within 10 miles (1=preaent. blsnk-absant) PINEIO

.4
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Table 7-2, cont'd. ,'

Cot un Format Description Mnemoni c

47 il Pine forest@ muin, within 10 miles (1=present, bLenk=bsnt) FORSTI

48 il Lakes within 10 miles (1=presentv btank=absentJ LAKES 0D

48 11 Douglas fir w ithin 10 miles (1=prsent, bLank=absent) DOUI61 0

50 1t Plateau (Okanogan or Waterville) within 15 miLes
(l=present, bLsnk=abent) PLAT15

51 il Okanogan Highland within 15 mites (1=present, bLank=absent) HIS5 ..

52 il Omsk Trench sw thin 15 mites (1=present, bLank=absent) TRNC15 .7

53 i1 Pitr community within 15 miles (1present, bLank=sbsent] PINE15 %

54 ii Pine forest# main, ithin 15 mites 11=present, bLank=absent) FORST15

55 11 Lakes within 15 mites ( =preaent, bLank=sbsent LAKES15

56 11 Dougla. fir within 15 mites (1=present, bLink-'absent) DOLJ15 -.-- "

57-60 M Length of rapids sapped on UrnS and COE maps.
Olmioing date, O=no rapids, hence no length. RAPIDS .

61 11 River mile vicinity not anaLyzed because of mount of
modification in recent years or unwaiLability of maps. NODATA

OMPUTED VARIABLES

Usable area: GTAREA-(STPAREA +RMMREA) GUIDAREA

Proportion of usable eres: GUIDAREAGTAEA GUIONX ..

Proportion of guLy area: SLU.OT/AREA GUL NDX

Proportion of rockLand or bedrock: ROKROK/AREA ROKINDX

Proportion of pine community: PINE/AREA PININDX " "

Proportion of broedLef cmunity: BROAD/AREA BRDNDOX

Number of environments accessibLe within 5 miles:
FLA15 + HIGH5 +TINC5 +PINE + FOF1I15 + LAKE5 + DOUQ5 ECDTN5

Number of environments accessible within 10 miles:
FLATIO + HISgHIO +TIWCHO +PINeIO + FORSTD + LAKESIO + DOUGIO ECVTIO

Number of environments accessible within 15 miLes:
FLA715 + HISH15 +ThNCH15 +PINEI5 + FORST15 + LAKES15 + DOUG15 ECOTh15

.. "' .".4 -

' .V .. %. ...
"/, o . . , .- , ,
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azimuth of the canyon and the steepness of the escarpment along the reach of
river In question.

These constIt+ute the minimum set of the most local ized factors thought to
Influence where overwintering occurred along the project's floodplain. As
noted earlier, environmental characteristics at a greater distance in Zones
II, Ill, or IV, for Instance, may outweigh these local characteristics at the
locus of activity Itself. For this reason, characteristics must be measured ,

at a variety of distances away from the river. It should also be understood -'

that the factors we have listed may not be the only factors influencing site
location; and the distribution of our biogeographic surrogates may i'.'

Inappropriately group resource locations which, considered severally, might
explain more accurately the observed variability of site distribution.
Nevertheless, if the model is correct, and the biogeographic units relate to
the structure of resources actually forming the subsistence base of the'-
prehistoric Inhabitants, then the variability of site-type distribution per
linear unit along the river should depend to some degree upon measured
characteristics of the present environment, expressed as independent variables
of those same linear units.

MEASUREM4LNT OF SITING VARIABLES

The common units chosen for measuring siting variables are Increments of
the river course between Corps of Engineers river mile markers. S!nce the two
sides of the river vary with respect to total numbers of sites, relative
numbers of site types, and environmental characteristics, and since the river
forms a kind of "semipermeable" barrier, the units are further divided into
left (north, Douglas County) and right (south, Okanogan County) sides. Not
all increments are a statute mile in length, and because the river bends .. ','

sharply in a number of places, spatial units extending outward from the center
line of the river are not of equal area. To maintain comparability, those
environmental variables measured as areas are expressed as ratios of the total
area within a unit. Two computer data files were constructed, one containing -KV>
all sites recorded in the reservoir between Chief Joseph and Grand Coulee Dams
(on which Is coded grid and river mile locations, surface features, artitact
class occurrences according to surface survey, testing, or salvage excavation,
and other data), and the other containing environmental data per river mile
unit (Table 7-2). For this analysis, the site file was reorganized to sum
site type numbers and areas per river mile unit and was conjoined with the
river mile file to form the data base.

Because of the expanding scale, three different data sources were used. .,-'.' \

For measurements within the guide-taking lines, corrected river mile markers
were plotted on a large scale (1:960), Corps of Engineers geology map (E-51-
20-11, 1967), and lines perpendicular to the center line of the river were
drawn through the markers out to the guide-taking lines. The areas subtended
on either side are considered the "total area" (GTAREA) of each RM unit (per
side). (Note that this exercise does not measure variables on Inundated .. --

terrain.) Again, since it seems safe to assume that the amount of exposed

.. .
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bedrock on one side of the river exerted no Influence on site location on the

other side, measurements at this and the next scale up were kept separate by
side. With a polar compensating planimeter, total area, areas with a slope of
greater than 50%, and areas of exposed bedrock were measured. Areas without
rock and with a slope of less than 50%, along with all ratios, are derived by

subsequent computation (Table 7-2, computed variables). Within each river
mile, the effect of steep bluffs is assessed by the ratio of the length of
escarpments greater than five meters high to the total length of shoreline.
Since measuring winter solar radiation and shadow patterns directly would be
extremely expensive, solar radiation is expressed by a ratio scale from 0 to
4, according to the azimuth of the river shorelines, as shown In Figure 7-6.

While our experience from testing and subsequent salvage operations
suggests that housepits commonly are constructed in sandy sediments and seldom
are dug through gravel ly strata, sediments were found to vary greatly in a
small area, and the attempt to measure the area of different sediment types
from the geology map was abandoned.

The Corps geology maps do not extend much beyond the guide-taking lines

and do not Include data on vegetation. The areas of draw bottoms, exposed
bedrock, talus slopes and/or dense fields of erratics, Isolated communities of .
pine or mixed coniferous trees, and broad-leaf or macrophyllous vine and shrub

communities were measured on 1978 Corps of Engineers air photo strips (ca.
1:1500). WHilIe measurement out to a kilometer or more from the river would
have been preferable, the photos covered the area consistently only out to
about 0.8 km. Again, the current river mile markers were transferred to air
photos, the shoreline was copied 0.8 km planimetrical ly on either side of the
river, and the river course was segmented by lines drawn through the river
mile markers perpendicular to the center line of the river. Stereo pairs were
used to Improve feature Interpretation. Areas were measured with a planimeter
and expressed as the ratio of the feature's area to the total area of the unit
(separately on each side of the river).

Since air photo-mosaic coverage of the entire study area is not readily - -

available, environmental characteristics at distances greater than 0.8 km from
the river were measured from USGS (1:62500) quad maps. At this scale and in
this format, environmental data are restricted to distance, elevation and
contour, location of lakes Intermittent and perennial streams, distribution of
the main forest of the Okanogan Highlands, and location of the larger outlying

communities of coniferous trees. The strategy of measurement at this scale
consists of assessing the "ecotonai" variability of the environment at eight,
16, and 24 km from the river. At each Increment of distance, the presence or
absence of the plateau environment, the highlands, Isolated pine communities,
the main forest, and lakes was recorded. The presence of mixed coniterous

forest at higher elevations within the ponderosa pine forest was identified
from the topography (north-facing slopes) and from personal knowledge of the
local environment. Three major valleys (the Omak Trench, the Nespelem Valley,

• ,' and the Grand Coulee) form potential communication links with other areas, and

the proximity of the valleys to river mile segments was Included. The
ecotonal scores for each of the river mile segments was then summed for the

-Now
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three distances and taken as an Index of environmental richness at Increasing

distance from the floodplain. It should be mentioned that the ecotonal * -

Indices are not measures specific to one or the other side of the river, as
distant resource groups may Influence site location on either side of the
river. However, the Intervention of the river would add to the total energy
requirement to use a resource and should influence siting signiticantly.

TESTING THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SITING VARIABLES

Influences on site distribution were assessed by multiple regression
analyses executed by the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
program (Ne et al. 1975). A forward, stepwise solution procedure was
employed, In which the criterion for Inclusion of an Independent variable In
the equation Is F>.I.O. The F value is the ratio of the coefticient B to the .
standard error of B, a statistic allowing a test for the significance of the
coefficient. In this procedure, all variables are independently assessed and
then entered Into equations In order of their partial correlation, the amount
of variance in the dependent variable they Individually explain. When all
variables meeting the criterion of F2i.O are entered, F values are recomputed
and an adjusted R2 value, the proportion of variance in the dependent variable
explained by the equation, Is computed. The results are shown In Tables 7-3
and 7-4. In these tables, only Independent variables with an F ratio ot at ..

Table 7-3. Stepwlse multiple regression suggesting Influence
of environmental variables on site location variability, north

bank of Columbia River.
P...-

Dependent VariabLes (9 per river miLe

Independent Winter Open Non-Habitat.
VariabLe ViLtLagese Camp Site

10 f I OF0 0 E
Ecotone Index 1 18.05 .00' + 1 8.02 .000 +
05 miles

SoLar Index 5 2.38 .13 + 2 1.35 .25 +

BLuff Index 3 9.24 .00* - 2 7.53 .00' -

Oram Index 2 9.47 .00' + 3 5.32 .03* + 3 5.45 .03*

Rock Index 4 4.11 .050 - 4 2.14 .15 -

Pine Index 1 4.06 .05' +

FP Adjusted
(% of variance .52 .20 .28
expl ai ned)

0 = Stepaie order of incLusion -. ',

F = F ratio
P= Significance of F
I = Direction of relationship

= H0 rejected

o 7 4
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Table 7-4. Stepwise multiple regression Indicating

Influence of environmental variables on site
location variability, south bank of Columbia River.

Dependent Variebtes (# per river mitle

Independent Open Now-Hbi teton
VeriabLe F ps 8 to

Ecotone Index 2 5.23 .030 + 6 6.78 .01 + "

a 5 smite

Solar Index 6 2.53 .12 + 3 11.75 .0 +-

Bluff Index 1 5.73 .02 -

Draw Index 7 2.24 .14 - 5 6.58 .02 -.

Rock Index 4 3.48 .07 + 2 26.93 .00S + ,

Rapids 1 21.82 .00* +

ftjor ValLey 5 2.28 . 14 +
Intersectioan ~
8roadteef Index 3 3.29 .08 +

Pine Index 7 6.72 .01 -

Surface Index 4 6.37 .0? +

02 Adjusted
(M of varience .24 .57 -
expL enod)

0 = Stepwiee order of Inctuelon
F = F r tio
P Significnce of F
B = Direction of reLationehip

= rejeacted

.1..
least 2.0 are shown, along with the order of their entry (0), the significance
of F (which Is given an asterisk w here the probab IIty of such a I Inearity *''<

arising In the population by chance is at the 0.05 level), and the sign of the
Intercept B which gives the direction of the relationship.

There Is much to consider In these equations and considerable scope for
refinement. The present results, however, suggest several tentative

conclusions.
Five environmental variables representing different conditions within the '"

floodplain, along the escarpments, and outside the Columbia River trench
explain 52% of the variance of winter village location. Winter solar exposure
and escarpments blocking access to the river are factors operating at the
locus of habitation; draws and rock slopes refer to conditions within a half
mile from the river; and ecotonal variability operates at yet greater
distances. It should be mentioned that the ecotone Index apparently heaviiy '

weights proximity to the ponderosa pine and Douglas fir forests, since other
ecotones are almost equal ly accessible from most river miles; further, at 10

V,% %"5
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to 15 miles this Index contributes nothing to the explanation, suggesting that

minimization of distance to forest resources (or, more general ly, to ecotonal

richness) Is the proper Interpretation of the Influence.
The observed frequency distribution of winter village sites along the

floodplain, then, seems to be explained by conflicting tendencies: 1) to
minimize distance to forest resources while remaining near the river; 2) at
the same time, to maximize access to resources located In the draws dissecting
the escarpment. The strong avoidance of rock might be expected due to *J *.

construction requirements but may reflect the constriction of available
* surface, although this Index Is not correlated strongly with the optimum

surface Index. Avoidance of escarpments, which make access to water

difficult, and adjustment of location to maximize winter sun, however, are
expected outcomes of the analysis. These spatially confl Icting Influences on .
the placement of w Inter v I llages can be resolved to some degree by a ranked

division of the available space. Over a long period of time, repeated

occupation in the most preferred division will result In a pattern of
distribution that we observe as the ranked clustering down to segments of
about a mile, and in random or uniform patterns within the smallest divisions.

In contrast to winter villages, only 20% and 24% of the variance of open

camp distribution is explained for locational frequencies on the Okanogan and
Douglas County sides respectively. The Included variables and their order

differ enough from those explaining winter vii lage location that we can argue V
with some certainty that the sites classed as "open camps" are different from
those classed as lwinter vii lages" (assuming the logistical model and the
specification of Hypothesis 2). Open camps either Include sites representing

very different activity areas Inappropriately grouped together, or the
variables chosen to explain the locational variance of winter villages are

inappropriate for explaining that of open camps, or both.
The greatest surprise in the analysis Is the Influence exerted by

environmental variables on nonhabitation site locations on the Douglas County
side of the river. With the omission of the solar Index, the equation

explaining nonhabitation site frequency along the Okanogan County side is
Identical to that explaining winter village location. The Implication Is
obvious. Nonhabitation sites Include cairns, Identified burials, talus

depressions (food caches or vandalized burials), rock alignments of unknown
function, and plctographs. On the right bank, the majority of these appear to
be closely associated with winter vil lage habitation. The environmental

Influences on the location of such features along the left bank of the river
are not easily Interpreted. There are only five sites with identified

housepits on the left bank, too few to be Included in the analysis, and
neither site distribution maps nor frequency hIstogrms show any spatial

relationship between these and the nonhabltatlon sites. Without an hypothesis
leading to the expectation of such an outcome we can only guess that these

,features do not represent a constellation of activities associated with any

specific locus of the settlement network. That Is, they are visible remnants
of a wide variety of activities associated with specific but distinct habitats

and physiographic features. It Is perhaps Important that nonhabItation sites

-. .-..
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on this side of the river represent the only kinds of sites whose frequency
per river mile Is Influenced by the presence of rapids. The variable has the % .
first order of Inclusion in the equation (the highest partial regression
coefficient) and is positively related to site frequency. While one might
welcome the conclusion that a number of the nonhabitation sites are associated
with subsistence activities at rapids, presumable with fishing, the
association might just as well be due to other causes.

DISCUSSION..-

Analysis of the relation between site distribution and environmental

factors, and by extension between subsistence strategy, critical resources,
and land use, Is neither complete or entirely conclusive, leaving considerable
scope for further research. Fifty-two percent of the variance of winter
village distribution has been explained by the Interplay of five environmental
variables, four of which are statistically significant at the 0.05 level,
despite the small number of comparative units (n=45 river miles). This
percentage Is a respectable score, considering the fact that we are deal ing
with a complex system in which a wide range of Impinging variables may affect
any outcome and in which idiosyncratic behavior of Individuals Is expected.
Nevertheless, the residuals cannot be Ignored. Forty-eight percent of the
variance has not been explained. There are technical responses to this
situation, of course. At the present time, however, we have not examined
residuals for the simple reason that there Is no appropriate response to
either possible result. A linear relationship of the residuals to site
frequency per river mile unit would suggest variables not considered. Since
we have apparently exhausted the envIronmental varIabIlIty for whIch we have

data, such an outcome would suggest the possibility of causes not related to
the structure of resources which influence use-intensity along specific
stretches of the floodplain. A random scatter of residuals would suggest .' .-

inaccuracy of measurement. We expect both to be true and have no ready
solution. We consider several sources of potential error.

One Important question Is whether the residuals vary according to time. .',..
Put another way, the question Is simply whether the frequency pattern of sites
per river mile has shifted at some time during the 5,000 years of most Intense
occupancy of the project area. If so, one might Infer a change In
environmental structure or subsistence strategy or both. We have not observed
a major shift in environmental structure, at least for the last 5,000 years.
Expansion of the pine forest during a moister climatic period, however, might
increase the Influence of the ecotone Index; that Is, It might explain
clusters of winter villages lying downstream, at present at a considerable - .
distance from the sage steppe-pine forest ecotone. An increase in earlier
components In the downstream reach suggests a slight shift of this sort, If
sampling error related to terrace height and inundation can be ruled out. In
general, however, the number of testing components assigned to each period and '
Interperlod Interval Is too small to reflect statistical trends. The data can
be grouped, however, Into two units representing Periods I-Ill (7000-2500

--. :: :--:-
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B.P.) and Periods IV-VI 1 (2500-150 B.P.). The result Is shown In Figure 7-7.
WhIle the numbers are still smal l, the cluster of components arouna RM 560
suggests that many of the sites recorded in this area reflect intensive land
use primarily in the earlier periods. Even at this level of frequency,
however, It Is clear that the distribution pattern of the earlier components
Is much the same as that of the later ones. It seems reasonable to conclude
that, while changing distribution of vegetation may have allowed modifications
In the pattern of winter village location and subsistance tactics, there Is no .
evidence here of a shift In underlying subsistence strategy. .

A second potential for error lies in the fact that blanket reconnaissance
did not take place before the project area was Inundated. Systematic
eradication of all sites that might have been In the downstream halt of the
project area certainly would create a spurious relation between site frequency
and proximity to the pine forest. Other elements, more universally
distributed, are Involved in the ecotone Index, however, and while proximity
to forest vegetation seems Important, It is not a decisive factor. While It
cannot be demonstrated that there actual Iy were fewer sites In the lower third
of the project area, It seems very likely. Habitable surfaces in close 9-"

proximity to the river probably were scarce in the lower third of the project '..4

area because of the lack of terrace development and the steepness of the
valley. The negative Influence of bluffs In other reaches is demonstrated In
the regression analysis, and the low frequency of sites in such areas upstream
beyond the Influence of the first pool raise Is quite clear, especially
between the Nespelem River and Buckley Bar. We suspect inundation and
landsliding are more likely to be responsible for the distribution of the
residuals than for the linear relations. In any case, systematic loss of site

matrix to erosion always Is a hidden factor when surfaces active during the 'F

period of occupancy are sampled. If that Is the only reason for the results
we have obtained here, then similar studies In other areas surely will prove
us wrong.

Yet another potential source of error is in the Indirect method of
measuring Important environmental factors. First, the environmental variables
are generalized, blophysiographic surrogates. While they appear to have
served their purpose admirably, they undoubtedly are Insensitive to highly
localized critical resources. It would be better, of course, to measure the
productive capacity and spatial distribution of the biological resources
directly. However, faunal communities have been eradicated or greatly
modified by Euroamerican settlement, and while floral species are
substantially Intact, the sampling, identitication, and analysis of such
materials are not within the scope of the present research. Secondly, the

number of sites per river mile may not be a good reflection of the Intensity
with which a given stretch of the floodplain was used. The total area of site
surtaces per river mile was considered as a dependent variable but was
rejected because of Instances of missing data and because the reconnaisance
data are likely to be Inaccurate In this regard. The number and/or area of
occupations would be the most appropriate measure. Such a measure, however,
cannot be completely realized, for obvious reasons.

4°*. .0
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There is also fair scope for Inaccuracies vaguely classed as "measurement

error" to account for some percentage of unexplained variance. A most
Important question, however, Is whether there would be a close fIt of the .ju
observed data to expectations derived from the model, even If all measurement
error were reduced to a negligible percentage. Our guess is that the sources
of error discussed might account for about 25% of the residuals. That Is,
only about three-quarters of the variance of the pattern of use-intenslty

along the floodplain could be explained by recourse to the proposed model of
subsistence strategy.

To understand the implications of this conjecture, it Is necessary to
consider a distinction between the strategy and the tactics of subsistence
economics. The model of subsistence strategy which we have assumed to explain
the pattern of site distribution In the floodplain Is relatively parsimonious
and not only fits ethnographic observations of hunter-gatherer groups on a

world wide basis (Binford 1980) but specifically fits the pattern of
subsistence activities recorded In ethnographles of peoples living In and
around the project area (esp. Ray 1932). The fIt of the model to prehistoric
activities In the project area Is based simply on the recognition that
resources critical to the subsistence base of hunter-gatherer groups are
nonuniformly distributed both spatially and temporally. The strategy for
overcoming this kind of incongruity In resources Is straightforward and
obvious, given that the necessary knowledge and technology were available:
storage of food to bridge the fallow seasons, a wide resource base to Z!2..
compensate for year to year variability In productivity of resources, and

procedures for simultaneous use of far-flung resources.
While the strategy outlined above Is considered to exemplify the basis of

the subsistence system In the project area, a variety of tactics are available
to Implement It. What we have not expressed In developing our expectations is

the assumption that all parts of the population occupying the project area-

Implemented that strategy In the same way. We have assumed expl Icitly that
housepit sites marked habitations associated with food storage and
maintenance, presmably for the winter months. Covertly, we have assumed that
each part oriented their subsistence network lmdependently to maximize access

to the same kinds of critical resources. While, In the results of the
nearest-neighbor analysis, we considered the possibility of competition for
the same resources, competitive Influences on settlement location could not be
considered In the regression analysis. Similarly, we did not consider the
possibility that redistribution of critical resources from segment to segment
of the population (between closely allied kin units, communities, and so on)
might Influence the placement of the central base of habitation.

While Ray (1932) states that all winter villages of the SanpolI-Nespelem
were located on the floodplain, Post (in Spier, ed. 1938:11) mentions that
some families among the Southern Okanogan wintered in the uplands and that

stored foods from groups wInterIng on the floodplain were exchanged for upland
products, (presumably meat and furs, and possibly vegetable resources). While

we have, of course, no archaeological Information about the existence of
winter settlements in the upland zones, something of the same mechanism may be

..... ..... ..... ..... ... ,
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In operation on the floodplain. During periods of high population, some

groups might be forced to locate along reaches of the river which are less
than optimally situated for exploitation of all critical resources.

Conversely, location in such reaches might be a tactic for exerting control
over a wider territory and for more systematic exploitation of some resources;

shortages created by extension of the network could be accounted for by
intragroup exchange. In any case, It seems clear that to account fully for

most of the variance in the spatial distribution of sites representing the,* A

central base of a logistics network, cultural as well as environmental factors

must be taken into account. Cultural responses are by no means variables

determined by environmental factors; rather, environmental factors are
variables In part determined by cultural systems; once determined, they simply

constitute the bounds within which the system operates comtortably.
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8. SITE CLUSTERING

by Lawr V. Solo

Leeds' earlier detailed study of site distribution focused on the
relationship of site location to environmental features, using all sites,,'
regardless of age to site location (Leeds, Chapter 7). Since that time, the ,.
number of well-dated components has been substantially Increased as the survey . '
and salvage programs at the project have drawn to a close. There is now an , -.
opportunity to look at site distribution with an eye to disclosing change
through time.

We have conducted an examination of site distributions with each of the
three project phases. Our graphic approach is a departure from the
statistical approach used by Leeds. In part, we can do so because the earlier ,
work established certain traits of site distributions in the project area..X "
For Instance, the locational analysis suggests that whenever possible,
communities comprising several households chose wintering site (central base)

.1": locations with the most convenient access to the full suite of environmental
J. resources needed to sustain the community. This tendency could be made
A. apparent through graphic demonstrations or by multivariate statistical

techniques. Primarily using the latter, Leeds found that sites appeared to
cluster at a variety of scales that were progressively finer proportional
divisions of the 45-mile river length. Only at divisions less than about 6
mile groups did the tendency toward clustering become less apparent.

At this point we Intend to concentrate on community siting rather than
Individual household sites, as Leeds' study suggests that further
investigation of the latter would be futile if only the project's data were
used. We do not suggest that we can detect actual prehistoric communities.
Instead, we Identify site clusters as analytic surrogates for communities,
that Is groups of households. We then examine spatial and geographic
relationships among clusters. In this way we hope to detect temporal changes

. in culturally patterned siting strategy, hoping that the larger scale will
screen out idiosyncratic behaviors of households noted by Leeds. The
environmental influences cannot be established conclusively by this study, but
we compare site clustering to faunal distributions and other data to suggest
reasonable explanations that may be tested by future investigations.

Other studies (Salo, Chapter 6; Miss, Chapter 9) suggest that there have
% been changes in adaptive systems in the project area through time. Older '"

occupations may have been associated with adaptive systems closer to the
foraging than the collecting end of the continuum. The differences among them
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may be Important to study of cultural evolution, but may reflect tactical

rather than strategic aspects of plans for living. We expect that changes in
site distribution at the project are most likely to show shifts In subsistence
tactics in response to the kinds of environmental and cultural changes that we
know have occurred in the study area.

This study Is confined to prehistoric habitation sites. Leed's study of
nonhabitation site siting cannot be Improved upon as none of the sites have

since been dated save burial sites. There are too few burial sites in the
project to support sophisticated locational studies. Further, we are most ."

Interested in prehistoric subsistence economy and beyond the direct evidence
of Individual health, populations and special technology that burials
themselves provide, their locations within the floodplain zone are not likely
to be Illuminating. They can, however, suggest community loci.

EXPECTAT IONS

To facilitate Investigation of the relative location of each phase
along the foraging/collecting continuum, we constructed a model for the
expected distributional characteristics of site types within foraging and
collecting systems (Table 8-1). We have defined four variables to use in
examining these characteristics in site distributions (Table 8-2): 1) the
geographic concentration of site clusters; 2) characteristic cluster
dispersion; 3) site density within clusters both total and for each kind of
site; and 4) site type diversity of clusters. Site clusters, for the purpose
of this discussion, are defined simply as modes in the distribution of any
kind of site or combination of sites within the census zone. They may be
observed at any geographic or temporal scale. . -

The first variable, "geographic concentration of site clusters" is
Intended to measure the locus and extent of a community. The modes In site
type frequency by census unit Identify the lci. We make several assumptions• T.•%.. %. .
in using this technique for disclosing community locations.

1) "Community" is an archaeologically identifiable unit of social
organization. For the purpose of this study, "community" is defined N
as a group of households In a geographically delimited area. We
assume that the households of a given community tend to Interact with
each other to a greater extent than they do with households of other -
communities. Within the community we assume that households vie for
whatever sites are believed to be most desirable, and that the most
desirable locations would show up archaeologically as the most

frequently used areas.

2) Low frequency of land use Is shown by relatively low frequency of
archaeological sites In a census tract.

3) We assume that we are Investigating some kind of central based
collecting subsistence system (Leeds, Chapter 7).

- -Z
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4) For a central based collecting subsistence system, the key element .
in disclosing community locus Is the central base site. For this
study we assume that the central base site Is a Type 1. Other kinds -
of sites occur in the community and must not be ignored in defining -''
community locus, but the central base sites are the primary evidence. .l .. .
As we have drawn our data from both testing and salvage level

Information we also assume that sampling error has not grossly
distorted the identification of site types based on feature
Inventories.

5) The loci of modes in the frequency of different kinds of sites In
the total census area are sufficient to indicate the geographic

concentration of a site cluster. 6) Greatest weight Is given the mode
in Type 1 site distribution when determining a cluster's geographic

concentration. 7) The size of the cluster Is the total area covered
by each mode, weighing the combined effects of modes In all site ,-
types.

The second variable, "characteristic cluster dispersion," is Intended to
measure the geographic distance among communities. The mean geographic
distance of modes of site type defines this variable. In addition to basic
assumptions of the first variable, key assumptions here are:

1) A census area must be chosen with multimodal characteristics In

multiple site types.

2) "Mode distance" Is determined by measurement from peak to peak
expressed in Integral census increments as the closest Interval

downstream from the peak.

3) The key mode among all site types generally Is that for site type
1, but characteristic cluster dispersion should be determined on
average values for intermode distance of all site types.

4) The census area Is not widely disparate ecologically, but may have
Internal differences that reflect geographically different
combinations of microenvironments.

.. '.. .'.% .

This variable also conveys information about the characteristic size of
communities and their territory, and helps describe the adaptive success of a
group of culturally related communities.

The third variable, "cluster site density" is designed to measure the -
intensity of use of local resources by a community. The mean of the sums of
each site type In each spatlotemporal unit for each cluster yield the ,
characteristic for each cluster. A phase's local characteristic cluster site .

%
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density is the mean value of all cluster site density values. Key assumptions

not covered by previous discussions are:

1) How intensely an area was used Is actually reflected by the number
of sites (or different occupations) in the area.

2) Sedimentation rates are adequate to preserve evidence of enough
. separate occupations that the first assumption Is reasonable.

3) Erosional episodes have not destroyed occupation evidence

selectively.

4) The statistic is adequate for the rough measure of density.

5) As the study area Is a narrow floodplain, the use of linear
measurement is an adequate surrogate for a two-dimensional approach.

The fourth variable, "cluster diversity", is designed to measure the

complexity and degree of organization of a local community. The diversity of
each cluster is shown by the ratio of site types In each mode. A phases's

characteristic cluster diversity Is the mean of all modes' diversity

measurements. The key assumptions of this analysis are:

1) Progressively larger numbers of different kinds of sites reflect
progressively more complex economic organization.

2) The site feature type classification used in this study Is

adequate to show rough trends of social evolution.

METHODS

Our study of site distribution uses sites/component frequencies summed \* -'
by 5-mile reaches in recognition that this interval is approximately the order
of scale at which the tendency toward normal distribution becomes more uniform

(Leeds, Chapter 7:Figure 7-5). We use a 50 mile total reach, from Columbia
River Mile (RM) 545 to RM 595. River milies are Indicated on 15 minute USGSn

maps. (The reader should be aware that RM designations change through time as
the position of the river mouth changes and as its course alters). Site data
are summed within reaches designated by perpendiculars to the river flow axis

drawn through the appropriate RM markers on the maps. All sites are confined
to the floodplain, Biophyslographic Zone I of Leeds et al. (Chapter 1).

Site/component data for habitation sites can be found in Appendix D,
Tables D-1 and D-2. We have assembled data at the finest chronological

level available for each site. Sites known from photo Inventory or
reconnaissance have but one component: prehistoric. Sites which have been
tested only have, as a rule, two components; more extensively excavated sites

have 3 or more components.
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S I tes/components al so are c I ass I f Ied accord i ng to the k i nds of features
present at each, as surrogate measures for different kinds of sites that might
be expected in collecting or foraging systems (Binford 1980). For untested
habitation sites, the only distinction that can be made Is the presence of
housepits. Thus sites known from reconnaissance or aerial photographic
Inventory are split into the categories "housepit" and "Open camp" (Table 8-
3). lested and salvaged sites were divided into three classes (Salo, Chapter
6): Type 1 sites with house floors or housepIts and at least one other kind
of structured feature; Type 2 sites with a discrete living floor and one
feature or midden and one other feature, and Type 3 sites with one or no
features. Respectively, these types are surrogates for central bases, field
camps, and locations/caches/stations. It

All components were displayed by 5 mile reach by riverbank (Table 8-4).
The river Itself appeared to Leeds to be a significant siting factor, possibly
as a barrier to day-to-day communication and thus It was Included In the
current Investigation. The distribution of Leeds' environmental zones within
15 km of the project was summarized in schematic, not-to-scale form (Figure 8-
1). Some modifications of the biophyslographic zones were made to better
indicate environmental diversity. We split the pothole lakes upland from Zone -

IIIL and IIIR. We also split upland grassy valleys (elk and antelope
habitats) from Zone IIR. Forested parts of Zone IIIR (from USGS 15 minute"%
maps) also were lumped with Zone IV. As Zone I Is uniformly distributed In
the study area, we did not Include It In the map. We added perennial streams
and rapids, however.

The frequency of all prehistoric sites, regardless af age, by 5 mile .'.
reach is shown in Figure 8-1. Sites were counted separately on each bank. ' '

The breakdown of total sites Into open camp and housepit sites also Is shown,
disclosing occurrences of both types on both sides of the river. In this
exercise, components that had been more finely typed were grouped Into
housepit/open camp categories. ,-4,

Chronologically classiflea and feature-typ-i components then were .-
displayed in similar fashion but not compared with the environmental feature
distribution (Figure 8-2). The chronological divisions are the project's
three phases, each roughly 2,000 years in length. Finer subdivisions,
although feasible, would have been unlikely to result in clear patterns due
to small sample size, especially In the earl ler period. K,.....

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

With the exception of winter villages added by aerial photogrammetry, the
linear distribution along the river of housepit and open camp sites over the

6,000 year span of the prehistoric record at the project Is virtually
Identical In the 1981 (Figure 7-4) and present study (Figure 8-1). If numbers .

of sites/occupations are any Indication, overall use of the south bank of the ..

river was less Intense for each kind of site. The reaches above RM 565
received greatest use; major site clusters occur In the RM 565-570, 575-580,
and 585-590 reaches, although Intervening reaches also have occupation.
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Table 8-3. Habitation site Inventory (based on surface evidence
only) by reach.

Rech Rver Foot Survey
2  

Aerial. Photos
3  

TotaL %INIL* I Opwemp Housai t jOpen Camp erousepi t Open C. ALL of TotLNtL ueepti I Ip ~* "P~ I nventory

1 545-550 - 2 - 2 - 4 4 1

2 550-5 - 2 - O 10 10 2

3 555-500 - 19 1 9 1 27 28 11 . ..

4 560-5 - 5 1 3 1 8 9 4 A.

5 565-570 3 21 5 6 9 27 35 1

6 570-575 2 10 5 2 7 12 9 11'

7 575-580 15 19 1 - 16 19 35 19

a 580-585 11 19 1 - 12 1 30 10

9 585-590 - 2B 3 2 9 30 38 22

10 590-595 11 12 - - 11 12 23 7

ALL 54-55 48 135 17 32 65 167 232 100

1. Inventory from MunaLL and SiLo 1977 as modified by Jeriann at aL 1978
Leads at at. 1980 and Leeds at aL. 1881 ; Chatters 1994 a end bt end Mass 1992.
2. From Appendix D, TabLe 0-1.

3. From Appendix E, TabLe E-1.

Table 8-4. Habitation site Inventory (based on surface
evidence only) by reach and river bank.

River North Bank South Bank Ratio Within Reach
R-..n Nile (Okanogan Co.) (DougLas Co.) TotaL

North South

545-550 2 2 4 50 50

2 550-555 6 4 10 60 40

3 555-560 26 15 41 63 37

4 560-565 6 10 16 38 62

5 565-570 39 14 52 73 27

6 570-575 27 14 41 6 34

7 575-580 54 1 72 75 25

a 56D-585 34 6 40 85 15

9 "505-590 50 33 83 so 40 "

10 590-595 17 10 27 63 27 .. *

ALL 54-695 260 126 386 67 33

A,"°,
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When finer time Intervals are considered (Figure 8-2), some Interesting

changes in pattern of distributions are evident on visual Inspection. The
patterns perceived for each phase are discussed below, followed by a separate-,
consideration of data biases and their effects on perceived patterns.

The following results are evident (see Table 8-5 for numeric data and
Table 8-6 for a statistical summary). The Kartar Phase shows only two site
clusters in the study area. Type 1 (housepit) sites are spaced at 15 mile
intervals. Cluster size is about 20 miles. Site density in each cluster
averages 0.88 site per river mile. Type 1 sites comprise 16% of the average
cluster, Type 2 (field camp) sites 10%, and Type 3 (locations/stations) 74%.

Table 8-5. Dated and typed sites by phase and reach.

Kartar Phase Hudnut Phase Coyote Creek Phase %

Reach River Feature Site Type Feature Site Type Feature Site Type
Ml La I

1 1 2 3 IALL j j 3ALL 1 2 1 31 ALL L

1 545-550 --

2 550-555 - - - - - - - - - - - -

3 555-560 - 5 - 1 1 2 -2 1 3

4 560-565 4 4 - 1 1 2 - 1 1

5 565-570 -2 2 4 1 - 2 3 1 3 4 9

6 570-575 2 1 - 3 - 2 - 2 1 -3 V
7 575-590 - -5 5 113 620 3 3 612

8 580-5 - - 3 3 3 1 - 4 7 1 1 9

9 585-590 3 - 4 7 4 2 7 13 - 12 13 25

10 590-595 - - - - 1 2 3 6 1 - 1

ALL 545-595 5 3 23 31 20 12 20 52 13 23 26 62

The Hudnut Phase shows four site clusters. Housepit site cluster spacing
is 10 miles. Cluster size is 10 miles. Site density In each cluster averages
1.3 per river mile. Housepit sites comprise 38% of the average cluster, field
camps 23%, and locations/stations 38%. This phase also shows a use of the
south side of the river for housepit sites.

The Coyote Creek Phase shows four site clusters. Housepit site cluster
spacing Is 12.5 miles, but this figure probably Is closer to 10 due to
sampling biases. Cluster slke Is 10 miles. Site density in each cluster
averages 1.55 per river mile. Housepit sites comprise 33% of the average
cluster, field camps 30%, and locations/stations 36%.

Before Interpreting the results from the standpoint of cultural
evolution, some discussion of data biases is warranted. In general, the best
use that can be made of the data In Table 8-6 Is rough illustrations of L
trends.

-,I
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Table 8-6. Locational statistics by phase.

Veriebte . arter Phu@, uuut Ph*" Coyote Crook Phase

Vee1abLa by ftem

Nodb for Ble Type

1 570, 560 565, 575, 585 565, 580, 560

2505 575, 565 555, 585, 575, 535

3 5, 575. 505 585, 565, 575, 505 585, 565, 575, 5M5

CLuter Dispersion

ALL 1/2 .t.. 1/10 ofte. 1/10 -te..

1 1/18 sit*o 1/10 ste*o 1/12.5 miteo '. -.. -

2 -1/10 te 1/10 mi

3 1/15 mite. 1/0 aiLes 1/10 miLes

M ueter Site Density

ALL 0.8 1.0 1.55

1 0.12 0.50 0.85

2 0.15 0.30 o.5.

3 o.58 a.2 0.5
Muster Diversity

1 16 38 33

2 10 23so

8 74 38 8

VeraLetm by Cmiter
Loction at sto cLusters 588- 575- 588- W65- 575- 585- 555- 565- 575- 565-

(extent of model 575 558 565 675 595 595 565 575 505 595 %

Identifier KA M M 1 C H A C c C

Mt-er Site ensity

ALL 0.75 1.0 0.4 0.5 2.4 1.9 0.4 1.1 2.1 2.9

1 0.1 0.2 - 0.1 1.4 0.5 - 0.2 1.1 0.1

2 0.2 - 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.4 1.2

a.. 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.7 1.3

Ctuater Divereity
It of Each Site Type)

1 12 20 - 20 58 28 - 1 46 4

2 19 - 50 40 17 21 50 45 19 46

3 6e 80 50 40 25 53 50 a6 33 50

Nod boundaries ere by 5-miLe unit, determined by change in elope. Node peeks designeted by cLosest
downetream river site.

-~ .. ~.~ . ~.. .. *. 4..
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Testing at the project has been Intense (Table 8-7). The percentage of

habitation sites tested in each five mile reach ranges from 22 to 66 percent.

Between RM 555 and RM 570, testing averaged about 30 percent in each five-mile
reach, and between RM 570 and 590, testing averaged about 60%. Relatively few

sites have been tested in RM 590-595 as this reach lies outside the Chief

Joseph Dam project.
The lower hal f of the study area Is the most deeply Inundated, so our

measure of Intensity of use Is less likely to reflect actual prehistoric use
of that area in comparison to the upper half. However, the lowest 15 miles .:-.-

seem never to have been used much. The foregoing two biases do not seem to .'

affect one of the most Informative statistics, the spacing of site clusters.
Another universal sampling bias affects the utility of the numeric data.

Beyond unity, the number of occupations at a site Is directly proportional to
the testing or salvage Intensity (Table 8-8). Consequently the cluster site

density and cluster diversity statistics are less reliable. Finally, data In
the RM 585-595 reach are biased for the Coyote Creek Phase by destruction of
housepit village sites before they could be sampled and by the component

definitions at 45-OK-197 (Chatters 1984a) which are much finer than the
analytic zone divisions made for the project sites. The cluster site density
and diversity statistics for this reach are of no use for systematic
comparisons with other reaches.

Cluster dating strongly suggests cluster contemporaneity (Tables 8-9 and

8-10). The greatest weaknesses in radiocarbon control also covary with

overall availability of sites for sampling, so in retrospect there is little
that could be done to correct for these weaknesses. Type 1 and 2 sites are
the most thoroughly dated; Type 3 sites the least. As cluster definition

depends most heavily on Type 1 and 2 locations, this deficiency is least

worrisome.

I NTERPRETAT ION

Considering all community location data, the major change Is between the
Kartar and the succeeding Hudn,1 and Coyote Creek Phases. The Kartar

community territories are tv,*ce as large as, and site densities in them are

half those of their successors. The Kartar Type 1 sites occur only In
locations that we Infer are the very best winter range for browsing and
grazing ungulates (see Figures 8-1 and 8-2), in contrast with the later phases
which seem to have other geographic foci. The occupations appear to focus In
the Hopkins Canyon and Belvedere vicinities. The Kartar Phase clusters have
the least even proportions of site types; the phase has a very high proportion .

of Type 3 sites, presumably locations/stations (Figure 8-4). It also is the

only phase without Type 2 (field camp) sites on the south bank of the river.
With regard to Inferences about adaptive systems, the above observed

results, in contrast with model expectations (Table 8-1), show clear evidence
of change from Kartar to the later phases. The locaions of Type 1 sites and
the scarcity of Type 2 sites suggest that Kartar base and field camps were

more nearly equivalent than such sites were for later peoples. The ability to

* * . a. *~. .~ .. - * *.b~*Wt..~ .-. .. -
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Table 8-7. Distribution of testing by reach.

Nimber Tested l  % of Sites In Reach Tested
Reach River

ILe Housepit Open Cop I ALL Houmpit Open Coop I ALL

1 545-550 -.. ...

2 550-555 - - - - -

3 555-560 - 9 9 - 33 32

4 580-565 - 3 3 - 38 33

5 565-570 2 9 10 25 80 26

6 570-575 2 8 10 29 67 53

4 7 575-580 11 12 23 68 83 66

9 580-585 a 9 17 66 s0 57

9 585-590 5 18 23 56 60 59

10 590-595 2 8 5 18 25 22

ALL 545-595 30 70 100 '.I

From Jermann at 4L. 1978; Lyman 1976; Osborne at aL. 1952; Chatters
1994 a and b; Bryant 1978; Hs 198, 1983.

Table 8-8. Relationship of testing/salvage Intensity to number of
occupations.

Ratio of Percentage Percentage
, Reach River Inventory Number of Occupations of Inventory of Inventory

MiLe Sites Occupati ons1  to Sites Tested SeLvsd 2

1 545-550 4 4 1.0 - -

2 550-555 10 10 1.0 - -

3 555-560 28 41 1.5 32 7

4 560-585 9 16 1.8 33 22

5 585-570 35 52 1.5 26 8

6 570-575 19 41 2.2 53 5 -

7 575-580 35 72 2.0 66 14

a 580-505 30 40 1.3 57 7 ..-. ,

9 595-590 39 83 2.1 59 10 . . ,

10 590-595 23 27 1.2 22 -

ALL 545-595 232 386 1.7 43 8

1. Untetsd/seeLvage sites taLLied as 1; actuaL count for tested/seLveged site-'
Sourcesi Jermann at aL 1978; Lymen 1976; Osborne et eL. 1952; Chetters 1984 a "--'
and b; Bryant 1978; Moss 1982, 1963.
2 Soures Cetters 1984.; CampbaLL 1984; Jahnig 1983; 1984e and b; Lohes ..

1984r-f; Hiss 1984e-d.

%-
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Table 8-9. Cluster radiocarbon dating control.

N.umer of -- 4

Ctueter Sit@ Type TotaL Radiocarbon Percentage Comments
Dete@ Deted AssembLages

KA 1 2 1 50
2 3 1 33
3 11 2 1S

KB 1 3 3 100 'i

2 0 0 - I date from mixed

3 12 2 17 aem~g .HAiob I9 a . 2

100 1 date from mixed
• eeeL age :

3 2 2 100

ID 1 1 1 100,,.'.,

2 2 1 50 g'.
3 2 2 100 .

HC 1 14 7 50
2 4 1 25
3 6 1 17

HD3 1 5 5 100
2 4 1 25
3 10 3 3.

CA 00

3 2 1 50

C8 1 2 2 100
2 5 3 s0
3 4 a

CC 1 10 9 90go
2 4 3 75 ~~ .,

3 7 2 29

CD I 0 a - ... .

2 12 9 75
3 13 9 69

Table 8-10. Radiocarbon date ranges associated with clusters.

Dte Rengel by Site Type

Phase CLuster ALL 1 2 3 ,.

Coyote Creek A 100-1300 No dates 100-900 850-1300 .

9 500-1400 700-1400 700-900 500-800
C 100-1600 100-1600 290-900 200-1500
O 200-1900 No dates 900-1700 209-1900

Hudnut A 2900-3800 No datee 3000-3400 2900-3900
B 2800-3900 2900 2900-3900 2800-3500 ..
C 2100-4000 2100-3900 3900-4000 3100 . "
D 2000-4000 2300-3900 2500 200-400

Kartar A 4200-5600 4200-5400 ce. 5000 5600
B 4400-5500 4500-5500 No dates 4400-5500

1. Based on avaiLabLe radiocarbon dates (dendrocorrected after Demon et eL.
1974] rounded to the nearest 100.
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store overwintering foods during the Kartar Phase probably was limited In

comparison to later periods. The high proportion of Type 3 sites suggests a
greater reliance on foraging during the Kartar Phase, unless we misread the

signature of a field camp for this phase.

The Hudnut phase represents a local population roughly double that of the

Kartar Phase. The occupations focus on the Hudnut Canyon and Belvedere areas.

Housepit sites are dispersed widely over the study area, in the most even

dispersion of all phases, suggesting that they served as a locus for
activities that could be expected at both field and base camps. The winter
range for ungulates along the river probably Increased during a late mid-

Holocene moister/cooler episode allowing more frequent wintering on the south

side of the river. The more even proportions of site types per cluster

suggests a somewhat more logistical economic system than that of the Kartar

Phase, but not like that of the Coyote Creek Phase.

of The Coyote Creek Phase represents a population slightly larger than that

of the preceding Hudnut Phase. Housepit site dispersion is comparatively

restricted, and limited to the north bank. They appear to focus on the area 471%
near the Nespelem River, an area ethnographically known for weir and trap

salmon fishing. It is Interesting to note that only for this phase do the

locational data suggest a siting bias toward such areas. The sampling bias
probIem Induced by the reservoir may be a particular problem to credibility of

this observ&tion, however, as the Coyote Creek occupations tend to occur on

the lowest terraces, which were the first to be Inundated when the reservoir

was impounded. Aerial photogrammetry has shown a series of housepit sites on

lower terraces In the lower reaches of the reservoir near Parsons Rapids that

may have been a Coyote Creek Phase cluster (Appendix E). However, the
Parson's Rapids vicinity has several good locations for weir and trap fishing,

and if there were a Coyote Creek cluster, the principal observation that..'-

Coyote Creek Phase economy focused on salmon fishing would receive added

support. If ethnographic sources are reliable, there probably was also a
major Coyote Creek-aged community In the Belvedere vicinity, but the

archaeological data to confirm this are unlikely to be recovered as they are
either destroyed by residence and highway construction or covered by tons of

excavation spoils from the third powerhouse at Grand Coulee Dam. The Coyote

Creek Phase shows the highest per cluster site density and the most even

spread of site types. It appears to represent a strongly logistical economic
system.

The locational dimension of phase characteristics suggests that the

settlement/subsistence system of the Kartar Phase was the least logistically

organized and that of the Coyote Creek Phase the most. However, other

dimensions of the archaeological record should also be considered In

Interpreting the economic organization of each phase. In particular, the
question of what comprises a base, field and locational site at any given time

Is Important, as these site types need not be denoted by the same criteria in
each phase.

.d,.:.
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9. SITE FREQUENCY, INTENSITY OF USE, AN) DIFFERENTIATION THROUGH TIME

by Christian J. Miss

Our study of the past, whether emphasizing history or process, requires
chronological ordering of data. By this means we can recognize change when it
occurs and begin to seek explanation. Several systems of period and phase
designation have appeared over the years In publications and papers produced
by CJDARP (e.g. Jermann et al. 1978; Lohse 1983; Jaehnig 1983; Leeds et al.
1981). All are based on radiocarbon dates and/or stylistic analogy to other
regional chronologies. However, none of these temporal orderings was able to
take into account all of the time-stratigraphlc units, or analytic zones, from
excavated sites because these were In the process of definition as each site
was analyzed. "'*

This paper presents an Independent ordering of the zones based primarily
on radiocarbon dates, whether of the zones themselves or of adjacent,
bracketing zones. We have attempted to minimize our dependence on stylistic
analogy to other chronologies of the Plateau to avoid tautological reasoning
in examination of other data. Unfortunately, as will be seen in the following
discussion, we cannot entirely escape stylistic analogy particularly when
deal Ing with the oldest Identified components from the Project. We consider
site frequencies by both 500 and 1000-year .erlods, demonstrating the
arbitrary effects of periodization. We also present volumetric data on major
debris categories in relation to time and site types based on features and
consider the implications of these data for reconstructing settlement .
patterns.

SITE FREQIENCY THROUGH TIME

Thirty-four sites originally were recommended for excavation by the
Project. Site condition and probability of destruction were Important
factors# however, within these constraints an additional effort was made to

achieve representation of temporal, functional, geographical, and
topographical variability (Jermann et al. 1978:102-109). Based on survey and
testing results, the selected sites were thought to contain 67 components
representative of associations of these variables. Eventually 18 of the sites
were excavated and 84 components defined.

Figure 9-1 shows the temporal spans represented by the components or
analytic zones. The spans are based on radiocarbon dates and single standard
deviations (solId lines) and our "best guess" or relative methods of dating

9 .7 .. .. .-.. ....
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(broken lines). The ages of seven of the 36 radiocarbon dated components

(19A%) are based on single dates. The remaining zones have from 2 to 22
radiocarbon dates (Appendix D, Table D-4).

Figure 9-2 presents the number of components by 500-year span. Only
components which were relatively securely dated and whose ages fell within a

500-year span were Included. Thus, zones with single dates with excessively
large standard deviations, I.e. greater than 500 years, were not Included.

Zones with mixed cultural deposits of disparate age also were not Included.
Of Immediate Interest Is the bimodality of the distribution, marked by

the low frequency of zones from 1500 to 2000 B.P. and the absence of dates
from 4000 to 4500 B.P. To Increase the sample size to determine If these gaps

are an artifact of the sample, we added 23 radiocarbon dated components
defined by the Chief Joseph Dam Cultural Resources Project testing program

(Jermann et al. 1978:Table 11) and recent excavations by Central Washington
University In the River Mile (RN) 590 area (Chatters 1984b:Table 10). As %
Figure 9-3 shows, the additional data made the bimodal distribution even more
pronounced; only two components have dates fal i ng within the more recent span

and no new components are added to the older. The components from additional
excavations at 45-K-196 and 45-OK-197 (Chatters 1984a) were not Included.

The components defined at 45-OK-196 are not dated finely enough to assign to

50-year periods. The components at 45-OK-197 are so finely divided they are
noncomparable to other components: nineteen components span the period from

200 B.P. to 1950 B.P. The distribution of the components as defined would

simply reinforce the pattern already apparent In Figure 9-3: 1 component is

from the interval 200-500 B.P., 6 from 500-1000 B.P., 9 from 1000-1500 B.P.

and 3 from 1500-2000 B.P. -

As can be seen in Figure 9-1 several components are estimated to span the

earlier period from 4000 to 4500 B.P. and radiocarbon dates are not completely

absent. Five dates from 45-0K-11 and one from 45-OK-250 fall within the
period. The frequencies In the preceding periods are somewhat misleading
since they represent components that are most tenuously dated. Only 3 of the

9 components counted prior to 4500 B.P. are radiocarbon dated. There Is a
fourth component (which was not counted) from 45-D0-204 with two dates which

straddles the arbitrary 4500 B.P. boundary. Only one of the components

included in the period prior to 5000 B.P. was radiocarbon dated (45-K-310).

Five radiocarbon dates from 45-OK-11 and one from 45-D0-211 range from
5085±151 to 5497±142 B.P.

Whether the frequency of sites by 500-year periods reflects demographic

variation or sampling bias is open to question. The project sample was
restricted by the guide-taking lines to areas Immediately adjacent to the

river. Geologic analyses in the area and radiocarbon dates from excavation

suggest most of the terraces tested by the project postdate 5000 B.P. Thus,

low frequencies of sites at this end of the temporal range might be due to
lack of landforms dating prior to about 5000 B.P. within the strictly defined
boundaries of the project area. However, the Central Washington University
testing project sampled higher terraces but no great expansion of the basic
temporal framework under consideration resulted with the possible exception of

., '..%
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a single component capped by Mazama ash (Chatters 1984b). A comparison of the
history of the landform on which 45-0K-11. which yielded most of the older

radiocarbon dates, is located, with other landforms in the project area would

Illuminate the geologic processes affecting early habitation In the project

areas.
An explanation for the more recent drop In frequency Is less easily

arrived at. We cannot state unequivocally that there are no occupations

dating from 1500 to 2000 B.P., only that we have no dates. Chatters

(1984b:120) noted a decline in the number of sites from 2500 to 1600 B.P. in
the project area and suggested as potential explanations renewed downcutting

by the river, population decline In response to sudden environmental change,

or a shift in subsistence emphasis away from the river. Chance and Chance
note Increased density of artifacts at Kettle Falls and suggest an Influx of

people from the north, possibly prompted by a trend to moister environmental

conditions about 2800 to 2600 B.P. (1982:408-9). They also suggest that a
short drought about 1700 B.P. may have affected anadromous fish runs, at least
at Kettle Falls, and been responsible for a substantial change In the

archaeological culture there (Chance and Chance 1982:424).
Figure 9-4 presents the components arranged by 1000-year periods. Only -.

cultural analytic zones from the CJDARP excavations are Included because we

*- lack volumetric data from other sources. The distribution Is strongly

unimodal with the 1500 to 2000 B.P. low obscured by the higher frequency of
the later, adjacent period.

DENSITY OF MATERIAL CATEGORIES

In the subsequent discussion we use 1000-year Intervals as the

comparative time spans. Although this procedure decreases the precision of . 3.
the analysis, we found It necessary for several reasons. First, the zones are
not necessarily single, short-term occupations. They are stratigraphically

correlated units of the same general age and may span more than 500 years.

The larger periods al low us to Include more components in our sample and to
make statistical comparisons among the sub-groups. Second, we have made no

correction for the carbonized material used for dating. Thus, the date

derived from a piece of 300-year old Douglas fir might be a good deal
different from that of a sagebrush branch burned at the same time. Third, a

1000-year period Is likely to Include two standard deviations of our dates
making our age estimates more reliable. .-.

MATERIAL DENSITIES THROUGH TIME

We have examined the volumetric data for the major debris categories of
lithics, bone, shell, and fire-modified rock (FMR) In two ways. The first Is a

consideration of the count per cubic meter. The second is an attempt to take
into account the variable time spans represented by the zones by calculating -,

the number per cubic meter per year, using actual dates for year counts. The

resulting figure is a rough measure of the rate of accumulation.
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Figure 9-5 presents the cumulative mean frequency of the debris categories
over time. Figure 9-6 similarly presents the cumulative mean accumulation rate - .

of the debris categories by 1000-year period over time. Each shows bone to be

the most common artifact. The frequency of Ilithics is more similar to that of

bone In terms of simple density while rate of accumulation associates It with
shell and FMR. Both graphs show consistent densities and rates of

accumulation among the periods for bone, lithics, and FMR as evidenced by the ji

slopes of the lines after 4000 B.P. Shell density and rate of accumulation
Increase in the 2000 to 3000 B.P. period and are lower before 4000 B.P. .

Table 9-1 presents results of t-tests among the mean densities of the

1000-year periods. The greatest numbers of significant differences occur
before 4000 B.P. and the contrast Is even more pronounced before 5000 BP. In ___

general the mean densities for the components in these periods are much lower
(Appendix D, Table D-2). Most of the cultural deposits are composed largely .
of lithics or lithics and bone fragment: FMR are rare and shell even more so.

The extent to which these deposits may have been affected by erosion and. .

redeposition is uncertain. Although field observations Indicate that some are

lag deposits, we do not believe this Is a ubiquitous problem. We would expect
lag deposits to have higher proportions of heavy materials such as FMR and

lower proportions of lighter materials such as bone. The differences in shell

density between the 2000-3000 B?.P period and the following two periods and
between the 1000-2000 B.P. and 3000-4000 B.P. periods are of note. The mean
density for the 2000-3000 B.P. span (1.64 per cu.m, s.d.=0.97) is the largest
among the periods followed by the 3000-4000 B.P. span (1.49 per cu.m,
s.d.=1.01). The lowest densities are found in the two most recent periods

(0.68 per cu.m, s.d.=0.85 and 0.54 per cu.m, s.d.=0.58).

Table 9-1. Significance of differences1 in mean
densities of debris categories by 1000-year period.

1-2000 2-3000 3-4000 4-5000 >5000 , .,,
Years
8.P. LB S -2  L8 S F LS 8 F L B S F L B S F

200-1000 - + - - - + + + 0 +

1-2000 + - -- + + + + -- +

2-3000 ---- + ++ + + +

3-4000 -+ ++ + + 0 +

4-5000 + - 0

1. Key to significance infotmations 4 = significant at 0.01 Level; -
one-taiLed probabtDity; - = not aignficant; 0 = too few scores to
comput. Scores S1 obj act/m 3 counted as 0.

2. Key to debris categories: L = Lithica; B = Bone; 9 SheLL; F = FNR .
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Table 9-2 presents the results of t-tests among the groups for rates of .

accumulation. Here the significant differences are fewer as we take into

account number of years, although with only a single value available for the

span before 5000 B.P. we are unable to statistically evaluate the period.

Again we find most of the significant differences prior to 4000 B.P. The

other remaining contrast is for shell density between the 1000-2000 B.P. and

the 2000-3000 B.P. periods.

Table 9-2. Significance of differences' in mean rate of

accumulation of debris categories by 1000-year periods.

1-200 2-3000 3-4000 4-5000 >5000
Years
B.P. L9 S F2  LB S F L 9 S F L 6 S F L 9 S F

200-1600 ---- - - - + 0 0 0 0 .

1-2000 --o-- - - .- 00.00,e

2-3000 ---- - + + + 0 0 0 0

3-4000 ---- 0 0 0 0

4-5000 00 0 0

1. Key to significance information: + = significant at 0.01 Level;
one-taited probabiLity; - not oignficant; 0 = too few scores to
compute. Scores <1 obj act/n counted as 0.

2. Key to debris categories: L = Lithics; 8 = Bone; S = ShaLL; F = FWR

On the basis of this data alone, we might suggest a shift In subsistence

emphasis at about 3000 B.P. to Include more river mussel utilization, perhaps
In response to environmental changes. Or, Invoking an ethnographic analogy

(Ray 1932), we might suggest less winter-time use of the riverine setting as

evidenced by a decrease In the use of river mussels In the last 2000 years. "
The latter suggestion would also Involve a restructuring of the subsistence

round possibly In response to environmental or technological factors.

COMPARISON OF SITE TYPES

If we add another dimension, component type, to our analysis, the

situation Is not so straightforward. Each component was categorized according

to criteria discussed In Chapter 6. Type 1 sites have at least one structure , .

floor and one other feature, excluding middens. Type 2 sites have a living .

surface and at least one other feature or a midden and one other feature; Type

3 sites have one or no features.

Figure 9-7 shows the distribution of components In each site type for -* .

which rates of accumulation can be calculated by 1000-year period. All site i'-...

types are represented In each period with the exception of a structure floor
before 5000 B.P. This Is misleading because there are radiocarbon dated

structures from 45-OK-11 which date to this period. However, we have chosen U

it h. .;
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to count this component in the 4000-5000 B.P. period because most of it is Arm

represented by this span (Figure 9-1). Subdivision of the component may be

possible, but was not undertaken for this analysis.

Type 1 sites are most frequent from 2000 to 4000 B.P. and Type 2 sites

increase through time (Figure 9-7). The Type 3 components are fairly common
through time except for their low occurrence in the most recent period. Since
they represent site use which left little in the way of structured remains,

their functional significance is uncertain. They may represent transitory use

or we may simply not have excavated them sufficiently to determine their

nature.
The mean densities and rates of accumulation of materials are shown by

site type in Figures 9-8 and 9-9. This casts a different light on our earlier 4W

question about a shift in subsistence practices In the 2000 to 3000 B.P.
period based on evidence from river mussel shell. It seems the significant

differences may be a function of site type. The greatest number of Type 1 ,I... .
components is found In this and the preceding period. Further, this type of

component Is associated with the greatest densities of al I the material

categories Including shell (Figure 9-8). The first two periods (5-4,000 and
4-3,000) are dominated by Type 2 components with generally low material
densities. The rates of accumulation (Figure 9-9) show differences among the
component types, although not statistically sigificant ones, In the rate of

accumulation for bone and shell and fairly consistent rates for lithics and

FMR. The resulting conclusion Is not too surprising: high densities of all
material classes are associated with the Type 1 components resulting from
intense use of faunal resources perhaps over a longer period of time and %e

probably by more people. We might easily predict that energy would not be
Invested in the construction of a housepit or structure If It were not to be a

significant focus of activity.
The Type 2 components can be regarded as camps, some wIth specIfic

procurement focus, others representing short term residential sites with a

variety of activities. Specialized focus is suggested by the greater,

although not statistically significant, rate of I lthic accumulation for these
components. This we can construe as representing more I IthIc procurement and ,
manufacture. Examination of frequencies of raw material types might Indicate

use of more of the casually acquired quartzites from river cobbles and

manufacture of opportunistic tool types for these components than at the Type

1 locations.
Frequencies of features by component type also suggest specialization and

residential use among the Type 2 components (Table 9-3). Most kinds of

features are found with each component type. The association of Type 1 Ih.--

components with earth ovens and external hearths suggests a variety of
activities with seasonal variation rather than winter hibernation in pit

houses by the river as expected from the ethnographic accounts. Type 2

components are defined prImarIly by the presence of middens rather than well
defined living surfaces. Earth ovens are more common here as are caches and
hearths, and pits are well represented. Earth ovens suggest specialized food

processing. Caches and pits suggest storage and site re-use. Comparison

7 °°%. ._
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among the site types of the debris included In middens would probably show

more shell In the Type 1 middens and primarily, although not exclusively, bone
fragments and FMR in the Type 2 middens.

Table 9-3. Frequency of feature types by site type.

Feature Type
Si te
Type Living Surface Hidden Earth Oven Hearth Pit Cache TotaL & ,,

NN N I N % N N I% N % N I %i ~
1 4 57.1 99 56.6 3 37.5 19 32.1 31 66.0 - - 155 52.2

2 3 42.9 60 34.3 5 62.5 34 60.7 15 31.9 4 100.0 121 40.7

3 16 9.1 - 4 7.1 1 2.1 - 21 7.1

TotaL 7 175 a 56 47 4

MATERIAL DENSITIES BY COMPONENT THROUGH TIME . . r- %

Figures 9-10 and 9-11 present mean densities and rates of accumulation by

1000-year periods for the three component types. The data show similar
densities with overlapping standard deviations over time for each component

type. The rates of accumulation are more variable and not quite so clear In
their meaning. Mean figures for the Type 1 components are limited to the two
periods from 2000 to 4000 B.P. where rates of accumulation for all of the

debris categories are not significantly different between the two spans. The
rates of accumulation for the Type 2 components show differences that are
statistically significant. The period from 1000 to 2000 B.P. shows higher

accumulation rates for lithics, bone, and FMR than In the earlier periods.
The accumulation rates for shell have large standard deviations in the earlier

periods which overlap that of the later, but the mean value of the 1000 to

2000 B.P. period Is much lower. While we caution that the numbers of

components used for these calculations are low (Figure 9-7), the figures may
Indicate a trend In settlement pattern when considered in conjunction with the -

distribution of component types over time. On the basis of this data alone, -

there appears to be a trend toward fewer components with structures and a

concomitant Increase in Intensity of use of open camp locales after 2000 B.P.

DISCUSSION

Our analysis has considered a limited array of data using shorter time -
intervals than customary In the region. Variation measured In terms of .d

density and rates of accumulation of debris categories has been shown to be
related more closely to site type than to time. There Is, however, variation
In both numbers of components and types of components over time. Two sharp -
lows in the distribution of the number of components occur. The earl lest,

%- . .
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from 4000 to 5000 B.P. may be explained by the geological history of the

project area and the restriction of Investigation to the guide taking lines of
the secondary pool raise. The more recent low from 2000 to 1500 B.P. is less

easily explained. Numerous components were Identified in the time spans
before and after this one so that a geological event so selective as to affect
only this period seems less likely.

Other changes occur at about 2000 B.P. Components with structures

Increase In number from the earl Iest, 45-OK-1I, at about 5000 B.P., to become
the most common type between 2000 and 3000 B.P. Up unt i1 2000 BY. the
frequencies of Type I and Type 2 sites are similar, but after this point, the
number of components with structures drops sharply and the number of Type 2
components Increases. While densities remain fairly consistent for the
component types through time, the accumulation rates for lithics, bone, and
FMR suddenly Increases for the Type 2 components after 2000 BY..

It Is difficult to explain these changes. The short term Interruption of
the anadromous fish run posited by Chance and Chance (1982:407) to account for b-
an interruption In use of the Kettle Falls fishery amounting to a generation
or two might plausibly account for lack of dates over a 500-year period, the
smallest chronological unit we have attempted. However, such an event cannot
explain the changes In component type frequency after 2000 BY.

The data also contradict settlement pattern interpretations In the most
recent model proposed for the upper Columbia (Chatters 1984b). In general we
find the time spans used for the model too broad and the Interpretation of
cultural patterns tied too deterministically to environmental change. A
closer examination of the effect of relatively "warmer, driers or "cooler,
moister" conditions on the actual carrying capacity of the surrounding area Is
needed. While broadly correct and probably applicable to the Columbia Plateau
In general, such correlations do not adequately describe actual changes in the

local environment of the project area and its environs. The project area
differs from much of the Plateau in its location at an ecological and

topographic boundary providing great diversity of floral communities and
species habitats; resources could be sought from the river valley, the P
Columbia Plateau, and the Okanogan Highlands. We expect more flexibility in

response to environmental change than in other areas of the Plateau; in fact,
this diversity may be reponsible for the Impression of conservative cultural
development In the project area.

Only two of the periods defined by Chatters are discussed here. The
period from 4700 BY. to 2500 BY. is associated with a settlement pattern of
single, briefly occupied housepits and nonresidential sites Initially used for

opportunistic hunting and plant processing, later becoming specialized for
these purposes (1984b:118). The period from 1600 to 200 B.P. Is characterized
as having multiple structure residential sites where housepits were re-used,
fishing encampments and briefly occupied hunting and game processing sites.
Presumably people lived in smaller, more dispersed groups In the earlier V
period, frequently moving their winter residences. In the later period the
trend was toward larger population aggregates during the winter with seasonal

dispersal Into task groups to specialized food collecting sites (1984b:120).

'.
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Project data show a continuum of sites with multiple structures, repeated
occupation, and Intense use, from 5000 B.P. to 2000 B.P. Our earl lest

evidence from 45-0K-11 suggests that this was not a sudden Innovation, but a

continuation of a well established mode of living. Before 2000 U.P.

components are more likely to have several structures than a single one (Table

9-4). Sheer quantities of associated debris and numbers and kinds of features

as well as evidence of re-use of structures at 45-OK-4, 45-0K-11, 45-OK-250, )",,

and 45-OK-258 suggest regular intensive use by minimum bands occupying several -''.,i'

structures contemporaneously, rather than Infrequent highly variable use by

smal I, single household units. Lohse (1984) has discussed the probable social

structure associated with the early use of 45-OK-11 and suggests a pattern

similar to that postulated for the more recent period. We suggest that a
pattern of task groups using the structure clusters as central bases *.*. .'

throughout the year and of special Ized secondary sites Is longstanding.

Table 9-4. Number of structures by 1000-year periods. .

Number of Structures Cm nt u

1 2 3 4 5 13 ith Structures 0 Structures ComponentIIrYeats B.P. 2 3 4 S 13 * Cpnente S1truturs

200-1000 1 . . . . .1 1.0 . - *
1-2000 1 .. . . 1 1 1.0

2-3000 3 1 - I I - 6 14 2.3

3-4000 1 1 2 - - 4 9 2.2

4-5000 1 3 13.0

>5000 . .. ....- -

Total 6 2 2 1 1 1 13

Row % 46.2 15.4 15.4 7.7 7.7 7.7

TotaL .
Structures 6 4 6 4 5 13 38

We have noted the increase In the number of Type 2 components after 2000
B.P. with greater rates of material accumulation, implying more Intense use of

these locations by larger task groups or for longer periods of time. From

these data It appears that the number of Type 1 structure components decrease "

as do the number of structures per component (Table 9-4). However, If we add

data from 45-OK-2's first and second components which date from Euroamerican

contact to about 1400 B.P., the pattern approaches that of the model. The two
components contribute 11 structures to our tabulation. The second component

includes 8 of these and suggests a larger aggregation of people. The low

numbers of Type 1 components after 2000 B.P. may also be accounted for If

locations of settlement actually shifted to exposed river bars as suggested by

Chatters (1984b:119) and to the most recent terraces closest to the river. In %,%
this case we are faced with general destruction of the sites by reservoir
Impoundment.

...........................................
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CNCLUSIONS

This analysis has examined some very general data and suggested possible

interpretations. Its greatest value Is in questions it raises and the

chronological discrimination It offers. We examined site frequency data by
two different time Intervals, 500 and 1000-year periods. Two distinct minima

were noted when the finer time periods were used; only one of these was

apparent In the longer time Intervals. We suggest examination of specific

kinds of data developed by the botanical, faunal, feature, geological, and
stylistic projectile point analyses in terms of the smaller units of time

defined above. In addition there is a wealth of data from the project which
is applicable to numerous research questions and which could be used to

clarify our understanding of the past and move our explana.lons beyond
correlation with large scale climatic change, technological innovation, or

subsistence discoveries.
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SECTION IV: THE ASSEMBLAGES

Chapters In this section describe in detail assemblages of specific kinds

of materials collected from the archaeological components whose time/space
distribution was considered In the preceding section.

Chapter 10, by Campbell, covers selected aspects of the artifact
assemblages, apart from the distribution of functional types among the site .
types and periods, considered by Salo In Chapter 6. The bulk of the chapter , 4

Is an analysis of lithic material types focussing on their proportions In
different site types through time. This simple analysis, using only a small
portion of the technological Information available, shows that even this very
basic level of data provides useful Inferences about site differentiation and
the organization of the settlement pattern In different time periods. The
evidence for specialized fishing technology and the temporal distribution of
Imported marine shells Is also briefly considered.

Lohse reports the stylistic analysis of projectile points in detail In
Chapter 11. He concentrates primarily on projectile points as they
are used as chronological markers, although the transition from atlati darts 1%%
to arrow points Is also discussed. This analysis is noteworthy because It
results In the abstraction of numeric, replicable criteria for the
characteristics of Plateau projectile point types as an aid In assigning
projectile points to those types.

In Chapter 12, Livingston describes the faunal assemblage col lected by
the project. The first section indicates the frequency and condition of the ,.
different kinds of bones recovered and provides background information on
habitat and behavior of the creatures represented. The Interpretive section
covers biogeography, paleoenvironmental Interpretation, and Issues In
quantitative interpretation of this complex data. In particular, the
discussions of how the MNI/NISP relationship varies with cultural practices,
and how Inferences about seasonal ity are affected by sample size, are
essential to Interpretation of faunal remains as Indications of cultural
subs I stence pract ices.

A descriptive summary of botanical remains recovered from project sites
is given by Stenholm in Chapter 13. Unlike l ithics and bone, not alI
botanical remains from all sites could be collected, processed and Identified, "*- "
thus sampling biases potentially play a bigger role. The emphasis is
therefore generally on qualitative descriptions rather than quantitative
comparisons. This chapter Is a landmark in Plateau archaeology because It Is
the first report of a large quantified assemblage of plant remains from
anywhere In the region. Dr. Stenholm's pioneering efforts demonstrate the
abundance and diversity of the botanical remains In open sites; show the

J..
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pot ntIal for materials of great age and delicacy to be preserved; and suggest
the potential interest of quantitative analysis of fuel wood. I

Features are discussed In Chapter 14 by Sammons-Lohse. In the first

section, houses and features associated with house interiors are described by

phase and the contrasts in structure, organization, and associations are

discussed. Exterior occupation surfaces and other exterior features are

discussed In less detail In the following section. An outstanding aspect of ..

this feature description Is the use of density measures, systematically.

compiled for different material categories by phase and feature type. From".

the characteristics of features, particularly houses, the author makes

Inferences about social organization and population. These interpretations,

Independent of conclusions drawn from site distribution studies and site type

comparisons In other chapters, make an Important contribution to the report.

I *
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10. SELECTED ASPECTS OF THE ART I FACT ASSEMBLAGE

by Sarah K. Campbell

This chapter Is not a thorough descriptive summary of the artifact
assemblage; rather, It considers selected aspects. The primary focus Is on
exploring the application of technological data to the Interpretation of
settlement patterns. The richness and character of functional artifact type
assemblages by site type and phase are considered elsewhere, but one
additional aspect of the functional data, fishing equipment, Is considered
here In more detail. Shell artifacts also are discussed; these consist
largely of ornaments of Imported marine shell that may be stylistically
sensitive and provide Indication of extra-regional trade. r.

ECHNOLOGIC VARIATION AMONG SITE TYPES AND PHASES

Just as we have certain expectations about Inter- and Intra-site
functional diversity In logistical and foraging systems, so have we about
technological variation among assemblages. Binford (1980) suggests that
specialized equipment and facilities characterize collector technology In
contrast to more general ized equipment used by foragers. Chatters (1984a)
suggests that collectors would emphasize curated tools, and that these would
be manufactured, repaired, recycled and discarded primarily at residential
sites. At field camps and locations, these tools would merely be used, along
with a variety of expedient tools. rf .-

The above assumptions lead us to several specific expectations about,.,..
technologic variation among the site types and phases defined for the project

area. If the subsistence/settlement pattern shifts from the forager end of the
spectrum to the collector end, we would expect a more specialized technology
through time; that Is, we expect that the technology of the Kartar Phase would
be the least specialized, that of the Coyote Creek Phase the most. At any
given time, we would expect more opportunistic use of raw materials available
In the Immediate vicinity at field camps (Type 2 sites) and locatIons/stations
(Type 3 sites) than at central bases (Type I sites). We expect the highest
proportions of shaped tools and the greatest evidence for selectivity in
material types at residential bases (Type 1 sites). (For details of site
type definition, see Chapter 6). This chapter examines the distribution of
material types and related rough technological measures to see if such a
pattern is evident.
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LITHIC MATERIAL TYPES

Nearly 40 separate I Ithic material types were recorded in project

assemblages. Material categories were added in the course of analysis, thus

not all material categories were applied to all sites. In this analysis of

material frequencies by site type and phase, materials are grouped Into

inclusive categories which alleviate the biases created by changes In the

recording system. These are local CCS (jasper, chert, chalcedony, opal),
Imported CCS (petrified wood, obsidian), basalt (including fine-grained),

quartzite (including fine-grained), argillIte and silicifled mudstone (called
sil icized mudstone in other project reports), and other.

While I have termed jasper, chalcedony, and opal "local CCS" to contrast
them with CCS materials not found In the project area, they are available

primarily at the valley rims In basalt flows, not in the immediate vicinity of
the sites along the river. Quartzite (some of which Is actually a feldspathic

schist) is Immediately available near most of the sites, as it Is found

extensively in the Columbia River gravels. The coarse-grained variety, which

breaks into tabular pieces along bedding planes, Is by far the most common in
the area. Analysis of assemblages at individual sites has shown that the fine-

grained quartzite assemblage Includes a higher percentage of concholdal flakes
and flake tools than the coarse-grained variety; nonetheless, both types of

quartzite seem to have been used primarily to make tabular knives (Campbell
1984). Sources of basalt are widespread in the project area and beyond but
vary in quality. It Is not known if the basalt used in lithic reduction was
extracted from the river gravels or more distant sources of higher quality. %

Fine-grained and other basalt have been grouped because the distinction is
probably an arbitrary separation along a continuum with no particular cultural

significance. Argillite and silicified mudstone, the only other materials
used for the manufacture of stone tools in significant amounts, are tabulated

as a separate category. Both may be available locally as rare components of -
the Columbia River gravels. However, both are found under circumstances

suggesting they are Imported--high proportions of shaped tools and few
accompanying manufacturing products (Miss 1984b; Campbell 1984). The source

is probably northeastern Washington, where these materials are more common.
The frequency of grouped material types by phase and site type is shown

In Table 10-1. The sample sizes are quite large and even small percentage

differences are likely to be significant. Looking first at phase totals

(Table 10-2) we see a distinct Increase In the percentage of local CCS
materials from the Kartar to Coyote Creek periods, and a decrease In the

proportions of quartzite, and basalt. These three categories together
comprise over 90% of the assemblage in each phase. Imported CCS materials

occur In similar proportions in Hudnut and Kartar Phase sites, but increase in
the Coyote Creek period. The highest proportion of argillite and silicified

mudstone Is In the Hudnut Phase. 9.i
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Table 10-2. Comparison of material types by phasel. ,' .

LocaL T.p. Itztte Basat Arg. & Other SampLePhse CMS CC S. Mud. Sz .-.

Coyote hd
Creek 82.4 0.8 13.7 1.4 1.0 0.6 114826 -%M w

Hudnut 74.1 0.5 15.9 5.5 3.4 0.8 124635

Karter 57.8 0.5 18 18.4 2.0 1.5 40142

1. See TabLe 10-1 for frequency data.

The overall trends generally are echoed within each site type (Table 10-

3). Quartzite decreases through time at all site types; the decrease is least

dramatic at Type 3 sites. Basalt decreases through time at residential (Type

1) and station/location (Type 3) sites, but at field camp (Type 2) sites it Is

higher in the Hudnut than In the Kartar Phase. The CCS materials offer the

most surprising exception. While both local and Imported CCS increase from

the Kartar Phase to the Coyote Creek Phase In Type 1 and 2 sites, In Type 3 . .?

sites the highest proportions are found In the Kartar Phase and the lowest

proportions in the Hudnut Phase.

Table 10-3. Comparison of material types by phase within site

typesl.

Site LocaL lop. atzite BasaLt Arg. & Other SmpLe a
Type Phase Cs MCe S. Mud. Size

I I I I I I '--"''

I CC 80.4 1.1 16.9 1.0 0.4 0.3 61206

H 73.5 0.4 21.3 3.6 0.5 0.7 58436

K 47.9 0.4 23.9 25.6 0.6 1.6 27027

2 CC 83.7 0.7 12.1 2.1 0.5 1.0 33834

H 70.5 0.6 15.0 12.0 0.9 1.0 3485 _ -. .,

K 63.3 0.5 18.6 4.3 10.7 2.8 4837

3 CC 86.6 0.5 6.6 1.7 1.6 0.7 19586

H 79.1 0.4 6.7 1.7 11.5 0.6 31244

K 87.5 0.8 7.0 3.0 1.1 0.6 8178

1. See TabLe 10-1 for frequency date. r A

% " '-W %=

In spite of the overall change In material proportions through time, the

distribution of material types among the site types In each phase Is % %

surprisingly similar (Table 10-4). The highest proportions of quartzite are

found In Type 1 sites and the lowest in Type 3 sites. The highest proportions

of CCS are found In Type 3 sites and the lowest In Type 1 sites with one

-i-.'
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exception--in the Hudnut Phase the proportions at Type 2 sites are lower than

at Type 1 sites. In both the Coyote Creek and Hudnut Phases, the highest

relative frequency of basalt is in Type 2 sites, while in the Kartar Phase the
highest relative frequency is at Type 1 sites. The distribution pattern of

Imported CCS materials Is least similar among phases; the highest proportions

In the Coyote Creek Phase are at Type 1 sites, in the Hudnut Phase at Type 2

sites, and In the Kartar Phase at Type 3 sites.

Table 10-4. Comparison of material types by site type within

phasesl.

Site Local Iap. OQtzite 871. t Arg. & Other SampLe
Rhage Type CS CCZ S. Mud. Size

Coyote
Creek 1 80.4 1.1 16.9 1.0 0.4 0.3 61206 ]

2 83.7 0.7 12.1 2.1 0.5 1.0 33834

3 95.6 0.5 6.6 1.7 1.6 0.7 19586 -

Hudnut 1 73.5 0.4 21.3 3.6 0.5 0.7 58436

2 70.5 0.6 15.0 12.0 0.9 1.0 34955

3 79.1 0.4 6.7 1.7 11.5 0.6 31244

Kertar 1 47.9 0.4 23.9 25.6 0.6 1.6 27027

2 63.3 0.5 19.6 4.3 10.7 2.6 4937
3 87.5 0.8 7.0 3.0 1.1 0.6 8178

1. See TabLe 10-1 for frequency data.

At first glance, the relative proportions of lithic materials among site

types do not fit our expectations; the most readily available material,

quartzite, Is found in highest proportions at central bases (Type I sites)

where we expected to have evidence of the greatest selectivity. However, we
must be cautious In drawing conclusions from these distributions. Because we

are looking at all IlIthic objects, cobble tools as well as flake tools and

debitage are Included. Also, we may be including more than one specialized
flaking Industry. A bipolar cobble reduction sequence aimed at producing

tabular tlakes and practiced almost entirely on quartz ite is well documented
In Individual project site reports. Looking at the products of several

different Industries at once may Introduce variability that obscures the N"

predicted pattern In each Individual industry.

In the following sections we look for the predicted pattern of
'.- specialization by holding either artifact class or material type constant and l

''-4, looking at the variation in the other, that Is examining the proportions of .

N',. material types among a certain artifact class, and the proportions of object

types among a specific material type. &-.

.- o-.,.o*2
° " o=~''.°W I

.. .. : --. .- .
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MATERIAL PREFERENCE FOR FLAKE TOOLS

In this section we limit the field to flake tools, and examine the the
variation in the material types from which they are made at different site
types in each phase. I have grouped flake tools Into three categories: shaped

flakes (projectile points, drills, gravers, scraper, spokeshaves); retouched
flakes (bifaces, bifaclally retouched flakes, and unifacially retouched .
flakes); and utilized flakes (Table 10-5). As discussed elsewhere (Campbell
1984:106, 119, 124) the categories biface, bifaclally retouched flake and
unifacially retouched flake Include fragments of shaped tools, manufacturing
debris, and partially shaped flake tools. Thus, the retouched flake category
may inform more about manufacturing than about use. At any rate, the
retouched flake category generally represents less energy Investment than
finished shaped tcols, and more than utilized flakes. -

A distinctive pattern is apparent among phases In the proportions of
material types comprising the above categories of flake Implements (Table 10-
6). Comparing totals by phase, we see that for each category of flake tools--
shaped, retouched, and utilized--the proportion made of CCS Increases from the
Kartar to the Coyote Creek period. Therefore, even controlling for particular
categories of Tools, we fInd a distinct decrease In use of non-CCS materials
and increase In use of CCS materials. This change could be due to a change In
availability of materials, to a greater sultabilIty of CCS for making the
kinds of flake tools used, or to a change In mobility which changed the
frequency of contact with different lithic sources.

Table 10-6. Comparison of material types by phase within
flake tool categoriesl.

Flake Tool Category Phae CCS attite Basalt Obsidian Other Total -"-

Shaped ToolsI Coyote.., .

Creek 94.7 0.2 3.0 0.3 1.8 1021

Hudnut 90.9 0.3 5.1 0.2 2.4 864 .

J. -Kartar 84.3 6.0 8.5 0.3 0.9 M19 •-e ,

Retouched Flakes Coyote
Creek 95.4 1.8 1.2 0.4 1.3 1710

Hudnut 92.8 0.9 3.4 0.2 2.7 1306

Karter 85.9 7.4 5.4 1.4 503

utilized FLakes Coyote
Creek 97.4 0.6 0.7 0.3 1.0 2130

Hudnut 98.0 1.0 1.4 0.1 1.5 1495

Karter 92.9 1.9 3.3 0.1 1.9 830

1. See TabLe 10-5 for frequency data. , %,

.*. - ."N,,
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If we look at the distribution among site types in each phase (Table 10-

7), the same general pattern is manifest for the Coyote Creek and Hudnut fiz,
phases; CCS constitutes the highest proportion of all categories of flake

tools In Type I sites and the lowest in Type 3 sites. The single exception Is
retouched flakes In the Coyote Creek Phase. In the Hudnut and Coyote Creek
Phases basalt occurs In Its highest percentages in Type 2 sites except In the
case of utilized flakes In the Coyote Creek Phase, more often made of basalt
at Type 3 sites than Type 2 sites. The proportion of quartzite is sometimes
highest In Type 2 sites and sometimes in Type 3 sites, except for retouched

flakes in the Coyote Creek Phase, a greater proportion of which are quartzite..
at Type 1 s i tes.

Although the sample from Kartar Type 2 sites is quite small, the data for .
the Kartar Phase sites clearly Indicates a different pattern of distribution -

of material types. The CCS distributions are the exact reverse of those of "
the Coyote Creek and Hudnut Phases; the highest proportions of CCS are found

In Type 3 sites and the lowest In Type 1 sites. The highest percentages of

basalt flake tools occur at Type 1 sItes and the highest percentages of

quartzite at Type 2 sites. 91!.
These patterns suggest that In Hudnut and Coyote Creek Phases non-CCS

materials were used opportunistically at field camps (Type 2 sites) and .'
locations/stations (Type 3 sites) for making flake tools, whether shaped or

simply used unmodified. If we assume that lithic manufacture at Kartar .

locations/stations (Type 3 sites) was also opportunistic, then we must
conclude that CCS was a less preferred material, and was not selected to take
back to the residential site. Alternatively, the Kartar locations/stations ,
could have some specialized function which required CCS materials or brought
the users into contact with CCS materials. For It appears that during the - -,
Kartar Phase, locations/stations were the loci of special ized I ithic,,
manufacture rather than opportunistic I ithic reduction as expected. Other

evidence supporting this Interpretation is found in the variable occurrence of r..
the microblade Industry, discussed below.

SPECIALIZATION IN CCS USE

Another approach to measuring the degree of specialization in Iithic
manufacturing activities through time and at different site types is to hold
material type constant, and examine the varying proportions of manufactured
products among phases and site types. I chose CCS, the dominant material of -

the bifaclal reduction Industry In all phases, and the material with the -

largest sample sizes. Table 10-8 shows the proportions of shaped, retouched,
and utilized flake tools, and tabular knives within the CCS assemblage In each

phase and site type.

-..-. .-

-.- %

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. ... . . .. *%=
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Table 10-7. Comparison of material types by phase and site type
within flake tool categories1 .

Rake Toot Sit t
Category Phee Type C6 OtzIte BasaLt Obsidian Other TotaL

Staped Toots Coyote
Creek 1 95.0 0.2 2.0 0.2 1.3 500

2 93.8 0.2 4.5 0.5 1.0 40

3 93.3 2.5 4.2 W2

Hudnut 1 91.7 0.2 6.0 0.2 1.9 530

2 91.3 0.4 7.1 0.4 0.9 240
3 85.1 1.1 4.3 9.6 94

Karter 1 91.1 3.8 14.5 0.6 159

2 73.1 23.1 1.9 1.9 52

3 94.4 0.9 2.8 1.9 108

Retouched Rakes Coyote

Crook 1 95.2 2.7 1.0 0.1 1.0 912

2 95.8 0.6 1.7 0.6 1.2 644

3 95.5 0.6 0.6 3.2 IN 0

Hudnut 1 95.5 9.9 2.6 0.9 645
2 92.8 0.8 5.1 0.5 0.8 373

3 86.8 1.0 3.1 9.0 298

Kartar 1 82.7 4.5 11.9 0.8 243

2 72.3 26.6 1.1 94

3 92.6 0.6 4.5 2.3 176

UtiLized FLakes Coayote
Creek 1 98.6 0.8 0.5 0.2 0.5 968

2 97.0 0.8 0.7 0.4 1.1 832

3 95.1 0.6 1.2 0.3 2.7 329

Hudnut 1 96.9 1.0 1.0 1.1 719

2 95.6 1.7 2.2 0.5 408

3 94.6 0.3 1.4 0.5 3.3 369

Karter 1 90.6 2.2 6.6 0.6 181

2 80.2 9.9 2.7 7.2 111

3 96.3 0.2 2.2 0.2 1.1 538

1. See TabLe 10-5 for frequency date.

*/ "£'
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Table 10-8. Frequency of CCS tool categories by phase and

site type.

UMped Retouched Utilized TOba r
Site FLake TooLs Fakea Rekes Knives

FhsN TypeN TotaL

Coyoate
Crook 1 479 20.8 868 37.7 054 41.4 a 0.1 2304

2 376 20.9 617 34.3 807 44.8 1 0.1 1801 '- -. .

3 112 19.6 147 25.7 313 54.7 - - 572

ALL 967 20.7 1632 34.9 2074 44.3 4 0.1 4677 L i

Hudnut 1 486 27.0 616 34.2 69 38.7 1 0.1 1769

2 219 22.9 346 36.2 390 40.9 - 95

3 Wl 11.8 250 36.9 349 51.3 1 0.1 6M

ALL 7 22.9 1212 35.3 1435 41. - - 34S4

Kartar 1 120 26.1 21 40.7 164 33.2 - 494

2 38 19.5 68 34.8 B9 45.6 - 195

3 102 13.0 163 20.8 518 6. 2 - - 733

ALl 269 18.3 432 26.3 771 52.4 - - 1472

In general, the proportion of shaped tools Increases through time and the

proportion of utilized flakes decreases (Table 10-9), suggesting manufacture ,
of a more specialized tool kit through time. It Is not, however, a lI near .

trend; the highest proportions of shaped tools and retouched tools Is In the

Hudnut Phase.

Table 10-9. Comparison of CCS tool I..

categories by phasel.

Sh.~~ Ut.t Ub.8
L~e Fekes ~k.Fae Knive SzPhas F Rt. Ra kes a FLsekesI@,v.JSs

Coyote
Creek 20.7 34.9 44.3 0.1 4677

Hudnut 22.9 35.3 41.8 - 3434

Kartar 18.3 29.3 52.4 - 1472 - ". ..

1. See TabLe 10-6 for frequency data. p % °

In spite of this general trend through time, the pattern of Inter-site "..

variation Is similar among phases (Table 10-10). In each phase, the " .

proportion of shaped tools is highest at residential (Type 1) sites and lowest .

at stations/locations (Type 3 sites), and the Inverse pattern obtains for..

utilized flakes. This does not necessarily indicate that more shaped tools

were being manufactured at Type I sites; they could be manufactured elsewhere . .

6-C- ..

"~~~~~~~..- .. --...............-.- - -. -..- . ..- -- . . .¢ - - -.. .- - . .-. . . .. . - - .* ................. '...

r .. ~-<' . C... . r.. . ..-5



and the proportions at lype 9 sites simply reflect the selectivity with w.ich
things were brought back. However, In both the Kartar and Coyote Creek

4 Phae~s, the highest proportions ot retouched flakes are found at Type I sites
and the lowest at Type 3 sites suggesting that different kinds of
manufacturing activities occurred. Retouched flakes In Hudnut Phase sites
have the reverse pattern, being most common at Type 3 slids and least common
at Type 1 sites. The proportions at ali three type sites are very similar,
much more so than In the other periods. Regardless of whether It Is due to
manufacture or selectivity, the high proportions of shaped flake tools found
at Type I sites In all phases Indicates a more specialized lithic Inventory at
central base sites, as predicted by Chatters.

Table 10-10. omparison of CCS tool categories
by site type within phasesil.

it e %. U%11IL. Ta16 iiI I*

Cooe I M. 377 4. .II

Hudaut 1 27.0 34.2 3111.7 0.1 17=

2 21.3 26.2 40.8 - ms

3 11.6 36.3 51.3 0.1 M2

Ko. ter8 1 211.11 40.7 33.2 - 40qT

2 13.5 34A 45.6 - IK

2 13.0 20.0 U.2 - 73

% ~1. Se U Ta 110-111 for frquorwy data.

MIOCMLADE INDUSTRY

Microbiade Industries were Identified at several project sites. Analysis
of intersite distributions suggests that a microblade technology was used by
the prehistoric Inhabitants from at least 7000 B.P. until 3000 B.P., but that .

It played a restricted role In the cultural system, only being used at
temporary field camps and stations/ilocations. Previous research on
microblades In the Plateau addresses the historical significance of
microblades but a new approach must be taken toward Interpretation of their

functional signif icance. e

% *
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Previous Research

A number of researchers, Including Borden (1950), Munsel 1 (1968), Browman
and Munseli (1969, 1972), and Sanger (1968, 1970a,b) describe microblade
Industries In the Pacific Northwest (including the Columbia Plateau) and
discuss their significance. The questions addressed by these researchers are
culture historical in nature: 1) did microblade technology diffuse to the
Pacific Northwest from the North American Arctic and Subarctic regions, and if
so, when, and In combination with what other traits; 2) are there distinct
traditions of microbiade technology within the Pacific Northwest and what are
their age ranges and geographic boundaries? The underlying assumption Is that
the occurrence of this sophisticated and complex technology is appropriately
explained in terms of historical mechanisms because It was more likely to be
diffused from a single source than Independently Invented.

Sanger (1968) defines the Plateau Microblade Tradition as a distinctive "I

and long-lived technique of microblade production found on the British
Columbia interior Plateau and the Columbia Plateau (data for the latter
collected by Munsell 1968). It can be distinguished In terms of techniques of
manufacture and morphology not only from microblade traditions in the Arctic -:4r*
and Subarctic of North America, but also from the microblade Industry found in .'

the coastal areas of the Pacific Northwest. Explanations that Interpret the :.-,
spread of microblades to the south as evidence of mass migration (eg. Borden
1950) have been rejected on the basis of subsequent research (Munsell 1968;
Sanger 1968; Browman and Munsell 1969). Sanger (1970b) concludes that while 
the ultimate origin of the Plateau Microblade Tradition Is to the north, the
divergence must have taken place at least 9000 years ago, and no known
archaeological assemblage represents the ancestral tradition. He argues that
the microblade Industry is an extremely functional cultural subsystem that is ,
relatively coherent and resistant to modification. Microblade technology
diffused to the Pacific Northwest without necessarily being attached to other
cultural traits, and was adopted Into Indigenous cultures, even though they "
had established rather different kinds of Ilthic technology. The Plateau '.

Microblade Tradition persisted for close to 5000 years, although microblades
occur In Increasingly smaller numbers through time. Microblades are more
common In the British Columbia Interior Plateau than on the Columbia Plateau.
The materials used for making microblades--vitreous basalt In south central
British Columbia, obsidian in central British Columbia, and jasper and
chalcedony on the Columbia Plateau--reflect local availability yet the
microblades and cores of the Plateau Microblade Tradition show a remarkable A
uniformity In size and morphology throughout their temporal and geographic
distributions (see Munsell 1968; Sanger 1968; Browman and Munsell 1969; and
Sanger 1970b for morphological and metric traits).

According to Sanger (1968:113), "The microblade tradition has played an
Important role in the development of the historic Plateau culture area." The
importance of the role is apparently assumed from the lengthy and widespread
association of microblades with cultural assemblages, because culture
historical research has not addressed the question of xhat the role Is.

p... -'.
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Culture historical research has established a number of Important parameters:
1) a microblade Industry was present In the Plateau region from nearly the
time of the earliest occupation; 2) the Plateau Microblade Tradition has
features distinguishing it from microblade technologies In other areas; and,
3) the microblade technology persisted for a long time even as cultures
adapted to their local environments. With this framework establ Ished, the
Interesting questions now to be addressed concern the functional significance
of a microblade technology In the local cultural adaptation.

Functional Interpretation of Microblades

If we are to consider microblade Industries from a regional systemic
perspective aimed at understanding the evolution of cultural adaptations, a
different approach is required. The functional role played by the microblade
industry in the cultural system at any given time period must be Inferred from A..
Its variable association with different site types, different environmental
settings, and other artifact classes, as well as evidence about use of the
objects, i.e. morphological Indications of wear and hafting. The following
discussion focuses on inter-site distributions rather than on Interpretations
of function from wear and modification.

We should not assume that the frequency of mlcroblades is necessarily the
same at all kinds of sites at a given time period, but that microblades may be
associated, for functional reasons, with particular site types.
Interpretations made by Sanger (1970b) about frequency of microblades through
time in the Lochnore-Neslkep locale are suspect because the representativeness
of the sample and the possibility of regional variability is not considered.
He treats the differences in frequency between sites dated around 7000 B.P., k l

where microblades occur only in minor percentages, and at the Lehman site with
a single date of 6600 B.P. where microblades account for nearly 50% of the
artifacts as having temporal significance. Given the findings of this
project, that microblades have a restricted occurrence--they are associated
with particular kinds of sites and absent from other sites of similar age--it
seems more likely that the sites dated around 7000 B.P. and the Lehman site
are parts of similar cultural systems and that the difference in microblade
frequency Is due primarily to functional differences between the sites.

Because not all products of a microblade Industry can be .,':.
deterministical ly separated from those of other flaking processes, the goal is r -
not necessarily to conclusively determine the presence or absence of a
microblade Industry In every component, but to systematical ly tabulate the
occurrence of artifact classes or attributes thought to be related to * 9
microblade production.

The question of appropriate criteria for recognizing microblade
Industries has received considerable discussion In connection with culture
historical research. There is general agreement that the occurrence of cores
of appropriate morphology Is a reliable criterion for the presence of a
microblade industry (Sanger 1968:95, 1970b:106; Browman and MunseIl 1972).
Cores bear the scars of a number of separate events and are unlikely to be

.*) -:...
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produced fortuitously. However, the criterion of cores Is too restrictive,

especially when blade to core ratios of 33:1 are common (Sanger 1968).
Therefore, It Is frequently desirable to make a determination on the basis of
the linear flakes themselves, a more complex Issue. It Is generally accepted
that It Is not possible to completely separate all linear flakes of

appropriate size Into microblades and non-m icroblades, because of the
potential overlap In morphological characteristics between flakes struck from

a prepared microblade core and others produced by general flake production or

retouching. Evidence of core preparation on the proximal end of the linear ,

flake Is a relatively good indicator, but Sanger also calls for evidence of

successive flake removal (1968, 1970b). In this case, recognition of a

microbIade industry depends on characteristics of the assemblage, not of
Individual objects. Sanger suggests the criterion that in an assemblage of

smalI parallel-sided flakes more than 25% of the specimens have a trapezoidal
cross section (1968:95, 1970b:106). Browman and Munsell (1972) take exception
to this criterion because of empirical ly demonstrated varIab IIty In the
proportions of flakes with multiple arrIses In Columbia Plateau assemblages.
Likewise, they reject criteria based on the overall proportions of microblade
products In the I Ith Ic assemblage because this also has been found to be
variable across the Columbia Plateau. Ultimately, as Browman and Nunsel I

(1972) point out, there Is no satisfactory criteria for determining If a

microbiade Industry Is represented when a very small number of small ,

parallel-sided flakes, and no cores, are present.

In the culture historical approach, recognizing microblade Industries
from only a small number of linear flakes has proven to be a problem primarily

when the boundaries of the temporal and geographic distributions of microblade
traditions are In question. For example, Sanger (1968, 1970b) and Munsell and
Browman (1969, 1972) debated the validity of recognizing a microbade Industry
at the Drynoch SI ide site on the basis of a single microblade only because It
came from a context dated to approximately 7500 B.P., older than any other
evidence of microblades In the Pacific Northwest. Otherwise, the culture
historical questions do not require making a determination about every . V
questionable assemblage; the historical parameters--morphology, age, and areal

extent--of microblade traditions can be established on the basis of sites such
as the Ryegrass Coulee site (Munsell 1968) or the Lehman site (Sanger 1970a)

at which microblade industries are unequivocally represented.
In a regional systemic approach, the Issue of how to deal with small

assemblages Is more critical because of the need to collect systematic
distributional data. Two approaches can be taken. One is a deterministic
approach, to systematically record only those objects that are definitive
products of microblade production (those that could not be produced by other

Industries). The other Is a probabilistic approach, to record the occurrence
of traits and objects possibly related to mlcroblade production and evaluate
the data in terms of population (assemblage) characteristics. There are
advantages to each, and a combination of the two would be most effective. % %

The fIrst approach should Incorporate development of more refIned

morphological criteria for local microblade Industries. Given differences In

%°.% .°%
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materials and core preparation techniques that have been demonstrated among
regions, criteria should be local and not based on morphology from other
areas. This could be done by a combination of replicative experiments and
detai led studies of established local mIcroblade Industries. Greater care
would need to be taken in Identifying definitive products, for example,
looking more careful ly for core fragments as well as complete cores. Counts
of aefinitive microblade products can then be used In looking at regional
distributions of microblade Industries. The main drawback of this approach is
that the numbers of definitive products always would be small, and therefore,
small sample sizes and sampling bias would pose problems In making regional
Interpretations. For example, because the Plateau Microblade Tradition is
characterized by use of a weathered surface rather than a fresh surface for a
striking platform, and because core rejuvenation tablets are not known, there e
may be few distinctive products of microblde production o&her than

mI crabIaes and cores.
An example of this first approach is a study by Kelly (1982) who analyzed

a mlcroblde Industry from three sites (45-LE-88,45-LE-123, and 45-LE-130) In
southeastern Washington. The archaeological materials, largely from surface
collections, are dated only by associated Cascade blpoints (8000-2000 BP.)
and stemmed point varieties dated between 6000 and 2000 B.P. The exhausted
cores are blocky with a rough cylindrical or conical shape and range In size
from 1.5 to 3%0 cm. They have circular or ovoid platforms. Blade detachment
Is almost consistently unidirectional and the arc of blade detachment varies
from one-third to two-thirds the perimeter of the core. The microblades are
more concave than straight In cross-section, more triangular than rectangular
In overall shape, and have from 2 to 5 dorsal arrIses. Lateral width varies
from 0.2 to 0.7 cm.

Using repilcatlve techniques (Flenniken 1979) Kelly was able to closely
duplicate the archaeological sample of microblades and exhausted cores.
Prehistoric raw materials were matched by selecting chert and chalcedony
pebbles and cobbles from nearby river deposits. Two methods of primary
reduction appear to have been used, one Involving bipolar reduction of heat .*o,

treated pebbles, the other free-hand reduction of cobble and subsequent heat
treatment. The byproducts of the first technIque--pIe-shaped wedges and
miscellaneous shatter--are Indistinguishable from any other bipolar core
reduction. The byproducts of the second technique Include large flakes usable
for making bifaces. After the Initial reduction, the remaining nodule wasmodified Into a microcore by first modifying the shape of the wedge or nodule, .- .-

then preparing the platform, and finally by forming the fluted surface. The .
byproducts of these stages are Indistinguishable from the debitage of other
reduction sequences. The microblades were also compared with lamellar flakes
from biface manufacture, made by repl icatlng three of the projectile points
associated with the cores and microblades. It was virtually Impossible to
distinguish the two. In other words the manufacturing sequence that most
closely duplicated the blades produced many products nondistinctive from"V

blface manufacture.

% * .
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This work is a demonstration that even using sophisticated I lthic
technological studies It will not be possible to deterministically Identify
every single Item as a product of a microblade Industry or not. Some products
of microblade production will always overlap with some products of other
lithic manufacturing activities. Both kinds of error In identification could
occur. Some microblade debitage will be Indistinguishable from debitage of
other processes, and some products of other manufacture will be .
Indistinguishable from microblade products. Also, we should not assume that ."
microblade production was necessarily separate from other lithic manufacturing

activities in practice. Not only did they take place at the same locations,
but there may have been exchange between the systems. As Lohse (1984d:40)
comments, cores or chunks that are products of the one process can be read i I y
adapted for use in the other.

The alternaTive approach is to count classes and traits of objects that
are associated with microblade production, but not necessarily exclusively.
This approach Is simpler because It Involves fewer assumptions. Because It is
not possible to deterministically Identify microblades so that all microblades
and nothing but microblades are Included, the emphasis should be not on
identifying Individual microblades but on counting morphological classes of
linear flakes and making the argument about the likelihood of microblade -

production being practiced from the overall proportions. For example, we '., ..
could look at the proportions of linear flakes with multiple arrises through
time. If an Increasing number of the linear flakes are pressure flakes
through time, rather than microblades, we would expect to see the proportion
of multiple arrises decrease.

The Issue of whether to approach microblade technology by deterministic
application of a stage model of microblade manufacture or to approach it by -
measuring traits at the population level is an example of a more general issue ."
recently raised about the strategy of lithic technology studies. Sullivan and
Rozen (1985) and Teltser (n.d.) both argue that stage models cannot be
deterministically applied and that the appropriate scale of analysis is the
population. I suggest that stage models still have an extremely important
role to play; they supply a framework withir which certain traits have
significance and population characteristics can be Interpreted. Also, some '-

deterministic identifications should be made to provide some limits to the
kinds of technological activities that contributed to an assemblage (eg.,
Identifying bipolar core, microblade cores, and other cores). Otherwise there

are too many unknowns in Interpreting shifts In the frequency of object types
or traits. However, it clearly Is productive to shift from attempting to
Identify Individual artifacts with particular stages or technological events
to looking at the population characteristics.

Project Data Col lection

In order to Identify possible microblades, the project established the "

category small linear flake, defined as parallel-sided flakes <1 cm in width
and twice as long as they are wide. The term linear flake is suggested by

-..-,.
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Sanger (1970) for parallel-sided blade-like flakes that have not been
established as the products of prepared blade core Industries. The 10 mm
cutoff for size Is used by Browman and Munsell (1969). Small linear flakes ih'
were found at all excavated sites, in nearly every analytic zone. Each
descriptive site report evaluates the smalI linear flakes from that particular
site In terms of whether they constitute evidence of a microblade technology.
The evaluations were generally made on a site-by-site basis rather than a
zone-by-zone basis.

All small linear flakes were examined for wear and secondary manufacture
in the standard functional analysis. Wear was found on very few.

At the following sites, the authors conclude that a microblade Industry
was present: 45-00-273 (Jaehnig 1984a), 45-00-282 (Lohse 1984d), 45-00-326
(Lohse 1984e), and 45-OK-18 (Jaehnig 1984b). In each of these cases, cores
are present, the small linear flakes occur In relatively high proportions, and
the morphological features of the flakes match those published by Sanger 16
(1968) and Munseli (1968). Lohse (1984a) also concludes that the seven small
linear flakes at 45-00-204 were probably microblades as the blade dimensions
and cross sections match published descriptions and those at 45-00-282.

A number of other project sites have low frequencies of small linear
flakes and lack mIcroblade cores, and thus no good evidence of a mIcrobIade
Industry: 45-00-214 (Miss 1984a), 45-00-242 (Lohse 1984c), 45-00-243 (Lohse
1984c), 45-00-285 (Miss 1984b), 45-OK-2 (Campbell 1984b), 45-OK-2A (Campbell ,.-.
1984), 45-0K-4 (Miss 1984c), 45-0K-11 (Lohse 1984f), 45-OK-250 (Miss 1984c),
45-OK-258 (Jaehnig 1983) and 45-OK-287/288 (Miss 1984d). Miss provides
general descriptions of the morphology of small linear flakes from sites 45- .
D0-214, 45-00-285, 45-O(-4, 45-OK-250, and 45-OK-287/288. While they are
blade-like in terms of length-to-width relationship, they lack the multiple
arrises, trapezoidal cross section, and near-right angle platform
characteristic of microblades (Sanger 1968). In most cases there is a single
dorsal ridge, a triangular cross section and an acute platform angle < 60
degrees. She concludes that the small linear flakes are pressure flakes.

The problem with the site-by-site evaluations of the linear flakes is
that they did not result In the systematic tabulations we would ideally like
to have of data on size, breakage, and morphology of linear flakes from all
zones at all sites. In those cases where there was clear evidence of a
microblade Industry based on the presence of cores (and also at 45-00-204),
metric data and systematic information on morphology were collected. However,
this was not necessarily done by zone, but for the entire site assemblage. In
those cases where authors decided that microblades were not present,
measurements ana attributes of the small linear flakes are not provided. This
is unfortunate. As recommended above, because of the overlap between
microblades and retouch flakes systematic tabulations of bladelet
characteristics should be made even for assemblages not thought to have
microblade industries.

Our only systematic data Is thus at a general level--the frequency of .-..

small linear flakes and microblade cores by material category without
additional morphological data. Looking at this data by phase and site type

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
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(Table 10-11) we see that small linear flakes constitute small proportions of
I Ithic assemblages except in Kartar Phase Type 2 and 3 sItes. However, we
also see that cores have been found in assemblages assigned to all three
phases. On the basis of this evidence we cannot rule out microblade
production In all three phases. The small linear flakes are overwhelmingly of
CCS materials, although the greatest diversity in materials Is found in the r
Kartar Phase. This may simply reflect the larger sample size for the Kartar
Phase, but it is also consistent with the material proportions in general
Ilithlc manufacture, which Is not as heavily dominated by CCS materials as .--.

later phases. It is surprising, however, that non-CCS cores occur in Hudnut
and Coyote Creek Phase contexts, but not in Kartar Phase contexts.

Following is a phase by phase discussion which takes into account both
the systematic data on linear flake frequencies shown in Table 10-11 as well
as the more detailed descriptions of mIcroblade assemblages from Individual
s Ite reports.

Kartar Phase

The Industry Is best represented at 45-D0-282 (Lohse 1984d), where 173
microblades and 13 cores were recovered from five zones, all of which are
assigned to the Kartar Phase and Site Type 3. The dimensions of both the
microblade cores and microblades in this collection are very similar to thoser
recorded by Sanger (1968) and Munseli (1968) for microblades elsewhere on the
Columbia Plateau and British Columbia Interior Plateau. The sizes and
platform edge angles of the cores are very uniform, as are the blades. The
width of the blades is less variable than the length. Most of the blades are
snapped distal ly and/or proximal ly, and many of the blade scars on the cores %-N .
end in abrupt hinged fractures, suggesting most of the breaks occurred In
detachment. Only six of the microblades had macroscoo1cally visible wear,
consisting of feathered chipping on unifacial or biracial edges. Production
of microblades apparently was associated with 45-D0-282 from its earl lest
occupat ion around 7000 B.P. unti l 4000 B.P.

A microblade Industry is clearly present in the two Kartar Phase zones at
45-D0-273, dated to 5500 and 4500 B.P. and both assigned to Site Type 3.
JaehnIg (1984a:87-88) discusses the assemblage--two mIcroblade cores, one core
fragment, and 104 small, linear flakes--as a whole. The microblades compare
well with metric attributes published by Sanger (1968) although those from 45-
D0-273 are generally shorter. The microblade core measurements are similar to
those published by Sanger (1968) and those from Ryegrass Coulee (Munsell 1968)
although the striking platforms on the 45-D0-273 cores are somewhat longer ..-

than the Ryegrass Coulee examples. The bulk of the linear flakes (62) and two
of the cores come from the three oldest zones, all of which are assigned to
the Kartar Phase and Site Type 3; however, small linear flakes were also
recovered from the upper two zones, both assigned to Type 3 and the Coyote
Creek Phase. ,'.

Small linear flakes thought to be microblades also are found in Kartar
Phase Type 3 zones at 45-D0-204. At other sites, zones assigned to Site Type

' *y'•.**. /.-'.
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3 and the Kartar Phase have at least one small linear flake (45-D0-243, Zone
4; 45-OK-2A, Zone 3). However, small linear flakes are absent In Zone 4 at
45-D0-242, with a total I lthIc assemblage of 75 objects, and Zone 4 at 45-OK-
2A, with a total I Ithic assemblage of 59 objects. The absence of small linear k. N-1'
flakes in these zones could be due to the small sample size, although these
are not the smallest assemblages; Zone 4 at 45-OK-18 has four microblades
among its 55 1lithIc objects, and Zone 5 at 45-D0-273 has 2 microblades among
57 objects. However, Zone 53 at 45-OK-4, a mixed Kartar/Hudnut zone, has no
linear flakes among 994 lithic objects.

Site Type 2 Is represented by Zones 5 and 6 at 45-OK-288, dated from . .
before 4800 B.P. to 4400 B.P. The proportions of small linear flakes are
quite high (Zone 5=2.4% and Zone 6=1.4%); In fact, they are as high or higher
than the proportions in the 45-D0-282 zones (0.6% to 2.3%). However, Miss
(1984d) holds The opinion that the flakes do not display the morphology
expected of microblades. Because the only other sites which have such high
proportions of small linear flakes do contain evidence of microblade
production in the form of cores, It would be appropriate to re-examine the
small linear flakes from 45-OK-287/288 and compare tabulated measurements and
morphological traits with those from establIshed mIcroblade Industries.

Although comparable In age, the single Kartar Phase residential (Type 1)
site, occupied between 5100 and 4200 B.P., presents a remarkable contrast In -
terms of the occurrence of microblades. The assemblage of 27,027 lithics
Included only 3 small linear flakes. Lohse notes that the morphology of the
few small linear flakes found In both the Hudnut and Kartar components at 45- .-.-

OK-11 Is similar to those found In association with microblade cores at other
sites (Lohse 1984f:73). Based on the low frequency and the lack of cores he
concludes that a microblade Industry was not present at the site, since such . .,.

blades could be produced fortuitously by the more common flake tool Industry.

Hudnut Phase .

The overall proportions of small linear flakes are lower In the Hudnut
Phase than In the Kariar Phase. However, sites 45-OK-18 and 45-D0-326 provide " "
evidence for microblade production during at least the first half of the
Hudnut period, from 4000 until 3000 B.P.

Small linear flakes are quite rare at Hudnut Type 1 sites; of the seven
zones included, none had proportions higher than 0.2%. Proportions at four of .- '. . -

the Type 2 zones ranged from 0.5% to <0.1%, In contrast to 45-OK-18, zone 2
.8%) and 45-D0-326 (3.0%). Percentages at Type 3 sites ranged from 0.1 to

0.4%. -, - -.

The assemblage from 45-OK-18 (Jaehnlg 1984b) includes 103 small linear
flakes and two objects that probably are fragments of microblade cores. Of
the small linear flakes, 90 fit the dimensions of microblades. Of these, 57 .
(63%), have trapezoidal cross sections and the remainder have a single arris. --.
Although small linear flakes are found In all four zones at the site, the two ,

cores and the majority of the flakes are found In Zones 2 and 3, which are
Hudnut Type 2 and Type 3 sites respectively. The three Hudnut Phase

...--..-...-...-
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occupations at 45-OK-18 fall within the time span 4000 to 3000 BJP. Four

microblades may or may not be in jstu in the oldest zone, Zone 4, assigned to
" the Kartar Phase.

The 45-00-326 assemblage Includes 169 microblades and 4 cores (Lohse

1984e). The measurements and morphological attributes of the blades and cores
are very similar to those published by Sanger (1968) and Nunsell (1968).
However, one of the cores shows multiple striking platforms, documenting

routine core rotation. Such cores are scarce in the Plateau Microblade
Tradition, which Is generally characterized by cores with use restricted to a

carefully prepared frontal edge (Sanger 1968, 1970b). A total of 75 of the WA

mlcroblades and two of the cores are In Zone 3, a Hudnut Phase occupation

dated between 4000 and 3000 BP.; 50 microblades and one core are from Zone 4,

a Kartar Phase occupation dated between 5000 and 4000 B.P.

Coyote Crok Phase aZ a4n o

In 15 of the 22 Coyote Creek Phase zones the proportion of small linear

flakes In the lithic assemblage is between 0.3$ and <0.1$. The other seven
cases (Zones 1, 2, and 3 at 45-0K-288; Zones I and 2 at 45--273; and Zones 1I:

and 2 at 45-00-326) have proportions ranging from 0.6 to 3.7. The two

examples of cores In Coyote Creek Phase sites are from 45-00-273, Zone 2, and
45-00-326, Zone 2. Each of these sites has been previously discussed as
having a microblade technology, the bulk of the evidence for which is In
Kartar or Hudnut-aged assemblages. I suggest that the high frequencies of

small linear flakes and the presence of cores In these Coyote Creek zones is

due primarily to mixing. However, the possibility that mIcroblade product ion
took place at these sites throughout the occupation span of the area because

of proximity to appropriate I IthIc sources or some other functional reason
cannot be ruled out. At any rate, the overall frequency of small linear
flakes is so low In the Coyote Creek Phase that If mIcroblades were still

being made, their production had declined to a relatively minor activity. 1P

DISCUSSION

Let us return to the Initial expectations and evaluate them. On the

whole, the evidence does Indicate the greatest specialization in technology at
Type I sites and the least at Type 3 sites, as predicted, although different

categories of data provide slightly different perspectives. On the other
hand, we found little evidence of specialization through time.

We expected to see, within a given time period, the greatest selectivity

In raw materials and the greatest Investment in manufacturing specialized

tools at Type 1 sites, and the least at Type 3 sites. In terms of selectivity
V of raw materials, we expected that the proportions of raw materials at Type 3

sites would most nearly reflect their availability In the Immediate vicinity,
and at Type 1 sites the least. Therefore, we were surprised that the highest .

quantities of CCS, uncommon in the river gravels, occurred at Type 3 sites and

that the highest quantities of quartzite, more common in the river gravels,

A. i
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occurred at Type 1 sites. However, when we looked only at flake tools, rather
than all lithics, thus omitting unutilized debitage, we did find the greatest vt A
proportions of CCS at Type I sites and the least at Type 3 sites. It appears
that the relatively Inefficient tabular quartzite Industry, which produces a
much higher ratio of used to discarded flakes affects the overall proportions.
In terms of evidence of greater Investment In manufactured tools at Type I
sites, we did find the expected pattern when we looked at the distribution of
CCS products by site type. The highest proportions of shaped tools were at .'..
Type 1 sites and the lowest at Type 3 sites, while the proportions of L
ut I Ized-only flakes were reversed.

The role of the bipolar flaking of tabular quartzite cobbles and the
production of tabular quartzite knives needs to be clarified. This Industry
has the earmarks of a very special ized technology that takes advantage of the
uniform physical qualities of a unique and locally abundant resource,
quartzite cobbles. Also the distribution of categories based on degree of
modification should be examined for material types other than CCS, and for
cobble tools, to see if the same pattern holds. A more convincing argument
about the nature of lithic manufacturing activities by site type can be
developed using other technological data such as frequency of primary flaking
products, size of flakes, and breakage data.

For each field of data considered above, marked differences were found
among the site types in terms of the proportions of I ithic products occurring 4 '!
there. This is strong evidence of patterned scheduling of lithic
manufacturing activities, probably associated with the lithic tool
requirements of the subsistence activities being practiced at the site, and

perhaps also influenced by the I ithic sources encountered In the catchment
areas being exploited. In other words, lithic manufacturing activities vary >.

regularly with the seasons and activities undertaken, rather than being
randomly or uniformly distributed. That the patterns of Inter-site variation
were generally the same throughout all three phases Is remarkable, given the
shifts in material distribution through time. "

The association of microblades with locations/stations (Type 3 sites) and .-
possibly field camps (Type 2 sites) In the Kartar Phase and with some Type 2
and 3 sites In the Hudnut Phase Is one of the most interesting findings of
this study. Microblades are not associated, in any phase, with Type 1 sites,

longer term settlements where raw materials could be accumulated and tools
stored and more time devoted to manufacturing. Microblade Industries commonly
have been treated as special Ized, sophisticated, complex systems of I ithic
manufacture. This might be thought to indicate that activities at sites where
microblades are found were relatively specialized, requiring special types of
I lthic reduction. However, the faunal remains and lack of features at Kartar
Phase Type 3 sites reflect generalized, opportunistic foraging, not
specialized activities (see Chapter 15). The Type 2 occupations are less ... ,
generalized, but still relatively temporary, and the Hudnut Phase occupations
with microblades also appear to be short term camps. I suggest that the
reason microblades are associated with transitory camps where opportunistic
foraging was practiced Is that microblade production Is one of the most

,.\ -...
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efficient and portable means of providing expedient, generalized tools.
Microblade cores are light and not costly to transport and the blades can be
taken off quickly as needed. The major problem with this interpretation is
the scarcity of wear noted on the microblades. Further research might be
directed toward collecting evidence to indicate whether the microblades were
used in making composite tools, and whether assemblages at sites like 45-D0-
282 Include utilized microblades or only discarded debitage.

At any rate, the production of microblades at stations/locations may
account for the disproportionate amounts of CCS previously noted at Kartar
Phase Type 3 sites. It Is unlikely that the special activity connected with
Type 3 sites is microblade production Itself; If that were the case, then one
would expect to see microblades present at the residential (Type 1) sites. It
appears that microblades were being manufactured only for use in areas other ,*
than residential sites.

We cannot claim to have evidence of an Increasingly specialized lithic
technology through time. In the data most clearly relevant to measuring
special ization of technology, i.e., the proportions of shaped, retouched, and
utilized-only tools, we did find that the oldest phase had the lowest
proportions of shaped tools, but there was not a linear trend through time, as
the highest proportions occurred In the Hudnut Phase. Changes in lithic
material proportions through time are quite apparent, but are difficult to
relate to the question of changes In specialization through time. Within a
given time period, It is reasonable to contrast the proportions of materials
at different site types and relate these to selectivity in use. Through time,
however, this is difficult. We do not know to what extent the cultural use of r
IithIcs altered the availability of materials through time, or to what extent
trade networks changed, or territories changed in size, affecting the contact
with lithic sources, nor have we controlled for changes in the use of the
material types. Therefore, we do not know the meaning of a gradual decrease
in the amounts of basalt and quartzite and Increase In the amount of CCS used
for manufacturing flake tools. Evidence of conservatism in the scheduling of
I ithic manufacturing activities and association with other activities was
mentioned above; the patterns of inter-site variation are quite similar from
phase to phase with the exception of the high proportions of CCS at Type 3
sites In the Kartar and the association of these sites with microblades.

SHELL ARTIFACTS

All shell artifacts from project sites are ornaments, either beads or
pendants. These Include Dentallum or OlIIlla shells minimally altered to
facilitate stringing as well as flat disks cut from shell with a hole In the
middle. The shell disk beads have not been Identified to species and may be
local freshwater shells. Dentalum and OIvella, on the other hand, are
Imported marine shells. Marine shells provide our most useful means of
establishing that prehistoric cultures In the area participated in trading
networks extending to the coast. Table 10-12 shows the frequency of shell
ornament types by phase. Clearly trade networks were In effect for %

%
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the known occupation span In the project area. Differences In frequency are
suggestive, but numbers are so small that the apparent trend Indicating
replacement of 0Ilve[lla by Dntal.lum through time may not be valid.

Table 10-12. Shell ornaments by phase

size
Phas Site Zone Type bentaLlUm .lveLLe Disc Pendant TotaL

Coyote 45-00-214 3 2 1 - - -
45-00-329 1 2 1 - - - N

45-0K-2 1 1 2 - - - 2

2 1 - - 1 - 1

45-OK-250 50 2 2 - 2 4

ToteL N 6 - 3 9
Z 66.7 33.3

Hudnut 45-OK-2 3 1 - - 5 - 5

4 2 1 2 - 3

45-OK-4 52 1 4 - 1 - 5 -
45-OK-250 52 1 33 4 - 10

45-OK-25 4 1 - -

5 1 1 2 4 1 a

TotaL N g 7 Is 1 32
% 25.0 21.9 50.0 3.0

Kartar 45-0K-il B 1 1 2 - 3

45-oK-250 5 2 - - 2 - 2

ToteL N - 1 4 - 5
% 20.0 80.0s o~o o~o -: .. -. .

1. Mixed Coyote Creek and Hudnut phones.
2. MIxed Krtar and Hudnut phases.

FISHING TECHNOLOGY

Archaeologists on the Plateau have long been plagued with difficulties In "-.

measuring the Importance of fishing among prehistoric peoples. Even in sites
from the ethnographic period, fish remains are seldom as common as might be
expected among people who intensively fished for some part of the year.
Equipment presumed to be connected with fishing--netweights, points, gorgess

and barbs--is Important supplementary evidence for Identifying fishing sites.

Such equipment recovered from a number of project sites Is described below.
In the project area there is no netwelght complex similar to that on the

Snake River and lower on the Columbia River. The five netweights recorded at

the project come from Kartar, Hudnut, and Coyote Creek contexts (Table 10-13);

thus there Is no qualitative difference among the phases. None of the

%. -.. .
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examples have been more than minimally modified with a notch on one or two.-
sides. It seems likely that the Inhabitants, primary means of weighting nets
or other fishing Implements and constructions was by lashing unmodified rock
in twine.

Table 10-13. Occurrence of specialized fishing equipment by site and phase.

Cmposite Composite Large Round ULender OP.-
Not Harpoon Harpoon Barbed X-section X-aaction

Phase Stto Zone Weights Points Volvo@ Unipointa Unipoints 8tpointo
Coyote 45-D0-214 2 2 - -...-

Crook . -

3 - 61 3 - 3
45-00-244 Burial 2 - 2 4 - -

45-OK-2 1 1 1 2 - - -

2 - -- - I -

45-OK-25 2 - I - - - i

Hudnut 45-00-273 3 1 - - - 1 -

45-0K-2 3 -.. I -

45-0K-4 52 1 - - V - 2

45-OK-250 52 - - - I - -

45-OK-25U 4 - 1 1 - - -

Kertar 45-OK-11 9 2 7 1 1 3 a

45-OK-2503 53 - - - - -

1. On. of these is a seLf-veLved point.
2. See PLate 3-7g end Figure 3-17f.
3. Mixed Hudnut and Karter Phase.

A variety of bone points and barbs found In Plateau archaeological
assemblages are Interpreted as specialized fishing equipment. These Include

barbed points with holes for attaching a line, composite harpoon points where
the barbs are attached separately, less specialized rounded points, and
slender points that could have functioned as gorges or In composite fishing
tools such as lelsters or hooks. A total of six large, barbed harpoon points

were found in project assemblages, all in Hudnut or Kartar Phase components
(Table 10-13). Composite harpoon assembl Ies are represented by both points
(unipoints with a round cross-section at the distal end, tapering to a wedge-
shaped proximal end) and valves in assemblages from all three periods. Two

*, sets of valves and points were found In a burial at 45-00-244, dated around
160 B.P. (Campbell 1984). The 45-00-214 Coyote Creek Phase assemblage ,.
Includes two types of composite harpoon assemblies; a self-barbed point used
with one other valve and the more common kind made to be used with two valves.
It would be useful to compare the morphology of the points and valves In the

Z.. .
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three phases to determine If there are stylistic, functional, or technological

changes. Round unipoints without tapered proximal ends, possibly part of a
different type of harpoon assembly, and slender round bipoints that could have

functioned as leister barbs or gorges have been found in bssemblages of all
three phases.

These artifact types are such rare components of site assemblages that

Inter-site and inter-period comparisons are subject to serious sampling

biases. In terms of temporal trends, we can only conclude that special Ized
fishing equipment was used for the entire span of occupation, and that

diversity In fishing equipment may actually have decreased through time, as
large barbed harpoon points have not been found in contexts dating after 2000

B.P. However, the two types of composite harpoon points at 45-00-214 may AW

indicate a diversification along new lines. Unfortunately, we cannot draw ...

conclusions about site function from this Information. The two sites

containing the greatest numbers of fish bones, 45-00-211 and 45-00-285, have
no recognized fishing equipment. Apart from 45-00-214, the only sites with 06

fishing equipment are residential sites that were used longer and with more

intensity than any other sites in the project area. They may have been
fishing bases during part of the year.

The numbers of bone harpoc.n points and barbs are underestimated somewhat
by this tabulation because generally only relatively complete objects were -
classified as barbed harpoon points or composite harpoon points and valves.

Fragments of bone tools were assigned to categories such as "shaft fragment", ---

"pointed bone fragment", or "indeterminate". The proportion of modified bone
objects placed in these fragment categories Is so large that an analysis ...

focusing on assigning fragments to tool categories would greatly Increase the -
sample size. For example, at 45-OK-258, while only two unipoints, one .

bipoint, and eight awls were recorded, a total of 34 objects were placed in
the category pointed bone fragments. A detailed analysis of modified bone
that systematical ly recorded Information on cross-section, symmetry, and .

size ranges of dimensions such as shaft thickness for whole toolc would allow . .

more fragments to be assigned io tool types. This might sufficiently augment

sample sizes so that fishing equipment could be used quantitatively in -'

defining site function.
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11. RIFUS WOODS LAKE PROJECTILE POINT CHRONOLOGY A

Testing and salvage operations from 1977 to 1980 within the Rufus Woods 'C
Lake Reservoir on the upper Columbia River produced a large collection of
projectile points spanning the last 6-7,000 years. Over 1,500 complete and
fragmented specimens were recovered from 18 excavated and 61 tested -

archaeological sites. Excavation exposed over 60 separate cultural components
Indexed by 161 radiocarbon dates. This detailed cultural record provided us
with a unique opportunity to construct a sequence of projectile point types
that can be used as a reference for comparing the cultural record of the Rufus
Woods Lake area with others defined for the northern Columbia Plateau.

Work over the last thirty years has Identified several projectile point
types with demonstrable historical sensitivity (e.g., Nelson 1969; Rice 1969,
1972; Leonhardy and Rice 1970). However, these types have In many cases not
been rigorously defined, nor have similar forms with comparable temporal li"
ranges been grouped within type series. As a result, there Is no clear,
explicit formulation of a projectile point type sequence with standardized
terminology and typological format. There Is thus no basis for rigorously
comparing projectile point forms recovered in one project area with those
already analyzed and described In another. The challenge is to construct a
classification scheme that is consistent and easily applied across the broad
area of the Columbia Plateau.

To this end, and as a necessary prerequisite for comparison of the Rufus
Woods Lake projectile point collection to that of the Columbia Plateau as a ,

whole, we have attempted to formulate a classificatory system that
incorporates past work, has the facility to consistently and easily compare a
range of projectile point forms over a broad area, and that Is statistically
as well as qualitatively derived.

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS ' -

Development of the project's projectile point analysis Is briefly
discussed In the survey report (Jermann 1985) and In the research design
(Campbell 1984). Jermann (1985) describes the Initial approach, numerical
taxonomy using cluster analysis. This approach was discontinued when it did
not yield satisfactory historical classes. However, the technique of .
collecting metric data by digitizing projectile point outlines developed for XV
this first analysis was continued and greatly facilitated all subsequent
analyses. Next, a paradigmatic morphological classification was applied.
While this was found to be temporally sensitive, It was difficult to relate to
previously defined types In other areas. In the final stage of analysis,

** .~ . .
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discriminant analysis was used to develop quantitative definitions for
previously defined historical types and to assign Rufus Woods Lake projectile
points to historical types.

MORPHOLOGICAL CLASSIF ICATION

As a first step, all projectile points and projectile point fragments

recovered from the Rufus Woods Lake project were coded within a paradigmatic 4N 01111
classification that emphasizes the complete physical des!ription of each
specimen. Basic morphological attributes were coded within 11 classificatory
dimensions: BLADE-STEM JUNCTURE, OUTLINE, STEM-EDGE ORIENTATION, SIZE, BASAL
EDGE SHAPE, BLADE EDGE SHAPE, CROSS SECTION, SERRATION, EDGE GRINDING, BASAL
EDGE THINNING, and FLAKE SCAR PATTERN (Tahle 11-1). We use the first four of
these dimensions to define 18 morphological types (Figure 11-1) that ,'..'..

approximate those projectile point types recognized for the Columbia Plateau.
The other seven dimensions serve to describe the morphological types more
fully, and permit the Identification of variants within the types. Also, the
dImensions are used to create a file of basic descriptive information that is
combined with a file of metric data.

Development of the definitions and their application to actual projectile
points was aided by conceiving of the point margins as series of straight
lines drawn from nodes that signal changes of direction along the outlInes of
the specimens. This approach is illustrated by the figures on the left side
of Figure 11-2. The blade is defined as line segment a-A, the shoulder Is
line segment A-1, and the neck is node 1. The stem Is line segment 1-2-3 and
the base is line segment 2-a' or 3-a'. Of course, terms appl led and the
number of line segments drawn vary given the basic subdivisions of form.

Shouldered lanceolates are defined by three or fewer line segments (aA1at).
Stemmed lanceolate or triangular forms are defined by four or fewer line
segments (aA12a'). Side-notched triangular forms are defined by five or more

line segments (aA123a'). A basal notch Is defined by line segment (45).
(Note: insuff iclent landmarks were recorded on the base to allow recognition
of a basal notch In the digitized outlines).

This paradigmatic classification supplied a basic description of formal
variation In the projectile point collection and its temporal distribution
(Figure 11-3). However, while the qualitative dimensions chosen to define
morphological types were Intended to aproximate recognized variation In
projectile point form, they did not supply the necessary basis for direct
correlation with recognized historical types. We sought a classification . .
procedure based in a statistical measure of formal correspondence with defined " "
historical types. To do this, we chose discriminant analysis, a multivariate
statistical technique that has demonstrated utility In the classification of a

large number of variables representing a complex range of form. It has been %.%
appl led with varying degrees of success by a number of archaeological
typologists In the classification of projectile points (e.g., Gunn and Prewitt
1975; Holmer 1978; Thomas 1981). %
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Table 11-1. Morphological projectile point classification.

DINBINSIOE 1: SLADE-STEM JUNCTURE DIMENSION VII. CROSES SECTION

N. Not separate N. Not epptLcabLe
i. Side-notched i. Ptanoconvex
2. ShouLdered 2. Biconvex
3. Squared 3. Di smond
4. Barbed 4. TrapezoidaL
9. Indeterminate 9. Indeterminate

DIMENSION IIs OUTLINE DIMENSION VIII: SERRATION

N. Not appticabLe N. Not appLicabLe
1. TrienguLar 1. Not serrated
2. LenceoLete 2. Serrated
9. Indeterminae 9. Indeterminate . *

DIMNSION III: STEM EDGE ORIENTATION DINB4SION IX: EDGE GRINDING

N. Not appLicabLe N. Not appLicabLe
1. Straight 1. Not ground
2. Contracting 2. Btade edge
3. Expanding 3. Stem edge
9. Indeterminate 9. Indeterminate

DIMENSION IV: SIZE DIMNSION X: BASAL. EWGE THINNING

N. Not appLicabLe N. Not appLicabLe .

1. Lerge 1. Not thinned
2. be@LL 2. Short fLake scars

3. Long flake scaes
DINBISION V: BASAL. EDGE SHAPE 9. Indeterminate

N. Not appLicabLe DIMENSION )a: PLACE SCAR PATTRtN
1. Straight :
2. Convex N. Not appLicabLe
3. Concave 1. VariabLe
4. Point 2. Ikiif orm
5. 1 or 2 end notched 3. Mixed
9. Indetarminate 4. CoLeateraL

5. Transverse
DIMNSION VI: BLADE EDGE SHAPE 6. Other .0

9. Indeterminate
N. Not appticabLe
1. Straight
2. Excurvate
3. Incur-veta .

4. Reworked
9. Indeterminate

See Appendix J for definition of dimensions and modes.
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I NINi Large Triangular 10 21(13)2 Small. Shouldered Triangular ~ ~
expanding and straight stem

2 N1N2 Small Tnangular 11 3121 Large Squared Tnangular
contracting stem lJ

3 iNN1 Large Side-notched 12 3122 Small. Squared Triangularcontracting stem p o". %

4 1NN2 Small Side-notched A 13 31031 Large Squared Trangular

nexpanding and straem ht stem

5 N2NN Lanceolate 4 31(13)2 Small Squared Tnanua
candtg and straet stem contractingt

6 22NN Shouldered Lanceolate 15 4121 Large. Barbed Triangular I..'
contracting stemexadnanstigtSm -

% o, .

7 2121 Large, Shouldered Triangular 16 4122 Small. BarbedITriangular . '

contracting stem contracting stem P

8 2122 Small. Shouldered Triangular #f 17 4111311 Large, Barbed Triangular . ' .'
contracting stem expanding and straight stem--° "..

9 21(13)1 Large. Shouldered Trangular 18 41(13)2 Small, Barbed Triangular
expanding and straight stem expanding and straight stem ' -

Figure 11-1. Morphological projectile point types.
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DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS

Use of discriminant analysis produces an expl Icit, consistent
classification with mathematically defined ranges of variability. Its use
assumes the adequacy of prior type formulations, and simply speeds up the
application of prior typologies. This analysis enables the researcher to
quickly categorize a large collection, and offers a statisical basis for the
definition of new types as well as an explicit definition of recognized types.

discriminant analysis allows us to correlate the Rufus Woods Lake projectile

point sequence with other chronologies In both a qualitative and quantitative
manner. For a more complete discussion of this multivarlate statistical

method see Nie et al. (1975), Johnson (1978), and Klecka (1980).

SELECTION OF HISTORICAL TYPES AND TYPE ASSEMBLAGES

A review of the archaeological literature allowed us to Identify twelve 'I

projectile point types with demonstrated or assumed historical sensitivity. I
use the term "type" here, although some of these projectile point forms have .
never been explicitly defined. Table 11-2 lists the projectile point types .
and type variants used in this analysis. The type names are those commonly
applied. The variant labels, although based on recognized variation In known
types, are of our own Invention. The types are grouped on the basis of haft
treatment Into six series, and on the basis of general outline Into two

divisions. The type numbers used in this report reflect the series divisions;
note that they are different from the numbers used In the descriptive site

reports (see Appendix I, Figure I-1 for correspondences).
Group autonomy was established for all the types and type variants listed

in Table 11-2, except for the division of Quilomene Bar Corner-notched
variants A and B. These proved to be very closely associated, and lacking any
evidence of discrete temporal distribution, we combined the two variants Into
a single type, Quilomene Bar Corner-notched. Also, as will be discussed

below, we have been audacious enough to define the previously poorly described
large shouldered lanceolate point as the Mahkin Shouldered Type, and a
recognized variant of Rabbit Island Stemmed as the Nespelem Bar Type. In both
instances, type definition followed recognition of discrete temporal
distributions for these forms in the archaeological record of the Rufus Woods
Lake Reservoi r.

Selection of projectile point collections for study was biased by factors
of expediency. We selected those that (a) constituted the originally defined
type specimens or contained specimens clearly Identified by authors as
recognized types or type variants, (b) were reasonably well-dated, and (c)
were clearly Illustrated to scale In published plates and figures. When
possible, as In the case of Marmes Rockshelter, the Fraser River Drainage, and

the Rufus Woods Lake Reservoir, specimens were handled, with measurements

taken and paradigmatic codes applied.
We made no effort to randomly sample nor standardize the sample of

specimens. From the outset, we assumed that the types exist, that

-.
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correlations of formal attributes Identified by prior researchers approach
reality. At every juncture, we tried to assemble the largest number of type
specimens possible. We wanted metric definitions sufficiently broad to ensure
coverage of the postulated range of variation in form, and thereby be in a
position to evaluate variation within type categories with an eye to
recognition of significant variation not previously identified. In several
instances, we subjectively selected specimens that to us represented
characteristic examples of some types. We Imposed type designations on
specimens when authors failed to assign these to one of the recognized
Columbia Plateau types. This subjectivity Is not what we would have
preterred, but it was Inescapable for the very reason that this study assumes
importance: there simply is no agreed upon projectile point typology for the
Columbia Plateau. ,

Table 11-2. Historical projectile point types and type variants
used in this analysis. " -

Division Serieas Point Types

LanceoLata Lanceotate Large unnamed tanceotete (Type 11)1
Windust C (Type 12)
Cascade A {Type 133 .A ',.

Cascade B (Type 14) " -
Cascade C (Type 151

ShouLdered LenceoLete Windust A (Type 211,
Windust B (Type 2231
Lind Coutee (Type 231
Mahkin ShouLdered (Type 24]2

TrianguLar Side-notched TrianguLar CoLd Springe Sid-notched (Type 31)
Pteteeu Side-notched (Type 321

Corner-rtmoved TrianguLar Nespetsam Bir (Type 4112
Rabbit IsLand A (Type 421
Rabbit IsLand B (Type 431

Corner-notched TrianguLar CoLmbie Corner-notched A (Type 511
QuiLeoene Bar Corner-notched (Type 521
Gui Loene Bar Corner-notched A -
QuiLonene Bar Corner-notched 8
CoLmbis corner-notched B (Type 531
WAttute RectanguLar Stemmed (Type 543 * .

Beset-notched Triengutar QuiLomens Bar Best-notiched A (Type 61)
nuiLomene Bar BasaL-notched B (Type 621
CoLtmbie Steamed A (Type 631 ,-.-
Cotimbie Stemed B (Type 841
CoLumbta Stemmed C (Type 651

1. Dropped out of sneLysis for finat ctssitficetion runs as no examptes
were identified in the Rufus Wood Lake prqJect eros,-

2. Type defined based on distribution within the Rufus Woods Lake
cuLtural saquence,

METRIC VARIABLES AND DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS

Measurements used in discriminant analysis were taken from the two- .1

dimensional outline of projectile point form. Either original illustrations
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or actual specimens were photocopied and landmarks placed at the selected

points of measurement (position of landmarks shown on the right side of Figure

11-2). Landmarks were defined with a plotter (Hewlett Packard 721C),

coordinates measured with a digitizer (Summagraphics Bit Pad One), and stored

on a computer file (Cromemco System Three Microcomputer). Digitizing the

projectile point outlines al lowed us to develop a large data file of metric

measurements that could be used to quickly characterize variation In

morphology and to provide accurate depictions of artifact outlines.

Table 11-3 lists the point measurements derived from digitized data.

Figure 11-4 Illustrates the variables measured for each projectile point form.
These were coded as distance, length, width, and angle measurements.

Discriminant analysis was used for two purposes. The first was to allow

us to Infer diagnostic elements of the defined historical types by exploring -.

ways in which we could discriminate among groups on the basis of some set of . -

characteristics. The second was to develop a consistent classification based

on mathematical equations cal led "discriminant functions", which combine the

' group characteristics In a way that allows identification of the group which a G
given case most closely resembles. Both Interpretation and classification are

dependent upon identification of the discriminating variables.

Canonical discriminant functions or linear combinations of the '

discriminating variables are formed, with the idea being to separate the group

means as much as possible. The coefficients for each function maximize the

differences between the group means, and each sequent function cannot have

values correlated with values on the previous function. The maximum number of

unique functions Is equal to the number of groups in the analysis minus one,

or the number of discriminating variables employed, whichever Is fewer.

Conceptually, the discriminating variables can be viewed as axes In n-
dimensional space; each data case is a point in this space with coordinates

that are the case's value on each of the variables. A centrold, representing

the Imaginary point whose coordinates are the group's mean on each of the

variables measured, serves to summarize the position of each group within this
n-dimensional space. No group's territory Is identical with any other,
athough considerable overlap may occur. Plots showing the dispersion of the

group centroids can be used as an Intuitive measure of the distinctiveness of

the selected groups or of our ability to discriminate among the groups given

the discriminating variables we have chosen to employ.

We can examine the correlation between variables by means of a

correlation coefficient, standardized to vary between -1 and +1. A high

. correlation means that one score on one scale can be predicted fairly well by

knowing the score on the other scale in that particular pair. Each

correlation coefficient Is an estimate of the strength of the relationship

between the corresponding pair of variables within the group.

When we shift our focus from Individual cases and group centrolds to

discovering the contribution of Individual variables (relative Importance), we

can examine the magnitude of the standard coefficients (the larger the .' '.

magnitude, the greater the variable's contribution). A discrlminant function

can be "named" on the basis of the structure coefficient by noting the

variables having the highest coefficients. This is Important for Identifying

°%%
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Table 11-3. Measurements recorded tor projectile points.

MEASREMNTS

Blade Measurements

01. Blade Length (.1mm). The distance from the blade-heft juncture (Node A) OLL
to the tip of the point, taken an the vertical axis ar-a@.

B2. Slade Width (.1mm). The distance from the widest point on the right 91W
Lateral margin of the blade to the widest point on the Left lateral
margin of the bLade.

63. Blade Angle (degrees). The outside angle between the blade-heft juncture BLA
and the margin of the blade [axis A and Line segment sAL. If the blade
margin is markedly cohvex, the blade angle follows the Lower section near
the bLade-heft Juncture, Otherwise, it follows the general trend of the ~
blade margin. .'

Heft Measurementsa

HI . Haft Length (.iom). The distance from the Lowest point on the basl HALI
margin to the blade-heft juncture (axis a' to A on vertical axis s-a').

H2. Neck Width (.1m). The distance from the point defining the btede-heft NEW .
juncture on the right margin of the heft to the point defining the blade- *1
heft Juncture on the Left margin of the heft (Node 1).

HS. Baosl Width [.1mm). The distance from the widest point on the right BAN
lateral margin of the basa to the widet point on the Left Lateral margin
of the base.

114. Shoulder Length (.imal. The distance between A and A'. A'I a not Sit
indicated on each drawing in Figure 11-4 but it is the axis along which the
neck width (HE) is measured.

H5. Baosal Angle (degrees). The angle between the Wa' xis and the bast margin BAA
of the heft.

HS8. Basal Margin Angle (degrees). The angle betwaen the aP axis and the BNA
Lateral margin of the heft.

H7. shoulder Angle [degrees). The angle between the shoulder of the blade and SBiA%
axisa A. .. ~

Other Meaaurements *\.'

G1. Thickness (.1mm). Thickness of the blade-heft Juncture, taken on axis A. "~
On LonceoLata fores, this measure is taken between the widest lateral
points on the blade& On triangular forms, it is taken at the neck.

G2. Weight (.Igo). This mesure applies to whole specimens. Broken
specimens may be included only if a reasonable estimate of the original
size can be made.

93. Total Length (.1m). The distance between axis a and a' along vertical TO.
axis e,.

Ratios Clculated from Above

RI. Blade Length/Total Length ELI/TO. L

R2. Neck WidtlVasaL Width N"

R3. Boost Width/Blade Width S/SI

7..'
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the kind of information carried by the discriminant functions that Is useful
for discriminating among groups under consideration.

Discrlminant functions are ranked by elgenvalues; the larger the value,
the greater the discrimination afforded by the function. Elgenvalues can only

be assessed relative to one another (6x greater, etc.). They can be converted
to relative percentages as a measure of the amount of variance accounted for.

There Is no rule on how large the relative percentage must be before the

discriminant function Is considered important.

Canonical correlations are measures of association that summarize the
degree of relatedness among groups and the discrlminant function, from 0 or no

relationship, up to a maximum of 1; the rule being the larger the number, the
more the degree of association. In basic terms, this value judges how well

the discrImInant function is doing at separating groups.

Classification functions are constructed that allow us to sort unknown
cases into the established groups. We can use these to check on the 'Pcuracy
of our classification procedures by taking "known" cases and applying the

classification rule; the proportion of cases correctly classified Indicates
the accuracy of the procedure and Indirectly confirms the degree of group
separation (cf. Klecka 1980). The proportion of "known" cases is also an . M

additional Intuitive measure of group difference, and can be used In" .

conjunction with the canonical correlation to Indicate the amount of

discrimination supplied by the variables. \ ,
Specifically, we used an SPSS subprogram that uti I izes a stepwise method

to select the best set of discriminating variables by minimizing WIIke's
lambda. The classification results tables provided the number of cases ,.
classified Into each group and the percentage of correct classification for
known cases. Statistics for each case Include the discrimlnant score and

classification, the probability of a case being that far from the group
centroid, the probability of the case being In that group, and the probability
of membership In the second closest group. Plots of cases were obtained ..

locating group centroids in a scatter plot in n-dimensional space based on the
-- - first two discrim!nant functions.

The Initial discriminant analysis run Involved 23 historical projectile
point types and type variants, represented by 726 specimens. Running all
types together proved satisfactory, with over 80% of the cases correctly

assigned, and demonstrating the rough autonomy of the Identified types.
However, visual examination of the type assignments showed some unwanted

overlap In lanceolate and triangular forms, a basic division that we felt was
imperative to keep clear. We therefore decided to run the lanceolate and
triangular forms separately. The type assignments Improved considerable. We
also experimented with running the six major morphological series separately,
omitting or adding variables as this seemed appropriate.

Figure 11-5 shows the separation of the six major type series, and
Figures 11-6 through 11-11 show the distribution of Identified types within
these series as scores plotted on coordinates within n-dimensional space. As

we expected, the six major morphological type series are quite distinctive,
with the Lanceolate and the Side-notched morphological series showing the
greatest spatial separation.

% J.

................................................................ -
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Figure 11-5. Plot of group centrolds for the six major type
series.

In the Lanceolate Series we found that Cascade Type variants A and C are

closely grouped and very much distinct from the unnamed Large Lanceolate Type

and the Cascade Type B variant and Windust Type C variant (Figure 11-6).-'
In the Shouldered Lanceolate Series, there is a clear separation of

Windust Type A and Type B variants, both from each other and from the Lind
Coulee Type and the Mahkin Shouldered Type (Figure 11-7). Conversely, the
Lind Coulee Type and the Mahkln Shouldered Type appear closely related.

For Side-notched forms, we see that the Cold Springs Side-notched Type
and the Plateau Side-notched Type are clearly differentiated (Figure 11-8).

Corner-removed Triangular examples are equally wel I separated (Figure 11-
. 9), wIth visually Identical distance between the Nespelem Bar Type and the

:. Rabbit Island Type A and B variants.
-- Consideration of the Corner-notched Triangular Series shows the Quilomene

Bar Corner-notched Type to be the most distinctive, although most closely
related to the Columbia Corner-notched Type A variant (Figure 11-10). Both
are distinct from the Columbia Corner-notched Type B variant and the Wallula
Rectangu I ar-stemmed Type.

Basal-notched Triangular Series forms show good separation as well
(Figure 11-11), with the Columbia Stemmed Type A, B and C variants in a
cluster set off trom the QuIlomene Bar Basal-notched Type A and B variants. %
The clear separation of variants within both of these types Indicates the
efficacy of the variant identification.

-'..L.
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Figure 11-6. Plot of group centrolds for the lanceolate
type series.
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Figure 11-7. Plot of group centroids for the shouldered

lanceolate type series.
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Figure 11-8. Plot of group centrolds for the side-notched

triangular type series.
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Figure 11-9. Plot of group centrolds for the corner-removed
triangular type series.
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Figure 11-10. Plot of group centroids for the corner-notched
triangular type series.
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CLASSIFICATION OF RUFUS WOODS LAKE POINTS

Satisfied that we had selected a set of variables that provided adequate

discrimination for cases with known memberships, we derived a set of

classification functions that would permit classification of new cases with
unknown memberships. In classifying the projectile points from the Rufus
Woods Lake Reservoir, we retained the basic distinction between lanceolate and
triangular forms, making two separate discriminant runs. We did not think it
necessary nor advisable to make separate runs for the major morphological

series. At this stage we were able to classify 80% of the lanceolate cases
and 96% of the triangular cases (Tables 11-4 and 11-5).

Once these classification runs were accompl ished, we sat down and
manually sorted all of the classified projectile points into the designated W-
type groups. Inconsistencies were noted, and the data checked for errors in
digitizing or coding. Any errors were corrected, and the two runs performed

again. At this stage, we also dropped out those early lanceolate and

shouldered lanceolate types and type variants that were not represented in the
Rufus Woods Lake collection, and once again combined lanceolate and triangular

series to compare assignments with those produced previously. Changes in-.
classification consisted primarily of shifts in the placement of large
triangular and lanceolate forms with slight to moderately well-defined

shoulders (ie, the Nespelem Bar Type and Mahkin Shouldered Type projectile
points). Errors were minor, but we decided to preserve the fundamental

distinction between lanceolate and triangular projectile points and produced a

final classification run for each of the two divisions.

Table 11-4. Proportion of cases correctly
classified in lanceolate run. .

Correct Other-group Group 6 Group
Assignment Assin ment

12 12 68.6 13 38.4

13 13 75.0 12 12.5
14 12.5

14 14 84.6 15 9.2
13 6.2

15 15 82.4 14 17.6

24 24 91.2 14 9.81

... . ..

r-oo
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Table 11-5. Proportions of cases correctly
classified In triangular run.

Co rrect Other
Group Group %Group%

Mel gment Ael gyment

31 31 100.0 N

32 32 100.

41 41 97.8 42 2.2

42 42 100.0

43 43 92.5 42 5.0%%
M1 2.5

51 51 100.0

52 52 91.8 82 2.8

53 53 97.4 54 2.6

54 54 100.0

61 61 100.0

62 62 85.7 61 14.3

63 63 92.4 65 11.8
54 5.9

64 64 95.5 85 4.5 -.-

65 65 96.1 63 3.9

0% 1-* 06 k S
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Tables 11-6 through 11-9 present the discriminant functions developed in T, . -.
these two runs; Tables 11-6 and 11-7 listing the standardized coefficients for

d the discriminating varables by functions, and Tables 11-8 and 11-9 listing

the elgenvalues, percentage of variance explained, canonical correlations, and '

function "names". For lanceolate points, the first two dlscrlmlnant functions
(Function P1 Haft length; and Function 12 Neck width, blade width, shoulder
angle, and shoulder length) account for 91% of the variance. For the
triangular run (Function #1 Shoulder angle; Function #2 Basal margin angle;
i unction 14 Basal width, neck width/basal width ratio) account for 94% of the
variance. Thus, not surprisingly, we see that haft construction, including
stem and shoulder configuration and proportion, are the prime discriminating
variables in defining the various historical projectile point types and type
variants. For lanceolate points, haft length and the development of wel I-
defined shoulders, coupled with blade and neck width, are the major variables,
particularly reflective of shouldered/stemmed versus unshouldered lanceolate
points, and broad, perhaps Incipient shouldered, lanceolates versus narrow
lanceolate points. By contrast, for triangular points, variance in form is
often more subtle, the primary discriminating variables being shoulder angle
(sloping, straight, contracting), basal margin angle (contracting, straight,
expanding), and stem size or proportion, reflected In basal width and the

ratio between neck and basal width.

Table 11-6. Rotated standardized discriminant
function coefficients, lanceolate run.

Functi on
Variebtl

I _2 3 T 4

HAL 1.62930" 0.58156 0.13644 0.09102

NEW -0.66959 -2.13060" 0.04343 1.07933

BLw -0.37854 1.87766* -0.38004 0.14127

V SHA -0.58898 0.72942' 0.30114 0.18290

SHL -0.14420 -0.569150 -0.17645 0.02717

BAA 0.02954 -0.18451 1.15468 0.05487

NEAW 0.07543 -0.35943 0.09655 2.64092'

B- 0.52040 -0.01948 0.75648 -1.39551*

BMA 0.90011 -0.29259 -0.12511 1.13013*

BLL/TOL 0.43699 0.36965 -0.06445 -0.71940*

BLA 0.20808 0.17725 0.16446 0.48153*

1. See TbLe 11-3 for expLanation of variabLes.

' denotes discriminating variabLes.
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Table 11-8. Canonical discriminant functions, lanceolate run.

Percent of C' um.Ltiv "  Cni Dcrimnating
Function EigenvaLuI Variance Percent CorreLation VariabLasl

1 8.68511 72.68 72.88 0.9418856 HAL

2 2.25006 18.87 91.55 0.8320537 Nall BLU, SHA, 9L

3 0.99569 8.27 99.82 0.7045537 8AA

4 0.02182 0.18 100.00 0.1461194 Nm/Bps, BI,•
ILL/TOL, BLA ,.

1. Sea TabLe 1-3 for exptanation of vartabLes. .

Table 11-9. Canonical discriminant functions, triangular run.
N .

Percent of CumuLative Canonil c Di scriinmti ni l..
Function EigenvaLue Vari ance Percent CorreL atieon VariabLes I

1 13.95126 52.28 52.28 0.969793 SHA

2 5.99569 22.47 74.75 0.9257725 BNA

3 3.016 11.31 86.05 0.8668323

4 2.09034 7.83 93.9 0.8224420 Ba, N//B. M'-. .'

5 0.50275 1.88 95.78 0.5784076 *LwSHL.NW

6 0.48605 1.75 97.52 0.53829

7 0.35922 1.35 968.87 0.5140852

8 0.16605 0.62 99.49 0.3773635

9 0.08742 0.33 99.82 0.2835417 BLL/TOL*DLL,
HAL

10 0.03632 0.14 99.86 0.1972044

11 0.01170 0.04 100.00 0.1075613 BLA .

12 0.00029 0.00 100.00 0.0171228 BAA

1. Sa TabLe 11-3 for expLanation of variabLes.

Table 11-10 presents mean measurements for each of the discrlminant type
groups. All measurements given here, and In subsequent tables, are in tenths
of millimeters (0.1 mm).

With type assignments now in hand, we then selectively correlated type
specimens with recorded metric attributes and morphological codes, creating a
series of tables outlining morphological, technological, and functional

attributes of the historical projectile point types (Tables 11-11 and 11-12).
Types also were arranged by cultural component; first by analytic zones within
sites, and then by the three cultural phases defined for the project area and
by associated radiocarbon dates (Table 11-13, Figure 11-12). The practical
result Is a temporal distribution of projectile point types comparable to
those recognized for the Columbia Plateau, but defined statistically and
assessed by reference to basic descriptive attribute analysis.

.'.
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Table 11-11. Attributes of flaking pattern.

Flaking Pattern
Palint Type Variable Uni form M xedI Colateral Transere ndeteminste

Windust C 86.7 - 33.3 --

Cacade A 43.6 3.6 39.9 10.9 1.8-

Mascade8 60.0 - 40.0 - --

Coacade C 63.2 5.3 21.1 10.5

Mahkin Shouldered 57.6 3.5 29.1 3.6-

Cold Spring@ Side-
notched 50.0 - 15.0 5.0 -30.0

Plateau
Side-Notched 70.3 4.7 12.5 - -12.5

NespeLem Bar 78.e 1.6 16.6 0.5 -2.1

Rabbit Island A 74.2 6.2 14.1 0.8 4.7

*Rabbit Island B 76.2 4.9 15.5 1.2 -2.4

CoLimbia Corner-
notched A 73.5 20.8 - -- 5.6

Quitomens Bar Corner-
notched 67.9 - 17.8 14.3

Columbia Corner- :. Z
notched B 79.1 5.2 12.4 1.0 -2.0

WaLtLa Rectangutar .**

Stem 83.4 2.9 11.1 -- 2.9

Quilomene Bar BasL-
notched A 66.7 - 33.2 - -

0uiLomens Bar Beoat-
notched B 93.3 16.7 ---

Columbia Steaned A 57.1 14.3 28.6 ---

Columbia Stemmed B 50.0 12.5 25.0 - -12.5

Columbia Stemmed C 76.2 7.9 13.1A - 2.6

5--
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Table 11-12. Attributes of cross section.

I Cross-Section~
Point Type I - -

Ptanocoftwex 1Ul1convej Dimond j TrapezoidaL I Indeterminate

Winduat C - 100.0 --

Cascae A 103 600 18  2.

CsaeB 6. 00 -2.

Cascade C 10.6 42.1 26.3 21.1

Nahkin ShouLdered 12.9 59.9 7.1 21.1

CoLd Spring@ Side-
notched 10.0 90.0 - 5.0 5.0

PLeteau Side-
notched 7.9 97.1 - 1.6 1.6 .

NespeLm. Bar 19.4 56.4 8.3 21.1 0.5

Rabbit ZeLend A 13.5 72.6 3.2 9.4 1.6

Rabbit Ietand 9 11.9 02.0 7.2 19.0

Columbia Corner-
notched A 5.6 84.4 - 9.4 1.4 *- ,~

Quit amene Bar Corner-
notched 6.9 79.2 - 10.3 3.4 J

Co~mbie Corner--
notched B 19.7 79.1 - 2.0 1.0

WetLuLe RectanguLer
St. '13.9 75.0 - 9.3 2.9

Quitoene Bar Beooet- -
notched A 22.2 72.2 - 5.5

QuiLamene Bar Boosal-
notchediB - 100.0 - -

CoLumbia Steined A -100.0 --

Colmi a Stmeed B -100.0 -

Colimbie Stoomed C 15.7 94.2 --
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Figure 11-12. Relative frequency of historic typos by phase.
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PROJECTILE POINT TYPE DESCRIPTIONS '

The followIng projectile point type descriptions are presented In outlIne
form for the sake of convenience. The number of specimens lI sted refers to
the number Identif led In the Rufus woods Lake assemblage. Descriptions of
type and type variant attributes are based on accepted definitions, suffused
where appropriate by data recovered from the study of Rufus Woods Lake points.
Estimates of the temporal range of each type or type variant have been
modified from the original published references, given chronological

placements documented for the Rufus Woods Lake study area. Illustrations were
selected from among the digitized outlines produced In our analysis to show
the range of variation present in each type category. Specimens are arranged
across the page from left to right In order of decreasing probability of
assignment to the defined type. The key below each outline lists:

Site number / Master 0 4%.

Probab I Ity of a case located this / Probab I Ity of group membership
distance from the group centroid

Second group assignment / Probability of assignment

VIfdust C (Type 12). N = 4

This variant of the Windust Type, which more typically is a squat,

shouldered lanceolate form with a broad stem, has never been formal Iy defined,
but is a common element of Windust projectile point assemblages. It has been .

referred to as "Farrington Basal-notched" (Rice 1965). This type variant is a
lanceolate point, squat and heavy in appearance, of variable outline, with a

. pronounced basal notch. Flaking patterns are variable to mixed, with
specimens exhibiting a markedly biconvex cross-section.

Type Sites: Windust Caves (Rice 1965)
Marines Rockshelter (Rice 1969, 1972)

Temporal Distribution: c. 10000?-7000 B.P.; early Kartar Phase

0/

c.4.

48-0K-i11/1019 45-OK2 45-0K-12MV', .2

.14o/.000 .14/.090 .14/.4321 . ':-. .:-:+
4.4 . 7:r

,.,.. -t Al-..
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Cascade A (Type 13). N - 61

This is a common variant of the classic Cascade projectile point defined

by Butler (1961, 1962, 1965). It is a broad, often thick lanceolate point

with a rounded to pointed base. Flaking patterns are primarily variable to

mixed, although collateral and transverse flaking are also present. Serrated

margins are exhibited, but are not nearly as frequent as on the Cascade C

variant. Cross-sections are usually biconvex or planoconvex, but trapezoidal

cross-sections are common, and diamond cross-sections occur. . *

Type Sites: Indian Well (Butler 1961) *_

Weis Rockshelter (Butler 1962)

Temporal Distribution: c. 8000-4000 B.P.; Kartar Phase

0

45-OK-11/454 45-OK-11/W70 M4261= 45-iK-11/59 4'...".

.9997/.9758 .948/.3180 .185/.7997 .7471.$M91 " ."° "
15/.0 5.M 15/.2008 1/.33 00.

Cascade B (Type 14). N = 6

This variant of the Cascade Type does not occur frequently (cf. Rice .

1969, 1972), and Is morphologically closest to the WIndust C type variant. A - _*

slender lanceolate point with a slightly concave base, It differs from the

Windust C point in not having a marked basal notch. Also it is thinner with

a more regular outline and cross-section, which gives It an almost delicate

appearance. Flaking patterns are variable to mixed; serrated margins occur; .- -

and cross-sections are planoconvex, biconvex, and trapezoidal.

Type Sites: Marines Rockshelter (Rice 1969, 1972)

N
Temporal Distibution: c. 8500-6500 B.P.; confined to the early Kartar Phase ...

0005
-.., . :.

cm.
45-OK-i/M1 45-0"43/144

.6W5.730 M2/.7=
11/.role 15/.2410

.%,.' ..°%

• , . ., -.. . , ... ... ., * *- . - .. - : o - ,. - , - , : . - .- .. . - , - .. .-. ..... '. . - ' -.,. .. , ., .... -. -....
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CascadeC (Type 15). N =21

This is the classic Cascade Type defined by Butler (1961, 1962, 1965), a

slender lanceolate point with a markedly contracting basal margin. Flaking
patterns are usually variable, although tending toward mixed, and
occasionally, collateral. Serrated margins are common. Cross-sections are
primarily biconvex, but the Cascade C specimens show markedly higher
frequencies of diamond and trapezoidal cross-sections than Cascade A and B
type variants.

Type Sites: Indian Well (Butler 1961)
Weis Rockshelter (Butler 1962)

* Temporal Distribution: c. 8000-4000 BYP.; principal ly Kartar Phase, but

extending into the early Hudnut Phase

S0 05
45-UK-4UU 45-OK-11/1407 M5-W027&J554 45- W-4/72 45-I3K-25W/3 CM.
.4./.No .7U5/.9U .99W.9872 .7ff , /. .

181.0007 13/.0012 131.0129 134.1871 aAs

Mahkin Shouldered Lanceolate (Type 24). N - 93

A common form of projectile point recovered in excavations across the
Columbia Plateau, this type has never been formally defined. This large
shouldered lanceolate point of variable outline and proportion is often found
in association with Cascade type variants and the Cold Spring Side-notched
Type. It ranges from a very large point with a long, broad stem, similar to
the defined Lind Coulee Type to a small, squat point very like the triangular
Rabbit Island Stemmed type variants. Flaking patterns are generally variable %

to mixed, although examples of col lateraI and uniform flaking do occur. These

forms are never serrated. Specimens characteristically have thick cross-
sections, usual ly biconvex, but sometimes trapezoidal, pIanoconvex, or

diamond-shaped.

Type Sites: Windust Caves (Rice 1965)
Marmes Rockshelter (Rice 1969, 1972)

45-OK-11 (Lohse 1984)

Temporal Distribution: c. 8000?-3500 BYP.; characteristic of the latter part
of the Kartar Phase, but also found In early Hudnut Phase ,.
components

.,, .. -.

,S..,'..

".K ,.' , ..*.z .i.. .,.-.., -... , ,./.... : .. .,. ::.....-.* .-. .,...*.-. -..*....... * .- - . ... ..-. ...-. '.
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05

45-OK-Il/US 45-00"-48/51 45-OK-11/2702 45-K-4,/497
.415/1.0000 .0900 .7521/1.000 .2981/1.0000 .000/1.0000
12/.0000 Ia/.O000 13/.O000 13/.0000 18/.0000

Cold Springs Side-notched Type (Type 31). N = 20

This large side-notched projectile point was first Identified by Shiner

(1961) and more fully defined and described by Butler (1962). Characteristic
of of the latter part of the Cascade Phase (c. 7000-3500 B.P.), It is commonly .

associated with Cascade Type variants and the MahkIn Shouldered Lanceolate

Type points. It Is a large point form with deep to shallow lateral notches.
Outline and proportion differ markedly, as does the treatment of the basal

margins. Contracting lateral basal margins give the point a decidedly
lanceolate outline, while straight lateral margins Indicate manufacture on a
triangular blank. Some of the smaller examples may resemble large versions of
the Plateau Side-notched point or Columbia Corner-notched Type. In general,

the Cold Springs Side-notched Type has notches placed higher up on the lateral
point margins than the later Plateau Side-notched examples and Is never

basally notched. Flaking pattern Is generally classified as variable,
although examples of mixed and collateral flaking do occur. None are - .

serrated. Cross-sections are predominantly biconvex, with a few specimens

having planoconvex or trapezoidal cross-sections.

Type Sites: Cold Springs (Shiner 1961)
Weis Rockshelter (Butler 1962)

Temporal Distribution: c. 7000-3500 B.P.; characteristic of the Kartar Phase,

but examples also found In the Hudnut and Coyote Creek Phases

0

45-0-2/0 45-D0-12/1047 45-00-202/471 45-OK-11/424 45-OK-11/1795 CM.
.2581/1.0000 .OUO/.N98 .1143/.91S .00848.M24 .0877/.5S1 " -

320/. 00 /.0000 51/. 0 41/.084 51/.322 8"

%. %

p

* , , . * .
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Plateau Side-notched Type (Type 32). N = 72

This small side-notched projectIle point type is quite distinct from the all
larger Cold Spring Side-notched Type, and does not appear to be historically
related to that earlier side-notched form, at least in the archaeological
record of the Columbia Plateau (cf. Butler 1962). These smaller points show
none of the marked tendancy toward convex blade margins exhibited by the Cold
Springs Side-notched Type, and generally the side notches are placed lower
along the lateral margins. Also, basal treatment in the Plateau Side-notched

Type is far more variable, with markedly convex, concave, and notched bases, (."-

and straight to contracting lateral basal margins. It Is a small, delicate
point, usually highly symmetrical, and has a characteristic winged appearance.
Flaking pattern Is predominantly variable, with some examples of mixed.
Serrated blade margins occur, but infrequently. Cross-sections are almost
ent I re I y b i convex. * .

Type Sites: None. This projectile point type has a wide distribution across

all of western North America, and the labels small side-notched,
Desert Side-notched Plateau Side-notched and Columbia side-
notched have generally been applied without comment. ,"".'.

Temporal Distribution: c. 1500-0 B.P.; confined to the Coyote Creek Phase

48--1- 5/56 45-00-=2/01 45-OK-1184 45-00"214/900 45-10"242/90 45-00-214/1149
.4757/1.0000 .9150/1.0000 .7420/.9999 .1454/.gm .791/.9924 . 0.519 r

$1/.0000 31/.0000 31/.0001 41/.0058 31/.0076 52/.4017

0

Nespelem Bar Type (Type 41). N = 198

A slightly shouldered triangular projectile point, this form has previously
been subsumed under the Rabbit Island Stemmed Series as a common, although
Indistinct, variant (cf. Nelson 1969). Recovery of a substantial number of
these projectile point forms in good, dated stratigraphic context In the Rufus
Woods Lake project area has prompted us to define these as a distinct type,
related to the Rabbit Island Stemmed Series, but clearly transitional between
that point series and the earlier Mahkln Shouldered Lanceolate Type. These
points are triangular with weak to strongly defined upward sloping shoulders,
and general ly thick, irregular cross-sections. The earl lest forms are large,
approaching the size of the Mahkin Shouldered Type, and are distinguished from
those forms solely on the basis of their obvious triangular outline. Later
versions are smaller, comparable In size to the Rabbit Island A examples, but
are distinguished from that type by their rougher manufacture, Irregular

flaking pattern, and blocky cross-section. r-

• °i'°-.
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Type Sites: 45-OK-11 (Lohse 1984)
45-OK(-258 (Jaehnig 1984)

Temporal Distribution: c. 5000-3000 BP.; spans the late Kartar Phase and the
early to middle Hudnut Phase

45-0-31/0 -0-2/1M 99 4-00-22 45-0"-24/1147 4-MK-I8/675 45-00-211/394
.5639/1.0010 .0260/.9994 .6393/,9954 .8960/.9871 .0000/.8081 .9721/.4707

13/.0000 42/.0006 43/.0027 42/.0112 42/.1442 42/.3735

05

CM.

Rabbit Island Stemmed A (Type 42). N 140

First Identified by Daugherty (1952) and Crabtree (1957), and more ful ly
described by Swanson (1962) and Nelson (1969), this point type is common
across the central and northern Columbia Plateau at c. 4000 B?., a period of
time thought by many researchers to mark the beginning of sedentary village

living along the Columbia River drainage (e.g., Nelson 1973). It Is a p,

distinctive, nicely made, thin triangular form with square shoulders, well-
defined straight to contracting stems, generally regular. Cross-sections are
predominantly biconvex. Serrated margins are frequent. Temporal distribution
overlaps somewhat with both the Nespelem Bar Type and the Columbia Corner-
notched A Type.

Type Sites: Shalkop Site (Swanson 1962) .% % .%,

Sunset Creek Site (Nelson 1969) .. .

Temporal Distribution: c. 4000-2000 B.P.; confined to the Hudnut Phase

6
45-00-24P/300 45- K-4/9i , 45-0-214/10O 45-DO-285/635 45-OK-2/265 CM..

.7135/.9259 .8728/.5946 .7099/.5777 .5252/.3889 .6478/.3717 ,*...
41/.0245 4 G 41/.271 51/.2559 43/.3588 -

" * .1,

7. 7
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Rabbit Island Stemmed B (Type 43). N = 95

This smaller, more delicate version of the Rabbit Island Stemmed point
type has not been formally defined, but consistently occurs In later cultural
contexts than the Rabbit Island Stemmed A. It is a small triangular
projectile point, with square shoulders, straight to slightly Incurvate
lateral blade margins, and sharply contracting stems. Short lateral tangs at
the juncture of blade and shoulder are common. Blade margins often are
serrated. Flaking patterns are regular. Cross-sections are biconvex.

Type Sites: Shalkop Site (Swanson 1962)

Sunset Creek Site (Nelson 1969)

Wanapum Dam (Greengo 1982)

Temporal Distribution: c. 3000-1500 B.P.; confined largely to the latter part
of the Hudnut Phase, but occurring in the early Coyote Creek
Phase

6 5
45-01-18/207 45- OK-P/1980 45-OK-4/585 45- 0K-8/252 45- OK-P/2478

.8803/.945 .9522/.76 .1709/.6429 .9991/.5679 .5744/.3902
42/.0517 41/.1925 42/.3439 43/.4253 42/.3434

Columbia Corner-notched A (Type 51). N = 77

These are large, triangular points with straight to slightly convex
" *lateral blade margins, and wide, deep corner notches producing thick,

expanding stems and downward projecting shoulders. Flaking patterns are
variable, but tend to be regular. Serrated blade margins are not present.
Cross-sections tend to be thick, but generally are regular biconvex. Nelson
(1969) and Leonhardy (1970) have produced the ful lest descriptions of these
forms, and document rough contemporaneity with the Rabbit Island Stemmed A
point. Columbia Corner-notched points, although well-represented in the Rufus
Woods Lake project area, were not frequent in cultural components containing
Rabbit Island Stemmed forms. This appears to be consistent with their known
spatial distribution: Columbia Corner-notched points are characteristic of
the period from c. 4000-2000 B.P. on the southern Columbia Plateau, while
Rabbit Island Stemmed points are more frequent over the same period on the _

central and northern Columbia Plateau. Although spatial overlap occurs, data
from Rufus Woods Lake Indicates that site populations tended to use one or the
other. We suggest these are distinctive types with distinct cultural

distributions.

N .. ...... ........................ . . .. .
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Type Sites: Marmes Rockshelter (Rice 1969, 1972)

Granite Point Locality (Leonhardy 1970)
Sunset Creek Site (Nelson 1969) ., %.

Wanapum Dam (Greengo 1982)

Temporal Distribution: c. 4000-2000 B.P.; confined to the Hudnut Phase -

45-00-285/893 45-0o-214/03 45-o-242/49 4e-50-/2W 45-0032/144 45-OK-18/61
.52144.9509 .22564.9436 .38991.9462 .8032/.8399 .7829/.7415

53/.0310 52/.0553 52/.1319 52/.1544 53/.2177 53/.4111 ..7.r .

o 5

cm . ,, 4 • ..,

Quilomene Bar Corner-notched (Type 52). N = 34 %* .

Quilomene Bar Corner-notched points are larger and more massive than the ,
morphologically similar Columbia Corner-notched A specimens. They are big,
heavy points, with straight to slightly convex lateral blade margins, deep,

broad corner notches, and markedly expanding, thick stems. Flaking patterns
are variable, but tend toward regular. Margins are not serrated. Cross- *.- -.

sections are usually biconvex, but may be somewhat trapezoidal or Irregular.
First defined by Nelson (1969), this point type is thought to come Into the
archaeological record somewhat later than the Columbia Corner-notched or the
Rabbit Island A types, at c. 3000 B.P. Nelson (1969) suggests that these
forms continue well past 2000 BYP., with the latest examples having a basally
notched stem.

Type Sites: Marmes Rockshelter (Rice 1969, 1972)
Sunset Creek Site (Nelson 1969)
Wanapum Dam (Greengo 1982)

Temporal Distribution: c. 3000-2000 BYP.; confined to the latter part of the

Hudnut Phase

' **J " ..

0% % .0

45-0K-258/2002 45-00-214/557 45-0-285/40 45-D0-285/632 c
.0037/.9724 .5431/.9394 .365/.8834 .9881/.7836 • .

62/.0175 62/.0444 61/.0719 51/.2051

4*-1
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Columbia Corner-notched B (Type 53). N 108

These are smaller versions of the Columbia Corner-notched A Type, and
show Il ttIe difference in outline or surface treatment. They are small
triangular projectile points with straight to slightly convex lateral blade
margins, deep corner notches, and expanding stems with straight to slightly
convex basal margins. Flaking patterns are generally regular. Cross-sections
are biconvex to planoconvex. Serrated blade margins are rare. These forms

4,.1 characterize the past 2,000 years of the archaeological record, representative
.of a carry-over of the Columbia Corner-notched Type Into the Coyote Creek

Phase of the Rufus Woods Lake project area.

Type Sites: Granite Point Locality (Leonhardy 1970)
Sunset Creek Site (Nelson 1969) .'

Wanapum Dam (Greengo 1982)

Temporal Distribution: c. 2000-150 B.P.; confined to the Coyote Creek Phase -

45-W0326/274 45-0O-214/1580 45-00-M1/792 45-W0214/832 45-00-214/641 45-OK-M/92
.4401/.19981 .9074/.9414 .4790/.7M9 .9869/78M6 .2441/.B89 .909/80

451/.0041 51/.0372 54/.1449 51/.1251 54/.1535 54/.3623

%0 5
' c m k ..F

Val lula Rectangular Stem (Type 54). N : 41

These are distinctive, small, delicate triangular projectile points, with
straight lateral blade margins, wide, low corner notches, long, straight-sided
stems, and straight to very slightly convex basal margins. Flaking patterns
are variable. Cross-sections tend to be biconvex. Osborne et al. (1952) and
Crabtree (1957) first described this projectile point form, however, Shiner
(1961) was the first researcher to expl icitly define this form as a type.
Crabtree (1957) had Initially suggested It was historically related to the
Rabbit Island Stemmed types and Shiner (1961) later postulated that Wallula
Rictangular Stem points bridged the typological gap between the Rabbit Island
Stemmed type and the Columbia Stemmed Series. Their temporal distribution in
the Rufus Woods Lake project area reinforces the possibility that this
projectile point type may represent a historical connection atween the early

Rabbit Island Stemmed series and the later Columbia Stemmed series. The
Wal lula Rectangular Stemmed Type is most common on the lower reaches of the
ColumbIa River drainage, but does occur In very limited numbers at least as
far north as Kettle Falls.

* . * .-..-. *.. .
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Type Sites: Sunset Creek Site (Nelson 1969)

Wanapum Dam (Greengo 1982)

Temporal Distribution: c. 2000-150 B.; confined to the Coyote Creek Phase

with the exception of the aberrant specimen from 45-0K-11 (Master

Number 2000).

45-00-320/473 45-OK-2/2584 45-D0-426/884 45-OK-258/2138 45-OK-i /2W0
.9967/.8287 .999/. 8063 .6961/.5761 .456/.5874 .1052/.2772

3/.16o 53/1917 64.3052 53/.4195 51/.2263

Quillomne Bar Basal-notched A (Type 61). N : 23

These are large, thick, heavy projectile points, with convex to straight

blade margins. Characteristically, the blade margins terminate in thick,

squared, barbs extending down to the base of the expanding stem. Flaking

patterns tend to be variable, although examples of mixed and uniform flaking

are not uncommon. The majority of specimens have regular biconvex cross-

section. Most fully describtd by Nelson (1969), this type appears to enter
the archaeological record of the Columbia Plateau at about 2500 B.P., and, %, %

together with the Qullomene Bar Basal-notched B, continues for at least

another 1,000 years. A very distinctive point type, it has no logical
precedents In the defined projectile point typology. Possibly, as suggested

by Nelson, It may relate to the later Columbia Stemmed Series.

Type Sites: Granite Point Locality (Leonhardy 1970)

Sunset Creek Site (Nelson 1969)
Wanapum Dam (Greengo 1982)

Temporal Distribution: c. 2500-1500 B.P.; spans the transition from the late--

Hudnut Phase to the early Coyote Creek Phase

0 5 0

.5745/.9506 .0918/.9394 .2030/.8336 .8144/.7890
62/.0226 62/.0612 62/.1060 62/.1968

Now..-.
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QuIlame. Bar Basal-notched B (Type 62). N - 6

These specimens are virtually Identical to the Quilomene Bar Basal-
notched A described above. Major differences entail smaller overall size, and

a tendency for barbs to be less square and shorter. Although statistically

distinct, they could easily be Interpreted as variants within the normal

production sequence of the Quilomene Bar Basal-notched type. Flaking pattern

Is primarily variable, although several examples of uniform flaking were

noted. Cross-sections are biconvex. Temporal range Is identical to that

observed for the Qui lomene Bar Basal-notched A.

Type Sites: Sunset Creek Site (Nelson 1969)

Wanapum Dam (Greengo 1982) *

Temporal Distribution: c. 2500-1500 B.P.; late Hudnut Phase to early Coyote
Creek Phase

45-OK-18/f66 45-DO0-243/179
.9872/.774B .948W.5747

61/.1748 61/.2024

Columbia SteI d A (Type 63). N = 7

In contrast to the Quilomene Bar Basal-notched Series, the Columbia 

Stemmed forms are delicate, elongate triangular forms with sharply pointed, ."

downward projecting barbs, and smal I, narrow, slightly expanding stems. The

Type A variant examples are long and narrow, with generally straight to very

slightly concave lateral blade margins. Squared barbs do occur, but are not

massive In proportion to point size. Flaking patterns are primarily mixed,

but also Include variable and uniform. Cross-sections are entirely biconvex %
and very regular. Most common on the lower Columbia River drainage, the

Columbia Stemmed Series Is nevertheless wel I-represented at least as far north

as Kettle Falls. According to Nelson (1969, 1973), It coincides with

Increases In population density and the development of large winter villages

culminating in the ethnohistoric record for the Columbia River. Given the

center of distribution for this type on the lower Columbia River, it may be

Indicative of a northward expansion of population during the last 2,000-1,500

years.

Type Sites: Sunset Creek Site (Nelson 1969)

Wanapum Dam (Greengo 1982)

Temporal Distribution: c. 2000-150 B.P.; confined to the Coyote Creek Phase

p%

..
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cm.

45-K-2/.,3 45-00-14I1 45-00-214/1097 45-00-82/05
.99/.8349 ..W.9/.BM .8706/.5115OV/18GM 85/.31-37 65/.2)107 W./4098

Coluila Stemmed 8 (Type 64). N - 7

These specimens are very similar to the Type A variants, with 4ML

distinctions resting primarily on more open basal notches, a lack of squared % -
barbs, and a tendency for concave lateral blade margins. Flaking patterns are .
generally variable or mixed. Cross sections are uniformly biconvex. There Is *. ...
no apparent difference between Type B and Type A temporal distributions.

Type Sites: Sunset Creek Site (Nelson 1969)
Wanapum Dam (Greengo 1982)

Temporal Distribution: c. 2000-150 B.P.; confined to the Coyote Creek Phase

4(~1305 45-O-250/4012 45-OK-V2374 4u-W021 4/785 45-0o-au/305 M
.9851/.958 .3207/.8483 .8684/.9842 .7007/.6178 .4840/.5050
65/.0298 61/.0450 51/.12B4 54/.1249 65/.2902

Columbia Stemmed C (Type 65). N - 40 .-ok"

Type C variants are quite similar to both Type A and B variants, being
small, delicate, triangular forms with distinctive basal notches and barbs.
These specimens, however, tend to be smal ler, more squat, and have open basal
notches, with barbs laterally expanding rather than downward projecting.

Lateral blade margins are somewhat variable, but tend toward straight.
Flaking patterns are predominantly variable, with some examples of uniform and
mixed. Cross-sections are generally biconvex, although planoconvex Is also
represented. These specimens appear to occur slightly later In time,

consistent with the general dimunition In size through time noted by various '.
researchers for proJe-.tile points In the archaeological record of the Columbia
Plateau. -

Type Sites: Sunset Creek Site (Nelson 1969)

Wanapum Dam (Greengo 1982)

, .. ...
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Temporal Distribution: c. 1500-150 B.P.; middle to latter part of the Coyote

Creek Phase

45-0K-U5/1348 45-OK-e/rNS 45-oK-2(148 45-0-14/1 4-tK-2846 45-oK-W/410
.7375.9784 1.0001.972 Una1/.em1 .89iU/.5562 .4015/.5547 .6651486

54/.013 W/.0183 4/.0971 W.2400 6Im S/.3,199
0 54

cm.

TECRAI. DISTRIBUTION .
Some practical considerations must be Inserted Into our discussion at

this point, which properly qualIfy the Identification of temporal trends In
the distribution of defined projectile point types. Archaeological site
deposits were dug within 10 and 5 cm arbitrary levels, provenlenced within I x
1-m horizontal units. Stratigraphic control was preserved by recording
Identifiable cultural and natural profiles drawn on unit wal Is arranged along
transects laid out to define site stratigraphy over north-south and east-west
axes. In the lab, analytic zones were constructed that approximated perceived
cultural layers. These were defined by assessment of relative densities
observed In the distribution of artifact classes, recorded cultural and
natural layers of deposition, and excavators field notes. In turn, these
analytic zones were arranged into three cultural phases based on discrete
temporal distributions of certain artifact classes, distinctive cultural
features, and radiocarbon dates. Overlap In artifact and feature distribution
was unavoidable, most particularly In the more complex housepit sites and in
site areas showing consistent reuse and resultant disturbance of site deposits
over relatively short periods of time. However, if considered as macro units
of time and as very Ill-defined units of cultural change, the three phase
designations provide a usable, pragmatic basis for cultural reconstruction.

As noted above, several projectile point types are diagnostic of specific
cultural phases. The earl lest temporal period, the Kartar Phase (c. 6500-4000

4?. B.P.), Is characterized by Cascade Type variants, the Cold Springs Side-
notched Type, the Mahkin Shouldered Type, and early, crude versions of the
hespelem Bar Type. The subsequent Hudnut Phase (c. 4000-2000 B.P.), is marked
by the presence of the Nespelem Bar Type, Rabbit Island Stemmed Type A, the
Columbia Corner-notched Type A and Qu IIomene Bar Corner-notched and Basal-
notched varieties. The latest period, the Coyote Creek Phase (c. 2000-1150
B.P.), has the widest variety of projectile point forms, with the Rabbit
Island Stemmed B, Columbia Corner-notched B, the Qui Iomene Bar Types, Wal lula 
Rectangular Stemmed Type, the Columbia Stemmed Series, and the Plateau Side-
notched Type. Of these, the Rabbit Island Stemmed B and the QuIlomene Bar
Corner-notched and Basal-notched varieties appear to be the earliest, marking

%"%7 '"
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a transition from the earl ier Hudnut Phase. Distributions of these types

within the defined cultural phases are fairly well-defined. Some blurring of
the temporal boundaries can be attributed to mixing during site formation In ;

the sandy, complex cultural deposits, mixing in excavation, mixing In zoning,

and collecting of older points by site Inhabitants. In those sites exhibiting
well-defined cultural horizons, with discrete cultural features and artifact

distributions marked by long intervals of non-occupation or shifts in site use

causing little disturbance of cultural deposits, the basic temporal pattern of

point types is quite clear. .l
Table 11-13 shows the distribution of projectile point types as relative- .

frequencies by cultural phase for all sites in the Rufus Woods Lake project
area, and as distributions within the major housepit sites marking each of the

cultural phases: 45-OK-2 (Coyote Creek Phase), 45-OK-258 (Hudnut Phase), and

45-OK-11 (Kartar Phase). As shown, there Is very little overlap in the
temporal distribution of projectile point types, particularly within the .

larger divisions of type series. Predictably, the most severe overlap occurs - ,''-

in those point types with the lowest frequencies. It appears that as sample ,

size Increases, the temporal distribution of projectile point types becomes

more discrete.
If we assume that not all overlap In the temporal distribution of point

types is due to blurring of site stratigraphy, either by excavation methods

employed or cultural processes active in site formation, we can postulate that
the overlap may in part reflect cultural continuity. It seems entirely ' -.
possible that certain point types can be combined into series of related forms
that maintained popularity and were modified to some extent with the passing
of time. For example, I am willing to postulate that the Mahkin Shouldered

and Nespelem Bar Types are related forms: that the Mahkin Shouldered Type
appeared in the late Kartar Phase, and that the Nespelem Bar Type Is a direct
output of the manufacture of the type, i.e., that the trend over time or the S

transition from the Kartar Phase to the Hudnut Phase Is marked by the

diminution of blade size of these shouldered points and the increasing
definition and size reduction of the stem. Relatedly, I suggest that the ,. '-
Mahkin Shouldered-Nespelem Bar continuum emerges later as the defined Rabbit
Island Stemmed Series during the middle and late Hudnut Phase and continues

into the Coyote Creek Phase, and that this series of related forms represents
a consistent, ongoing cultural tradition.

FUNCTIONAL AND TECHINOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION-

The drop In blade size and the concomitant definition of the stem, -.

coupled with decreasing stem size, also reflect sweeping changes in the -
character of the prehistoric projectile system. This observation applies not

only to the shouldered and corner-removed point forms but also to the corner- ' .
notched types. It may be stretching our data somewhat to deduce the nature of

the shaft of the projectile from point size and stem configuration and size, , ,.,
but It seems very likely that decreasing point size and the continual
development of shoulders and separable stems Indicate refinements In the use
of the atlatl. These changes may be direct precursors to use of the bow and I.

• . q I1
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Neck Width U. mm)

KARTAR PHASE

13 - Cascade A
14 - Cascade B
15 - Cascade C
24 - Mahkin Shouldered ..

31 - Cold Springs Side-notched

IIJDNUT PHASE

41 a Nespelem bar
42 - Rabbit Island A
43 -Rabbit Island B
51 = Columbia Corner-notched A
52 - Qul lomene Bar Corner-notched . .

61 - Qullomene Bar Basal-notched A
62 =Quillmene Bar Basal-notched B

-* COYOTE CREEK PHASE

32 - Plateau Side-notched
-~53 - Columbia Corner-notched B

54 - Wallula Rectangular Stemmed
63 - Columbia Stemmed A
64 - Columbia Stemmed B
65 - Columbia Stemmed C

Figure 11-13. Type groups plotted on axes of neck width and weight.
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arrow (Corliss 1972; Thomas 1978). The bow and arrow Itself probably did not
enter the archaeological record until sometime after 2000 B.P., but there is
every Indication that dart shafts were becoming Increasingly smaller during at

least the preceding 4,500-4,000 years.

Decreasing stem size, and Inferentially, decreasing projectile shaft
size, are strongly correlated with decreasing effort expended In the
manufacture and finishing of projectile points. Point types after c. 4000

BJP. generally show far less concern with uniform or careful manufacture,
retlected in Irregular flaking patterns, Irregular cross-sections, and

assymetrical outlines (Table 11-11 and 11-12). Also, these later point types

show less wear and fewer associated wear patterns. It seems very likely that
In the Kartar Phase, projectile points were multi-purpose, generalized
penetrating, cutting, and scraping tools, and given their careful manufacture,

and thickness, were less subject to loss and breakage. This latter assumption
is also borne out by much lower frequencies of point fragments In the 4

archaeological deposits. Throughout the Hudnut Phase and the later Coyote

Creek Phase, however, points appear to have been used more specifically as
projectiles, showing far less wear and fewer patterns of wear. Fragments of

points also are more common, evincing both more frequent manufacture and

Intensive use as projectiles. One can argue on this basis that refinements

were Taking place that emphasized specialized projectile points, longer-

distance kills, easily modifiable, reusable darts, and use of quickly made, -:,
less expensive point forms. A premium was established on lighter and more
easily fabricated projectile equipment, Innovations that were to lead directly

to adoption of the bow and arrow.
To fol low this Iine of reasoning further, the Rabbit Island Stemmed Type

B, a smaller variant of Rabbit Island Stemmed A, and Columbia Corner-notched
B, a scaled-down version of Columbia Corner-notched A, both occur well Into
the Coyote Creek Phase, post-2000 B.P., when we can assume that the bow and
arrow was in use in the study area. Apparently the earl ier dart point types

were simply reduced In size and used to tip arrow shafts In the later period.
It is no great leap then, to suppose that the process of projectile refinement

went on for at least the last 6500 years.
Figure 11-13 shows the distribution of type groups plotted on axes of

neck width and specimen weight. As shown, there Is probably a linear
relationship between decreasing neck width and projectile weight, and also, a

very clear separation between those points that were most likely arrow point ..

(Types 32, 53, 54, 63, 64, and 65) and those that were arguably dart point

(Types 13, 14, 15, 24, and 31). Between these two extremes of the
distribution are the point types that probably represent the gradual

transformation of the projectile point assemblage (Types 41, 42, 43, 51, 52,

61, and 62). Table 11-14 lists mean neck width, basal length to total length
ratios, and nece width to basal width ratios, for each type group, arranged
from smallest to largest. Not surprisingly, there are rough correlations :'':""

between decreasing neck width and decreasing basal length to total length
ratios and the temporal distribution of type groups. The ranking of neck

width to basal width ratios, however, Is more complex, and probably represents

little more than distinctions between lanceolate, shouldered lanceolate,

. 'A
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Table 11-14. Selected metric attributes for

established projectile point types.

M nim'm P .o i
Point Neck Width Pint BLade Length! PoT nt Neck Width ..N.
Type (.1 m) Type Total Length Type eseL idth

54 28.82 12 0.60 15 0.13

32 28.43 14 0.50 13 0.25

65 28.43 321 0.60 431 0.34

53 29.16 13 0.62 14 0.4

%63 34.06 Is 0.62 12 0.58 01

14 34.45 24 0.95 41 0.61

43 42.34 31 0.65 24 0.63
42 48.16 51 0.71 42 0.63 ""

.?4.

51~~~~~ 515 41 07 449

41 55.63 53 0.77 63 0.98 6

31 55.90 52 0.78 54 1.03

621 5.00 42 0.79 61 1 .0s .

611 5.17 43 .0 65 10" 
'

521 63. W 541 0.0 52 1.17(

15 64.62 62 o.e0 51 1.1e

24 69.91 61 O,.90 62 1.2 ..-

14 73.94 65 o.91 53 1.37:'-'
12 76.14 64 0.96 31 1.63 -.--

13 82.67 65 0.97 32 2.1 0 "

1Point type group Is ranked by measurement category out aof

temporal order.",''-',
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shouldered triangular, and side-notched projectile point forms, and thus, the

general trend from lanceolate to triangular over time, with the maintained

popularity of the side-notched form.

To assess these trends in point size and proportion we used Thomas'

(1978) discriminant classification of dart points versus arrow points.

Applying his classification functions, we grouped our point types Into either

dart or arrow point categories. Over 94% of all points were classified as

dart points. This Is surely In error, given that over 15% of all points in

the collection are small-side-notched and delicate elongate barbed forms post-

dating 1000 B.P., and commonly assumed to be arrow points. Possibly biases In

the data (e.g., the points were from a limited number of geographic sources in

California, the Southwest, and Eastern North America and all were In the

American Museum of Natural History collections), invalidate Its application to

the Columbia Plateau. However, It also is possible that the continual process

of refinement in point configuration and sIze on the Columbia Plateau has
resulted in creation of somewhat larger projectile points for use with the bow
and arrow than is common elsewhere in the United States.

CO LUSIONS

Our analysis Indicates that the finest temporal Indicators are formal

attributes and not technological attributes. There are, of course,

technological differences: prior to 4000 B.P., points are made on blades as

well as flakes; the earl lest forms show little thinning of haft elements,

evidence Intense basal grinding, and show marked retouch. Al I of these

characteristics are progressively rarer after c. 4000 B.P. Early points tend

to show more wear and overlapping or contiguous patterps of wear, Indicative

of multiple uses. It is of interest that lanceolate forms after 4000 B.P.,

which may be knives rather than projectl le points, show Intensive wear
characteristic of the earl ler point types.

Distributions of mean neck widths, coupled with thicknesses of haft
elements clearly suggest introduction of a different technology, probably

associated with the adoption of the bow and arrow at or just prior to c. 2000

B.P. Further, several later projectile point types (Quilomene Bar Corner- -

notched and Quilomene Bar Basal-notched) show neck width distributions In the

middle of the range noted for earlier types. This may indicate continued use

of the atlatl well Into comparatively recent time. The nature of the

associated breakage patterns for these types also closely parallels that
observed In earlier point types assumed to be atlatl points.

Despite the general concurrence of projectile point type temporal ranges
in the Rufus Woods Lake project area and the Columbia Plateau as a whole,

there are some specific differences. For instance, there Is a discernible -. -

trend for types to have a longer temporal span on the upper Columbia River

than on the lower Columbia River. Cold Springs Side-notched points, dated to,'". ..

c. 6500-4500 B.P. on the Snake River and lower Columbia River, are found from

c. 5000-3500 B.P. In the Rufus Woods Lake Reservoir. Cascade points also
continue in use in later periods in our study area. This difference may be

more apparent than real, however, since these types also continue later In ">% ,
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time along the Snake River drainage In nearby Idaho. A still more concrete

discontinuity is present In the spatial distribution of later projectile point
types. Examples of the Columbia Stemmed Series, well-dated and plentiful in

sites on the lower Columbia River, are relatively rare on the upper Columbia
River, and when present, occur with high frequencies of Plateau Side-notched

points. Lesser numbers of Columbia Stemmed points, coupled with
correspondingly higher numbers of Plateau Side-notched points, may Indicate
greater Influence from the Plains culture area on the upper reaches of the rN

Columbia than on the lower reaches of the drainage.
A tentative conclusion is that there is a greater correspondence between .

point types and type series on the Columbia Plateau and those defined for the
Great Basin than has been recognized. In fact, many of the types defined for _.-

the Plateau can easily be subsumed under types defined for the Great Basin,
and these have virtually Identical temporal ranges (cf. Hester 1973; Heizer
and Hester 1978; Holmer 1978; Thomas 1981). The Cold Springs Side-notched
type is known from both areas. The Columbia Corner-notched variants equate
with The Elko Corner-notched Series; the Mahkin Shouldered, Nespelem Bar and
Rabbit Island Stemmed Types are very similar to the Pinto Series and the
Gypsum point; and the Columbia Stemmed Series is virtually Identical to the
Eastgate/Rose Spring Series; The variants of Plateau and Desert Side-notched

In both areas are quite similar, with the possible exception of more classic
Plains types (eg. Avonlea) in the northern Columbia River drainage.

By applying a paradigmatic classification/attribute analysis and

multivariate statistical routine to a large, well-dated collection of
projectile points we have shown considerable success in defining recognized
historical types and demonstrated potential to attain ever finer levels of
classification aimed at Identifying shifts in formal features or attributes

over time. Descriptive types supply a check on the validity of recognized
historical types, and offer more detailed Information focusing on The
distribution of attributes as well as specimens. Discriminant analysis has
shown the autonomy of defined types, provided a usable metric definition of
these forms, and perhaps best of all, offers a rapid means of classification
that ensures comparability across a broad area.

What remains to be done Is to further refine our typological analysis, 1] .1
explicitly comparing formal, technological, and functional variables on both a
qualitative and quantitative level. Other study collections should be
Incorporated into and expanded analysis in an effort to construct a workable
Plateau-wide sequence. We need to compare types defined for the Columbia

Plateau with those recognized on the nearby northwestern Plains and in the
Great Basin. And most Importantly, our ultimate goal must be to assemble a
practical summary document/handbook, for field and laboratory use, that
outlines attributes of defined projectile point types. This would function as

a key which would allow researchers to quickly field-assign a specimen, or a
diagnostic part of a specimen, to a type series and then to a type, based upon

the presence or absence of specified qualitative and quantitative attributes.

i.
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12. SU1MARY OF FAINAL DATA

by Stephanie Liv~ngston

The faunal assemblages from 18 sites excavated in the salvage operations
of the Chief Joseph Dam Archaeological Project yielded 25,060 elements that
were Identifiable to at least the family level. An additional 13,535 ,'"

mammalian elements were Identified to size categories: elk size (cow, bison,
elk, horse) or deer size (deer, mountain sheep, antelope). The resulting
Identified assemblage thus Includes over 38,000 elements. The total
Identified assemblage is 84A% mammals, representing at least 33 species In 20
families; 4.2% reptiles; 1.5% amphibians; and 9.9% fish. A small number of
bird bones remain to be identified. The fish and herpetofauna are summarized
In the descriptive summary of this report, but the remainder of the report is
primarily concerned with the mammalian remains.

The cultural assemblages from these 18 sites were recovered from 84
analytic zones which have been assigned to three phases based on radiocarbon
dates and stylistic analysis of projectile points. Coyore Creek Phase (2000-

50 B.P.) deposits contributed 27.3% (10,186 elements) of the identified faunal
elements, Hudnut Phase (4000-2000 B.P.) deposits 47.8% (17,850 elements),
Kartar Phase (7000-4000 B.P.) deposits 18.9% (7052 elements). The remaining
5.9% (2219) could not be assigned to a single phase. Individual site
assemblages are described and discussed separately in the site report series.

This summary is presented In two parts. The first is a descriptive
summary of the total assemblage by taxon. This section gives a synoptic view
of the total assemblage and some basic background Information used In drawing
conclusions from the faunal data. The second part presents selected aspects
of the faunal analysis pertinent to the inferences and conclusions drawn from
the faunal remains as they pertain to the archaeology of the Chief Joseph
project area.

DESCRIPT I VE SUMMARY

Table D-6, Appendix D presents the number of Identified specimens per

taxon by analytic zone for all sites Included in this report. The following
Is an account of taxa Identified with a brief description of aspects of the

natural and cultural history of each taxon where it is relevant to the
synthetic discussion that constitutes the remainder of this report.

I n this report all counts of faunal remains are given as NISP (number of
identified specimens). Both NISP and MNI (minimum number of Individuals) were
given in the Individual site reports. The space necessary to present both for

,. ,,,... -
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the entire data set and the resultant complexity of the tables and text

prohibit presenting both here. The Implications of choosing one measure of

quantification over the other for this data set are discussed below.

CLASS PISCES

Family Cyprinldae NISP=807
Family Catostomidae NISP=826
Family Salmonidae NISP=3237

Onthorhynchus tshawvtscha NISP=101

Most fish specimens In these assemblages are vertebrae. All

fish vertebrae with parallel-sided fenestrated centra were identified as

salmonid. Identification of non-salmonid fish vertebrae to family was made on ,
the basis of size. We recognize that this system of Identification of non- %? '

salmonid fish Is not robust and advise caution In Interpretation of these

specimens. Only otoliths, which were found In only four sites (45-DO-285, 45-

DO-326, 45-OK-211, and 45-OK-250) were Identified to species. Inadequate

comparative collections precluded more specific Identification of fish

remains or identification of elements other than vertebrae and otoliths.

CLASS AMPHIBIA

Family Ranidae/Bufonidae NISP=344

Both frogs and toads live in the project area (Stebbins 1966). Lack of

comparative material precluded Identifying these specimens to even the family
level. In many cases, the specimens appear to have been Intrusive; they are

less discolored than other bone specimens from the same deposits and Include
representatives of most major skeletal parts. However, In some assemblages
the frequency of lower lImb elements and parts of the Innominate suggest other
than natural deposition.

CLASS REPTILIA
cf. . ,

hPryi cf. pLtJ NISP-1349 r..?.

All turtle specimens Identified are carapace or plastron fragments.
These specimens are distinctly turtle, but the fragmentary condition of all

turtle elements and the lack of comparative materials precluded firm species
level IdentificatIon.

L pc!J_ Is the only native turtle now living In the project area.
Although Ray (1932:87) reports the western pond turtle (jlem!my marmorata) In

the eastern part of the state, these turtles are only known to occur on the
west side of the Cascade Mountains (Stebbins 1966). There is no way to verify

?: ,:-.'-,
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Ray's Identifications, and in the absence of evidence of the occurrence of
species of turtles other than QL pita, the most likely species represented by
the archaeological specimens is G. 9ktJS. Consequently, all turtle specimens
were tentatively referred to that species.

Family Colubridae NISP=789

Family Viperldae NISP= 5

Snake vertebrae were lentified to the family level on the basis of size.
We did not have adequate comparative materials to make further
Identifications. Most snake elements appear to be Intrusive; they are r
general ly unbroken and less stained than other bone materials occurring in the

same deposits, and they were general ly recovered in clusters of many vertebrae

of the same size suggesting discrete Individuals.

CLASS NAMIAL "A

Order InsectIvora
Family SorIcidae ,

Sore spp. N I SP = 4

At least four species of shrews live in the project area today: Sorex

monticola, the dusky shrew; &. aygran, the vagrant shrew; . clnereus, the
masked shrew; and &. merriaml, Merriams shrew. While nearly all shrews

inhabit damp, moist places; of these four, the Merriam's shrew may be found
under quite arid conditions (Ingles 1968). It was not possible to determine
the species of any of the shrew elements recovered in these assemblages, but
little etfort was expended In the attempt. Because shrews are so small,
recovery of shrew elements, even with 1/8 Inch screen, Is very fortuitous.

Consequently, little Information would be gained by pursuing more precise

Identification of the few elements in this assemblage at this time.

Order Lagomorpha 1S

FamIly LeporIdae

LeJpu cf. townsendil NISP 35
Sylvllagus cf. nuttallii NISP = 20

Lagomorphs were found In only 21 of the 84 assemblages. They are
relatively abundant only in the Kartar component at 45-0K-11 where they

account for little more than 1% of the small mammals. Hares were loentif led
in very low frequencies from both sides of the river In all phases.

Cottontails were found almost exclusively on the south side of the river, but
V also in all three phases.

There are currently 3 species of hares living In or near the project
area: Leps townsendiil (white-tailed hare), L. californlcus (black-tailed
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hare) and L. americanus (snowshoe hare). Black-tailed hares are recent
Immigrants into the Columbia Plateau (Couch 1927). Snowshoe hares inhabit
higher elevation wooded areas and are not known to live In the Columbia
Plateau (Ingles 1965:139; Dalquest 1948:382). The most likely hare to have

Inhabited the project area prehistorically is the white-tailed hare. It was
generally not possible to obtain secure species level Identifications for

leporld elements on morphological criteria. Most elements were Identified as
Lus cf. townsendil as the hare most likely to be represented based on ,',
historic distribution data.

Early explorers and settlers found abundant white-tailed hares in eastern
Washington (Taylor and Shaw 1929), but recent wildlife surveys of the area
indicate that lagomorphs are surprisingly rare (Erickson et al. 1977:237,
Payne et al. 1975). No explanation is offered for low lagomorph 7-

densities other than the general statement that low furbearer population '-

densities along the Columbia River correlates with the sparse riparian
development of the area and probably is Influenced by It (Payne et al. -..
1975:158). The low density of white-tailed hares in eastern Washington has
been attributed to the historic Invasion and spread of the black-tailed hare

and reduction of native bunchgrass by overgrazing (Dalquest 1948:381).
However, black-tailed hares have only expanded their range as far north as the
Columbia River(Ingles 1965), and even the black-tall Is not abundant in the
project area, If hares were being Introduced into the archaeological sites In
proportion to their availability in the surrounding area, their low densities
In these assemblages suggest that the conditions resulting In low hare
densities today prevailed in the past.

Sylv laaus nuttallil, Nuttal l's cottontail, Is the most likely species of
of rabbit to be found in project area sites. &. florldanus, the Florida NJ

cottontail, and . I dahonsis, the pygmy cottontail, also currently Inhabit

parts of eastern Washington. Florida cottontails were recently Introduced and
pygmy rabbits are only found far to the south of the project area.
Consequently, although many of the rabbit elements could not be Identified to
the species level on morphological criteria, they are assigned to . cf.

nuttallii on the basis of biogeographical probability. Recent wildlife
surveys Indicate that where cottontal Is are found today they are common, but
their distribution appears to be patchy.

As with the hares, if cottontails were being used prehistorically In
proportion to the abundance with which they occurred In the local environment,
the low frequency of cottontail remains in the archaeological assemblages may
reflect relatively small populations of cottontails in the area
prehistorically. The fact that a species which occurs In such low frequencies
was almost exclusively found In sites on the south side of the river cannot
support a detailed paleoenvironmental Inference due to the behavior of rare
taxa In any quantitative treatment of faunal assemblages (see Grayson 1979).

Hares and rabbits were at least occasionally used by site occupants. The
relatively frequent occurrence of burned bone demonstrates that at least some, ,-. ..

and probably most, of the lagomorphs were deposited In some manner by people.
Yet the low frequency of lagomorph remains Indicates that rabbits and hares

were not a major components of subsistence activities represented In these
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assemblages. The low frequencies of lagomorph remains are probably not
primarily a function of preservation or recovery factors selecting against the
small, fragile remains, given the frequent recovery of fish and other small,
fragile bone fragments.

Order Rodentla
Family Sclurldae

,armoto flaviventrls NISP = 791

Marmots are general ly found near permanent water sources, but wander
extensively. Their primary requirement is the presence of rocks; they
especially favor basalt talus (Dalquest 1948, Ingles 1965), a common habitat
near many of the sites. Although marmots are common residents near most of

* the excavated sites, they hibernate or estivate for most of the year. They
are active and available for capture only during the spring and possibly a
short time during the fall of each year. At least 2% of all recovered marmot
elements are burned, suggesting that marmots were at least occasionally used
by people. If marmots were captured and used by prehistoric site occupants ,.

only during the time of year they are currently active, marmots would be
expected to represent only a minor contribution to the total annual faunal
resources represented In any site. -

Small numbers of marmot elements were found in deposits of all ages
throughout the project area. With the exception of 45-OK-11, marmot elements
represent a minor component of each site's faunal assemblage. The Kartar
Phase assemblage at 45-OK-11 contains the largest absolute number (NISP = 255)
of marmot elements of any component In the project. The total faunal
assemblage, however, Is quite large (NISP = 6691) and constitutes most of the
Kartar Phase fauna for the entire project area. However, marmots are also '-

relatively abundant at 45-OK-11, accounting for over 22% of the small mammals
in the Kartar component and over 25% of the small mammals In the Hudnut

5*-, component.
Aside from their high relative abundance, their are two Intriguing

aspects of the marmot remains at 45-OK-11. Although most major body parts are
represented, there Is an unusually high proportion of astragalI. A large
number of marmot elements, Including many astragal 1, are concentrated In Upper

* Housepit 1, a Kartar Phase house. The astragall were apparently deliberately
removed from the rest of the carcass, resulting In these elements being
deposited separately and in unexpectedly high frequencies compared to other

* *- skeletal elements. None of the astragal i, however, bear any visible marks
suggesting the motives or techniques used for their accumulation.

.5'.. .jrphjlju spp. NISP = 81
.SpermpKi IU. u wsIbngton N I SP = 27

Two species of ground squirrel currently I ve In or near the project .

area: Speringphltus .Wasi&.njggiti, the Washington ground squirrel, which Inhabits
the grassland and low sage south of the Columbia River; and co lumnuini~

isoA'% %
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the larger Columbia ground squirrel, In the more humid higher elevation

grasslands and wooded habitats throughout eastern Washington. & townsendlI,
the Townsend ground squirrel, currently lives in the sage grassland of the
central Columbia Basin south of the project area.

All ground squirrel elements recovered fall within the size range of .

washlngtoni and & townsendlI; none were large enough to Indicate the presence
of & columblanus. Of the 100 elements recovered only 27 could be Identified
to the species level. These 27 elements include 26 mandibles and one skull, -%
all of which retained the molariform teeth. The mandibular molars of the
archaeological specimens are relatively square In general outline, and the P4s
are subequal or only slightly smaller than the Mls. These characters compare
well with & wash i ngtoni, but the P4 of .L townsendlI is noticably smaller
than M1, and all molars are more trapezoidal In general outline. The skull of
S. .wshingtonl Is narrower in relation to Its width than S. townsendlI. We
have accepted these Identifications as they make biogeographical sense, but
note that the series of reference specimens used Is very smal l.

All specimens Identified as _ washngtoni were recovered from 45-DO-214. "*.'%',

Only 5 of the remaining Spermophllus sp. elements are from Okanogan County
sites (45-OK-4, 45-OK-250). This distribution of elements may reflect capture
of Washington ground squirrels on the south side of the river where they are
currently the resident ground squirrel. The few cases of ground squirrel
elements in sites on the north side of the river may reflect transport of .,... %*

Washington ground squirrels captured on the south side of the river across to
Okanogan sites, or presence of the higher elevation dwelling Columbia ground
squirrel. In either case, the more abundant ground squirrel remains In
Douglas County sites and the relatively rare remains In Okanogan County sites %
probably reflects human use of ground squirrels In relation to their .,

availability In proximity to the sites.

Fam i I y Geomy i dae

Thomomy tailoLdes NISP = 2575

Only one species of pocket gopher, Thomomys talpoldes (northern pocket .-.
gopher), lives In eastern Washington. Gopher elements are common In most
eastern Washington archaeological faunas (cf. Lyman and Livingston 1983), and
the Chief Joseph assemblages are no exception. Gophers usually have a
relatively narrow range of tolerance in regard to environmental adaptations.
They prefer deep soil along streams and In meadows, but they occasionally live
In rocky soils on dry slopes. Their major requirement appears to be sediments . .

that are deep enough for digging burrows (Dalquest 1948, Ingles 1965). They
also tend to have a rather small home range, restricted for the most part to
the extent of the elaborate burrow system excavated by the Individual gopher.
These burrow systems may be up to five feet deep. ,

Although abundant in the archaeological assemblages and fairly restricted
In habitat preference, gopher remains tell us more about one source of site St
disturbance than about past environmental conditions. Most fossorial rodents,

Including pocket gophers, appear to find the sediment disturbance caused by

". ." " -
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human occupation an Improvement to their environment. The predilection of

fossorial rodents to dig in culturally disturbed deposits Is only too obvious
as excavators attempt to trace housepit floors and feature boundaries which
are paralleled and crosscut by extensive burrow systems.

Fam I I y Heteromy I dae

Peroanathus paryu NISP = 996

The Great Basin pocket mouse (Perognathui aryuY), the single heteromyid

rodent living this far north In the Columbia Basin, is, like pocket gophers,
abundant in all eastern Washington archaeological faunal assemblages. Their

abundance In the sites may be attributed primarily to their extensive
burrowing activity. Pocket mice tend to live In drier habitat types than

pocket gophers, generally placing their burrows under sage In friable soil
(Ingles 1965:213). It Is not uncommon, however, to find both pocket mice and
gophers In the same area. Pocket mice tend to burrow no more than 2 feet V
deep. Again, as with the gophers, the abundant evidence of pocket mice may
reveal more about site disturbance than past environmental conditions or

cultural activity.

Family Castoridae

Casto canadensis NISP 36

Although beaver have been Introduced in many places along the Columbia
River (Ingles 1965:242), the occurrence of beaver elements In these
prehistoric sites indicates that beaver Is more likely a native Inhabitant of
a variety of riverine habitats In Washington (Dalquest 1948). Their primary
requirements appear to be willow or aspen and permanent fresh water. There Is
ethnographic evidence that beavers were regularly sought (Post 1938),

presumably for their pelts and as a food resource, although neither Is
explicitly stated. Beaver teeth are known to have been used by the Coeur

d'Alene to Incise wood, bone, antler, and soft stone (Telt 1930). The fact
that many of the beaver elements recovered are Incisors may indicate that they

were being used In a similar manner by the prehistoric Inhabitants of the

project area. On the other hand, because teeth tend to preserve better than
bone, preservation factors alone may be responsible for the low frequency and
element representation of beavers.

Family Cricetidae

.eromyscus Manlculatus NISP = 124

Deer mice are found In nearly all communities and life zones throughout

t. .. the state, and often greatly outnumber all other rodents In the are;, (Ingles

1965:257). The small mammal survey conducted In the project area In 1974 and

1975 In fact found the most abundant species captured to be -. manlculatus ,
% ...



(Erickson et al. 1977:238). Deer mice usually nest above ground In logs and F_

rocks, but they sometimes use shallow burrows. The small number of deer mice
found In these assemblages may be because their surface dwelling habits
generally prevent them from being burled quickly enough to be preserved.

Neotoma ciLnere NISP = 10

Bushy-tail ed wood rats are found in most environments throughout the
state. The small mammal survey conducted In 1974 and 1975 found bushy-tailed
woodrats in coniferous forest, macrophyllous vine and shrub, and In rocky
habitats In the project area (Erickson et al. 1977:241). Currently they are
not abundant in the project area, and may not have been In the past. However,

they do not appear to prefer the riparian habitat that most likely surrounded
most of the sites when they were occupied, and there Is no evidence Indicating
they were sought by prehistoric people. Even If they were abundant In the

nearby talus or woodland there Is no reason to expect them to be well

represented In the site deposits.

M_L.rQJ_ sp. NISP = 84

Three species of Mlcrotus live in the site area: t montanus, .- -
Mnvlvanicus, and M Jongicaudus All three prefer marshy habitats and/or

live near streams. 1 montanus can also be found In more xeric areas. All
three species are primarily surface dwellers. They tend to use runways rather
than burrows, and will build their nests on the surface in the winter. When
they do burrow, or build subterranean nests, they usually stay In the upper

ten Inches of sediment (Maser and Storm 1970). We were unable to determIne
the species of any of The elements Identified as Mlcrotus.""

L _r.u j utatu_ NISP = 166

Sagebrush voles generally Inhabit dry sagebrush areas with little grass.

Their burrows tend to be shallow (4-6 Inches), with nests about 7-10 Inches in

clameter (Maser and Storm 1970:142). They are currently found only above 1000
feet In elevation, are active year round, and do not store much food (Johnson "

et al. 1948). The excavated sites range In elevation from 950 feet to 1000

feet, al the boundary of the current range of the species. Sagebrush voles
were found In assemblages from 14 of the 18 sites. Only skulls and mandibles

cculd be distingulshed from Mlcrotu. JLguris has distinctive molars, and the
edentulous mandibles can be distinguished by the location of the mandibular

foramen (Grayson 1983).

_n_dtra ZJeth_1i NISF 20

Muskrats are residents of lower elevation cattail marshes, ponds and the
banks of slow mcving streams throughout the state. Seldom far from permanent *

water, muskrats live In banks, In burrows with the entrances underwater.
Although muskrats are active year round, the waterproof pelt Is at Its prime

' .
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during the winter months. The ethnographic literature Indicates that muskrats
were sought for their pelts (Ray 1932) but their no Indication that the meat

of this animal was eaten, although It Is considered edible In other parts of
the country (Ingles 1965:294). None of the archaeological elements showed
evidence of use.

Family Erethlzontidae

£Ihlam dorsatum NISP = 78

Porcupines are common residents in the Rufus Woods Lake area and are
generally associated with ponderosa pine within coniferous woodlands over a
shrub layer habitat type (Erickson et al. 1977:174). However, porcupines have
been recorded In shrub steppe, Euisetum, grassland, cobble, shoreline gravel -' ,

and sand dunes along the Columbia River indicating the species has a broad
range in the project area (Payne et al. 1975:214).

All the porcupine elements were recovered from the north side of the
river; most (68 elements) are from the Kartar Phase component at 45-OK-11.
The elements recovered from the archaeological deposits may represent animals
that were Introduced Into the sites as a result of use by people. According
to the ethnographic records porcupines were eaten, although not favored, and
their quIll Is were used for ornaments (Post and Commons 1938:45, Ray 1932).
However, the low overall density of porcupine elements suggests that either
this taxon was used In a manner that did not result In the osseous remains
being discarded In the site area, or that the porcupine elements were
Introduced by predators or scavengers. The cosmopolitan nature of current
porcupine populations In the project area precludes Inferring cultural
deposition on the basis of habitat preference.

Order Carnivore
Family Canldae

C. spp. NISP = 192
CanL latrn NISP = 6

lupus NISP = 7
*. famillaris NISP = 121
SyjVuJle vjulpe_ NISP 6

Canis latrans, coyote, Is currently the most common and economically
significant predator In the project area. . famlLIlarls, domestic dog, is
common In the project area today, and has been recorded in archaeological
assemblages from the northwestern U.S. for the last 10,000 years (Lawrence
1968). C,, l wolf, although now extinct In the state of Washington, is
known to have been a resident of the area In the past (Dalquest 1948).

Most of the Individual canid remains recovered from these sites could not
be Identified to the species level. Elements Identified as _, Ip were
generally assigned to that species on the basis of extremely large size. -

Elements Identif led as CQ. LtIllar Is were assigned to that species on the
l4ll.l
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basis of dental crowding and molar morphology (Krantz 1959, Olsen and Olsen View

1977). The 110 elements Identif led as _. famJIIlaris In the Hudnut component
at 45-OK-258 represent a single articulated Individual Identified as domestic

dog on the basis of dental morphology. The Individual appeared to have been -.'-

deliberately buried. Fish bone found In the abdominal cavity suggests that

the dog had fish as a last meal. All elements Identified as Canis sp. fall

within the size range of _Q. latrans and Q. famillarls.. .

An argument as to the species Identity of the elements Identified as
Canis spp. cannot be made on the basis of likelihood of representation.
Domestic dogs have great antiquI/ty in the PacIfIc Northwest and could occur in

cultural assemblages of any age. Coyotes, which are cosmopolitan and more

abundant than most carnivores, being closer to an omnivorous scavenger In

habits and population densities, are equally likely to occur. It would be %
Interesting to ascertain the species, however, because dogs and coyotes have

very different implications for human activities. Dogs were used

ethnographically for hunting deer, but were not eaten except In emergencies

(Post 1938). Coyotes, however, were considered good food (Ray 1932:90).
There are a number of burned canid elements in these assemblages, Indicating

another, very different means of disposing of canid carcasses than the
articulated dog skeleton mentioned above. Whether the difference in disposal

pattern represents a distict treatment of different canid species or a change

In attitude toward a single species over time Is Impossible to determine from
the present evidence. The single articulated skeleton was the only Indication

of preferential treatment of any of the canids.

Family Ursidae

Ursus spp. NISP = 4
Ursu americanus NISP 5

-%U arctos NISP = I

Both black bears (L,'sus mericanus) and grizzly bears (U. arctos) are

native to Washington state. Black bears occur in greatest abundance in the

forested uplands (Dalquest 1948:172), but are known to frequent the banks of -. ."-

the Columbia River during berry season (Ray 1932:82). Periodic signs of black

bears were found along the Nespelem River during a twelve month survey In
1974-1975. They were thought to be transient animals whose primary residence
was away from the reservoir (Erickson et al. 1977:233). Many current local

residents report bear sitings near the river during huckleberry season, and a

brown phase specimen was photographed at the mouth of the Nespelem River

(Salo, personal communication). Grizzly bears, now extinct throughout the

state, apparently never enjoyed as wide a distribution as the black bear

(Dalquest 1948). There is, however, no reason that grizzly bear should not be

found In these assemblages. Although the size ranges of the two species of

bear do overlap, grizzly bears are generally much larger (Lyman, In press).
There Is I lttle question that a metapodlal from 45-OK-11 Is grizzly bear due
to Its extremely large size. There are ethnographic records for hunting of

both species (Ray 1932: Post 1938). The small number of Identified specimens

,?'. .' ..
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makes It difficult to discern if these animals were deposited by people or by
natural mechanisms.

Family MustelIdae J

Mar4e americana NISP 11

Martes pennant I N I SP = 7 JW

Pine martens (Martes americana) Inhabit dense coniferous forests and high

elevation rockslides (Dalquest 1948, Ingles 1965). Fishers live in the upland

forests of northern North America, and their ranges extend south aloag the
major mountain ranges (Hagmeler 1956, Kurten and Anderson 1980:148; Hall and
Kelson 1956:901). In Washington, fishers occupy upland habitats somewhat
lower In elevation than martens (Dalquest 1948:188, Ingles 1965:371). It Is
possible that fishers once lived in the site area when the riparian vegetation
was better developed. In the eastern states they are known to live In low wet

areas and along the banks of streams (Hagmeler 1956:151). Because fishers are
solitary animals that require large territories thtIr populations are never

large in any living fauna. Fishers spend much time In the trees, as well as
on the ground, feeding on rodents, Including porcupines.

The small population size and forest habitat preference of both martens
and fishers reduce their chances of becoming part of any preserved faunal
assemblage. Consequently elements of prehistoric Martes are always rare
(Anderson 1970:4). Indeed, they are rare In these assemblages, marten being

.. Identified only In the three largest faunal assemblages and fisher only in the
largest. However, recent reports of fisher remains In the Appalachians,
Midwest and southern states Indicate that fishers may have been more widely
distributed In the past (Anderson 1984:257; Kurten and Anderson 1980:148).
The extinct noble marten (Marte nobLII) has recently been found In a number "-'
of sites In the western states (Grayson 1984), and the pine marten has been
recorded In several western sites (eg. Ziegler 1965), but there are very few
reports of any members of the marten family from anywhere In the Columbia
Basin (see Gustafson 1972 for a major exception). Although M. pennant[ still

lives in very small numbers in the uplands near the project area, the fisher
remains from 45-OK-258 represent only the second prehistoric record for fisher
In eastern Washington (Osborne et al. 1952).

The ecological meaning of these specimens Is unknown because of the
probable Intervention of people In their deposition. Although not currently
natives In the Immediate vicinity of the archaeological sites, there Is no
reason to Infer range shifts to account for the presence of either of these
valuable furbearers In project assemblages. The ethnographic literature
reports that martens and fisher were routinely trapped for fur In the adjacent
uplands (Ray 1932:85). Given the paucity of corroborative evidence for
ervIronmental or other change allowIng for proper envIronment for martens or
fisher In the area, It Is more likely they were introduced into these lower

elevation sites by people who hunted In the adjacent uplands than that there --
has been a range change for either taxon. The fisher was found in the 45-OK-
258 assemblage, which contained several carnivorous furbearers; pine marten,

7.'.
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long-tailed weasel (Mustela frenata), badger (Taideanx1), and cougar ilo

(FelIs concolor). Of all the mustelId remains only a single fi sher element
shows evidence of butchering; there are cut marks around the neck of the
f emur *

Mustela frena NISP = 9

The long-talled weasel has the widest distribution of any American

weasel. They may be found In all habitats except true deserts. Weasels are
ubiquitious In Washington. They are active predators known to follow prey
species such as pocket gophers Into their burrows.

Taxidea _ax NISP = 63 .l

The badger Is a powerful burrower found throughout eastern Washington,

-Ithough not in large numbers (Ingles 1965). Badgers were trapped regularly.

by the Sanpoll and Nespelem (Ray 1932:85). Their solitary and nocturnal e
nature and their habit of digging deep holes in friable soil would make the

badger a difficult animal to capture, but a likely animal to become naturally
Incorporated into deposits In the floodplain zone. In some sites at least, It
appears that badgers may be present due to both natural occurrence and
cultural use. At 45-DO-326 a cluster of 52 elements, apparently a single
animal that may have died In Its burrow, were found in one part of the site.
None of these elements were burned or showed evidence of butchering, yet a

badger element was found In another area of the same site was burned,
suggesting humans may have deposited It.

Mephltis mephitls NISP = 10

Striped skunks are common in streamside thickets throughout the project
area. As with the porcupine, there was no taboo among local Native Americans
against eating skunk, but skunk was not popular In the diet (Ray 1932:90).
There is no evidence that any of these elements were Introduced into these
assemblages by cultural agents of deposition. .

LJ tr canadensis NISP = 7

The current range of the river otter Is along rivers, marshes and lakes
throughout Washington state excluding the central Columbia Basin. However,
they were not recorded in either of two wildlife surveys conducted In the
riparian habitats In the project area during the 1970's (Payne et al. 1976,
Erickson et al. 1977). All river otter elements are from the Coyote Creek - .4 .-

assemblage at 45-OK-2.

%..
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Family FelIdae

Fells concolor (NISP = 4)

Although this report otherwise considers only the fauna from the salvage
excavations, there are four specimens from testing at 45-OK-258 that deserve
mention. These four specimens (3 phalanges and a distal metapodial) are the
first reported specimens Identified as cougar from a prehistoric context in
eastern Washington. The testing unit in which they were found has not been 0.

tied Into the salvage components so the age of the specimens Is not known.
The Identification of cougar at 45-OK-258 adds yet another species to the ;
unusually diverse carnivore assemblage at that site.

4 rufus NISP = 9

Bobcats (JIMJ rufus) are ubiquitous in Washington, while Canadian lynx
(L. canadensis) are less common and Inhabit the forested regions In the higher 'V Z'
mountains (Ingles 1965). Bobcat and Canadian lynx may be difficult to
distinguish osteologically. Postcranially, the major difference between the
species is size; the bobcat is somewhat smaller. Small fel Id elements were,
Identif led as L rufus on the basis of modern distribution and size, but it is

recognized that L. cannsi could also be represented. The presence of two 9.,.

butchered elements at 45-OK-11 indicate that Iyu was sought at least
occasionally by people, but the small number of bobcat elements from the
entire project Indicates this species probably did not represent a major,,.,-
resource to prehistoric populations. -

Order P'rlssodactyla .,..

Family Equidae

.f, u caba IlIus NISP = 27

Horses apparently spread onto the Columbia Plateau from the Shoshone of '.
southern Idaho during the early 18th century (Wlssler 1914; Haines 1938).
Although there Is no Indication that horses were eaten, they weie used for
hunting, transportation and trade (Anastaslo 1972:127-130). The Impact of the
Introduction of horses into Plateau cultures Is still a subject of controversy
(Anastasio 1972; Ray 1932; Winans, In Ross 1871; Grabert 1970; Mlerendorf et
al. 1981; Schalk 1982). .

These elements represent the remains of two horses, one In the latest
component at 45-OK-2, and one In the latest assemblage at 45-0K-258 which also
contains the remains of domestic dog.

"-. * % . ..
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Order Artiodacty la
Family Cervidae

Cervus e NISP = 114

Canadian elk are currently restricted to the Canadian and Transition life
zones of the Cascades far south and west of the project area (Ingles 1965:419)
Almost extinct In the state by the turn of the century, elk were actively
reintroduced during the early decades of the 20th century (Couch 1935).

Elk are not uncommon In archaeological faunal assemblages in eastern
Washington, even In the most arid parts of the Columbia Basin (Lyman and
Livingston 1983). Gustafson (1972) has argued that the relative
representation of various skeletal elements in sites In arid settings suggests
that this large animal probably was not transported for any great distance.
The small number of elk elements distributed across a number of subassemblages
does not al low evaluation of this assertion as It appl les to the Chief Joseph
Project record. On the other hand, the regularity with which elk elements
were recovered suggests these animals were at least occasionally hunted.

Odocolleus spp. NISP = 9685

Odocol leu hemlonus NISP=21
Qdoco leu virgJniaa NI SP=3 1

The most frequently occurring artlodactyl In virtually all faunal
assemblages considered here, as well as many other eastern Washington
archaeological faunas, is deer (OJdolgleus spp.). It has sometimes been
assumed that the deer In eastern Washington archaeological assemblages are
mule deer, Q. hemlonus (Osborne et al. 1952, Chance 1975). This assumption Is
based, in large part, on the knowledge that the most widespread deer In the
Columbia Basin In historic times has been the mule deer. General ly, however,

archaeological deer are Identified only to genus.
Census data for mid-Columbia riparian habitats in 1975 show that mule

deer range throughout the region. In the project area they occur In greatest
numbers near the sites In the late-summer and fal I. Census data also %
Indicated that 88% of the mule deer observed were on the south side of the
river (Erickson et al. 1977). White-tailed deer (0. .yrginlanus) have been
reported from both the Hanford Reservation and Rufus Woods Lake, but their
main populations occur along Lake Roosevelt and northward (Payne et al.
1976:100). Currently they may not be year round residents of the project
area. Erickson et al. (1977:174) list white-tailed deer as rare, local
migrants to the riparian habitats of the project area. All white-tailed deer
observed In their survey were seen during the winter. Apparently the animals
migrated down Coyote Creek to escape snow accumulating In the highlands. Most
observations of white-tailed deer were on the north side of the river; those
seen on the south side of the river were thought to have crossed over. White-
tailed deer also Inhabit Island refuges In the lower Columbia and it has been
speculated that they may have once Inhabited brushy river bottoms farther
upstream (Taber 1979:73).

N&;
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When white-tal led and mule deer ranges overlap, the white-tailed deer are
general ly found In the denser vegetation of river bottoms and at higher
elevations. Mule deer generally prefer the more open, higher areas. All
archaeological sites in this analysis are In river floodplains due to the
restrictions of the project boundaries. However, the sites lie In what was
probably riparian habitat at the time the sites were occupied, and within
accessible distances of the forested uplands. Consequently, although most of
the deer In the project area today are mule deer, when we began our analysis

we considered it highly probable that at least some of the deer in the
archaeological assemblages were white-tailed deer.

Unless the antlers or facial bones are recovered, It Is difficult or
Impossible to distinguish between the osseous remains of the two species of
deer. In only a few Instances have the appropriate elements been recovered to
allow determination of species for deer In archaeological collections from
eastern Washington (Lyman 1976, Gustafson 1972). Because we were unable to
determine the species of deer In these assemblages using standard
morphological criteria, discriminant analysis was used to Identify the species .' , .

of deer mandibles in these assemblages. Mandibles were chosen for this
analysis because they are elements that preserve well In archaeological
deposits and because mandibular measurements have been demonstrated to give
satisfactory results In determining the probable species of deer In other
studies (Reese 1971). Discrlminant functions were derived from measurements
taken on the molariform teeth of 48 specimens of modern (. hemlonus and 43
specimens of modern D. irgfinJLani housed In various western states
universities, museums and private collections. Because most archaeological
specimens are fragmentary, measurements on various combinations of teeth were
submitted to the BMDP discriminant analysis program. A set of functions were
found to reliably identify specimens of known species to the correct species
wIth posterior probablII ties of at least 0.75. These functIons were used to
Identify 52 mandibles, or fragments of mandibles, from the Chief Joseph
assemblages to species. Table 12-1 lists the specimens Identified to species ,

..

by site.

Table 12-1. Deer mandibles Identified to
species using discriminant analysis. .

Odol 1 eua Odsucc Lous
Site uivlnuV filnnus"(NISPJ (ISP) I',"''

45-DO-242 3 5

45-CK-2 3 10

45-OK-4 6 2

45-0K-250 4 4

45-0IK-258 a 6

L45-OK--29 1 5

3-...%.-
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The sample of archaeological specimens Indicates that white-tailed deer F |
probably were taken by prehistoric people at least as frequently as mule deer

during all time periods represented. This Implies that either there has been
a change In the range and/or abundance of white-tailed deer, there was a great
deal of selective hunting, or most hunting was done during the winter when the
relative abundance of white-tailed deer was greater.

Ethnographically, people would hunt as far away from their villages as
they could walk in a three day period. Deer were often taken by driving them
into the Columbia River. Both whole and partially butchered carcasses were
carried to the village sites on the hunter's back. In either case, butchered
or whole, the head of the animal was brought back (Post 1938). It must be -- .
considered, then, that these animals may represent a broader catchment area

than the floodplain site environment. But it is unlikely that white-tailed J-7

deer were hunted at great distances while mule deer were readily available
near the sites. There Is no reason to expect utilization of one deer species
to the exclusion of the other unless one species was much more accessible
geographically or much easier to hunt. Larger game animals appear to have
been utilized at most sites In proportion to their expected availability if
the varying proportions of elk, bison, antelope, and mountain sheep In
different sites may be Interpreted as reflecting hunting practices similar to
those recorded In the ethnographic literature (Post 1938, Ray 1932). If
modern distributions of deer species are an adequate model of prehistoric

distributions, then the expectation would be that most archaeological deer
would be mule deer. The relative abundances of the two species as shown In
Table 12-1 suggests that either white-tailed deer distribution was much
different In the past, or deer hunting practices responsible for accumulating
these elements were different than those described In the ethnographic
literature.

Similar findings from archaeological excavations at Avey's Orchard near
Wenatchee, Washington support the probability that the relatively high
proportion of white-tailed deer in the Chief Joseph Project assemblages
reflect a change in deer distribution rather than a change In cultural
activities. As In the project area, there are riparian habitats in the canyon
bottoms of the Wenatchee area appropriate for white-tailed deer, but a recent
summary of wildlife associated with riparian habitats of the area reported
only mule deer in the Wenatchee area (McKern 1976). Of the five deer elements
from Avey's Orchard Identified to species using the same technique of
discriminant analysis, four are white-tailed deer (Lyman 1985:230-231).

Family AntiIocapridae -.

Antilocwaer an NISP = 293

Although there are those who would still argue that the pronghorn
antelope Is not Indigenous to the state of Washington, speculation regarding
the extent of pronghorn range In the Columbia Plateau has long concerned
mammalogists (Dalquest 1948, Bailey 1936) and archaeologists (Osborne 1953).
It Is difficult to ascertain the extent of pronghorn range at the time of

,.. .. ..... .......... - . ... .... ...- -..
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European contact from the accounts of early trappers and explorers because
they often did not distinguish between pronghorn and deer; or they were not
particularly looking for pronghorn, being more Interested In the furbearing
mammals; or they were rarely In the open plains habitat preferred by the Nc

pronghorn (Bailey 1936:71). It Is apparent, however, from the nume-ous
reported occurrences of pronghorn In archaeological deposits from along the
Columbia River (Lyman and Livingston 1983) that pronghorn did, in fact, range
over most of the open sagebrush areas at least to the Canadian border (Bailey k'd

1936:71). The low abundance of pronghorn relative to deer In archaeological a._'

assemblages may reflect either the natural relative abundances of the two taxa
In the area prehistorically, preferential hunting of artiodactyl taxa, or the
relative Intensity of use of different habitat types by people. If people
were hunting In the areas surrounding the floodplain sites, It Is reasonable
to expect the most abundant taxon represented In the sites would be deer.
Further, because many postcranial elements of pronghorn, mountain sheep and

deer cannot be distinguished when they are extremely fragmented, pronghorn
could occur In higher relative abundances than they appear due to the p-'
difficulty of Identifying postcranlal elements. Many antelope, sheep and deer
elements could only be Identified as small artiodactyl (deer-sized) because
they are broken into extremely small pieces.

Family Bovldae

Bison bison NISP = 27

All bison currently living In the project area are introduced. Historic
records Indicate that bison once Inheblted eastern Oregon south of the Blue

Mountains In considerable abundance (Bailey 1936:57). They were thought to

occasionally wander Into the state of Washington (Dalquest 1948), but seeing
them as far north as Grand Coulee was considered rare or unheard of (Gibbs
1860:138, Dalquest 1948, Taylor and Shaw 1929).

Prehistoric bison remains have previously been recovered from sites 45-
OK-2, 45-01-10, 45-0K-11, 45-OK-12 (Osborne et al. 1952) and 45-OK-5 (Osborne .-. ,
1953) In Okanogan County and numerous sites to the south (Schroedl 1973, Lyman ..-
and Livingston 1983). Although dating many of the bison remains recovered by ,-J
early researchers In eastern Washington Is somewhat difficult, Schroedl (1973)
has determined that bison were regularly utilized by Plateau cultures from

2500 B.P. until shortly before contact. His study Indicates that bison
populations began to decline about A.D. 1500 and were virtually extinct by the
historic period. Bison were recorded in low frequencies In assemblages In all
three Phases: Coyote Creek NISP=12 (45-DO-214), Hudnut NISP=15 (45-OK-I1, 45-
D0-214, and 45-D0-285), and Kartar NISP=10 (45-OK-11).

OvXJls canadenlis NISP = 1947

Mountain sheep occur In archaeological sites In eastern Washington with
some regularity. The presence of mountain sheep Is somewhat difficult to
Interpret, however, because refer inces to It In the ethnographic and early
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trapper-settler literature are rare. Moreover, when competition with man and
domestic stock for range became severe during historic times, the habitat
preference of this species appears to have changed (Manville, In Monson and *.4
Sumner 1980). Further, modern distributions have little bearing on
prehistoric distributions as most of the present day populations are
(re)lntroduced (Ingles 1965:441; see also Lyman and Livingston 1983).

DISCUSSION

Conclusions drawn from faunal remains, whether regarding cultural use of
biotic resources or environmental reconstruction, are subject to two kinds of
biases: 1) those intrinsic in the theoretical and methodological approach to
the treatment of faunal materials, and 2) those Inherent In a particular body fr___
of faunal data due to historical factors that affected the deposition,
preservation, collection and analysis of any given assemblage of bones. Both
kinds of biases have been treated In some detail elsewhere: the former in
Klein and Cruz-Uribe (1984), Shipman (1981), Behrensmeyer and Hill (1980),
Gifford (1981), Monks (1981), Lyman (1982), Grayson (1979, 1983, and
references therein); the latter in the Research Design for this project
(Campbell 1 1984).

SAMPLING AND DATA COLLECTION

Excavation units at the sites were selected in two stages. In the first.,
stage a 0.5% sample of the site area was chosen using a variant of a
stratified systematic unaligned random sampling design. Then additional units
were chosen in a purposive manner to allow Investigation of features or other
aspects of the site that were discovered In the process of excavating the
Initial sample. Al I sediments excavated were screened through 1/8th-inch mesh
screen.

Faunal material from both probabilistic and purposive units have been
combined In this summary. By combining the samples we have Incorporated as
much of the faunal data as possible into a series of discrete faunal .-

assemblages that are comparable to other reported assemblages from the .

Columb!a Plateau. Combining samples also simpl ifies the calculation and
presentation of analytic procedures. In the Interest of summarizing the
information gained from the Chief Joseph faunal assemblages It Is more
expedient to treat the two kinds of samples as a single assemblage than to
attempt to Interpret each separately.

It should, however, be noted that In combining the probabilIstIc and
purposive samples we have violated the assumption of random sampling made in ". '
most statistical procedures. However, all statistical tests used here in
which the randomness assumption Is made are known to be robust enough to allow -
at least modest violations of the assumption. Interpretation of test results
has been kept conservative In view of the above. The data necessary to .
separate the assemblages Into probabilistic and purposive samples is available
upon request and undoubtedly would make an interesting study on the effects of
sampling.

• . 1 .
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QUANTIFICATION

It was stated above that the assemblage has been presented In this report
using NISP (number of Identified specimens) as the unit of quantification.
There are two units of quantification in common use among faunal analysts:
NISP and MNI (minimum number of Individuals represented by the Identified
specimens). Each of these measures has fundamental problems that hinder its
use In a meaningful analyses. NISP suffers from element Interdependence which
violates the assumption of Independence of sampled elements when using
statistical tests of significance; and MNI, which meets the Independence
requirement, tends to overrepresent those taxa that are rare (Grayson 1979,
1983).

In the project descriptive site report series faunal data are presented
using both measures of abundance for two reasons. The first is to assure
comparability of the Chief Joseph faunal data with other Plateau assemblages.
The second Is that even though each measure has problems, and probably because
of those very problems, much Interesting information is contained In the
relationship between the two measures of abundance. Further, In the
descriptive site reports MNI values were calculated by both analytic zone and
site to circumvent the effects of aggregation as much as possible or at least
to allow the effects to be seen. In this report NISP was chosen as the
appropriate measure to circumvent the problems of variable sample sizes,
fluctuation of the value of HNJ wit; aggregation technique and the variable
volume of sediments contributing to each analytic zone. A brief discussion of
the relationship between the two measures in this data set may serve as a
disclaimer of the general validity of one measure over the other, and as a
cautionary note to be kept In mind in evaluating conclusions drawn from this,
or any other, body of faunal data.

Relationship between MNI and NISP
Ducos (1968), Casteel (1977), and Hesse (1982) have demonstrated it Is:-

" possible to describe the typical relationship of the two measures of abundance
through the use of a regression function of the general form:

MNI = a (N ISP)b
The regression function was derived as a general model which could be used to
predict the number of individuals represented In an assemblage, given a known
sample size. Casteel recognized that deviations from the curve defined by

_ * this model would occur as the result of: 1) Investigator biases and ability;
2) recovery technique and collection bias; 3) variations in techniques used to
calculate MNI; 4) the way the samples were aggregated Into units of analysis;
and 5) the nature of the sample Itself

Casteel's analysis Included samples from numerous areas of North
America, Eurasia and Central America, encompassing a diverse range of
aggregation methods, sample sizes, investigator biases and operational
definitions of the MNI Index. The Chief Joseph fauna was all collected using
the same field procedures, and Identifled by analysts working together and

.. '...
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comparing Identifications. All MNI values were determined using the same F .41W
operational definition. Aggregation units were derived In the same manner for
each site. This means that the factors designated by Casteel as influencing -

the relationship between MNI and NISP have been control led for either
mechanically or theoretically with the exception of sample size and the *

variables of Interest--changes in faunal composition and abundances, that is,
the nature of the sample itself.

Fitting a regression curve to the paired MNI and NISP values for the
Chief Joseph assemblages reveals a relationship that is described by the first
function in Table 12-2. The relationship between the two measures (r2 = 0.55)
Is significant at p<O.0005. It is of Interest to note that the amount of
variation explained by regression is not great in spite of the fact that many
of the sources of variation suggested by Casteel have been controlled.

Table 12-2. Results of regression analysis of the

relationship between MNI and NISP for the Chief
Joseph Archaeological Project faunal data.

1 IRegression I
Texan N eql1aon r-2 p a "

AU taxa 562 -0.051NISFO. 36  .55 <.0005 0.51
SmeLt -. ita 352 -0.135NISP0 .51  .74 <.0005 0.41

Carnivores 69 0.027NISpO. 02  .01 <.25 0.17
ArtiodectyL 165 -0220NISFU- 8  .44 <.0005 0.48

Leporide 24 -0.043NISPO 13  .39 <.0005 0.11
Scturida 69 -0.135NISPO. 3 0  .49 <.0005 0.40
SaeLL o BraLe 253 -0.108NISF . 53  .79 <.0005 0.39

Cernivoresl 62 0.014N9FL.04 .02 <.25 0.17 '

ELk 22 -0.030NISP 0. 0  .16 <.05 0.13 - ,p
Deer 58 -0.413NISPO . 3 5  .65 <.0005 0.54
AnteLope 28 -0.070NISpI . 14  .25 <.005 0.29

1. SnalL minas other then aciurids or Leporids. % "

2. Does not inctude 45-0K-258 dog or 45-00-326 badger.

Grayson (1979:223) argued that, because the MNI for any series of taxa
can be predicted from the NISP for that sample, NISP provides much the same
Information on taxonomic abundance as does MNI. He also suggested that much
could be learned from studying the varIabilIty in MNI values not predicted by %
NISP. Regression analysis of the Chief Joseph faunal data has allowed us to

look at these assertions In some detail. Regressing the NNI on the NISP for .
all genera In each analytic zone yields a highly significant correlation, -

(r 2 =0.55, p<0.0005), demonstrating that if what we are interested In Is
taxonomic abundance and If the relationship between the two measures of

quantification is known, then only one measure is necessary. Cases where the
relationship does not hold can easily be recognized through examination of the 'Y
residuals from the regression analysis (Figure 12-1). . %

*. "p"°"
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Variations in the lI/NISP Relationship

The relationship between MNI and NISP, as described above using a
curvilinear regression model, is empirically defined and will change depending

on the series of taxa Included in the regression. How the field from which
the function is derived Is delimited wiII determine the values of the

variables in the equation. Compare, for example, the values obtained by
Ducos (1968), Casteel (1977), and Klein and Cruz-Uribe (1984).

The strength of the correlation between the variables also depends on the
particular series of taxa Included in the analysis. The low r2 value for the

Chief Joseph assemblages (r2 = 0.55) suggests that Including all the data In a
single analysis may mask underlying systematic relationships that are

potentially Interesting and useful in understanding the archaeological meaning
of taxonomic abundances. The large amount of residual variability suggests ,

that there Is at least one remaining variable not accounted for by this
relationship. Peters and Raelson (1984) have demonstrated that predicting

population density for living populations (number of Individuals per kin2 ) '

depends not only on the size of the individual but also on the trophic level.
They found that the number of individuals of a given species In a community
could be predicted by size of the area censused, but If the community was
broken Into subcommunitles on the basis of body mass and trophic level the
relationships are different for the different subassemblages. Peters and
Raelson's study Incorporates variables for living populations (number of
individuals and size of area censused) that correspond well to the variables
MNI and NISP. The correspondence of the first variables in each study I,
(Individuals) Is obvious. The second variables (area censused and NISP) are
both measures of sample size.

The case has been clearly and correctly argued that sample size is the
independent variable in the relationship between MNI and NISP (Grayson 1979).
The reason for making the comparison between sample size and number of
identified individuals has, to date, been a matter of determining which is the
appropriate measure to use in terms of which is least affected by factors of '.

deposition, breakage, recovery, etc. It has also been argued In this respect
that we can never know the true nature of the living community of the past
(Grayson 1979). However, the nature of the recovered bone sample also must
bear some relationship to the once living fauna. Whether the living fauna Is

an entire natural community or a culturally selected subset of the natural

community Is another question.

Effects of Subdividing the Field

To examine the Influence of the nature of the living community on the
archaeological assemblages, regression analyses were performed after dividing

the Chief Joseph assemblage Into three subassemblages: small mammals
(insectivores, lagomorphs and rodents), carnivores, and artiodactyls. When

only the small mammals are Included in the analysis the relationship between
the two measures of abundance Is even stronger than for the total assemblage

as indicated by the Increase in r 2 (r 2 =0.74, p<0.0005). However, for both the

,.N
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carnivore and artlodactyl subassemblages the relationship between MNI and NISP
Is not as strong. In fact, for carnivores the relationship Is statistically
significant at only p=.25.

Comparison of the regression analyses for the three subassemblages (Table
12-1) demonstrates that the relationship between the two measures of abundance
is dependent on the series of taxa included in the analysis. It is suggested
here that the relationship described between the measures for the entire
assemblage tells us little of Interest other than that if enough data pairs
are Included In the composite the expected relationship will emerge. But If

broken Into subassemblages, the relationship varies significantly among ..-
subassemblages, both In shape and strength of correlation (Figure 12-2, 12-3,
and 12-4, see Bobrowsky 1982 for similar findings). These regression analyses

clearly show that while the relationship in the small mammal assemblage may be
considered predictive, It would be misleading to attempt to predict the number
of Individual carnivores represented from the number of Identified carnivore . ....

specimens for any of these assemblages, even with the comparative data base

.4. now available. Further, if the relationship between MNI and NISP is not ,..%-
significant, there is no reason to assume that relative abundance of taxa
determined using one measure will reflect relative abundance using the other
measure, even at the ordinal level.

The Effects of Fragmentation

Earl ler, the data for several Individual taxa from a selected set of
Chief Joseph sites were analyzed separately (Livingston 1983). In that
analysis It was observed that the relationship between MNI and NISP varied
among taxa in a systematic manner, and that as evidence of fragmentation -.

Increased the slope of the regression line decreased. That is, as assemblages
became more fragmented It took larger numbers of Identified specimens to
define additional individuals. It was also noted that the effects of
fragmentation in taxa with considerable evidence of butchering would make
those taxa appear more skeletal ly complete than taxa deposited by natural ..-.
mechanisms If an Index such as the one suggested by Thomas (1971) were used.

Thomas's Index Is based on the ratio of NISP/MNI, which he used to define
the relative skeletal completeness of taxa. He argued that the more
skeletally complete a taxon was the more likely that taxon was Introduced into
a site by natural mechanisms; conversely, the fewer elements per Individual,
the more likely humans were the primary agents of deposition. The assumption
was that people are likely to disarticulate and scatter the skeletal parts of
Individual animals, while animals that die of natural causes on the site are-"
more likely to be deposited In one place. Hence, once a single specimen of a
naturally deposited Individual Is recovered, the chances are very good that
other elements of the same Individual will also be found. The dispersion of
skeletal parts of animals that were used by people decreases the I lkel Ihood of
finding many parts of the same individual.

If, however, the specimens are extremely fragmented, as occurs when bone
marrow is extracted, many pieces of the same element may be deposited
together. Consequently, Inferring the agent of deposition from the number of

.,'. .-,'..'.,:-.'.- .,,,.,',, ..'•, ," .
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specimens per Individual, or skeletal completeness, would have to be reversed
from the manner suggested by Thomas. Using an Index that cannot distinguish
between complete and fragmented specimens, butchered, or culturally deposited,
animals will appear more skeletally complete than naturally deposited animals.
Klein and Cruz-Urlbe (1984:30) observed this phenomenon in the Klasles River
Mouth faunal data and attributed the lack of fit between their data and
Casteel's model to varying degrees of fragmentation. They argued that the
greater the fragmentation, the greater the difference between the NISP and MNI
for a species. In other words, the Individuals would appear more skeletally
complete If only the number of specimens per Individual Is used without making
a distinction between whole and broken bones.

Subdividing each faunal assemblage Into groups of similar taxa allows
demonstration of the affects of fragmentation alluded to by Klein and Cruz-
Urlbe (1984) and discussed by Livingston (1983). If taxa for which there Is
evidence of butchering, burning, or other Indications of cultural Intervention
In the depositlonal process are analyzed separately, It Is apparent that the
effect of fragmentation Is to pull the regression line closer to the axis of
the Independent variable (NISP). The lower slope is expected because the more

fragmented a sample, the more specimens It takes to define an Individual.
The decrease In the slope of the regression line for the artiodactyls was

previously attributed to the effects of fragmentation In the course of
butchering (Livingston 1983). It now appears that the lack of correspondence
between the two measures of abundance In the large mammals may also be a
result of the fact that many small portions of elements of the artlodactyls
are Identifiable to genus/species. Easily Identifled elements such as antler,
horn core and small pieces of broken teeth, either are not represented In the
small mammal skeleton or are not recovered when broken. Antler, horn core and
teeth become fragmented, not so much In the process of butchering, but as an
effect of decay. Often, these are the fragments that account for most
artiodactyl elements Identif led to genus or species; yet, no matter how many
fragments of tooth enamel, antler, or horn core are Identifled, it Is
generally Impossible to distinguish more than a single Individual. Most
butchered longbone and axial elements can be Identifled only to size category.
Thus, It Is sIze and/or IdentIfIabIlIty of fragmented elements of the taxon
and not necessarily butchering that Is controlling the slope of the regression
line describing the relationship between MNI and NISP.

The lack of correlation (r2 = 0.01) between the two measures of abundance
for the carnivores undoubtedly arises from the scarcity of carnivores In all
of these assemblages. In most components where carnivores were Identified,
there Is little reason to believe more than a single individual of any
carnivore taxon Is represented, regardless of the number of Identif led
elements. Although carnivores are most frequently represented by one or a few
elements, In two components relatively complete individuals were recovered:
the dog burial at 45-OK-258 consists of at least 110 elements of a single
Individual, and 56 of the 57 badger elements from 45-DO-326 represent a single
Individual that probably died of natural causes In Its rockshelter home. If
these Individuals are excluded from the analysis the correlation between the

measures Improves (r 2 
= 0.02), but remains Insignificant (0.10<p<0.25).

* * :. "
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The regression analysis of MNI and NISP for the small mammals from Chief
Joseph reveals the relationship predicted by Casteel. There is a fairly high

correlation (r 2 = 0.74) between MNI and NISP for the small mammals. If,
however, we look at the two small mammal families for which there is evidence
of human Involvement In the depositional process, the relationship is somewhat
different. For both the sclurlds and leporlds there Is evidence In the form
of burned elements and/or distributional Information (see above) that the

recovered bones represent animals deposited by people. The correlation of MNI
and NISP in these families is r 2 = 0.39 for the leporlds, and r 2 = 0.49 for
the sclurlds. When the leporids and sclurlds are removed from the small
mammal assemblage, the remaining assemblage shows a higher correlation between %

the two measures of abundance (r 2 = 0.80, p<0.0005). The lower correlation in
the relationship for the sciurlds and leporids again may be an effect of%14 A
fragmentation. Although leporids and sclurlds are taxa which appear to have
been deposited by human activities, they are among the largest genera Included
in the small mammal series. The size difference between the sclurlds and
leporids on the one hand and the mice and gophers on the other is such that a
1/8 inch screen, as was used to col lect these assemblages, will recover many
phalanges, metapodials, tarsals and articular ends of broken longbones of the
leporids and scIurIds. Those same elements of the mice and gophers general ly
w ill not be recovered.

Conclusions

The argument that NISP contains all the Information In MNI may wel I be an
effect of considering prImari ly the small taxa. As can be seen from the

analysis described here the small taxa are less likely to vary with
fragmentation. That the small taxa vary less with fragmentation may be a

function of people not having been Involved In their deposition, the inability
to recover the fragments of small elements using standard archaeological
techniques, or the Increased difficulty of recognizing tiny fragments of
elements that are small even when they are whole. Ultimately, although in
many assemblages the correlation between MNI and NISP is very strong and
highly significant, the relationship is not as predictive as Casteel and Ducos. .

had hoped. It Is, however, telling us something about the nature of the bone
assemblage. Because the nature of the relationship between MNI . d NISP
varies depending on the empirical content of the field, as these assemblages t.

demonstrate, it Is inaccurate to claim that MNI values can always be tightly
predicted from NISP counts (Grayson 1979).

If, In fact, the variation In the relationship between MNI and NISP Is
due to either fragmentation or skeletal completeness, this analysis also
demonstrates that the assumption that Interdependence Is randomly distributed
across taxa (see Grayson 1979, 1983) Is not well founded If assemblages of .
all recovered bone elements are considered together. The Interdependence of VA
faunal specimens Is of concern not only because each Identified element does
not represent a discrete Individual, but also because different Individuals or

different taxa may be represented by different numbers of elements. It has
been demonstrated here that the correlation between the measures of abundance

NE-
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varies with the taxonomic content of the field. If, In fact, fragmentation
and/or skeletal completeness is controlling the shape of the line, then

interdependence Is not randomly distributed throughout the assemblage, but
varies significantly among taxonomically defined subassemblages. Therefore,
If we want to compare taxa quantitatively using NISP by making the assumption
that Interdependence Is randomly distributed among the taxa, we must do It
within a series of taxa for which we can state some reason for making the
assumption. For these reasons all further comparisons here will be made using.
series of taxa of comparable size and trophIc level--small mammal, carnivore,
artiodactyl.

B IOGEOGRAPHY

Modern conditions In the project area, even prior to the last rise in
pool level, cannot be used to calibrate the conditions and resources
available to people during the last 6-7,000 years. The original riparian

community, although possibly never extensive or well developed, has been flooded
along most of the river. The impact of the loss of riparian vegetation and
soils to animal life Is difficult to assess, but has been shown to have been
significant In other similar areas (Lewke and Buss 1977). In terms of

understanding the prehistoric record, it leaves us with a poor basis for
comparison. Further, Introduction of domestic animals (BQ taurus E. .EgLu7

cabaIus, Ls arI and I" scrot a), Introduction of agricultural plants,
and Industrial changes of the landscape (dams, roads, towns) give the
environment a very different appearance than It must have had In the past. A

number of taxa known to have lived in eastern Washington in the past are no
longer there (Bison bison, Ursus arctos. Canis JiLu2.u). Some are present only
as a result of reintroduction (AntilLQpr amgricana, Castor i). The
ranges of some animals have been reduced so that they no longer Include the
project area (Cervus eiapghtw, Antil ocapr am erjcn). The process of faunal
turnover is still going on. Payne et al. (1975) list seven mammals that are
rare, threatened, or occur in such low frequencies that their status Is
unknown along the mid-Columbia (Table 12-3).

Simple occurrences of taxa and their relative abundances In the
archaeological assemblages attest to the changes that have occurred in the
mammal populations living in the project area during the last 6-7,000 years.
Of those seven mammals considered rare, threatened or of uncertain status by
Pyne et al. (1975), elements of three, and possibly five have been sttsb

identified In the faunal remains from the Chief Joseph sites (Table 12-3), as
have elements of taxa now extinct In eastern Washington (Bison b Cains ns
J&uups Ursus arctos). Fu

.%'.
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Table 12-3. Mammals that are now rare, threatened, or of uncertain status
along the mid-Columbia River (from Payne et al. 1915).

Occurrence in Projact
Arceeotogiat Assemblages Locally A

Texan Seia cua Geu e- Reintroduced Extinct

Dioodoses ordii

Nortee aericana X 'S.~

Nortes pnnti X r

Canie Uup!! xdi&

lynx Lyinx X

Ursue erctoe X

Antitoceore american X X

Ovis canodenele caLifornice x e

jjjs bisn X

1. Species found in one or more of the Chief Joseph ArcawaeLogiceL prqlact aemblage.
2. Genus found in one or more of the Chief Joeph sessubteges. Some elements couLd not .

be assigned to species, way represent the species indicated here.

An earlier comparison of the faunal assemblages from the small sites .

revealed distinct patterns of presence and absence on the north and south
sides of the Columbia River (Livingston 1983). Ondatr. .Ursus,. Lyn16 and
fErethizon were not found on the south side of the river and .JyJJiagjs.
S~ormo~hlluU, Mustnla, and Taidean were not found on the north side. It was
felt that the patterns were possibly due to sample size effects evident even
among these smallI assemblages, and that a nominal level analysis, Interpreting
only taxonomic presences and absences, would be misleading and premature
(Livingston 1983). Some taxa are expected to have large living populations on
the north side of the river due to the proximity of the mesic Okanogan
Highlands, others on the south side of the river due to the proximity of the
xeric Columbia Plateau. Rare taxa, those that occur In low frequencies,
usually willI not be found In smallI assemblages (Wolff 1975). As anticipated
from previous work In the Columbia Basin (Osborne 1953), many of the nominal
patterns previously noted disappearred when the larger assemblages were
Included In the analysis. However, variations In relative abundances between
the north and south side of the river remain to varying degrees, depending on \,

how the assemblages are quantifiled.

Artiodecty Is S, %..

Six genera of artiodactyls were recognized In the archaeological
assemblages. Of these six, one (giui c.ab.al lu) Is an Introduced domesticate.
Of the remaining f ive, three (Cnryua ,.laphusa, l cJa .nad*nis, Bison bison)
are no longer found In the project area, and one (Aniljc~rn amearJ~na) Is .

.~~~~S . .
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now near the area only because it was reintroduced In the UmatlIla, Oregon and
Hanford, Washington regions. The biogeography of the remaining genus of

artlodactyl (Odocolleus) Is poorly understood archaeologically In eastern
Washington in spite of the fact that It is often the most abundant mammalian

food resource represented In archaeological sites.
The biogeography of deer is poorly understood primarily because It Is

extremely difficult to distinguish the two species of deer from the elements
commonly preserved In archaeological sites. The probable species of deer was
determined, using discriminant analysis, for as many of the project deer
specimens as possible. Fifty-two mandibles were Identified to the species

level using this multivariate technique. Although this admittedly Is a small

sample, It Is the first of any appreciable size for the Columbia Plateau. The
ratio between deer identifled as mule deer (Odocolleu hemlonus) and those
Identified as white-tailed deer (D. vyIJ9gnJanu) is 1:1.5, 1:1.6, and 1:1.5

for Coyote Creek, Hudnut and Kartar Phases respectively (Table 12-4). The
prehistoric stability of the ratio of mule deer to white-tailed deer Is

undeniable, yet modern wildlife survey data show the white-tailed deer as rare
local migrants (Erickson et al. 1977:174). The abundance of white-tailed deer
In the archaeological assemblages may reflect a pattern of hunting In the
uplands or a loss of white-tailed deer near the river associated with the loss

of riparian habitats.

Table 12-4. Ratio of mule deer to white-tailed

deer by phase.

.,. Odoo '.,, ty ".,Phase haafu I1;4o i-n.-R" -

i' -r'pT IN0
CoyoCe Creek 2 8 181.5

Hudnut 14 13 11.6

Krta 4 11..5

However the concurrent loss of other artiodactyls (antelope, sheep,

bison, elk) suggests that the decrease In white-tailed deer Is part of a more

extensive environmental phenomenon. Decline or extirpation of Indigeneous

artiodactyl populations has been attributed to Introduction of firearms
(Suckley and Cooper 1860:135, Schalk and Cleveland 1983:39-41), Introduction
of domestic livestock and usurpation of their natural habitats by

Euroamericans (Cowan 1936, US Army Corps of Engineers 1975:51). While It Is
entirely possible, and probable, that Euroamerlcan settlement had an adverse
effect on the local artiodactyl populations, an alternative, or ancillary,

explanation of the demise of the artiodactyls Is offered below. Whatever the
cause, It Is clear that the Indlgeneous artiodactyl fauna In the project area

was more diverse throughout the prehistoric period than It Is now.

S.*N...** .... . ..:
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Small Namals

Assessing biogeographic changes in small mammal taxa is also made

difficult by the lack of a modern basis for comparison. An attempt was made

to survey the small mammals on one of the sites (45-OK-2) during the summer of
1982. The effort was abandoned after two unsuccessful nights. Lack of

success was attributed to full moon and high water, which may have flooded
most burrows and nest sites. Published surveys also Indicate low return on
trap nights expended. Erickson et al. (1977) report spending September 3 to
October 17, 1974 and July 15-28, 1975 trapping in the area. Averaged over

the three habitat types studied, their return was 3.26 animals per 100 trap ',A.
nights. They succeeded in capturing Individuals of Paromvsus mniLulatu
(72% of total captures), P nathus .ryu (20% of total captures), Neotoma

cinerea, M1icrotus mQntanu Eutamlas mlnimus and L amoenus. Examination of .- .
raptor nests and raptor pellets added Thomomys talp es. Lfguru ur~tauLs.
Reithrodontomvs magalotis and Sorex sp. to the census of species. As they '

noted, however, the taxa identified as raptor prey may have been hunted beyond :.A

the study area (Erickson et al. 1977). Their conclusion, as was my own, was
that much of the project area currently supports a meager population of smal I -
mammals, especially during and after the peak of summer heat and dryness.

The rodents Identified In the archaeological assemblages present the
appearance of a community somewhat different from that observed by Erickson et
al. (1977). The most abundant rodent In most of these archaeological
assemblages Is Thomomy taljoldes and second in abundance Is ftaronauw

par.yu. Euta±LAs mlnlmus, L amoenus, and Relthrodontomys magaJ.QL were not
recognized in any of the archaeological assemblages. These differences may be
due to the differences in recovery techniques used to obtain the modern and : -
prehistoric records, and the ethology of the species In question, rather than
faunal turnover or changes in the environment In the last 4-5000 years.
Thomomys and Per gnhus are the most lIkely of all the rodents to become

preserved in archaeological deposits as a result of their burrowing behavior, ::''. -
but are not easy to capture wIth conventional lIve or snap traps. Permm'u.

Is often the most abundant rodent in a living fauna, and Is quite easy to -

capture In a baited trap. However, their surface dwelling habits leave them

more vulnerable to predators or scavangers than to preservation in
archaeological deposits.

Modern wildlife surveys of the area found, not unexpectedly, limited .

numbers of beaver (Castor cananJi) and muskrat (Ondatrn zjbJ.ca). The ..

modern unstable water levels periodical ly flood the houses and burrows of
these aquatic mammals or Isolate them from water, rendering them vulnerable to

drowning or predation (Erickson et al. 1977:237). In tributaries to the main
channel, however, they still flourish, their populations sometimes reaching

such high densities that fur trapping, rather than being detrimental to ,.,.-

population stability, reduces competition arong Individuals and preserves the

value of their pelts (D. Stewart, personal communication). .
Most specimens of furbearing rodents are in Type I sites, which are the .. ''

most complex sites with the largest faunal assemblages. It Is uncertain

whether the occurrence of the furbearers Is a function of site location,

' -..
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cultural activities at the site, or an increase in taxonomic diversity with
the Increase in overall sample size of the faunal assemblage (Jones, Grayson,
and Beck 1984). Furbearing rodents occur in all phases In very low numbers,
suggesting that the animals lived in the area throughout the period of time
represented In the sites. The low frequency of these taxa in the sites may
reflect low population densities of furbearlng rodents near the sites when the
Columbia River was a fast flowing river. If the main prehistoric furbearlng
rodent populations were located on tributaries away from the main channel, as
are modern populations, they may have been more abundant and used more
frequently than Indicated by their occurrence in these archaeological
assemblages; their low frequency of representation may simply reflect skinning
and/or butchering away from the floodplain sites.

It has been observed that both rabbits (Sylvilaaus) and hares (.Lepus)
now occur In surprisingly low numbers In the project area (Erickson et al.
1977:233), especially on the north side of the river (personal observation).
The low frequency of sitlngs of leporlds may be a function of the time during
which survey occurred. The small leporld populations during the 1970's has %

been attributed to high numbers of coyotes; when the coyote poulatlon Is
suppressed, as during the recent parvovirus epidemic, the leporid population
Increased (D. Stewart, personal communication). Observation of large numbers
of hares on the south side of the river during the parvovirus epidemic
supports the contention that high population densities can be achieved by
leporlds In this area. However, the hares observed were Lepuga gIffr __J. u
(Payne et al. 1976), a species thought to have Invaded Washington around the
turn of the century (Couch 1927). The response of this recent Immigrant to
local environmental conditions may not be representative of past population
dynamics of the indigeneous species.

The archaeological record for leporids in this area Is minimal. The 4.

extremely small number of leporid elements in all time periods and all sites
resembles the current low numbers. Alternative explanations for the low
frequency of archaeological leporids Include: 1) leporld numbers were
suppressed throughout the last 5-6,000 years by high coyote populations, 2)
leporids were not used by prehistoric human populations, 3) leporids were used .*.
by prehistoric people In a manner that Is archaeologically Invisible, or 4)
leporlds have never been abundant in the project area. That 16% of all the
leporld elements recovered from the archaeological sites are burned suggests
the second alternative above Is unlikely. The available evidence offers no
way of choosing among the other three alternatives; It is suggested here that
the alternatives are not mutually exlusive and may all have been factors
contributing to the low frequency of leporl elements in project sites. The
relative scarcity of leporlds In other eastern Washington archaeological
faunas suggests that the reasons for low abundance are regional In scale.

Carn I vores

The archaeological assemblages contain four species of canids (Cnis ~ ~ 4

iJZL@D1, .Q JJuJRlA .Q familiarls and YulJJe Yu2eJJJ), two species of bear
(Ursus arcto, UJ, americanus), six species of mustel Ids (Lutre cnann1' ..

.'. 4,-...
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Martes americana, p. ennanti. Mustela frenata, 5JaxiL axs U Mnephitis

meohJtls) and at least one species of Lyj%. This Is a large and varied series

of carnivores in view of both the geographic location and open nature of these

sites. Some of these taxa are cosmopol Itan (L. I.nran s . renata, taxuj,
MH. ephitis, J) or prefer riverine habitats (L canadensis). They probably _I

lived near the archaeological sites in the past as they do today. Others,
such as uLps vuipes. Ursus arctos Martes americana, and &. pnnantl are now
found in more remote habitats at higher elevations. Although there Is the
possibility that some or all of these carnivores lived near the sites In the

past, at least some of the archaeological specimens show evidence of

butchering or burning Indicating human Intervention In the depositional

process. It would be purely speculative to attempt to reconstruct their past

distribution In view of the contribution of people in their deposltional L

process.

The low number of carnivores today has been attributed to the sparse
riparian development that has occurred since the river has been dammed. In

the wildlife survey conducted by Payne et al. (1975:157-158) coyote (Canis ,

latrans) and racoon (Procyon lotor) were the most commonly observed
furbearers. It Is worthy of note that despite the recovery of several
relatively rare taxa that are not expected to have lived at the elevation or ."

In the habitats afforded in the area of the sites, no elements recognized as
racoon were encountered.

Cmcl us ions

The pattern that appears to emerge, then, Is that over time there has

been a loss of species, especially those with large individuals (grizzly bear,

bison, elk, sheep, antelope). To a lesser extent there has been a loss of .

medium sized animals (wolf, marten, fisher, otter). There has also apparently
been a decrease in population size of species not totally extirpated (white-

tailed deer, fisher, marten). We are unable to assess the stabilIIty of small 
taxa.

The cause of the loss of native animals In this area cannot be determined
without additional Information. As mentioned above, one explanation that has

been suggested is the Introduction of guns and horses by Euroamerican who also '
settled the rangeland of the artiodactyls. Because ranching appears to have

been less successful in the project area than elsewhere In the Columbia
Plateau (MeinIg 1968), and early explorer records Indicate low population

densities at the time of settlement, climate may also be suggested as an
alternative factor that may have affected the Indigeneous populations prior to

Euroamerican settlement. The evidence for climatic change In the project area

Is reviewed below.

ENV IRONMENTAL INDICATORS .' 

An interdisciplinary body of data bearing on the Holocene climate of

eastern Washington has recently become available. These data Include pollen

profiles (Barnosky 1985; Blinman 1978; Davis et al. 1977; Mack et al. 1976,

* a'. a?
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1978a, 1978b, 1978c, 1979, 1983; Nickman 1979; Dalan this volume),
sedimentology (Hassan 1977) and archaeological faunas (Lyman 1984, In press; PL

Lyman and Livingston 1983; Chatters 1984). Syntheses of these data suggest
that before 9500 B.P. environmental conditions in eastern Washington were
cooler and/or molster than at present. Between 8500 B.P. and 4500 B.P. the
environment was warmer and/or drier than at present. Between 3500 B.P. and
2500 B.P. conditions apparently became similar to modern conditions In the
more arid areas, but were cooler and/or moister at higher elevations. By 2500
B.P. all areas resembled their modern environments. These conditions have
remained relatively stable into historic times, with the possible exception of
a slightly more arid episode between 1500 B.P. and 500 B.P. (Lyman In press,
Chatters 1984, Schalk et al. 1983, Nehringer 1985). For the most part these
reconstructions represent filling in of the details of a general trend of
Increasing warmth and dryness, Interrupted by cool, moist Intervals suggested
by Butler (1978). However, rather than recognizing the cool, moist Intervals
as Interruptions; recent environmental reconstructions tend to emphasize the
hot, dry episodes which are seen as droughts (eg. Schalk et al. 1983).
Because water is apparently a major limiting factor in the productivity of
much of eastern Washington, especially In arid areas such as the Pasco Basin
(Schalk et al. 1983), emphasizing the dry periods is a logical approach when '.
the data permit recognition of droughts.

Although there are very definite differences between the archaeological
* faunas and the modern faunal communities In the project area as discussed

above, the following section shows no obvious regional environmental changes,
other than a possible gradual warming/drying trend, can be Identified in these
faunal assemblages. Evidence for environmental change or stabil Ity as

reflected In the relative abundance of particular taxa Is reviewed for the
- small mammal and artIodactyl categories. Because many of the taxa are

deposited naturally In the sites, small mammals are potentially the best
environmental indicators. The carnivores are not considered because of small

sample sizes and the probabllIIty that they were transported by people from
some distance. As discussed above, a number of carnivore taxa found in the " '
archaeological assemblages are not currently found In the project area. Some," ,' ";"

such as Martes a a and HM, ennantl and other mustel Ids probably never
lived In the area of the sites, but were captured in the uplands and brought

back to the sites by people. It is harder to make a case for transport of
artlodactyl taxa such as bison, elk, sheep and antelope. Although these taxa
were obviously Incorportated into the archaeological assemblages by people,
their current range Is so far from the vicinity of the sites and their
carcasses are so large that it Is unlikely that they were transported to the
sites from their modern range. The frequency and relative skeletal
completeness of occurrence of some of these taxa suggest they were procured
from much closer to the sites than their modern range.

Small species with relatively small geographic ranges and narrow
environmental tolerances provide the best faunal Indicators of 'ast

Np.
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environmental conditions. The smaller mammals are general ly considered a more

rel lable source of environmental data because it Is more likely they were
Introduced by natural rather than human mechanisms, and thus to reflect

environmental changes rather than changes In human preferences or activity

patterns. Unfortunately, open sites such as those excavated In the Chief

Joseph Project do not provide favorable conditions for the accumulation,

preservation and recovery of the remains of small, environmentally sensitive
taxa. While this does not mean that Indications of environmental change are

lacking, It does mean the data are less than Ideal and as a result the changes

seen will not appear pronounced. Further, In most cases the elements .

recovered from these sites were not ones that allow species level .

Identification. Most of the small taxa In the project area are monospecIfic
genera (larmota. Pergnathus. Thomomys. Peromyscus. Jgrus, Neotoma). But
several genera may have had more than one species living In the area ("-"ui'

Sylvllagu s . icrotus. S erpDhluS). When more than one species of a given
genus Is represented In an assemblage, further masking of evidence of

environmental change may occur as a result of undetected shifts between . A
species within a genus. Inferences drawn from taxa with larger Individuals k

are subject to the same kinds of problems. Further, It Is often Impossible to ,.' .

determine whether observed changes In relative abundances of larger taxa over ..

tIme reflect adjustment of the taxon to changed envIronmental condItIons, ..
changes In man-animal interaction, or changes In man-animal relationships
caused by environmental change.

Indication of past environmental effects on the faunal assemblages from
these 18 sites may take one of two forms: replicative sequences from site to
site, or reservoir wide shifts In relative abundances through time. Seeking

replicative sequences In this set of assemblages Is difficult because most of
the site sequences are short or composed of such small assemblages that it
cannot be determined whether differences In the assemblages amount to anything
more than the vagaries of sampling. Reservoir-wide shifts In relative

abundances may be seen by combining comparably aged assemblages from all
sites. Creating such aggregated assemblages assumes that all Included

subassemblages were drawn from a uniform regional fauna. For the most part

this assumption Is reasonable given the close proximity and basic similarity
In present environments of each of the sites. This procedure may, however,

incorporate taphonomic or synchronic environmental differences that mask
environmental differences over time or create the appearance of changes that

did not occur. When both approaches are applied to the same data set, and
similar trends are observed, greater confidence may be placed In the results.

Only one site, 45-0K-11, had a large enough sample of small mammals
distributed across more than one phase to allow differences in relative_" -;

abundances to be seen. The relative abundances of six taxa of small mammals
Indicate that environmental conditions at 45-OK-11 were relatively cooler

and/or moister during the Kartar Phase (7000-4000 B.P.) occupation than during

the Hudnut Phase (4000-2000 B.P.) occupation (Table 12-5). Because almost all
Kartar Phase materials recovered In this project are from 45-OK-1i, It is not -.,&
possible to check this trend against the record from other project area sites.

Other sites with Kartar phase components have very small faunal assemblages.

-== .4 4
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Table 12-5. Relative abundance of small mammals
at 45-0K-I1 by phase.

Hudnut Kartar

NISP _S Nlisp

Thamuu 60 37.5 507 85.1
Peroanathus 91 56.9 244 31.3
IPro"vscuo 4 2.5 14 1.8
Ncrotus 1 .8 14 1.9
Leaur 3 1.9 a 0.0
Neoto 1 .6 0 0.0

TotaL 160 779

No pronounced change Is apparent between the Hudnut and Coyote Creek
Phases In small mammal representation, even in sites with large samples. At

45-OK-258 the only environmentally sensitive taxon for which there Is an
appreciable change Is Lagjrus but the difference is less than 4% (Table 12-6).
At 45-OK-2 a similar picture emerges (Table 12-7). The slight shift In the
relative abundances of Thomomvs and Pentgnathus might be due simply to the

older phase being from deeper deposits in the burrowing range of Thomoms.
The most significant change is the slight Increase In abundance of Lnguru ! inthe Coyote Creek Phase assemblage. The general lack of change observed could

Indicate environmental stability over the last 4000 years. Alternatively, it

could be due to Including the drought seen by others at 1500-500 B.P. with the

cooler, wetter time before and after It Into one phase (Coyote Creek).

Table 12-6. Relative abundance of small mammals

-. at 45-OK-258 by phase.

T Coyote Creek Hudnut~Tuxon
NISP X N %SP

Thomom" 31 43.7 107 46.9

Peroanethua 29 40.8 90 39.5

- Porontvcuu 5 7.6 24 10.5 1/.

M.crotu 3 4.2 6 2.6
Leauru' 3 4.2 1 .4
Total 71 228

Table 12-7. Relative abundance of small mammals
at 45-OK-2 by phase.

Coyote Creek Hudnut
Texan 1S 4S I

' -I -- N-PI NZS

Thopouw. 62 53.9 219 70.6
Peroonethue 40 34.8 69 22.3 ' J
Peromyscus 3 2.6 11 3.5 "
"lcrotus 5 4.3 7 2.3 "'

'I.. Leaurus 5 4.3 2 .6
Neot a 0.0 2 .6

TotaL 115 310

New
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Using the alternative approach suggested above, all assemblages for each
time perJod were combined Into a project wide assemblage (Table 12-8). In the
project wide analysis the same taxa were Included as In the previous two ,
tables. The same trends appear In this table as In the previous analyses. 4,N
There is a higher proportion of Thomoms In the older/deeper assemblages, and
a relative Increase In PIrggnathus In the later assemblages. There Is also a
continuous Increase in Lgunus through time.

Table 12-8. Relative abundance of small mammals by "-
phase for all sites.

Coyote Creek Hudnut Kerter

xisp % NISP N ISP Z

Thomouv 215 41.9 848 67.1 399 77.6
Peroonethue 189 36.8 256 20.3 75 14.6
Peromuscus 25 4.9 74 5.9 19 3.5

2crotu 26 5.1 27 2.1 3 0.8' ..

Leaurus 51 9.9 58 4.6 17 3.3
Meat 7 1.4 1 0.1 2 0.4

Total 513 1264 514

A gradual warming and drying through time could be Inferred from the
changes In relative abundance of small taxa. The clearest change In abundance
of small mammals Is In the gophers and pocket mice. Gophers decrease from
over 70% of the early small mammals assemblages to 30% of the late p'V-1
assemblages. Pocket mice, on the other hand, tend to show a fairly steady
trend of increasing abundance through time. While these two taxa tend to .

prefer slightly different habitats in terms of effective moisture, it must be
kept In mind that gophers burrow much deeper, and consequently would be
expected to occur in greater abundances In the deeper deposits. These deeper
deposits tend to be where the older assemblages are found. In other words,
the relative abundances of pocket mice and gophers may be more tightly
correlated with depth than with time and surface environmental conditions .
(Szueter 1982).

There also Is a general tendency for sagebrush voles (Lgurus curtatus) -.
to be found in Increasing numbers through time. .LngiLrs Is the most reliable
Indicator of environments In these assemblages because there is no indication
that people were Involved In the deposition of this taxon, it Is a
monospecific genera, and all sites lie on the lower boundry of its modern
elevational range (Johnson 1948). If conditions were such that habitats
either Improved or worsened for this species the result would be a change In -.

abundance relative to other taxa with slightly different requirements.
Lagur. prefers habitats of dry sagebrush with little grass, while most
species of Microtus prefer marshy or grassy habitats. Microtus appears to
maintain a fairly stable and low abundance throughout, Increasing only
slightly through time. The increase In .Lagurus then, may Indicate a gradual
drying and loss of grassland through time.

,7 .. .
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Artilod-,atyIs

The only general trend that can be seen In the overall analysis of the '"

total artiodactyl assemblage, compiled by time Intervals for all project
sites (Table 12-9) Is the loss of the larger taxa. Loss of the artiodactyls
in eastern Washington Is a widely recognized phenomenon (Dalquest 1948, Ingles
1965, Lyman and Livingston 1983). The disappearance of these large mammals
has generally been attributed to the effects of Euroamerican settlement as
discussed above. The overgrazing explanation has been used to account for ,
changes seen in the vegetation In the upper part of pollen cores. Overgrazing
is generally seen as an Increase in Chenopodlinae which is Interpreted as a -

proliferation of weedy species Invading after the destruction of the natural
bunchgrass vegetation. A peak In Chenopodlinae at or shortly after contact
has been observed In the cores from Wildcat Lake (Davis et al. 1977), Goose
Lake, and Rex Grange Lake (Dalan, Chapter 3 and Appendix C).

Table 12-9. Relative abundance of artiodactyls by

phase for all sites.

Coyote Creek Hudnut Kartar
Taxon '

N P NISP % NISPI % ,.

Cervus 17 0.4 65 1.2 26 1.3
OdocoiLeus 3444 83.6 4505 85.1 1501 76.8
Anti Locepra 155 3.8 36 0.7 59 3.0
Ovis Soo 12.1 670 12.7 359 18.4
Bison 2 0.1 15 0.3 10 0.5

TotaL 4118 5291 1955

o .P "'.

In the Rufus Woods Lake area, however, overgrazing may not have been a . .

major factor In the decimation of the native artiodactyls. There Is no
evidence that large herds of domestic livestock were ever pastured in this
area. Horses were the f.rst domestic ungulate In the Columbia Basin, arriving
late in the 17th century (Haines 1938). The project area is thought to have
been too arid for horses to thrive, and apparently the San Poll and Nespelem

- were not greatly Influenced in their social or subsistence activities by the
introduction of horses. The demand for cattle In this area began about 1855,

-.. but by 1885 much of the range land was still available for homestead. When
the reservation was opened for non-Indian homesteading In the 1890s, it was
found to be more profitable for wheat than cattle, but most land along the
river was not settled until after the turn of the century. The sheep Industry
in the Columbia Basin paralleled the cattle Industry. The Dawes Act In 1887
probably marked the beginning of the greatest grazing Impact on the project
area. This act allowed non-Indians to lease reservation land from tribal
members. The leases made It profitable for Euroamericans to transport their
livestock Into the reservation for summer pasturage (Melnig 1968, see also
Thomas et al. 1984 for a summary of the historic land use in the project

area). By the time there is evidence for any appreciable number of domestic
animals in the project area (mid 1800s) it Is apparent that at least some of

.
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the native artiodactyls had already been decimated. There is little or no

reference In Journals of the explorers and trappers to bison, elk, or antelope

living In the Columbia Basin at the time of contact.
The same phenomena could also be attributed to a gradual and continuous

warming and drying trend during the last few thousand years that resulted in a

loss of grassland and riparian habitats preferred by these taxa. At this

point It Is impossible to distinguish between the two possibilities. What is
apparent Is that the early (Kartar) and late (Coyote Creek) phases are both

lower In taxonomic richness than the intervening (Hudnut) phase. However, the
samples for the middle assemblages are much larger. What may appear to be

less diverse assemblages may simply be the effects of smaller sample sizes
failIng to pick up the rarer taxa (Jones, Grayson, and Beck 1984). On the

other hand, the middle (Hudnut) assemblages are less evenly distributed across

taxa. In Hudnut assemblages deer represent a greater proportion of the

artIodacty Is. Thus, while the Hudnut assemblages are larger, a llowing them to '

pick up more of the rare taxa, the abundances are very unevenly distributed

among the taxa.
Relative abundances of species of deer show a similar trend towards loss

of evenness between prehistoric and hIstoric faunas. Throughout all three A -'P
prehistoric phases the ratio of mule deer (Qdocolleus hemlonus) to white- -., 44
tailed deer (0.., vlralnanus) was between 1:1.5 and 1:1.7 (Table 12-4). Modern r. ,

wildlife survey data indicate that not only has the ratio shifted In favor of .. "
the mule deer, but white-tailed deer are now considered rare local migrants In

the area of the sites (Erickson et al. 1977, Table 8.2). Recent white-tailed
deer are known to have retreated upslope leaving lower elevation ranges to be
taken over by mule deer throughout much of the Southwest (Brown and Henry

1981). Little is known of the nature of deer population species ratios for

the Columbia Plateau or the intervening Great Basin as most deer recorded in * ..

historic times are mule deer, and archaeological deer elements have seldom

been laentifled to the species level.

White-tailed deer apparently were abundant over much of Washington until .

about 1875, after which time they rapidly disappeared. Again, the demise of

this species has been attributed to hunting and land use practices associated
with white settlers (Cowan 1936, Bailey 1936, Scheffer 1940). It Is

Interesting to note, however, that white-tailed deer In the eastern U.S. tend
,, follow the settlement of range lands. Their populations have been known to

Increase to nuisance levels when farm fields and livestock feed are raided.
The minor Impact of the acquisition of horses and the lack of success of

cattle ranching In this area, along with the meager early records of native ,.
artlodactyls In the Columbia Plateau suggests that decimation of the large

mammals may have begun prior to attempts to Introduce domestic livestock into M-'*

the region. The cause of the decline in artiodactyl populations remains

unknown, but it Is suggested here that the factors leading to decline in the .,

native artlodactyls may be the same as those that precluded successful cattle

ranching In the 19th century. It Is possible that the aboriginal grassland
prairies that supported the native herds were already declining and unable to 

%

support the populations of grazing animals that had previously lived In the
Columbia Plateau.

R °.
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Study of the reduction of white-tailed deer populations In the Southwest
has suggested that vegetational changes, livestock overgrazing, and/or range-
fire suppression favored mule deer over white-tailed deer (Anthony and Smith
1977). It has also been demonstrated that April-June drought Is an Important
factor affecting the mortality of white-tailed deer while mule deer are
better able to exploit fluctuating wet and dry winters and are better adapted
to aria conditions (Anthony 1976). Declining white-tailed deer populations In
Arizona appear to coincide with Incidences of seasonal drought and/or heavy
livestock grazing. Population fluctuations may result in extinction of small
Isolated populations and usurption of vacated habitats by mule deer that are . ,

better adapted to the drier conditions. Livestock overgrazing Increases the
effects of drought by removing herbaceous cover resulting in decreased
effectiveness of summer precipitation and Increased evapotransporation rates
(Cable 1980).

The relative abundance of mountain sheep (Oyl cnadensis) decreases
through time (Table 12-9) from 18.4% of the total artiodactyls in the Kartar
Phase to 12.7$ in the Hudnut Phase and 12.1% In the Coyote Creek Phase. They
are now extirpated In the project area. The timing and cause of their demise
Is unknown, but can be fairly narrowly restricted to the late prehistoric-
early historic period. Study of recent sheep in Montana has revealed a
phenomenon similar to that described above for white-tailed deer: early
summer-fal drought has an extremely detrimental effect on lactating ewes and
newborn lambs. Val ley bottoms and southfaclng slopes where the first green
forbs appear In the spring were determined to be the most Important range In
terms of reproductive success for the Montana sheep (Brown 1979). The same
may have been true for the project area sheep. Whether their population was
decimated by spring/summer droughts or the Impact of Euroamericans or both, Is
Impossible to determine. What Is apparent Is that sheep were at one time not
only a subsistence resource, but a stable part of the faunal community in the
project area.

onclusions

There Is no clear cut, unequivocal faunal evidence for environmental
change In the project area during the period of human occupancy. There are
some sl Ight differences In taxonomic composition of the faunal assemblages
from various time Intervals that appear not to be associated with the size of
the recovered samples or other analytical vagaries. Whether these are due to
changes In the nature of human exploitation or environmental changes Is
uncertain. If the changes reflected in the faunal data are a result of
changes In environment, they appear not to have been major climatic
differences, but perhaps a gradual overall warming or drying trend that may
reflect a seasonal shift In the timing of precipitation. Alternatively, they ,-,
could indicate more localized site-specific changes in the environment such as
the river shifting In Its bed changing the edaphic environment near a site
which would In turn affect the plant and animal populations living In the
Immediate area. Fire, likewise, could have destroyed a vegetation community
that was supporting a faunal community that was contributing elements to a

.J 7.,0
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particular archaeological assemblage. Regional, short term, flooding or
drought such as occurred In the 1920s could easily decimate a local animal
population that had been exploited by humans, resulting in subsistence

resource procurement occurring further from the site. A shift In the location
of subsistence resource procurement might entail a slight shift in relative

abundance of taxa Introduced Into the site either as a result of differences

In animals captured or differential transport of preservable parts to the

sites.

The decline In the grassland and riparian vegetation that supported
prehistoric animal populations may have begun early in the project area In .: .-.-.

response to a climatic episode of less effective moisture. Whether the $y J
episode was long term and gradual, one major short-term episode, or a series

of recurrent episodes cannot be Inferred from this data set.
If, In fact, the climate in the Rufus Woods Reservoir was gradually -,.

warming and/or drying throughout the period recorded In these archaeological

deposits (6000 B.P.-contact) the expected response of the faunal community
would be a trend toward taxa with more xeric habitat preferences and a loss of

those dependent on reliable mesic habitats. This trend is apparent, If not

pronounced, In the Chief Joseph fauna In the Increase in P JrQgnathu and

LiagJuru and the loss of the grazing artiodactyl taxa and those dependent on
spring forbs.

SEASONAL ITY

One of the archaeological Issues we had hoped to address with the faunal

remains Is season of site use. Reconstruction of prehistoric subsistence and
settlement patterns often relies on determining the season(s) of the year
during which particular sites were occupied. In the site report series a

fairly standard approach was taken, with reservations, to seasonal
Interpretation of the available data. Although the faunal remains can make a

major contribution to the reconstruction of seasonal patterns of land use In
the project area as Initial ly hoped, the seasonal ity data are more complex
than anticipated and do not allow simple Inferences. The large number of
analytic zones providing faunal assemblages containing seasonal data provide
an opportunity unprecedented In Plateau archaeology to examine some of Issues
Involved In Inferring season of site use.

Assumpt ions

Estimating seasonal ity of site occupation from faunal data relies on

ecological and ethnographic analogy (Monks 1981). Seasonality data Indicate .
the season the animal died; the season the site was used by people Is an
Inference. The assumption that the season of death of animals In an
archaeological assemblage Indicates the season that people used the site has ". ?'
two potential sources of error. The first Involves the question of whether

the species used as seasonal ity Indicators were deposited as a result of human
activity. In the site report series we have argued that the taxa used to

assess seasonal ity were deposited by cultural mechanisms based on evidence of

•.- .**°
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butchering or burning. A second potential source of error In estimating
seasonal ity concerns whether an animal was killed and eaten Immediately or if
it was stored and then consumed (Monks 1981). Because there Is extensive

reference to drying and storing fish In the ethnographIc literature (Ray 1932;
Post 1938), and because It was generally Impossible to Identify the species of
fl;h elements, the presence of anadromous fish has not been used here as an
Indicator of season of site use. Still, we have no way of knowing that fish
were In fact stored In the past. Nor can we argue that other taxa used to

Infer seasonal ity were not stored.
The seasonal data used Include two kinds of Indicators. First, If the

age at death of seasonally reproducing animals Is known, the season the animal

died can be calculated, assuming there has been no change over time In the
season of birth. Second, the season of human activity can be Inferred from
the presence of seasonally active taxa using the assumption that animals whose

. activity patterns are clImatically control led were active and available for
4" capture by people only during the same seasons In the past and were captured
')' only when active. Grayson (1983) and Grayson and Thomas (1983) argued that

Inferring seasonal ity on the basis of taxa available during only part of the
year Is risky at best due not only to the fact that we know that modern

communities and populations may not be representative of past communities and
populations, but also because seasonal activity In taxa such as migratory
waterfowl only shift in abundance from season to season. Only In cases of
rare species does a species truly become unavailable. While Grayson and

Thomas based their caution on an example of migratory waterfow I, we must
acknowledge that the same argument holds true for the taxa that were used In
these assemblages: marmots, ground squirrels, and painted turtles. Modern
marmots and ground squirrels hibernate and estivate when climatic conditions

become too extreme (either too hot or too cold) for their comfort. In
extremely mild years they may be active much longer than in years that are
very hot or very cold. Further, all identified turtle elements are shell,

which may have been curated for tool or ornament manufacture.
The other kind of data considered In suggesting season of site occupation

Is age at death for Individuals of taxa with a known season of birth. Three
txa for which butchering evidence Indicated people were the primary agent of
deposition were used: deer, sheep, and antelope. Age at death for
artiodactyl mandibles was determined by tooth eruption or molar wear
(Severinghaus 1949, Robinette et al. 1957, Cowan 1940, Dow and Wright 1962).
Determining the age of Individuals in this manner has I Imitations, some of
which were discussed In the Research Design (Campbell 1984). For the purposes
of this discussion we accept that age determination Is val Id, but keep In mind
there may be an error factor of up to ±3 months for older Individuals (see
Chaplin and White 1969 for a discussion of this problem).

In addition to the numerous assumptions which must be made to I Ink season

of death of Individual animals to season of site use, determination of
seasonal iy Is subject to the same problems and biases as other kinds of
faunal analyses. In particular, sample size and sampling biases play a large
role. When only one or a few animals are ageable, season of site occupation
appears to be a fairly straight forward Inference: the site was apparently

VQ
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used during the season when the animal(s) died, accepting for the sake .

argument that no storage occurred. However, as the sample becomes larger, th---...
portion of the year during which It may be inferred that the site was occupied
Increases, until a point is reached at which It appears the site was occupied

year round. At most sites, the shortest Indicated span of site occupation
occurs in the analytic zones with the smallest samples of seasonal data,
evidence of year round site occupation Is found in analytic zones with the

largest samples of seasonal Indicators. Again, as In using seasonally active

taxa, it should not be inferred that the site was not occupied during seasons
not represented in the faunal assemblage. The absence of Indicators of

specific seasons may alternatively indicate that the taxa used during those
seasons are not seasonally sensitive in an archaeologically visible manner,
that they were not Introduced Into the site, or that they did not preserve
(Monks 1981:226).

The appearance of year round occupation In assemblages with large

samples of ageable artiodactyls suggests the necessity of a consideration of
how the number of seasonal Ity Indicators recovered may Influence the seasons
indicated. Common sense tel Is us that If a site was occupied for only a short

span of the year, only a very small assemblage of bones will have been
deposited by people. The shorter amount of time the site was occupied and the

fewer bonns deposited, the less opportunity there would be for seasonally
sensitive material to get deposited. The longer people lived at a site, the
more bones would get deposited and consequently *he greater the chance of

seasonally Indicative elements. This is, in fact, the basic principle upon
which all seasonal ity Inferences are based. However, the relationship between
seasonal Indicators, size of a recovered faunal sample and seasonal ity of site
use is not necessarily simple.

Effects of Sample Size - '

Many factors, such as recovery biases, preservation, nature of the

mechanism of deposition, or nature of the population sampled, as well as
seasonal site use, may be reflected In the seasonal data recovered. Before
attempting to ascertain which factor(s) determined the nature and distribution
of any sample of seasonal Indicators It Is Important to recognize that the
relationship between seasonal Indicators, sample size and annual length of

site use Is also explainable In statistical terms. The larger the sample of
seasonally sensitive elements, the more likely all seasons will be -

represented. For instance, if we had recovered only the two ageable deer In
the Coyote Creek Phase component at 45-OK-258 (Figure 12-5), we have evidence
of site use during a maximum of two months, August and October. We might
Infer that the site was occupied during September due to the Inaccuracies In
the method, or we might simply say the site was used during late summer-early -.

fall. However, Inclusion of the sheep data radically changes the picture. .o..'
The sheep In this assemblage apparently died In April, May, July, and October. .
We now have evidence of site use that extends through spring, summer, and
early fall. Yet, for only one month Is there more than one specimen
indicating use of the site during that month. The histogram from the Hudnut

. . . .. . , ,='I,, -" . . .. . . . I 1" .• - I
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Phase component (Figure 12-5) makes the nature of the possible distribution of -

seasonality data In these assemblages more apparent. In contrast to the
Coyote Creek Phase assemblage, the 31 ageabIe deer mandibIes In the Hudnut
Phase assemblage at 45-OK-258 Indicate site use during all months of the year
with the exception of May. There Is a peak In the distribution during mid-
fall (October). Adding the single ageable sheep does little to change the
nature of the distribution.

Considering the effects of size of the sample of seasonal Indicators on
the estimation of seasonal ity Is not novel. Monks (1981:225) suggested that
to assess the reliability of seasonality estimates faunal samples should be
evaluated In terms of the reliability of the MNI value upon whIch they are
based using the technique of partitioning the curve defining the relationship
of MNI to MNI/NISP (Grayson 1978). It is conceded here that MNI is the
measure of abundance from which seasonality assessments should be made to ,.'
avoid the possibility of concluding there are many Indicators for a given .

season because there are many elements of the same Individual. However, size
of the total assemblage is not necessarily a concern In determining
seasonality, rather it Is the number of elements of seasonally sensitive txa
that Is at issue. There may be a tight correspondence between the two
measures, total sample size and number of seasonally indicative elements. In
fact, in these assemblages there Is a correlation of rs=0.60 (0.1>p>O.05).
However it is conceivable that we could recover an assemblage consisting
almost entirely of seasonally sensitive elements, for instance a deposit
containing a preponderance of very young birds (Howard 1929) or a kill site
(Wheat 1972). Or, we could conceive of a large assemblage containing almost
nothing of seasonal Importance, for Instance an assemblage containing mostly
rodents and lagomorphs (e.g. Grayson 1983). In either of these cases the
total size of the sample would be Irrelevant, but clearly the number of
seasonally Indicative elements recovered Is of Interest. It Is in this
respect that the Chief Joseph faunal data Is disappointing In terms of
determining season of site use. Even though there are over 25,000 Identified
specimens, only In a very few analytic zones is the sample of seasonally
sensitive specimens large enough to draw firm conclusions.

The effects of the size of the sample of seasonally sensitive elements
recovered are apparent in the Chief Joseph faunal data. Comparison of the
5easonal ity data from the Hudnut and Coyote Creek Phase components at 45-OK-
258 suggests that It Is not possible to make rel Iable Inferences from this
kind of data until there are enough specimens to allow the possibility of at..
least one specimen per portion of the year (months were used In this
analysis). When a very large sample of seasonal ity data is available, such as

for the Hudnut Phase component at 45-OK-258, It may be represented as a
histogram showing the abundance of animals representing activity at the site
for each month. The series of histograms in Figure 12-5 shows the
distribution of seasonal data for all sites from which ageable artiodactyls .'

were recovered. This means that for components with small assemblages It Is .

Impossible to determine whether seasons represented are the peaks of a
relative frequency curve or a random sampling of a more even distribution
representing year round occupation. Once a pattern Is apparent in the ._.
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frequency curve, as In the large assemblages (the Hudnut Phase component at
45-OK-258; the Kartar Phase component at 45-OK-11; Zone 2 at 45-OK-4; Zone 2
at 45-OK-250), It may be reasonable to make comparisons of differences seen in
the seasonal ity data. For Instance, in the zones listed above, with the
exception of Zone 2 at 45-OK-4, artIodactyls were apparently most heavIly -
hunted during the fall. In Zone 2 at 45-OK-4 the most abundant evidence for
artiodactyl hunting Indicates most of the animals were killed in the spring.

While the distribution of aged artlodactyls may In fact represent
seasonal site occupation, It may also reflect seasonal availability of the
animals near the site, or seasonal shifts in hunting patterns, (e.g.
preference for hunting deer In the fall because they are fatter). Because
there is evidence in the seasonal ity data that most of the sites with many
seasonally sensitive elements were occupied year round It is more probable
that the higher relative abundance of indicators during given seasons are
reflecting either seasonal animal behavior or seasonal hunting behavior than
seasonal intensity of site use. The histograms will not permit the
determination of cause, they simply display the differences. Determination of

why more deer were deposited at 45-OK-4 during the spring than at any of the
other sites wIll have to come from other kinds of evidence.

,NCLUS IONS

This chapter summarized the general nature of faunal materials recovered
during salvage excavations at the Chief Joseph Dam Archaeological Project.
The primary focus has been on the nature of the assemblage Itself, especially k
the mammalian assemblage. In particular, the discussion above has addressed
analytical Issues encountered In Interpreting these faunal materials as they
relate to the interpretation of the environmental and cultural aspects of the
sites. While to some the discussion above may seem unduly critical or
cautious, the purpose of taking such an approach was to assure that
conclusions based on the faunal data are firmly grounded. Thus, while the
discussion of the faunal data In this chapter reaches few specific
conclusions, It attempts to address the practical aspects of analysis of
faunal remains that may clarify the use of the faunal data In other chapters
In this volume, and which may relate in a more general way to the use of
archaeological faunal data. In general, relating the faunal materials to the
cultural assemblages has been left to the other authors of this volume (Salo,
Chapter 6; Sanmnons-Lohse, Chapter 14; and Campbell, Chapter 15).

There are many aspects of this faunal assemblage that have not been
Investigated due to the constraints of time and resources. Mention was made
in the text above of some questions such as the effects of sampl Ing, and
skeletal element distribution that are obvious Issues that deserve further
consideration. There are surely many others, some of which have not occurred
to us. One of the primary objectives of presenting this summary Is to make
the data aval abIe with the hope that It may be of interest and use to others
concerned with the prehistory of eastern Washington.

" o..
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13. BOTANICAL ASSEMBLAGE

by Nancy A. Stenholm

Ethnographic and ethnobotanical literature (Ray 1932; Spier 1938; Teit
1930; Turner 1978, 1979; Turner et al. 1980) documents the use of a large
array of botanical materials by native people of the Upper Columbia region and , -

adjacent Okanogan Highlands. Approximately 250 species of native plants were
used, about 150 of these for non-medicinal purposes: as food, tools,
construction, cordage, dyes, fuel, adhesives, poisons, smoking material,
textiles, abrading materials and the like. While wood charcoal is common in
archaeological sites on the Plateau, including structural remains in houses
and burials, It has not been common practice to Identify charcoal
taxonomically, or to deliberately recover other sorts of botanical remains. %
Identified plant materials from previously excavated archaeological sites in k..
the Upper Columbia region Include large seeds or nuls recovered by standard
excavation screening (Chance and Chance 1982), and manufactured artifacts of
wood, cordage, and other plant remains from special preservation situations
such as burials (Collier et al. 1942) or rockshelters (Mills and Osborne
1952). The botanical analysis performed for the Chief Joseph Dam Cultural
Resources Project represents the first systematic appl ication, to open sites
of hunters and gatherers in this region, of the special archaeobotanical
recovery methods--water separation and chemical flotation--which have
proliferated in the past 15 years (Struever 1968; Watson 1976).

Our results demonstrate a varied floral Inventory, Indicating a wide
range of subsistence activities at housepit and nonhousepite sites in the
riverine environment. This is true even ihough we have been able to deal with
only a small percentage of botanical material available in flotation and
carbon samples. Fifty-six taxa, representing 42 genera, and 27 species have
been Identified from 8 sites at the Chief Joseph Dam Project (Table 13-1). 0
These were retrieved from 459 flotation and carbon samples (charcoal collected
for radiocarbon dating and other bulk charcoal samples) examined In 20 months
of analysis and report writing. An estimated 22,000 individual pieces of
charred and semi-charred bits of botanical material were identified from
standard subsamples taken from over 200 kg of sediment.
wellTaxa regularly encountered Include 12 conifer species, 13 hardwoods, as
Well as plants suited for flooring, bedding, and linings for house structures,
storage pits and earth ovens (grasses, branches, and bark). The assemblage
also Includes six plants useful for cordage, basketry, and mat construction
(Indian hemp, willow, virgin's bower or clematis, bulrush, ryegrass and cedar
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Table 13-1. The botanical assemblage by site (from 451 flotation
and carbon samples).
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Table 13-1, cont'd.
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bark), four possible dye plants (wolf "moss", bitterbrush seeds, rabbitbrush
flowers, and sunflower hul Is), and adhesives (pine, larch, and Douglas fir
pitch). Striae on bone and steatite objects indicate use of horsetail
(Equisetum sp.) as an abrasive. Edible plants Include two roots (Lomatlum or
white "camas", and black camas), five fruits (serviceberry, hawthorn,
chokecherry, rosehips, and strawberry), and four starchy seeds (pine nuts,
western goosefoot, common sunflower, and knotweed). Other possibly edible
seeds (pennyroyal, shining sumac, and a second goosefoot species) await more
specimens for identification. A possibly edible berry (bastard toadflax)
completes the list.

Table 13-2 summarizes the contents of flotation samples by phase. It and ". *.
Table 13-I are referred to throughout the first section of the chapter, which 40*-
comprises descriptive information on each taxon or tissue type in the -r .

assemblage. This is followed by brief sections considering methodological
issues, implications for subsistence practices, and comparisons among phases.
It Is hoped that discussion of the taxa assemblage and the discussion of , .
problems incurred in the analysis may be helpful for future botanical recovery ( _
projects in ihe Pacific Northwest. For a discussion of the methods employed
In field recovery and laboratory analysis, and various problems encountered,
see the Research Design (Campbell 1984d). For additional detail on specific
botanical Items or assemblages, see the individual site reports.

CONIFERS

The wood of nearly every genus of conifer currently found In the State of
Washington is found in the samples. Much of the conifer wood must have been
transported to the sites as river drift. ,

Fonderosa pine is the cnly conifer tree which dots the surfaces of
terraces today (Figure 13-1). A few Douglas fir trees with an occasional
juniper can be seen on north-facing slopes, and In moist draws. Current
visitors to the project's sites would have to walk to elevations of 600 m
(1800 feet) to locate a reliable supply of the fir. All three woods are
useful as fuel and construction material.

Douglas fir Is common in our flotation samples from earl lest times, and %
iI shows a slight increase in frequency from 2000 years to the present, the
only local IV available conifer wood to Increase through time. Douglas fir was
usea both as fuel and for arlIfacts. Two incomplete manufactured objects of
Dcuglas fir carefully wrapped in birch bark strips were found In a cache of
borc, wood, bark and other objects from 45-D0-214 that Is about 1100 years
clc. One appears to have been a beveled wand or piece, rectangular in cross
secticn dnd about 1.5 mfr wide. The second piece Is thin, flat with two gently
rourded edges at least 18 mm wide by 3.5 mm thick. The function of the
objects has not been delermineo.

I is probable that much of the ponderosa pine and some of the yellow

Fier (a group composed of ponderosa and Iodgepole pines) was used primarily as *. ..
fLel. Fuatures identified as hearths and other areas of burning usually
contair, some pine, anc the pieces In the samples are usually thoroughly

--2-
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Table 13-2. The botanical assemblage from 235 flotation samples 4 =

quantified by phase.
Identified Karter Hudnut Cyote Crook Totot

lotnicaL I W63) (045) (W77) (NnU53

9 4 % g I%1 0 1 * I I 1 I g I

Lodgepote pine 0.02 2 a 5 0.27 S 17 1i 0.12 3 10 13 0.52 30

Ponderose ine 0.27 20 16 25 0.89 20 32 24 0.22 6 12 16 1.30 00

Whito pim - - - 0.01 <1 1 1 0.01 <1 2 3 0.01 3

YoLL pine 0.21 16 8 44 0.50 11 43 45 0.22 8 23 34 0.94 00

Oouglet fir 0.06 4 10 1 0.19 4 33 35 0.26 7 2 34 0.51 75

Spruce - - - 0.032 5 2 2 0.01 <1 1 1 0.08 3

Larch 0.05 4 10 16 0.16 4 17 18 0.04 1 5 7 0.27 Sk

%atock (0.01 1 1 2 0.02 5 6 a 0.08 1 4 5 0.05 11

Pinecoso 0.03 2 B 13 0.11 3 12 14 0.04 1 11 14 0.16 32

ALL Plinuoas 0.66 49 2.25 53 0.95 Of 3.U9

Rdode r - - - 0.01 <1 4 4 0.16 4 13 17 0.17 17

Y,.,,n.ceder - - - - - - - - 0.0 1 2 , 0.06 2
J.iper <o.oi 01 2 0.02 <1 a 6 0.04 <1 4 5 0.06 12

Cmprmcaeoe - - 0.01(1 2 2 0.07 2 10 13 0.08 12

ALl Cuproelnc.e <0.01 <1 0.04 1 0.30 9 0.24

Yew - - - - - - - -0.10 2 0 10 0.10 a

lork 0.03 2 18 2 0.1 7 40 50 0.09 2 11 14 0.43 78

Cone 0.26 20 3 5 0.0 1 18 1 0.08 1 3 4 0.37 24

Pitch 0.03 2 14 22 0.04 1 15 16 0.01 <1 5 7 0.02 34

Other conifer 0.09 6 16 25 0.21 a S 5 a 0.0 8 SO 47 0.60 77

ALL Conifer 1.09 79 2.94 87 1.79 48 5.61

Noreuod (241)

le. <0.01 <1 2 2 0.16 4 14 15 0.2 9 18 3 0.44 34

M"bbitbrush - - - - 0.01 <1 1 (1 0.02 1 2 3 0.08 3

N ALL Atoreoee <0.01 1 0.17 4 0.20 6 0.47

Servlceberry (0.01 1 1 2 (0.01 <1 5 5 0.05 1 5 7 0.05 11

._,thorn . . . .. .- 0.04 1 2 2 0.04 2

Servi ceberry/
hawthorn 0.01 1 4 6 0.14 3 12 14 0.06 2 11 14 0.21 20

Oceensproy . . . . . . 0.01 <1 2 3 0.01 2
ltterbrush 0.03 2 11 10 0.56 13 39 58 0.40 11 3 30 0.99 63

* Roaecese 0.01 1 5 0 0.02 1 10 11 0.01 <1 6 10 0.04 23

ALL Rosocemo 0.05 4 0.72 16 0.57 15 1.34

%- S...
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Table 13-2, cont'd. :% N

Identified Karter Hudnut Coyote Crook Total.
BotenicaL (W63) W,951 (N-771 (W2351o# I ,1 # %, , , . o I

Hardwood (Cont'd.]

PopLar/Aspen - - - 0.01 <1 2 2 <0.01 <1 1 1 0.01 3

WiLLow - - - <0.01 <1 1 1 0.07 2 2 3 0.07 3

Will o/Poptar - - - <0.01 <1 3 3 <0.01 <1 I 1 <0.01 4

ALL SaLicacie - - 0.01 (1 - - 0.07 2 - - 0.08 -

MapLe - - - - <0.01 <1 1 I - - - <.01 1

B irch <0.01 <1 1 2 <0.01 <1 2 2 - - - -<0.01 3 -

Birch/ALder -- - - - <0.01 <1 1 1 <0.01 1

Hackbrry -- -<0.01 <1 1 1 0.02 1 3 4 0.02 4

Mock orange <0.01 <1 1 2 0.04 1 3 3 0.29 8 4 5 0.33 8

Bark <0.011 <1 3 5 <0.011 <1 7 7 <0.01 (1 1 1 <0.01 11

CLoati a - - - - - - - 0.01 <1 1 1 0.01 1 r,

Other hardwood - - - 0.04 1 7 7 0.02 1 12 16 0.06 19 %

ALL Hardwood 0.05 4 0.98 22 1.28 35 2.31

EdibLe Mteriat (3.

Seeds 0.04 3 8 13 0.07 2 23 24 0.06 2 13 17 0.1744 .

Root 0.01 1 7 11 0.02 1 1O 11 <0.01 <1 2 3 0.03 19

Other <0.01 <1 1 2 0.03 1 9 10 0.01 <1 4 5 0.04 14

ALL EdibLe 0.05 4 0.12 3 0.07 2 0.24

Otler Titms (111) %%

Seeds 0.05 4 7 11 0.14 3 21 22 0.12 3 27 35 0.31 55

Gross <0.01 <1 4 6 <0.01 <1 6 6 0.06 3 15 20 0.06 25

Leaf - - - <0.01 <1 1 1 <0.01 <1 6 8 <0.01 7

Fiber - - - 0.01 <1 8 8 <0.01 <1 2 3 0.01 10

Herbaceous atom 0.10 7 34 54 0.10 2 36 38 0.07 2 16 21 0.27 86

Nolwoody other 0.04 3 20 32 0.09 2 20 21 0.312 8 38 48 0.44 76

ALL Other 0.19 13 0.34 8 0.56 15 1.05

Totet 1.38 4.38 3.68 9.45

1. Birch bark in one apta.
2. 0.10 g conslsts of Lichen tiaaue. .- #.,,. 1

.z2,
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Figure 13-1. Typical vegetation association, 45-0K-258. Ponderosa :.'..

pine on terrace (upper right); Douglas fir with pine (downstream, ....
north-facing slope); big sage and rabbitbrush (foreground); hackberry '

trees. Bltterbrush Is behind camera.

charred. Pine artifacts were found at three sites. The most complete Is a ':,
knife-Ilike object wrapped In birch bark from the 45-DO-214 cache that;,'"

contained the Douglas fir artifacts. Two other objects, from flotation *.

samples, are fragmentary. In both cases, enough of the object Is present to

show that the pine was cut and smoothed before a thick coating of pitch or
resin was uniformly applied to the surfaces. The older example Is from a : .-

house flIoor approx ImatelIy I1100 years olId at 45-01K-2 and the more recent Is --

from surface levels at 45-0K-258. ',,
The yel low pine category is made up of branch material, Indicating that :i:,,

It was probably col lected for fuel as branches are the easiest part of a tree
to col lect without Iron tools. The amount of yel low pine gradual ly decreasesU.

over time (Table 13-2). During the Coyote Creek Phase, ponderosa and .-.--

lodgepole pine branches still are found In hearths with other conifer species, .. o

but their predominance by weight has shifted In favor of more xeric steppe .L-.,

shrubs (sage, bitterbrush and perhaps mock orange). . ,
Larch, common today at elevations over 600 m Is another probable fuel= -'

species. It Is found In moderate quantities In the Kartar Phase and decreases :'-
r.' over time, much lIIke the yellow pines. The lI terature mentions larch as fuel,-,"
" ~but rarely as artifactual material. Portions of a pointed larch object at :"
i ~least 10 mm long was found In house debris from 45-OK-2 In the same general :,:

area as a res In coated p Ine art If act (see above) and two examp Ies of tw Isted ,

cordage or sinew (discussed below under Other).

1 .
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Spruce (PIcea sp.) and true fir (AbIes sp.) occasionally are found in
samples. True fir has been found In some flotation samples not included In
Table 13-2 because of dating problems. All fragments of both trees from .

flotation samples and carbon samples are mature bole wood, and very little of .;
it is completely charred. Both trees can be considered locally available to %
some sites In the reservoir. They would take considerable effort to harvest

in the w I Id today, however, because they grow above 900 m (3000 ft) In the
Dlsautel Pass/Summit Lake area. The nearest specimens of Engelmann spruce and
Subalpine fir are over 16 km (10 miles ) from the lake shore. The largest
amounts of the woods were uncovered from a burned structure at 45-OK-2

radiocarbon dated around 800 B.P. (Structure N). The woods were structural

members, planking or split lumber, from the sides and roof.
Hemlock (Ign cf. heterophyIIa)I s present In all phases as mature wood

and rarely is carbonized, resembling red cedar, yellow cedar and spruce In

this respect. The largest single amount Identified was structural material
from Structure N at 45-OK-2. Hemlock is one of the more "exotic" plants In ".. -

the assemblage. No hemlock has been observed growing on the Colvil le
Reservation in three years of monitering the vegetation. The pollen record

from Goose Lake (see Dalan; Nickmann and Leopold, this volume) shows no
appreciable hemlock In the area for the past 12,000 years. It Is probable
that the trees came down river from Canada in recent times. Although the tree e

was a valued construction and artifact material along the Northwest Coast

(Turner 1979:113-116), it Is rarely mentioned In the ethnobotanical literature
of our region. 1

Red cedar (Thila DlIcata) makes its first appearance during the Hudnut
Phase and gradually Increases in our flotation samples. Most of the cedar In

the assemblage Is from features associated with housepit debris and other
kinds of structures. It Is rarely fully charred In flotation and carbon

samples, suggesting that the wood was not often used for fuel. Red cedar Is
found at elevations similar to that of spruce and true fir but the closest

stand Is at North Twin Lake, 56 km (36 miles) east of the mouth of the
Nespelem River.

A few manufactured objects of red cedar have been recovered from features
at 45-OK-2, 45-OK-288, and 45-D0-214. A worn plank from a housODit floor at
45-OK-288 and a thin spatulate object associated with a cache and hearth from

45-D0-214 are securely dated between 1200 and 1100 B.P. At least three split

planks formed part of the super-structure of Structure N at 45-OK-2, dated to
about 800 B.P.

Flotation samples from Structure N also contained split and processed
bark. The oldest cedar bark (red or yellow) is from housepIt matrix from 45-.

OK-250 with a radiocarbon date of 3100 years B.P. More recent bark was
retrieved from Housepit 3, 45-OK-2. Mills and Osborne report cedar bark

cordage and part of a cedar bow In an undated rockshelter In the Upper Grand
Coulee near Electric City (1952:355). Projectile points found with the

materials are fairly recent, probably Coyote Creek Phase In age.

'%* %' o. -
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Ethnographic sources (Ray 1932) note that cedar logs were pulled from the
river in pre-dam times and made Into a variety of items. Some of these
artifacts--canoes, paddles, floats, net gauges, and splints for salmon-

drying--are associated with river-oriented activities where lightness, ease of l

working, and resistance to warp and decay might be Important. Other artifacts
are more "hearth or home" oriented such as sticks used for stirring stews,
planks and boards used for food platters and house construction, and bark for
containers (Post 1938:15,19,32; Post and Commons 1938:39,41,53,57,60; Telt
1930:222-223). Cedar is mentioned as often as any wood In the ethnographic
literature, which is rather surprising given Its natural distibution. Still,
waterborne logs must have floated down the Columbia River fairly frequently In

pre-dam times. A local resident recalled that one person made cedar fence
* posts from snagged logs as a small cottage Industry (Thai Iheimer, personal
: communication, 1983). Red cedar logs floa+ high in the water and are easy to
. spot from the shore. Yellow cedar (Chamaecyparis nootkaensis), which Is found

In Coyote Creek Phase flotation samples, are not as buoyant but the wood has *.

about the same working properties as red cedar. Both cedars may have been

sought In the same manner. Both red and yel low cedar logs with bark have been
noted among wood taken from the river above Grand Coulee Dam patrol boats.

*" Yellow cedar is another exotic species, probably arriving by water from
. Canada. According to Telt, the Sanpoll claimed that "good" basketry material

was scarce, and that they collected cedar, spruce and Juniper roots from river

drift (1930:223).
Another valuable wood, yew, was found only In Coyote Creek Phase

assemblages. The source of yew Is not known. It is possibly from Canada and

may have been traded (Turner 1979:117-118). None of the examples of yew
appear to have been worked, and little of it Is charred. The oldest securely
dated pieces are from Feature 5 at 45-D0-214, dated around 1150 B.P., and from

Structure N at 45-OK-2, dated around 800 B.P.
The frequency of nonwoody conifer materials such as bark and cone

fragments in flotation samples decreases over time. This may simply reflect
the general decrease in pine family members in the samples, since most of
these categories are Pinaceae taxa. Most of the cones are pistillate but two

staminate cones have been identified. The oldest pistillate cone fragments "-". ;"
are of ponderosa pine found with a small quantity of seeds, dated to about

4500 B.P. at 45-00-204. A hearth about 6000 years old with some cone material
.- and about 200 seeds, possibly representing a meal, was found at the same site.

Two other seeds have been found In a Hudnut Phase feature from a house floor
with a date of around 2900 B?. The seeds were found In the same flotation

* samples as lomatium tissue.
We have good Indications that pitch or resin was an Important adhesive

and preservative in the past. The two pitch-coated objects of pine wood

discussed above were carefully dipped or painted with melted pitch. Indian
hemp fibers (Apocynum sp.) embedded in pitch were found in the cache at 4540- -

214 which also Included birch bark strips welded In pitch. Use of pine family
resin Is well documented In the literature (Post and Commons 1938:53,56; Ray

1932:88-89; Turner 1979:108, 112, 116). Other adhesives--fish glue and birch

::., -: ,. .-,
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bark resin--were available In the environment but pine pitch would have been

easily obtainable year around.

Final ly several .ponderosa seeds and one spruce needle have been

Identified in flotation samples from four sites. The oldest pine needle Is

from a structure at 45-OK-250 with a date of 3200 BYP. More recent examples
are from flotation samples from 45-OK-2A and 45-00-214. A portion of a spruce

needle was Identified from recent, possibly historic levels from 45-DO-204.

In sum, the conifer category Is very well represented in the Rufus Woods
Reservoir sites. A number of relatively exotic taxa are found in the

flotation and carbon samples, and preservation of the woods is generally good.

The relative proportion of conifer taxa decrease over time, with a few notable

exceptions, as the number of taxa Increases. As we shall see, the opposite Is

true of certain hardwood groups.

HARDWOODS ,

Hardwood taxa constitute 24% of the assemblage weight. Nearly all the K.
hardwoods present in our asssemblage can be found within walking distance (5

km) of most sites In the Reservoir. There seems to be less use of more ..

distant taxa than discussed above for conifer species. Some such as big sage

(Artemlsia trLdentata), rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus nauseosus), bitterbrush

(Purshla tridentata), hackberry (Caltis douglasli ), serviceberry (Amelanchier.

alnifolla), and black hawthorn (Crataegus dougJain_) can be found on terraces

and rocky slopes today. Willow thickets (SaLJx spp.) though a Lit rare now
because of recent waterlevel rises, were probably common at the river's edge. ,
Quaking aspen (PpOujlJ tremuloldes) can often be seen in draw bottoms and
sometimes in protected spots on hillsides. Even more mesic hardwoods which
often attain tree status such as maple, birch, and black cottonwood (EQpuLui,

trichocarpa) are a few hour's walk away above 600 m in the Okanogan Highlands.rK%_
The most exotic hardwood Is oceanspray (1 o0discuisor J ), found under
mixed coniferous cover above 700 m. Thus none of the hardwoods found in

flotation and carbon samples would be difficult to obtain on fairly short

notice from living specimens. In contrast to the conifers, probably more than

a dozen hardwoods available In the area were Ignored or little used.

Apparently the prehistoric Inhabitants actively sought all the conifers
available to them by river or other means and were more casual about the

potential hardwoods available through the same means.
The most common hardwoods In the assemblage are those which often grow on -.

the sites today--bitterbrush, sage, mock orange, serviceberry, and hawthorn.

Bitterbrush Is clearly the most Important hardwood In weight and number of -,1WL

appearances. Bitterbrush seeds (discussed In detail under Nonedible Seeds)

are found more often than any other kind. Bitterbrush charcoal is second only

to ponderosa pine in assemblage weight, and appears more often (if we could

divide the yellow pine taxon more accurately this likely would not be the

case). All but one or two examples of bltterbrush are completely charred. No
artifacts of this wood have been Identified, nor does the ethnobotanical

literature mention the wood for use other than as fuel (Turner et al.

:.I .' :: .:
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1980:79). We believe that bitterbrush was a major fuel plant, like some

members of the pine family. Further, since sage wood is friable and there is

no mention of the wood as construction material for tools, and other items, we

bel Ieve that sage was another fuel species. These two taxa Increase over

time, just as the more local members of the pine family decrease.

The case for mock orange (Phi ladelphus lewisli1) Is less clear. It Is not

mentioned as fuel in the literature, yet It was used in a hearth at 45-OK-287
during Coyote Creek times. It increases In frequency through time (Table 13-

2). The bushes are numerous locally. Mock orange is mentioned as arrow shaft

and bow wood as well as material for other tools (Ray 1932:88,89; Turner et

al. 1980:108); thus the wood may serve more than one purpose.

Serviceberry, hawthorn, (counted as a combined category, serv/haw) are

important plants In the assemblage and in the ethnographic literature.

Serviceberry is hard and durable, suited for digging sticks, arrow shafts,

seed beater frames, cooking Implements and the like (Ray 1932:98; Post and

Commons 1938:53,58,60) and the fruits were collected. Hawthorn wood was used

for digging sticks, mauls, and wedges and, the fruits were collected in the

fal I (Turner 1979:234; Turner et al. 1980:125). Both woods are present In our

earliest flotation samples. Serviceberry and hawthorn fruits are discussed

under Edible Seeds.
IN= WillIow and hackberry wood comprise the largest categories among the

remaining hardwoods present in the assemblage. Maple, poplar or aspen, birch

and oceanspray are present In very small amounts in the flotation samples.

All hardwoods except hackberry are amply documented In the enthnographic and

ethnobotanical literature as useful tool and construction material (Post 1938; e

Ray 1932; Turner 1978, 1979; Turner et al. 1980). We have, however, only two

objects of these woods which show signs of manufacture, both from radiocarbon

samples. A section of cut and smoothed oceanspray wood was found in the 1100

year old cache at 45-00-214. Although broken and burned, it resembles the bow

described by Ray (1932:87-88) In form and dimensions. A large section of

wil low maInstem, probably used as a structural member, was found in Structure

N at 45-OK-2.
The hardwood bark category is comprised of a few pieces of bark of birch,

-clematis or vIrgin's bower, willow or aspe,i sage, and bitterbrush, as well as

many fragments which could not be Identif led.
Birch bark Is more common than birch wood In our sites. The oldest

archeological birch bark, approximately 3500 years old, Is from 45-0K-11. The

oldest culturally processed birch bark Is from an 1100 year old cache of

objects at 45-D0-214. The bark had been cut and torn Into strips 0.6 to 0.7
mm wide and woven to form a covering or sheath around flat pieces of pine and

Douglas fir. The function of the composite artifact has not been determined.

Chance and Chance note that birch bark ro Ils were common at Kettle Fal Is and

suggest that some may have been used for Illumination and for transferring %
fire from hearths (1982:113-118). At least one partially charred roll which

.. ~. could have had this function was found In a 3000 year old refuse pit from 45-
OK-250.
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Clematis or virgin's bower Is a rambling vine common to talus slopes and I

draws. Pieces of bark, too small to Identify presence or absence of

manufacture were found at 45-OK-2 and 45-OK-11. The oldest pieces are 1100
years old. Clematis was a valuable weaving material for bags, mats, and

garments (Ray 1932:45; Turner 1979:227-228). It could also function as v "

tinder.

EDIBLE SEEDS AND TISSUES

Whi le we cannot determine whether fruit seeds, starchy seeds, fruity]
tissue and root material were from products actually eaten, we believe that

most of the taxa described In this section were collected as edibles. Their AS&
context suggests this connection. Many are from occupation debris In well-

defined hearth and pit features, and most are associated with other plant or 7-"
animal edible tissues. The edible array comprises approximately 3% of the
assemblage by weight, and is found in one third of the flotation samples. The .2
actual number of seeds Is small, and root and fruity tissue are only found In

14% of the samples. Except for goosefoot and pine nuts, samples rarely
contain more than one seed. The edible assemblage In all three phases Is

varied and makes up a constant proportion of the entire assemblage. We gained
the Impression that prehistoric cooks and hearth-tenders used vegetable foods

efficiently and were fairly neat in hearth-related tasks inside structures.

SEEDS

Serviceberry seeds appear In six sites, and the oldest examples are

approximately 5000 years old from Kartar Phase debris at 45-OK-11. Two others

were IdentifIed from debris in two post holes (Feature 122 and 133) associated

with the floor of Housepit I at 45-OK-250, dated around 3000 BYP. The edible -7-

plant assemblage from the floor Include black camas (CamassLa sp.), compressed

cakelike tIssue probably made from bIscuitroot (LomatI um sp.), western
goosefoot seeds, a second goosefoot species and charred fruit tissue. The

entire edible assemblage resembles the leavings from winter meals of stored

roots and fruits.
Seasonality data gathered In the last three years show that prime

serviceberries are available In late June on river terraces and In lower

draws. The harvest season Is over by the end of July, although the fruits may

be gathered at higher elevations Into August. Women not otherwise occupied in

fish-drying activities went on berrying expeditions that varied from one to
several days In length (Post 1938:25; Ray 1932:10). The "best kind" of

servlceberries (Turner et al. 1980:120-123) In the Reservoir are not found in
pure stands. One has to search for them among bushes with fruits considered
less desirable. Two kinds of serviceberrles are shown In Figure 13-2.

Serviceberries were dried whole, mashed into cakes, and dried or

pulverized to make salmon pemmican (Ray 1932:101). They were often mixed with
other foods such as bitter-root or salmon eggs. Samples formed Into cakes and

dried In the sun loose 72% of their moisture content and remain pliant and

,. .. .
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tasty after a year of storage. We have not found conclusive evidence of

serviceberry cakes In the flotation samples, probably because of screening;
however, a crushed seed was found with probable lomatlum root In a hearth or

oven at 45-OK-2A. The presence of charred fruit tissue that resembles

serviceberry or chokecherry Is rather common In the assemblage (in the "Other"

category under Edible Material, Table 13-2). A seed from the very best

variety was found in house debris from 45-OK-288 (Figure 13-3). It may be

that selection for the best fruits was practiced at least 1200 years B.P.

Hawthorn seed fragments have been found at four sites. The oldest is

from pre-housepit and Upper Housepit 1 layers at 45-OK-11 dating approximately
5000±4500 BY. at 45-OK-11. More recent fragments were Identified from

occupation debris from 45-OK-288 (Feature A, around 1100 B.P.) and 45-D0-214
(Structure 1, 1000-1150 B.). None of these rugged seeds was found entire,

which suggests that they had been crushed. Other less rugged material such as

serviceberry seeds were found in some of the same deposits and were entire .
despite their more delicate structure. Chance and Chance report hawthorn

seeds from Kettle Falls, but they do not report the condition of the seeds
(1982:119). Use seems widespread.

Hawthorn seeds present certain difficulties for the consumer. Haws for

Instance, can have five 8 mm long nutlets In each small apple-like fruit.

They are difficult to remove by hand, and one method to Improve edibility

practiced across North America Is to pound the fruits to a pulp. This method

Improves palatability, and also Insures few seeds survive the treatment. '

Turner and others report that the fruits were not regarded highly (Turner

et al. 1980:123-124), yet many groups stored the fruits In a variety of ways--
dried, pounded into cakes, and mixed with dried meats or other foods. It Is

curious that something described as "dry" or "tastless" by natives themselves
should have been saved. Seeking explanation, we ate fresh haws of every size . .

and color, hoping to discover a superior variety as in the case of
serviceberrles. Although some had smaller seeds than others, the reports of

their unpatatabilIty seemed accurate. We eventually grew to like haws after

we found that they Improved with age. The persistent fruits that remained on

the tree until the first frosts In September became sweet and chewy. At this
time the seeds could be chewed and were no more bothersome than grape seeds In

raisins. In short, haws may be picked In August, but they become more
palatable later and would be good fall or early winter food, eaten out of

hand.
In the case of both serviceberry and hawthorn fruits, the means of

preparation may affect their archaeological preservation. Food preparation

techniques which feature crushing or pounding of these fruits to form cakes 
.- -

will reduce seeds to small fragments difficult to Identify. This may be why

both categories are represented by only nine examples each.
The edible category also includes about a dozen wild chokecherries from

five sites. Ten of the cherry pits are entire or nearly so, and were picked .
from site sediments by excavators. The oldest cherry pits are from matrix--

surrounding a 3500 year old structure from 45-OK-250 and from occupation

debris of approximately the same age at 45-OK-18. The most complete specimens

M. ,
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with charred flesh were taken from the floor of a burnt structure from 45-OK-

2; from occupation debris associated with a hearth and cache from 45-D0-214; bIk

and from the floor of a housepit at 45-OK-288. These cherry pits range In age
from 1100 to about 800 B.P. All chokeberry pits and pit fragments except

those found at 45-OK-2 were found with other kinds of edible tissue from the
same flotation sample or from unit levels adjacent to those containing the

chokecherries. Cherry fragments have been found with lomatium tissue,
sunflower seeds, knotweed seeds, and goosefoot seeds.

According to Post, chokecherry fruits were gathered in mid-August and
often were treated like serviceberries, dried on mats and stored whole.

Alternatively, they could be pounded with salmon by-products such as heads,
tails or eggs (1938:28). Ray notes that chokecherries were used fresh, and
that unseeded, mashed fruits were mixed with pulverized, dried salmon and

stored (1932:101). Turner reports similar treatment except she does not r%.
mention seed removal (Turner et al. 1980:127-128).

In 1980-1983 the chokecherrles ripened In mid-August. The best source
for these fruits Is in draws where they grow in profusion along creek beds
(Figure 13-4). Harvest experiments In the lower Nespelem canyon show that
over one kg of chokecherries (approximately 1500 ripe fruits) can be stripped

9, by hand from bushes in 15 minutes. The Individual fruits are small, measure
under 10 mm in their largest dimension, and weigh between 4.0 and 4.5 g. The
pits are ovoid, hard and durable and comprise about 18% of the fresh weight of

Individual fruits (Figure 13-5). They are large enough to be easily seen by
excavators when entire. Chance and Chance note that chokecherries are common
at Kettle Falls and suggest that they may have been collected there as a

salmon additive (1982:118). Chokecherries were also found in an Upper Grand
Coulee rockshelter (Mills and Osborne 1952:352). Apparently these fruits have

a long history of use In our area. 9

The Rufus Woods assemblage Includes seeds of other fruits, Including wild
strawberry, rosehip, shining sumac, pennyroyal and toadflax. All but

strawberry grow in the immediate vicinity of sites. Strawberry may be

considered our most "exotic" fruit as it currently grows under coniferous
9,.v cover at higher elevations. It is also the most ancient potential food remain .

in our samples. A complete charred achene was Identified from pre-housepit r

deposits at 45-OK-11. It is probably older than 5000 years. Other seeds--
. .. sumac and toadf lax from 45-OK-288, and rose seed from 45-OK-204--are more c.....

.- recent, less than 600 years old. Sumac, rosehips, and pennyroyal can be made
- Into Infusions, and toadflax can be consumed as a casual nibble (Turner 1978:

215; Turner et al. 1980:131). Since these potential edibles are represented
by one seed each, caution must be used In treating them as part of the -.
prehistoric diet until more remains are found.

Starchy seeds found in our assemblage include the common sunflower

(Hellanthus annuus), goosefoot or lamb's quarters (Chenopodlu spp.) and
knotweed (EQlgo.Q.num. sp.).

Charred sunflower seed fragments (Figures 13-6 and 13-7) have been found
at three sites (45-OK-2, 45-OK-250 and 45-OK-288) in securely dated features
Inside housepits. The oldest is from a refuse pit at 45-OK-250 with a date of

9'.......
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Figure 13-6. Partial sunflower achene (left) from 45-0K-288

with charred modern sunflower (right). Charring has exposed

fiber bundles. Archaeological specimen is 1.8 mm long and

1.6 mm wide.

?N

~~Figure 13-7. Partial sunflower achene from 45-O1K-2 showing

prominent fiber bundles. Length of fragment 3.0 mm, width
, 1.7 mam.
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approximately 3300 years B.P. Three other seeds were extracted from samples

with other edible materials. It Is highly unlikely that the seeds were
accidentally Introduced from modern or historic levels. We mention this fact '

because the common sunflower is often described as an Introduced species and
not one collected by Indians In our region (Turner et al. 1980: 80). The

Sanpoil-Nespelem Indians collected seeds from the spring sunflower

(Balsamorhiza sagittata)in early summer (Post 1938:6; Turner 1978:115-119).
But none of these valuable seeds have been found in our flotation samples.
Our specimens fall within the range of 1H. annuus lent Icu I ar is, a showy ruderal
sunflower that graces our roadsides from August through September. Seeds are
ripe in September, and are a good fall season Indicator.

Charred goosefoot seeds from four sites range In age from 3300 to 600
years B.P. At least two species are represented, western goosefoot

(Chenopodium fremonti i and a smaller seeded species which may be common
goosefoot (Q. album).

Nearly all of the 66 western goosefoot seeds are from securely dated ,."*:
features such as hearths, post holes, and house floor debris. A concentration -

from 45-OK-258 took us by surprise because the ethnographic literature was
mute concerning goosefoot seed collection on the Plateau. The seeds are of
particular significance because chenopods were an important wild and .
cultivated pre-Columbian food In parts of South, Central, and North America ..

(Asch and Asch 1977, 1978; Simmonds 1965). Popped seeds (C. bushlanum mostly)
have been found in quantity in archeological sites dating to the first
mil lenlum B.C. In the Midwest and South (Asch and Asch 1977:35). Our seed

concentration Is at least as old as these; a radiocarbon sample from the

bottom of the oven was dated to 2763±235 B.P. MT-2905). A minimum of 55
seeds taken from 1.6 kg of sediment is large In comparison to published

figures from cache and midden accumulations in portions of eastern North .'. ;
America (Asch and Asch 1977: 35, 1978:331-333). The position of the charred
and popped seeds (Figure 13-8) In the middle portion of the oven at 45-OK-258
with mussel shell, fish and other bone Indicate deliberate placement. No . .. _
chenopod stems were found, suggesting that the seeds placed in the feature
were detached.. ,. ..

Single western goosefoot achenes have been found In other features at 45-
0K-11 and 45-OK-250. None of these examples are younger than 2600 years old,
and, most are more than 3000 years old.

The oldest goosefoot seeds (as well as the most recent) are those of a
smaller species, which we tentatively have Identified as the common goosefoot,
C. album. Three from housepit features at 45-OK-11 are approximately 5000
years old. Seven others from 45-OK-250 and 45-OK-258 are approximately 3000
years old. The most recent seeds are 1100 and 600 years old. The species
identification Is provisional pending future finds and confirmation.

Chenoodlu album Is a controversial plant In archeological sites in North
America. It Is known from sites in northern Europe (Renfrew 1973), but Its
presence In the New World has not been satisfactorily demonstrated (Fernald ,
1970; Turner et al. 1980:96) or refuted (Yarnell 1964:92-93).

V. . . . . . . . . . . . ...-*;VV.%%. .. . **. * . .. .. %-. *. . .
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Figure 13-8. Charred goosefoot seeds (.ChenopoDd~jiu
fremontil) from concentration at 45-OK-258. Seeds 1.1 to
1.2 mm across.
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Another starchy seed, knotweed (Polygonum sp.) is a possible edible

species. Three examples are from securely dated features. They were found in
the same flotation sample as the sunflower seeds at 45-OK-288, in housepIt

debris from 45-OK-2, and from a hearth from 45-D0-214. All specimens were
fragmentary and no species determination was attempted. The seeds are
approximately 1200-1100 years old.

Knotweeds (like chenopods and fall sunflower) tend to be weedy, and their
presence at sites may be accidental. However, knotweeds are not uncommon In
sites in the Midwest, and It has been suggested that one species (P. erectum)

was gathered for food and may have been under Incipient cultivation (Asch and
Asch 1978:330). Our specimens are probably not those of Polygonum erectum,
but it Is Interesting to note that our seeds were found in the same flotation

samples as the sunflower, or from flotation samples adjacent to those
containing goosefoot. Goosefoot and sunflower ripen at the same time In the ,
fall. We do not know what species of knotweed Is represented; however,

knotweed general ly tends to ripen In late summer.

Grass seeds are not uncommon In flotation samples. Several representing
the genus Agropyron or Elymus have been found in occupation debris from

structures from 45-OK-2, 45-OK-11 and 45-OK-258. Ryegrass seed (Eiymus sp.) -:,-
found at Kettle Falls was possibly used for food (Chance and Chance 1982:118).

Our specimens are complete with glumes (the chaffy covering surrounding the
seed) which suggests the seeds were not threshed or prepared before they were

charred. The seeds may have accompanied grass stems and leaves brought into
the structures in the fail as lining material for floors or pits.

Two fragmentary seeds are tentatively Identif led as species not expected ,,.
to occur in project assemblages. A seed fragment from recent levels at 45-OK- %-.-.

2 appears to be wild grape, a plant which the author has not observed in the %

western half of the Colville Reservation. A charred seed from 45-OK-288 Is
tentatively identifled as mallow (Malvus spp.), a taxon believed to have been

Introduced from Europe In historic times. The fragment was found In a sample
from Feature 7, an occupation surface with radiocarbon dates of 4525±126 and

4641± B.P. It could be a contaminant Introduced during excavation or

collection of the sample, although the charring makes this less likely. .... .

ROOTS --- "

Charred starchy root material is lairly common in the assemblage and was
found at all sites except 45-OK-287/288. Root tissue Identified as Lomatlum."-

(biscuit root, white "camass") was found at 45-OK-11, 45-OK-18, 45-OK-250 and
45-OK-258. The oldest reliably dated lomatium tissue Is from the Upper

Housepit 1 floor at 45-OK-11, approximately 4700 years old. The largest
pieces of root were taken from a radiocarbon sample from a zone 3800 years old
at 45-0K-11. Lomatium tissue was also found In occupation debris and features
in housepits from 45-OK-250 and 45-OK-258 dated 3000 years BP. Edible root

fragments were found in flotation samples also containing "black" camas (true ... *

camas, Camassla sp. probably guamash), tissue from fleshy fruits, goosefoot
seeds, hawthorn seed fragments and starch (root) material pressed into cakes.

Ik,.
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Probable lomatium tissue was found In a pit feature from 45-OK-2A, and in

housepit debris from 45-OK-2, 45-0K-11 and 45-OK-258. Two samples from the
last site contained probable lomatlum tissue with pine seed fragments. The

oldest of these samples Is 4700 years old, and the most recent approximately
1200-1100 years old.

Although species Identifications cannot be made for our small fragments
of root tissue, these specimens probably belong to plants with large storage

roots such as J.Qmtlum cankbLi (white "camas", chukaloosa), .1.. IarinosumI or L.
ma.crcarpum (biscuit root, brother-to-the-chukaloosa). The first species Is

S.4 available from mid-March through April in I lthosols above 500 m in Douglas
County. The last two are available at low and high elevations on both sides
of the river. We have harvested biscuit root as late as the last week in July

in Coyote Canyon and at 45-D0-326. By then however, the roots can only be

". located by using the dried and friable leaves and stalks as signposts..5%

According to Turner (et al. 1980:64-65,68-69), camas was sometimes eaten
fresh; while other times It was boiled and dried, or pit cooked with lily

bulbs and bitteroot (Lewisii redyLvila). At least one kind was made Into

cakes and dried for winter. Apparently, white camas Is about only lomatium
species still gathered by tribal members today (Fredin 1983). The closest
source of desirable black camas Insofar as we have been able to determine Is J

Creston, Washington 45 km (28 miles) souTheast of Grand Coulee Dam. Both

kinds of roots are best dug with a curved digging stick tradItionally made
from hardwoods. Today these Implements are fabricated from Iron, and at least
one local blacksmith does a good business providing them for the spring
harvest.

We have harvested both Lomatium cawyl and L. macrocarpum in timed

experiments. Figure 13-9 shows the growth habit of L. macrocarpum among
basalt rocks in June. Edible plants in association include bitter-root,
Indian celery (1L. ambiguum) whose seeds are good flavoring, and wild onion.

Rocks and basalt spalls made digging most difficult, but we were able to
extract six roots with a fresh peeled weight of 51 grams In less than 30

minutes. The largest specimen weighed 28 grams. In a second experiment we

were able to collect 13 roots weighing 95 grams In the same length of time.
The roots were exceptionally easy to clean by simply rubbing the skin with the

fingers.

We found that the best way of gathering the roots was by making a hole by
prying out the rocks and removing roots as the hole was continually enlarged.

At the first site, we finished leaving an oval hole some 10-15 cm deep and 65

cm across. After the rocks had been replaced and the scars of the excavation
had been smoothed over, It was noted that there were other similarly filled

depressions at the site. Harvesting must have taken place some time ago as
the rocks were lichen-coated and some soil had drifted among the replaced
rocks. We may have discovered an archeological signature for root extraction
In rocky soil.

About 1% of the flotation samples sometimes contain material which
appears to be the charred outer covering of fleshy fruits. All of the

specimens were so small that further Identification was not attempted.

. .". . .-. ..
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OTHER TISSUE

The last major category in the botanical assemblage consists of Items

such as nonedible seeds, leaf tissue, fiber and bits of non-woody tissue which

cannot be identified futher.

NONEDIBLE SEEDS

The largest subcategory consists of charred seeds from bitterbrush

(Figure 13-10). Seeds are found singly at all sites from the earliest layers
to the most recent, and in large concentrations which range in age from 2800
to 600 B.P. The largest concentration, 1445 seeds, Is from a flotation sample
at 45-OK-250. Others containing from 500 to 570 seeds were identified from

45-OK-288, 45-D0-204 and 45-D0-214. The smallest concentration, 34 seeds, Is

also from 45-D0-204. Contemporary rodents do col lect the seeds, and we have

found seeds In burrows. We have found other concentrations with animal

remains such as fecal pellets, hair or chewed seeds over one meter below
present ground surface In archeological sites. These have been rejected from
our Inventory. The concentrations described above were carefully examined for

rodent remains. All the seeds were charred. None showed signs of gnawing by
rodents, and a surprising number of the seeds have tiny bulges or explosive

craters on their surfaces (Figure 13-11), which Indicate that the seeds were
fresh or wet when burned.

Bitterbrush seeds are good seasonal markers. They are known for fast
dispersal once ripe. They can be gathered during the latter part of June, and ,..,.

branches tend to be bare by the first part of July. Two uses mentioned in the '" }.'
literature include using an Infusion for the treatment of constipation and

hemorrhage (Ray 1932:217), and as a red dye plant (Chamberlain 1892). Since
the seeds are quite large (about 6.0 mm long) and easy to spot, it Is not

surprising that they are one of the most common seeds In the assemblage.
Other nonedible seeds from the assemblage Include three tule or bulrush

seeds from a hearth at 45-OK-288; a sagebrush plantain (Plantaao oatagonca),.
seed from 45-D0-204, and six native wildflower nutlets (Phacella Inearis) In

two flotation samples from 45-OK-2 and 45-D0-204. None are older than about
750 years B. and all are found locally today.-

FIBERS

No bulrush fragments were Identified In our flotation samples or carbon
samples, but portions of an uncarbonized tule mat were found In a burial dated

around 500 years B.P. at 45-D0-244.

Other kinds of fibrous material Include Indian hemp (Apocynum sp.) from

45-00-204 wIth a date of f100 B.P. and hemp cordage from the tule mat at 45- '"".

D0-244. The hemp from 45-D0-244 Is unspun fibers stuck to melted resin or
pitch on ryegrass stems. Bow strings, netting and matting of Indian hemp cord

were found at the Upper Coulee rockshelter by Mills and Osborne (1952:354-

ft ".-,4'. .
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355,357). Ethnographic uses for the fiber are too numerous to detail. In
general, hemp was used when fine cordage of great strength and durability was
needed: for deer and fish netting, bowstrings, weft elements for mats and
grass, clothing, flexible storage containers, tumplines, slings, noose
material, and for attaching haft elements (often pitch coated), and in
constructing composite harpoons (Post and Commons 1938:57,60,63-64; Ray
1932:36,38,69,89). Ray also reports that hanks of the material were Included
In sewing kits complete with bone needles and other objects (Ray 1932).

The harvesting of hemp and bulrush are fall activities. The largest
local aboriginal hemp stands are said to have been located at the southern end
of Omak Lake (Post and Commons 1938:36), where the plants apparently were
numerous enough to draw families for a two week harvest (Ray 1932:36). Plants
were cut, soaked to loosen the fibers from the stem, scraped with a sharp
flint, and rubbed by hand into bundles or into cordage of various thicknesses.
Bulrushes could be gathered from nearby Goose Lake at the same time.

Several small bits of fibrous material were found which appear to have
been modified and spl it from Inner layers of hardwood bark. Two samples from
45-OK-258 made from wil low or poplar bank date between 2700 and 500 years old.
An 1100 year old feature at 45-D0-214 yielded a very finely wrapped haft made
of bark fibers glued with pitch and colored with red pigment; the bark used
was either birch or alder.

GRASS STEM

Grass stems without fruiting material are often difficult to Identify.
We have found dropseed (Sporobolus cryptandrus) and giant ryegrass (E.Iy'm"'i
cinereus) from about 1200 years ago. In general, almost any feature may have "
traces of grass stems, but they are most common In protected parts of -. .

housepits and pit features.

LEAF

Herbaceous leaf material is fairly rare and usually cannot be
Identified. We could Identify some leaf material with distinctive
characteristics, e.g. the cross section of conifer needles or the small,
leathery leaves of sage. Flotation samples have yielded traces of hackberry
(45-OK-2), sage (45-OK-18), oceanspray (45-D0-214), and bitterbrush (45-DO-
214) leaf material. The oldest Is oceanspray, associated with a feature date
of 1151±168 B.. The oldest conifer needle is about 3200 years old (see
section under conifer woods). .

OTHER

Other delicate material from the assemblage Include two examples of
lichen from 45-OK-287 and 45-D0-214 about 1200 years old. The material is
probably wolf "moss" (LetherJa sp.). The lichen from 45-OK-287 was not found
In a feature, and Its Inclusion may be natural. A very small amount was found

,- .'..
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in a feature at 45-D0-214. It may have been carried in on the bark of the

wood in the feature. At low terraces near the river, wolf lichen grows on
sage and bitterbrush stems. It was used as a yellow dye by Okanogan-Coville

peoples (Turner et al. 1980:15).
Figure 13-12 Is an example of finely twisted material which may not be

floral in origin. Three fragments of this "cordage" have been found In
occupation debris from 1100 and 3000 years old. None exhibits the cellular
structure familiar from regional cordages such as Indian hemp, nettle, willow
and other bark fibers. The twist Is uniform and the width does not exceed 0.4 ;
mm. It Is possible that the material is animal sinew.

While remains of horsetail rush (EgqsjL5ui sp.) Itself have not been
found in our samples, striae on some bone and soft stone objects apparently
were caused by abrading with horsetail. Such abrasion marks were found on a
steatite pendant (Figure 13-13) and another formed steatite object from House
6 at 45-OK-2, dated between 1800 and 1830 A.D. A bone awl bearing similar
abrasion marks was found In Feature 31 at 45-OK-250, associated with the floor
of Housepit 2, which predates 2000 B.P. Horsetail was a useful smoothing
material in the past (Post and Commons 1938:59). Abundant in thickets and
under shade, it may be gathered at any time during the year.

CO4ENTS ON PRESERVATION, RECOVERY, AND IDENTIFICATION

Besides listing types and quantities of plants in the assemblage, we can
make several important observations about preservation. First, we found that
even delicate tissues, such as stem and pith fragments, survived In the oldest . '
samples, those from about 4,600 years ago. Second, we discovered that
unburned plant ce Ils can survive for as much as 3000 years under thepreservation conditions obtaining at project sites. Partially carbonized

lodgepole pine branch wood was found in pit Feature 96 at 45-OK-250,

associated with a series of floors in Housepit 3 which date between 2324±125
and 2851±103. Partially carbonized larch and birch wood were recovered from
Feature A at 45-0K-11, which is associated with a date of 3557±523.
Incompletely carbonized wood Is more common, however, after 1500 B.P.
Therefore wood need not appear totally black to be considered archaeological,
particularly in deposits less than 1500 years old. Happily, this means that
carbon samples that might have been dismissed as Intrusive and unworthy
candidates for dating may now be considered. Unhappily, this makes it more
difficult to recognize contaminated samples. Finally, we found that the
amount of soil collected for botanical samples should be Increased with
excavation depth. While a 100 g soil sample was adequate for obtaining a 0.10
g subsample of carbon from most upper sedimeits, at depths close to 2 m a
1,000 g sample might yield only 0.02 g of carbon. The decrease In carbon
density with depth Is not due to preservation factors alone, rather it Is a
function of lower densities of cultural materials and more rapid depositional

rates at the base of many of our riverine sites. To Insure 0.10 g subsamples
under these conditions, It Is advisable to collect 5 to 10 kg of soil below 2
m (or In sediments older than 2,000 years).
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Figure 13-12. Sinew or fiber cordage from 45-OK-2.
Specimen Is 0.3 mm wide.

Figure 13-13. HorsetailI (E.quJ.istm) abrasions on edge of
steatite pendant, 45-OK-2. Magnification: JOX.
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The assemblage described above was derived from radiocarbon samples as

well as flotation samples. We had not originally planned to include bulk
carbon samples because of the obvious difficulty of comparing these different
types of samples. However, Including the radiocarbon samples turned out to be
very helpful. It contributed to our ability to Identify woods and Increased
the number of Identified taxa beyond that found in the flotation samples.
Radiocarbon samples sometimes contained manufactured Items like boards and
planks which showed evidence of technical processes. Finally, familiarity of
working with radiocarbon samples along with flotation samples, allowed us to
coin our first rule of thumb for botanical analysis--sites with enough carbon

for radiocarbon dating have enough carbon for archeobotanical analysis.
Forty-two or 75% of the taxa were IdentIf Ied from 220 flotation samples

analyzed in the first 10 months of the analyses (Figure 13-14). Fully 95% of
the taxa were Identified In 355 samples. Thereafter, new Identifications

slowed as redundancy became common, and only three new species were added In
the remaining 104 flotation samples.
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Given the above results, It is probable that judicious selection of sites

for future flotation samples would result in more taxa recovered from fewer

samples analyzed. The ratio of carbon to soil, which we calculated for all

flotation samples, is helpful In Indicating the richness of samples. This

ratio was calculated as a means of measuring comparability between flotation
samples collected before 1980 which had been screened, and later samples which

had not. A rich sample contains 1% or more carbon by weight and a poor one

has less than 0.1% archeobotanical material by weight. This in turn, has

given Insight into which features provide the best samples. Firepits and

hearths are, not unexpectedly, consistent floral producers; however, there are

other types of features which produce as much floral material as these. Good

yields have come from samples taken from smal I pits under 50 cm in diameter

such as post molds and other small deep depressions where material cannot be

easily trampled. Samples extracted from along structure walls, in corners,

and in dumps near doorways have provided the best botanical arrays. Deposits

exhibiting little crushing or mashing such as rock piles, or shell and bone

concentrations have yielded good results. Thus our second rule of thumb is

that areas protected from human trampling provide the best botanical samples.

THE SEASONAL ROUND OF PLANT HARVESTING

The seasonal round described In the literature and our own Investigations

concerning harvest times and abundance, Indicate that wild stocks were

abundant and considerable freedom could be exercised with respect to food

preferences. The times of the biggest harvests--roots In spring,

serviceberries in mid-summer, and cherries in late summer--are sufficiently

separated In time to allow ample collection and processing.

Even with relatively long travel times to choice lomatium grounds in the

spring, the season is long enough for quantities of L. nby.L (the current
first choice among lomatlums) to be accumulated. Or, if that harvest is

missed, there are other roots which can be gathered later In the root season,

such as L. farinosum and L. macrocargum, closer to the river. If we as

Inexperienced root gatherers can accumulate 1000 gm of cleaned root material

from a square meter of land In 30 minutes, surely experienced gatherers can .

collect several times that amount in known territory.
An experienced cook may moniter the local vegetation closely in order to

gather the prime or "best" varieties of serviceberries at the beginning of the

season In June. Other gatherers could still collect sufficient quantities by -..

taking other varieties or traveling to higher elevations later in the season.

The same may be said for chokecherries in August, or hawthorns in September.
Important cordage and matting material stands may be visited anytime after

that in draws or by the lakeside without conflicting with other harvests.

In short, there are very few sct,eduling conflicts that we can envision

with respect to floral products. Times between the major harvests of roots, -

servlceberries, and chokecherries allow time to gather other foods such as

wild currents, oregon grapes, sunflowers seeds, chenopod seeds and leaves and

other Items.

4.
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OPAR I SON BETWEN PHASE ASSEMBLAGES

One of the most intriguing discoveries in the analysis of the Rufus Woods

botanical assemblage is the change In the relative abundance of some taxa over
the last 5000 years and relative constancy of others. Comments were made
above about the occurrence of particular taxa In time; here we focus on

changes in proportional representation of taxa, as shown in the flotation
assemblage grouped by phase (Table 13-2). By studying the groups of taxa

which behave in a similar manner we can suggest whether the causes of change
are local or regional environmental change or changes in human behavior.

Considering first the largest groupings (Figure 13-17), we note that the
relative abundance of conifers has decreased through time, while the abundance
of hardwoods and the Other category have both Increased. The proportion of

edibles has remained rough-y constant. To interpret the significance of these

changes, we must look at the constituent taxa which determine these trends.

Kartar Hudnut Coyote Creek

4 34 4

Figure 13-15. The botanical assemblage by phase. I=Conifer, 2=Hardwood,

3=Edible material, 4=Other.

While the relative proportion of con'fers as a whole decreases over time,

the number of conifer taxa Increases. Certain taxa (ponderosa pine, larch)

became relatively less frequent through time, while th.. relative frequency of

" other conifers (red cedar, yellow cedar, white pine, Douglas fir, yew)

Increased over the same span In time. Spruce, hemlock, juniper, and lodgepole

4 pine all have their greatest frequency In the Hudnut Phase. The grouped
categories reflect these trends. We bel leve that the decrease of nrnwoody

conifer materials such as bark and cone fragments simply reflects toe general

decrease in pIne family members, since most of items In these categories are
pine. Although Cupressaceae includes juniper, which occurs in greatest
abundance in the Hudnut Phase, the category is dominated by red cedar and

yellow cedar, and It follows the same trend of Increasing through time. .,

Undifferentiated yellow pine Includes both lodgepole and ponderosa pine, which

do not show the same relative frequency trends. As ponderosa pine Is far more

.A. A
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abundant than lodgepole In the samples, it is not surprising that the
undifferentiated category mirrors the ponderosa trend, decreasing through
time. While Pinus contrta can be distinguished from P. ponderosa in bole
wood, the two are difficult to distinguish in samples which contain mixed
branch and trunk material. If there was any uncertainty about the
composition, a mixed sample was designated as yellow pine to Include both
woods. The Pinaceae category as a whole, probably dominated by ponderosa
pine, also reflects this trend.

In order to interpret changing proportions of taxa, we need to
characterize each taxon on three different dimensions. First, we need to
recognize whether a particular type of wood was used primarily for fuel or
reserved for construction and artifact manufacture. Assuming that fuel
gathering is extremely opportunistic, minimizing time and effort, fuel woods
probably reflect the abundance of woods in the Immediate local environment.
On the other hand, we have evidence that certain woods were strongly preferred
for construction and artifact manufacture and were not used as fuels. The
occurrence of these rare woods does not necessarily reflect their occurrence

In the environment. The variations In the frequency of these woods may
indicate more about settlement patterns than about changes In wood abundance.
Secondly, we must consider the source of a particular taxon. Some species do
not occur now In the region and probably were obtained from river drift. Of A, .
the species which are now known on the Colville Reservation, there are a
number of species which occur only at higher elevations today whereas others
are available at lower elevations in the reservoir. The abundance of
particular exotic tree species In the river drift Is not Independent of
regional climatic change, but may be Independent of local climatic change.
Finally, if we wish to look at changes in local and regional environment, we
need to assess whether a given taxon prefers relatively more xeric or mesic

environments.
We argued above that ponderosa pine, larch, Douglas fir, bitterbrush,

sage, and possibly mock orange were used primarily for fuel. Table 13-2 shows
a gradual decrease in Ponderosa pine and larch, and an increase In the two
hardwood species. The proportion of Douglas fir Increases slightly through
time while the proportion of juniper remains approximately the same. The

proportional changes In these taxa suggest a greater Initial reliance on
locally available conifers for fuel and an Increasing substitution of
hardwoods through time. The change from conifer hearth fuel to shrubby ,.,
hardwood was a gradual, quantitative change, not a qualitative change. During

the Coyote Creek Phase, ponderosa and lodgepolt pine branches are still found
in hearths with other conifer species, but the predominance by weight has
shifted In favor of more xeric steppe shrubs (sage, bitterbrush and mock
orange).

Several exotic conifers (red cedar, yellow cedar, white pine, yew) and
two conifer species currently available in the local area above 900 m (hemlock
and spruce) were used primarily for construction and artifact manufacture.
The condition of these woods and the contexts in which they are found Indicate
that they were not used for fuel, but were reserved for construction or,~

. . ' - .- .. '* - ° .-. j /-.- .= • .. . .. ". . , -. % . ... - .o. °= -. . % . . - -. . . - . - *%-. - - ." .'.
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artifact manufacture. In contrast to yellow pine, larch, and Douglas fir, the
specimens of red cedar, yellow cedar, and yew, are mature bole wood. Almost
no branch material suitable for firewood Is present, and a high percentage of
samples contain partially charred wood. Very little bark, and no needles or
cone material from these exotic conifers are present. It appears, therefore,
that whatever adjustments in fuel use occured over time, the best wood-working
materials were saved for construction and tool-making purposes. The splitting
of trunk material from such species requires a few, simple, but Indispensable
tools such as wedges and a hammer or maul to rive them uniformly along the
grain. Such techniques are clearly demonstrated from Structure N, a Coyote
Creek Phase structure at 45-0K-2. Every wood which can be efficiently split

in this manner Is present.
Of the woods reserved for construction and not burned for fuel, all of

the exotic species are found in greatest abundance In the Coyote Creek phase
assemblage. We cannot argue from this that these woods were more frequent in %
the driftwood at this time, or that this reflects a change In human selection.

The sample is possibly biased because of the unusually large sample of woods
from Structure N at 45-OK-2. It is likely that the human Inhabitants selected
precisely the same woods from the river drift throughout the span of
occupation and our sample does not Include equal representation of house
timbers for all phases. The other two construction species, spruce and 4

hemlock, have their highest proportions In the Hudnut phase assemblage.
Because these do occur in the Immediate area, although at higher elevations,
it is possible that their occurrence reflects a changing local distribution or
abundance. These species are more mesic and found at higher elevations than K
the other local conifer species; possibly they would be found at lower
elevations during cooler and moister conditions.

One cannot help wondering whether river drift today would be sufficient
for domestic purposes under pre-white (pre-dam) conditions, or whether
adjustments in fuel-gathering techniques or village placement might become
necessary under today's denuded conditions. We doubt that conditions anytime
in the past 5000 years would mirror today's open, fairly dry environment. If
anything conditions might have been more mesic. .

In contrast to the shifts In wood, the food array represented by roots

(Lomatiu spp.), and fruits (serviceberry, cherry) remain remarkably constant
over time. As sampling strategies are developed for floral food recovery, we
expect that Information concerning other edibles such as goosefoot, sunflower,
strawberry, haws and black camas will expand. It is of note that none of the ,,
floral foods often mentioned as famine fare (cactus, black "moss" or lichen,
rosehips) were Identified in quantity. It would appear that stocks of

vegetable materials were sufficient.

N
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14. FEATUIS

by Dorothy Sa~mons-Lohse

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize Information on features
recovered by the project. The first section Is a descriptive summary of
feature classes, emphasizing contrasts between phases. The implications of
changes in feature representation, form, and content for change and stability
in the prehistoric communities in the project area are considered in the final
two sections.

The analysis and classification of features is discussed in the project's
research design (Campbell 1984b). The functional typology devised for the
project considered six basic types of features--housepits, firepits, pits,
occupation surfaces, debris scatters, and stains--and an "Other" category
(Table 14-1). Firepits and pits are divided further Into Interior (inside

Table 14-1. Feature types recorded at Rufus Woods Lake.

Feature
Ty pe

1. Housepls-
A. FL or
B. waLLs/Rin
C. FILL

2. Firepits
A. Interior Firepits
B. Exterior Firepits

3. Pita
A. Interior Pits ,
B. Exterior Pits
C. PosthoLes

4. Exterior Occupation Surfaces

5. Debris Scatters/Concentrations
A. Bone Concentrations a ..-

B. Fire-modified Rock Concentrations
C. ShaLL Concentrations
0. Mixed Debris Concentrations

6. Stains

7. Other
A. CuLturaL Strata
B. Artifact CLusters
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houses) and exterior (outside houses) examples. Pits include postholes and
other pits. Debris scatters are divided Into rock, bone, shell or general
debris scatters. The type "cultural stratum" was used at some sites but,
because cultural strata were not featured consistently at all sites, it was
dropped Into the catch-all "Other" category. We had also formulated a
"walls/rim" category, but housepit walls were recorded separately only at 45-
OK-11 (and one at 45-OK-2), so this category will not be discussed at length
here. While finer groupings would be more useful for some purposes, these
Inclusive categories have the advantage of larger sample sizes and minimizing

biases due to inconsistencies In excavation or recording. %

HOUSEPITS Al) INTERIOR FEATURES

Eight of 18 sites excavated contained structures. One site, 45-OK-11, ,'..
yielded remains of at least 11 housepits dating to the Kartar Phase (6000-4000 .,.
B.P.), the earliest of three cultural phases defined for Rufus Woods Lake.

The housepits are among the earl lest recorded on the Columbia Plateau or,
Indeed, in the Intermontane West. Five housepit sites date to the Hudnut
Phase (4000-2000 B.P.), roughly contemporaneous with the Frenchman's Spring
Phase (Nelson 1969) of the middle Columbia, and three sites with housepits

were dated to the Coyote Creek Phase (2000-50 B.P.).

KARTAR PHASE HOUSES

Eleven probable pit houses dating to the Kartar Phase were found at 45- !.i.'

OK-11 (Table 14-2); three were extensively excavated. The oldest, dated to
5100 BYP., is among the earl Iest examples of housepits on the Columbia
Plateau, predating similar examples at Hatwal (Ames et al. 1981) and Alpowai
(Brauner 1976) by nearly eight hundred years. In addition, a shallow
excavation from which cobbles had been cleared, at 45-OK-2, may also represent
a Kartar Phase structure; It dates to 4590 B.P. (Campbell 1984a).

Only three housepits at 45-OK-11 were sufficiently exposed to determine
size and shape; dimensions for others are more tenuously offered (Table 14-2).
At least two of the housepits at 45-OK-11 are curvilinear; that Is, they have
rounded corners and at least two straight sides. In this, they are similar to
House 1 at Hatwal, dated to 4340±90 B.P., which is "subrectangular"; there,
however, all simIlarity stops. House 1 at HatwaI contained a wide bench,

central pit, and ramp. No such features occur In any of the Kartar Phase
houses at 45-OK-1I, where possible side entryways, small fIrepIts, and small 
Interior pits mark the floors.

WaIl treatment at 45-OK-11 varies considerably from housepIt to housepIt.
Shallower pits (30-40 cm) tended to have moderately sloping walls (less than ..

50 degrees), while the deeper structures (60-80 cm), In general, had steep, ',.

nearly vertical walls. Even within a single structure, however, (e.g. Upper
Housepit 1), both vertical and sloping walls might be found. In housepits . .
with sloping walls, floor area might be severely constricted relative to the

rim dimensions (see Table 14-2).
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In some cases, sloping wal Is seemed del iberately lined with shell; note,

in Table 14-3, the extremely high density of shell in the walls/rim category

for the Kartar Phase. Either the shell was deliberately placed in an attempt

to stabilize an existing wall, or the occupants merely used a convenient

resource (in this case, an adjacent shell midden) to modify or cover a wall.

The latter seems more likely. Indeed, in Upper and Lower Housepits 1, the

shell walls cover earlier sloping walls in which possible side entryways had

been recorded. These earlier walls showed no sign of slumping and no evident
need of stabil ization.

Interior Features

Within the Kartar Phase housepits, there was also a great deal of
variation in the configuration of floor features. No firepits or other pits J,

occur In the floor of Housepit 4 at 45-0K-11; there was one unstructured *,%

feature, a moderately dense cluster of shell and fire-modified rock (FMR). By

contrast, Upper and Lower Houseplts 1 contained several Interior pits and
prepared flrepits. Two firepits and several plies of fire-modified rock

occurred in Lower Housepit 1; two larger, partially eroded firepits were in
Upper Housepit 1. Interior firepits also were recorded In Housepits 9 and 11.

These Kartar Phase firepits are shallow, but were either more carefully

constructed or better preserved than examples from the Hudnut Phase which seem

to have been built on the housepit floor rather than excavated into it.

Although some of the interior pits were recorded to be as much as one

meter in diameter, most are around 50 cm across and 20 cm deep. Except for

one example which appeared to be lined with shell, the Interior pIts are

conspicuously lacking in material. Kartar Phase pits may have been used for

storage rather than disposal. The floor area around them contained less

material than other parts of the floor and we have conjectured that this

section of the housepit was used for sleeping and storage. The extremely

large average size of bone pieces (inferred from mean bone weight, Table 14-3) e

in these Interior pits may Indicate the presence of large pieces of meat
(stored?); interior pits In the Hudnut Phase, which we have taken to be trash

pits, have a much smaller mean bone weight.
Postholes are notable for their absence in the Kartar Phase. Although

two possible postmolds were noted In Lower Housepit 1 at 45-0K-11, along the

north and south wal Is respectively, we have no evidence as to the

superstructure above the pit. It may be that the footings of posts were on .

the rim outside the housepit.

Organization of Activities

Dally activities within the housepits were not confined to specific areas

of the structure, judging from the three nearly complete floors recorded at

45-0K-11. Housepit 4, with Its clean floor and lack of Interior features,
gives very little evidence of where activities took place within that

structure. In Lower HousepIt I, however, the several InterIor fIrepIts were

apparently the focus of stone tool manufacturing and some food processing,

. . ".. .. .
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while the interior pits and floor space around them were relatively sparse in

material and may have been used for sleeping and storage. Upper Housepit 1
showed yet another pattern of use: in Upper Housepit 1, we Identitled a .-%

possible plant processing area as well as meat processing, tool manufacture

and disposal areas, and two firepit-and-milling stone pairs. Following

Brauner (1976), we have speculated that these two clusters of artifacts may

indicate the presence of at least two families or an extended famIly in the

dwelling.

Summary

In sum and based on our limited sample, we find that the Kartar Phase

housepits vary in construction details, but are curvilinear in shape,
occasionally have shell-lined walls, contain small excavated flrepits and .

small Interior pits sometimes lined with shell, lack postholes, and housed
several domestic activities, some of which focused on the several firepits

with special areas set aside for sleeping and storage.

HUI)NUT PHASE HOUSES

Nineteen housepits at five sites date to the Hudnut Phase (4000-2000

B.P.). Table 14-4 summarizes the salient characteristics of these housepits.
Again there is a great deal of variation among these structures from site

to site and within sites. Shape Is consistently circular to oval, with none

of the straight-sided structures seen at 45-OK-11, but size ranges from five
to 11 meters across, and 20 to 160 cm in depth. Unlike the tenuous

correlation noted for Kartar housepits, there Is no association In the Hudnut

structures between depth and wall construction: steep-walled houseplts may

be either very deep (e.g., Housepit 1 at 45-D0-242) or shallow (Houseplt 3 at

45-D0-211), and deep housepits may be steep-wal led or basin-shaped (Housepit 3
at 45-D0-242).

Interior Features

Seven Interior firepits are recorded In Hudnut Phase housepits; others

may have been present but recorded as part of the floor by excavators. Unlike
their counterparts in the Kartar Phase, Hudnut Phase interior firepits were

" not prepared; they were not excavated Into the floor or lined. Apparently,
the Hudnut Phase central "hearths" were simply burning areas, outlined by

large rocks (note the extremely high density of FMR by weight in Hudnut Phase
interior firepits, Table 14-3). What remains of the hearths archaeological ly

is a blur of fire-modified rock, charcoal stain, and reddened earth across the

center of the structure. The central location of firepits Is distinctive of
the Hudnut Phase; while Kartar Phase housepits contained two firepits located

toward the walls, the hearth area In the Hudnut Phase always Is In the center

of the structure. Whether this shift reflects a change In the size of

organization of the family unit occupying the structure or In the position of

• the entryway or construction of the superstructure Is open to conjecture.

-' . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-
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While we believe (and will argue at greater length below) that there are

social changes from the Kartar to Hudnut Phase, the relocation of the fire in

the dwelling may. merely reflect physical differences in the structure itself.

'.4 Pits found In Hudnut Phase housepits also contrast with those from the

Kartar Phase. In at least two of the Kartar housepits at 45-0K-11, Interior

pits were several, small, and generally empty (except for a possible shell
lining). By contrast, during the Hudnut Phase, Interior pits occur less often

but usually are larger and replete with debris. From the high densities

of bone, rock, debitage, and even stone tools, but not shell (Table 14-3) we

Infer that most of them are trash pits. We must be cautious In Inferring

function as the pits could be abandoned storage pits later filled with trash.

Some did apparently serve special functions, such as the pits in Housepit 3

at 45-OK-258, which contained anvil or grinding stones and large quantities of

crushed bone; or, in the same structure, pits which may have footed large

support posts. While 30 interior pits were recorded within Hudnut structures,

few floors contained more than two (Housepit 3, 45-OK-258, being a notable
exception with eight). The dissimilarities between Interior pits of the

Kartar and Hudnut Phases suggests, again, that the role these features played
in day-to-day activities may have shifted.

The 37 postmolds recorded separately In Hudnut structures, as well as

possible postholes which were recorded as pits or depressions, provide the
most striking contrast with Kartar structures where no postmolds were

recorded. Unfortunately, these holes and remains of posts give us little

Indication of the dwellingst construction. At 45-OK-258, the alignment of

postholes and larger pits in Housepit 3, thought to have held major beams,

indicated a quadrilateral support system, while In Housepit 5, an arcing

pattern of smal ler beams was noted. The major problem in discerning patterns

In the numerous postmolds Is the presence of multiple floors, each floor

containing only a few postholes which do not align with post positions in

earlier or later floors. Postholes from the Hudnut Phase contain more trash
than those in Coyote Creek Phase housepits (Table 14-3), perhaps because posts

were removed when the house was abandoned and material from the next
occupation sifted In. Especially striking however are the number and size of

Sfire-modifled rock in the Hudnut Phase postholes: using rocks to provide a
stable footing for supports seems to be characteristic of this time period
(note the high density of FMR by weight In the Hudnut Phase, Table 14-3).

Organization of Activities

Activity areas are more difficult to delineate In Hudnut than in Kartar

Phase dwellings; the collapsing of many years of use into a single floor or

several floors Into a single feature number makes it impossible to tease out a

short-term picture of activity. However, there Is evidence of processing
activities In the Hudnut dwellings which was not found In Kartar Phase houses.

Whether these activities were not represented in our sample of Kartar Phase
houses, were outdoor activities during that phase, or were first practiced In

the Hudnut Phase, is uncertain. The evidence for new activities being

practiced Indoors Is not overwhelming, but does suggest that real changes In
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daily organization were taking place. We have already mentioned changes in
the locations and construction of firepits. A second line of evidence is the
high density of material in the vicinity of the central firepit which
indicates that it served as a focus of activity--all kinds of activity--which
the Kartar examples did not exhibit. Of course, we also have noted the many
floors and reoccupation of Hudnut Phase housepits, and the high density of
material in Hudnut features may simply reflect this intensive, continuous use.
Theretore, density measurements alone cannot bear the burden of proof.
However, a third Indicator of new and different activities taking place within
Hudnut Phase housepits lies in the many pits and debris scatters which cover
the floors. Unlike In the Kartar Phase, several very dense bone scatters
occur on Hudnut Phase housepit floors, as do examples of lithic workshops (see
Housepit 1 at 45-OK-250, for example) and concentrations of salmon bone (often
as complete skeletons). Some pits reflect a specialized use, such as the pits
filled with crushed bone at 45-K-258, Housepit 3.

Another aspect of changing activities within Hudnut Phase housepits Is
indicated by the faunal and artifact assemblages within these houseplts. We
do not use these assemblages to pinpoint the location of specific activities
within the houses themselves, but rather to look at the structure as a whole
and so to examine the role of the dwelling within the site, and by extension,
the site within the system. In our report on the excavation at 45-00-211, we
noted that, of the four housepits uncovered there, two held abundant salmon
remains, while the other two contained much deer or deer-size bone. The
latter two also yielded more projectile points from the floor, and we
suggested (following Brauner 1976) that the projectiles were carried Into the
housepIts with the meat and were removed during final processing. We also
suggested that 45-D0-211 shows that the ethnographic pattern of winter
dwellings and summer fishing camps, noted for the Nespelem and Sanpoii by Ray
(1932), was In place as 'ong as 3,000 years ago. The sequence of houses at
45-00-211 show a shifting focus at the site--from hunting to fishing, back to
hunting and then to fishing--and that the site served, In turn, as both a
winter habitation and a summer/tall fishing camp. Later, we discerned a
similar pattern among the pit dwellings at 45-OK-4, where several structures
contained almost no fish bone while olners seemed to contain little else. At
Housepit 2, 45-OK-4, the earlier floor was littered with salmon remains while
the second floor contained almost none. Therefore, we suggest that, not only
were new activities being Introduced Into the dwelling at this time, but the
dwellings themselves were evolving specialized functions within the yearly 1 _

round. We have no evidence for this phenomenon in the earlier period.

SUMMARY

The Hudnut Phase housepit, then, is marked by its oval to circular shape,
:, :, postholes, trash pits and special function pits, and a central hearth area paround which activity of the day revolved. These housepits usual ly were

occupied and re-occupied several times, often with extensive modifications tothe original excavation, so that the archaeological record Is, at Its -
simplest, several sequential floors or, at its most complex, a series of

t iv sho s
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overlapping pit structures of uncertain succession. Activity areas are
similarly obscured by the complex stratigraphy, but It appears that the

dwel I lngs were being used for more numerous and and varied types of daIly

activities and were themselves evolving Into season-specific structures.

COYOTE CREEK PHASE HOUSES

Structures dating to the Coyote Creek Phase were excavated at three

sites (Table 14-5). Fifteen of the 17 structures were from adjoining sites
45-OK-2 and 45-OK-2A, which may have once been part of a continuous occupation
area. The situation Is similar to that for the Kartar Phase; the majority of
the houses are from a single site and we do not know how representative that -w
site is of all Coyote Creek villages or structures.

Houses at all three sites are generally circular pit dwellings, with

diameters of less than 14 m (Table 14-5). Walls are either steep or gently .,.

sloping, sometimes both in the same structure. Some of the houses are very
shallow, and may be considered surface structures, while others are more
typical of the semi-subterranean dwelling. However, of the 14 houses whose

depth is known, only three are more than 50 cm deep, Indicating that deep pit %
houses may no longer have been used. It may be that the local populace no
longer wanted or could afford to put the time and effort Into the construction K ,.

of deeper pits, and was content with shallower, less permanent construction. .,*,I ,

Two attributes of the Coyote Creek Phase houses support this Interpretation
(Table 14-5). The first is the nearly total lack of postholes which Is most
pronounced when compared with the Hudnut Phase where 37 postholes were
recorded among 19 housepits. The lack of postholes, coupled with the
shallowness of the structure, suggests a different form of superstructure than
In either the Hudnut or Kartar Phases. Secondly, Coyote Creek houses have
little Indication of extensive re-occupation. Generally only a single floor
was recorded and the density of material from the floor Is much lower than the

Hudnut Phase floors (with the exception of FMR; see Table 14-3). We take this
to be evidence of a more transitory occupation; that Is, a house might be
occupied for a season or several seasons, but, unlike the Hudnut houseplts, It
Is not re-occupied again and again over hundreds of years. The reasons for
this are unknown.

Interior Features r

Interior features are similar to those from the Hudnut Phase. A central

hearth area Is stIll the major source of heat and lI ght; only one structure
contains a second flrepit. Structure 1 at 45-OK-287 has a smaller flreplt
near the structure's wail as well as the central hearth area, a pattern we .. %

first noted In the Kartar Phase. .. %

Interior pits become scarcer In the Coyote Creek Phase. In House Z at

45-OK-2A, a small pit only 12 cm deep contained many fish bones, while In
House 9, an Interior pit was 1.2 m across and 40 cm deep. In Housepit 2 at

45-OK-258, an interior pit was nearly one meter In diameter and 85 cm deep. A

small pit in the House 3 floor at 45-OK-2 contained a human cranium. Given

% N -.
p.. •.
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our four examples, the reader can see that It Is difficult to draw

general Izatlons about Interior pits In the Coyote Creek Phase. They seem to

have been opportunistically constructed; that Is, they were dug to suit the

purpose at hand, but were not excavated on a regular basis or to specific

proportions.
Three of the houses at 45-OK-2 have not been mentioned In the discussion

so far--House 6, House E, and Structure F, which date to 1800-1830 AD., 1850-
1894 A.D., and 1650-1800 A.D., respectively. These three houses are

completely different from the earlier houses discussed above. They are
rectangular surface structures with either no walls or a short wail built up

around the perimeter. House 6 even has an interior "wal I" or rim of soil

which sets off the eastern third of the house. Interior pits do not occur,

but Interior earth ovens--deep, rock-lIned flrepits--and more traditional , ., (

hearth areas are present. Historic artifacts, carbonized layers of matting,

FMR clusters and food processing areas have all been Identified on the floors
of these three structures. There Is no readily apparent evolutionary line

leading from the housepits of the Kartar Phase to the surface structures of
the historic period at 45-OK-2, and it may be that the attributes which appear
so quickly and unexpectedly here have their roots elsewhere. , k

EXTERIOR OCCUPATION SUWACES, FIREPITS, AND PITS

Exterior occupation surfaces, pits, and firepits are structured feature

types. They have definable boundaries and regularly distributed contents

setting them apart from debris scatters, a second category of exterior
features to be discussed below. Also, these three teature types occasionally

occur In association with each other, the two smaller features originating in
the exterior occupation sufaces. Therefore, we consider these three teature *

types as a group.

EXTERIOR OCCUPATION SURFACES

These features are former land surfaces upon which evidence of In situ
activity remains, with the surface Itself being the primary criterion. A
hardening of the soil or a change in the types of soil, verified by
stratigraphers, constituted evidence of a surface. The types and intensity of

activities recorded in these features is quite varied, as is their size....:."
Other features of this type have been dubbed "activity areas" or "living ....

surfaces;" our phrase was chosen to be neutral in terms of the number and

types of functions the feature served.

One caveat is necessary: although these "exterior" surfaces have been

placed into this category because there was no evidence of their being
"interior" house floors, some of them may be Just that. Some of tne surtaces ,.

were recorded In isolated excavation units which may have come down In the %

middle of housepits and so revealed no walls. In other Instances, the

occupation surfaces occupied shallow depressions above older housepits; in
these cases, no structural supports were In evidence but IT Is possible they
were shallow surface structures. Both these scenarios apply particularly to

..*-=-
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Hudnut Phase sites where the complex stratigraphy Indicates long and varied
site use above and below recorded housepits.

Kartar Phase

Looking first at the Kartar Phase, we find 17 occupation sJrfaces at

three different sites; 14 are at 45-OK-11, and are coeval with the housepits
there; two are in the rockshelter at 45-00-326; and a large well-preserved
example is at open site 45-K-288. Four of these Kartar Phase occupation

surfaces were excavated extensively and enough to gain a clear picture of the

distribution of activities across the surface.
Two large occupation surfaces at 45-OK-11 were exposed In block

excavations. Occupation Surface A, In Area 2, was seven meters across and

occupied a very shallow (20 cm) depression, which apparently resulted from
use, not from aboriginal digging. The surface could be divided into two
parts: the central area, which contained two firepits, was darkly stained
with charcoal and littered with debris. Shell, abundant in the firepits, was
not plentiful on the surface Itself. The periphery of the occcupaTion surface

lay on the slope of the depression and held larger pieces of trash and a

concentration of shell; It was deemed a disposal zone. Occupation Surtace B
in Area 3 also had a central and peripheral zone, with a chipping station of
jasper flakes in the center and a scatter of large bone fragments and jasper

flakes across a 5.5 m2 area (the predominance of jasper on this surface was
unusual given the high frequency of basalt and quartzite flakes in all other
Kartar Phase features at 45-OK-11).

A third, large exterior occupation surface was excavated at 45-OK-288.

Similar In age (4500 B.P.) to the other two, this confined area also showed a
deliberate patterning of activities across it. Near a central, unprepared

firepit were eight discrete clusters of small bone fragments. Pounding and
cutting tools occurred around these bone clusters, and bitterbrush seeds were
within the firepit. The season of use for this surface is suggested to be late
spring and late summer. This occupation surface also occupies a shallow, non-
excavated depression, as does a fourth large surface within the rockshelter atCf .or
45-00-326. This last surface has some of the same attributes as the other
three--central firepit, shallow depression, high density of materials--but any
regular distribution of artifacts or activities has been obscured by several

later large prehistoric pits.

When we compare the density and distribution of material In Kartar Phase
housepits and exterior occupation surfaces, we note several similarities: the

spatial arrangement of certain activities, associated firepits and pits, the .-
densities of shell, FMR, stone and bone tools. There are, however, some
notable differences. First, the density of bone Is more than twice as great

(by weight) on exterior surfaces, and bone fragments tend to be smaller. This
a.,. suggests to us that meat processing was primarily an outdoor activity, with

processing taking place In the multiple-use, exterior surfaces. Stone;. •evidence of primary butchering recorded in bone scatters and further

debitage Is also more abundant on exterior surfaces than on housepit floors,
and so knapping may have been more common as an outdoor activity as wel l. The .4

%.
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formation of shallow depressions within the four major occupation surfaces and AI

their definable boundaries further suggests that they may have been sheltered %

in some way, perhaps by a windbreak or a ramada, although no evidence of such
structures has been found. However, we can think of no other reason why the

outdoor activity areas would be so regularly distributed and confined.

Hudnut Phase

During the Hudnut Phase, the constant re-occupation and modification of
sites or the rapid accumulation of natural strata or both precluded the
development of wel l-formed, wel I-preserved activity areas. Although more are
recorded from the Hudnut Phase than the preceding phase, none revealed the
same patterning of materials and features. Few were large, although several -IW4
were extensively excavated. Many of the recorded occupation surfaces occur In ".2,
the depressions above Hudnut Phase housepits. We have speculated that some of
these may have held temporary structures, but as with the Kartar Phase, have
no real evidence to support this. There are 14 small postholes in the
depression above Housepit 3 at 45-OK-258, but unfortunately, no corresponding
occupation surface.

Lacking specific surfaces to describe in detail, we resort to
generalizing about Hudnut Phase exterior surfaces from the density figures
(Table 14-6). We find that Hudnut Phase housepit floors are much richer In
bone than exterior surfaces, although the bone is about the same size. This,
coupled with the high density of bone In Interior pits and flrepits, suggests
that secondary meat processing has become an Indoor as well as an outdoor
activity during this period. In the Kartar Phase, bone density, measured by
either weight or number, is higher in exterior occupation surfaces than In . .. .
house floors (Table 14-7), while the reverse is true In the Hudnut Phase
(Table 14-8). In the Coyote Creek Phase there is less difference between the
density values for house floors and exterior occupation surfaces and the
rank orders of the two reverse depending on whether count or weight Is used as
the density measure (Table 14-9).

Coyote Creek Phase

In the Coyote Creek Phase, few exterior occupation surfaces were
Identified. Site 45-D0-214, an open camp site, contains the best examples.
They are all small, confined areas (less than 4 m in length, more often less
than 2 m), littered with FMR, bone, cutting and pounding tools, and associated
with pits and firepits. As in the Hudnut Phase, no specific pattern of
activities could be discerned. Unlike the Hudnut or Kartar Phases, exterior
occupation surfaces were rare at Coyote Creek housepit sites.

EXTERIOR FIREPITS

Formal differences in Kartar and Hudnut Phase exterior firepits are ' t

subtle but, we feel, reflect real changes In the way firepits were used. In
bot h phases, fIrepIts tend to be medium-sized (50-70 cm diameter) and shallow

.' -•--..*
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Table 14-8. Ranking of feature types by material density, Hudnut Phase.

Measure Ranking

1 2 645 7

Bone N/ 3  9000+ 4000+ 2000+ 1900 500 400 300 200
Debris C Int FP Ext OS Int Pit PH Ext Pit SheL LC Ext FP

FLoor Bone C FlR C FiLL

Bonr go/w, 2000 1400 1100 900 700 300 100 <IO
Debris C Bone C FLoor Int Pit Ext OS Ext Pit PH Ext FP

Int FP Shel LC FiR C
.'4:

Bone gN/N 0.74 0.58 0.4 0.26-.29 0.22-.23 0.16
Bone C Shell C Ext Pit Roar Int FP Ext FP

Int Pit FMR C FILL
PH Debris C .
Ext 06

Shell hinges 3000+ 1000+ 700 300 100 <65
N/mi Debris C Ext Pit Int FP Floor Ext FP Bone C

SheLl C Ext 06 Int Pit FlR C
FIL
PH

TotaL 5000+ 10+ 700-300 100 <90
SheLL C Int FP Ext OS Ext FP FR C
Debris L FLoor It Pit Bone C Ext Pit

FI LL PH

FMR N/ 3  "200 -IO <55 <20
Debris C Ext FP ShelL C Ext Pit
Int FP Ext OS Bone C FILL
FlR C FLoor Int Pit PH

FM kgm 3  686 40-SO 20-37 10 8 <6
"nt FP Ext FP Debris C FLoor 3hetl C Bone C

FM C Ext OS PH Int Pit Ext Pit

Debitags 200+ 100+ <90 <35
N/* 1  Int Pit Int FP FMR C SheLL C

Debris C Ext ( FILL Ext Pit
FLoor Borne C Ext FP PH

TooLs 21 12-14 6-7 5 <3
N/mI Int Pit FLoore Ext OS SheLl C FiLL

Debris Int FP Ext Pit FMR C PH
Bone C Ext F

%

-' -% - - - -....
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Table 14-9. Ranking of feature types by material density,
Coyote Creek Phase.

Mesure Ranking

1 2 3 4 5 67

lone Wm 9000 3000 2000 1500 900 600 <400
Bone C Debris C Int FP Ext Pit SheLL C Int Pi t Flit

FLoor Ext DS Ext FP
PH __

FMU

Bone gvm 3  4000+ -Boo 400-500 300 -IGO <60
Bane C Debris Int R:P ShoLL C Ext FP Int Pit

FLoor Ext CC2 FiLL PH
Ext Pit FMR C

Bone gm/N 0.52 0.38-.37 0.36-.34 0.24-.26 0.15 0.09
Bone C F4R C Ext FP Ext Pit PH Int Pit

ShelL C Ext OS Debris C ~~.~
FLoor Int FP . '.%'

SheLL hinges 3000+ 900 400-600 200 -50 <20
N 3 SheLL C Debris C Ext Pit Bone C FLoor Int Pit

Ext OS FILL Int FP
FMR C Ext P

Totel shelL 12,000 1-2000 500 100 70 <20
ga/w, SheLL C Debris C Bone C Ext Pit FILL Int Pit

FL oar Ext FP
Ext OS Int FP

PH
FHR C

FWM NWO 300 200 100 70 55 <20
PHA C Ext OS Debris EtPt Shell C FILL

Ext FP Floor Int Pit
Int FP Bone C PH

FMR kg/n 3  120 84 64 29 9-17 <2
Ext PP FMR C Int FP FLoor Debris C FILL
Ext OS Ext Pit Bone C Int Pit

SheLL C PH

Debi tags 400 200 100 <90 20 1 7
Y/ nt FP Bone C FMR C F L L SheLi C PH

Floor Ext FP Int Pit
Ext OS Ext Pi t
Debris C

Tools Is+ 13 <6-
n/ODebris C Ext OS SheLL C Bone C

*Irit FP FI9R C FILL
FL Foor Ext Pit Int Pit

PH

%.
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(less than 25 cm deep), but, as we have noted, material density, especially of
bone, is higher in the Kartar Phase (Table 14-6). Possible reasons for this
difference Include small sample size and differential preservation; however, %
less Intensive or extensive use of the Hudnut Phase exterior firepits is also
a possibility. Five of the eight Kartar Phase firepits occur at 45-OK-11 and N
are thus associated with long-term housepit occupations; most of the Hudnut -
Phase firepits, however, were found at temporary campsites and may not have
had recurrent use. --

A major formal distinction in firepits Is the advent of the rock-fIll ed

earth oven in the Coyote Creek Phase. Ten "ovens", defined as "pits used to
cook food or heat other materials with trapped heat", were identified at 45-
OK-2 (Campbell 1984a). Not all were rock-filled; some still contained their 0
layers of fuel as well. Some even occurred within housepits. Some of the
ovens at 45-OK-2 date to the Hudnut Phase, and large cooking pits dating to
that period have been found at other sites as well (e.g., 45-D0-242).
On the other hand, rock-filled ovens at the project are confined to Coyote

Creek Phase assemblages. Of the examples recorded at 45-OK-2, 45-D0-214, and
45-D0-204 some may be as old as 1200 B.P., but only one (at 45-D0-204) has

been directly dated to 5-600 B.P. They are circular, about a meter in
diameter, and up to 35 cm deep. However, an earth oven from 45-OK-208 In the .

RM 590 area Is radiocarbon dated at 2465±200 (dendrocorrected date, Table D-4,
Appendix D; see Chatters 1984:A121 for description of feature and original

date). In general, Coyote Creek Phase firepits tend to be much larger (ca. 1
m diameter) than earlier firepits and are filled with FMR (note high density
of FMR in Coyote Creek exterior firepits In Table 14-6); It may be that many

of them are poorly preserved ovens.

EXTERIOR PITS

Exterior pits occur at both habitation and camp sites In all three

phases. There seems to be little change in form In these pits through time,
despite some Indications to the contrary. For example, It appears that Kartar
Phase pits are smaller than those of succeeding phases (those at 45-OK-11 and
45-OK-288 are usually less than 50 cm :n diameter), until the very large,

bell-shaped pits In the rockshelter at 45-00-326 are Included. Hudnut Phase
pits also might be considered smal , when the total number and volume are
taken into account (Table 14-6). However, so many Hudnut Phase pits were
Incompletely excavated or poorly preserved that only a portion of each has

* been recorded. Thus, apparently distinctive attributes of exterior pits in
each phase are not so distinctive on closer scrutiny.

Seventeen pits were recorded at three Kartar Phase sites. Those at 45-

OK-1 1 and 45-OK-287 are general ly smaI I and between 20-30 cm deep. The 77
function of these pIts Is unknown; they are filled with camp trash. Some may
have been used for cooking or heating, but not enough evidence remains to
label them "firepits." The seven pits at the rockshelter, 45-00-326, are very

different from those at the other two sites. These pits were a meter or more
In diameter and 50-75 cm deep. They were straight-sided, bel I- or basin-
shaped In form, and contained prImarily bone scrap and other debris from the
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occupation surfaces which surrounded them. They cut into each other and were
cut into, In turn, by later Hudnut Phase pits of similar size, form, and fill.
However, even though one might hope that such pits would be filled with - -.,
material, we find that Kartar Phase exterior pits contain much less material ,-- "9

than pits of succeeding phases.
Twenty-two exterior pits were recorded at seven Hudnut Phase sites, most

at habitation sites contemporaneous with housepit occupations. There is a
great deal of variation in pit size during this period: some are around 50 cm
in diameter (45-55 cm), but most are between 90 and 130 cm across, and from
55-80 cm deep. Only two of the large pits occur In the rockshelter (45-D0-
326); others, at 45-00-211, 45-OK-250, and 45-K-4, are associated with
housepit occupations. Several large pits, which may have been cooking pits,
were recorded in the fill above Hudnut Phase housepits at 45-00-242. The
exact function of the Hudnut Phase pits is obscured by later fill or poor
preservation, but a variety of functions appear to have heen served. The pits
at 45-00-242, for example, each contained several overlapping, smaller,
carbon- and debris-filled pits (several recorded under a single feature
number), while at 45-00-326, only general trash was lIghtly scattered through
the pit fill. Several pits at 45-OK-258, 45-OK-4, and 45-00-211 contained
many salmon bones and, occasionally, an articulated, nearly complete salmon
skeleton, while other pits at the same sites contained no fish bone. Shell,
in the form of hinge pieces, Is also a major constituent of the Hudnut Phase
pits. Thus it appears that there may be some differences in function or
intensity of use between the Kartar and Hudnut Phases, even though we cannot
say exactly what those functions were.

Seven Coyote Creek sites yielded a total of fifteen exterior pits. Again
variety is the key word in describing size, shape, and contents. The pits
range from a small, shallow cache of bone and stone tools (some fishIng
implemants) at 45-00-214 to large (1 m plus), deep (70 cm) pits at 45-OK-2 and
45-OK-258. As with the Hudnut Phase, the larger pits are more frequent.
Unlike Hudnut Phase pits, the Coyote Creek Phase pits contain a great deal of
bone scrap and FMR. Salmon appears in high frequencies, although less than in
the preceding phase (Table 14-6). Campbell's conclusion that pits at 45-OK-2
contain "no evidence of any other function beside storage," should apply only
to Interior pits since the contents of exterior pits Imply meat processing or
cooking.

DEBRIS CONCENTRATIONS/SCATTERS

We use the labels debris concentration or debris scatter tor unstructured . ."

features characterized by unusually high density or isolation of particular
categories of material. As discussed In the research design (Campbell 1984b),
the labels concentratIon and scatter are not contradictory. Concentration *"

Indicates the high density of material, relative to the surrounding matrix.
Scatter Indicates that the spatial arrangement of the debris Is random.
Each kind of debris scatter can vary from very limited concentrations of a few
pieces to thick midden deposits. Because debris scatters are unstructured,
they lack standard forms or patterning diagnostic of temporal phases.
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However, the frequency, contents, and associations of debris scatters In sites
of different ages would be a fruitful avenue for further research. Table 14-10
presents measures of debris scatter contents by phase; however, we restrict
our discussion to pointing out a few trends and biases In the data.

First, biases in the debris scatter data are created by the excavation of
"content teatures." A content feature was defined when an unusual
concentration of a specific type of material (bone, FMR, less often shell) was
encountered within a unit level. Those artitacts, and those artitacts alone,
were removed and recorded as the feature. Other material collected from the
pit or the screen was label led as "unit level material" and considered
separately. Thus, in a scatter of large bone, only the large bone would be

collected as the feature; smaller pieces were bagged separately. This
procedure has biased the mean weight tabulations for bone concentrations. In
an FMR scatter, only FMR would be collected and other material would be
recorded elsewhere, thus decreasing the density measurements of other material
types In FMR scatters. This approach was an exception rather than the rule,
and was applied more often to FMR scatters than to other types of features.

One well-preserved, dense bone scatter is recorded in each of the three
phases: Kartar Phase at 45-0K-I1, Hudnut Phase at 45-0-242, and Coyote Creek
Phase at 45-OK-258. In each of these, large bone predominates with pockeTs of
crushed bone occurring as wel l. Deer Is by far the most abundant species with
mountain sheep and pronghorn, as well as other large game, occasionally
represented. Each of these three large bone scatters (from 4 to 8 m across)
Is associated with a housepit occupation at the site. The extremely large
average bone weight noted for the Kartar Phase (Table 14-10) stems from the
bias discussed above. Also the high density of tools for the Kartar Phase

reflects the fact that the bone scatter at 45-OK-1I was a primary butchering .,,:.

area (the distribution of the bone and staining of the soil support this
contention), while the large Coyote Creek bone layer at 45-0K-258 Is thought
to be a dump.

FMR scatters are more frequent and denser In the Coyote Creek Phase
(Table 14-10). This repeats the trend seen in other exterior features where
FMR abundance Increases dramatical ly in the Coyote Creek phase; the reasons
for this trend are not clear. Again, the biases discussed above make density .
measurements of materials associated with FMR scatters unrel iable; FMR density

_ is overestimated and density of other materials underestimated.

We noted In our descriptions of the feature types certain changes In the
organization of activities on the site through time; these changes occur for-'%
the most part between the Kartar and Hudnut Phases.

Limited evidence from 45-OK-11 suggests at least two families or an
extended family within the dwel ling, with activities focused around two or 4

more fIrepIts and pits. Primary butchering of meat occurred at the exterior
bone scatters with secondary processing on exterior occupation
surfaces. Shellfish, wherever processed, were dumped In large exterior
middens and scatters; shell was used occasionalIy to line housepit walls and
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Interior pits. The density of debitage on exterior occupation surfaces
suggests that most reduction took place there, but interior flrepits also were
the center of much knappIng activity. Tools fell into the archaeological
record where they were being used or manufactured--bone scatters, Interior
firepits, exterior occupation surfaces. (See Tables 14-7, 8, and 9) for a
ranking of feature types by density of material.) The point of this
recitation is that, while activities of all types took place Inside the
dwelling, the bulk of the activity occurred outside.

The role of the pit dwelling within the system seems to expand from the
Kartar to Hudnut Phase. Through slow shifts In degree, activities in the
Hudnut Phase are organized quite differently than in the preceding phase.
Many activities now take place primarily within the housepits themselves, if

we can use the ranking of feature types (Tables 14-7, 8, and 9) as an
indication (and recognizing the dangers and biases therein). Bone is
particularly abundant on the housepit floors and in Interior firepits. Only
general debris scatters, a category heavily weighted by the dump stratum at
45-OK-250, consistently rank above interior features In material density.
Secondly, the focus of activity within pit structures Is a central hearth
area, an unexcavated, possibly rock-ringed fireplace. No division of work or
division Into social groups such as families is evident in the Hudnut Phase
housepit. Thirdly, in the Hudnut Phase, the housepit Itself may have evolved
a seasonal function. Groups of pit dwellings analogous to the ethnographic
"winter" vilIage have been recorded, but we also have evidence (see the
discussion of the faunal remains in the 45-DO-211 housepits) of housepits
occupied solely during the spring or summer fish runs, the subsurface
equivalent of temporary shelters constructed by historic groups for their "
summer fish camps.

The Coyote Creek Phase is more difficult to characterize, since there are -'
no distinctive shifts in the Hudnut to Coyote Creek Phase. Bone, debitage,
and tools occur in highest density in Interior features; shell and FMK in
exterior featues. Rock-filled ovens appear. Shallow surface structures occur
more frequently, culminating In the mat lodges of the protohistoric period.
Although there is little evidence for re-occupation of Coyote Creek Phase
housepits, their shallow nature and lack of elaborate superstructure suggest a
cultural premium on mobility. Many of the feature types used in the Coyote
Creek Phase are very similar to those of the Hudnut Phase (housepits, central
hearth areas, large exterior cooking pits), but there are other formal
differences (mat lodges, rectangular structures, rock-filled ovens) which
suggest significant cultural changes in this last period of prehistoric occupation.

GENERAL INTERPRETATIONS OF PROJECT AREA PREHISTORY

Analysis and Interpretation of features, particularly houses, has played
a fundamental role in Interpreting the organization of activities at all
project sites. However, at no site has the role of features been more
Important than at 45-OK-11, which yielded the largest single assemblage of
houses and other features dating to before 4500 B.P. on the Plateau. This

* unprecedented data base provides an opportunity for re-evaluating many
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previous interpretations of Plateau prehistory (Lohse 1984).
The Interpretations of project area prehistory discussed here may not

agree with those In other chapters; the differences are one of theoretical
Interpretation rather than disagreements about the prehistoric record. The
perspective followed here is that presented in the final chapter of the 45-OK-
11 report (Lohse 1984; see also Jaehnig and Lohse 1984). In this view, the
cultural system Is seen as responsive to a set of vectors, or directional
forces, which create certain pressures to which the system must adapt.
Although vectors need not necessarily be negative, most are seen by
archaeologists as points of stress on or within a cultural system. .- , ,

Environment, demographics, Ideology, technology all create problems (or
opportunities) for a culture. Change results either when the culture adopts a
new response to an existing challenge, or when one or more of the vectors
change. A sudden increase in population density would be an example of the
latter; a new group organization In the face of continued Increasing density,
an example of the former. Cultural adaptation Is seen as gradual and
continual.

The view that changes In economic strategy were gradual and due to

various Interacting vectors disagrees with the theories whIch link the
emergence of semisedentism or the winter village with the sudden exploitation
of either salmon (Nelson 1969), root crops (Ames and Marshall 1980), or
storage (Schalk and Cleveland 1983). Such explanations are theoretically
unsatisfying because they do not explain the emergence of the technology or
strategy upon which the development of vilrages Is supposedly dependent; more
tellingly, our data do not support any of them. To summarize the argument
made in detail by Lohse (1984) we have a body of data which indicates that no
single attribute can be called upon to explain the establishment of the
village pattern across the entire Plateau and that villages have existed upon
the Plateau for the last 5000 years. Our most telling argument against the -
sudden emergence of winter vIll ages around 3000 years ago Is 45-0K-1I, a large
village site of 13 housepits (estimated 3-5 contemporaneous), occupied at
points between 5500 and 4500 B.P. Our evidence against the three specific
attributes usually cited as seminal In the development of villages comes from
features, fauna, and artifact assemblages. Fishing, root processing, and
storage are all represented In the project area from our earl lest sites
through the most recent. Granted, there does seem to be Increasing dependence
on some resources (e.g., salmon In the Hudnut Phase) and Innovations in
technology (e.g. the rock-fil led ovens of the Coyote Creek Phase), but we view
these, not as the sudden Introduction of a resource, but as the gradual
emphasis of a resource already In the repertoire; and occasional Innovations
of form do not neccessarily Indicate a concomitant Innovation of function.

What then do the Innovations and changing emphases in feature form
Indicate? I believe, and here I differ from viewpoints expressed elsewhere in .

this volume, that two negative vectors were simultaneously acting upon the
late Kartar Phase groups In the area. The first vector is the possible .. ,,'
declining productivity of the shell beds, a resource upon which the occupants ,

of 45-0K-11 drew heavily. However, other than some Indications of Increased -_--_'__
river flow and lateral movement of the river In the late Kartar Phase (see

12.. ..
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Chatters 1984) which may have affected shellfish abundance, I have no
empirical means of corroborating or refuting this suggestion so I will not
dwell on It as a possible directional force.

The second vector, for which there is ample evidence, is Increasing
population density from the Kartar to the Hudnut Phase. In his discussion of
site clusters, Salo (Chapter 8) notes two clusters of habitation and camp
sites in the Kartar Phase, widely separated ilong the river. Four such
clusters, overlapping In age, occur in the Hudnut Phase. Density measurements
and the evidence of multiple floors and several superposed pit structures
Indicate frequent re-occupation and intensive use of Hudnut habitation sites,
much more so than in Kartar habitation sites. This evidence of more siteV
clusters, frequent re-occupation and hIgh material density suggests the
following interpretation. The success of human habitation in the area, as
evidenced by the establishment of the 45-OK-11 village arouna 5000 years ago,
was accompanied by increases in population. As group size reached maximum
limits for the social structure and supporting resources and technology, new -'

groups budded off into previously unoccupied areas, such as the left bank %

(southern or Douglas County side) of the Columbia River. Others have
suggested that the opening of the left bank habitation sites (45-00-211, 45-
DO-242, etc.) Is due to the Improvement of the local environment which allowed
the previously "marginal" area to be settled. My argument is that Increasing
population pressure led to the settlement of new areas whether they had
"improved" or not. Because new groups had formed, each with Its own territory
of habitation and camp sites, sites were re-used more frequently as groups
moved within Increasingly restricted territorial ranges.

The above argument is based on the view that population Increase Is a
natural result of a successful system that has not yet reached its
environmental limits. Once the population has reached the limits of the
environment and/or cultural system, either 1) growth is limited; 2) new
technologies/strategies evolve; or, 3) new social organizations develop. It
Is a combination of the last two factors that Is responsible for the
di fferences between the Kartar and Hudnut Phases.
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SECTION V: SYNTHESIS

Schalk and Cleveland (1983) review the archaeological literature for the
Columbia P;ateau and present a 3-stage model of prehistoric subsistence
systems that emphasizes organizational change. The first stage, broad
spectrum foraging, Is characterized by highly mobi le groups with a general ized
resource base that varies with local resource abundance, and a generalized

tool kit that varies little from site to site. After thousands of years, this
adaptation Is replaced by a semisedentary adaptation, signal led by the

appearance of winter pithouse residences. These indicate an organizatiQnal

change In which storage replaces hunting as the primary over-wintering
strategy and residential mobility Is severely decreased. No other major
organizational change occurs except for the development of a mobile foraging
strategy based on horses In some areas of the Plateau after 1700 A.D.

The archaeological record from the project area is clearly attributable
almost entirely to Schalk and Cleveland's semisedentary stage. Schalk and
Cleveland assume that the semisedentary adaptation appears around 3-4000 B.P.,
while we have evidence of it at 5100 B.P. Although the extreme ends of the

occupation span may represent the other stages of their model, the scale of
our analysis does not allow us to examine these separately. Because the
earliest housepit is 5200-5100 B.P., the first part of the Kartar Phase may
not fit this adaptational pattern. Future analysis might well contrast this
earlier period with the later Kartar. Likewise, the impact of the horse
probably was felt in the project area even if less than In other areas of the
Plateau; however, our analysis Is not in short enough time periods to look at
th is separately. .

Schalk and Cleveland state a caveat related to the use of stage models; '.

the stage model Is imposed on what is actually a record of continuous change
and long-term processes. Here the project's research in Rufus Woods Lake can
make a contribution. The archaeological record of this area offers excellent
potential for examining the nature and processes of change within one stage of
their model, the semlsedentary adaptation. Indeed, this preliminary summary
of results Indicates substantial, regular variation in the organization and
structure of prehistoric cultural activities through 6,000 years of
semisedentary adaptation, variation that cannot be explained simply by changes
in local resources and environments.
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15. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

by Sarah K. Campbell

The most general outlines of prehistoric occupation of the project area
offer little surprise as they are consistent with what is known from other
areas of the Plateau. Stylistic evidence suggests that human occupation of

the project area began around 6500 B.P., although the earliest radiocarbon
date (dendrocorrected) Is 5400 B.P. Occupation of the riverine zone was

continuous Into historic times. Throughout the span of occupation,
populations supported themselves with a hunting and gathering mode of
subsistence utilizing local resources such as artiodactyls, small mammals,
fish, fruits, and roots. Locally available woods, Ilthic materials, bone, and
antler were used for fashioning artifacts, supplemented by Imported shel Is and
exotic I Ithic materials. Substantial dwellings were constructed from at least
5100 B.P. on, and various specialized features were built for processing,
storing, and cooking food. When European goods became available, they were
Incorporated Into the material culture gradually.

Some previous studies of Plateau prehistory, based on smaller samples
with more temporal discontinuities and fewer occupations representing each
period, have emphasized contrasts between assemblages of different ages.
We also discuss differences, but this large, systematically collected data
base provides compelling evidence for continuity of cultural patterns through
time and the general subtlety of change. Most temporal differences we observe
in the prehistoric record are matters of degree, e.g. a decrease in the .0
relative frequency of basalt projectile points or an Increasing predominance

___ of a few taxa among the faunal remains. Some quantitative differences,
however, are so large In magnitude, or happen so rapidly, that they have the
appearance of qualitative changes. For example, there Is a large Increase in ,-.*"

the number of sites and total amount of cultural material after 4000 B.P. The
Kartar Phase Is distinguished by greater abundance and diversity of cobble
tools than later assemblages, more use of basalt in making flake tools, and a
microblade Industry. PIthouses are more widely and evenly distributed during
the Hudnut Derlod, the only time they are found on the south side of the
river. The remains of shellfish are abundant at Kartar and Hudnut Phase sites

but decrease to negligible amounts during the Coyote Creek period.
Similar observations previously have been made about the prehistoric

record In other regions of the Plateau; nonetheless we make a contribution In

several ways. First, the project report series provides systematic empirical

documentation for our generalizations. Previous syntheses have not commonly
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provided detailed tabulations of data to spotdescriptive grlztos
Secondly, we have used Binford's concepts of foraging versus collecting
strategies (Binford 1980) as an organizing device for interpretation, linking .;e**
this work to general theoretical Issues and to other regional research (e.g.,
Chatters 1984a). It is possible to evaluate the significance of subtle
quantitative changes such as we observe only with respect to such a
theoretical framework. Final ly, we are In a position to demonstrate the
complex structure of the Plateau riverine archaeological record and to
emphasize the importance of developing creative strategies for studying this
record in ways meaningful for Interpreting the cultural system as a whole.

The first few sections of this chapter summarize the general parameters
of the archaeological record, especially systematic comparisons between
phases. This is followed by a section summarizing the economic strategy of
each phase, with details on Individual sites. This leads to a consideration
of the biases affecting our Interpretation of the prehistoric record and to a
discussion of the mechanisms Involved in evolution of logistical systems. %

OCCUPATION SPAN AN) SITE FREQUENCY

In order to roughly estimate population levels we examined the frequency
of components through time In four ways: using frequency of radiocarbon dates
In absolute time, and using numbers of components by 500 yr, 1000 yr, and 2000
yr Intervals.

The frequency of radiocarbon dates by time (Salo, Chapter 6) suggests
possible population fluctuations throughout the occupation span. Minima occur .-F A

around 4000 and 2000 B.P. Similar results are obtained when components are
tabulated by 500 yr Intervals (Miss, Chapter 9); this distribution has minima
between 4500 and 4000 B.P. and 2000 and 1500 B.P. When 1000 yr Intervals are
used, however, the frequency of components forms a unimodal curve. The
frequency of components by phase (Salo, Chapter 6) shows yet another pattern.
There are approximately twice as many sites In the Hudnut period as in the
Kartar period. This could Indicate a doubling of the population or a shift in
settlement pattern so that a greater proportion of sites are located within
the project boundaries. The number of sites Increases slightly In the Coyote
Creek Phase. The general increase through time Indicated In the phase
analysis masks the minima and the drop-off In number of sites noted In the 500
and 1000 yr Interval tabulations. A relatively low number of sites prior to
4000 B.P. is Indicated by all the analyses, and the shorter intervals and
radiocarbon curves Indicate rapid Increase after 4000 B.P.

Factors other than prehistoric population size or settlement pattern may
partially account for the scarcity of components In the early period. Salo
attributes the low numbers of radiocarbon dates to generally poor organic
preservation in these sites on long stable surfaces. Removal of charcoal, and '.

possibly other light materials by river deflation is most likely responsible
for the absence of charcoal at sites like 45-D0-282 and 45-D0-273. However,
organic preservation was not a problem at 45-0K-11, where charcoal was *

relatively abundant and delicate organic tissues were preserved. At any rate,
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the number of components Is low even when components dated stylistically

rather than by radiocarbon dates are Included.
Geological processes are probable contributing factors. The older the

land surface, the greater the chance that it would have been affected by
erosion, destroying or reworking the site, or by burial, covering the site so
there Is no surface Indication. Although many buried sites were found by
exposure In recent erosional cuts, the older sites may be buried further back
In fans and terraces and would not be exposed as often. Also, as we know that
many land surfaces in the reservoir are recent, older sites may be found Z

primarily on older, higher terraces not Included within the guide-taking
lines. Noretheless, older sites are found on low terraces, and preservation
can be quite good In older sites, as witnessed by 45-OK-11. The nature and
extent of biases In this early period can only be established by further

research, particularly geomorphological reconstruction. For the purposes of
this discussion, we assume that the low number of early sites In our sample Is .

a valid representation of the archaeological record of the riverine area.
Salo attributes lower numbers of radiocarbon dates at the recent end of

the scale (post-150 B.P.) to problems of radiocarbon dating recent samples.
This and a lack of interest In dating late sites, particularly if they can be
dated by trade goods may be contributing factors; however, the total number of
components also decl Ines after 1000 B.P. (see FIgure 9-2, 9-3). Because of
the association between age of sites and age of land surfaces, and thus
elevation (Chapter 5), we are reasonably certain that proportional ly more late
than early sites were Inundated by the reservoir. The degree to which these
biases operate should be examined more thoroughly because of the possibility
of population decline due to epidemic disease, which could have been
Introduced as early as the seventeenth century.

SITE DIS7RIDUTION-

Leeds (Chapter 7) derives expectations for site distribution and site
.. type differentiation by applying an hypothesized hunter-gatherer subsistence

strategy to the environmental structure of the project area. The prehistoric
inhabitants of the area had a logistically organized production strategy
(Binford 1980) and It seems this pattern may be as old as 5000 B.P., as
indicated by 45-0K-Il, a housepit village of this age. Assuming that
housep Its are the remains of winter vIll ages, the focus of Iong-term storage,
the expectation is that the winter village location will be selected to

a... minimize the trip distance to the critical resources least evenly distributed.

Binford (1980) suggested that the distance minimized will be the distance to
-- resource with the greatest bulk demand. Leeds proposes alternatively that

winter village location will be determined by ranked, or hierarchical factors.
The distribution of open camps and nonhabItatlon sites will be determined by a
different set of environmental factors than the housepit sites.

' ~ The expected distributions are found In the project data. Using several
statistical techniques, Leeds evaluates the nature and significance of the
distribution of sites along the river. Housepit sites are clustered at many
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scales, distribution becoming random only at a scale of one mile or less. The
distribution of open camp sites below one mile, however, is uniform, %

suggesting dispersion due to competition or local depletion of resources. ,-.
In the second part of the study, multiple regression analyses were

performed between site locations and a number of "siting factors", or
environmental variables expected to Influence site location, such as solar
exposure, steepness, and area of various vegetation communities, compiled by
one-mile reach. On the Okanogan County side, 52% of the variance in housepit
site locations was explained by five siting factors; Indices for environmental
diversity, draws, bluffs, amount of rock, and amount of solar exposure. The .-
distributions of open camp sites differ on the two banks of the river, and are
explained by variables that contrast with those explaining housepit location.
Much less of the variance in open camp distributions can be explained by the
siting factors used In the study. On the Douglas County side seven variables
explain 24% of the variance; the first three variables being Indices for
environmental diversity, bluffs, and broadleaf communities. The indices
expressing amounts of pine forest, solar radiation, and draws explain 20% of
the variance in open camp locations on the Okanogan side. Nonhabitation sites
on the Okanogan side match the distribution of the Type 1 sites, while on the . r'
Douglas County side the first factor Is rapids.

Salo (Chapter 8) extends the distributional study using three types of
habitation sites and contrasting the patterning of site location by phase. He
suggests site clusters defined by modalities in site distribution (at scales
found by Leeds to be nonrandom) as surrogates for communities.

The greatest contrasts are found between the Kartar and Hudnut Phases.
The Kartar sites formed only two clusters, and both later phases have four
clusters. The Kartar period "community territory" thus appears to be twice as
large as that in Hudnut and the site density Is only half. The Kartar Phase
clusters are focused around Hopkins Canyon and Belvedere, areas that we
believe provided the best winter range In the project area for ungulates. The
Hudnut Phase clusters are focused on the Hudnut Canyon and Belvedere areas.
Hudnut period housepit sites are more evenly distributed than In any other
phase; this is the only period during which housepits are found on the Douglas
County side of the river. In the Coyote Creek period, housepit sites are
again restricted to the north bank and seem to be clustered around the
Nespelem River, a notable fishing area.

SITE TYPES AND CONTENTS

Selecting criteria applicable to the project data set, Salo (Chapter 6)
defined site types Intended to correspond with the site types defined by
Binford (1980) for logistical and foraging systems. Type 1 sites have a house
and at least one other structured feature; they are surrogates for residential N-.-
bases. Type 2 sites have a living floor or midden and one other structured "-
feature; they are surrogates for field camps. Type 3 sites have one or no ',,
features; they are surrogates for stations and locations. Salo also outlines
contrasting expectations for the types in logistical and foraging systems.

. .
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TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION

Miss (Chapter 9) shows that residential bases (Type 1 sites) increase In
number from 5000 B.P. to 2000 B.P. and are the most common site type between
2000 and 3000 B.P. The number of field camp (Type 2) sites Increases through

% time until after 2000 B.P. they are more common than Type 1 sites. The number

of locations/stations (Type 3 sites) Is fairly constant except for a drop In
the latest period (200-1000 B.P.). The three site types are fairly evenly
represented in Hudnut and Coyote Creek and least evenly represented in Kartar,

where there is a predominance of Type 3 sites.

GENERAL DEBRIS CATEGORIES

Miss (Chapter 9) examines the quantities of cultural refuse through time,
In terms of both density and rate of accumulation. The mean densities and
mean rates of accumulation of all materIals--Iithics, bone, shell, and FMR--
form strongly unimodal distributions centering on 2-3000 B.P. Residential
sites (Type 1) consistently have the highest densities of all material
categories, and the highest mean rates of accumulation, except for I ithics,
which have the highest mean rate of accumulation in stations/locations (Type 3
sites) and the lowest in residential bases. After 2000 B.P. the rates of
accumulation of Iithics, bone, and FMR Increase at field camp (Type 2) sites. -

ARTIFACTS

Salo (Chapter 6) develops expectations for representation of functional
artifact type at different site types. He expects decreasing richness and -

evenness of functional type assemblages from residential bases to field camps
to stations/locations. This seems to be the case but sample size cannot be
ruled out as an explanation. This question may be answerable by plotting

separate diversity curves for Types 1, 2, and 3 sites and comparing them. If
the types are simply arbitrary divisions of a total continuum of site .,,

densities, then the curves should be the same. Otherwise, new classes should
be added at different rates.

There are significant differences among the site types with respect to

inventories of functional types. Large stone tools and flaking debris are
represented In highest proportions in residential bases (Type 1 sites). Type
1 sites have similar Inventories throughout except for the greater number of
cobble tools in Kartar. Field camps (Type 2 sites) differ little between
Coyote Creek and Hudnut Phases and are virtually absent In Kartar. Kartar

Phase stations/locations (Type 3 sites) are significantly different than those
of the two later phases In ways that cannot be attributed to change from '4.'-'

cobble tools to flake utility tools (higher proportions of carving, sawing, . 4

drilling, hard and soft scraping tools); this implies a different economic
system In Kartar.

• .. 
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Campbell (Chapter 10) examines technological variation among site types
and phases for evidence of specialization of lithic industries. It Is assumed
that in a generalist and expedient strategy of I ithic manufacture, materials

would be used In proportion to their occurrence In the environment, and would
be modified as tittle as possible. The more that materials are selected
disproportionately and curated, and the more energy Invested in modification,
the more specialized the lithic manufacturing system.

A relative increase of cryptocrystalline siliceous (CCS) materials and
decrease of basalt and quartzite for flake tools is apparent at all site types
except Type 3 sites, where higher proportions of CCS occur in Kartar than In
Hudnut. There are several possible reasons for Increasing proportions of CCS
materials: 1) the catchment area for food resources decreased so that access
to some I ithic resources was curtal led; 2) the Kartar knappers worked non-CCS
materials because to make projectile points they needed large flakes and
blades not easily obtained from available CCS resources; or 3) local non-CCS
lithic resources were gradually exhausted by human use. .

Proportions of material types among flake tools alone also were examined
as an Indication of the degree of selectivity being practiced. In the Hudnut
and Coyote Creek Phases, the use of I ithic materials was most even In Type 3
sites and least even in Type 1 sites. The Kartar Phase pattern differs; the
greatest dominance of CCS, and thus the least even distribution, was found at %
Type 3 sites. The Kartar Type 3 sites were evidently the scene of relatively

special Ized I ithic manufacture, Indicated as wel I by the strong association of
a microblade Industry with these sites. When the distribution of flake tool
categories (shaped, retouched, and worn only) was examined for CCS alone, the

highest proportions of shaped tools were found at Type 1 sites and the highest ':

proportions of utilized-only flakes at Type 3 sites in all phases.
Lohse's analysis of neck widths and haft element widths (Chapter 11)

indicates the adoption of a new technology, probably the bow and arrow, at or
just prior to 2000 B.P., although wide-necked point styles such as Quilomene
Bar Corner-notched and Basal-notched may Indicate continued use of the atlatl -..- *

as well. The interpretation of these point types as atlatl tips is supported
by the similarity of their breakage patterns to those of earl ler point types " Z

assumed to be atlatl points.

FAUNA

Following Binford's (1980) arguments, stations In a logistical system
should have fairly special ized resource Inventories because they represent
actual procurement locations. Field camps also should be fairly special Ized 2
as they are set up to maximize access to particular resources. Salo (Chapter

6) suggests that In a logistical system faunal assemblages at Type 1 sites
would be moderately rich, and have low to moderately even distributions among
taxa. At Type 2 sites, richness and evenness would be higher, and assemblages "-'.'
at Type 3 sites would be least rich and even. I.. *

The data do not fit this model entirely (Table 15-1). Type 1 sites have
the least evenness in all phases, and Type 2 and Type 3 sites are virtually
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Identical in evenness in each phase (evenness could not be calculated for

Kartar Type 2 sites). Looking at the faunal assemblages of the phases In
their entirety we note that evenness decreases from Kartar to Coyote Creek, a

trend apparent for each site type. The highest richness is at residential
bases and lowest at stations, however, this also matches the trend In sample
size, so is not necessarily a culturally determined pattern.

Table 15-1. Evenness of faunal assemblage

by site type and phase.

Site Type
a'e

h e a T y e Ty. p .1 T - 2_ T y .
Coyote

Creek 132 83 82 120

Hudnut 103 78 so 103

I16
Kartar 77 - 68 68

ALL 103 72 73

S. 1. Index of wanness is totaL of absoLute
difference between percent repesentation and
expected percent if each category were
equaLLy represented. CaLcuLated from data
in TabLe 6-16 using the foLLowing categories:
Large herbivore, smeLL herbivore, cernivor
turtLt eaLmonid fish, nonseLsonid fish.

I n each phase the h ighest proportIons of small herb Ivores (economic

species) and salmonids are found in Type 3 sites. The highest proportions of

:1' large mammals and non-salmonid fish are found In Type 1 sites (except for non-
salmonid fish in Coyote Creek). It is particularly Interesting that the
relative proportions of the six grouped categories In Kartar period

residential bases (Type 1 sites) are closer to those In Hudnut field camps

(Type 2 sites) than other Kartar site types (see Table 6-16).
Shell is not Included In a closed array with other faunal remains because

%. the methods of quantification are not comparable. To compare among site types

and phases, Salo (Chapter 6) used shell density (I of shells/volume of
sediment). Using this measure, the total amount of shell deposited decreases
through time. Shell is most common at residential (Type 1) sites, rare at
locations/stations (Type 3 sites), and Intermediate at field camp (Type 2)
sites In all phases. Shell fragment size decreases through time.L The argument could be made that evenness In a strongly logistical system
faunal assemblages should be highest at residential sites, where storage
occurs, lowest at stations, and Intermediate at field camps, which are ..

established to specialize In a limited set of resources. Alternatively, the

highest evenness might be found at field camps representing the early spring
period of low productivity. During this time, stored foods may have been %. 2.
exhausted, and there are no high bulk resources available.

% %
r~p'".
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The examination of data on season of death of artiodactyls of known age
by Livingston (Chapter 12) had Interesting and useful results. Availability
of multiple samples from different sites, with varying sample sizes, provided
Insights Into Interpretation of seasonal ity not previously obtained In Plateau
archaeology. In the project samples of aged artiodactyls, Increasing the
number of Individuals in the sample expands the range of seasons Indicated,
until the entire year is represented. Clearly the range of seasons is highly
linked to sample size, and Inferences of season of site occupation from small
samples are suspect. Although the distributions of seasons can not be used to
Infer the season of occupation, It can be used to ascertain the Intensity of
hunting in different seasons. In most of the large samples from pithouses,
the estimated deaths range the entire year, but the greatest frequencies are
In the winter months, Indicating that most of the hunting from that site was
done during the winter and that hunting was a less frequent activity during
the remainder of the year, or at least at this location. The one exception to
the winter hunting pattern Is 45-1(-4, where the greatest number of aged
individuals died in the spring months.

BOTANICAL REMAINS

Because botanical remains were not examined from all sites, nor randomly
sampled within sites, we cannot systematically compare the cultural use of
floral products between zones and type sites. Nonetheless, the botanical
analysis makes a major contribution to our Interpretation of cultural
adaptations by Indicating the extensive role of plant remains In the cultural
system, with all the varlabilIty in use and technology we associate with
I lthic artifacts. Such an empirical demonstration of the variety, abundance, 16

and importance of plant remains carries far more weight than any number of %
assumptions that the prehistoric people used plant resources. The benefits to
be gained from collecting, processinq, identifying and quantifying this long-
neglected portion of the record are ciearly Indicated. Perhaps the most
significant finding, In terms of our Interpretation of project area
prehistory, is Identification of a diverse array of edible plant remains from ,**.
different environmental zones--goosefoot, serviceberry, hawthorn, Lomatlum, A-1

and wild strawberry--in the Kartar Phase pithouses of 45-0K-11.

S1~O Y OF ECONOMIC STRATEGY BY PHAEF".'-..

Above I have summarized systematic comparisons of the archaeological .-

record using three time periods each approximately 2,000 years In duration.p' **'"*

Comparison of the frequency and distribution of three site types and their
contents demonstrates Increasing differentiation of site types, increasing '.$;

evenness In site type representation, and predictable variations in the
richness and diversity of site type assemblages, together Indicating a gradual
shift along the continuum from foraging to collecting. The consistent
differences among phases seem to reflect a robust underlying pattern In spite
of sampling and analytic biases. Nonetheless, It Is apparent that Important
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differences ore masked by our preliminary analysis, and further progress In
Interpreting the evolutionary sequence will require careful development of
analytic units and means of circumventing sampling biases. We recognize that
there Is a considerable amount of variability within our analytic units--site
types and phases--and that the data could be organized In alternative ways.

The following section describes general characteristics of each phase
with additional descriptive Information about individual sites, illustrating %
the variability to be found within our phases and site type categories.

KARTAR PHASE (7,000 - 4,000 B.P.) -

Of the three phases, the Kartar Phase is closest to a foraging pattern.
it has the least differentiation of site types and the most general economic~~base. The uneven proportions of site types, with Type 3 sites predominating, .and equal but low numbers of Type 1 and 2 sites, is closest to the dichotomous

site type structure Binford (1980) describes for foraging systems; they have
only residential bases and locations. Contents of pithouses at 45-OK-11

Indicate the winter low in resource productivity was offset to some extent by
storing seasonal surpluses of foods at a central location, probably selected
for its access to fresh winter food resources. To the degree that low
residential mobility and central storage Indicate logistical organization, the
inhabitants were logistically organized by at least 5200-5100 B.P., the age
of the earlIestopithouses. We do not know If the pattern of sem I-sedentIsm
extends back further in time. All earlier Kartar Phase sites are Type 3
sites, but the record Is scanty. The following generalizations apply with
most confidence to the late Kartar Phase, from which most of the data derIves.

The central residential base was lived In during winter and was the locus
of storage year round. Small groups of Individuals went on short foraging
trips within the riverlne zone, seldom staying away from the residential base
long enough to leave evidence of domestic activities In other locations,
although at least some camps were used over a period of time. Expeditions to
environmental zones outside the riverine area probably involved longer stays,
but whether they were accomplished by special task groups or movements of
entire residential groups we cannot say. During foraging trips along the
river, expedient tools, some of which were made from highly portable
microblade cores, were used. A more diverse tool Inventory was manufactured
and kept at the residential base.

The Kartar period economy Is more generalized than those of later
periods. Faunal remains Include proportionally more small herbivores and
nonsalmonId fIsh, and fewer large herbivores and salmonid fish than later
periods. The Kartar Phase faunal remains are more evenly distributed among

categories, both In the whole assemblage and by site types, than In any other
period. This suggests an encounter strategy (foraging) rather than a
specialized search strategy (collecting). Not only are the faunal assemblages
more even with respect to the grouped taxa, but representation within
artlodactyl taxa and small herbivore taxa Is also more even. As In the other
phases, small herbivore remains are most common at Type 3 sites; however, only

.ill-4
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in the Kartar Phase do smal I herbivores occur In substantial proportions at
Type 1 sites. As in the other phases, Type 1 sites have much more shell than
other site types.

The analysis of site distributions In Chapter 8 suggests a community area
about twice as large as In the Hudnut period. We Interpret this as an
Indication that a relatively large territory was required to support the
population during the crucial winter period and that population density was
relatively low. A relatively large home range would be required If a major
portion of the winter diet was supplied by ungulates hunted for Immediate ..

consumption. Although a smaller proportion of the Kartar Phase faunal remains . .
than in later periods, ungulates still could have formed a greater proportion
of the winter diet and been a more critical staple than In later times. This

question might be approached by comparing data on seasonality and butchering
among winter residences of different phases for Indication of changes in
hunting patterns.

Residential (Type 1) Sites ,r "-*

The primary example of a Kartar period Type I site is the early component
at 45-0K-11 (Lohse 1984f). After an initial occupation represented by .. ,' .
exterior activity areas, at least 13 houses were constructed between 5200-5100 .... ,
and 4200 B.P. No more than three or four houses were occupied at one tiire. '
Exterior occupation surfaces and use of housepit depressions for other
activities suggest continuous occupation. Seasonal Indicators from houses
span the entire year. That food remains collected year-round were deposited -

at the site does not necessarily mean that people lived there year round, but
It does Imply the settlement system had only one residential base. Not only
was occupation at 45-OK-11 semi-sedentary, but it was also relatively
permanent. We suspect that use of the same area as a residential base for
several centuries was due to some unique aspects of the site location and is

not necessarily a general characteristic of this time period. A possible
house at 45-OK-2 (Zone 4) and the house at 45-OK-208 (Chatters 1984b) suggest _e
some of the population lived In areas that did not allow the kind of
aggregation and long term re-use recorded at 45-0K-11.

Field Camp (Type 2) Sites

The only examples of Kartar Type 2 sites are Zones 5 and 6 at 45-OK-288,
described by Miss (1984d) as seasonally visited hunting camps. Zone 6, dated
prior to 4800 B.P. has pits and a firepit. The sparse assemblage of materials ,"'".
contains a higher proportion of cobble tools and argillite objects than later
zones. Faunal remains are dominated by deer, mountain sheep, and salmon.
Zone 5, dated between 4800 and 4400 B.P., contains a discretely bounded
exterior occupation surface with dates of 4641±150 and 4525±126. The .. , .-
occupation surface has a firepit, clusters of bone, clusters of FMR, and a
stained area. Secondary butchering and meat processing are among the
activities represented, but it Is more than a transitory hunting camp. There

Q~-~-.~vvW..........a-.. -.....
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is evidence that hide processing and stone tool manufacture and maintenance
took place here as well. Plant remains Include probable fruit tissue. The
faunal assemblage Is smaller, but richer than that of Zone 3, which contains
an exterior occupation surface of Coyote Creek age. In Zone 5, antelope are
more abundant and mountain sheep less than in Zone 6. Seasonal Indicators
minimally represent June through August and maximai ly May through November.

Although care must be taken in comparing these two assemblages with their
disparate sample sizes, it is likely they represent two different uses of the
same site. The Zone 5 occupation appears to be a temporary residence with a
limited number of functions, thus falling within our expectations of a field
camp. The Zone 6 assemblage qual ifles as a Type 2 site because of the pit
features, but otherwise is more similar to Kartar Phase Type 3 sites than to
Zone 5. The unusually high proportion of choppers, hammerstones and cores and
high proportions of argillIte, an Imported raw material, suggest I lthic

manufacturing was the primary activity. Miss (1984d) argues that the small
linear flakes that occur in high proportions in both zones are not evidence of
a microblade technology; however, this conclusion is questioned In Chapter 10.

One of the strongest arguments for interpreting the Kartar Phase
adaptation as less logistical than those of later phases is the scarcity of
Type 2 sites, Indicating a scarcity of specially organized logistical task r
groups. We must consider whether the paucity of Type 2 sites is real and
whether the distinction between Type 2 and Type 3 sites Is appropriate In this
phase. Type 2 sites may be more common than Indicated by our analysis. There
Is some evidence of deflation In Kartar Type 3 sites; possibly these sites are
more structured than we realize. At some sites, Kartar Phase occupations with
features may not have been defied as separate components because they were
sparse or mixed with later occupations. Zone 5 at 45-00-211 Is a particularly
good example. A hearth dated at 5500 B.P. clearly falls Into the Kartar
Phase, but the assemblage as excavated was mixed with overlying Hudnut-age
deposits, largely due to the difficulty of separating the older occupation
surface from a later Intrusive Hudnut pithouse.

Stations/Locations (Type 3 Sites)

The Kartar Type 3 assemblages have been interpreted by authors of the
Individual site reports as the remains of short-term camps, where meals were
eaten, meat and plants were processed for transport, and tool kits were
maintained. The assemblages assigned to this phase and site type range from N. -

very sparse ones that may not be primary cultural deposits to larger ones that
provide considerable Information on cultural activities. Radiocarbon dates
are rare and most of the components were assigned on the basis of diagnostic
projectile points or stratigraphic position below components dating around

4000 BYP. Economic faunal remains are dominated by deer; marmot, rabbit,
turtle and shellfish also are found consistently from site to site. There are
variations In the fauna: ground squirrel occurs at 45-DO-273, Zone 3;
catostomid fish at 45-OK-2A, Zone 3; antelope and canid remains at 45-00-243,
Zone 4; and mountain sheep at 45-00-242, Zone 4.

V-
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An example of one extreme, 45-K-18, Zone 4, Is a sparse assemblage
lacking chronological diagnostics but assigned to the Kartar period because of
stratigraphic position (Jaehnlg 1984b). It has no economic faunal remains, no
cobble tools, and no FMR, only a few scattered flakes and flake tools. Given
the lack of large Items, it Is possible that these materials were vertically
dislocated from the Hudnut component above. Most of the other assemblages, ,r.l

regardless of how small, Include FMR and cobble tools. Although they may have
been affected by deflation, they are apparently Ja lu. For example, Zone 5
at 45-00-273 (Jaehnig 1984a) has only 57 lithics yet these Include a chopper,
tabular knife, projectile point, core, blfaces, and hammerstones.

One of the best preserved examples Is Zone 3 at 45-00-204 (Lohse 1984a). _

Activities, primarily butchering, were centered around a well-defined firepit
with a date of 4590±143. Abundant debitage and specialized flakes Indicate
I lthic manufacture, and a shaft abrader Indicates other kinds of manufacturing

activities. Botanical remains Include possible root tissue, and various
products of local hardwoods and conifers. Bitterbrush and pine seeds suggest
summer occupation. In contrast, the small assemblage from the underlying
Zone 4 contains no features, cobble tools, botanical remains, or economic
faunal remains. It might be suspected of being made up of vertically
dislocated material save for the 21 FMR found in one unit.

The largest Kartar Type 3 assemblages are from 45-00-282 (Lohse 1984d). -
Zones 4 through 1 span a period from before 6000 BP. until 4000 B?. as
Indicated by projectile point styles, unverified by radiocarbon dates. The

assemblages are characterized by unusually low numbers of shell, bone, and
FMR, and the sediments generally lack Indication of organic remains. It has
been suggested that It was affected by deflation; however, the lack of FMR Is
certainly not attributable to that process, and the presence of numerous
microblades in excellent condition argues against severe riverine deflation.
The only features recorded In the field were unstructured artifact
concentrations. Economic fauna Include shellfish, rabbit, marmot, deer,
turtle, and salmond fish (although the total amount of economic bone Is very.'..

small, especially In light of the volume excavated). A microblade Industry Is *: . .*
represented by cores and microblades from each zone. The primary activity at
the 45-DO-282 location seems to have been the reduction of Jasper and
chalcedony into a wide range of butchering and processing tools; other
activities such as cooking, plant food preparation, and butchering were
minimal In comparison with other Kartar Type 3 sites. The conclusion that .

this was primarily a lithic manufacturing ares should be tempered by
comparison with Zone 25, the deflated surface closer to the river. The
cultural remains on this surface, probably lag deposits representing the
entire time span of Zones 4 to 1, are somewhat different. Shell Is more
abundant, artifact diversity is greater, and firepits were found. Lohse
(1984d) suggests there was spatial separation of activities, with daily living
activities taking place closest to the water, and specialized llthlc
manufacturing at the other side of the site.

The above discussion Indicates that Kartar Type 3 sites are Indeed short-
term procurement camps with minor amounts of activities such as fIre-building,
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and tool maintenance. The food procurement strategy seems to be an
opportunistic and generalist one that takes advantage of a wide range of
resources in the area. Salmonid remains are more common at Type 3 sites than
at other Kartar Phase sites; presumably at least some were temporary fishing
camps. The association of microblades with Type 3 sites (see Chapter 10)
suggests the advantage of the microblade technology was its use of very
portable materials (mIcroblade cores) to efficiently provide expedient cutting
tools. Although the preparation of blade cores to produce microblades Is a
specialized technology, it contributed to a generalized functional Inventory.

Differences between the contents of Type 3 and Type 2 sites are slight.
The critical, definitional, difference Is the presence of a living floor or
midden associated with at least one other feature at the Type 2 sites. If the
presence of features In the Type 2 zones is due to a greater Intensity and/or
duration of use; the site type distinction Is validated. If however, It Is
due simply to better geological conditions for preservation, the distinction
Is not Justified. Further research could compare Kartar Phase Type 2 and 3
sites to determine whether there are patterned variations In faunal remains
and artifact Inventories Indicating regular seasonal or other differences in
activities, or whether differences are better attributed to variation In
single hunting episodes, or sampling bias. '

HUDNUT PHASE (4,000 - 2,000 B.P.) %4

The number of Type 3 sites drops substantial ly between the Kartar and
Hudnut periods, and the three site types are more evenly represented although
Type 1 sites are most abundant. For the first time there are a number of Type
2 sites, Indicating specialized field camps used in an intensive manner.
Population apparently Increased and spread more evenly across the landscape.
Only during this period are pithouses found on the Plateau (Douglas County)
side of the river. However, the Increase In site numbers and numbers of
housepit sites should not be Interpreted as entirely due to population
Increase; It could be due at least partially to use of two housepit sites--one .
for winter and one for a limited non-winter season--rather than Just one
during the year. Faunal assemblages are Intermediate in richness between
those of Kartar and Coyote Creek.

It Is particularly with respect to the Hudnut Phase that the question Is
raised as to whether our site type criteria appropriately separate residential
bases and field camps. We used houses as the defining criteria for
residential bases, and placed no restriction on season. Plthouses In Hudnut
Phase components Include both winter residences used as year-round central

bases and other houses used for a limited season and limited set of
activities. The summer residences probably are more like our expectations of

field camps; I.e. they were established at a location suitable for collecting
and processing a dense resource to be transported to another location for
storage. We suspect that winter residences still were the primary base camp
and locus for storage In the system but we cannot rule out the possIbIlIty
that the system was bi-sedentary, I.e., having two equal residences.
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Resideetial (Type 1) Sites

Hudnut Phase components assigned to Site Type I Include: 45-00-211,
Zone 4; 45-00-242, Zone 3; 45-0K-2, Zone 3; 45-OK-2A, Zone 2; 45-OK-4,
Zone 52; 45-OK-250, Zone 52; and 45-OK-258, Zone B. The number of houses in a
single zone ranges from two houses at 45-0K-2 to five houses at 45-0K-4. The
houses vary considerably among sites, but generally are characterized by an
oval to circular shape, a central flreplt area that was the scene of Intense
activity, trash pits, and other special function pits (Sammons-Lohse, Chapter
14). In contrast to Kartar Phase housepits, some processing of foods took
place within the houses. Most houses were re-occupied several times, often V.

resulting In extensive modification to the structure.
At 45-D0-211, four houses In the Hudnut Phase housepit component were at

least partially excavated. Faunal remains in two of the houses Include large , "-
numbers of salmonid bones, while In the other two the bones are predominantly
deer, suggesting seasonally distinct activities. Dates from the houses
Indicate successive rather than simultaneous occupation, and alternation
between winter and summer occupation between 3600 and 2700 B.P. (Lohse 1984b).

Another Hudnut Phase Type 1 site on the Douglas County side of the river
Is 45-00-242. Zone 3 comprises two functionally distinct occupations. The
earlier occupation, dated between 3900 and 3000 B.P. Includes three housepits
and is Interpreted by Lohse (1984c) as a probable winter settlement. The
later occupation, also Intense, but apparently shorter In duration, Lohse
(1984c) Interprets as a possible summer habitation. Features include a
shal low possible dwel ling, a series of small cooking pits, a roasting pit that .4'j"
was used more than once, and a dense concentration of bone and shell.

Miss (1984c) contrasts the Hudnut Phase housepit occupations at 45-0K-4 ,. -
and 45-OK-250 in detail. Zone 52 at 45-OK-250 Includes 3 houses and Is dated
at 3800-2800 B.P. Zone 52 at 45-OK-4, Immediately upriver Includes 5 houses
with a time span of 3300-2000 B.P. A number of factors suggest that 45-OK-250
is a winter residential base: high densities of shell; crushed salmon bones; C.. ..-
deer taken In winter; low accumulations of debris; and high proportions of
manufacturing and hide preparation tools such as drills, scrapers, and 1. .

util ized flakes. In contrast, 45-OK-4 has whole salmon vertebrae and
articulated ribs and spines, suggesting the fish were fresh, rather than
stored; deer taken primarily In the spring; higher proportions of Identifiable

bone elements, suggesting more primary processing; higher debris accumuIation
rates; and greater complexity and re-use of features and surfaces. Large - -

amounts of fresh food were apparently processed at 45-OK-4, whereas at 45-OK- ._ZA
250, food was stored and little processing occured.

Downriver from 45-OK-250 Is 45-OK-258, another extensive Hudnut Phase
housepit site with dense, complex cultural deposits. The Hudnut Phase
component, dated between 3900 and 2300 B.P., Includes three housepits, but
like 45-OK-250 and 45-OK-4 probably is a remanant of a larger housepit
village. HousepIt 5 is a striking example of the re-use common In Hudnut .. j
Phases housepits. It was first excavated sometime before 2950 B.P. and the

t a- .0 4.
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latest floor Is dated at 2565±145 B.P. The minimum number of floors that can
be distinctly separated is three, but the total number of episodes of re-use
appears to be considerably higher.

Two houses were partial ly excavated in the Hudnut Phase housepit
component at 45-4K-2, Zone 3. Both are shal low depressions (wal Is 20-30 cm
high). Cultural debris is not as dense as at 45-0K-250, but has a similar
spatial distribution; shell concentrations were located towards the water
relative to the houses. The houses themselves were located further Inland
than the later Coyote Creek Phase houses, suggesting a simple transgressive
sequence In which the locus of cultural activities continually moved towards

the river as the bar built outward.

Field Camp (Type 2) Sites " ...

Hudnut Type 2 sites generally are smaller than Type 1 sites and the

Isolation of features and occupation surfaces suggests multiple short-term re-
use. Activities Indicated by faunal remains and artifacts Include shellfishprocessing, hunting, and fishing.

Zone 3, 45-00-243, represents the remains of short-term camps in spring

or fall (Lohse 1984c). Features Include a small midden with shell, tabular
knives, waste flakes, salmon vertebrae and a deer mandible, as well as a small 
pit containing salmon vertebrae. Zone 2 remains are similar, a concentration
of shell with a few waste flakes and bone fragments, as well as a fIrepit that
had been used extensively. And edge of a pit at least 90 cm In depth and
containing mountain sheep and deer bone was encountered; it could have been

part of a pithouse or other large construction.
The Zone 3, 45-00-326, occupation began In the late Kartar Phase but

lasted until around 3000 B.P. (Lohse 1984e). Multiple episodes of use of the
rockshelter area left bounded surfaces of dense debris, associated with

several large pits of uniform shape, size and construction. They are well
over 1 m across, 50-80 cm deep, have "charcoal stains" at the bottom, and
unidentIfIable bone is the predominant cultural fill. Pits probably were even
more common than the number of features suggests as there Is considerable re- .*-,.

excavation and Intersection of pits, obscuring their outlines and surfaces of
origin. No pits were found outside the rockshelter area. The lithic
assemblage Includes a large number of microblades. Faunal remains Include
deer, mountain sheep, marmot, and ground squirrel.

Overlying the Kartar Phase housepit village at 45-0K-I1 is a Hudnut Type
2 component dated between 3900 and 2800 B.P. The area was used repeatedly by
small groups for exploiting a wide range of plant and animal resources during
spring and summer (Lohse 1984f). Small hearths and FMR scatters are
associated with light concentrations of artifacts aiid faunal debris. As In

the Kartar Phase component, deer, mountain sheep, antelope, and a wide variety
of smaller game were exploited, as well as river mussels and fish.
Differences in the faunal and floral assemblages suggest a locally drier
environment after 3800 B.P. that may be due to movement of the river away from
the site area.
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Zone 2, 45-OK-18, represents short-term use by small groups of people,
probably for hunting (Jaehnig 1984b). The occupation comprises a dense ilithic
concentration Including hammerstones and unmodified cobbles, a firepit
associated with FMR and a moderate concentration of I lthics and bone, and a 9 A
second artifact concentration consisting of possible butchering tools near a
concentration of bone and FMR. A radiocarbon date of 3363+394 was obtained.
Faunal remains Include marmot, turtle, and a deer-sized fragment. A

chokecherry seed suggests late-June to mid-August occupation. Hammerstones ] .
form a relatively high percentage of the assemblage, but other cobble tools

are absent. There are a few microblades in this zone, but no cores.

Location/Stations (Type 3 Sites)

Hudnut Phase Type 3 sites are generally small, sparse cultural deposits

with Isolated features and other cultural remains Indicating short-term use
for processing shellfish and meat in relatively small quantities.

In Zone 2, 45-00-204, a thick, heavily stained surface dated around 2800
B.P. Is associated with a high density of deer-sized bone fragments and

butchering tools (Lohse 1984a). There is evidence of primary lithic
manufacture, but no cobble tools other than a pestle. Plant remains Include
conifer material, probably fuel, bitterbrush seeds, grass, stripped plant
cortex, and probable root tissue.

Zones 2 and 3 at 45-00-211, late Hudnut Phase Type 3 sites, consist of
shell concentrations and poorly-defined occupation surfaces. A Zone 2 shell
concentration contained over 2,000 shel Is, with an associated mIl I Ingstone and
flake tools. The assemblages are quite large even in comparison to the
assemblage from the housepit stratum (Zone 4), and they contain relatively
more shell and I ithics, less FMR and far less bone than the housepit
occupation. Although the same faunal species are found in these two zones and
in the housepit zone, the proportion of fish decreases and the proportion of
deer Increases In each successively younger zone. The deer remains in Zone 2
represent late winter/spring kills. Thus it appears that these occupations
represent early spring sites focused on collecting shellfish with supplemental

hunting (Lohse 1984b).
Zone 4, 45-D0-214, features are unstructured concentrations of rock and

shell. Many of the shell concentrations are dense and have associated
artifacts such as mlllingstones and tabular knives. Although It has been
suggested that erosion and redeposition affected the steeply sloping site
surface, the unstructured nature of the concentrations is similar to other

sites of this type and may not be due to disturbance. Faunal remains,
dominated by shell, also Include ground squirrel, marmot, some fish, and small
amounts of cervids. The botanical assemblage Is largely fuel. Miss (1984a)
Interprets this occupation, which lacks a general range of domestic tools such -
as gravers, scrapers, milllngstones, and anvils, as a short-term shellfish
processing area.

Zone 3, 45-00-285, Is a Hudnut Phase Type 3 site dated around 3000-2000
B.P. (Miss 1984b). The faunal assemblage Is dominated by bison bones,
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probably all from a single Individual, and also Includes marmot bones. The

lithic assemblage Includes large amounts of argillite and exhibits higher
proportions of debitage and lower proportions of utilized flakes than in later

Coyote Creek occupations at the same locale.
No features were recorded In Zone 3, 45-OK-18, but analysis of artifact

distributions suggests a hearth area with associated food preparation and

lithic manufacture, dated at 3800 B.P., and another lithic manufacturing area.
A total of 90 microblades and two possible microblade core fragments were
found. Faunal remains are limited to marmot, turtle, and salmonid fish. Plant

remains are predominantly fuel, but also Include chokecherry, which ripens in
August. Jaehnig (1984b) suggests it was used by small groups for short
periods of time as a base camp for hunting, fishing, and gathering.

COYOTE CREEK PHASE (2,000 B.P. to 1900 A.D.)

The Coyote Creek period subsistence system Is the most logistical of al l.

The site types occur in the most even proportions. The faunal assemblages at all

site types are less even than previously, with a greater proportion made up of

deer and salmonid fish than in the Hudnut Phase. The rate of accumulation of

I Ithics, bone, and FMR at Type 2 sites Increases in this period.

"" Residential (Type 1) Sites

Coyote Creek Phase components with houses include: 45-0K-2, Zones 1 and

2; 45-OK-258, Component A; 45-OK-288, Zone 3. As In the case of the Kartar
Phase, most of the houses are from a single site, 45-OK-2, and we are
uncertain of the overall amount of variation. Houses Include circular pit
structures, some quite shal low, and surface structures like ethnographical ly

described mat lodges. Postholes are rare, suggesting a different
superstructure than Hudnut Phase houses, and there Is little evidence of re-

occupation (Sammons-Lohse, Chapter 14).
Eleven houses and a structure of unknown function in Zones I and 2, 45-

OK-2, span the period from 1300 B.P. to after 1850 A.D. Most are circular pit
structures, but the three latest houses are protohistorlc or historic surface
lodges. Trade goods In the two earliest of these houses, dating before 1830,

. are limited to ornaments; the remainder of the assemblages are similar to
those in older pithouses, Including stylistically uniform assemblages of

chronologically appropriate projectile point types. Nails were used in
construction of the youngest house, which dates after 1850. The more diverse
assemblage of European goods from this house Includes a powder flask. The

profound effect of this functional Introduction Is shown by apparent cessation
of projectile point manufacture, Indicated by the fact that only 'antique"

points were found in this house. Dense occupation surfaces noted In several

of the depressions over older housepits were not treated as house features but
may be the remains of small circular mat lodges. Horse bones were found in

one of these occupation areas and one of the historic houses described above.

2-2" "
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The Coyote Creek Phase component at 45-OK-258 represents use of the area AW

between at least 800 and 550 B.P. The single housepit, a shal low dwelling %
with walls less than 40 cm high, contains a deep, stratified pit, a firepit,
an extensive bone concentration and a small shell concentration and has an
associated radiocarbon date of 801±58. Later occupation of the site left
dense middens or occupation surfaces, shell concentrations, firepits, pits,
and bone concentrations containing varying proportions of deer, mountain .

sheep, and antelope bone. The largest bone concentration, roughly eight by
ten meters, Is In the depression over Hudnut Phase Housepit 3. Skeletal
representation of deer and mountain sheep is fairly complete except that skull
fragments, antlers, and horn cores are rare. A radicarbon date of 631±78 B.P.
from one layer and horse bones from a higher layer Indicate long use of this -
area for dumping bone. A conical stratified pit may have been a roasting oven
later re-used as a trash pit, and another, oval, pit may have once been used
for cooking salmon and later, after filling, re-used for cooking river
mussels. The faunal assemblage Is similar to that in the Hudnut Phase
housepit component, although deer, elk, and fish bones are less frequent, and .
mountain sheep, antelope and marmot are more frequent. The floral assemblage,
less diverse than that from the Hudnut Phase component, Is dominated by fuel V_
and includes only a few edible remains, primarily goosefoot seeds.

Zone 3, 45-OK-288, dated between 1500 and 800 B.P. contains a surface ._ .
structure analogous to an ethnographic mat lodge, dated at 1046±69 and 1122±65
B.P. A broad range of artifacts Indicates generalized domestic activities.
Faunal remains Include deer, antelope, sheep and a few fish bones, and the
wide variety of plant remains Includes sunflower seeds. Miss (1984d)
Interprets this occupation as a short-term transitory, summer seasonal use for .--

hunting and game processing like that of the other occupations at the site. . -

Field Camp (Type 2) Sites

Coyote Creek Type 2 sltes, similar to those In the Hudnut Phase, Include
fishing camps, hunting camps, and shellfish collecting and processing camps.
Specially prepared firepits, Including earth ovens, are more frequent than In
the Hudnut Phase.

The sparse occupation In Zone 1, 45-DO-204 consists of an earth oven and
diffuse scatter of artifacts. FMR Is much more abundant than in other zones,
relative to the total assemblage size.

Zones 2 and 3, 45-O-214, are Coyote Creek Type 2 zones Interpreted as
fishing stations (Miss 1984a). The two zones comprise well-preserved surfaces
with many features, representing a relatively short time span between 1200 and
1000 B.P. The older occupation surface has several cooking pits, a bone
concentration, and an artifact cache; Zone 2 has a cooking pit, and an earth It
oven. The Zone 3 cache contains finished and unfinished composite harpoon . <,
parts Indicating manufacture of fishing gear at the site. The wide range of. ,
botanical remains Includes both edibles and materials for construction and ,.i'.
artifact manufacture--red cedar, yellow cedar, spruce, and yew. Zone 1 at the
same site represents sporadic use of the area for activities related to

. . . . . . . . . . . . .,
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hunting from 1000 BY. until protohistoric times. Features Include a hearth,
a firepit, and debris scatters; there are few fish bones.

Zones 1 and 2, 45-D0-242 are Coyote Creek Type 2 zones. Lohse (1984c)
Interprets the older zone as the product of multiple short-term activities
between 900 and 550 BY. Features Include firepits, an FMR concentration and

a bone concentration. Faunal remains Include marmot, beaver, and dog but are
dominated by deer. The area seems to have been the scene of Isolated
Incidences of cooking meals, butchering game, and refurbishing tool kits. In

the Zone 1 occupation, dating from 550 BY. until protohistoric times,
activities probably Included shellfish processing and hunting. A fairly well-
defined use area consisting of a firepit and shell concentration has a
radiocarbon date of 237+80. Other Isolated features Include two small pits, a
lithic concentration and another shell concentrations. The lithic
concentration resulted from the manufacture of projectile points, among other
tools, It Includes 10 small Plateau side-notched points, bifaces, numerous
utilized flakes and abundant debitage. Faunal remains from the entire zone
Include rabbit, mustelld, deer, mountain sheep, salmon and turtle.

Zones I and 2, 45-00-326, have firepits and large amounts of FMR, but not
the pits or Intensely stained surfaces characteristic of Zones 3 and 4. The

Zone 2 use of the site spans the period from 1500 to 800 B.P., and the Zone I
use from at least 300 BY. to historic times. The remains In both zones
suggest sporadic use as a hunting camp, with the primary activities being

butchering and cooking (Lohse 1984e). The Ilthics Include high proportions of

projectile points and retouched and resharpened flakes. Faunal remains
Include deer, elk, sheep/antelope, and marmot. Cuts on elk antler In Zone 1
appear to have been made with a metal axe, indicating adoption of trade goods
into traditional hunting practices.

Zone 51, 45-OK-250, dated between 2500 and 1000 B.P., fal Is in the late
Hudnut and early Coyote Creek Phases (Miss 1984c). Features Include shellfish
concentrations, FMR scatters, occupation surfaces and pits. Faunal remains

Include marmot, dog, sheep, deer, turtle, salmonid and catastomid fish. Zone

The occupation, less Intense than at 45-OK-250, left two shell concentrations

and two firepits. Faunal remains Include marmot, mustelid, and deer.
In Zone 2, 45-OK-287/288, thin localized scatters of cultural debris

represent transient camps (Miss 1984d). Features Include a constructed
firepit, an occupation surface, and an FMR scatter. Faunal remains Include
deer, antelope, sheep, bison, deer-sized bones and two fish bones.

Stations/Locations (Type 3 Sites)

Coyote Creek Type 3 sites represent short-term, sporadic use, and differ
from those In the Hudnut Phase primarily in having higher densities of FMR.-i%

Cultural materials are so sparse In some components It Is difficult to be
certain they are primary cultural deposits.

Zone 1, 45-D0-243, dates to around 1500 B.P. The low density cultural
deposit has no features. FMR Is an abundant component In an otherwise sparse

'VE
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assemblage. Faunal remains Include marmot, dog, deer, turtle, and salmon in
relatively even proportions. Tools and wear patterns suggest cutting and
butchering activities; grinding and pounding tools are absent. Lohse (1984c)
suggests the site was used for short-term camps at which the primary activity
was the butchering and processing of meat.

Zone 2, 45-D0-273, yielded a small assemblage dated between 1500 and 1000
B.P. Faunal remains Include deer and elk bone and the I lthic tools and wear
patterns Indicate a dominance of cutting and scraping activities. FMR
scatters and a possible eroded hearth that was not featured Indicate cooking.
The site probably was used for one or two short Intervals In connection with

deer and elk hunting (Jaehnig 1984a).
Zone 1 at 45-00-285 on Buckley Bar Is a unique kind of site, not only

for the Coyote Creek period, but for the entire project. The assemblage,
dated between 500 B.P. and 1700 A.D. has concentrations of FMR but no
structured features. Salmonid bones make up 60% of all Identified bone,
one of the highest zonal proportions in any site. This is the only assemblage
of salmonid bones In which otoliths dominate, rather than vertebrae. The ' .

otoliths have been Identified as Chinook salmon. Specialized fish butchering
or preparation at this site led to the disposal of fish heads but not other
parts of the fish. Deer, elk, and mountain sheep bones suggest hunting also
played a role In site activities. The artifact assemblage Is relatively
generalized, Including projectile points, drills, gravers, scrapers, tabular
knives, choppers, bifaces, cores, and a variety of manufacturing products.
The sparse assemblage from Zone 2, dated between 500 B.P. and 2000 B.P., may

not be a primary cultural deposit. Fish bones, FMR, and utilized or modified
flakes are rare and features are entirely absent..' . i

D IS C U S S IO N . ,, - .' T
i i'7 .

It is important to evaluate the extent to which the patterns described
above could be due to factors other than the cultural organization of the
prehistoric Inhabitants. Other sources of patterning Including sampling

biases--problems related to sample representativeness and sample size--and
analytic biases. The purpose of the following discussion is to merely raise \ \.-.

these Issues; to answer them would require additional data collection and '

analysis.

SAWLE REPRESENTAT I VENESS

Sites were selected for Intensive excavation with the goal of obtaining a
sample representative of the known temporal, functional, and geographic
variability In the project area (see discussion of site selection In Campbell
1984c). Excavation at the sites selected has advanced our understanding of
the variability In the archaeological record and the geographic and
geomorphologic distribution of sites of particular ages and kinds. This ....

Information al lows us to make a 9JI ho evaluation of whether the data
col lection techniques used resulted In a representative sample of temporal and

11
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functional variability. Estimating the significance of biases In a

probabilistic manner would require further data collection using a stratified
sampling design Incorporating Information on site distribution and

associations.

Restriction to Riverie Zone

Clearly our findings are biased In that work was restricted to the

riverine zone (Biophysiographic Zone I, Chapter 1) and our sample does not

Include the upland portion of the settlement/subsistence system. There is

clear evidence of the use of upland areas In the form of resources such as

marten, mountain sheep, wild strawberry, and roots brought to the riverine
zone for storage and use, yet we cannot describe the nature of these

activities. This bias of omission should not Invalidate the conclusion that L- <

organization of the cultural system within the riverine zone became
Increasingly logistical through time. Furthermore, we believe this change in

organization characterizes the entire settlement/subsistence system. The
Intensity of activity In the riverine zone and the use there of foods
collected at all times of the year demonstrates that the riverine zone

encompassed a very large portion of the settlement pattern. Also, the

riverine and upland activities were part of a linked cultural system, and it

Is unlikely that the two parts of the system changed In opposite directions.

Reservoir Inundation

Reservoir Inundation submerges sites, essentially removing them from the

accessible record. It is clear the effects of Inundation are not random with
respect to known site variability In the project area.

Since cultural resource management In Rufus Woods Lake first began there

has been concern with differential Inundation related to distance upstream
from the dam. Because the depth of inundation Is greatest behind the dam and

decreases upstream, the total area submerged, and the maximum elevation of
landforms submerged Increases in a downstream direction. Because the *

downstream portion of Rufus Woods Lake Is environmentally different from the
upstream end, our overall view of cultural activities In the reservoir is

distorted. Using pre-reservoir aerial photographs, Salo (Appendix E) was able

to obtain some measure of the degree of this bias.
Inundation also affects low landforms more than high landforms. Data

I.'. from excavated sites Indicate that low landforms are relatively young and are

associated with young sites. The lowest river bars were formed relatively

late (e.g. Buckley Bar, formed after 3,000 B.P.) and are associated with sites

of younger age. Under-representation of young sites has certainly resulted
from reservoir Inundation.

Evidence from excavated sites Indicates that some activities, represented
either as whole sites or segregated areas within sites, were conducted at low

elevations close to the water. For example, one of the lowest elevation sites

in the project area, protected from submergence because It Is so far upstream,

r, , ...
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Is Zone I at 45-D0-285. This component contains evidence of fish processing
that Is unique In the project area, providing some Indication of the kinds of
sites that may have been lost through Inundation. In particular, the mass
processing of riverine resources and attendant dumping of waste products would
have been associated with the waterfront. Excavations at 45-OK-250 and 45-OK-
2, among others, Indicate that housepits were built slightly back from the
river and that refuse such as shell and bone was dumped towards the river In
front of the houses. Given this spatial patterning within housepit sites, the
dump areas at relatively recent housepit sites may be submerged. This
possibility must be born In mind in comparing the Coyote Creek Phase
components at 45-OK-2, which have relatively little shel I, with earl ler Hudnut
Phases housepit sites in which shell Is extremely abundant. The difference
may be an artifact of Inundation and not represent a change in the economy.

Reservoir formation also affects the data base apart from Inundation.
Subsequent Impacts and modifications connected with the reservoir are related -..

to distances above the pool level. The guide-taking lines defining the
project boundaries cross-cut natural elevational zones parallel to the river. 4t,

In the lower portion of the reservoir, the project looked almost exclusively
at T2 or T3 terraces as these were in the zone to be affected by the planned
pool raise. In the upper portion of the reservoir, both older and younger
landforms are preserved, but the older terraces were not accessible to the
project because they were outside the guide-taking lI nes. Although the ages
of materials recovered from the upper and lower portions overlap, there are
more old components from the lower canyon and more young components from the
upper canyon. Because of the differences In environment between the upstream
and downstream portions of the reservoir, these two partial sequences--from T3
and T2 terraces downstream, and from Ti and TO terraces upstream--may not
together form a representative sequence for the project area.

Discovery and Sampling of Cultural Deposits

The methods by which cultural deposits were selected for intensive
excavation have certainly biased the results presented here. The two most
significant factors are that sites were used as the sampling unit, and that
the initial universe of sites for sampl Ing was determined by surface survey.
Under this sampling strategy, cultural deposits associated with buried
landforms did not have an equal probability of being selected.

At a number of project sites we found the same depositional sequence:
lower bar deposits with sparse, possibly redeposited cultural materials that
seldom Included diagnostic artifacts or features; these were overlain by ,.
upper bar or overbank deposits with well-preserved cultural materials. If the
river deposits generally built out and downrlver, older cultural deposits In
more stable sediments are probably inland and deeply buried. If later
cultural activities moved towards the shoreline, the older deposits would not
be overlain by later cultural materials and thus would not be encountered
either by surface exposure or by subsurface exploration of a later site.

,.-' .,
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Because sites were found primarily through surface exposures, the
probable differential association of older sites with buried landforms can be
assumed to have biased the original site survey results. The occurrence of
eroded bank exposures In survey and the extensiveness of the testing program
in which many older deposits not visible on the surface were tested offset
this bias to some degree. Nonetheless, even the 78 sites tested probably did
not represent equal opportunities for finding older sites, and It was from
these 78 sites that the sample of sites for Intensive excavation was drawn.

The probable bias against sampling older cultural deposits built into
data collection methods, coupled with the greater likelihood of older sites
being destroyed by natural processes because of the length of time, Imply that
older sites are under-represented in the project data base. This bias could
be empirically evaluated by studying distributions of components of different
ages across landform types, coupled with additional subsurface testing. In
the absence of empirical Information on the extent to which older sites are
under-represented, there Is no benefit in speculating about the cultural
slgnflcance of the absence of sites predating 7000 B.P. In the project area,
or the sparsity of occupations dating between 7-6000 B.P.

SAMLE COMPARABILITY r

Regardless of whether the site sample Is representative or not, further
biases may be Introduced by making comparisons among analytic units that are
not comparable because of varying sample sizes, varying temporal durations, or
that are comprised of different proportions of analytic sub-units.

The construction and recognition of valid comparative samples at a
regional scale is a problem whenever we sample phenomena of varying size and
density in the archaeological record. Prehistoric settlement patterns
generally will include sites or use-areas varying in degree of structuring,
frequency of re-use, and the duration of use. Thus we expect to find both
high density and low density aggregates, and both rare and abundant kinds of
features and portable artifacts. It Is not usually possible, or desirable, to
collect larger amounts from low density sites in order to Increase the sample

size. To Infer something of the overall organization of the economic strategy .4
from the patterned differences between sites, we must guard against defining
site types that are actually a function of sampling intensity. And, If some
site types generally have low densities of cultural materials, analyses should
be structured so they do not simply measure differences in sample size.

There are alternative measure of comparability. Comparability among

" regional units could be based on excavated volume, assemblage size, number of
components, or sample size of particular subassemblages, each measure being
appropriate under specific circumstances. It may sometimes be reasonable to

V compare sites with equal excavated volumes, regardless of size of assemblage,
whereas in other cases, (e.g., comparing diversity of faunal remains) size of
the particular subassemblage is a factor. The aspect of comparability most
difficult to control Is time. It is not valid to compare assemblages of very

different durations and draw conclusions about Intensity or diversity. el

:i .~I~ii
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We have made an effort to base our general Izations on comparable

samples. Nonetheless, we recognize several sample size problems that
undoubtedly bias our results.

The Kartar Phase assemblage Is derived from an excavated volume nearly as

large as that for the later Hudnut and Coyote Creek samples. One of the major
reasons the sample of this phase Is so large is that a great deal of effort

was devoted to 45-OK-11 once early housepits were discovered there. This

resulted In a disproportionate representation of Type 1 site within the total

phase assemblage. The assemblage characteristics of the overall phase

assemblage largely reflect activities at 45-OK-11 alone and probably are not

representative of overall cultural activities at that time.
The variability among Hudnut Phase houses has been stressed. However,

the sample of Hudnut Phase houses Is larger than that of other phases, and Is

drawn from a larger number of sites; thus, variability noted In house function

in this phase may be partially an effect of the larger sample size and larger
number of sources.

The assignments of components to site types may be biased by differences
in sample size. For example, components with one or no features were assigned

to Site Type 3. Possibly some of the components so assigned are actually very
small samples of a larger occupation with abundant features. This problem is

not as likely to occur as it might seem at first glance, however. Many of the
small assemblages assigned to Type 3 represent a relatively large excavated ;'

volume and large spatial extent, because they were excavated over the same
area as an underlying housepit occupation. The excavated volume and number of

units excavated can be used as measures that we actually are sampling a low
density deposit, and not merely the margin of a high density deposit. The
greatest potential for sample size to play a role In erroneous site type

assignments Is found in the oldest component at a given site; at a number of I
sites the lowest components were sampled In only some units because emphasis

was on recovering an extensive sample of a younger component.

ANALYTIC BIASES

The meaning of our results Is determined partially by the temporal and

functional analytic units used. The utility of the phases/periods was

discussed in the Introduction to Section Ill. While we recognize the
drawbacks of generalizations by phase, we feel it Is justif led for this
preliminary synthesis. There are Indications of periods of abrupt change

within the phases, for example, the period around 5200-5000 B.P. when
housepits are first seen in the project area. Nonetheless, furtherI

chronological refinement for the project area should be done by subdividing
Into shorter arbitrary time periods of equal duration (e.g., 1000-year

periods) rather than by attempting to use the cultural record to select '.

temporal unit boundaries--an exercise far too subject to circularity.
The simple site type classification used here--based on the presence or 4,.

absence of certain kinds and associations of features--enabled us to rapidly
categorize components and organize the data to obtain some preliminary

- .. 4
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general izations. Examination of the variability among components within each
site type and the amount of overlap between the site types suggests the
categories are only rough approximations of residential bases, field camps,

and stations/locations. While adequate for supporting the general conclusions
of Increasing logistical organization, they have limited utility for further
research Into Issues raised by this research. Problems with the theoretical
meaning of the site types concern both the appropriateness of the qual itative
criteria and the scale of the phenomena being classified.

Although features can provide a useful measure of the degree of intensity
and repetition of activities at a given site, our feature criteria are overly
simpl Istic and Involve too many assumptions. We assumed pithouses would be
associated with a single kind of site, a winter residential base and primary
storage locus. We expected that field camps located to exploit seasonal dense
resources would have less permanent dwelngs, and that the remains of these
houses would be less visible archaeologically than pithouses. In addition to .

being surficlal and thus not as well preserved, they would have been occupied
for a shorter period of time, less intensively used during an equivalent
period of time because more activities would take place outdoors, and less
likely to be placed In the same spot year after year. Therefore, we thought
these occupations could be recognized by associations of occupation surfaces
or middens and structured features. However, it appears that some pithouses
were used during a limited, nonwinter, season, for the processing of large
amounts of fresh resources, more like the expectations for field camps In a
logistically organized system. Another problem with equation of pithouses
with winter residences and less substantial structures with field camps is the
shift away from pithouses to less substantial surface structures for winter
dwellings late In the Coyote Creek Phase.

A complicating factor Is that winter end summer residences are not
necessarily completely separate In space; some localities were used for both
summer and winter residences. Sites 45-OK-250 and 45-0K-4 probably are
remnants of a larger site used primarily for winter residence but also

supporting a smaller number of summer residences (Miss 1984c). Other analytic
zones were found to Include more than one kind of structure, or similar
structures with different contents sugge,-tlng different seasons of use. A
shift in the scale of analysis of site types from zone to house might be
Ideal, but not necessarily practical. Assemblage sizes would be reduced,
I mItIng comparab IIty, and assemblages outside houses could not readIly be "'
Incorporated. If analysis cannot feasibly be done at the scale of house,
Intra-component variation in season of use should still be taken Into account.

Site Type 2 required a bounded occupation surface or a midden, and
another structured feature, in order to separate structured temporary
residences at which bulk processing took place from stations/locations used
for limited periods of time for more generalized activities. However, a
number of the zones assigned to Site Type 2 are more like our expectations of
Type 3 sites; they represent low Intensity use and lack evidence of Intensive ASP
harvesting of particular resources. This arises partly because the criteria
have been applied to zones differing In duration and periodicity of use.

.4
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Multiple features may Indicate multiple Instances of low Intensity use, rather

than a single Intense use. Also, middens are too variable In density and
size and too widely associated with human economic activity to be a criteria

for field camps. A more stringent definition requiring a bounded occupation

surface and at least two contemporaneous features indicating mass processing
and/or waste disposal would result in shifting some components from Site Type

2 to Site Type 3.
The apparent changes In the site types through time raises the question

of whether site type definitions should be developed that are specific to

particular time periods, I.e., whether different criteria should be developed
for winter residence in each phase. I would argue that only ahistorical units
are appropriate and that deriving phase-specific definitions for site types

would simply have the effect of making it Impossible to compare among phases, I .v

as well as requiring additional assumptions.

EVOLIJTIOK OF LOGISTICAL ORGANIZATION ". :.

The concept of the foraging-collecting continuum proposed by Binford

(1980) has been useful In summarizing and Interpreting the prehistoric record L ',

of the project area. Contrasting the cultural record from three different
time periods in the same area, we have found a greater degree of logistical ,
organization In each successive period. While it is relatively easy to,"- -

develop many more-or-less useful measures for Binford's concepts, it Is much

more difficult to explain why changes In organization occurred. The project
area record provides a useful data base against which hypotheses about the

evolution of logistical systems can be tested.
Binford (1980) discusses only to a limited extent the mechanisms by which[.. ..

logistical organization evolves through time in a particular environment. He

concentrates on a static approach, using modern ethnographic data to examine
the types of environmental structure that favor foraging versus collecting
societies. The subsistence system Is expected to be quite sensitive to

changes In the structure of environmental productivity, thu. changes such as
we have described above could be in response to environmental change. On the
other hand, Binford also discusses aspects of logistical systems that could
provide Internal Impetus for change. In particular, he points out that
storage Itself creates a spatial incongruency in resources, the kind of

environmental structure commonly associated with logistical organization. He
does not discuss the relationship between logistical strategies and
special ization on a limited suite of resources, but a fairly close correlation

seems lI kely. If a group begins to use a particular resource more
Intensively, spatial and temporal Incongruities In productivity will be
enhanced, leading to logistical reorganization. The question Is which comes ,-,

first, and whether either change can happen by historical accident or must be

stimulated by some kind of environmental or technological change.

Each factor separating collecting from foraging systems--residential
mobility, economic specialization, and storage--may arise Independently In
response to different selective pressures. Just as there Is a continuum

%. .
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between foraging and col lectIng systems, there will be a continuum between
those systems adapting primarily to spatial Incongruities and those adapting
primarily to temporal Incongruities. Thus storage Is primarily a strategy for

dealing with temporal variations In resource productivity, although once in
place it changes the spatial structure of resources. Residential mobility may
be control led more by compactness of resource zones and renewal of resources
than by other aspects of organization, apart from storage Itself. Logistical,

rather than residential mobility, is implied by storage in the sense that the ,
food is brought back to the base camp; however, the kind of logistical

organization that Involves specialized field camps and Independent task groups

develops in response to spatial Incongruities and Is not necessarily related.

RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY

Residential mobility is an Important dimension of difference between
foraging and collecting systems. Foragers go to the resource, by moving
residences, whereas collectors tend to bring the resource to the consumers,

which allows use of a base throughout longer periods, whether throughout the
yearly cycle or over the years. As Binford points out, storage of food

'S further adds to the cost of moving the residence and enhances the advantage of
sending specialized task groups to collect food and bring it back.

We characterize the economic strategy in the project area as logistically
organized collecting around 5200-5100 B.P. (4500-4400 BP. uncorrected)
because of evidence of semi-sedentariness at that time. The development of
semi-sedentary settlement from the presumed earl ier adaptation of mobi le
foraging might be related to an Increase In effective moisture. A trend
toward increased effective moisture, underway before 5000 B.P., did not reach
its full extent until 4000 BP. (uncorrected dates). At what point the
magnitude of change was sufficient to account for an organizational change in
human economic strategy Is unknown.

There is no change In the minimum level of residential mobility after
5100 B.P.; In each phase there is at least one large housepit site used as a
relatively permanent year-round base ( 45-0K-11, Kartar Phase; 45-OK-250,
Hudnut Phase; and 45-OK-2, Coyote Creek Phase). Possibly, only some groups
were able to live In favored locations appropriate as both winter and summer
residential bases. Other groups or familIes may have been more mobile as they
utilized less favored locations.

Effective analysis of residential mobility requires a finer resolution -
than the zones with which we have been working. It is possible that what we

see as an agglomeration of houses Indicating year-round and permanent use of a
particular location resulted when the same location was used at different
seasons for shorter periods of time over the centuries. At 45-D0-211, for
example, there Is no evidence that any of the four houses were occupied
simultaneously, and they represent a shift from winter to summer to winter and
back to summer occupation over a period of 2000 years. Thus, even though we
have four Hudnut period housepits at one location, they present a picture of .

regular residential mobility rather than the reverse.

%. o
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STORAGE

Storage is another Independent factor in the evolution of settlement and
subsistence systems. Storage is the only strategy by which groups can take
advantage of abundant resources during one season to augment meager resources
during another. Thus It allows a population level higher than one limited by
the productivity of the least productive season. Binford (1980) points out
that the Introduction of storage as a strategy for dealing with temporal
Incongruities in resources introduces a spatial Incongruity, thus further
encouraging development of logistical organization. Also, some type of
temporary storage is necessary in a logistical system If the entire group is
to benefit from resources collected by a specialized task force.

In terms of the significance of storage in an economic strategy, the
Issue is not whether storage was practiced, but how effectively it was
practiced. Until a storage technology is developed that can be relied upon to
preserve food for some known length of time, it w Il not become fixed as a ,. .

major aspect of the economic strategy. Salo (personal communication) has
suggested that use of fruits and berries with high amounts of sorbic and
benzoic acid or other chemical preservatives was critical to effective storage
of meat and fish to be used In the late winter-early spring famine period.
Schalk (1984) discusses the problems of bacterial Infestation and oil
rancification Involved in fish storage, and how these vary with type and
condition of fish, environmental conditions, and treatment of the fish. The
greater the extent to which these problems of storage technology are solved, L ,
the more Important the role of storage in the subsistence system can be.

The first form of storage in temperate regions probably took advantage of NZ
cold w Inter temperatures to keep food in a frozen state to extend Its "Ilfe". .% -. ' .
Trial and error over the years led to the development of reliable means to
combat problems of fungus, bacterial infestations, and oil rancification
through effective methods of drying, smoking, and development of storage
facilities that provided protection from animals and weather. As storage
became more effective and reliable, it played a bigger role in the economic
strategy and was a selective pressure for logistical organization.

As Schalk and Cleveland (1983) point out, archaeologists have not
empirically studied prehistoric storage on the Plateau. The antiquity of
storage, and the developments which made It a more reliable technology through
time, have not been traced archaeolog!cally. Based on the presence of year-
round seasonal Indicators and prepared fruits and roots at 45-OK-11, our •- -
impression is that storage was practiced in the project area from at least
5000 B.P. on. Food storage probably was not a major aspect of subsistence
strategy until the advent of semI-sedentariness, when use of a single
residential locus made storage a realistic strategy. Once wInter sedentIsm ..
was practiced, there would have been selective pressure to Improve the .- -,
effectiveness of storage technology. We have not attempted to study the
different types of storage techniques or to estimate the Importance of storage
through time. Food caches have not been found outside habitation sites

._9. ... :.'1
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(Campbell 1984). Possible storage pits were noted at habitation sites but the
systematic comparisons of pit locations, structure, and contents needed to
define storage pits have not been made.

ECONOMIC SPECIALIZATION

In the project area the economy becomes more specialized through time,
i.e., a smaller number of resources provide a greater proportion of the food.
A close correlation between logistical strategies and special Ization on
particular resources seems likely. If specialization arises Independently,
it will have the effect of enhancing either spatial or temporal Incongruities
in the resource base, and thus contributing selective pressure towards

logistical organization. Specialization Implies mass production and
bulk harvests, which would place restraints on mobility. In a logistical
system, the problem of large volumes of resources Is solved by carrying out
primary processing, and thus reducing bulk and weight, at the field camp
before the food is carried back to the central residence. The level of
storage technology might determine whether special ization could occur or how
far it would proceed. There would be little Incentive to collect more than
could be used for immediate consumption unless it could be stored. Relative
storabilIty of two equal ly productive and dense resources might determine
which one grew In Importance In the system. Special ization places selective
pressure on storage technology as well as the reverse. Because special izatlon
involves a decrease in the diversity of staple resources, risk of crop failure
would be a greater threat, and storage would be even more important.

CONCLUSIONS

I deliberately draw conservative conclusions about the relationship of
environmental change to changes In human adaptation. The mid-Holocene trend
toward Increased effective moisture undoubtedly influenced human adaptation,
but a direct relationship to a particular cultural change cannot conclusively

be establ Ished. Otherwise the development of an IncreasIngly complex economic 
organization was spurred by Internal mechanisms and adaptation to short-term
climatic cycles and spatial variability in resource productivity within the
riverine zone and surrounding uplands. The development of storage as an
overwintering strategy favored Increased economic specialization and reduction
of residential mobility with logistically organized task groups to collect
seasonally abundant resources. Shifting of site locations Is largely due to

4 very local changes In resource availability caused by shifts In the river and
the Impacts of human exploitation.

The Goose Lake core records a mid-Holocene trend toward Increased
effective moisture that is typical of the region. Radiocarbon dates from the
core Indicate the trend began around 6200 B.P. and climaxed around 4750 B.P.Iii but these dates may not be reliable. Regional data Indicate the

warming/drying trend slowed by 5400 B.P. and was totally reversed by 4000 B.P.
(Mehringer 1985). Increased effective moisture would have raised the absolute

. .. . .% -• -
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productivity of most terrestrial environments and lowered the elevational

boundaries of plant communities. The greater productivity and Increased
diversity of resources within a certain distance of the river would have
raised the carrying capacity for people, allowing population density and total
population size to Increase. The total area required to support a community
of a particular size through the year would have decreased.

There are a number of problems in relating this climatic shift to
cultural events. We do not know when the trend would have reached a
particular threshhold of change significant for human adaptation. It is quite

possible that an Increase in terrestrial productivity sufficient to allow
development of semi-sedentism was reached by 4500 B.P. (uncorrected date for
earl lest pithouse at 45-OK-11). However, the rise in pine pollen from around
45% above Mazama ash to around 75% at its peak is not smooth, and better
dating would be helpful. Also, the age of pithouses at 45-OK-11 is a minimumdate for semi-sedentlsm; given the sparseness of the early record the date for -- '.

semi-sedentism might wel I be pushed back by later discoveries.
It was initially thought that apparent population expansion and the

occurrence of pithouses on the Plateau side of the river after 4000 BYP. were

due to Increased environmental productivity in a period of greater
effective moisture; the decrease In size of the home range needed to support
human habitation making more areas capable of sustaining year-round
subsistence. However, the expansion may be more apparent than real, given.

over-representation of Hudnut Phase material In the data base. Also, the
pithouses on the Douglas County side may not represent winter residence, but
only Intensification of activities already practiced in the Kartar Phase.

The question of whether pithouses on the Plateau side of the river dated
between 3900 and 2700 B.P. represent expansion of a type of occupation (winter
residences) associated with pithouses elsewhere, or the addition of pithouses
to an activity already practiced on the Plateau side of the river, is not
resolved. I suggest that during this time period people excavated pithouses
at temporary field camps established for exploiting abundant and localized
resources. The relatively high cost of pithouse construction was offset by
extensive re-use of existing depressions. Similar sites are lacking In the
Kartar Phase because it Is not logistically organized to the same degree and
temporary field camps were absent or rare. Pithouses do not occur at later

field camps because more portable shelters were developed. . - -.

Leeds' study of site location determinants Is based on an assumption
common to many locational studies, i.e. that a given location has some
unvarying characteristics that make It optimum for a particular activity. The
number of cases of shifting site function in the project area suggests that : -
the characteristics of a location that determined optimum use were either very
transitory or so negligible that different functions were equally appropriate.
Few sites do not have components reflecting different uses, and there is no
consistent sequence. At one site, a winter residential site might follow a
spring foraging camp while the sequence might be reversed at another site. ,.

Site 45-OK-18, apparently used throughout the Hudnut period as a spring
foraging camp, is one of the few exceptions. Even where each site component

... '-,'.
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Is assigned to the same type shifts In site function are evident. All zones

at 45-00-285 were classified as Type 3 components but the Hudnut component

contains bison bone while In the Coyote Creek component fish bones prevail.

Some zones assigned to a single site type comprise more than one occupation of

different function. Zone 4, 45-00-242, Includes two functionally distinct

occupations: an apparent winter occupation of three pithouses with deer bones %

predominant In the faunal assemblage; and a spring occupation characterized by

a shallow dwelling, with marmots, shellfish and mountain sheep.
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APPENDIX A:
POTENTIAL OUTPUTS FOR ACTIVITY CHAIN ANALYSIS

The cperation of the activity chain models presented in Chapter 1 should

result In numerous physical outputs which could be represented In the
archaeological record. Indeed, our abi I Ity to match model expectations with '- .

the physical cultural record manifest In the study region Is wholly dependent

on finding artifactual representation of these activities. Using relevant
ethnographic and archaeological references, we have compiled a list of "
activity outputs which should have correlates In various artifact assemblages.
The list Is divided into several general categories Identified by numeric

series designators In units of 100. For example, the category "features" Is
the "800" series. Individual outputs within each category are assigned a

unique sequence number within the series. Thus post molds are designated

number 804.
It should be stressed that the output list as currently constituted Is

only a tentative approximation of the list potentially resulting from activity
chain modeling. Nevertheless, this partial list provides an example of the

. approach and a basis for Initial discussion.

100. WORN OBJECTS, FORMED AND UNFORMED. , 4

101. Cutting implement (soft material)
102. Cutting implement (hard material)
103. Chopping implement (soft material) .-

104. Chopping mplement (hard material)
105. Scraping implement (soft material)
106. Scraping implement (hard material)
107. Piercing implement
108. Drilling implement (soft material)
109. Drilling implement (hard material)
112. Grinding implement (soft material)
113. Grinding implement (hard material)
114. Pounding implement (soft material)

115. Pounding implement (hard material)
116. Abrading implement
117. Wedging implement (soft material)
118. Wedging implement (hard material)
119. Percussion flaking implement
120. Pressure flaking implement

4-.., 121. Anvil

199. Lithic debitage

S.
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200. POINTS

201. Stone projectile points (whole)
202. Stone projectile points (broken)

203. Bone points
204. Horn sockets

300. RAW MATERIALS

301. Unmodified cobbles
302. Unmodified nodules
303. Unmodified chunks (usable)

304. Unmodified chunks (flawed)

400. FLAKED STONE TOOL MANUFACTURING OUTPUTS, UNWORN V

401. Prepared core
402. Primary decortication flake
403. Secondary decortication flake

404. Tertiary flake
405. Bipolar flake
406. Broken core
407. Whole formed object (see 200,500)

408. Large percussion (quarry) flake
409. Pressure flake
411. Exhausted core
4i2. Tool blank
413. Broken formed object (see 200, 500)
414. Heat spalling
415. Crazing ". -

500. WHOLE FORMED OBJECTS, UNWORN

501. Blade
502. Microblade
503. Drill
504. Graver
505. Scraper

506. Spokeshave
507. Tabular knife
508. Hammerstone "

509. Maul
510. Pestle
511. Edge ground cobble
512. Chopper
513. Peripherally flaked cobble
514. Milling stone
515. Hopper mortar
518. Adze
519. Awl
520. Needle
521. Shuttle
522. Biface
523. Horn spoon

........................... .................. .... ...... ...... .. ... . ..
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600. FAUNAL REMAINS, UNWORN, UNFORMED V

601. Deer/elk bone
602. Antelope bone
603. Mammal bone (not deer, elk, or antelope)
604. Long bone splinters (large mammals)
605. Cranial bone fragments (large mammals)
606. Fish bone
607. Human bone
608. Mussel shell
609. Dentalium
610. Olivella
611. Marginella

"..4

700. FLORAL REMAINS K'.-
701. Charred wood (general)
702. Charred wood (not pine or juniper)
703. Charred root fragments
704. Charred fruit seeds
705. Charred vegetable seeds
706. Charred leaf/stem material
707. Charred moss

800. FEATURES

801. Talus depression
802. Large soil depression
803. Small soil depression (not post mold)
804. Post mold - *.

.1-" 805. Rock alignment
806. Large, flat rocks
807. Cairn
808. Inhumation (see also 607)
809. Pictograph
810. Burnt soil
811. Fire-cracked rock

900. MISCELLANEOUS

901. Pipe
902. Bead
903. Pendant
90. Pin
905. Toggle
906. Paint stone

:..-.,
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APPENDIX B:
REPORT ON FIVE TEPHRA SAWLES FROM

THE CHIEF JOSEPH DAN CULTURAL RESOUICES PROJECT

By P. Thompson Davis ,

This report presents analyses of tephra samples from the Chief Joseph Dam

Archaeological Project accomplished during June and July, 1983. The analyses
Involved refractive Index measurements on glass shards fol lowing the methods

outlined in Virginia Steen-McIntyre's A Manua Jfr Tephrochronoiogy, 1977, and
point counts of ferromagneslan minerals mounted with epoxy on glass slides.
Opaque minerals were excluded from the counts because they are generally not

diagnostic for Identification of Cascade Range tephra.

SAWLE 11, 45-OO-204 (180-190 cm)

This tephra has glass with a modal refractive Index of 1.509 and an
extremely narrow range of _±0.002. All my reference samples of Mazama tephra
have glass refractive Index values of 1.509 ±0.002. The ferromagnesian
assemblage consists of hornblende (68%), hypersthene (20%), and augite (12%).
Although relative percentages vary, this sah.;e assemblage characterizes our ., .-

reference samples of Mazama tephra. Given the above data and the

stratigraphic position, Sample #1, 45-00-204 is undoubtedly Mazama tephra.

"'" SAIPLE 12, 45-00-773 (130-137 cm)
,.-

This tephra has glass with a modal refractive Index of 1.509 and a
reasonably narrow range of ±0.004. The ferromagnesian assemblage consists of
hornblende (52%), hypersthene (24%), and augite (24%). Given the above data,

Sample #2, 45-D0-273 Is also undoubtedly Mazama tephra.

SAMPLE 13, 45-DO-282A (103-113 Cm)

This tephra has glass with a modal refractive Index of 1.498, but a range

of ±0.006. The ferromagneslan assemblage consists of hornblende (60%),

'.. hypersthene (12%), and cummingtonite (28%). The low refractive Index of the
glass, the presence of cummingtonite, and the absence of augite suggest that 0
this tephra is from Mount St. Helens. Our reference samples for St. Helens

5Yn tephra dated about 3,400 BP have similar characteristics; however, so do St.

Helens S-set tephra dated about 13,000 BP. Without the stratigraphic

relationship with Mazama tephra or more Involved and expensive microprobe or
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x-ray fluorescence analyses, I cannot determine for certain which of these two
St. Helens tephra sample 13, 45-DO-282A represents, but It is definitely

not characteristic of Mazama.

SAWLE 14, 454K-18 (33-37 co)

This tephra has glass with a modal refractive Index of 1.500, but a range
of ±0.010. The ferromagneslan assemblage consists of hornblende (48%), .-. p
hypersthene (40%), and cummingtonite (12%). The generally low refractive j.-. -
Index of glass, the presence of cummingtonite, and the absence of augite

suggest that this tephra is also from Mount St. Helens. Our reference samples
of St. Helens P-set tephra have greater amounts of hypersthene than
cummingtonite. Given the above data and the stratigraphic position, Sample
14, 45-0K-18 is most probably St. Helens P tephra, dated about 2,500 BP.
However, the presence of some glass shards with high refractive Indices (up to
1.510) suggests that some reworked Mazama tephra may be Included In this
sample.

SAWLE 15, 454K-18 (67-71 ca) .v-

This tephra has a glass modal refractive Index of 1.498, and a range of
+0.004. The ferromagneslan assemblage consists of hornblende (52%),
hypersthene (20%), and cummingtonite (28%). These data suggest that Sample
#5, 45-OK-18 is probably St. Helens Yn, dated about 3,400 BP. AlThough this
age does not agree with an "older than 3,700 BP' age noted In Manfred '*
Jaehnlg's letter to me dated May 7, 1983, there are no Identified widespread
St. Helens tephras dating between 3,400 and about 8 to 12,000 BP. St. Helens
J, that dates 8 to 12,000 BP, also has more hypersthene and less cummingtonite .....

than Sample 15.

46fi.
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APPEIDIX C:
POLLEN ANALYSIS OF A CORE FROM REX GRANGE LAKE,

DOLAS couNTY, WASHINGTON

by Rinita Dalan

Pollen work at Rex Grange Lake was undertaken as part of a project aimed
at establishing a standard local pollen section with which pollen sequences
archaeologIcal sites excavated by the Chief Joseph Dam Cultural Resources
Project could be compared. It was hoped that lake cores from the area would
provide an uninterrupted profile of air-borne pollen deposition. The

discontinuous record of pollen deposition by air and water expected to occur
in the river terrace deposits of the sites could then be correlated with the
standard pollen section for the area. The two lakes cored Initially, Seaton's
Grove Lake and Rex Grange Lake, did not provide adequate sequences. Selected
samples from 45-D0-214 analyzed for pollen were found to be extremely low in
pollen content; this work was not pursued further. The results of the
analysis of the Rex Grange Lake core are presented below.

SITE SETTING

Rex Grange Lake is in the southeast corner of the Alameda Flat Quadrangle
U.S.G.S. topographic map at an elevation of approximately 770 meters. The
lake lies approximately 40 km from the forest in the steppe regions of the '-

Cascade Range rain shadow, a region dominated today by bunchgrass and
sagebrush communities (Figure C-1). Forest vegetation is confined general ly
to mountain slopes with sufficient precip:tation. The climate of the steppe
regions is arid to semiarid with low precipitation. Winters are relatively

cold while summers are warm-to-hot and dry (Franklin and Dyrness 1973:209).
The average precipitation for Coulee City, located approximately 40 km south
of Rex Grange Lake at an elevation of 731 meters, Is 25.81 cm per year. The
average temperature of the coldest month (January) Is 24.60F (-4.10C), the
average temperature of the warmest month (August) Is 67.80F (19.90 ), the
average yearly temperature is 46.0oF (7.80C) (Climate Summary of the United
States).

COLLECTIO4 AND SEDIMENT DESCRIPTION

The Rex Grange short core, 5 cm In diameter and 19 cm long, was recovered
October 1, 1978 with a modified Livingston corer. Another core, 100 cm long,
was also taken but not analyzed. This report deals with only the short core.

. .. .. . , .. ..- ,. ... . - . .- . .. - . -. .. .-..., ,. ... - -.-.. -..- ,.- - .. .. .-. ... . :,.' ,.;
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FOREST I

(-J~

'ARTENISIA TRIDENTATA A GROPYRON SP C AU r1 I

* REX SRANGE

ARTEM/SIA T'RIPART/TA r

FESTUCA IDA HOENSIS

a ... 0

Figure C-1. Location of Rex Grange Lake and relation to modern
vegetation zones. Zone boundaries (dashed lines) not accurately to ~\
scale because adapted from a larger scale map (Mack et al. 1979:Figure
1, In turn adapted from Daubenmire 1970:Flgure 1). Also, at this
larger scale the boundaries would be more complex.
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The upper 7.5 centimeters of the core consists of an algal ooze which

becomes consistently more solid as depth Increases. Between 7.5 and 16
centimeters, the core consists of a dark brown gyttJa which becomes coarser

and dryer toward the bottom of the core. From 16 to 19 centimeters, the core

consists of a dark brown silty clay.
Weight loss on ignition, a measure of the organic content of the sediment

and the productivity of the lake, remains relatively constant (less than 10%
organic) throughout the core; however, the organic content Is slightly greater

for the algal ooze (between 20% and 30% organic).

ANALYSIS

The Rex Grange Lake core was analyzed at the Quaternary Research Center
Pollen Laboratory under the direction of Dr. Estelle Leopold and Rudy

Nickmann.
In the laboratory, the core was extruded and sanwp1ad In 0.5 centimeter

Intervals. The samples were then stored in plastic vials. Eight samples were

chosen for pollen analysis. A measured 0.5 cc volume of each sample was
processed, to which a Eucalyptus spike was added. An additional 0.5 cc of

sediment from each of the 8 samples was taken to determine weight loss on .
Ignition.

Samples were treated with KOH, HF, and acetolyzed in accordance with the

preparation techniques suggested by Faegri and Iversen (1975). After
acetolyzation, the samples were sieved through a 7 micron nilex screen to
eliminate clay size particles. To determine weight loss on Ignition, samples
were dehydrated and then fired In a 6000C furnace for 2.5 hours.

RESULTS

The results of the analysis are presented in the accompanying pollen

diagram (Figure C-2). Generally, the diagram Is dominated by Pnus (pine)

throughout, with significant amounts of Gramlneae (grass), ArtemisJa

(sagebrush), other Tubuliflorae (the daisy family), and ChenopodIInae
(saltbrush).

Three pollen zones were recognized In the pollen stratigraphy. Zone I is

dominated by P I nus and Gramineae. Chenopodiinae and TubuIiflorae types are
also present. Zone II is characterized by a decrease in Plnus and a marked
Increase in Chenopodiinae. Gramlneae and Tubullflorae remain in essentially
the same proportions but Picea (spruce), Cupressaceae (cedar or Juniper),

Alnus (alder), and Artemisla make their first significant appearances. Zone
III is characterized by an Increase In Pjnus and a decrease In Chenopodiinae.
Cyperaceae (sedge) also increase significantly. Gramlneae, Artemisia, and

other Tubuliflorae remain in essentially the same proportions while Rosaceae 'S

(rose) Increases slightly. The sediment types roughly correspond to these

zonal divisions. The amount of arboreal pollen is relatively high in zone I
(around 60%), decreasing somewhat In zone II (to about 37%), and Increasing
again In Zone III (to between 50% and 60%) at the top of the core.

r%.

%a.
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The diploxylon to haploxylon ratio for Plnus Indicates the possible
presence of 4 different Pinus species. Diploxylon species are Pinus contorTa
and Pinus ponderosa while haploxylon species are Plnus monticola and Pinus 
JbJcanu.ls. The majority of Pinus is hapoloxylon. There is not any general
correspondence between pollen zones and this ratio.

DI SC1SSION

The small sample size and the lack of radiocarbon dates make
interpretation at this point quite speculative. Nevertheless, a number of
features of the pollen diagram should be noted.

First, the marked Increase of ChenopodiInae in Zone II may correspond to
a similar increase noted by Davis, Kolva, and Mehringer (1977) In their
analysis of Wildcat Lake. They postulated that the significant Increase in
livestock beginning around 1870 and the subsequent destruction of the natural
vegetation due to overgrazing allowed the proliferation of Chenopodiinae.

The rise in Cyperaceae (sedge) should also be noted. Although this
increase could be due to a number of factors, one possible explanation Is the
lowering of the water level of the lake, allowing aquatics to multiply in the
soft sediments surrounding the lake.
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APPENDIX D: SITE INVENTORY AND SITE CONTENT SUR4MARY TABLES

Table D-1. Master Inventory of habitation sites/components.

Analytic Tested/
Site Zone Salvaged Chronology Housepit Open Camp Reach

45-DO-102 1 T Coyote Creek X 9
45-DO-189 1 T Hudnut X 10
45-DO-190 1 T Hudnut X 9
45-DO-190 2 T Hudnut X 9
45-00-190 3 T Kartar X 9
45-0-193 - - Prehistoric X 9
45-D0-198 1 T Prehistoric X 5
45-DO-198 2 T Prehistoric X 5
45-0-201 - - Prehistoric x 5
45-DO-204 1 S Coyote Creek X 5
45-00-204 2 S Hudnut X 5
45-0-204 3 S Kartar X 5
45-DO-204 4 S Kartar X 5
45-D0-206 - - Prehistoric X 5 6.

45-D0-207 - - Prehistoric X 5
% 45-0-211 1 S Historic X 9% 45-DO-211 2 S Hudnut X 9

45-DO-211 3 S Hudnut X 9
45-D0-211 4 S Hudnut X 9
45-D0-211 5 S Hudnut/ X 9

Kartar
45-DO-212 - T Prehistoric X 9
45-DO-213 1 T Prehistoric x 9
45-0-213 2 T Prehistoric X 9
45-0-214 1 S Coyote Creek X 9
45-D0-214 2 S Coyote Creek X 9
45-D0-214 3 S Coyote Creek X 9
45-DO-214 4 S Hudnut X 9
45-D0-215 1 T Prehistoric x 9
45- 0-215 2 T Prehistoric X 945-00-218 - Prehistoric X 9
45-00-220 1 T Prehistoric X 9
45-0-220 2 T Prehistoric X 9
45-00-221 1 T Prehistoric X 9
45-0-222 1 T Prehistoric X 9
45-00-222 2 T Coyote Creek X 9
45-DO-233 1 T Prehistoric X 8
45-DO-234 1 T Prehistoric X 8
45-DO-234 2 T Prehistoric X 8
45-0-235 - T Prehistoric X 8
45-0-236 - T Prehistoric X 8
45-DO-237 - Prehistoric X 8
45-0-238 - Prehistoric X 7 r.%,e

9 45-DO-242 1 S Coyote Creek X 7 e %

45-0-242 2 S Coyote Creek X 7

---.-

sdV PREVIOUS PAGE -.41 N IS BLANK ,% %
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Table D-1, cont'd.

Analytic Tested/
Site Zone Salvaged Chronology Housepit Open Camp Reach

45-D0-242 3 S Hudnut X 7
45-D0-242 4 S Kartar X 7
45-DO-243 1 S Coyote Creek X 7
45-D0-243 2 S Hudnut X 7
45-D0-243 3 S Hudnut X 7
45-0-243 4 S Kartar X 7 P. e

45-D0-246 - - Prehistoric X 7
45-0-248 1 T Prehistoric X 7
45-D0-249 1 T Prehistoric X 7
45-D0-251 - - Prehistoric X 7
45-D0-254 1 T Prehistoric X 7
45-D0-254 2 T Coyote Creek X 7
45-D0-254 3 T Prehistoric X 7
45-D0-256 - - Prehistoric X 7
45-D0-258 Prehistoric X 6
45-D0-260 - - Prehistoric X 6
45-D0-262 1 T Prehistoric X 6
45-D0-265 1 T Prehistoric X 6
45-D0-266 - - Prehistoric X 6
45-D0-267 - - Prehistoric X 6 .-
45-0-271 - T Prehistoric X 5
45-D0-273 1 S Coyote Creek/ X 4 h:

Kartar
45-D0-273 2 S Coyote Creek X 4 '," -%
45-D0-273 3 S Kartar X 4
45-D0-273 4 S Kartar X 4
45-D0-273 5 S Kartar X 4
45-D0-274 - T Prehistoric - 4
45-D0-275 - - Prehistoric X 4
45-D0-276 1 T Coyote Creek X (RS) 3
45-DO-282 1 S Kartar X 3
45-0-282 2 s Kartar X 3
45-D0-282 3 S Kartar X 3
45-D0-282 4 S Kartar X 3
45-D0-282 5 S Prehistoric X 3
45-D0-284 1 T Prehistoric X 9
45-00-285 1 S Coyote Creek X 9
45-D0-285 2 S Coyote Creek X 9
45-D0-285 3 S Hudnut X 9
45-0(-285 4 s Hudnut X 9
45-DO-305 - - Prehistoric X 5
45-D0-306 - - Prehistoric X 4
45-D0-307 - - Prehistoric X 9
45-D0-308- Prehistoric X 6
45-00-310 - - Prehistoric X 6

,. --! , _ . ..
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Table D-1, cont'd.

Analytic Tested/
Site Zone Salvaged Chronology Housepit Open Camp Reach

45-00-311 - Prehistoric X 6
45-0-312 1 T Prehistoric X 6
45-0-312 2 T Prehistoric X 6
45-0-325 1 T Coyote Creek X (RS) 9
45-D0-326 1 S Coyote Creek X (RS) 3
45-DO-326 2 S Coyote Creek X (RS) 3
45-0-326 3 S Hudnut X (RS) 3
45-DO-326 4 S Hudnut/ X (RS) 3

Kartar
45-DO-394 1 T Hudnut X 10
45-DO-394 2 T Hudnut X 10
45-0-394 3 T Hudnut X 10
45-DO-394 4 T Hudnut X 10
45-D0-394 5 T Hudnut X 10
45-D0-395 - - Prehistoric X 10
45-D0-439 - T Prehistoric X 10
45-10-440 - T Prehistoric X 10
45-D0-12M - T Prehistoric X 10
45-DO-PSHP-1 - - Prehistoric X 9
45-DO-PSHP-2 - - Prehistoric X 7
45-DO-PSHP-3 - - Prehistoric X 6
45-DO-PSHP-4 - - Prehistoric X 6
45- DO-PSOC-1 - - Prehistoric X 6
45-DO-PSOC-2 - - Prehistoric X 5
45-DO-PSOC-3 - - Prehistoric X 5

45-DO-PSOC-4 - - Prehistoric X 5
45-D0-PSOC-5 - - Prehistoric X 4
45-DO-PSOC-6 - Prehistoric X 4
45-DO-PSOC-7 - Prehistoric X 3
45-DO-PSOC-8 - - Prehistoric X 3
45-DO-PSOC-9 - - Prehistoric X 3
45-DO-PSOC-10 - - Prehistoric X 3
45-DO-PSO(-11 - - Prehistoric X 3
45-DO-PSOC-12 - - Prehistoric X 2
45-DO-PSOC-13 - - Prehistoric X 2
45-DO-PSOC-14 - - Prehistoric X 2
45-DO-PSOC-15 - - Prehistoric X -
45-DO-PSOC-16 - - Prehistoric X 1
45-DO-PSOC-17 - - Prehistoric X 1
45-OK-1 1 T Prehistoric x
45-OK-2 1 S Coyote Creek X 8
45-OK-2 2 S Coyote Creek X 8

45-OK-2 3 S Hudnut X 8
45-OK-2A 4 S Hudnut X 8
45-OK-2A 1 S Coyote Creek X 8
45-OK-2A 2 S Hudnut X 8
45-OK-2A 3 S Kartar X 8

* 4
. 
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Table D-1, conrd.
Analytic Tested/

Site Zone Salvaged Chronology Housepit Open Camp Reach

45-OK-2A 4 S Kartar X 8
45-OK-2A 5 S Kartar X 8
45-0K-3- - Prehistoric X 7
45-OK-& 1/31 S Coyote Creek/ X 7

Hudnut

45-0K-4 1/41 S Coyote Creek X 7
45-OK-4 2/32 S Hudnut X 7
45-0K-4 2/42 S Hudnut X 7
45-OK-4 3/33 S Prehistoric X 7
45-OK-4 3/43 S Hudnut X 7
45-OK-5 1 T Coyote Creek X 7
45-OK-S 2 T Coyote Creek X 7

45-OK-5 3 T Prehistoric X 7
45-OK-6 - - Prehistoric X 9
45-OK-7 1 T Coyote Creek X 10
45-OK-8 - - Prehistoric X 8
45-OK-9 - - Prehistoric X 10
45-OK-10 - Prehistoric X 7
45-OK-11 A S Hudnut X 6
45-OK-11 B S Kartar X 6
45-OK-11 C S Kartar X 6
45-OK-11 D S Kartar X 6
45-OK-11 E S Hudnut/ X 6

Kartar
45-OK-12 1 T Prehistoric X 6
45-OK-12 2 T Prehistoric x 6
45-OK-12 3 T Prehistoric X 6
45-OK-13 - - Prehistoric x 5 
45-OK-18 1 S Coyote Creek/ X 4

Hudnut
45-OK-18 2 S HL"'ut X 4
45-OK-18 3 S Hudnut X 4
45-OK-18 4 S Kartar X 4
45-OK -20 1 T Coyote Creek x 8
45-OK-28 1 T Coyote Creek X 8
45-OK-158 1 T Coyote Creek X 8
45-CK-160 - - Prehistoric X 8
45-OK-161 - - Prehistoric K 8
45-0K-162 - - Prehistoric X 8
45-OK-163 - - Prehistoric X 10
45-OK-164 1 T Prehistoric X 10
45-OK-165 1 T Hudnut X 9
45-OK-168 I T Hudnut X 7 ;,
45-0K-168 2 T Hudnut x 7 

-

45-CK-169 - - Prehistoric X 1

7.'.' - 0'.
"..X '.,.
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Table D-1, cont'd.

Analytic Tested/

Site Zone Salvaged Chronology Housepit Open Camp Reach

45-OK-183 - - Prehistoric X 5
45-OK-193 - T Prehistoric X 9
45-OK-195 - - Prehistoric X 9
45-OK-196 1 T Prehistoric X 9
45-0K-196 2 T Coyote Creek X 9
45-OK-196 3 T Coyote Creek X 9
45-0(-196 4 T Prehistoric X 9 '-;-

45-OK-196 5 T Hudnut X 9
45-O(-197 1 S Modern X 9
45-OK-197 2 S Coyote Creek X 9
45-O(-197 3 S Coyote Creek X 9
45-OK-197 4 S Coyote Creek X 9
45-OK-197 5 S Coyote Creek X 9
45-OK-197 6 S Coyote Creek X 9
45-01-197 7 S Coyote Creek X 9 ,.;,.-
45-OK-197 8 S Coyote Creek X 9
45-C(-197 9 S Coyote Creek X 9
45-OK-197 10 S Coyote Creek X 9
45-OK-197 11 S Coyote Creek X 9
45-OK-197 12 S Coyote Creek X 9
45-OK-197 13 S Coyote Creek X 9
45-OK-197 14 S Coyote Creek X 9
45-OK-197 15 S Coyote Creek X 9
45-OK-197 16 S Coyote Creek X 9
45-0(-197 17 S Coyote Creek X 9
45-OK-198 1 T Historic 9
45-OK-198 2 T Coyote Creek 9
45-OK-198 3 T Hudnut 9
45-0(-198 4 T Kartar 9
45-0K-199 1 T Kartar X 9
45-OK-204 - Prehistoric X 9
45-OK-205 1 T Kartar X 9
45-OK-206 - - Prehistoric X 9
45-OK-207 1 T Hudnut X 9
45-01-207 2 T Kartar X 9
45-OK-208 1 T Hudnut X 9
45-OK-208 2 T Kartar X 9
45-OK-209 - - Prehistoric X 9
45-01-210 - Prehistoric X 9
45-OK-211 - - Prehistoric X 9
45-0K-217 - - Prehistoric X 8
45-OK-219 I T Hudnut X 9
45-OK-219 2 T Kartar X 9
45-OK-219 3 T Kartar X 9
45-0K-221 - Prehistoric X 8

.,: > .-:-.....--
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Table D-1, cont'd.

Analytic Tested/
Site Zone Salvaged Chronology Housepit Open Camp Reach

45-OK-222 -- Prehistoric X 8
45-OK-226 1 T Coyote Creek X 8 .- -"
45-OK-226 2 T Prehistoric X 8 ?
45-OK-227 - Prehistoric X 8 1 A
45-OK-228 -- Prehistoric X 8
45-OK-229 1 T Coyote Creek X 8 .
45-OK-230 - T Prehistoric X 8
45-OK-231 - Prehistoric X 8 ,
45-OK-232 -- Prehistoric X 8
45-OK-235 - T Prehistoric X 8
45-OK-236 -- Prehistoric X 8
45-OK-237 - T Prehistoric X 8
45-OK-239 1 T Coyote Creek X 8
45-OK -239 2 T Hudnut X 8
45-OK-243 -- Prehistoric X 7
45-CK-244 1 T Hudnut X 7
45-CK-244 2 T Prehistoric X 7
45-OK-245 1 T Prehistoric X 7
45-OK-246 1 T Prehistoric X 7
45-OK-247 1 T Prehistoric X 7
45-OK-247 2 T Prehistoric X 7
45-OK-248 1 T Hudnut X 7 ,.\.
45-OK-248 2 T Kartar X 7
45-OK-250 1/11 S Coyote Creek X 7
45-OK-250 1/12 S Coyote Creek/ X 7

Hudnut
45-OK-250 1/21 S Coyote Creek/ X 7

Hudnut
45-OK-250 2/13 S Hudnut X 7 ,. # .p-
45-OK-250 2/14 S Hudnut Y 7 .
45-OK-250 2/22 S Hudnut X 7
45-OK-250 2/23 S Hudnut X 7
45-OK-250 3/15 S Hudnut/ X 7

Kartar
45-OK-250 3/24 S Hudnut/ X 7

Kartar
45-OK-251 - - Prehistoric X 7
45-OK-252 - - Prehistoric X 7
45-OK-253 1 T Prehistoric X 7
45-OK-253 2 T Kartar X 7
45-OK-254 1 T Coyote Creek X 7;-
45-OK-254 2 T Prehistoric X 7
45-OK-255 1 T Prehistoric X 7
45-OK-255 2 T Hudnut X 7
45-OK-256 1 T Prehistoric X 7

.--.... ..-
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Table D-1, cont'd. -

Analytic Tested/
Site Zone Salvaged Chronology Housepit Open Camp Reach

45-OK-256 2 T Prehistoric X 7
45-OK-257 1 T Coyote Creek X 7
45-OK-257 2 T Hudnut X 7
45-OK-258 I S Coyote Creek X 7
45-OK-258 2 S Coyote Creek X 7
45-OK-258 3 S Hudnut X 7
45-OK-258 4 S Hudnut X 7
45-OK-258 5 S Hudnut X 7 .--
45-OK -258 6 S Hudnut X 7 b
45-OK-259 1 T Prehistoric X 7
45-OK-260 - - Prehistoric X 7
45-OK-261 1 T Prehistoric X 7
45-OK-261 2 T Prehistoric X 7
45-1(-264 1 T Prehistoric X 6
45-OK-264 2 T Prehistoric X 6
45-OK-265 1 T Coyote Creek X 6
45-OK-266 - Prehistoric X 6

45-OK-267 Prehistoric X 6
45-0K-268 Prehistoric X 6
45-OK-269 Prehistoric X 6
45-OK-270 -- Prehistoric X 6
45-OK-274 1 T Coyote Creek X 6
45-OK-274 2 T Coyote Creek X 6
45-OK-274 3 T Prehistoric X 6
45-OK-275 1 T Prehistoric X 6
45-OK-275 2 T Coyote Creek/ X 6

Hudnut
45-OK-275 3 T Hudnut X 6
45-OK-280 1 T Prehistoric X 5
45-OK-280 2 T Hudnut X 5
45-OK-280 3 T Prehistoric X 5
45-OK-284 - - Prehistoric X 5
45-OK-285 - - Prehistoric X 5
45-OK-287 1 S Coyote Creek X 5
45-OK-287 2 S Coyote Creek X 5
45-OK-287 3 S Coyote Creek X 5
45-OK-287 4 S Coyote Creek/ X 5

Hudnut
45-OK-288 1 S Coyote Creek X 5
45-OK-288 2 S Coyote Creek X 5
45-OK-288 3 S Coyote Creek X 5
45-OK-288 4 S Prehistoric X 5 ,. .-
45-OK-288 5 S Kartar X 5

%. 45-OK-288 6 S .. rtar X 50 45-OK-289 1 T -" Prehistoric X 5

S.
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Table D-1, cont'd.

Analytic Tested/

Site Zone Salvaged Chronology Housepit Open Camp Reach

45-OK-290 -- Prehistoric X 5
45-OK-292 1 T Coyote Creek X 5
45-OK-292 2 T Hudnut X 5
45-0K-292 3 T Prehistoric X 5
45-OK-293 - - Prehistoric X 5
45-OK-294 - - Prehistoric X 5
45-OK-296 - - Prehistoric X 5
45-OK-299 - - Prehistoric X 5
45-OK-301 - - Prehistoric X 5
45-OK-303 1 T Prehistoric X 5
45-OK-309 1 T Prehistoric X 3
45-OK-309 2 T Prehistoric X 3
45-OK-310 1 T Prehistoric X 3
45-O(-310 2 T Kartar X 3
45-CK-311 I T Hudnut X 3
45-OK-312 1 T Prehistoric X 3
45-OK-312 2 T Prehistoric X 3
45-OK-313 1 T Prehistoric X 3
45-OK-313 2 T Prehistoric X 3
45-OK-313 3 T Prehistoric X 3
45-OK-314 I T Prehistoric x3
45-OK-315 - - Prehistoric x 3
45-OK-316 - - Prehistoric X 3
45-OK-317 - - Prehistoric X 2
45-01(-322 - - Prehistoric X 1
45-OK-323 - - Prehistoric X 9
45-CK-324 - - Prehistoric X 9
45-OK-327 - - Prehistoric X 3
45-OK-328 - - Prehistoric X 3
45-OK-329 - - Prehistoric X 3 ,
45-OK-330 - - Prehistoric X 3
45-OK-331 - - Prehistoric X 3
45-OK-332 - - Prehistoric X 3
45-OK-333 - - Prehistoric X 3
45-0(-334 - Prehistoric X 2
45-OK-338 - T Prehistoric X 6
45-OK-340 1 T Prehistoric X 7
45-OK-347 1 T Prehistoric X 5
45-OK-347 2 T Prehistoric X 5
45-OK-452 - - Prehistoric X 10
45-O(-453 - - Prehistoric X 10"'e...-
45-0(-454 - - Prehistoric X 10
45-OK-457 - - Prehistoric X 10
45-OK-458 - - Prehistoric X 10
45-OK-461 - - Prehistoric X 10

,.=. :::.. :'=:
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Table D-1, contid.

Analytic Tested/
Site Zone Salvaged Chronology Housepit Open Camp Reach

45-0K-462 - - Prehistoric X 10
45-OK-463 - - Prehistoric X 10
45-OK-466 - - Prehistoric X 10
45-OK-471 - - Prehistoric X 10
45-OK-472 - - Prehistoric X 10
45-OK-473 - - Prehistoric X 10 . ,

45-OK-474 - - Prehistoric X 10 %
45-OK-PSHP-1 - - Prehistoric X 9
45-OK-PSHP-2 - - Prehistoric X 9 ;,-
45-OK-PSHP-3 - - Prehistoric X 8
45-OK-PSHP-4 - - Prehistoric X 6
45-OK-PSHP-5 - - Prehistoric X 6
45-OK-PSHP-6 - - Prehistoric X 6
45-OK-PSHP-7 - - Prehistoric X 5
45-OK-PSHP-8 - - Prehistoric X 5
45-OK-PSHP-9 - - Prehistoric x 5
45-OK-PSHP-10 - - Prehistoric X 5
45-OK-PSHP-11 - - Prehistoric X 5
45-OK-PSHP-12 - - Prehistoric X 4 14

45-OK-PSHP-13 - - Prehistoric X 3
45-OK-PSOC-1 - - Prehistoric X 9
45-OK-PSOC-2 - - Prehistoric X 9 6S

45-OK-PSOC-3 - - Prehistoric X 6
45-OK-PSOC-4 - - Prehistoric X 5
45-OK-PSOC-5 - - Prehistoric X 5
45-OK-PSOC-6 - - Prehistoric X 5
45-OK-PSOC-7 - - Prehistoric X 4.
45-OK-PSOC-8 - - Prehistoric X 3 . -
45-CK-PSOC-9 - - Prehistoric X 3
45-OK-PSOC-11 - - Prehistoric X 3 ,.
45-0K-PSOC-11 - - Prehistoric X 3 *.

45-OK-PSOC-13 - - Prehistoric X 3
45-OK-PSOC-14 - - Prehistoric X 2
45-0K-PSOC-15 - - Prehistoric X 245-OK-PSOC-14 - - Prehistoric X2

45-OK-PSOC-16 - - Prehistoric X 2

Note: PSOC designates open camp sites detected on Inundated landforms by
examination of old aerial photographs. PSHP designates houseplt sites
detected In the same manner.
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Table D-5. Traditional type Inventories by site/component.

F utI'act Category
1

Site Zone Phase site Type SPA EGC UTF BLA MIC FLB ANS OKl PlP PH CHO PFC ADZ ON EG DES OCR FKR

45-00-204 1 Coyote Crofk 2 26 1 3 1 600
45-00-204 2 Hudnut 3 37 5 I 3 I 1100
45-0-204 3 KArter 3 I 49 3 1 1 10 1000
5-00-204 4 Kartar 3 9 1 1 200

45-0-211 I Historic 3 14 4 600
45-00211 2 Hudaut 3 24 7 1300
45-00-211 3 Hudnit 3 33 4 1 I 1500
45-00-211 4 Hudnut 1 23 9 I 4 1100
45-00-211 5 Hudout I 17 2 2 2 600
45-00-214 1 Coyote Creek 2 116 2 3A 1 1 1 3000
45-00-214 2 Coyote Creek 2 I 202 3 39 4 3 5400
4!-00-214 3 Coyote Creek 2 8 209 6 34 Is 1 I 5200
45-00-214 4 Hudnut 3 6 1 13 1 2 3 I 1900
45-00-242 1 Coyote Creek 2 1 26 2 22 I 900
45-0-242 2 Coyote Creek 2 30 1 3 28 2 1500
45-00-242 3 Hudnut 1 75 5 2 5 53 4 4100 I
45-0-242 4 Kartar 3 I I 100
43-00-243 1 Coyote Creek 3 11 5 500 '"
45-0-243 2 Hudnut 2 17 I 4 I Soo
4500-243 3 Hudnut 2 5 I 5 3 600
45-0-243 4 Kartar 3 3 3 3 200 '
45400-273 I Coyote Creek/ 3 27 I 10 6 I 400

Krtar
45-00-273 2 Coyote Creek 3 1 58 2 32 3 6 3 900
45-0-273 3 Kartar 3 117 2 33 2 8 3 4 1700
45-00-273 4 Kater 3 21 7 2 3 200
450-2 73 5 (sart 3 4 I 2 1 too r '100
45-00-202 1 Krter 3 104 2 32 2 700 IN
45-0-22 2 Karte 3 85 32 2 6 1000 2
45-0-202 3 Kartar 3 145 7 2 4 s 1700 6 .- -
4500-282 4 Karte" 3 46 24 2 3 400
45-00-202 5 Mixed 3 160 8 3 17 25 1300 4 * .
45-00-285 1 Coyote Creek 3 156 I 2 44 3 11100
45--285 2 Coyote Creek 3 51 7 4300
45-00-285 3 Hud mut 3 lop 1 4 20 I 1300
45-00-289 4 Hudnut 3 94 3 I4 I 9500
45-00-326 1 Coyote Creek 2 34 18 2 1 28 1 1900%
45-00-326 2 Coyot Creek 3 23 26 I I 22 I 1700 14 -
454-00-326 3 Hudnut 2 27 75 1 1 14 1 2 1900 2,

45-00-326 4 Hudnut/Kartar 3 45 I 50 1 4 7 1 2 9200 I %
45-4X-2 I Coyote Creek I 367 4 6 4 145 8 :7 I 22400%
45-X-2 2 Coyote Creek I : 289 13 13 4 99 8 6 I 17200
45-OK-2 3 Mudnut I 119 12 4 4 45 5 9 2 9200
45-CK-2 4 Hudnut 2 45 12 6 13 5 3 2700
45-(-2A I Coyote Creek 2 24 I 17 1 1500
45-<.-2A 2 Hdnut 1 13 2 2 700
45-(K-2A 3 Kartar 3 3 1 I 200
45-CM-ZR 4 Mart1 3 I00
45-CM-4 51 Coyote Creek 2 53 1 5 53 1 6 5300
45-CX-4 52 Hudnut 1 74 4 3 4 79 6 7 2 11700 f

45-M-4 53 Hudnut/Krtar 3 9 10 3 1000
45-CM-I l A Hudnut 2 2 1 198 1 3 1 4 127 5 20 2 23200
45-CK-Il 8 Kartar I 1 3 183 4 12 30 5 141 19 227 8 7 22 24100
45-CM-1 1 Coyote Creek/ 3 59 8 t 18 I 1700C "

Ho dnut
45-CK-1 2 Hudnut 2 116 1 64 2 28 3200
45-CM-1 3 Hudnut 3 25 I 27 10 800 - -
45-CM-18 4 Kartsr 3 I 4 100
45-M-250 51 Coo reek/ 2 , 115 -3-535 6 62

Hudntut
45-CM-250 52 Hudnut 1 194 20 3 12 69 12 :0 3 10000
45--CK-230 53 Hud.tr't.t., 114 I 6 I 600
45-)K-258 A Coyote Creek 1 2 256 4 38 12 55 13 17500
45-CM-258 , M d ut 1 3 222 1 39 10 134 I6 s 18100
45-CX-287/8 I Coyote Creek 3 2 1 100
45-CM-287/8 2 Coyote Creek 2 is 6 I 2 400
45-OK-287/8 3 Coyote Creek 1 S8 1 5 20 4 2 1800
45-CM-257/8 4 Coyote Creek/ 2 1 53 4 I 14 :3 1 3500 -ISM %

Hud'ut/(Kartir
45-CK-287/0 5 Coyote Creek/ 2 61 2 12 1 11 8 2900

Hudnut/jarter
45-M-287/8 6 Kartar 2 29 2 4 54 4 I 1600 % f

total$ 1 12 01a 31 654 113 79 118 1751 102 515 41 4 7 35

- %

, - . *t
-:.' N'
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Table D-5, cont'd.

Artifact CaTo
1

oryl
Fe atqr a

Site Zone Phase Sire Type HAM PES HOP MIL ANY BUR BSP GRA SPO LRT SCA AN NET PIP SH0 COO 800 STC Total

45-00-204 I Coyote Creek 2 3 5 6 645
45-00-204 2 Hudfaut 3 I I5 2 6 I171
4"-00-204 3 KarTr 3 2 2 13 1 6 i 69
45-C 204 4 Kart? 3 211
4500-211 I Hlstoric 3 3 1 4 626
45-00-211 2 hudflut 3 2 I 9 1 9 1353
45-00-211 3 Hudnut 3 2 7 6 1355
45-00-211 4 Hudnut 1 I 7 i 1 1164
45-00-211 5 Hudnmt 1 2 3 6z
45-00-214 I Coyote Crafk 2 I 2 I 15 6 I 3181
45- -214 2 Coyote Crook 2 3 I 3 30 7 14 i 2 5713
45-00-214 3 Coyote Creek 2 I 1 2 39 8 11 2 1 7 5549
45-00-214 4 Hudaut 3 4 21 32 I 2065
45-00-242 I Coyat1 Crook 2 1 17 4 10 3 987
45-00-242 2 Coyote Creek 2 4 I I I 2 10 8 14 1I 1607
45-00-242 3 Hudnut I 3 2 2 23 17 25 8 4325
45-00-242 4 Kaiter 3 I I 104
45-00-24 I Coyote Creak 3 1 1 2 520
45-00-243 2 Hudnut 2 4 3 I5 845
45-00-243 3 Hudnut 2 I 4 619
45-00-243 4 Karter 3 2 2 213
45-00-273 I Coyot Crok/ 3 2 2 3 5 455

Karte 0
45-00-273 2 Coyote Creek 3 9 2 9 6 6 1037
45-00-273 3 Karter 3 5 I 2 I I3 7 7 I 1926
45-00-275 4 Karta 3 I 1 I 256
45-00-273 5 Kertar 3 2 1 112
45-00-282 I Korar 3 1 10 3 855
45-00-282 2 KCater 3 2 2 I 1 13 4 1150
45-00-282 3 Kartr 3 7 I 2 2 16 7 1972
45-00-212 4 Kartar 3 2 2 3 1 485
45-00-262 3 Mx4* 3 7 21 14 5 1564
45-00-25 I Coyote Crak 3 10 3 25 1 a 11354
45-00-285 2 Coyote Creek 3 1 9 2 4370
45-00-285 3 Hudnut 3 8 1 I 3 I 39 I 6 1504
45-00-285 4 Hudnut 3 2 1 26 4 4 9649
45-00-325 1 Coyote Crok 2 4 I 2 4 I 2 I 1999
45-00-326 2 Coyote Creek 3 7 I 1 1 4 2 1791
45-00-326 3 Hudnut 2 I 1 I 6 4 1 2037
45-00-326 4 Iludnut/Kartar 3 2 3 6 1 1 f3525
45-K-2 I Coyote Creek 1 6 1 7 5 2 5 110 It 92 2 2 7 6 10 23216 8*
45-K-2 2 Coyote Cret I 10 1 2 6 5 2 3 97 11 127 I A 1 17918 ."
45-Mc-2 3 Hudiiul I I3 2 5 1 1 3 54 9 101 5 5 12 9609
45-0K-2 4 Hudnut 2 4 I I 3 21 I 25 3 7 2850
45-aK-2A I Coyote Creek 2 2 1 6 1 4 15,57
45-ac-2A 2 Hudnut I I 1 2 3 8 732
45-CK- A 3 Ksrter 3 I 3 209
45-aK-4 1 Coyo te Crek 2 3 1 7 is 6 1 507 %

45-(X-4 52 Hudnut I 31 3 6 I I 6 29 a 148 5 14 12131
45-M-4 53 Hjdnut/K.artr 3 1 1 2 2 6 4 103 614
45-ac-1I A Hudmul 2 32 7 4 22 15 76 1269 1 8 25792
45-OK-II 8 Katar 1 50 10 9 6 22 2 1 8 87 24 116 2 7 3 13 25129 %
45x -i I Coyote Crook/ 3 3 19 3 I 37 1864

Muinut
45-ac-1 2 Hudnut 2 8 18 5 30 79 3551
45-aK-18 3 Hudnut 3 7 2 2 II 885
45- 1-ia 4 Karter 3 105
45-4X-250 51 Coyote CrKee/ 2 11 2 4 2 I 49 9 91 4 2 24 6584

.- , Hudnut
43-Mc-250 52 Hudnut I 24 2 20 1 5 64 13 105 6 1 30 10594
45-M-250 53 Hudnut/KArtor 2 1 1 0 8 2 739
45-K-258 A Coyote Creek I 32 5 3 2 13 56 9 95 5 16221
*5--4 -250 8 Hudnut I 53 4 14 1 9 41 26 134 05 18829

. 45-ac-267/8 I Coyote Creek 3 1 2 106
45- c-287/ 2 Coyote Creek 2 3 1 2 2 6 441 * -
45-ac-287/83 CoyoeCrefe 1 5 1 1 17 7 22 1943
45-Mc-287/0 4 Coyote Cree/ 2 6 16 7 15 I 1632

Hudnut/Iartr-
45-K-267/8 5 Coyote Creek/ 2 16 1 2 2 2 2 23 13 22 3078

Hudnut/Kaerter
450- -287/66 Karte? 2 23 1 I I 9 4 9 1 1943

% Totals 428 33 40 63 49 22 18 119 7 1261 300 1548 6 5 37 7 31 303

-.-. \.-.*.*.-,.
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Kay to TraditlnaL Type Abbreatmons In TtbL D-5.

Abbreviation Traditional Type Abbreviation TraditionaL Type

SHA Shaft Abrader HAN HMmerstone

EGC Edge-ground Cobble PES IhuL/PeatLe

UTF UtiLized Flake HOP Hopper-mortar base V
BLA BLade NIL HiLling Stone

NIC Nicrobtade NY AnviL Stone

FLJ Flaked Long Bone BUR uri n

ANS MwL/NeedLe/ShuttLe 9SF Burin Spell

DRI DriLL BRA Graver

PPr Projectile Point SPO Spokeahave

BPH Bone Point/Harpoon URT UnifeciaLtLy Retouched FLake

CHO Chopper SCR Scraper

PFC Peripherally Flaked Cobble TKN Tabular Knife

AM Adze NET Netsinker

CH Chisel PIP Pi pe
W n  Wedge SHO Shell I Ornament

DEB Debt taga o Copper Ornament

BR Blade Core BOO Bons Ornament

FKR Antler FLaker/BiL lt STO Stone Ornament L" -

I- . .5 .

.b- - .
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Table D-6. Faunal inventories by site/component.

Feature NuMOer of Identified Sj [MOP by01
Site

Site Zone Phase Type So; top Syl Oar Spe Tho Per Cas Pry to MIc Laj Ond Crl

45-00-204 1 Coyote Crek 2 2 1
45-00-204 2 Hudnut 3 1 3 1 2 2
45-00-204 3 Krtar 3 1 1 I
45-00-204 4 Kartar 3 9 9 I 1 5
43-00-211 1 HIstorIc 3
45-00-211 2 Hudnut 3 1 4 47 14 1 7 16
43-00-211 3 Hudnut 3 I II 4 72 20 2 9
45-00-211 4 Hudnut I 1 8 2 96 10 2 6
45-00-211 5 Hudnut I 1 2 5 3 58 6 1 4
45-00-214 1 Coyote Creek 2 2 1 12 8 5 4 45-00-214 2 Coyote Creek 2 l1 3 15 18 4 7 4
45-00-214 3 Coyote Creek 2 2 I 11 9 7 10 5 8
43-00-214 4 Hudnut 3 31 53 68 9 5 2 6
45-00-242 I Coyote Creek 2 3 3 4 3
45-00-242 2 Coyote Creek 2 3 2 1
45-00-242 3 Hudnut 1 21 32 I 3 I
45-00-242 4 Kartar 3 I 11
45-00-243 1 Coyote Creek 3 1

-f 45-00-243 2 Hudnut 2 2 12 1
45-00-243 3 Hoyt 2 C r3 e e,
4";-00-243 4 Kartar 3 10 36 2p "45-00-273 1 Coyote Crook/ 3 1 8 %,

Kartar %
45-00-273 2 Coyote Creek 3 13 1
45-00-273 3 Karter 3 7 I I I 3
45-00-773 4 Kartar 3 I 17
45-00-273 5 Kartar 3 13 1
45-00-282 1 Kartar 3 2 15 7 6
45-00-282 2 Krter 3 1 2 40 34 I 2
45-00-282 3 Karter 3 2 104 9 I 1 1 2
45-00-282 4 Karter 3 150 5 2 1
43-00-282 5 Mlx*d 3 5 is 1
45-00-285 1 Coyote Creek 3 6 1 33 43 4 3 12
43-00-285 2 Coyote Creek 3 1 1 40 15 1 2 15
45-00-285 3 Hudnut 3 2 1 15 1 64 18 1 1 3
45-00-285 4 Hudnut 3 3f 84 2 2 8
45-10-326 1 Coyote Creek 2 5 13 6 9 5 1 1 8 I

45-00-326 2 Coyote Crook 3 I 4 42 1 17 7 2 1 3
4"-0-326 3 Hudnut 2 49 2 6 3 2 1 4 ~
45-0.-326 4 Hudnut/Kartor 3 1 107 1 63 1 3 1 1 3 161
43-K-2 1 Coyote Creek I 13 3 5 I 1
45-0-2 2 Coyote Crook 1 12 63 57 4 2 2 5 4
45-K-2 3 Hudnut 1 2 93 28 2 8 2
45-CK-2 4 Hudnut 2 4 2 120 20 3 4
45-OK-2A 1 Coyote Creek 2 1 I 1 I I 3
43-M1(-2A 2 Hudnut 1 19 18 2
45-OK-2A 3 Karter 3 1 12 3 1

*45--OK-20k 4 Carter 3 1 20 3
45-K-4 51 Coyote Creek 2 3 5 12 3

- 45-OK-4 52 Hudnut 1 8 I 72 34 I 7 6 1
45-0K-4 53 1,udnut/(artar 3 1 44 13 0

45-OK-11 A Hudnut 2 2 60 2 60 91 5 4 1 1 3 6
45-K-11 B Kartar 1 14 255 6 507 244 9 14 14 1 68
45-OK-18 I Coyote Crook/ 3 1 1

Hudnut
45-OK-18 2 Hudnut 2 1 9 5 1 2 3
45-K-18 3 Hudnut 3 1 4 1
45-MK-18 4 Kartar 3 I I
45-41-250 51 Coyote Crook/ 2 1 15 18 3 1

ffudnut
4-4 -250 52 Hudnut I 1 1 4 2 72 46 15 1
45-K-250 53 Hudnut/Karter 2 3 2 62 5 I 2
45-0K-238 A Coyote Crook I 10 31 29 1 5 3 3
45-0K-25e 8 Hudnut 1 2 7 2 107 90 3 24 6 I
45-M-287/8 1 Coyote Creek 3
45-M-287/8 2 Coyote Creek 2
45-(X-287/8 3 Coyote Creek 1 3 ,

"0 45-(K-287/8 4 Coyote Crek/ 2 4 13 1 1 4
Hudnut/Kartar

45-CK-267/8 5 Coyote Cr+ek/ 2 1 I 1 13 '9%

'..9+ Hudnut/kartar. .
45-0M-267/8 6 Karter 2 18 I1

Ot '1
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Table D-6, cont'd.

Feature Number of Identiflea Specimens by Taxon-
Site

Site Zone Phase Typo Ci. Ctu Cfa Can Vul Urs Lut Wa Mrp Mus Tax Map Lyn

45-00-204 1 Coyote Creek 2
45-00-204 2 Hudnut 3
45-00-234 3 Kartar 3
45-00-204 4 Kartar 3
45-D0-211 1 Historic 3
45-00-211 2 Hudnut 1
45-00-211 3 Hudnut 3 I
45-110-211 4 Hudnut 1 1
45-00-211 5 Hudnut 1 1 3
45-00-214 1 Coyote Creek 2
45-00-214 2 Coyote Creek 2 2
45-00-214 3 Coyote Creek 2 '.
45-00-214 4 Hudnut 3 l "
45-.00-242 I Coyote Creek 2 1
45-00-242 2 Coyote Creek 2 3
45-00-242 3 Hudnut 1 8 14
45-00-242 4 Kerter 3 . *

45-00-243 1 Coyote Creek 3 I
45-00-243 2 Hudnut 2
45-00-243 3 Hudnut 2
45-00-243 4 Kartr 3 2
45-00-273 1 Coyote Creek/ 3 6

Carter
45-00-273 2 Coyote Creek 3
45-00-273 3 Kartar 3
45-00-273 4 Kartar 3
45-00-273 5 Kartar 3
4-00-282 I Carter 3
45-00-282 2 Kartar 3 j. ."

45-00-282 3 Kartar 3
45-00-282 4 Karter 3
45-O-282 5 Mixed 3 2 I..
4"-0-285 1 Coyote Creek 3
45-00-285 2 Coyote Creek 3 I
45-00-285 3 Hudnut 3 1 1
45-00-285 4 Hudnut 3 2
45-00-326 1 Coyote Creek 2 2
4,-00-326 2 Coyote Crok 3 1 2.
45-00-326 3 Hudnut 2
45-0-326 4 Hudnut/Kartar 3 4 53 *. 
45-(K-2 1 Coyote Creek 1 7
45-OK-2 2 Coyote Creek 1 5 I
45-MK-2 3 Hudnut 1 5 1 '5

45-OK-2 4 Hudnut 2 1 1 %

45-OK-ZA 1 Coyote Creek 2
45-OK-2A 2 Hudnut I - .'
45-OK-2A 3 Kartar 3 N
45-CK-2A 4 Kartar 3
45-(K-4 5i Coyote Creek 2 %
45-GCK-4 52 Hudnut 1 4
45-K-4 53 Hudnut/Kartar 3 1
45--1 1 A Hudnul 2 I 17 1 I 2 .'r

45-K-I B Kartar 1 3 5 22 4 2 1 8 5
45-(X-18 1 Coyote Creek/ 3

Hudnut
45-OK-18 2 Hudnut 2
45-OK-18 3 Hudnut 3
45-OX-18 4 Kartar 3
45-OK-250 51 Coyote Creek/ 2 3

Hudnut
45,0K-250 52 Hudnut 1 32
45-OK-250 53 Hudnut/Kartar 2 2 . •
45-OK-258 A Coyote Creek 1 1 24 2 4
45-0K-258 8 Huonut 1 1 1 110 31 5 2 5 3 1 I
45-K-287/8 I Coyote Creek 3

45-OK-287/8 2 Coyote Creek 2
45-OK-287/8 3 Coyote Creek 1
45-OK-287/8 4 Coyote Creek/ 2 2 0 6%.

Hudnut/Kartar 1 , %

45-OK-287/8 5 Coyote Creek/ 2 5 ,
Hudnut/aer tar

45-OK-287/8 6 Karter 2

%~ %, 1
S .
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Table D-6, cont'd.

Feature Number of IcentIlfled Specimens by Terc 
I

n1
Site

Site Zone Phase Type Equ Car 040 Ant ODv BIs Deer Elk Chr Yip Col Ran Amrb Sal Cyp Cat

45-00-204 1 Coyote Creek 2 2
45-00-204 2 Hudnut 3 2 3
45-00-204 3 Kartar 3 1 5
45-00-204 4 Kerter 3 6
45-00-211 1 Historic 3
45-DO-211 2 Hudnut 3 6 1 2 4 1 33 1
45-00-211 3 Hudnut 3 22 4 13 7 1 126
45-00-211 4 Hudnut 1 12 26 4 24 2 858 1 7
45-00-211 5 Hudnut 1 2 5 13 11
45-00-214 1 Coyote Creek 2 8 1 3 1 16 1 46 1 3 7 3
45-00-214 2 Coyote Creek 2 72 12 14 1 60 5 157 6 40 26
45-00-214 3 Coyote Creek 2 1 89 22 17 187 8 12 189 a
45-00-214 4 ifudnut 3 1 12 2 I 5 1 9 5
45-00-242 1 Coyote Creek 2 9 3 7 1 4
45-00-242 2 Coyote Creek 2 15 1 2 47
45-00-242 3 Hudnut I 4 341 2 190 829 7 53 42

* 45-00-242 4 Kartar 3 4 2 10 2 8 ,
45-00-243 1 Coyote Creek 3 8 2 2
45-00-243 2 Hudnut 2 11 1 4 7 9
45-00-243 3 Hudnut 2 12 8 5 21
45-00-243 4 Kartar 3 2 I 2 4
45-00-273 1 Coyote Creek/ 3 5

Kartar
45-00-273 2 Coyote Creek 3 1 1

45-00-273 3 Kartar 3
45-00-273 4 Kartar 3

- 45-00-273 5 Kartar 3
45-00-282 1 Kartar 3 2 1 1 -
45-00-282 2 Kartar 3 1 2 2
45-00-282 3 Kartar 3 18 8
45-00-282 4 Kartar 3 3
45-00-282 3 Mixed 3 ? 1 I
45-00-285 1 Coyote Creek 3 1 7 3 7 1 10 4 62 2 1
45-00-285 2 Coyote Creek 3 1 8 1 2 4 2 11
45-00-285 3 Hudnut 3 9 13 8 7 14 9 6 114 9
45-00-285 4 Hudnut 3 6 7 3 5 14 9 3 47 5
45-00-326 1 CoyoteCreeok 2 1 63 2 15 88 5 4 6 2
45-00-326 2 Coyote Creek 3 4 23 28 37 e6 2 6 2 1
45-00-326 3 Hudnut 2 5 1 6 28 z 25 10
45-00-326 4 Hudnut/aertar 3 2 29 14 35 2 126 8 67
45-4K-2 I Coyote Creek 1 8 I 581 3 2 348 5 10 3 2 73 12
45-0K-2 2 Coyote Creek 1 3 686 10 18 616 3 42 80 7 104 6
45-(X-2 3 Hudnut 1 6 275 2 321 10 16 5 3 90 T
45--K-2 4 Hudnut 2 1 475 1 31 345 3 9 5 3 I3 6 6
45-OK-2A I Coyote Creek 2 20 35 4 1
45-0K-ZA 2 Hudnut 1 63 5 187 !37 11 I 133 2
45-OK-2A 3 Kartar 3 4 17 4 21 2 79
45-0K-2A 4 Kartar 3 6 6 9
45-NK-4 51 Coyote Creek 2 81 10 37 1 9 21 3
45-0OK-4 52 Hudnut I 3 684 3 54 900 2 115 31 532 21 '
45-0K-4 53 Hudnut/iartar 3 1 58 13 37 3 27 3
45---I A Hudnut 2 24 232 10 15 2 236 8 123 120 11 63 138
45-0K-11 B Kartar 1 24 1432 56 335 10 1815 19 331 90 61 276 522
45-0K-18 1 Coyote Creek/ 3

Hudnut
45-0K-18 2 Hudnut 2 I 13 24
43-0K-18 3 udnut 3 1 2
45-K-18 4 Kartar 3
45-OK-250 51 Coyote Creek/ 2 147 11 205 2 88 1 4 7

Hudnut
- 45-MC-250 52 Hudnut 1 1 487 4 701 1 116 2 72 I 159 10

45-0K-250 53 Hudnut/Karf ar 2 104 32 94 11 55 10
45-OK-258 A Coyote Creek 1 19 4 1496 28 344 2636 8 18 10 35 20 7
45-0K-258 8 Hudnut 1 10 1844 11 165 2799 8 56 70 44 40 65 33
45-0K-287/8 1 Coyote Creek 3 1 23 2
45-0K-287/8 2 Coyote Creek 2 13 11 4 46 2

J 45-OK-287/8 3 Coyote Creek I 114 37 16 277 1 I 5
*45-OK-287/8 4 Coyote Creek? 2 60 7 359 I120 4

Hudnut/Kartar
45-MK-287/8 5 Coyote Creek/ 2 64 35 4 15 17e .. ' Hudnut/Kar tar

% 45-0K-287/8 6 lkartar 2 26 2 8 24 4

. A%.
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APPENIX E:

HISTORICAL AERIAL PHOTOGRAMMETRY AND HABITATION SITE DISTRIBUTION

by Lawr V. Salo "

Since the early 1970's, a major program of archaeological survey and data
recovery has been carried out first by the National Park Service and then
through Seattle District, Corps of Engineers (Corps), at the Chief Joseph Dam
project on the Columbia River in north-central Washington State. Some
reconnaissance and small-scale data recovery had taken place in the later
1940s and early 1950s before the dam was constructed. Work thus far has
Identified around 178 prehistoric archaeological habitation sites in a 45-mile
reach of the river from River Mile (RM) 545 to RM 590 (Appenaix D, Figure D-
1). Approximately half these sites have been tested; intensive data recovery
has been carried out at 24 of them. Surveys by the Corps and the University
of Washington in the late 1970s (Munsell and Salo 1977, Leeds et al. 1981)
found that earl ler work recorded only a small percentage of the sites actual ly
present, and tended to concentrate on the most recent occupation in the areas
wltn easiest access. The south bank of the river had been virtually
uninvestigated, and low lying terraces along the downstream third of the
reservoir received scant attention. The south bank has since been thoroughly
investigated where it is above water, but the low terraces In the downstream
part now are permanently and deeply Inundated by Rufus Woods Lake, the power
pool behind Chief Joseph Dam, and cannot be Inventoried by conventional on-
the-ground techniques.

The first study of site distributions In the project area suggested that
the apparent lack of prehistoric habitation sites in the lower part of the
reservoir might be due to thb great likelihood of site Inundation in this
area, where the reservoir is deepest, approximately 150 feet deep (Leeds,
Chapter 7). Because we are undertaking a major eftort towards undersTanding
prehistoric land use and settlement patterns at the project, we decided to
employ all practical means to account for biases in the archaeological records
that will be used to develop models. Therefore, we searched for aerial
photographs of the reach taken before -he first dams had been constructed in
hope of Identifying the locations and extent of permanently flooded landforms
that elsewhere In the area have associated archaeological sites. We also
believed It might be possible to locate previously unrecorded housepits and
housepIt-marked sItes In many Instances, especIa IIy those reported by
Informants but not confirmed. The extent to which erosional damage had
Introduced biases Into characterizations of known sites also might be

Tr ,",r°
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established. Finally, it seemed appropriate to search for housepits where
none yet have been found. The permanently Inundated lower one-third of the
reservoir and the lowest flood plains and terraces throughout the reservoir
were of particular Interest; the lower part of the reservoir because few if
any housepits had been recorded, and the low-lying landforms because so little
of this area had been available anywhere in the reservoir during recent on-
the-ground Inspections.

METHODS

We found only one complete series of pre-impoundment aerial
stereophotographs of the reservoir. Flown In March 1930, these are 5 x 5 inch
black and white positive prints at scale 1:22,500 (flown at 11,250 feet above
mean terrain). The Seattle District file number for this series Is B630-2;
photographs D-165 through 200 and E-I through 10 provide full stereo coverage

for the Chief Joseph Dam Project reach. This series continuously covers the
Columbia River from Pasco, Washington to the Canadian border some 420 miles
upstream, although prints for some reaches are missing from the files. The
prints on file at the Seattle District office are the only existing copies:
the negatives and other prints were destroyed by fire In the 1940's. This
series is especial!y useful because the area had not yet revegetated fully
after overgrazing In the late 19th and early 20th centuries and surface
exposures are good. i

Observation consisted of viewing stereo pairs through a ten power
stereoscope. As a calibration exercise, well-documented examples of housepits

of different sizes, shapes, and depths at sites 45-OK-2A, 45-OK-20, and 45-0K-
239 were examined. Deep housepits were seen as distinct shadows; shallower
specimens often were Identifiable by lusher (darker) vegetation, especially in
house depressions where slackwater sediments had accumulated as at 45-OK-2A.
Next, other known housepit sites were Inspected and houses identitled on the
photograph were noted. Notes were made on 15 minute (1:62,500) USGS contour
maps (Bridgeport, Boot Mt., Alameda Flat, Nespelem, and Grand Coulee Dam
quadrangles). We then carried out a preliminary census of relatively level
inundated landforms, divided into 50-100 ft above ordinary high water, low (0-
50 ft above ordinary high water). Landform locations were recorded on 15
minute contour maps and received provisional site numbers (45-OK/DO-PSOC-N).
Finally, we reviewed the stereo pairs to locate previously unrecorded
housepits. The locations of Identified examples were marked on the 15 minute -"\

base maps and these housepit sites were assigned provisional site numbers (45-

OK/DO-PSHP-N).

RESULTS

The search was unexpectedly successful at locating new housepit sites
(Table E-1, Figure E-1). Twelve definite houseplt sites with single or

multiple housepits, marked by deeply shadowed depressions, were found. Less

deeply shadowed pits or vegetation differences Indicated one or more housepits

o. .-
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at six other sites. We also Identitled extensive areas of level low and high
flooded landforms. We did not have time or funding to estimate total area of
these landforms, but instead recorded each discrete occurrence and then

estimated the number of prehistoric habitation sites probably associated with
these landforms (Figure E-2). Rough linear projections from previous survey

data suggest that each topographically discrete low elevation landform has at
least one associated prehistoric habitation site and most likely more. Each

discrete area of higher, level land is likely to have one such site. As a
rough measure of the potential for sites without house depressions visible on

the surface, we conservatively estimate that 20 sites occurred on all the low
landforms Identified and 13 would have been found on the higher landforms.

The data in Table E-1 show that the aerial photographic survey adds both
quality and quantity to the previous site Inventory. The survey revealed

housepit sites In a 10-mile reach of river from RM 559-565 previously thought
to have none. It also disclosed housepits at sites now called open camps,

where they had been removed by bank erosion since the original pool raise In

1956. It also suggests that many sites now shown as separate entities are but
minor remnants on high ground of much larger sites that were partly flooded by
the 1956 pool raise. The survey also added comprehensively to the project's
habitation site Inventory. Figure E-3 displays percentages of Increase In the
Inventory by 5-mile reach groups. As one might expect, the Increases teno to

be greatest in the lower reaches were the pool Is deepest and the least was
known previously. A comparatively large increase In the upper pool (R.M. 585-
590) probably Is related to an unusually large extent of low elevation
surface, combined with an overall low percentage of surface-exposed housepit 4

sites. These data also suggest that site clustering exists at a large scale
(Figure E-4) and probably can be related to functional and/or environmental
factors (Figure E-5). As noted by Leeds (Chapter 7), areas with the fewest of
any kind of habitation sites are steeply banked with few minor tributary
streams, poor winter solar exposure, and relatively poor access to a full

variety of upland resources. Houseplt sites that supposedly represent stable

winter villages do not appear In the lower reservoir.

DI SCUSS ION

Stereo photographic survey has limitations apart from the obvious limiTs
of resolution, ground cover and exposure. In its present state of development

at the project, stereo photographic survey cannot disclose buried housepits,
relatively common phenonomena in the area. Partly for this reason, the data
In Table E-1 must be viewed with some caution In formulating hypotheses about
prehistoric land use and settlement patterns. However, we feel confident that
there Is one reach, RM 545-554, with a low frequency of prehistoric use and

truly without housepit sites. Testing at several sites here has shown no

buried housepits In any time period. From the next reach upstream, the
several tested sites from RM 555-564 Include some special-purpose_'
occupations but no burled houses, and only one house on a low terrace has been
found in the photography. We conclude that this reach also was relatively

p %
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HOUSEPIT SITES OPEN CAMPS TOTAL
03 1.0 2.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 0.5 1.0 2.0

S45-55

550-555

555-560

REACH 560S65
(RIVER MILES) SGS-570

570-575

575-9

585-590

NOTE SCALE CHANGE AT 1.0

Figure E-3. Inventory Increase percentages.

HOUSEPIT OPEN CAMP TOTAL
10 20 30 10 20 30 10 20 30

545-550

550-555 .. *'

55-560

560-M6

REACH
(RIVER MILES) 56S-570L

S55

5M805.

Figure E-4. Frequency ot housepIts ana open camps by reach.
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OPEN
HOUSEPIT 0.5 CAMP

545-M

550-SSS

555-580

S60-565

REACH 565-570
(RIVER MILES)

570-575

* . 575-MW

-> a585

585-0

Figure E-5. Housepit/open camp ratios by reach.

lightly used. Above R.t4. 564, buried and unburied housepits are common,

overall site density Is high, winter solar exposure usually Is good, and
access to a wide variety of upland (forest and steppe) and lowland riverine
resources generally is good. The reach from R.U. 564 to 590 thus Is a true
focus of habitation and represents one large-scale cluster, at least from

about 5,000 years ago onward.
The observed frequency of housepit sites in a given river reach may ,

reflect preservation bias rather than frequency of prehistoric use.
Sedimentation rates vary greatly In different reaches of the river, depending

upon river gradient and canyon morphology and at currents and bends, velocity
and direction, etc. The apparent scar,.Ity of houses in R.M. 585-590, for
example, is probably due to high sedimentation rates. Buried houses have been

S. found at 5 of 35 tested open camp sites. More rigorous and detailed study of
"" the existing photographic coverage of known buried houses or even digital
'- enhancement might be warranted to develop means of detecting burled houses.

-- Further discussion of land/use settlement patterns In the project area,
* chronologically ordered Is needed. Unfortunately, the aerial photographic

survey at present can contribute little as surface depressions cannot be
rel iably dated.

We suspect that the rough projections used in this reporT for

site/landform frequency are low for the low landforms, but may be high for the
"% higher landforms. Greater precision in site estimates could be produced by

actually neasuring areas of different landforms and more precisely

extrapolating from density figures developed by the on-the-ground surveys, but
the results of such a project may not be worth the cost. For example, In

V... ,.
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addition to the disclosure of housepit villages where none previously were

known, the chief contribution of the present rough survey is the graphic
demonstration of a nearly 15-mile reach of low site density, a Qualitive
datum upon which more precise quantification is unlikely to Improve.

CONCLUSION

The use of historical aerial photographic Imagery at the Chief Joseph Dam
project has disclosed several houseplt villages where none previously were

known, and has added to general knowledge of prehistoric habitation site

character, condition, and distribution. Limitations in method

notwithstanding, It shows promise in preliminary land use/settlement pattern

studies, especially where on-the-ground data are scarce and extensive areas ,

are Inundated or otherwise unavailable for studies.
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APPEN)IX F:
RESEARCH DESIGN FOR INVESTIGATION OF LIHIC MATERIAL SOURCES

AM) PRELIMINARY RESULTS

by Lawr V. Salo

The draft research design for the Chief Joseph Cultural Resources
Project (Jermann et al. 1980) Identif led significant research topics,
formulated several hypotheses, and specified means (analytic systems) that
would be used to test them. Among the analytic systems was a I lthIc
technological classification proposed to collect data that could be used to
Investigate the ways in which tools were produced In different time periods or

"*:': environmental contexts within the study area. One dimension In the *'

classification was I ithic material type, of which 40 distinctions were .
recognized. It was suggested that information on material type could be used

to Investigate possible quarry areas, prehistoric trade networks, etc., as
well as functional preferences for materials.

The lithic classification proposed in the research design has several
weaknesses. First the proposed material distinctions required greater
mineralogical expertise than available among current staff if consistent

- results were to be obtained. It was uncertain whether recording of the gross
morphological subdivisions of cryptocrystalline quartz minerals (CCS) commonly
designated "opal", "Jasper", "chalcedony", etc., was meaningful or even
necessary for the research topics as presented in the design. Second, there
was doubt whether several other entire dimensions and modes were useful,
necessary, or efficient; this criticism originated mainly from the lack of

background presentation In the research design.
Subsequently, we performed preliminary Interpretive analyses to

support the analytic systems for I lthic material and manufacture stage or
suggest areas where refinements could be made. Preliminary results of
analyses were tabulated in 1981 to allow review of the I lthic technological

r.' classification. At this time about 10 percent of the total recovered lithic
.. . " assemblage had been analyzed. We made several generalIzations from this data.
i:
___ I. There are three major kinds of lithic materials from project sites:

cryptocrystalline quartz (CCS), basalt, and quartzite (Table F-I). Three
varieties of CCS occur: fibrous (chalcedony/carnelian/agate),

granular (chert/Jasper), and hydrated (opal) (see Hurlbut 1971 for
definitions). The basalt ranges from fine-grained (which may
actually be oliIvine, to coarse-grained. The quartzite comprises what
Is actually a mica-schist and a coarse-grained variety.

- .- o,
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2. The ratio of large flakes with cortex to smaller flakes without
cortex varies considerably among project sites. High ratios of large
CCS flakes with cortex, interpreted as evidence of the Initial phase
of manufacture are Infrequent, occurring only at 45-00-211, 45-00-
273, and 45-D0-326. In contrast, the ratio of large flakes with
cortex to small flakes without cortex Is relatively high for both
basalt and quartzite at most of the sites. Cortex on CCS objects is
generally not indicative of water rounded cobbles, as it is on basalt
and quartz ite.

3. Material frequencies and frequencies of cortex varied between the
*upriver and downriver ends of the reservoir and between the two banks

of the river.

4. Exotic materials, I.e. fossil Ized (agatized or opal Ized) wood and
obsidian were Infrequent.

5. Larger or longer projectile points tended to be made of basalt or
other non-MCS materials, at least In the late Kartar and early Hudnut
Phases.
6. Formed CCS tools at the project may be somewhat smaller than
their counterparts from other localities In the Plateau. They also
appear to be made from materials with poor working qualities.

7. The average size of formed CCS artifacts appears to diminish from
earlier to later occupations.

8. The numerical ratio of formed CCS artifacts to non-CCS flaked
lI thic tools may be lower at the project than In well-investigated
areas farther downstream along the Columbia River (D. Rice, personal
communication).

9. Finally, different kinds of lithic resources characterize
different time perlods--preliminary analysis suggests that
preferences parallel trends in the lower Snake River drainage (H.
Kennedy, personal communication).

The above observations were made to guide additional work. Whether they
are more apparent than real must be demonstrated by careful quantitative

analysis of each component. Several tentative Interpretations were suggested
for future evaluation.

The small size and evident poor quality of CCS lithic materials
together with the ratio of CCS to non-CCS tools could suggest that good

qual ITy CCS materials may have been in relatively short supply. Mechanical
factors In raw starting materials, such as nodule size and frequency of flaws,
and/or intensive reconditioning of manufactured Items may have contributed to
the hypothesized size/quality and ratio characteristics.

.1 -"o
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It is Interesting that so few obviously exotic materials are found in
the current data sample. Possibly we have failed to recover or detect them,

but more likely some other factor is responsible. However, little work has
been accomplished in the Plateau (other than with obsidian) to establish what
materials comprise "domestic suites" and thereby what "normal" ratios of
exotic/domestic might be expected In given study areas.

Overall diminution seems to be a regional trend, and while large scale
technological changes such as use of lighter projectiles may account for the
trend in part, we wonder if more conservative technologies might have evolved
to offset emerging resource shortages. If so, we might expect them earl lest
in the most severely stressed areas, of which the project may be one.

SCOPE OF STWY

Because of the large amount of excavated material available and the
number of questions raised by analysis of site assemblages, the project area
Is a fertile research area for study of lithic material sources. By a A..

relatively minor effort, we might gain Information about the I ithic raw
material resources available to the prehistoric Inhabitatants and be able to
demonstrate how the enironmental potential Is reflected in I IthIc artifact
technological systems.

Environmental reconstruction for lithic material sources is not
fraught with the same pitfalls as other types of land-use studies. Biological
disturbances Introduced by Euro-Americans are not a significant bias In this
type of study. However, geomorphological disturbances are a potential bias.
Although some geological formations have undergone major reductions In recent
years (riverbottoms), adequate exposures of most still are available, as fresh
road cuts and overgrazing-caused erosion actually have Increased numbers of

exposures. More difficult to account for are the biases Introduced by
prehistoric and historic use of lithic resources and the burial of bedrock
exposures by sedimentation.

The first goal of a series of studies of Ilthic sources should be to
Identify as many source locations as field and bibliographic search time
permiT; sources Ideally should Include prehistoric quarries as well as recent
exposures, to obtain samples of data on quarrying procedures and unworked
materials for experimental purposes, respectively.

The second goal is to Identify and describe the mineralogical and
I I nIc technological characteristics of materials from these sources.

The third goal Is to generalize about the occurrence of these minerals
In the study area; significant correlations with geological formations would
be sought. Presumably the generalized occurrences also would reflect
availability of technologIcal features (ratios of jasper/chalcedony/opal,

etc., In point sources or geologic formation which serve as source zones).
The final result of this study should be probabilistic statements about

what kinds of lithic resources are available, In what amounts, and where. The
level of accuracy at which the statements are made will depend on specific
research needs and funding/effort that can be be brought to bear. If
warranted, advanced technology can be brought into play to solve problems of
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mineralogical or I ithological Identity, as well as correlation of formations.

Below are presented the results of a very preliminary Investigation. The

first goal was addressed, in a non-quantitative manner, with respect to CCS

alone. PrelIminary work on other sources had been carried out by Hibbert

(Appendix H). The search for CCS sources has been further pursued by Key and

Cavazos (Appendix G).

A bibliographic search was conducted to locate published materials on (1) 1"

known source locations in the study area, (2) formation processes and

physical/chemical characteristics of CCS minerals, and (3) investigations of
the relationship between physical characteristics of I ithic materials and tool
requirements. Investigations also entailed Interviewing persons with

knowledge of local lithic materials and/or cultural resources and geology.
Informants on occasion accompanied the investigator while visiting known

quarry sites. These Investigations were carried out in January and July 1981.
Field procedures Involved automotive transects across basalt outcrops

along roadsides as well as visiting reported sources. When I ithic sources
were encountered, small grab samples of materials were taken. Context of

sources/materials was recorded In color and black and white photographs.
Searched areas and sources were recorded on applicable U.S. Geological Survey

(USGS) 7.5- and 15-minute maps. Information for each site Included geodetic B

location by 1/64 section and elevation, presence of Interbed materials,

character I st Ics of matr i x, poss I b I e assoc i ated f Iow members w here sources

occurred in basaltic context, and miscellaneous comments.
Quarry sites were distinguished on the basis of presence of hammerstones.

large quantities of concholdally fractured detritus, and antiquity of exposure

or proximity to known prehistoric sites.
Minerals were Identified by trained personnel in the Foundation and

Materials Branch, Seattle District Corps of Engineers.

RESULTS

As a limited amount of data has been collected thus far, Interpretations

are restricted to tentative statements.

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RESEARCH

.-~. Bibliographic search disclosed few known CCS sources In norTn-Centrai

Washington; opal Ized wood, common opal, and jasper are reported from the
.7 basalt flows in lower Grand and Moses Coulees (Ream 1977; Glover 1949). Only

one CCS source Is reported north of the Columbia River, blue agate found In a
basalt formation (probably a dike or an Eocene submarine deposit) east of
Tonasket (Ream 1977). CCS minerals are most likely to form under conditions
where a porous or finely divided, freely soluble silicate matrix is subject to
slightly acidic groundwater; sedimentation from aqueous solution usually
occurs by replacement of less sl I iceous minerals or soluble substances, or by ...
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evaporation/precipitation In cavities (Dana and Ford 1961; Hurlbut 1971). The

most suitable conditions appear to be In the Miocene basalts general ly soutn

of the project on the Columbia Plateau. Soluble silica is provided by the
frequent deposits of soft fine lake and streambed sediments (interbeds)

between flows, often with baked clay nodules and organic clasts, but also by
the vesicles and other cavities that regularly occur at flow surfaces.

Finally, the cooling of the flows produces a jointed surface, providing
additional cavities as silica sources as well as pathways for rapid flow of

groundwater. The rocks are high in free silica (SI0 2 ) content (Myers et al.

1979). In contrast, the Okanogan Highlands are composed largely of massive
plutonic rocks of granodiorite and metasedimentary series (Pardee 1918).

Cavities within these rocks are relatively infrequent, consisting mainly of a
few vugs in diorite or granodiorite, which provide the most ftequent
opportunity in this kind of context for secondary developmeit of quartz

minerals, usually as large crystals. However, the outer L.urface of the vug
often is lined with a finely crystalline to cryptocrystalIlne substance most

closely resembling chert. It may serve as an occasional material source.

Clasts in recent landforms at the project comprise another source.

FIELD EXAMINATION

Several sources of CCS materials were Identitled In Grand Coulee area
(Table F-2). The closest to the Chief Joseph Project area itself was in
basalt rim rock about 3 miles southeast of the Colville Indian Subagency. The
remainder were all south of Elmer City, in the Upper Grand Coulee Itself or In

other canyons cutting the basalt plateau west and southeast of the town of

Grand Coulee. The USGS maps indicating the locations are on file at the
Seattle -'strict Office, USCE.

Most of the specimens found were of poor quality, but several sources had
opal and jasper nodules of usabl6 size (Sites 2, 3, 5, and 10). Based on
scattered flaked fragments, Sites 3 and 5 appear to be prehistoric quarry

sites. Except for one specimen from Site 2 that weighed several kilograms,
all specimens were fist-sized or smaller, usually with an opal me cortex and -

multiple faults. No sizable piece of chalcedony and no silicified (petrified)

wood was located In the search areas.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Even though our survey was limited In scope and not rigorous from a
sampling standpoint, it is evident that the project vicinity is not well..

endowed with hi gh quality CCS sources. Probably the best to date Is the
exhausted "Mi,, ton Dollar Mile Quarry" (45-GR- ) In the lower part of the
upper Grand Coulee about 20-30 miles south of the project. Certainly, the
abundance of CCS materials here does not begin to approach those available to

the prehistoric inhabitants of the Vantage-Wenatchee area or the mId-Columbla
In general. We would expect that a knapping Industry dependent on local %. -
sources would emphasize conservative manufacturing and use practices,
Including use of alternative materials whenever possible.

%'-"" e-
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APPENI IX G: SURVEY OF CRYPTOCRYSTALL I NE QuAR1z SOLRES=
IN TIE CHIEF JOSEPH DAN PROJECT AREA

By Susan E. Key and Valentina A. Cavazos

INTRODUCTION

The goal of this study was to locate and map sources of I ithic materials
found in the artifact assemblage of the Chief Joseph Dam Cultural Resources
Project. Due to time limits Imposed by the duration of this project and the
large area to be covered, we focused on cryptocrystall Ine quartz (CCS)
materials. This material type was abundantly utilized, according to the
artifactual record, and, while other Nexotic" materials such as petrified wood
and obsidian are rare or nonexistent, CCS materials were definitely
available to past residents of the project universe.

Prior to fieldwork, Individuals with knowledge of known sources,
potential source areas and past sitings of CCS materials were consulted. A
field plan was devised based upon this Information and also Incorporating
outcrops sited while en route. Literature on lithic sources In the project
area was not available to the authors during the field study.

Fieldwork consisted of surveying the tops, slopes and bases of basalt
outcrops searching for yel low-white cortex staining in the bedrock and/or
dislodged chunks of CCS materials in the talus slopes below. Binoculars
were used to Inspect Impassable basalt cliffs with the Intent of siting cortex
staining. When materials were found their approximate location was plotted
upon USGS topographic maps and grab samples were taken.

RESULTS

The areas surveyed are Indicated in Table G-1, grouped by USGS quad map
titles and listed by survey site number. Information on survey technique and
environment is Included, as well as approximate elevation of site area, N

observed evidence, I.e. yellow-white cortex staining, which may Indicate a
possible environment of formation, and what type, if any, CCS materials were

located. The USGS maps with locations marked on them are on file at the
Seattle District Office, USCE, ',
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VARIETIES OF CCS

Several varieties of CCS materials appear to have been available for
utilization. Of those varieties, opal and chalcedony seem to be most

abundantly represented among the artifacts recovered In project excavations.
Chalcedony and opal are chemical sedimentary varieties of quartz which

form by the action of silica laden ground water. The dissolved silica may
originate from any quartz-bearing parent rock, sediment, or soil. However,
free quartz, such as that which occurs In most sediments and sol is, is In a 4
form which Is especially susceptible to surface weathering and leaching by

ground water.
Although the formation of cc quartz minerals Is not well documented, It

appears that as water percolates over or through certain quartz-bearing

substances, silica either goes into solution to be precipitated elsewhere, or

Is chemical ly converted Into a form of CCS In situ. In both cases, a

silica gel tirst forms which, with time, condenses to opal, an amorphous

mineraloid containing a highly variable amount of H2 0. As excess H20
evaporates or Is driven off by Increased pressure, the opal gradually

recrystallizes to chalcedony, a fibrous variety of microcrystalline quartz
which Is differentiated by color, texture and luster. Since this process is

ongoing, samples of various stages of dehydration may exhibit a minerological

gradient from pure opal to pure chalcedony.

FORMATION CONDITIONS AND OCCURRENCE IN THE PROJECT AREA

Three conditions are required for the formation of these types of CCS ,
mineralold: 1) The presence of ground water which acts as a weathering agent

and method of transport; 2) space In which deposition may occur; and 3) free

silica. The basalt flows of the Columbia Plateau and Basin evidently meet
these conditions, as chalcedony and opal, as well as other varieties ot cc

qtz, have been found throughout the region.
Four major subenvironments associated with CCS formation were noted

during this survey of the project area:

1) Interbeds (which act as aquifers if ground water Is present);

2) Cavities in flow tops (which may fill with silica precipitates);

3) Areas of pillow basalt formation;

4) Joints.

The interbeds between flows, which represent hundreds to thousands of
years during which weathering forces dominated geological processes, provide

fertile grounds for the development of free silica In the form of soil, sands,
muds and other types of sediments. As a succeeding flow covered an area,
these sediments were effectively encased In basalt and formed a permeable

layer through which ground water could percolate.
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The top portion of a basalt flow may In many cases be vesicular or
scorlaceous due to gas bubbles which rise during the cool Ing process. These
cavities provide room for silica precipitate concentration and when fIll ed are
termed amygdales.

In the case of lava coming in contact with muds (such as lake or
streambed sediments), pillow basalts form, the Interstices of which are filled
wiTn sl Ightly altered sediments. In this case, CCS would most likely form
In place and would exhibit color and textural differences due to variations In
the surrounding sediments.

Jointing in basalt, which originates during cooling and is later
amplified by weathering, also provides possible sites of CCS formation.
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APPEIIX H:
L ItlC SOURES

by Dennis M. Hlbbert

Attempts were made to locate sources for several kinds of lIthic
materIal utIlIzed by the or iginal Inhabitants of the canyon. Sources were
sought for:

tabular yellow quartzite
argillite
fine-grained chert
opal
chalcedony
nephrite

The commonly used granite and basalt were no doubt obtained locally;
granite Is the regional bedrock and basalt forms the south rim of the
canyon as well as being locally abundant north of the river. Both rocks
are common in the river gravels as well.

TABULAR YELLOW QUARTZITE

The nearest locality where this material Is found in place was seen by
this Investigator just west and slightly north of the former rapids at

Kettle Falls, along Highway 395, about 60 miles northeast of the Chief
Joseph Dam Project headquarters. There Is an operating quartzite quarry
there today.

There is no reason to think the quartzite was brought from this
5/. source, however, since the gravels in the Columbia River contain an -
is' abundance of quartzite cobbles.

ARGILLITE

The even-grained black argillite known from project excavations has no
nearby source area, nor is It common in the Columbia River gravels In the
Project area. The region most likely to contain a source Is the northeast
corner of the State of Washington east of the Columbia and north of the
Spokane River, where widespread metamorphosed fine-grained sediments are
found. Several trips were made Into the region In an effort to track down
argilllite occurrences reported in the geologic literature or described by
geologists who had worked In the region, but no source was located.

555
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FINE-GRAINED CHERT

Chert Is abundant in the river gravels in the project area, but it Is
almost always more coarsely grained than the chert worked by the canyon's
ancient Inhabitants and recovered by project excavators. The abundance of
fine-grained chert artifacts points to a source outside the canyon, but no
such source was found. As In the case with argilIte, the most likely
source for fine-grained cherts, besides Columbia gravels, is the -
northeastern part of the State. A less likely but possible region is the
mountainous country to the west of the Okanogan River.

It should be noted that a great deal of the materal Identified by
project lab workers as quartzite (other than the tabular yel low kind) is
actua Ily chert; therefore, chert is considerably more common as a I lthic 
material than lab records Indicate, and quartzite is considerably less
common.

OPAL AND CHALCEDONY '

Both these rocks occur within the basalts which make up the Waterville
Plateau to the south of the project area. A large amount of opal Is found
above the river's south bank upstream from the upper end of the Grand
Coulee (L. Salo, personal communication 1979), as well as near Quincy on
the Plateau Itself, while chalcedony (called agate when it displays
banding) Is a famous product of Plateau basalts at localities In both
Washington and Oregon. The canyon's Inhabitants probably obtained both
these materials from the Plateau.

NEPHRITE

This Investigator saw two nephrite adze-like objects in the project's
lab collection. A local collector (name not recorded) also brought in a
sawn water-worn cobble of nephrite which he said he found in the Sanpoil
River to the northeast of the project area. As the nearest known source
areas are far to the north in the drainage of the Fraser river in British
Columbia, or west of the Cascades In the Puget Lowland, a search was made
of the till in the project area to see If the Okanogan-Lobe Ice may have
brought nephrlte south from Canada. Several pebbles of nephrite were
found; It is thus assumed that the nephrlte found In project excavations
was brought south from Canada, embedded in glacier ice. i
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APPEI IX I:
PROJECTILE POINT CLASSIFICATORY DIMENSIONS

DIMENSION 1: BLADE/STEM JUNCTUEE

The blade of the projectile point is that portion defined by line segment

aA or the distal or working end. It Is demarcated by a node (A) signalling a
change of direction In the point outline which either constitutes a shoulder
or haft. The stem Is that portion defined by line segments Al, A12, A123 or
the proximal or haf ted end of the projectile point. The juncture of blade and
stem constitutes the shoulder and neck and is marked by node 1.

N. Not App Icable. Blade and stem are not marked by the presence of a ,.*,i
shoulder or stem.

1. Side-notched. Blade and stem are separated by a deep lateral notch
that creates a narrow neck and a sharply expanding stem which often ,..

approximates the maximum width of the blade.

2. Shouldered. Blade and stem are separated by a wide corner notch ,
which has removed most of the proximal edge of the point preform.
The shoulder and stem form an obtuse angle to the midline of the
point, with the shoulder line slanting up fom the horizontal.

3. Squared. Blade and stem are separated by a narrower corner notch
which has produced a shoulder line more nearly horizontal or
perpendicular to the midline of the point.

4. Barbed. Blade and stem are separated by a very narrow corner notch
that has created an extension of the blade margin down past the neck
of the stem. The lateral tang or barb may roughly parral lel the stem

margin, extending down to or past the base, and forming an acute -i
angle to the midline of the point.

9. Indeterminate. Condition of the specimen precludes assignment to one
of the above categories.

% %
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DIMENSION II: OUTLINE
o . ,

All projectile points are treated as either triangular or lanceolate. k

N. Not Applicable. The distinction cannot be accurately made. W

1. Triangular. The broadest part of the blade (node A) occurs in the

lower one-third of the point outline.

2. Lanceolate. The broadest part of the blade (node A) occurs In the "

middle one-third of the point outline. *-d.

9. Indeterminate. Condition of the specimen precludes assignment to one

of the above categories.

DIMENSION Ill: STEM EDGE ORIENTATION

A stem Is Identified only if a shoulder and neck are present on the

projectile point (line segment Al).

N. Not Applicable.

1. Straight. The margins of the stem form two lines roughly parallel to

the midline of the projectile point.

2. Contracting. The margins of the stem converge with extension down
from the blade-stem juncture.

3. Expanding. The margins of the stem diverge with extension down from

the blade-stem juncture.

9. Indeterminate.

DIMENSION IV: SIZE ." "

Size is an arbitrary division into large or small. Assignment to one or

the other requires placement within two of three defining categories.

N. Not Applicable.

1. Large. Length is greater than 3 cm. Neck width is greater than 0.75

cm. Thickness at the blade-stem juncture Is greater than 0.5 cm.

2. Small. Length is less than 3 cm. Neck width Is less than 0.75 cm.
Thickness at the blade-stem juncture Is less than 0.5 cm.

9. IndetermInate.

,- -'. .'. .
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DIMENSION V: BASAL EDGE SHAP

N. Not Applicable.

1. Straight. The basal edge Is essentially horizontal or pependicular

to the midline of the projectile point.

2. Convex. The basal edge Is rounded proximally, forming an oblique

angle to the midline.

3. Concave. The basal edge is rounded distally, forming an acute angle
to the midline.

4. Point. The basal edge terminates sharply, with margins converging
proximally to form a point.

5. Straight or convex and centrally notched. A notch extends up Into
the stem from the basal margin.

9. Indeterminate.

DIMENSION VI: BLADE EDGE SHAPE

N. Not Applicable.

1. Straight. The lateral blade margin is a flat line, extending

directly from the proximal end of the blade to the tip of the point.

2. Excurvate. The lateral blade margin bows out fom the midline of the
blade.

3. Incurvate. The lateral blade margin bows In toward the midline of
the blade.

4. Reworked. The lateral blade margin shows evidence of modification.

9. Indeterminate.

DIMENSION VII: CROSS SECTION ".

N. Not Applicable.

1. Piano-convex. The blade cross section Is flattened on one surface.

2. BI-convex. The blade cross section Is rounded on both surfaces.

5771
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3. Diamond. The blade cross section Is pointed on both surfaces.

4. Trapezoidal. The blade cross section has two parallel horizontal

sides and steep edges. --..

9. Indeterminate.

DIMENSION VIII: SERRATION

N. Not Applicable.

1. Not Serrated. The lateral blade margin Is not scored with multiple

small notches. ,,. ,
I....-

2. Serrated. The lateral blade margin Is scored with multiple small

notches. . "

9. Indeterminate.

DIMENSION IX: EDGE GRINDING -

N. Not Applicable

I. Not Ground. The lateral margins of the blade and haft have not been
uniformly dulled.

2. Blade Edge. The lateral margin of the blade has been uniformly ,.

dulled.

3. Haft Edge. The lateral margin of the haft has been uniformly dulled.

9. Indeterminate.

DIMENSION X: BASAL EDGE THINNING

N. Not Applicable.

1. Not Thinned. The basal edge has not been reduced appreciably on

either the dorsal or ventral surface.

2. Short Flake Scars. The basal edge has been reduced by removal of
short flakes from either the dorsal or ventral surface. ..

.- %. o°.

3. Long Flake Scars. The basal edge has been reduced by removal of long

flakes from either the dorsal or ventral surface.

9. IndetermInate.

. .. .'
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DIMENSION XI: FIAKE S PATTERN

* N. Not ApplIcable.

I. Variable. Flake scars vary In size and orientation to the midline of

the point.

2. Uniform. Flake scar size or orientation to the midline of the point

Is regular.

3. Mixed. Flake scar size and orientation ot the midline of the point

Is regular on some sections of the surface.

4. Collateral. Flake scar size Is regular and flake scars are parallel

to one another and perpendicular to the midline of the point.

5. Transverse. Flake scar size Is regular and flake scars are parallel
to one another and oblique to the midlIne of the point, carrying from
lateral edge to lateral edge.

6. Other. Flake scar sIze Is uniform and flake scar orientation is
other than collateral or transverse.

9. Indeterminate.

'. *J.i
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APPEDIIX J: ADDITIONAL BOTANICAL INWORNATION

f~m. by Nancy A. Stenholm

This appendix presents background Information on plant resources In the
project area too detailed to lie Included In the body of the text or previous
documents. First are descriptions of the project area vegetation which drawon the author's personal field observations. The second section presents
details of harvesting experiments referred to In Chapter 13.

DESCRIPTION OF VEGETATION BY BIOPIYSIOGRAPHIC ZONE

The following description of the vegetation communities Is organized by
the blophyslographic zones defined for the project (see Chapter I for
discussion). The descriptions are based on original field observations made
during a three-year stay In the project area. Information on plant use by
local Indian groups was derived from Ray (1932), Spier (1938), Turner (1978,
1979), and Turner et al. (1980).

BIOPHYSIOGRAPHIC ZONE I

There Is no contiguous riparian community along Rufus Woods lakeside
today. Before the latest pool rise (February 1982), a few localities, mostly
limited the to the mouths of draws, held some willow (Salix spp.), a few
buIrushes ( I r~p~us ajutusu) and sedges (Cr~ex spp.) and common horseta II
(E.Itts tm spp.) along with plants common in other zones such as hackberry
(C i L douglasl I), ponderosa pine and other water tolerant draw vegetation.
The beach gravels hold weedy Introduced plants such as mullein (Yerbascu
. lady's thumb and knotweed (Polygonu 12orsiJarii, p. avulare),
?lantain (PJ.nago major), amaranth (Amaantu albus, . retolxus, and
cheat grass (Bromus tectorum) among others. Before the completion of Grand
Coulee Dam, the river Itself was an Important supplier of building materials.
A local Inhabitant remembers the time when cedar logs were collected by boat,
split Into fence posts and sold. A number of potentially useful conifer and
hardwoods can be seen today In trash piles above major dams. Driftwood no
doubt provided the bulk of winter fuel and a substantial amount of ready
lumber for construction in the past.

o, .
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BIOPHYSIOGRAPHIC ZONE II

This zone, which extends on both sides of the river at elevations ranging
from about 1000 ft (300 m) to 2000 ft (600 m), contains several distinct
communities. The zone Includes relatively flat terraces with deep solIs,
Interior valley systems such as the Omak Trench and the Nespelem River Valley,

granitic and basalt hillsides, rocky outcrops, steepsided draws, and few
bodies of water at higher elevations. Most of the land has been grazed and
some of it has been dry-farmed or Irrigated, with the result that very little
flat land contains original climax vegetation (Daubenmire's Artemlsia
tridentata/Agropyron spicatum habitat type). Big sage and wheatgrass probably

covered most of the terraces and flats to about 2000 ft (600 m). In drier
locales (regions with sandy soil or on gentle south-facing slopes), wheatgrass .,_*.

was replaced by needle grass (Stipa comata), one of the so-cal led
bunchgrasses. In wetter locales, north facing slopes at low elevations, or
flats at higher elevations, wheat grass Is replaced by Idaho fescue (Festuc

idahoensis). Good stands of native bunchgrasses can still be seen on the
south side of the river above Irrigated fields. Both wheatgrass and fescue
are found together Interspersed with occasional bushes of sage. Grazing has
destroyed most of the bunchgrasses but they may still be seen on the south
side of the river above Irrigated fields. Both wheatgrass and fescue are
found together interspersed with occasional bushes of sage. Grazing has
destroyed most of the bunchgrass association on the north side of the river
and opened the habitat to annual cheat grass (Bromus tectoru ). Sage cover
has often been reduced with a resulting Increase in rabbitbrush (Crysothamnus
nauseosus). Abandoned fields support knapweed (Centaurea diffusa) and mobile
tumbleweeds (Salsola kaLL Siiymbrium altissimum), to name only a few of the
recently arrived noxious weeds.

Useful plants that may still be seen on the terraces in places Include
Indian celery (Lomatlum ambiguum. L triternatum), white camas (L. ge _l),.
Desert or sego Illy (Calochortus macrocarus), sunflower (Hellanthus annuus),
sumac clumps (Rhau gJabra), and occasional ponderosa pine, serviceberry

(Amelanchier alnifolla), hawthorn (Crataeaug douglasil) and Oregon grape.
Stands of bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata) dot hillsides and cluster at

the base of hills where they may mingle with sagebrush. Bitterbrush thickets
support native dropseed grass (Sporobolus spp.). The grass Is palatable to
cattle, but the ruggedness of the terrain in steep granitic hillsides may have
helped preserve this grass. On south-facing hillsides bitterbrush Individuals
are widespread. Cheat grass Is found wherever cattle have found space to
graze the slopes.

In sandy areas a fragile community exists on south-facing slopes composed
ot spring sunflower, chocolate tips (Lomatlum dlssctum) and clumps of
buckwheat (Er logonum n Iveu ). Both the sunflower and chocolate tips possess
large storage roots which enable the plants to take advantage of the first ..

warm rays of sun and put forth the first edible shoots of spring.
The bases of rockfalls and talus slopes support a garland community of

shrubs common to both sides of the river. Rainfall and other moisture
absorbed through rock fissures is used by mesic shrubs and herbs. The

: I .. . . .. I . ... ..-....
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community is similar to that encountered In draws and Includes mockorange
(Philadelphus lewisli), serviceberry (Amelanchler alnifolla), wild rose (Roa
woosQiL), cherry (Prunus virglniana), snowberry (ymphoricaros albus) and
hackberry (Celtis gogualasiL). Occasional bushes of wild currant (RJbes
cereum), purple sage (Salvia dor ri), and hawthorn are found here. White
clematis (Clematis lgulsticifolla , an Important fiber plant, covers the
rocks and bushes. Thus this community contains many useful species Including
edible fruits (serviceberry, rose hips, cherry, currant, hawthorn fruits and
hackberries), wood resources (mockorange, servIceberry, cherry, hawthorn, and
hackberry), cordage, and sweatbath material (purple sage). The talus
community is attractive to birds year round thus offering people in winter
camps or villages a nearby source of protein.

Draw bottoms and moist canyons are covered with a complex association of
* plants. In addition to those mentioned in the talus association, draw flora

include water-loving species such as willow (Sallx l is exlaua.
laslandra), alder (Alnus sinuata), western birch (Betula occidentalis) and
quaking aspen (cottonwood, PoDulus tremulodes). Under shade, draw bottoms
are covered in poison ivy (Rhus radicans), bedstraw (Gallum apeJJni), edible
miner's lettuce (Montla perfollata), and false solomon's seal (Smilacina
aciemosa) which has edible roots. Wild mints (Mentha ryvensIs& and NonardeIlIa

odoratssima) are common. Members of the talus community are found a few
meters from running water along with ponderosa pine, an occasional Douglas fir
or juniper tree, dogwood (Cornus stolonifera) and thickets of Oregon grape .
(Berberls acauifollu ). Plants producing fiber and useable bark Include
willow, birch, stinging nettle (Urtica dial ca), and Indian hemp (Apocvnum
cannablum and other species). Where the land Is flat and marshy areas are
created, bulrushes (in the middle and upper parts of Zone Ii), coltsfoot or
cow parsnip (Heracleu lanatum) and poison hemlock (Clcuta douglasil).

There are numerous small ponds and a few large lakes In the glacially
modified topography of B-P Zone II and Ill. Some of these form freshet
strings such as the Buffalo/Rebecca Lake series south of Nespelem or those of
the Omak Trench (Omak/Goose/Alkalal Lake series). Others such as Black Lake
on the basalt plateau in Douglas County are more alkaline. Flora varies. In
general, however, the approach to lake or pond shore is covered with cord
grass (Spartina gracills) or salt grass (DistichLis stricta) on alkaline soil.
Giant ryegrass (E ynus cinereus) may grow In soil not excessively alkaline.
Along the borders of the lake are sedges (Carex spp.), and stands of bulrush
and cattail (I gJha latifolla) in several meters of water. Bulrush is useful
for mat-making and cattails provide food and materials for flexible
construction of various kinds. The Importance of these small lakes and ponds
above the floodplain Is enhanced by their nearness to the major root producing
grounds. The riparian community of ponds was attractive to water fowl.

Lithosols (rocky soils) are known for their diversity of Jo.atlu , onion,
and wild mustard species (Daubenmire 1970:30). Thin soils over basalt to the
south, and over granite to the north of the river from approximately 1200 ft
(360m) to 2500 ft (750 m) in Zone III support fairly dense stands of these
spring edibles even on grazed land. Thus the lomatium hilltop communities
thrive In Zone Ill as well as Zone II.
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In at least one location, this community Is In pristine condition.
Agricultural land overlooking Bissel Flat has been closed to grazing for some
time; consequently hillsides and exposed hilltops show little denudation
(swales and valley bottoms are dry-farmed). At elevations of 1800 ft (540 m)
the hills are clothed in vigorous stands of bunchgrass and scattered sage.
The grass and sage are more mesic species (that Is, Festuca idahoensis.

artemislan tri.partJI) on northfacing slopes, but big sage and wheatgrass are
still present. Indian paintbrush (CastelleJa, a medicinal plant), nodding
onion (Alllum acuminatu ), death camas (Zgidus venenosus, an arrow poison),
spring sunflower and Indian celery (Lomatlu ambIguum) are found among the
tussocks. Exposed rocks are clothed by a layer of colorful lichens and
mosses. Finely dissected leaves of white camas L. cannbyl) and desert parsley
(L. macroarum) hug the ground, and an occasional waxy pink bitter-root
blossom (Lewisla rediyla) may be spotted next to cusnions of phlox, and bright
yellow clumps of daisy fleabane (Erigeron Iinearls). By the time these and
other flowers have faded in June, the leaves of the economic species have .,,,,,

commonly dried and blown away although they may persist to July In upper draw
regions.

The same community can be found on the north side of the river in
depauperated form. The edible triumvirate of camas, onion, and bitter-root
can best be viewed In abundance around Rebecca Lake, and in stony ground on
Goose Lake flats. A few communities can also be spotted on open hi l Isides and
terraces in draws up to the ponderosa pine zone.

In sum, Zone II possesses several distinct habitats and vegetation
communities useful for foragers of the past. Some of the roots and nearly all
of the berries collected for storage by Indians in the ethnographic past are

from this zone.

BIOPHYSIOGRAPHIC ZONE III

This zone is located in Douglas County, begins about 2000 ft (600 m) and

rises to about 2500 ft (750 m) at a distance of 4 km from the river. As

mentioned in a previous section, the plant community Is much the same as that
encountered in upper Zone II on the Douglas County side of the river. The
flat basaltic landscape Is dotted with small farms and ranches and shallow
ponds. Here the big sage/wheatgrass zonal association Is replaced by the L.
trIpartita/Festuca Idahoensis zonal association (Daubenmire 1970). Portions
of the vegetation can be seen In a relatively undisturbed state around Banks
Lake. A few conifers, Including ponderosa pine and Douglas fir (se"ud"tisug

menzI[) appear. A talus garland community similar to that of Zone I Is
found In places and the lomatium community exists among the sage on rocky
ground. Zone III, however, has more lomatlum species.

BIOPHYSIOGRAPHIC ZONE IV

The last zone in our transect Is largely forested upland above 2000 ft "

(600 m) in the Okanogan uplands. Some land exists without forest in this
zone. The Omak Plateau is largely devoid of trees although It rises above

p.- *4,'
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2000 ft. Vegetation communities there are similar to that of Upper Zone II in

the Omak Trench and Zone III.

We will extend discussion of the forest region to Include mountainous

areas up to the elevation of Summit Lake, about 3500 ft (1000 ni) since the

area was frequented by native peoples. The forest can be divided Into three

communities based largely on elevation: ponderosa pine from 2000 ft (600 m)

(actually the forest begins at about 1400 ft (450 m) in canyons and draws and
even lower on northfacing slopes) and extends to about 2500 ft (750 m). From

there to about 3000 ft (900 m) Douglas fir is dominant. The beginnings of the

alpine fir (Ables lasiocarpa) and spruce (Elcen egnelmlnhit) community can be
seen on mountain tops above the fir zone.

Although there are difterences in underbrush In each of the forest

communities, a general floral picture Is presented. This description applies

mostly to the Douglas fir belt around Summit Lake.

The forest community consists mostly of Douglas fir, Interspersed with

lodgepole pine (Plnus contorta), larch (Latix occdentalls) In wet areas, and

a few ponderosa pines and spruce trees. The larch trees in particular are

covered with edible lichen ("black moss," 8lectorIa fremont I), one of the few
aboriginal foods available year round. Foam berry (Shepherdla cAnadensis)

from which Indian "ice-cream" is made, mountain huckleberry (Yaccinium spp),

kinnikinnick (Arctostaphylos uvg-ursl), and thimbleberry (Rubus parvltorus)

are some of the more important edibles abundant in this zone. Several kinds

of mushrooms can be picked from spring to late fail including diverse members

of the Botjs Hygroahorus. Polyphorus, and Sullus families. Prized for
arrow shafts, Ironwood (Holodiscus discolQr) bushes abound. Dogwood (CEDus

stolonifera) also found in draws Is abundant and was collected for edible

berries as well as medicine. Birch trees grow to sufficient size to provide

suitable raw material for containers. Marshes, lakes, and upper fingerings of

creeks support upland willow and yellow pond lily which can be harvested for

seeds. Occasional stands of hazel nut and serviceberry bushes are also found

in forest openings. Wild strawberry carpets part of the forest floor.
In general the forest offers fruits that ripen (except for strawberry)

later than their counterparts in the lower draw communities, arborescent raw -

materials (bark, nuts, boughs, sap, resin and cambium), and certain plants

(foamberry, huckleberry) not found in any other region.

•A HARVESTING EXPERIMENTS

: ::: LOmatium macrocarpum

Two collections of L. macrocarpum give us some Idea of seasonality and

productivity of this Important food resource. The first was made on the

Douglas County side of the Columbia River at 570 m (1900 ft) across from
Panama Canyon on June 10, 1980. The second was among scattered ponderosa

pines at 450 m m.s.l. In Coyote Canyon on July 19, 1980. By then, the dried

tops of the plant had broken away from the stalk but were lying close enough

to serve as an excavation aid.

*. ,I.
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The Douglas County harvest was of particular Interest because of the
technique of root extraction we had to adopt among the rocks. The rocky
hil Itop where harvest took place had not been grazed recently and native bunch
grasses and wild flowers were prolific. Rocks and basalt spalls made digging
difficult, nevertheless, six roots with a fresh peeled weight of 51 g were
collected in 30 minutes, and the largest specimen weighed 28 g. In order to
harvest the roots It was necessary to make an Initial hole by prying out the
rocks and then remove the roots as the hole was continually enlarged In one or
more directions. When we had finished, an oval hole some 10-15 cm deep and 65
cm across had been created. After the rocks had been replaced and the scars
of the excavation removed, It was noticed that there were other similarly
filled depression on the hilltop. Harvesting must have taken place some time
ago as the rocks were lichen-coated and soil had drifted among the replaced
rocks. We may have discovered an archaeological signature for root extraction

In rocky soil.
The Douglas County harvest was Interesting also for the edible plants In

association. Those worth collecting Included bitter-root (Lewlsla redlyla),
Indian celery (Lomatlu amigu m), and wild onion (Al Ilum acuminatum). All
three were flowering and the small roots, leaves, and heads of the last two

could be used for flavoring.

The second harvest was made in Coyote Canyon after the plants had dried
and fallen apart. A square meter was staked out and the roots collected from
that area. Dried stems and leaves marked the approximate position of 14
plants. We collected 13 in 30 minutes, although not all of the roots were
entire. The harvest weighed 135 g in the field, and 94 g cleaned and peeled
for eating. Excavation was easier in the terrace soil than the rocky outcrop
of the first harvest, but the root size remained about the same.

Edible plants in the Immediate area Included the dried remains of a
second Indian celery L. triternatum) whose seeds are useful seasoning (Turner

et al. 1980:70), and wild currant (Ribes cereu ) past its prime. And within a
stone's throw near the creek, were first qual Ity serviceberry bushes

(Amelanchler alnifolla) with some good fruits available, and Oregon grape
stands (Berberis acQuifollum) in prime picking condition.

In short, lomatlum roots are easiest to spot in spring, but can still be
gathered in mid-summer If the dried foliage hasn't been disturbed or blown
away. Depending upon the soil they are relatively easy to harvest, dry well
(they lose about 40% moisture content), and are easy to clean and peel. They
are found with other edible plants, such as onion, Indian celery, and bitter-
root, that might be gathered along with the roots. The discovery that there

is a way of digging for this lomatlum by trenching where the soil is rocky may
be of use In spotting harvesting sites. The distinctive scars are long-
I i ved.

Prunus "giniana

Wild cherry fruits grow on racemes that contain seven to 12 edible

fruits. These can be gathered by stripping or taking the entire branch to be
picked over later, During one 16 minute session an Inexperienced picker

m ep,"t
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harvested 1505 cherries weighing 1025 g. The edible portion, consisting of

flesh and skin, weighed 825 g, and the fresh pits weighed 200 g. From this

and other harvests Is was found that the average ripe chokecherry weighs

0.69±0.2 g (N=1556) and contains from 82 to 89% flesh and skin by weight. The
taste Is tart and slightly astringent, and some find It unpleasant. The
qualIty Improves wIth cookIng and possibly wIth dryIng.

In other words, wild chokecherries are fairly small, but they are easy to
gather. Apparently the easiest way to handle them for winter use Is to mash

them pit and all and dry them as cakes to be served with other Ingredients.
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